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"Elgee. Charlene" <Charlene Elgee@cic.gc.ca>
"The Molloys" <joandmikeca@yahoo.com>;
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September 12, 2005 10:59 AM
Subject:
Newsletter from the Prairies and the Northwest Territories Region
They did publish! I wasn’t sure if they would but here it is! There were a few pictures but they didn't copy from
article, just the text came through
From:

To:

NATIONAL NEWS

Roger St. Vincent presents memoirs to CIC Library
By Charlene Elgee (A/Library Manager, NHQ)
On Thursday, August 11 the collection of the CIC Library in Ottawa was enriched by the addition of the memoirs
of Roger St. Vincent who was with the department in various capacities from 1947 to 1982. The Library joined
forces with the Canadian Immigration Historical Society to hold a small reception to welcome Mr St. Vincent and
his

personal record of an exciting time in the history of Canadian immigration.

Entitled "A Fortunate Life”, the memoir tells the tale of a young
Second World War, working with refugees in post-war Europe,
three decades in the service of the immigration department In

Montreal native joining the air force during the
and then moving around the globe for the next
1972 Mr St. Vincent took over as Team Leader to
manage the crisis of the expulsion of Asians from Uganda, earning the gratitude of the 6,000 refugees brought to
Canada and the praise of Canadian leaders back home. Roger finished his career as Charge d'Affaires in
Belgrade and then as Director, European Operations, retiring in July 1982 and now dividing his year between
Slovenia, his wife's home country, and Montreal
Library Staff was also pleased to see in attendance several other CIHS members: Al Gunn, David Bullock,
Raph Girard, Joe Bissett, Ian Rankin, and Mike Molloy, the current President Janet Siddall, Acting Assistant
Deputy Minister, Operations, took time out of her busy schedule to attend and to welcome our distinguished
guests.
The

UJGUST11 2005-THE CITIZENSHIPS IMMIGRATION LIBRARY, OTTAWA-THE LIBRARIAN
MS CHARLENE ELGEE ACCEPTS A COPY OF ROGER ST-VINCENT'S MEMOIRS. ON HER LEFT
ISTHFASST DFPIITY MINISTER OF IMMIGRATION lAMFSinnAI

PRESENT AT THE CEREMONY-EX AMBASSADOR MICHAEL MOLLOY,PRESIDENT OF THE
CANADIAN IMMIGRATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY AND MR. J.B.BISSETT, EX DIRECTOR
GENERAL OF THE IMMIGRATION FOREIGN SERVICE AND EX AMBASSADOR WITH
ROGER ST. VINCENT. THE STAND BEHIND MR. BISSETT DEPICTS VARIOUS PHOTOS OF
THE EXODUS OF ASIANS FROM UGANDA WHICH ROGER HEADED AS TEAM LEADERCREDIT FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE CEREMONY GOES TO MS. ELGEE’S DEDICATED STAFF
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1935-ECOLE MEILLEUR, CORNER FULLUM & ROUEN, 6™ YEAR-TEACHERS CHRISTIAN BROTHERSFlrst rowiLocoste, Vallee, Lanouette, enseigrvant Freres Chretiens, Deniger, De Vizio, Paradis;
2ieme rangee-Charron, Pomainville, Genaron, Belanger, Dulong, Denis; 3ieme rangeezPelletier,

Girard, Bravo, Monscau, Quintal, Chayer, Huard; 4ieme rangee:De Vizio, D’Ambroise, Messier,
Boucher, Gagnon, Meunier, St-Vincent, Girard, Tougas.
JUNE 19JM>KAUS

MANY WERE FIRST

SECOND FROM LEFT, FRONT ROWOF ITALIAN PARENTS.

L

way 20, 1940-graduation from
High School

Le Plateau Senior

The names of the students in the above photo are
includes sons of immigrant in the 1935 photo. The

not available-

it

1940 graduation
photo, prior to joining the RCAF-Bottom right, Lucien, Paul and Maurice
in the backyard at 2346 Chapleau street, Montreal; on a Sunday and
wearing the best apparel that mother provided for “her boys.”
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I was born in Montreal, on January 27,1922 and namedLucien,Roger, Joseph,Hector. I was the seventh
child of twelve children
at 54 Iberville street,

by Joseph Albert St-Vincent and Rosealba Fridoline Colin. At my birth, we lived
St-Vincent-de-Paul Parish, one of many poor sections in the East End of Montreal.

Alexina Colin, my mother’s sister,

looked after me from birth. She affectionately called me “little piggy” probably because
my effective digestive system. My father was born in Ishpenning, Michigan on 24 February 1877 because his father
went there to find work. My mother was born in Montreal, the daughter of Charles Colin and Alexina Arteau. They
married on July 16 1907 when -my mother was 16. Her paternal grandmother a Hazelman, a descendant of the of
German Brunswick Regiment that helped the British in the war of 1812. Her brother, Hector Colin, was my godfather.
A veteran of WWI he was a victim of gas attacks by the Germans at Vimy in 1915. He had difficulty breathing,was a
chain smoker and drank beer all day. Having saved the life of a soldier named Stuart, son of the founder of Mac Donald
Tobacco, Montreal, he got a cushy job at the factory.
My paternal grandfather was born December 31, 1826 at Ste Anne-des-Plaines, Quebec and married
Delphine Carriere in 1852. He and his family went to Michigan in late 1860 seeking work as a blacksmith and a rough
carpenter, trades that my father took up. At one time, my father worked at Alcatraz prison during the San Francisco
earthquake. He kept a diary in which he wrote “Alcatraz Island, 18 April 1906-tremblement de terre a 5% heures du
matin, la ville de San Francisco tout en feu-nous avons garde les prisoners du civille et le 19 du soir nous avons
couche avec nos habits peur de les prisoniers qui vont casser la prison et la ville brule tout le temps-nous sommes
beaucoup en danger.” (This is the only testimony that he was at Al Catraz.)
My mother's sister Lea married a Franco-American named Arteau and lived in Worcester, Massachusetts.
My parents went there around 1914 where father found work. I could have been born in Worcester since two older
sisters and a brother were born there. My father moved often in search employment. The family returned to Montreal
in 1919 when father got a job at the Glen CPR Works
in Montreal West. Mother was happier in Montreal
speakingFrench. She was a “homebody,” content to be with her children, cooking and doing house chores.
When dabbling in genealogy, my grandfather’s birth certificate read “Frangois Chaumeraux dit St Vincent.”
Yet, his children, including my father, were all baptized St-Vincent. They called themselves “Chomeraux” even if that
surname does not appear on father’s baptismal certificate issued by the St Augustine Church, Ishpenning, Michigan
where they called him “Shamrock”as it was easier than “Chamereaux.” My genealogy reseach also established that
the first Saint-Vincent to come to Canada was Pierre de Saint-Vincent in 1692. He was ensign in the French Navy.
I envy people who recall events that took place at an early age. I remember attending Champlain school, in
1928 where nuns taught us writing by first practicing endless rows of interlaced coils of the letter “OOO”. At the end
of the second year, I received a bronze medal (see p.1) and kept it as my first reward. Growing up, I and others my age
listened what men were saying especially after they had a few drinks of “ptit blanc.” As listened I learnt a lot about
“les us et coutumes des canayens.”
In 1925, my father lost a toe as a result of an accident sustained while working at the CPR Glen Yards. He
received $800. in compensation and was not expected to return to his job. He and mother decided to rent a grocery
store at 1660 Dufresne street which proved a bad investment. Too many clients were unemployed and could not pay
for the goods they bought on credit. He declared bankruptcy. At the time, we lived on a second floor flat at 1885
Dufresne street. It was crowded for eight of us with no bath and a large vat to sit in and wash.
With a healed foot, father accepted a low-paying jobs as an ironsmith-molder with Keating Bros. He left home
early each morning by tramway, returning at 5 p.m. He earned little money for long working hours to feed the family.
Mother always had hot water when he came home. He once said the workers spoke about a union but, when the boss
heard about it, he said they would all be fired if they tried. My oldest brothers, Gaston worked at Columbus Rubber
and Romeo worked at odd jobs. A third sister left school at twelve to work at McDonald Tobacco joining my older
sisters. A pack of five “Turrets” cigarettes cost five cents.
,
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weekly earnings of the sisters working at MacDonald’s Tobacco factory on Ontario street were given
spend it and she was thrifty. Without hot water, bathing was a chore requiring
heating water in large vats on the coal stove. We poured it into pails that were emptied in the bathtub. We never filled
as we never had
enough hot water. Mother made sure that we washed and scrubbed our hair with disinfectant to get
to mother who decided how best to

rid of lice.

Following the 1929 “crash” brought the Depression and father became jobless once again. There were hard
nearly everyone. Through the “secours direct” we got weekly provisions such as bread, sugar, tea, milk and
canned goods to tide us over. My brother and I took turn each week to collect these items from a relief center on Fullum
street, next to the St-Eusebe church. Father felt humiliated by this situation and tried so hard to find work. The three
sisters’ earnings helped us with other items and pay the rent through those terrible times. We could not afford to buy
toilet paper and we took turns cutting newspapers to the right size and stacking them on a nail near the “throne.”
Every year the Kiwanis helped youngsters in summer by spreading a huge tarpaulin in a vacant lot near
Rouen and Harbour streets while firemen from the nearby Station filled it with two feet of water. They offered free water
melons and apples. With my friend Jean Santerre, we liked to rummage in attics for items that could bring a few
pennies. He killed himself when he slipped from an escarpment coming down after climbing the side of the Mount
Royal.
With a few pennies, I went to the Lajeunesse public bath and shower with lots of hot water. Attendants
taught us how to swim. I remember an Asian boy swimming with fingers of both hands interlocked propelling himself
faster than any of us. I went to the street outside the “Royaux” baseball park, corner of Ontario and De Lorimier to
catch baseballs. When I heard the crowd roar for a “home run” I watched for the baseball. I got 0.25 cents for each ball.
In winters, snow banks piled up on the street edges and sidewalks. The city hired laborers carried wooden
board to spread sand from a shovel which they replenished from a horse drawn wagon. It was a time to play “marbles"
but I could never I couldn’t afford the larger “smoked alleys.” The city’s skating rinks were free but without skates, we
borrowed them one hour at a time. My oldest brother Gaston was an avid hockey player who practiced with members
of the Montreal “Habitant” team. He spoke about his hero, Howie Morentz, was from Stratford, Ontario.
On February 10th 1930, mother gave birth to Yolande Fleurette.fher last child after many miscarriages!). We
called her “Fleur.” We were all saddened when she died on April 19 1933 from meningitis. My parents were not
discouraged because Raymonde was born in August 1934 as the eleventh living child. Lacking space, she slept in my
parents' bedroom. I was fond of her and always got up when she cried at night and rocked her to sleep.
May 1st was moving day and in 1930 we moved to a larger ground flat at 2346 Chapleau Street. Moving day
created pandemonium-all those moving looked for any type of transportation including the peddler with his horse.. This
was an occasion for curious people to see one’s possessions by sidewalks while waiting for transportation. Our monthly
rent was sixteen dollars for four bedrooms, living room, a large dining room and kitchen with access to the backyard.
With one toilet, the men could used the courtyard in emergencies for the quicky relief. The enclosed backyard with a
high gate could accommodate two cars. We now lacked furniture and my father’s married niece, living on St. Joseph
Blvd. gave us her dining room set i.e. ,a large table with massive legs, chairs and two matching buffets. In return for that
gift, I was asked to go to their flat on and, kneeling. I scraped layers of wax from the oak floors with a razor blade for
several weekends. I got a glass of water for my chores whenever I stopped to get another blade. I remember mother
saying that their son was 6”2 and was stationed at Caughnawaga (Kanawasake). Mother also sold hockey lottery
tickets (it was forbidden) and won the big prize of $1,000.00. She was paid in small bills and we kept counting them
over and over-we never saw so much money again. She didn’t any unless it was absolutely essential. She cared about
her boys, wanting us to look our best for Sumday Mass and bought them on credit from a “Jewish" salesman, who came
weekly even if he only collected.25 cents he tried to sell more. The salesman taught me to count in Yiddish, eins, twei,
drei, phenuf etc.
times for
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See more about

signor Balbo at end of book

August 1st 1930, Montrealers marveled at the sight of the British airship R-100 as it passed over the city
heading for its mooring site at St. Hubert airport. The following year, the headlines reported the feat of General Italo
Balbo flying from Italy to Brazil with 12 amphibian Savoia Marchettis. On
July H"11933, on the tenth anniversary of the Italian Fascist Party, Gen
On

Italo Balbo, with 24 Savoia Marchetti, lands in the St. Laurence river
at

Longueuil, east of Montreal. I was one of thousands who walked to
Longueuil to see those planes. It was very impressive not only because
of their numbers but their sizes, i.e„ wingspans. Such exploits by a top
Fascist as well as the boxing victories of their Northern Italian giant Primo
Camera, stirred a great deal of pride among Italo-Canadians. On Sundays,
they flocked to their church, Notre Dame de la Difesa, to meet friends and
discuss with pride “Musso’s” achievements in Africa and admire the ceiling
painting depicting Mussolini riding on a white horse.
In our new flat, mother enjoyed her new rocking chair bought by
the working girls. She left it reluctantly to sit by the stove watching the
roast. In 1936, my eldest brother Gaston married Olivine Dubeau but, his
marriage did not provide more room as he already moved out of the flat months before. My sisters were happier with
more privacy in our new flat even if three of them shared one large bedroom. We got a telephone # Cherrier 9821
and it was busy all the time as more people gabbed. The living room was kept strictly for bachelors who came twice
a week to see the marriageable girls longing to get “hitched. ”
The landlord’s daughter replace her father to collect the rent after her father passed away. She felt sorry
for us because of the large family and offered us to buy the building consisting of five flats for $10,000. That was too
much for us as we had no possibility of obtaining a bank loan let alone credit from any source without collateral.
Although crowded in our new flat, mother’s father, Charles Collin, dit Laliberte, the widower of Alexina
Arteau came to live with us on Chapleau Street. He was a retired cabinet maker who kept his formula for dyeing
wood a secret till he died. When he was in fair health, he rose earlier than anyone, fired the wood stove and made
stacks of pancakes and toasts for everyone. By the time we all got up, the pancakes and toasts were cold but he
insisted they taste better that way. He became paralyzed and bedridden in his late years and we all took turns to care
for him. He would shout from his bed for one of four demands-a)that we stuff his pipe with tobacco which he pumped
as we lit it-b) bring the urinal or c) he was ready for a bowel movement and d)eat. Mother attended to him for a bowel
movement but we had to help to ease him out of bed and sit him on the convenience on a low chair. She was the one
who fed and washed him. He died in 1938 and was soon replaced by mother’s bachelor brother, Adelard Collin. He
stayed with us until he died on Xmas day 1955. He once worked at MacDonald’s Tobacco Factory and was incidental
in the hiring of my underage sisters, claiming they were over 16 years of age. He was a story teller and entertained
the family for hours as he smoke his pipe. The tobacco he smoke came from remnants of leaves brought home from
the Factory. He shredded the nervy leftover leaves as pipe tobacco. How he and father could enjoy that tobacco was
incomprehensible-both kept spitting in the nearby spittoon-how mother felt about it will never be known because she
sat in

a

rocker not far from them when she rested which
Father

was

the

seldom.

happiest one because of the large shed at the back. It had electricity, he set up his
woodworking bench, vise, lathe and other tools-he could spend all his free time there. He bought the Popular
Mechanic and used the detailed plans to make furniture pieces. His favorite reading was the “Flying Dutchman" which
he kept by his chair in the living room. Each evening, when he was home, he turned on the De Forest Crosley radio
to listen to his only program, “Amos and Andy.” I couldn’t understand what they said but father did and he laughed
at their antics. Anyone who dared to speak too loud when he listened would hear him say “bout’d’crisse restez
tranquille”-“shut up or move elsewhere.” I read and exchanged detective “feuilletons” on Sherlock Holmes. The
Saturday newspaper La Patrie was favorite with colorful pictures and maps on world eventswhich were educational.
I In
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In

September 1931, I attended the school run by Christian Brothers, at the corner of Fullum and Rouen
They were strict and we had to behave even during recess periods. I attended Vespers every Sunday
afternoon. Mother gave me give me one cent for the plate. After Vespers, I rushed to watch softball games at Le Havre
park on Ontario street..
For mother, Mondays meant washing days helped by my younger sister Simone. We had an old hand ringer
washer requiring a lot of hard work to rinse the washing. My working sisters got together and bought her a Beatty
washer with an attachment to wring the washed clothes. That made Mondays more agreeable. My younger sister
Simone was not careful enough with the new machine and her left arm got caught in the wringer. Mother was quick
to disengage it but Simone had to be taken to the hospital where they had to wait until the swelling lessened. For
the rest of her life she bore a long scar under the arm pit as a reminder. At most time, when cooking, mother spent most
of her time by the wood stove watching over whatever she cooked., constantly opening the oven to pour sauce over
the meat. We all loved her cooking. My father was particularly fond of blood pudding and lard. He laid lard thick on
slices of bread. He often offered me some saying it would make hair grow on my chest!
Mother had remedies for most ailments such as inserting a grain of linseed in an infected eye or, in the case
of septic sores, she would soak the core of a bread slice with milk and place it on the sores. Next day, the pus was out
and one was cured. She loved flowers and was particularly fond of “bleeding hearts.” The girls always bought them
and placed them on the back balcony in the summer. She was a living “saint,” more so than canonized ones in my eyes.
My oldest brother Gaston tried his hand at various jobs. In his early youth, father taught him to box, a sport
that many youths practiced. He gave it up when he got bashed by a bigger fellow. He worked for Columbus Rubber
and left it to work as an insurance agent for the Prudential Insurance Company. Each Friday, he made me add up all
the collected premiums entered in his ledger. That’s how I learned to add faster than most. He then tried his hand in
politics, seeking to be elected as Member of Parliament for the CCF in Ste Marie. He was defeated although the Party
was very popular in Western Canada. In Quebec, it was equated to a “Communist” Party. He loved to fish and brought
“barbottes” (catfish) to mother placing them in the bathtub, but mother refused to have anything to do with them. He
gave them to neighbors. When we bought a live chicken, father twisted its neck. I never liked to see him do it and I
didn't eat chicken. I can’t recall that we ever ate liver or vegetables. Father was fond of blood pudding while others
preferred “poutine" and “pudding au riz.” The butter dish as well as brown sugar that we called “cassonade” (brown
sugar) was always on the table. And there was always plenty of bread.
A Jewish ragman came with his horse drawn cart in the back alley twice a week shouting loudly “rags!” He
offered a few cents for good rags which we seldom had. Once, older boys told us to shout “Jerusalem” when he was
some distance away. I did and he stepped down from his cart running after us. We were never far from the backyard
main gate ready to lock it. Mother got to know about it and was very angry at me. I never did it again.
The fruit and vegetable peddler and his horse-drawn cart sold bananas at 250 for a dozen and two dozen
ears of corns for 150, We ate the latter all summer. The peddler, though he knew his clients well, accepted only “cash
.” He had a sign on his cart that read "j’avais un ami, je lui ai fait credit, j’ai perdu mon ami.” The iceman was also a
regular during the warm days-a large block cost .25 cents. It was expensive but necessary to keep milk, cheese and
fresh meat in the ice box. A pipe drained the melting ice under the ice box and we constantly checked the level of water
in the bowl that it did not overflow and ruin the floor. In winter we kept the ice box on the back gallery. Mother was
always afraid that thieves would steal its contents so we place a lock on the door.
During the hot summer days, we loved to drink “bierre d’epinette,” spruce beer. We made our own as the
recipe was simple as long as we had spring-loaded caps. We made twenty four bottles and they were laid in the full
sun to hasten fermentation. Once in a while, we heard a bottle exploding. They were placed in the ice box to cool but,
streets.

they thawed the ice faster-we had to go to Brunelle the “iceman" to get another expensive large block of ice for $.25
beer tasted much better than the bought ones and we ran out quickly when word got around that
friends could get a free drink. We also bought Christin’s Cream Soda which was mixed with milk. It was delicious but
cents. The spruce
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Inside the narrow shed at one end of the gallery, were the frayed electrical wires providing the apartment with
electricity. Because of the frayed wires, we could hook two separate sticks with wires and run our electrical experiments
in the shed for free. In the flat, we often had to change the fuses in the main electric box because of “short circuits’’.
To solve the problem, we did the worst possible thing-we put larger pennies instead of fuses in the fuse boxes. Luckily,
the wires never overheated from such practices as it could have otherwise been the cause of a fire as was the case
elsewhere. We could not afford to buy new shoes unless they were completely worn out. Father had a shoemaker's
cast iron shoe form to replaced soles and heels. My older brothers could smoke in the house but not the girls. Mother
said only “gidounes” (easy going girls) smoked. The “gidounes” went the Lion d’Or, corner of Ontario and Papineau.
It was the place to go for dancing and meeting willing maidens. They offered illegal booze and bouncers made sure
no one interfered with its sale under the counter. A neighbor across our street, who looked like Clark Gable and drove
a convertible, was a
regular at the Lion d’Or and was popular with girls. Men envied him but no one knew how he
made his money. “Blind pigs” or “barbottes” abounded all over Montreal and elsewhere, catering to revelers. The police
had lots of informers to raid them but owners moved quickly to new locations before being raided.
A popular game we played during the summer consisted of throwing palm size sandbags some 15 feet away
at a ten-hole numbered board. We also threw horseshoes. Another popular game with the” alley boys” consisted of
three-foot length broom sticks and six-inch lengths sticks whittled at both ends called “moineau." One aimed to hit one
end of the “moineau” and as it came, we swung the broom stick aiming for the middle part. With luck it would fly down
the back alley where we marked the spot with chalk. After three hits, the one who succeeded in sending the “moineau”
furthermost down the back alley won. We also played with the “Jewish” harp, called Tuine babine”- and rib bones held
between fingers to accompany whatever we were trying to play.One caper consisted of climbing the three stories of
the back balcony to reach the roof. I was very agile at climbing the 6X6 posts up to the third floors posts faster than
the others. Once on the roof, if it was a very hot day, I chewed pieces of melting tar! Sometimes we took with us tusks
hair from sweet corn and rolled it into a cigarette shape with newspaper. When we smoke it, it was always awful but
we felt “older.” When I started to go swimming to St. Helen’s Island, using the Jacques Cartier bride..Half way to the
Island, I left the pedestrian walk to climb down under the bridge, jumping from one girder to the next until I reached
the Island entrance where I climbed back. One false

move

would have meant

When my uncle and father smoked tobacco, it smelled
between them. Mother never objected. When father suspected I

sure

death.

awful in the dining room and they used one spittoon
smoked, he gave me a clay pipe, insisting I fill it with
his tobacco. After a few puffs, I turned green and threw up. He showed no sympathy but his message was clear: if you
want to smoke, do it at home. I did not smoke very often even if I had permission.(The tobacco cutter my uncle used
was handy for cutting newspaper into toilet paper rectangles. Considering that we were fifteen and even more persons
using the “loo” that cutter was very constantly in use cutting newspaper for toilet paper. And no one read in the “loo”
as there was always someone waiting by the door to use it.
Each month, a bald “hairdresser” came to cut our hair. As he went about his task, he talked continuously to
my mother who sat in the rocker. Every time he came I always suspected that he was not a qualified “barber” as he cut
our hair as if we had a pot around our head. But, as he charged only five cents per haircut, mother did not care. My
close friends were neighbors, Rolland Villeneu ve and a trombone player, Rolland Desjarlais from a “better class family.”
Rolland seldom joined us for games in the open because his mother kept him home to practice on his clarinet
whenever he came home from school. Marcel Provost was another friend that we only saw in the summer as he was
a hockey player (he became a famous hockey player with the Canadiens hockey team). He and I used to take pots full
of beans to the bakery early morning on Fullum street. The baker never charged us for placing them in the oven and
we picked them up at supper time and ate them. After supper in the summer, with other friends we sat on the outside
metal staircase leading to the flats above ours. After a while, the “petteurs” started the “music.” Marcel was unbeatable
at that performance and everyone laughed, including passer bye and even those across the street, because of his
ability to “outpet” all of us.
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sight in the kitchen. Although some people say they are “clean” insect, they
repugnant to most people. When mother saw one, she sprayed “Sappho” insecticide powder along the kitchen
wall counter and cupboards. They went to the upstairs apartment and when they saw the cockroaches, they too
sprayed sending them back but in lesser numbers. Bed fleas were a bane, breeding in spring coils under the mattress
where my brother slept. He was full of bites and sought revenge using a blow torch. The stench of the burnt fleas was
unbearable even when all windows were opened. In winter, the kerosene stove in the hallway was the only source of
heat. A two-gallon glass containing kerosine, placed upside down in the side opening, fed the stove. We regulated the
amount of heat by increasing or reducing the flow of kerosene. This was tricky and many fires were due to overheating.
Blankets were de rigueur.
My oldest sister Juliette had a sweet tooth and could not resist her weakness for sweets. On pay days, she
sent me to buy pastries, “cream puffs,” “feuilletes,” “vol-au-vent” by the dozen. Moreover, she made two specialties
for la Sainte-Catherine (dedicated to spinsters) namely, “sucre a la creme" and la “tire Sainte Catherine.” She made
enough for us and visitors who knew her habits. Obviously, that did not help her shape as she was the largest member
of the family. But, she changed her tack when she started looking for a beau after her younger sisters talked about
marriage. To loose wait rapidly, she gave up the sweet stuff and refused to eat, drinking Epson Salts and taking
laxatives. It worked. She found a mate when she was of desirable proportions. She had three children after which she
regained her previous size and more.
In summer, salesmen and peddlers were a pest. Mother was often alone and when they ranged the door
bell, she had to get up and go to the door. My brothers Romeo and Maurice were gifted at fixing electrical gadgets.
They stretched wires on the long hall ceiling from the front door to the kitchen and hooked a small two-way microphone
and loudspeaker at both ends. When the bell rang, mother asked what the callers wanted. If she did not want anything
she said so. If they insisted, mother did not mince her words.
I was now at an age when with my friends we listened more intently to what older boys said about girls. They
used expressions that were unfamiliar to me and my friends. If we got too close or asked questions, they told us to go
play with les “ptits gars.” Shortly after my friend Roland and I decided to get bold. Standing at the corner of Ontario and
Dufresne streets, we watched the girls coming out of the MacDonald Tobacco factory at the end of their day’s work.
When we saw one girl heading our way, we whispered naughty words to her and, to our surprise, she accepted and
invited us to her flat on rue Robert the next morning, Saturday. When we arrived next day, she led us to her bedroom.
I went first and it smelled awful-there were no windows in the room. She taught me what to do. Working for the Tobacco
factory, the expression “a conna son tabac” fitted her well. One rarely forgets that first experience, more so when she
made remarks about size. For reasons that I cannot recall, neither Roland nor myself ever wanted to return to the
scene of that first “mortal sin!" But, I must admit that we felt somewhat taller for having done so.
As a poor and hard working family, we knew our place was below Hochelaga street on Chapleau street.
People living above Hochelaga were “petit bourgeois.” Those living further up on Sherbrooke street were among the
French speaking elite, doctors, dentists, notaries. The lawyers, bankers and prosperous merchants lived on St Joseph
Boulevard. There were some elite members of the French speaking society who lived in the “plush” area of Outremont,
i.e., politicians, lawyers and medical specialists. I would never set foot west of St. Lawrence street on St. Catherine
street only because that wa s where people spoke «English and I did not speak it well enough.
I knew of the Seguin family living above Hochelaga street. They were well-known as “Seguin Bananes,”
distributers of bananas in the east end of Montreal. They had four boys and, since it was a rough business fighting
to get their share of incoming bananas arriving by boats at the harbor. With my friend, we went to the back alley of
their apartment and watch them boxing. They saw us and invited my friend and I to join them. I remember how boxing
was a very popular sport and everyone spoke of great boxers like Jack Dempsey, Gene Tunney, Joe Louis, Max
Schmelling, Jack Sharkey, Primo Camera, Max and Buddy Bear. They Seguin brothers were training themselves to
toughen for fights on the docks for their fair share of bananas and profits from any arriving shipments of bananas from
were a common

were

the Caribbean.
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On a summer Saturday morning, I walked to the Bonsecours market by the harbor to find the place where
Seguins had their business. I spotted the sign “Seguin Bananes” and saw the Seguin boys and other big guys sitting
around sipping beer, waiting for a shipment of bananas. I was about to walk past when something caught my attention.
One of them was asleep in a hammock above the table where others drank beer. The one in the hammock lied on his
belly. An empty quart bottle of milk was inserted in his turgid manhood through a hole in the hammock and held it
captive! They saw me stare and laughed. Anyone passing by would have easily caught sight of this prank.
Father was lucky to land a job with the firm erecting Montreal’s gaz reservoir, near the St. Catherine tram
terminus, a close distance from home by tram. During spare time at work, he forged most of his tools needed for his
wood lathe. He spent most of his evenings in the back shed making ash tray stands and night tables. He sold them at
a loss. His sleeves were always rolled up and if one looked at the bulge in the pit of his left elbow, he said it was a rivet
still embedded. He was stocky and strong with very large hands. He once slapped me for objecting to go for an errand
and I never forgot it. If he was sick, he never wanted to see a doctor or go near a hospital. He often spoke about his
“idol,” Louis Cyr, from Verdun. At 365 lbs, Louis was the world’s strongest man. One of his many records, consisted
in lifting 553 pounds with one finger-the other was to support 4,537 lbs on his back. Those feats were never duplicated.
The “Majestic" movie house at the corner of Frontenac and Ontario was a popular cinema. It cost a nickel
to enter. I was fond of cowboy films with Tom Mix, jungle films with Rin Tin Tin.Tarzan, King Kong and Clyde Beatty
with his wild tigers. To get those five cents, I waited for mother to give me chores. Years later, at high school, I
preferred the Roxy cinema on St Lawrence street, below St Catherine. For six cents, one watched two movies and three
or four cartoons plus a vaudeville show with a n Emcee who joked in English, making every one laugh with his bawdy
exhibitions in front of his female stage companion. The highlight of the show was the stripteaser, “Peaches,” from
Boston. She shook her bottom “cheeks” like there was no tomorrow in unison with drums and cymbals. Her
performance left an enduring impression! Another popular performer was Lily St-Cyr who was as much in demand
the

as

''Peaches."
The''

oui-ja'' board was spoken of in very hush tone-it was forbidden by the church as an instrument of the
devil. That fact alone made everyone curious-l decided to build one. A thin board, the shape of a pressing iron with two
one-inch wooden peg at the back and a pencil inserted in the front hole. Placing a hand on the board one invoked the
supernatural to get answers. One could go further and “make a deal with the devil” to get quick answers. Prodded by
my sisters, I decided to try it, covering my head, lit a candle, placed my hand on the” ouidja” board” seeking answers
on behalf of my sisters. It seemed to work but it inevitably attracted mother’s attention. She threw the board in the stove
with admonishments. I never tried again.
My brother Romeo rented a model T Ford to deliver milk. He got up before dawn to pick up and deliver the
milk door to door. This job was difficult in winter when streets were blocked with snow. When too many of his customers
failed to pay for the milk, he quit. He liked to experiment with magnetos and generators and we tried to build the elusive
“perpetual movement." We then tried photography, scraping to buy equipment. We stopped when no one paid for the
photos. Father got him a temporary job at the Montreal gaz reservoir. When that job ended, both went to Timmins,
Ontario. They went anywhere to get work and came home every three months for a week, giving mother the money
they had saved. They came less often when they worked at the at Flin Flon mines, Manitoba. Father once brought
home what we thought was a large gold nugget with smaller ones. When asked how much it was worth, he said the
large one was worthless- “fool’s gold.” But the smaller ones were real gold. He said that only by heating could the real
gold melt. They worked at reinforcing the mine's shafts. They returned to Montreal after that job was finished.
At the beginning of September 1937, mother asked the working members to make sacrifices to pay my school
fees at the Plateau High School, Lafontaine Park. I studied hard to be worthy of their sacrifice and often ranked among
the first three of the class each month. I walked to and from school, coming home for lunch. I ate two slices of bread
cut in squares topped by milk and sugar. The pains in my legs worsened from walking to and from high school four
times daily. I woke up at night crying from pain. Father got up to rub my shin bones with “pinkiller,” called “paregoric.,
The “painkiller" didn't do much good but the strong rubbing relieved tension in the legs.
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The Director of Le Plateau

High School, Major P. Duguay, was a tough disciplinarian. We had to wear illfitting uniforms for parade practice and drills on the school recreation grounds. We paraded in full dress with simile rifles
on St. Jean de Baptiste day, June 24 and on Dollard des Ormeaux
day. The latter’s monument stands in Lafontaine
park. As Sargent, I led the “troops” on the anniversary of his “heroic” defeat and, at the foot of his monument I shouted
“Honneur a Dollard des Ormeaux!" The other members of the troops followed with “mort au champ d'honneur!”
Towards the end of the school year we were told of the visits by Canadian nuns teaching in China. Before
they came, we were told they would expect a few cents, preferably a nickle or a dime when they come for their visit.
When they came, they spoke about their work, converting Chinese to Christianity. They said that our contribution could
“buy” a Chinese baby and raise him as a Christian! They recited the Lord's prayer and Ave Maria in the Chinese
language to impress us! I learned that they went around many schools in and around Montreal.
My sister Lucienne's marriage to Alfred Couture on June 22,1938 meant more space in the girl's room. When
I was 15,1 fell ill and the doctor diagnosed an inflamed peritonitis and an appendix. I was admitted to the Notre-Dame
hospital where several interns poked their covered finger in my rear end. For the operation, they used ether. When
I woke up, I was extremely thirsty and hallucinated with visions of fountains wasting their water while I died of thirst.
After endless days of agony, I got some water and left the hospital only to be told to come back in two weeks for the
removal of my appendix.
Awaking from the second operation, we were four patients in the room. I experienced the same malaise and
hallucinations, i.e. fountains in the park across the hospital wasting the water. One of the patient in our room found
a way to quenched his thirst after his operation by eating ice from his ice bag. He had convulsions and died a few hours
later. The policeman next to me only talked non-stop about how much beer he would drink when he gets out after his
hemorrhoid operation. I received injections of morphine to ease the pain. As they reduced the dosage, the pain
increased. A pretty young nurse in training changed my bandages twice a day and her nearness caused me to react
when she cleaned the wound- she always shyly looked away. I was released in July as the school year was over. I
missed the year-end examinations and I expected to repeat the year. However, when I reported for the beginning of
school in September 1938,1 was given the opportunity to sit for tests and I qualified. I was allowed to join my previous
classmates who had graduated. I worked very hard to achieve excellent results to please my parents and show them
the monthly report card. I graduated in June 1940.
After graduation, students talked about getting a job or continue their studies. I had visited the Technical
school in the summer and was fascinated by a display of mechanical and engineering miniature replicas However,
I knew that my family could not afford the high tuition fees and I started to look for employment. The newspaper
headlines and radio kept reporting the German Army advances into Holland and Belgium. I thought that France’s army
of “poilus” at the Maginot Line would stop the German’s advance. As I walked on St. Catherine Street, I noticed an
increasing number of young people in uniforms and I was particularly impressed by the blue Air Force uniform. Some
wore an embroidered miniature propeller on their sleeves. That got me thinking about enlisting in the RCAF as I was
interested in airplanes
.

HINDSIGHT- With reference to this

Chapter of my early Years I realized much too late in my life that I should have

father details about his youth and travels. I would have learned about his trips between Quebec,
Francisco. I was likewise remiss to ask the same questions to my mother before
she passed away as she might have been able to fill some gaps. In my late life, questioning the surviving members of
my family did not provide the answers I sought. Memory is a faculty to forget.
asked my
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PART II
WORLD WAR II SERVICE WITH THE RCAF
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1940 OCT 14 Interview-OCT 22 Medical examination

LEAVE MAY 04 T017

NOV 11 Enlisted-Rank AC 2-

MAY 23 to 28 Detached to Beirut
Lebanon-Special Ops.
MAY 25 WITH 216 GROUP- 520 HOURS TO-DATE
JUL 31 #5 ME ARC WAITING FOR OTU

NOV 12 #4
1941

MAR

Manning Depot, Quebec City
FEB 27 TO #1A Manning Depot, Picton, Ontario
19 #1 Manning Depot, Toronto

AUG 19 #1413 MET

•

Flight Lydda Palestine

MAR 25 #5 SFTS Brantford, Ontario

LEAVE AUG 30 TO SEP 11

APRIL 7 # 16 SFTS

LEAVE MAY 12 MAY 25741

SEP 11 Palestine-Petah Tiqvah ME School Artillery
SEP 16 #74 OTU AL Ballah Tactical Recco until 1 JAN ‘45

MAY 16-JUN 21-#3 ITS Victoriaville, QUEBEC

SEP 17 #43 COURSE UNTIL 16 DECEMBER-OTU

Promoted LAC

NOV 04 ADMITTED #3 RAF HOSPITAL

JUL

Hagersville, Ontario

July 1-Jun 21 Leave o July 1
03 TO #15 EFTS Regina, Saskatchewan

NOV 27 #10 M.E. Convalesce

Depot until DEC 12

AUG 20 TO #11 SFTS Yorkton, Saskatchewan

DEC 17 #45 COURSE UNTIL JAN 8 45

NOV 08 Promoted

DEC 09 TOTAL FLYING HOURS 570

Sargent;$50. to Mom

LEAVE, Embarkation, 8 TO 23 November

1945-JAN 08 ENDED #74 OTU

NOV 24 Report to #1 “Y" DEPOT HALIFAX
DEC 09 Embarked Halifax SS Califomia-

JAN 09 #22 PTC AL

DEC 18 Disembarked

'45

JAN 31 To

Liverpool

Training
MAZA;Awaiting Repatriation
UK-Embarked Port Said, Egypt arr Liverpool 21 Feb

DEC 19 TOS #3 PRC Bournemouth

FEB 17 Promoted FLIGHT

1942- Jan 06 to #59 OTU

FEB 21

Crosby-on-Eden, UK

Mar 08 Recalled from LEAVE

Century

Draft toWest Africa/MiddleEast/Left

LIEUTENANT(Captain)
Liverpool/Feb 2-#3 PRC Bournemouth

LEAVE Feb 26/Mar 13/

LEAVE EMBARKATION, March 13 to 24
MAR 25 PDC BLACKPOOL-Double

arr.

MAR 08 “R” DEPOT

April 11

(RCAF) Warrington
Liverpool/

APR 30 ATTACHED TO 128 SQUADRON

MAR 22 Embarked

MAY 07 PROMOTED FLIGHT SARGENT

MAR 30 Arrived at New York-Train to Montreal

MAY 11 FREETOWN, SIERRA LEONE

MAR 31 #2 RECEP.Centre, Lachine, MON.

MAY 17

VOLUNTEERED FOR PACIFIC WAR

Lagos, Niqeria-Malaria

JUNE 14 to Cairo

across

APR 02 to #1 Air Command Trenton

Africa

LEAVE PR 02 TO MAY 02

JUN 16 Arrived CAIRO, AL MAZA

Camp Kilo 8
JUL 01 With #239 Wing & #33 Squadron
AUG 05 #243 Wing & #242 Squadron to Set.9 '42
SEP 09 Repair Service Unit until SEP 15/

MAY 02 #1 AIR COMMAND TRENTON
MAY 06 #16 SFTS

HAGERSVILLE, ONT.
TRENTON;for release

MAY 21 #1 AIR COMMAND

OCT 30 #22 PTC AL MAZA

MAY 28 #2 RC LACHINE FOR DISCHARGE

NOV 07 Promoted T/Warrant Officer

JUN 11 RELEASE CANCELLED

DEC 14 #1 Middle East Tactical School, Petah

Tiqvah
Heliopolis, Cairo
1943- JAN 01 to Jan2 '43 #2 Aircraft Delivery Unit LG 209 Egypt
FEB 06 #22 Personnel Transit Camp AL MAZA, Cairo

JUN 16 #1 KTS MOUNTAIN VIEWJun 29 to Jul 26

DEC 28 #22 PTC AL MAZA,

AUG 03 #1 AC TRENTON

FEB 17 Promoted Warrant Officer 2

LEAVE EMBARKATION OCT 03 TO 15

FEB 17 COMMISSIONED PILOT OFFICER, Tunisia

OCT 24 Embarked HALIFAX-disembark

FEB 17

NOV 01 #3 PRC BOURNEMOUTH

AUG 16 ‘Y” DEPOT, MONCTON, N.B.
LEAVE

(PRIVATE) SEP 04 TO SEP 10
Southhampton OCT 31

Hdqrs 216 GROUP for Assignment
MAR 01 #22 PTC AL MAZA, Hekiopolis, Kilo 8

NOV 06 #2 MISSING RESEARCH & ENQUIRY SERVICE

MAY 02#1 Middle East Tactical School Al Balah,

NOV 07 GATWICK RAF BASE, London UK

Palestine(Gaza)

NOV 10 to 23 LEAVE

MAY 07 Crash at Al Ballah Central

NOV 30 REPORT TO BRUSSELS

#42

MAY 14 #1 METS AFS -16 June ‘43 1 ADU

DEC 04 Transferred to THE HAGUE, HOLLAND
1946 IN HOLLAND, WITH #2 MREU-IDENTIFY UNKNOWN

JUN 19 Return to Middle East Central

AIRMEN

Gunnery School/admitted to
Gen.Hospital, Tel Litvinsky, Palestine
Gunnery School.

LEAVE:JUNE 03 TO 14; SEP 24 TO SEP 29

LEAVE JUNE 26 TO JULY 9
JULY 27 #1 A Del. Unit Non-OP Fli

1947:LEAVE JUN 24 TO JUL 17

AUG 10 TAKORADI Ferry Service
AUG 16 CRASH-EL GENEINA-no injury

JUL 28 SECONDED RCAF HDQRS LONDON

AUG 14 PROMOTED FLYING OFFICER

AUG 02 Embarked

AUG 22 ATTACHED TO ACCRA, GHANA

AUG 03 SOS HDQRS TO 10 GROUP

AUG 24 TO TAKORADI From Middle East

AUG 07 DISEMBARKED HALIFAX

OCT 29 ADU TO #1565 MET NICOSIA until Feb 17 1944

AUGUST 08 #10 GROUP TO ROCKLIFF, OTT.
LEAVE AUG 08 TO SEP 09

AUG 02 #10 GROUP A/U

DEC 20 CRASH LAKATANIA-NO INJURY

Liverpool RSM AQUITANIA

SEP 20*’ Effective Release from the RCAF SERVICE, Rockliffe,
Ottawa

1944:FEB 12 SOS #1565/LEAVE FEB 12 -22

Flight Lydda, Palestine until JULY 44
April 9 T012 Detached to Beirut Lebanon ^
FEB 17 #1413 MET
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CHAPTER 1

In the month ofJuly 1933, General Italo Balbo and a squadron ofSavoia-Marchettis flewfrom Italy to
North America and Brazil. For years,

that feat fascinated my imagination. It was a feat that showed the
might of Italy’s air power meant to impress the world. I went to see the amphibian planes at Longueuil.
I did the same a few years earlier when the German dirigible R-100 flew over Montreal at sunset in August 1930 and
attached itself to a pylon at St. Hubert Airport. Apart from photography, swimming, softball, I drew the human skeleton
on a three-by-four foot sheet of thick paper and traced phosphorescent paint over it. When I beamed the flashlight
on it in darkness, the phosphorescence lit up. With time, I memorized the name of every bone on that skeleton.
In my last year at High School, I was interested in aeroplanes especially after listening to radio reports about
air attacks by the German Luftwaffe in Poland. The newspapers front pages showed Stukas diving to drop their
bombs. I started to collect photos of all types of aircraft and drew aeroplanes on a large sheet of paper, four feet by
six feet. I tacked it to the wall in my bedroom and kept adding more drawings of aircraft. It was in an impressive array
of British, German, American and Italian planes, in various sizes and flying positions. I remember drawing the BoultonPaul Defiant, the Fairey Battle, my favourite the Hawker Hurricane drawn on a larger scale in the middle of the display,
surrounded by the Gloster Gladiator, the Armstrong Whitworth Whitley, the Wellington, Handley Page Hampden and
the Halifax. Next came the German Messerschmitt 109 and 110, Focke-Wulf 189, the Dornier Do 17Z, Junker JU 52,
the Junker 88 and the Heinkel 111 with some US and Italians planes. I memorized the names, impressing everyone.
My father and I seemed were the only ones listening every evening to the radio news of the war in Europe.
When Britain declared war on Germany September 3,1939 Canada followed suit. When I turned eighteen on January
27,1940, we listened to the news about the German invasion of Holland and Belgium in May 1940 and we thought
the allied forces would stop the Germans. The retreat at Dunkirk ended that hope and it looked very sombre for the
rest of Europe. A short time later, we wondered why the vaunted Maginot Line didn’t stop the advance of the Germans
coming from Belgium. We read how the latter went around the Maginot Line and nothing stopped them as they rolled
on towards Paris, meeting no resistance. It seemed unreal when France signed an armistice on June 22,1940, when
I graduated hoping to study at the Polytechnic School. But, the fees were too high and my parents could not pay the
fees. I had to pay my way and find a job. I started to contact employers and answered newspapers ads without luck.
I couldn’t get a job even when I could take shorthand at one hundred words a minute and touch type at seventy wpm.
I saw more young men in uniform and a few wore the blue RCAF uniforms. Some wore a propeller insignias
on their sleeves and a white flash in their wedge caps. That made me decide to enlist and I went to the recruiting office
at 1420 St. Catherine West, at the corner of Bishop Street. There were long queues of young men and I decided to
return next day. The next day, I was able to get details about what documents I needed first.
By the beginning of October, I spoke with my father in private. He must have sensed what I was about to
ask him as I had casually mentioned joining the Royal Canadian Air Force to my elder brothers. I told him that I wanted
to join the Air Force and that I had been at the Recruiting Centre. I needed his permission to be accepted. He agreed
but he also wanted mother to listen to me and give her permission as well. At first, she refused. I told her I could not
find a job after trying for weeks. "Mais Lucien tu fen vas faire la guerre!” I was quick to tell her “non maman, je m'en
vais faire la paix”. After more discussions, father convinced her that I would be quite safe staying in Canada for a
while and once in England, I would be with all other Canadians.
On October 16,1940,1 went to the Recruiting Centre with my parents’ letter of consent. The recruiting officer
wanted me to join the Army but I insisted that I wanted to become a pilot. I had a short interview and completed the
“formule d'engagement” into the Corps d' Aviation Royal Canadien. I presented my parents' consent with the
completed form and was told to return October 25th with letters of references from the local priest, copy of my birth
certificate and proof of my graduation from High School. Volunteering to risk one’s life required a lot of documentation.
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DfcPARTEMENT SEULEMENT

POUR L’USAGE DU

CERTIFICAT DE L’EXAMEN

1.

MfeDICAL

lienseignements oblenus de la recrue—

Partie 1.

iS

Age..
1

2. Avez-vous souffert d’une des maladies suivantes?
(j) Affection nasalc

Rhuiimtisme

(b) Tubcrculose
(c) Bronchite

ou

(l) Maladies des

aathmo

(e) Maladie du rein

ou

(n) Maladie

de la vessie

(o) Syphilis

(q) Elemie

(p) Gonorrh6c

(h) Varices

(q) Fracture

3. Avez-vous
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On October 25th I

presented the requested documents and was interviewed in English. I underwent a medical
by doctor Peloquin and told to return on November 7 for the X-Ray result. The medical form was in French
entries were in English. On the form, my height was 8 feet 9'A inches. At 141 pounds I would have qualified

examination
but all the
as a

circus freak!

days later, I was asked to report the Recruiting Centre on Monday November 11th 1940. I was sworn
AC 2 (the lower form of life in the Air Force), given the serial # R 77362.1 had to make my will
naming my mother as beneficiary. I earned $1.30 per day with free room and board. When I got home, they were all
proud since my brothers and sisters could now tell everyone they had a brother who was “un aviateur dans I’air fosse!”
I got a railway voucher to report to #4 Manning Depot, Quebec City next day. I said farewell to my parents
and some came to see me off at the Railway Station. I carried a small suitcase with few personal effects. An RCAF
Military Policeman checked my voucher and pointed to my coach. It was my first ride on a train. I was apprehensive
about what would happen once I arrive at Quebec but the company of other recruits helped relieve the tension. A MP
meet us at the Gare du Palais and we were bused to the Manning Depot, a very large building previously used for the
aged, known as I’Hospice St.Charles.
We were allocated bunks and issued with towels, linen, blanket, toilet kit. The disciplinarian, a Sargent, showed
us the toilets, showers and told us about meal times. We had to consult the notice board to report for activities i.e, drills.
For the first time in my life, I had my own bed, access to abundant hot water and I could shower as often as I wished.
The toilet had real toilet paper. The shaving kit included a metal mirror but I did not shave. The uniform included grey
shirts, thick woollen socks, cap, boots, a kit bag and dog tags. The tailor made only minor alterations but not to the “great
coat.” I was heavy and, like most recruits remarked, the overcoat weighed more than all the clothes that made up the
uniform and was meant to outlast the war. I disliked drill exercises from the start and more so marches with full packs
in cold weather along the streets of Quebec city. The weight of the backpack cut into the greatcoat and into my
shoulders. At times I thought I wouldn't make it as I was 5'10!4 and weighed 149 lbs. However, my musculature improved
and so did my appetite. As days passed, the greatcoat seemed lighter. I couldn’t understand why we had so many drill
exercises and route marches. The disciplinarian enjoyed his job as he did not have a backpack. It had little to do with
flying except for the saying “mens sana in corpore sana.”
I met Roger Martineau at the depot. I never imagined that our paths would cross many times over in the next
sixty years or so. I called myself Roger instead of Lucien as it sounded more masculine. Having been baptized Lucien,
Roger, Joseph, Hector. Martineau called me Vince. I called him “Snerd.” I was friendly with Maurice “Bat" Taillefer and
Joe Marchand. Both were very popular with the opposite sex-we saw why when showering. When I sat for the English
fluency tests, I recognised my English High School teacher who gave me a “pass" mark. Those who failed the test had
to attend English classes which delayed their next stage of training. There seemed to be too many recruits and too few
Initial Training Schools because we took part in more drills. I was on night duty fire watch and even Military Police (sic)
duty in the city of Quebec accompanying a corporal. Although I was better off than ever before, I ran out of money before
the month’s end as I sent some to mother. It was read rumoured that the cooks “spiked” our food with saltpetre to lower
our libido though I didn’t think that it was true. Even if the training drained a lot of energy from all of us who were none
too fit, physically, I still experienced a common ailment of frustrated youth when meeting uncooperative mates.
On February 28th 1941 I read on the board that I had to report to # 1 AMD Picton. On the way to Picton, the
train stopped in Montreal long enough for me to call home. Once at Picton, I had to wash hangars floors, barracks and
clean latrines. I joined in drill exercises but no route marches. At the base canteen, there was talked of a local “pro" called
Picton Annie. No one could describe her she came out at night and covered her face. This was intriguing and, on a
weekend pass, I went to town with a friend one evening. Two RCAF Military Police checked our Identity Documents and
passes and pointed to a woman heading our way said “that's Picton Annie-keep your distance and your pecker in.” As
she passed us we could see she wore loads of make-up. By the way she walked she was no spring chicken. Strolling
out at night was the best time to attract attention from lonesome airmen that had one too many. At such times I felt
nostalgic for the members of my family, friends and females in Montreal.
A few

in and enlisted

P- a

as an
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from England received flight training in Polish as well as in English. I’m told it was the
pilot trainees. However, It was not so for Quebec trainees who had to know English.
I constantly checked the Daily Routine Orders about assignments. In March I saw my name and reported to #1
Manning Depot, Toronto on March 19,1941. The Depot accommodated thousands of airmen in transit. Over 500 of us
reported to the famous “Bull Pen" for “short arm” inspection. We stood at attention and lowered our pants and underwear
for “short arm” examination by Medical Officers. The doctors asked to pull the foreskin back and forth for signs of
venereal disease. If he was satisfied you pulled up your underwear and pants and kept at attention until the end of the
exercise. The recruits in transit at #1 Manning Depot Toronto were posted to all parts of Canada. I was sent to # 5 Service
Flying Training School Brantford for “general duties” on March 25,1941 i.e. “bucket duties.”
I spent the Easter weekend mopping and sweeping hangar floors. I didn’t complain, recalling the piece of paper
I signed on November 11,1940, “you may be called upon to perform other duties until the start of your training ....” With
a three-day pass the following week, I tried to hitch hike to Montreal without luck. I returned to the base angry at the world
because drivers refused to give me a lift. Those who did were Indians going nowhere. I was then sent to # 16 SFTS, at
Hagersville, for two weeks on similar duties. On May 9,19411 got news to report to #3 Initial Training School, Victoriaville,
Quebec, for course #26.1 was granted leave from 12 to 15 May and spent it with my family in Montreal. They wanted me
to show off my uniform to the neighbours but I opted to civies. Once again, I shared a bed with my brothers.
The # 3 ITS was a most important training stage. While in the Link Trainer, one learned take offs and landings
and to fly under various simulated conditions. One had to respond quickly to difficult situations. It was a question of
showing if one’s reflexes were quick enough to cope with situations that might occur at the next training stage. We learned
map reading, magnetic deviation, wind factor, signals, law (KR&R). We had gymnastics and drill exercises.
The crammed course lasted only five weeks because of the large number of applicants waiting for their turn.
I passed and placed 20 out of the 175 students. Moreover, I scored 433 points out of a maximum of 500, i.e., 87%. Those
who failed did not get a second chance. Graduating meant a promotion to Leading Aircraftman and we wore a white
propeller on the sleeves as well as a white flash in our wedge caps. I received an increase in pay of 20 cents for a daily
rate of pay to $1.50. We could choose where to go for the next step or Elementary Flying Training School-west or east.
I opted for Regina, Saskatchewan as I wanted an English-speaking environment to improve my fluency in English.
I was granted 10 days' leave until July 1,1941 and went to my parents. On the train west, I became friends with
other trainees, Archie Beland, Gerald Thibeault and Bernard Rivest, all from Montreal. It seemed as if we were never
At Picton, Polish airmen

same

for the Free French

going to arrive at Regina as we stopped at every station and more trainees boarded the train at major cities. After Port
Arthur and Fort William, we saw only fields of golden wheat and silos until we arrived at Regina July 3. The # 32 course
consisted of 29 trainees, a mixed lot of French and English-speaking Canadians and five experienced Yank pilots
volunteering for action abroad as the USA was not yet at war.
There was a lot of theory to master before we could fly with an instructor. There were more also drill exercises.
One RAF Officer taught discipline and instructed us about the King’s Rule and Regulations (KR&R.) It was mandatory,
he said, for all non-commissioned officers to salute an officer at all times. That raised questions from the trainees that he
answered each time "you must salute officers at all times." When the students persisted with more questions he raised
his voice and said “you must salute an officer under all circumstances even if he is up a pole masturbating." We had
morning drill exercises on the large grounds. When the weather was unfavourable, we had daily physical training before
breakfast. We leaned about airframes, engines, theory of flying, navigation, armaments. Air navigation taught us the
difference between true and magnetic north, deviation, variation, map reading, wind factor, clouds and to avoid cumulinimbus. We had advanced link training to learn about the auto gyro and gauges and pack parachutes. All trainees hoped
to succeed the written tests and fly in the Tiger Moth. My flying Instructor was Ashton, short in stature but long on flying
experience. He was patient with those of us who were not fully fluent in English. We got outfitted with coveralls, helmets,
goggles, parachutes etc.
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boarding the Tiger Moth, Ashton explained the functions of the ailerons, rudder and he inside controls,
joystick, pedals and brakes, the throttle and the gasoline tank fuel gauge on the top wing of the biplane. The other cockpit
instruments were the same as those in the Link trainer. As he explained something, he made sure that I understood him.
This was to the real thing and no more theory. After checking that my parachute was securely fastened, I climbed in the
back seat and he checked that I was properly strapped down. He got into the front seat and spoke on the intercom asking
if I heard him clearly. He signalled a ground crew with a “thumbs up” to spin the prop and take the chocks away. H told
me not to touch the joystick until told. He sounded very strict possibly conscious of students who froze grabbing the joy
stick and plunging to death with the instructor.
He zigzagged right and left explaining over the intercom that this manoeuver was necessary to avoid obstacles.
He looked towards the control tower and, after receiving the flashing green signal, he turned onto the runway and gunned
the throttle. The sensation of becoming airborne for the first time is an experience one never forgets. I did as instructed
and closed my part of the cockpit hood, as he did. When we reached one thousand feet, he asked over the intercom that
I place my hand gently on the joy stick as he started to bank left then right. As instructed, I kept an eye on the needle and
ball when he returned the plane to the level position. I practised this manoeuver for hours in the link trainer. After he
repeated the same thing several times, he asked I do the same while he kept his hand lightly on his joystick. It was tricky
to bank and keep the needle and ball in line with the stick and the pedals. I sensed his hand on the joystick overriding any
brusque moves of mine, encouraging me to relax and let the plane fly itself. He said next time he would perform
manoeuvres that I would have to repeat later on. He took control and put the Moth through a roll, then a dive and again
in a loop. He asked how I felt and I said “not too well."
I went up again in the afternoon and Ashton sat in the back seat. We practised take-offs and landings. After
a while, he asked me to rest my hand on the joystick and try the manoeuvre, judging the proper height and plane attitude
for a smooth take-off and landing. You get good marks for a smooth landing and loose a lot for a bad one. After each
lesson, I studied the flight parameters on maps. Next, it was time for dead reckoning, i.e., to identify hills or buildings like
silos and chart another course. I had no problem with navigation, remembering to take into account wind and compass
variations. Ashton was sometimes unpredictable and on the next flight, he cut the engine at three thousand feet. Over
the intercom, he said “we are out of fuel, this is an emergency-locate a suitable place to land!”
I thought it would be easy since there were so many fallow fields. I picked one and manoeuvred the Tiger Moth
in that direction. As I got lower, I realized it was unsuitable for landing. At that moment, he told me to let go the joystick-he
was taking over. He switched on the ignition. When the engine started he circled the field at a very low altitude and said
the furrows would have wrecked the plane and caused serious injuries. As we gained altitude he told me to fly toward
a silo where fields were suitable for emergency landings. Of course, he was very familiar with the area. After a short while,
regaining altitude, it was time for aerobatics which I could do without. He enjoyed aerobatics maybe because it proved
something to make up for his stature-he was very good at it. The Moth behaved very well even in a free fall and he
showed how to get out of a tight spin by purposely forcing the Moth in that position. He did it twice and I got the knack of
it. At times, some student pilots were “washed out” because they were unable to communicate clearly with their instructor.
They had to accept alternate courses to become gunners, observers, bombardiers or navigators on bombers.
Before

Por A^rflia
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SOLO FLIGHT-THE BIG MOMENT-JULY1941 -After 8 hours of instruction

flying with Ashton, I was due for my solo flight.
taught me well. As per past routine, I checked the plane's outside control. Flying solo meant
taking off and climbing to 800-1000 feet and landing after a circuit around the airport. Ashton watched as ground crews
made sure I was strapped properly. I checked the instrument panel, the throttle and the fuel gage. I turned the ignition on
and waived to the ground crew to swing the prop. I warmed up the engine and zigzagged to get a clear view ahead. As I
reached the pre-take-off point near the runway, I waited for the green light from the tower before I lined up the Moth with
the runway, revved the engine to gain speed while easing the joystick forward to lift the tail and gradually eased back to
get airborne and reach 500 feet. I completed the circuit and before landing I watched the tower for the green light to head
for a smooth landing. I taxied to where Ashton and other trainees waited their turn. A handshake from my instructor was
the best thing that day. For the next days I flew solo for take-offs and bumps and sometimes with my instructor. Then came
the moment I waited for. I was told to take the Tiger Moth up for one hour, away from the airport and put it through its
paces. As I climbed to 3000 feet, I felt the turbulence under the clouds at 2500 feet, with a 6/10 cumulus cover. Entering
the clouds, I thought I kept the plane level but, looking at the needle and ball, I was turning and spinning. I came down out
of the clouds upside down and recovered the way Ashton taught me. Again I flew into the clouds, rivetting my eyes on the
needle and ball until I was over the top. I had one hour to myself to enjoy flying in and out of clouds. I got overconfident,
failing to watch the needle and ball and again came out of the clouds in a tailspin! Hard rudder left, joystick back and I
recovered. Ashton watched as I “greased” the Moth on the runway. I had flown a total of 58 hours and 40 minutes of which
321/2 hrs were flown solo. This included 5 hours flown with Ashton as “instrument flying.” There was an additional 10 hours
of Link Trainer flying during the course. We were 29 student pilots to graduate on August 20,1941.1 got 872 points out of
1200, a rating of 72.6%.
It

was a

tense moment but he

REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, # 15 ELEMENTARY FLYING TRAINING SCHOOL, AUGUST 1941-GRADUATES, COURSE #32-SEATED:
Fenson, Thibeault, Grisanti(USA), Norman, Glasscock(USA), Chief Flying Officer, Chief Ground Instructor, Ellis, Turgeon, Lyle,
Skeena, Baker-2nd Row:-Beland, Haight, Rivest, St. Vincent, Steinberg, Wyman, Miller, Phillips(USA), Adams, Kiemey, Smitt
3rd Row:-Croome, Hamilton, Qua(USA), Wintrup, Bourque, Colligan, Southcott(USA), Campbell.

The successful trainees

were

bussed to Yorkton, 150 miles north east of

Regina to take part in course # 11 at the Service Flying Training School. We
inspected the Harvard II, the next advanced aircraft we were to fly. Apart from
lessons in aero mechanics, navigation and armaments, we had to dismantle
and re-assemble machine guns within a time frame as well as stretch and pack
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got used to the noise of the Harvard caused by the high pitch vibration of the propeller tip when revving the
pitch. It had a retractable under-carriage, adjustable flaps, propeller pitch, navigational instruments, intercom,
gauges, etc. We had several instructors, each warning us about the Harvard’s tendency to go into a tailspin in a tight turn
at low speed. They
enjoyed doing this manoeuver which scared the hell out of us. But, it was essential to learn how out to
We

motor in fine

out of it. The

cockpit had a tighter fitting hatch to shield us against cold at high altitudes.
Taxiing for take-offs and landings presented the same visibility problems as the Moth. I zigzagged to see clear
ahead. We were training to fly Hurricanes and Spitfires and had to get used to that manoeuver. I soloed after 8 hours and
flew another 48 hours alone practising aerobatics and formation flying. I flew at night with my instructor for five hours and
5 hours on my own. My smoothest landings were at night. There were no hot air currents to sway the aircraft as was often
the case in day-time. I flew 83 hours with the Harvard for a total of 152 hrs. I was rated 31 out of 58 trainees.
come

COURSE-HAM1LTON, COLLIGAN. BOURQUE, QUA(USA(, CAMPBELL, WJNTRUP, WYMAN, BICKERTON;
2ND-8IERER, SOUTHCOTT(USA), ST.VINCENT, RIVEST, CROOME, SMiTH, PHILUPS(USA), STEINBERG, CATHCART;
3RD-LYLE, KEARNEY, GLASSCOCK(USA), FANSON, GRISANTt(USA). ADAMS, CHiODENTON,

#38

4TH-TURGEON. ELLIS. MILLER. HAIGHT, BAKER, SKEENA. THIBEAULT, BELANO,

_

November 7,1941,

Nov.7/41-G/C

Greenway

receiving my “wings” from Wing Commander,
CEGreenway,promoted Sergeant paid $3.70 per day.
I was granted leave from November 7 to 23, and told to
report to Halifax November 24. The return journey through the
prairie was as monotonous as before.t We could only buy soft
drink on the train and while stopping at Winnipeg, young men
opened their coats flashing what looked like whisky bottles. We
chipped in and bought a bottle as the train moved. The bottle was
not sealed and turned out to contain tea! The same

have been

scam

must

repeated time and again on thirsty passengers!
days with my family, tasting mother’s cooking for the last time. I crammed all my possessions in a kit
bag, refusing gifts. My parents gave me a Cyma watch with the inscription on the back “De sa Famille, 23-11-41 L St V
77362. (It still worked half a century later.) I received an amulet, a “scapulaire,” from my sister Patricia, blessed
by a priest
and I was told to wear it for protection. Some family members and friends came to the train station on the
evening of
November 23 to say goodbye. I realized that I was now on my way overseas, to embark on another
leg of the Great
Adventure. As we had no sleepers, I talked with others on the way. We all wondered what to
expect at Halifax and the trip
to the UK. We could not hide some apprehension about the
uncertainty of the future.
I spent ten
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I laid in my hammock all the way to Liverpool-1 was constantly seasick-l laid next to the porthole-it was opened during
daylight. I could'nt tell how many ships were in the convoy. At times I saw corvettes bubbling in the rough seas and they
disappeared-l thought that those brave seamen all deserved the highest award-below, what the route might have been.
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CHAPTER 2
SAILING TO ENGLAND, DECEMBER 1941

- The Transit “Y” Depot at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, was a mix of soldiers
waiting to go overseas. We slept in separate barracks but shared the same mess for meals. We learned
about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and that the US declared war on Japan. The next day we were to sail from
Halifax and were confined to barracks for security reasons. My group was ferried to Dartmouth and lined up for
inspection before boarding the troop ship. On December 9,1941,1 boarded the 17,000 ton SS California(it failed to
answer the Titanic SOS in 1912.) That evening, we sailed out of the harbor, part of a
larger convoy of ships. There
could not be much secrecy about our sailing and the German knew about it as It is not something one can hide. The
sea was already rough and I didn't see the escort corvettes until next morning. In the next days, lying in my hammock,
I would watch them disappear, swallowed by high waves. It takes immense courage to accept that type of work.
The cabin had six hammocks and very little room to move about. We went on deck for a walk and fresh air.
As dusk fell, the seas got rougher, we were not allowed to smoke on deck and no lights were allowed in the cabin
unless the porthole was covered. I was on the second call for dinner that first evening and I was already feeling a bit
queasy as the ship kept zigzagging and slamming into waves. When the second call came, I wanted to forego supper
but my buddies insisted that I eat to avoid seasickness. In the mess, I presented my plate to the kitchen staff who
served me something I never saw before. Once at the table, I asked what it was. “Tripes!” someone said. I did not know
what he meant until he explained they were the intestines of an animal. On hearing that I felt like throwing up and went
back to lay in my upper hammock unable to shake off the thought of eating “les trippes!” It was going to be a liquid diet
from now on. A few days after we left, we heard that Germany and Italy declared war on the US. The Yanks on board
spoke of switching uniforms and join the US Air Force.
I remained in my hammock, feeling sea sick and leaving it only for basic need. At times, I wished I were dead
as it seemed we were never going to reach England. To add to my misery, the porthole retaining chain next to my
hammock dangled back and forth from the ships' heaving and pitching in the rough seas. The skies were always grey
and the waves high. The corvettes were toys disappearing between high waves and their crews must have been
seasick too. In my book, they deserved a medal for every escort run. Some companions were better “salts,” going out
on deck and to the mess to eat, bringing me orange juice, biscuits and fruits. They urged me to go on deck and I went
only to return as the ship bobbled like a cork. Because of the rough seas U-Boats couldn’t fire torpedos with accuracy.
Although re-assuring it did not assuage my condition. All I wanted was to set a foot on terra firma and stay there. It was
just as foul sailing into the Irish Sea.
Land couldn’t be far and I kept looking through the porthole. I believed we arrived only when docking at
Liverpool on December 19,1941.1 made a valiant effort to walk with my kitbag but I was helped to the bus and onto
the train. Others were as pale as myself and we all felt good tamping the ground. After transiting through London, we
arrived at #3 Personnel Receiving Centre (PRC), Bournemouth, a holiday coastal resort town. It was now an early
warning station and empty (it was winter) except for permanent residents, owners of pubs, stores or shops. The
presence of members of the armed forces helped to keep their businesses afloat. I was “billeted" with a family and
gave the lady of the house my food ration coupons. This was my first contact with an English family who had a grown
daughter. At dinner I used the word “bloody"(l heard it often on the ship) and realized by their reaction that they were
offended. I did not say it again. The house was cold. I couldn't keep warm in my bed because of gas rationing and I
took a bath in only six inches of water!
We could not see land on the French side but ships patroled a short distance from the shore. The pubs were
crowded and Canadians noted everyone going to the bar to order-there was no table service. The bar was like a solid
mass of uniforms staying pat with their drinks. I squeezed in to ordered several pints for my friends
standing nearby.
Obviously, breweries had no problem producing beer. On the third morning, we lined up for parade. The Canadian High
Commissioner, Vincent Massey and a smiling Princess Elizabeth walked past each row to welcome us.

and airmen,
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pass,

There were daily drill exercises pending our assignments to an Operational Training Unit. With a weekend
headed for London with other Canadians. While drinking a beer at one pub, none of us understood the

“English”spoken by the nearby “locals.” We

were told it was

Bells.” I had

soon

norwaV “cockney," spoken by those born within the
wnc
EAN
NORTH

SEA

no

idea what that meant. We

sound of “Bow
found the

“Overseas Club” patronized by Commonwealth members, in
Central London. It was very crowded club but, by sheer luck,
I ran into my

old buddy, Roger Martineau.
got a three-day pass for Xmas and Boxing Day
and with Gerry Thibeault. We went to London, sharing a
hotel room near Piccadilly Circus. A large sign read " females
are not allowed in the rooms!" At the reception, we were told
where we might buy a bottle of whisky at an inflated price. We
carefully marked the level of its contents whenever we left the
I

room.

We

ran

into trainees from Canada and all

were

anxious

to go

to an Operational Training Unit to fly a Hurricane. Nearly
all the Australians I met seemed despondent after a few
beers. They were homesick, despondent and cursing the grey
weather and constant lack of sunshine. In their Oz accent
heard them mutter “why don't they cut the bloody balloon
kybles and let the island sink!”(the cable balloons to deter low
flying German pilots.) Our ration cards entitled us to buy
chocolate bars each week and they were a mean to entice
favours from vixens hanging around Trafalgar Square and
Piccadilly Circus pubs. Canadians were popular in that the
girls knew we had more spending money than English NCO’s
we

and

even

officers. We started to

see

some

“Yank” uniforms.

Soon

they would “comer the market” because they had access
to the Post Exchange (PX) a limitless source of goods such

First “solo”

On

Hurriccinc as chocolates, chewing gum, ladies'finery etc, therefore

eliminating competition.
Our group finally got orders to move by train to
Crosby-on-Eden, near Carlisle, on the Scottish border.
After we arrived and settled down, someone pointed in the
distance to the remnants of Emperor Hadrian’s Wall. The
trainees on #16 Course were a mixed lot, English,
Canadians, Australians, New Zealanders and

Americans. The barracks and toilets
was

like

no

ended up

matter how

we

tried to mix cold and hot water,

with either cold or scalding hot water. It was so

different from the cleanliness of
hall and toilets back in Canada. It also turned out that the
never

few

dirty and the food
mostly corned beef, sausages made from what seemed
saw dust, potatoes and tasteless mutton. As for The

showers,
we

a

were

living quarters, mess
training aircraft were dirty and smelling from oil-they were

cleaned up.
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started with the twin-seater Miles Magister or a Fairey Battle. They were both high performance
dirty inside and out, reeking of oil leaks. After one hour and fifteen minutes of dual flying with an
instructor, I flew solo for 8/2 hours before flying a Hurricane that had seen better days. The course included aerobatics,
The training

aircraft and very

drogue firing, air to ground firing and formation flying up to 25,000 feet. My most fearful experience was night
flying because of the blackout and a dimly lit runway. Once airborne, it was difficult to see where one was in relation
to the runway. The staff in the control tower guided me back. I chalked up 60 hours of flying for a total of 210 hours.
In the Mess, we learned to join in songs “there'll be no pro-motion this side
” “around the block she pushed a baby
carriage," “Bless them all.” I went to Carlisle with the other Canadian pilots for a few beers, ogling “Land Army” girls.
We heeded a tip from “veterans”-their tight jodhpurs were a deterrent for any adventurous young airmen.
Before the course ended March 13,1942, we gathered in a hall to listen to the Posting Officer. We were
air to air

surprised to hear him say that there were long waits before any of us could join UK Fighter Squadrons. He asked for
volunteers to go to the Middle East. All the Canadians, Aussies and Newzees and a few Brits accepted. The Yanks
expected transfers to the USAF. We got leave till March 24 and told to report to PDC, Blackpool, as part of the
“Double Century Draft” sailing to West Africa. With Thibeault I went to London's Canadian Club where I met Martineau
who was also going to Africa after training in the Orkneys. NOTE-Our Minister of National Defence for Air, “Chubby”
Power wanted the RCAF to have their own squadrons.. With 5,000 Canadian airmen in the UK, he got his own way.
There were immediate accelerated promotions-why not? Canadians were paying the shot..
Operational Training Unit, Croasby-on-Eden-Graduates of Course #13-starting with front row, I to r:Ross(Aus),
Johnson(Aus), Steward (Aus), Croome, Chief Ground Taining Officer, Commanding Officer, Chief Flying Officer,

#59

Dibbs(Aus), Freeland, LuckyfAus), Dalhunty(Aus):-2nd Row: Evans(Aus), Thibeault, Gee, Riddell, Steinberg, Grimm,

Hodgson(NZ), Glasscock(USA), Edge, Allan, Francis(Aus),: 3rd Row: Happy(Aus), Southcott(USA), MyghindtNZ),
Humphrey, Casey, Downey, Webb:-4tn Row: St. Vincent, Howell, Davidson,

Gillard, Higgins, Turnbull,, Campbell,
Croall, Ellis, Usher, Wavell, Turney,
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Note: The Island of Malta got

its fighter planes from the UK via Gibraltar-nearing the Island they were often attacked
were rescued by the Royal Navy.
was bombarded non-stop for months but the Maltese
people never flinched. Their steadfastness, bravery
and courage earned them the George Cross. A Canadian pilot, Buzz
Beurling from Verdun, Montreal, from Montreal)
became one of their hero, shooting down 27 German planes in 14 days, a record.
By the end of the war he had shot
down over 31 enemy planes. He was killed in a crashed at Rome on May 18 1948 when he was to
fly a Norseman
aircraft to Israel and fight on their behalf. A tragic end for a hero having survived so
many close encounters.

by German and Italian fighters from Sicily-many pilots never made it while others
The island

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS-THE NORTH AFRICAN CAMPAIGNS

1941 Jan 2-Aussie 6" Drv breaks

'—Abel

Jan 21 -Rommel surprises

through Bardia. (Cyrenaica

5-Aussie and Bnts capture Bardia-30.000 Italian prisoners
21-Britsand Ausstes breakthrough Tobruk defences
Jan. 22-Fall of Tobruk-25,000 Italian prisoners & 50 tanks
captured
Jan 30-WaveU s forces take Dema
Feb 6-Bnts-Aussies capture Benghaa-collapse of Italian forces in
Jan
Jan

the Western Desert
Feb 8-Brits/Aussie move on to El
Agheda
Feb 12-Rommel lands at
Tripoli and German Unts arrive tn Tnpofi
Feb. 22-Rommel attacks El Agheila and captures it Mar 24Mar 30-Rommel launches offensive in Cyrenaica (Libya)

Apr

4-Rommel captures BenghaziAjx 10-Aussie 9" Dm retreats to Tobruk-Germans attack reputeedAft 28-Bypassing Tobruk Rommel amves at Solium. Egyptian side
May 01 -German attack on Tobruk repulsed by Bnts/Aussies/others
May 15-Briti3h retake Solium
Junel 4-Operation “BatlJeax" to relieve troops at Tobruk
begins but
Bnts had to fight the Germans again at Solium
Aug 19-Brits/Poles begin relief of besieged troops at Tobruk

Oct 26-Final relief of Ausstes at Tobruk
Nov 20-Tank battle at Sidi Rezegh blunted
by better German tanksNov 23-Rommel destroys South African 5" Bngade-Auchnlek
orders ‘pursue and destroy-Nov 29-Romme) counterattacksDec 15-Rommel orders evacuation out of Cyrenaica

onaco

Allies, and recaptures Cyrenaica
Benghazi and Dema on Feb 4May 20-Rommel attacks Gazata Line
Jan 28-Rommel recaptixes

Jun. 17-Bnts withraw towards Egypt, keeping a aamson at Tobruk
Jun. 21-TobnJc fa Is to the Germans'Rommel advances to Sidi Baram
Jun 25-Bnteh 8*
Army retreats toward Mersa Matruh
Jun. 27-Rommd's Afrika Corps reach Mersa Matruh
Jun 28-Brrttsh affect further withdrawal to 0 Alamein
Jun 30-Rommel at 0 Alamein-Brits hold his forces west of El Alamein

Aug 13

Montgomery commands 8* Army-Aleksander heads MEF

Oct 23-Battle of El Alamein opens with operation
Nov 04-Germans/ttaltan start retreat in face of

■Supercharge '

advancing 8* Army
Army reaches Mersa Matruh
08-Rommefs rearguards evacuate Ski Baram
Army enters Bardia and reaches Tobruk Nov 1320- 8* Army enters Benghazi

Nov 06-8th

Nov

Nov 08-8"

Nov.
Dec 13- Rommels withrdraws from El Agheda
Dec 21 -Uruts of 8* overtakes German readguard at
occupies the town on Dec 25"
1943-Jan 23- 8"

Side and

Army enters Tripoli, the last town to the West of

CyrenaicaiLibya) before Tunisia

Mar 06-Rommel, the "Desert Fox" leaves the Afrika CorpsMar 28/29- 8" attacks Mereth Line-occupies Gabes. 0 Hama.

Apr 7/8- 8" Army links up with US II Corps.
Apr 21 Army takes Enfidavifle

iucharest

San Marino

Black Sea
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CONVOY ROUTE &AIRCRAFT DELIVERY

Some Hurricanes and Spitfires were flown with
long range
tanks from the UK to West Africa stopping over at Gibraltar
and Bathurst, Gambia. Others were flown to the Middle East
via Malta-a more risky route. Others were crated and

shipped
they were re-assembled. These planes were
refuelling stops at Accra, Kano, Fort
Lamy, El Genelna, El Fasher, El Obeld, Wadi Haifa and Cairo.
to

Takoradi where

then flown to Cairo via

Nouakchott

ENIRAL
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CHAPTER 3

PDC LIVERPOOL-SAILING TO WEST AFRICA AND CAIRO, 11 APRIL 1942-

Liverpool Personnel Depot Centre and told to be ready to pack
tropical gear, pith hat, khakis shirts and shorts, knee socks that we stuffed in our
kit bag on top of other gear. Our draft included Commonwealth air and ground crews while army units boarded other
ships. We sighted the convoy naval escorts soon after leaving Liverpool. We had rough seas for the first days but, on
the third day we sailed into calmer seas and warmer weather along the African coast. We changed into summer gear
and pith helmets. The convoy kept changing directions until we reached Freetown, Sierra Leone, without incidents.
After the airmen disembarked our vessel rejoined the convoy to proceed to the Middle East around the Cape.
Freetown was our first tent transit base before moving on to Sekundi Takoradi, Ghana, with its base that
served as a staging point for aircraft destined to Cairo and Irak. Some Hurricanes were flown in from the UK via
Gibraltar and on to Lagos, Nigeria. In our case, while at Secundi Takoradi, plane arrives dismantled aboard ships and
were reassembled at the Takoradi airport. They were flown to Cairo in groups of six, stopping at Kano, Nigeria, Fort
Lamy (N'jamena) Chad, El Fasher, El Geneina, El Obeid, Omdurman, Sudan and lastly, Wadi Haifa before reaching
Cairo (see page 26). We usually stayed overnight at El Fasher, a refuelling point. The “hotel” owner was Lebanese.
On May 7,1942, while in West Africa and attached to 128 Squadron, I was promoted Flight Sergeant. I caught malaria
in Lagos and was released from hospital June 14. As a result of malaria, my hair curled. As our skin darkened from
the African sun, the skins of the local “femme” seemed to get lighter. It was time to move.
I flew a Hurricane to Cairo via the Ferry route and arrived June 16, landing at Al Maza airport and stayed
at the Al MazaTransit Camp, eight kilometres north east of Cairo. This was a “tent city” with basic sanitary facilities.
The Commanding Officer was an Australian, at home with “open air” loos like those in Australia's outback. The “mess
hall” had similar grub as the UK. The hired staff in the mess hall and on the camp were trustworthy and English
speaking Sudanese. The Egyptian were the labourers removing sand and putting up Nissen huts.
A huge villa on the way to and from Cairo belonged to the Baron d’Ampain. It was red-coloured with
cupolas. It was said to be haunted because the Baron kept a pharaoh’s sarcophagus in it. His wife committed suicide
and then he went crazy. I wanted to learn Arabic and bought a learner. To test my skill, I asked a Sudanese worker
in the camp to come to my tent and answer my questions. I soon learned the alphabet and wrote simple sentences.
I always went with a friend to Cairo by tramway as far as the main Railway Station. We were always pestered by
shoeshine boys. If I refused, they threw shoe black on one shoe, forcing me to have a shine. I once went to the
Pyramids with Gerry Thibeault and started to climb Cheops pyramid but gave that up because of the heat. I
remembered that when Napoleon conquered Egypt, he said to his troops, “soldats, quatre milles ans vous
comptemplent.” We stared at the enigmatic Sphinx and the tranquil sight of “felucas” plying the Nile, a sight that has
remained unchanged since the pharaohs. In Cairo, we patronized Groppi El Kebir, a cafe catering to the Egyptian elite
and foreigners offering ice cream and sweet cakes. The doorman kept unwanted Egyptians beggars from near its
entrance. At night, we sometimes frequented a club where King Farouk was a regular visitor and where his favourite
singer, Urn Khaltum, performed. Each one of her song was a non-stop refrain of laments about love, lasting 20
minutes or more, seemingly forever sometimes.The audience kept applauding her endlessly.
We were without any amenities compared to Canadian airmen in the UK and, as more Canadian airmen
arrived in the Middle East, the situation changed after with the arrival of Squadron Leader Patterson. He was
instrumental for opening the first Canadian Club on Sharia Fuad El Awal in Cairo. This was followed by two more in
Clubs for Canadians in Alexandria and Tel Aviv, Palestine. Members from the Knights of Columbus ran the clubs. At
the Cairo Club, a middle aged grey -haired lady managed it with great patience putting up with rowdy Canadians on
short leave imbibing endless cold Frontenac beers and eating corn on the cob. We could also buy Canadian
cigarettes. The well known entertainer, Josephine Baker, came to Cairo for an unforgettable performance at the Al
Maza Camp. Many Yanks came from their base at Kilo 22 to see her as they used to AL Maza airport to fly in their
Mitchell B-22 bombers and Kittyhawk fighters. Josephine sang her favourite songs wearing what made her famous,
a costume that left nothing to the imagination. She went on to Alexandria and Port Suez to entertain the “troops.” Her
visit was appreciated by all since we spoke of nothing else for weeks.
We

were

confined to barracks at the

at short notice. We received
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From Sekundi Takoradi, Ghana pilots attached to # 1 Aircraft Delivery Unit took off with either fighter planes or
liqht
bombers for Cairo or onward delivery points in Irak. The “secret” map is from Jacques Guillon who was one of me

flight leader on # 1 ADU. The pilots had to observe silence during the flights. I met Jacques in August 2003 and saw
him last at an advance landing strip in Cyrenaica (Lybia) in 1943. This map-it brought back many memories of those
days when we flew across deserted parts of Africa will only the basic minimum for the journeys None of these
ventures with # 1 Advance Delivery Unit was credited as operational flying although it was as important as risky as
flying fighters from Gibraltar via Malta to the Middle East. We landed at the Heliopolis airport. The distance were
never too long in order that we would not run short of fuel-The sleeping quarters were primitive and
managed by

Lebanese.
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After the Axis troops under

Rommel defeated the Anzacs and Brits at Tobruk, they pushed the 8th Army
Egyptian border, hoping to reach Cairo but were stopped at El Alamein because of lack of supplies. I
saw truckloads of wounded soldiers heading for Cairo hospitals. I remember jubilant Egyptians expecting the Axis
to arrive in Cairo. In July 1942 I was seconded to #33 Squadron, 239 Wing.
A month later I transferred to #242 Squadron, on “standby” while “senior” pilots had priority for flights on
raids. I remember Belair and Belec, two Canadians, who were squadron senior officers taking off in pair, nearly wing
tip to wing tip. In August Churchill came on a short visit to boost moral of the “Desert Rats.” The respite at El Alamein
gave General Montgomery time to regroup and get manpower, guns, ammunitions, supplies and tanks to mount the
assault against the “Desert Fox,” General Rommel. Newly arrived US tanks boosted the 8th Army's superior
advantage. The US Air Force supplied Mitchell B-22 and Kittyhawk planes. The 8th Army started the offensive on the
night of October 22,1942 with 900 guns firing to the south of the Qatara depression. Failing to dislodge the Axis the
onslaught switched north and the “Desert Rats” rolled westward non-stop. On November 8®1 the US forces landed
in Morocco and Algeria. Throughout the advance, a few squadrons engaged in sorties against the Luftwaffe but, the
Middle East Royal Air Force Command wanted the Hurricanes, Spitfires and Blenheims to concentrate on destroying
supplies to the Axis troops, day and night. Because of a surplus of pilots, many on “standby,” I and others were
attached to non-operational duties such as to Meteo Units or Repair Unit) to fly and test repaired fighter aircraft with
supposedly minor damages. The latter proved more dangerous than flying operations against the enemy.
We followed in the 8th Army’s advance, tenting at improvised landing strips. Sandstorms often prevented
flying for days. The tents were close to the dispersal area and to pass the time we caught chameleons and fed them
sand flies while they changed colour. The Egyptians called the sandstorms “khamsin,” meaning “fifty,” but it did not
last that long. They said the fine sand could penetrate the shell of an egg! Outside the tent, we couldn’t help but
inhale sand dust that got into our exposed pores. We could not wash as water was too scarce and used it only for
thirst. We slept in our shorts on folding cots with a blanket to ward the cold. A mosquito net to protect us from flies,
mosquitos and scorpions. We dreamt of showering, beer, even about those “saw dust” sausages and fish and chips”
and female company, envying the “rearguard" in Cairo, Alexandria and more so buddies in the UK. Each morning,
we shook our desert boots to get rid of scorpions who loved to crawl in them, may be because of the smell! The
desert was our “open toilet,” no queuing for the “loo” nor the luxury of toilet paper.
The desert bedouins knew their way in pitch darkness, crawling in our tents while we slept-l never heard
them while they stole our water canteens, clothing, rations and even parachutes. We kept our revolvers, pay books
and identification tags close to our body. Our everyday rations consisted of “bully beef’ and “dog biscuits.” We broke
the latter before eating them. We quenched our thirst relying on daily refills of our canteens from the water bowser.
I used less water as I did not shave. We were not dirty (the bedouin did not wash either and their garments
protected them from mosquitoes and heat.) But the fine sand that got into our pores made us scratch and long for
a spot of leave to Cairo and a long shower. I once wrote to my mother about the water shortages-months later she
sent me two cans of water! The boys couldn’t help a laugh when I got the parcel!
I reported a to #22 Personnel Transit Camp at Al Maza pending another re-assignment. While there I was
promoted Warrant Officer II which meant a higher rate of pay and more respect from non-commissioned officers.
I was selected for a course and sent to #1 Middle East Tactical School, Petah Tiqfah. Palestine, where I flew my first
Spitfire, for 15 hours. It was a dream aircraft, a “lady” compared to the more sturdy Hurricane that demanded to be
flown with vigour. The course was aimed at night flying to destroy convoys and trains supplying the Axis forces in
forward positions. After the course, in December 1942,1 went back to #22 PTC awaiting openings with squadrons.
By then, Montgomery's superior ground and air forces had routed the Africa Corps out of Cyrenaica towards Tunisia.
The bulk of the Italian Army to the south had surrendered and many volunteered to work as cooks, helpers, laundry
hands and labourers for the Allies awaiting to be sent to POW camps and soon after to return to a liberated Italy.
Each aircraft that I flew carried an emergency kit, bandages, a syringe and morphine, a silk map of the
area. It also contained a cloth written in Arabic called the “Ghouly (testicles) chit.” It was to be used in case we must
bail out and land in the desert. It said that the British would pay a reward for our safe return Jokingly, we were told
that if we encountered illiterate bedouins, we were to hold it up with one hand and clinch our testicles with the other!
That advice was not at all reassuring. See page 34.
towards the

.
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In

January 19431 was temporarily seconded to #2 Aircraft Delivery Unit and flew aircraft that I landed close
on makeshift sand strips. Some pilots were standing by to fly against the German Luftwaffe and
troops. I made it to Cyrenaica, Mersa Matruh, Sidi Barani, Tobruk (badly damaged), Benghazi, Side and Tripoli in
Libya. Monty and his “desert rats’’ kept pushing the Germans and Italians further west and eventually, out of Africa.
I received my officer’s commission as Pilot Officer when I was near the Tunisian border. My serial # changed
from R 77362 to J 16850 and the dog tags as well. Few airmen wore them as we achieved victories on all fronts and
felt secure. My Commission Script was mailed to my parents in Montreal on June 18,1943 but, I never saw it even
when I returned to Canada. The news of the “thousand bomber” raids over Germany by the US and Commonwealth
to the front lines

Air Forces reached

us

at the time.

What remained of General

von

Armin’s Afrika

Corps in Tunisia was encircled by the 8th Army, made up of

British, Australians, New Zealanders, Indians, Gurkas. The latter were moving in from the south east while the British
1 st Army was

pushing ahead on the south west border of Tunisia aided by the French 19th Corps. The US 2nd Corps
moving in from the west. The British Navy at the ports of Tunis and Bizerte prevented reinforcements from
reaching the Germans critically short of fuel, munition, men, artillery, tanks, planes etc. The FtAF provided non-stop
air support to the S"1 Army. Both Generals Patton and Anderson's forces scored victories in their drive to Bizerte.
Even before the end of the war in Africa, there was a surplus of pilots. I returned to Cairo to be sent on
a course at the Middle East Gunnery School, El Ballah, (Gaza) Palestine) where I “crashed” a Hurricane overdue for
retirement for lack of spare parts. The ground crew must have known it was dangerous to fly because it was not
certified as “fully serviceable.” The maintenance inspections were superficial at times. I took off and after reaching
3,000 feet, a fuel valve or a connection blew up and the engine block caught on fire. I dived for the airport levelling
out at 1,000 feet bent on saving the plane. Someone yelled over the intercom “bail out” but I was too low by then and
fuel leak fumes reached inside the cockpit as I lowered the undercarriage and pointed the nose down toward the start
of the runway. Seconds later, at about 40 feet off the ground, fire enveloped the inside of the cockpit. Although nearly
blind, I knew I was above the runway and jumped as the plane touched the runway at about 135 miles an hour.
I recall lying in the back of an ambulance and, still in shock, someone propped me up to see the aircraft
at the end of the runway. A moment later, it exploded and the ammunition from the machine guns exploded. I was
taken to #42 General Hospital at Tel Litvinski Hospital, near Tel Aviv, Palestine. I suffered a concussions, a twisted
right ankle and broken collar bone. The unopened parachute cushioned my fall. Telegrams were sent to the Air
Ministry London, Ottawa and to my parents. Later I read about the findings of the investigation concerning the cause
of the crash “the plane was serviceable and "no one was to blame!” Everyone was in the clear except the pilot!
was

I

was

released several weeks later to

recover

at #1 METS AFS. I went to the Dead Sea and, like the

pilgrims, I walked the Via Dolorosa in Jerusalem, visiting Jesus’ birth place at Bethlehem.. Giving “bakshish” to the
guardian, one could kiss the spot where Christ was said to have been born. I returned to #1 Middle East Gunnery
School 6 Al Ballah, to finish the course and, for lack of openings, I was granted two weeks leave. On July 27 1943,
I was assigned once more to #1 ADU ferrying planes from West Africa to Cairo. I was not lucky on my third ferry run.
On August 16,1943,1 was overconfident and overshot the runway. The brakes were slippery and the nose tipped in
the soft earth. I was unscathed and, for this “act of carelessness” I was awarded the M.D.O.I.F. “Most Derogatory
Order of the Irremovable Finger,” eligible for membership in the “Pilot Officer Prune's club.” I got a lift aboard a Martin
B-26 Marauder flown by Belgium pilot, Captain Griendl. He was pleased for the company as we poke French and I
for the opportunity to fly a bomber, called "the flying prostitute" because of its short wing span and under powered.
The MDOIF award did not prevent me from advancement. I was promoted Flying Officer effective August
14,1943. While ferrying aircraft to Cairo, I stopped at fabled Kano to buy snake skins in demand in Cairo. I greeted
the local chief in basic arabic, (the inhabitants were moslems) accepting“three coffe cups” before bargaining. They
had fine features and the young men stood on one leg, resting the right leg on the inner left leg‘s knee. In Cairo the
skins were made into purses ans wallets.
On my the last leg the journey, approaching Cairo, I flew over the Al Maza Transit Camp and I couldn’t resist
the urge to buzz the tents at low altitude dipping one wing at the rows of urinals between the tents. I knew Roger
Martineau was there and that it was strictly forbidden. I didn’t get away with it because the Australian Camp
Commanding Officer called me to his office. As I stood in front of him. He was furious and tore a strip off me in Aussie
lingo which I didn’t understand!
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When Roger and I went to Cairo, we went to Canada House to meet other pilots. At other times, mostly at
night, we went to an “open bar” not too far from the Almaza camp, in the middle of nowhere. The few tables and chairs
were kept at a distance from the bar and it was cool and we sat in near darkness. Only the bar had a petrol light. We
could not see other people but heard them shout for drinks. Some would call for “wahad wiski, wahad birra, wahad
bint, kwais ketira!” That was a request for the bar owner to bring “company.” Since the latter were covered from head
to toes one couldn’t tell how old the “company” was. There were other “ditties” that one picked up such as “ed dunia
ze
el khyar,
yum fi yedak,
yum fi tizak-the
ftff

Al.SV-J:. I

world is like

j

cucumber,

a

one

day it’s in your
hand, the next
it’s

up

your

.."..And,

from

Tunis-“khud
biz

el

izkut,

wa

khud el biza wa
nam,

ummakes

sharmuta, abu
esh

shemam!”

We also sang

Egypt's national
with

anthem,

unflattering
about

words

King

Farouk

and

Queen

Farida.
On

<

October

18th

I

was

1943,

assigned

to
6

#15

5

Meteoroloaical
Fliqht, Nicosia,

Cyprus I travel
by train from
Cairo

to

Tel

including “female” WAAFs. The train had no toilets and after crossing the
stopped for ten minutes so we used “open air”toilets. As I opened one toilet door, a swarm
of giant cockroaches came out while the stench was unbearable. I held my breath while relieving myself. The train
passed cultivated fields where young Egyptian boys, noticing girls in uniform looking out of the windows, practiced
onanism with fury, sending them back to their seats. We stopped at Gaza for 20 minutes where the toilets had fewer
cockroaches. At Tel Aviv's railway station it was orderly, clean and no pestering for bakshish or shoeshines, a very
pleasant change. I got a ride to report to Lydda airport and, that same day, the Commanding Officer, Nobby Clark,
assigned a Hurricane fitted with wet and dry barometers on each wing tip. I flew the plane to Lakatania airport, Nicosia,
Cyprus, reporting for duties with #1565 Met Flight.
Avivin

a

with British armed forces soldiers,

Suez canal at Al Kantara it
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My duties consisted of two daily flights, climbing to the 30,300 feet and taking note of the readings from the
dry barometers on the wing tips every thousand feet above five thousand feet. When nearing
30,000 feet, the Hurricane stood nearly perpendicular, hardly moving forward in the rarified air. The plane shuddered
and nearly stalled hanging by its propeller! I eased the stick gently forward and started the descent in a dive, reached
speed in excess of 300 miles per hours. I levelled off at 10,000 feet in a shallow descent heading for Limassol where
I flew at sea level over wave caps and writing down the readings on both thermometers. After
landing, the data was
sent to the airport Met Technicians who analysed the information and briefed pilots of the #680 Photographic
Recognition Unit on the Lakatania base. I knew them fairly well as we shared the same mess. (See page 39). The
PRU pilots achieved maximum speed and escaped pursuers as they flew unarmed Spitfires at maximum altitudes
on their way to and from Ploesti, Romania taking photos of the oil refineries- a vital target for allied bombers to
prevent the Germans from getting supplies from that source for their forces in the balkans and Eastern Europe.
The Met flights took place everyday. In the early morning in winter, I often took off in dense fog with the
runway lights to guide me. The return was dicey when the same conditions prevailed. The Lakatania airport was
flanked on the north side by the Kyrenian mountain range. I feared crashing into it when seeking to orientate myself
on descending in deep fog and I tried to steer clear of the range even if I couldn't tell exactly where I was as I entered
the fog layer. Without instrument landing equipment, I relied on the control tower staff to guide me by the sound of
my motor! A number of times I felt I had a couple of burrs up my rear end as I peeredg for the sight of those runway
lights. The Royal Air Force Akrotiri base was an alternative landing site, in a real emergency. However, I was expected
to “return to base” to turn in the recorded temperature variations from the 'wet' and ‘dry’ thermometers..
“Jamais deux sans trois.1 “pranged” another Hurricane, doing a favour to the Repair Unit whose Chief
begged me to test it. After ten minutes in the air the motor developed a glycol leak. I knew the danger of the engine
heating up and bursting into flames. At a thousand feet, I throttled back while going in a steep dive toward the runway.
At the last moment, I banked the aircraft down to make the start of the runway and lost control as the undercarriage
hit the ground hard and the plane stayed where it hit the ground. I unbuckled, jumped out and walked away as the
firemen arrived. It was another Hurricane that should have been scrapped. I refused testing other planes.
The Hurricane’s machine guns on the Met Flights were not loaded so that we could climb close to 30,000
feet. At that height, I often saw vapour trails from long range German aircraft flying overhead and RAF fighters
scrambling from the Akrotiri base. They once shot down a Heinkel and its crew bailed out over Cyprus. Some were
picked up near our base and interrogated by the South African Intelligence Officer with the # 680 PRU who spoke
three-foot wet and

fluent German.
I liked the easy

going Greek Cypriot people. At the time I was stationed there, six Hungarian show girls were
They had tried to return to Hungary after a performance in Cairo but they got no further than Nicosia.
An enterprising Greek cabaret owner agrred to "help" them and arrange for their accommodation. However, he
expected them to "work” for him at his club. Me and the other airmen at the base patronized that club and danced
with them for a fee but no hanky panky. The arrangement suited the girls and they stayed all the time that I was there.
The island is well known for its Cyprus brandy and some airmen who patronized the club were prone to
overimbibing. One of my buddies, Louis Geoffrion liked to climb onto the roof of the club when chased for payment
and once he jumped down, never hurting himself although he felt quite crrok next morning and had to be off-duty.
One weekend, another firend of mine, pilot Albert Lavallee, came with me to Nicosia. Once within the
walled city and at the centre, a blind person could tell from the smell of “raki”(distilled brandy, a favorite of the Turks)
that we were crossing into the Turkish section. We stayed at a small hotel on the Greek side which a very
accommodating manager’s wife. During a Sunday morning walk, we watched the local “prosties” line up near the
British Military Clinic where they had to go for mandatory medical check-ups. We watched young girls across the street
observing them may be somewhat enviouly.
In February 1944, Albert Lavallee and I were sent to Lydda, Palestine, attached to #1413 Met Flight under
Flight Lieutenant "Nobby" Clark. There was a Harvard at the airport used for the mail run to and from Cairo. Nobby
Clark knew that Canadian pilots flew Harvards in training and asked me to take the Mail Bag to Cairo that week.
Nearing the Harvard, some uniformed people asked me to fly them to Cairo and let the “erks” select one. The flight
path was over El Arish, Gaza and to Ishmalia. I forgot how slow the Harvard flew. Within sight of Cairo airport, I
contacted the tower for landing clearance. A driver took the mail and drove me and my passenger to Cairo.
standed here.
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I stayed at the Majestic Hotel and went to Canada House to have a Frontenac beer and corn on the cob.
picked up early next morning, got my flight clearance, selecting one passenger for the return. After landing,
I volunteered for other mail run that took place two weeks later.
The Canada House at Tel Aviv had supplies of “Frontenac” beers and corn on the cob. A few rooms were
available as long as one shared it with two others. The Tel Aviv beach was nearby and some night clubs opened
on the Sabbath. Black Jews from Yemen and Ethiopia were seen in increasing numbers and some lived in
apartments at the back of Canada House. They were amused by the antics of “Canucks” letting off steam.
On my second Mail Run to Cairo, a British Army girl waited to get a lift. I sensed the “erks” (ground crew)
would want to strap the parachute on her making sure it was secure around her skirt and thighs. I was to stay in Cairo
two days and this suited her. After landing at Cairo’s airport, the “erks” there were most anxious to take the chute
off. I delivered the pouch and a a driver with a jeep dropped us at Canada House. On the way she said she was a
Sabra(born in Palestine) and her father was a doctor. It seemed odd that she would serve with the Brits when nearly
all Jews hated them. On arrival at Canada House, Matineau was surprised to see me arrive with my “Sabra” and I
I

was

introduced her.
The place was full of Canuks drinking Frontenac beer. Except for the Manager, a Canadian lady named
Roach(according to J. Guidon) there were no females. The "Sabra” needed no prompting to show the boys a
little of what they wanted, crossing her legs often and slowly. She left us to meet to meet a friend. I bunked with
Martinau at the Majestic Hotel.
My “Sabra" passenger was waiting as I arrived. The “erks” strapped the chute on and help her into the
Harvard's back seat. Half an hour from Lydda airport, she threw up. I slid the cockpit open and she recovered by the
time I landed. When I stopped at the parking area, the “erks” saw her and were anxious to help her down.As a
ground crew stepped on the wing he reeled back telling the others about the mess and the smell in the heat. I helped
her out, took off the chute and led her to the “loo." In Cairo I also met Jacques Guillon from Montreal -he flew a
Kityhawk. Some of us were envious of him because he was one of the few pilots in our group who flew that aircraft.
He also flew Mitchell twin-engine bombers with the Aircraft Delivery Unit from Takoradi to Iran for the Soviets.
Didi

Martineau

was

another

one

who flew Hurricanes to Irak.
THE BEIRUT LEBANON CAPER- On March 25 1944, together with
Albert Lavallee we were transfered to #216 Group. We spoke French and

assigned to assist the Free French Forces at Beirut who needed air
support. With machine guns loaded, we flew to Beirut, landing our
Hurricanes on a seashore airstrip south of Beirut. A French Liaison Officer
were

briefed

us

about

our

mission which consisted of

flying low level sorties

above the Chouf, the hills east of Beirut where Druze lived, with their

Chief at Moukhtara. We

were to prevent them from coming down to Beirut
against the recently (Nov.23, 1943)announced
Independence of the Lebanese Government. We came April 27 for five
days and again for three days on May 23. The NAAFI (Navy-Army-Air
Force Institute) on the base was used by the Brits and Aussies. I
I ate in the French Officer's mess.1 At the end of that assignment, I had reached 520 hours flying

and

remember how well

demonstrate

time.
While In Palestine, I met Douglas

Arabic and knew the
and

wore

verses

Maughan, an RAF sergeant, ex-British policeman in Palestine. He spoke
of “Abdul the Bulbul Emir.” We decided to visit the “out of bound” Sharia Wagh El Birka”

galabeyas, a fez, sandals, worry beads sauntering into the “birka.” He spoke Arabic and I kept saying
were invited us to a “show” that included a donkey. It was crude and disgusting. We never went back.

“aiwa.” We

i

than 70 years later, I remember the meal it as if it
crisp fried onion rings and French wine. I ate it eveyday, praising the cook-

As I write these lines, more

with
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were

yesterday; it

was a

delicacy-cauliflower

au

gratin
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Pending an assignment to an Operational Unit, I took a course at the Middle East School of Artillery, Petah
Tiqfah, Palestine Then I went to #74 OTU for a Tactical Reconnaissance course, from Sept. 17 to Jan. 15, ‘45.
Egyptians pilots took part and I met Captain Attalah whose father was an Egyptian General. He was granted leave
to fly to Amman to buy the best hashish!
I was not meant to end this course nor leave the Middle East without a bout of hepatitis. I was
hospitalized
at #3 RAF Hospital Cairo, from November 4 to 27.1 recovered
by drinking juices and sucking candies. When released,
I weighed 145 lbs. I recovered at #10 Convalescent Depot. On December 15,1944,1 was declared fit to return to #74
OTU to complete the course. By then I was of little use for operational action. The war in North Africa was nearly over
and the action was now in Sicily and southern Italy. At the
beginning of 1945, Roger Martineau came to Palestine and
we met at Canada House, Tel Aviv. He came to
say goodby. I drove him to a low hill not far from the airport and
pointed to mounds of oranges being burnt for lack of sale. I too reported to Al M aza, Cairo, for the last time before
repatriation. While there, I was promoted Flight Lieutenant (Captain). I left behind colleagues Campbell, Casey,
Downey, Joe Gilbert, Johnny Steinberg( buried at El Alamein.) Steinberg was keen to avenge the death of so many
of “his people." After receiving his “wings” he was to marry in Toronto prior to leaving for Europe. However, he
confided in me that his bride Ruth was indisposed during and prior to going on to Halifax and never consumed the
marrige. He was shot down not far from Alexandria and died bailing out.
I went by train to Port Said from where we sailed, arriving at Liverpool February 23,1945. The war was not
over in Europe but there was no shortage of fighter pilots because of Allied air superiority. Again, I reported to #3 PRC
Bournemouth .In London I saw crumbled buildings, rubbles and debris everywhere. It was still under attack by German
V1s or buzz-bombs, the “weapon of despair,” “doodlebugs.” A lady said to me "get to a shelter when the buzzing
stops.” The Yanks were now everywhere and the Brits complained, “they're overpaid, oversexed and over here!”
RCAF Hdqrs. London recalled me before my leave’s end to report to “R” Depot Warrington to sail March
22nd 1945. It was a calm voyage and we played dice most of the time. We had no access to beer nor to the “females”
quaters. We docked at New York March 30,1945 and went by train to Montreal Windsor Station. We were bussed
to #2 Receiving Centre, Lachine. I called my mother and spoke with everyone. She said that Roger Martineau wanted
me to call him and I told him I expect my release in a few days. The Notice Board in the Officer’s Mess asked for
volunteers to Asia and I applied. I got one month's leave for my homecoming and Roger and I patronised the popular
Maroon cafe on St Catherine street because that is where surviving airmen that I knew met, Rivest,Thibeault, Turgeon
and Lavallee. I received my medals: 1939-45 Star, Africa Star and Clasp, Defence Medal, Canadian Volunteer
Service Medal with Clasp and the 1939-45 War Medal.
I wore “civies” except when I reported to the RCAFHeadquarters, Ottawa. Martineau had qualified as
Immigration Officer on the basis of Veteran’s preference. We saw each other and Albert Lavallee often. I did not look
for a job being uncertain of the outcome of my request for further service with the RCAF in the Far East. I was coming
home with minor injuries and I thought often of my buddies lying in foreign lands. I was no hero though my family
thought so. I volunteered to end the ambitions of a maniac and give my life to that end.
“In time of peace, it is the sons who bury their fathersIn times of wars it is the fathers who bury their sons...
Herotodus
When news came that the war ended, I was granted leave and headed for Montreal to meet again with my buddies
who had survived the war. We got together at the Maroon Club at the comer of St. Catherine and Peel streets and
then joined the crowd celebrating the event at Phillips and Dominion Square. We spoke of those left behind.
PS-Although there was no apparent discrimination against French speaking pilots (and possibly others) the choice
Leaders was in the Middle East to replace wounded or killed pilots was always for someone who spoke
perfect English. Understandly, communications in clearly understandable English was as essential in the air as on
the ground. Pilots with French and other foreign names who did not speak perfect English were not the choice of
Squadron Leaders and for cause. Many thay did not meet that stringent requirement and were often seconded to other
duties such as Met Flights, Repairs and Service Units, Aircraft Ferrying Duties etc. Hence, many Pilots from Quebec
with French names found themselves serving in other Units contributing to the welfare of others.
of Squadron
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CANADIAN' PACIFIC
TELEGRAPHS
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WAA34 9 39/38 2EX

JOSEPH ST VINCENT

2346 RUE CHAPLEAU

M9R51 REGPETTE

LUCIEN ROGER

4765

VOUS APPPENDRE QUE

VOTRE FILS LOFFICIER PTLOTE

STVTNCENT J UN SIX

ACTIVITE DE

HUTT CINQ ZERO A

ETE PORTE BLESSE EN

SERVICE OUTR EMER

STOP DATE SERA OBTENUE

OFF ICIER

S54P

MONTREAL

JOSEPH HECTOR
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PRESPOSE REGISTRE MORTS

STOP LETTRE SUIT
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To

All

Arab

The bearer of this letter is an
him well, guard him from
harm, give him food and drink, help him to return to the nearest British soldiers .tnd you will
be rewarded.
Peace and the Mercy of God upon you.
Thm Britimh High Command in the East.
Officer

of

SOME

the

Peoples

British

POINTS

Remove

ON

footwear

—

Greetings and

Government

and

CONDUCT

a

leace be upon you.

frfcnd

of

all

Treat

Arabs.

WHEN MEETING THE ARABS IN

THE

DESERT.

ten's. Completely Ignore their women. If thirsty drink
the water they offer, but DO NOT fill your vaterbottle from their personal supply.
Go to their
well and fetch what you want.
Never ncgle.t any puddle or other water supply for topping up
your bottle.
Use the Halazone included in ^our Aid Box.
Do not expect breakfast if you

sleep the night.

on

entering

their

Arabs will give you a mid-tay or evening meal.

REMEMBER, NEVER TRY AND HURRY CN THE DESERT,

|

A
Arabic

English

Ingleezi
Sa-hlb, Sa-dcck.
Moya

Water

5

Take

me

to

the

Half

j

rewarded. ’
far

(how

Plying Officer
many kilosT)
Enerrij

Distance and time:
The

older

a

.

(

Hud

i

Mu-ka-fa.

Za-bit

Kam

nee

Huv

elnd

el

or

Yom

Nuss
il

Near
Far

English and you will be

How

DOES

Layl

Half

Ta-eban

English

Nah»nr

Day

Night

Balaad

Tired

SURE

Arabic

English

Akl

Pood

Village
<

AND

few useful words

English
Friend

SLOW

Nahaar

Garv-b
Raced

Ingleez

wa

tahud

Ingleezl Tye-yara
kilo ?

Germanl, Taliani, Sicilian!

Rem-raber, Slow A

Sore

does

It

Arabs

cannot read, write or tell the time.
They measure distance by the number
days journey.
“Near" may mean 10 mini tea or 10 hours. Far probably means over a days
journey.
A days journey is probably about SO miles. The younger Arabs are more accurate.

of

GOOD

LUCK

The “Goulay Chit” (see page 27 last para)
PS-Thanks to Howard Huwer “In for a Penny in for a
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Military killed/missing

Civilians

killed/missing

Australia

680.000

34,000

Under 100

Belgium

800,000
200,000

10,000

90,000
None recorded

Brazil
Britain

Bulgaria

4,700,000
450.000
780.000

1,000

70,000

420.000 (2)
19.000

Not known

43,000

None recorded

5,000,000
180,000
15.000

1,500,000
7,000
4,000

Perhaps 20.000,000

Finland

250,000

79,000

11,000

France

5,000.000
10,000.000

245,000

173,000
2,000,000
391,000
280.000

Canada

China
Czechoslovakia
Denmark

Germany (1)

310,000
3,000

3,500,000

Greece

150.000

17,000

Hungary

350,000

147,000

India

2.400.000

Italy (1)
Japan (1)

4,500,000
6,000,000

None recorded
180,000
953.000
None recorded

Netherlands

500,000

48,000
380.000
2,600.000
14,000

New Zealand

157,000

12,000

25,000

5,000

8,000

600,000

600,000
140,000

73,000

United States

16,400,000

292,000

6,000,000
465,000
None recorded
Under 10

Soviet Union (1)

20,000,000

13,600,000

7,700,000

Roumania
South Africa

9,000

THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH TRAINING PLAN IN

WAR ll-ALTHOUGH

IT WAS

NOT A TRENCH WAR AS IN
WWI IT WAS WAGED WITH

DESTRUCTIVE
CAUSING
CIVILIANS AS WELL AS
MILITARY CASUALTIES ON A
SCALE
NEVER
SEEN
MORE

WEAPONS

BEFORE-

SOURCE-AIRFORCE
MAGAZINE-SUMMER 2005
ISSUE. THIS information was

placed here rather than at the
end of page

60d for lack of

space-.

242,000

1,000,000

Norway
Poland

THE HUMAN COST OF WORLD

CANADA PROVIDED 131,000 AIRCREWTO

COMMONWEALTH

BEFORE THE US ENTEREDTHE WAR.
I ALSO WISH TO ADD THE FOLLOWING CONCERNING THE LOSS OF LIVES AS A RESULT OF TRAINING OR WARSOME 8,000 AIRMEN LOST THEIR LIVES WHILST ON TRAINING EITHER IN CANADA OR THE UNITED KINGDOMSOME 55,000 AIRMEN LOST THEIR LIVES IN THE BOMBER OFFENSIVE OVER EUROPEFORCES -SOME WEREFROM THE US WHO CAME TO CANADA
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VARIOUS STAGES OF SERVICE WITH THE

royal Canadian air force
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WW II Service with the RCAF-Photo Album

April ‘42, crossing the equator-J.Steinberg and Thibeault withpith helmets. May ‘42, Freetown,
Sierra
Leone, St. Vincent, “local” with Canadian ship Captain and Thibeault;
‘42-Freetown, Sierra
Leane-???-Geoffrion, Holder.
Jackson, Thibeault
may

Sierra Leone,

Johny Steinberg
Sept.’43, I was co-pilot on this
Belgian pilot Captain Grindl-

Maurauder with

Transit Camp, FreetownDon Casey,’’Happy” Bastien, “Skull” Downey,’’Butch” Riddell, “Sleepy”
Joe Holder, Bill Evans, Chris Johnson, Wolf Myghind-What beauties!

Jackson,Percy George,

I'

WW II RCAF-Photo Album North Africa-Middle East

Left-utmost comfort, the tent-Thibeault(! sit on the bedwith a monkey!)-friendly locals greeting us with
"udabo! and we replied "yabumpramiedeban!Right, Martineau and I at the Takoradi Sekondi beach waiting
to ferry aircraft to Cairo.
Below left: shortly after arriving at Cairo, Albert Lavallee
took this photo of R. St. Vincent in front of the Cairo
Railway StationR i g ht : Louis
Geoffrion ,
R.Martineau , R.
St. Vincent, Frank
Jolicoeur at Al
,.
,
Maza Transit
• "' ' · ':'.' i Camp, Kilo
8,
North East of
' Cairo.i
- ~'-"""....__ Left: at Al Maza-Fooling around,
_while awaiting assigments-seemingly
~illing flies .. .Steinberg sitting , Lauren
' and St. Vincent with peg hammer;
Below :on the balcony of the Majestic
Hotel on Suleiman Pasha, a home
~ ...G.~~::..t.l.£::O:;J~i:~~l.i~:..;.;.~
when on leave: "tourists"- Sphinx,
, .,.. pyramid- with Gerry Thibeault.
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WW II RCAF-Photo Album North Africa-Middle East

Top: Canada House Cairo, on Fuad el Awai, Gerry Thibeault enjoying a cool Frontenac beer. Two
"pissed off' guys-I took this shot of Thibeault and Moser on stana by" at an advanced desert
base-Next Gerry Turgeon with 206 Squadron , Cyrenaica;."Mustafa" G~bert, killed in a Kittykawk
when landing in a sand storm . Below:taken in Cyrenaica, a downed JU88-right; getting ready to
take off on a mission with a Hurricane at a desert base.
Left: showing Ger
Jeffrion how It shoula
be done-he was with
206 Wing in Cyrenaica

I

- Lower left-A bedouin
,.. poses willingly with his
..,. camel-you meet them
everywhere in the
estern
desert
.~~ advanced bases.

Right: Cyrenaica in
1944,forwa r d
desert base:
. •
C r o mp t o n ,
---- - •
Maersk,"Cass" Casey, "Spider" Webb- This photo was
taken during a lull in the operations.

Per Ardua .. ...
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Assigned to # 1413 Meteorological Flight, Ludd Airport, Palestine Beirut, April 1944 helping the
French Allies preceeding independence of the Rep. of Lebanon assisted by Albert Lavallee.
Right, December ‘43, with Maughan-Taylor, ex Palestine British Police transferred to the RAF.

‘42 Cairo, Kilometer 8

Camp-Name of youngest sister on Flurricane written in chalk which was
erased-right, with my Mauritius friend-photo taken at Tel Aviv, Palestine-Below: Sept. ‘44 to Jan.
'45, Petah Tiqvah, Palestine-#74 Operational Training Uni, Tactical Reco-“dots” identify
Egyptian pilots. Center, Chief Instructor, C. Forster-Smith.(l am in the third row, first on the left)
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WW II RCAF Photo Album-North

Africa-Middle East

On Oct. 29, 1943, I was
temporarily assigned to

Meteorology
Flight at Lakatama, Cyprus

# 1565

Below is a photo of the
members of # 680 Photo

Recognisance Unit who

flew daily to survey the
Ploesti oil fields,Romania.

The twice daily
not considered

flights were
“operational"
although those performed b"

officers of #680 PRU

were

'

They flew unarmed Spitfire:
in order to have the speed
to escape if necessary On
one

occasion,

fighter planes

from the RAF Akrotiri base
were scrambled after a
JU 88 whioch they shot dowi
Its crew bailed out over

Cyprus. Some, caught

near

Nicosia were questioned by
F. Edmunson, shown below
a South African who
spoke

German. Australians, New
Zealanders, South Africans and Rhodesians made up the Unit,

Afl

er a

bout of the “Pharaoh's

R<!venge"-no fat! May ‘43

Airport, Nicosia, Cyprus-if680 PRU-Back-Padd>
bleary. Ginger Lowe, Fred Edmunson, Bob Lowe, Pat Olson, Jack
Ihandler; Front-Mo ns Yealland, Keith Jones-Photo by R. St. Vincent
Ve shored the Officer's Mess and exchanged operational info.
!3 Oct r43-latokra
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I hese photos

overlooked in previous publications ore added in no particular order for the retord-For left taken in the backyeard
flat at 234t> (hapleau street Montreal between November 24 th and Dec 9 1941 while on leave before
proceeding to Halifax for embarkation to the UK Ne*t this was taken at the Al Ma;a tamp Kilo 8 Cairo around luly 1942-then
tornea photo that appeared in the Montreal Newspaper la Press** about mv being rommissioned Offiter when in Tunisia
February 17,1943 Next summer of 1942 Gerry Thibeault and I walk up to the site of the pyramids at Gi/a The next photo was
pieviouly overlooked and must refer to training in the UK m February 11942 at Uosby-on-Fden because ot battle dess and boots
Below French Occupation /one of Germany Schramberg Castle where I stayed as a member of No 2 MREUinMav 1947

of my parent's
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three Hurricane crashes that occurred while I was on operational duty in the Middles East07 MAY 1943 at Al Ballah, Palestine, Central Gunnery School-Hurricane Aircraft Z4233My report of this incident was written after I was hospitalized at the Tel Litvinski Hospital for one
rnonth and a convalescence period for an additional two weeks.
I have the honor to report that on the 7th May 1943, at approximately 18:00 hrs I was detailed to to

Reports

on

Accident

on

exercise.My instructor was flying his Hurricane at 9,000 feet and
petrol and my goggles became blurred from petrol coming from a fine
spray coming from below the inside cockpit panel. I immediately closed the throttle using as little
power as power as possible and told my instructor that I was returning to base because of a petrol
leak. When I reached the airport I opened the throttle slowly but the engine started to cough and
splutter-l tried again by opening and closing the throttle but tne engine again and the engine picked
up for only a few seconds as I neared the airport. At about a thousand feet I heard someone from
the control tower say "jump"! I was not going to jump ans I said I want to bring the aircraft down.
Without engine power 1 selected the "down' position to lower my wheels-without power I had to
pump then down and did the same to lower thr flaps. I was now nearing the runway at a speed of
110 mph and may be fifty feet from the ground when the engine took on fire. As I straightened out
to landthe fire came inside the cockpit at about 30 feet from the ground and I decided to jump out
as the plane keep going on the runway. During the initial part of my flight the temperature and
pressure gages were normal but I did not notice the fuel gage.
I have the honour to remain, Sir, your obedient servant. L.R. St.Vincent, P/O
Accident on the 7th May 1943-Report by Flight Sargent R.G. Lewis-Duty Pilot at Al Ballah
Palestine-I have the honour to report that whilst on duty, as Duty Pilot at Al Balan on Friday May 7th
1943,1 observed at 18:10 hrs a Hurricane approaching tne circuit with engine trouble. Thepilot made
a
tight circuit approach to land. As his wheels touched the ground, I saw flames spread along the
trailing edge of tne main plane at the intersection of the flaps. The aircraft ran about three hundred
yards when the pilot jumped out on the starboard side and rolled clear of the machine-the aircraft
swung to port. Tne Duty Fire Crew and Ambulance went to the aircraft and immediately carried out
their duties The aircraft did not appear to be on fire in the air.
Report by F/Lt J.E.S. Elwell-Whilst dogfighting the pilot saw petrol in the cockpit. He then noticed a
fine spray coming from under the instrument panel. He returned to the aerodrome. Whilst on the
circuit the engine stopped so he turned from main tank to the reserve The engine picked up and
then stopped. He landed safely but the aircraft caught fire whilst running. The pilotjumped out. The
aircraft burned. Exact cause of fire at present unknown, owing to damage by fire it is impractical to
determine from where the fuel was escaping. No fractured pipe can be found. Acceptance checks
carried out on this aircraft on 2nd May 1943.
Report by H. MARSHALL, M.E.C.G.S.jMiddle East Central Gunnery School-9th May 1943
I have the honour to report whilst on duty in charge of crash tender and crew, a fire in a Hurricane
aircraft Z4233 The aircraft made a normal approach and landing, but on touching down, I noticed
flames under the cockpit. The crash tender with crew proceeded immediately to the windward side
of the aircraft I saw the pilot roll out and lie still, theaircraft went ranon a little and swung sideways
into the wind and there was a reasonable chance of saving part of the aircraft. I ordered the fire
fighting equipment to be used. The strong wind which was blowing minimized the effects of the C02
gas, but we were able to approach fairly close and use the foam hoses. The airscrew began turning
and the ammunition exploded-the petrol tank on the port side was burning and there was a chance
of it exploding. The fire was almost extinguished but owing to the danger from the port petrol tank,
the fire crew was called away. A few moments later, the tank exploded and we then "played" more
fly Hurricane Z4233 in
after

a

a dogfight

few minutes I smelled

.

foam on the flames which were finally extinguished except for the port wheel. This being later put
out with hand extinguishers. The crash tender was then made serviceable. I have the honour to be,
Sir, Your Obedient Servant, H Marshall OMITTED-The ambulance did not go near the aircraft
as

mentioned-theyt picked me up on the runway and someone lifted me and pointed out to

the plane saying
look at the plane on fire." The report fails to mention someone in the
control tower told me to jump while at 1000 feet-l
I prefer to save the aircraft and land.
2nd CRASH-EI Geneina, Darfur, Western Sudan-Number 1 Advance Delivery Unit-15 August 1943On a run to ferry Hurricanes from Nigeria to Cairo-On landing on the desert strip my brakes failed

said

to

stop the aircraft before reaching the end of the strip-l damaged the propeller. The brakes were

oily proving a leak occurred but I was found to be negligent!

3rdCRASH-at Latakania, Nicosia, CYPRUS-20 December 1943-I volunteerto test Hurricane HE

490 which was said to have been repaired of a glycol leak. After 10 minutes glycol came pouring out
from the inner starboard exhaust. As I was close to the airport I let the wneels down to land. I
realized I was going to undershoot the runway and I opened the throttle without response. The
aircraft stalled and one wing hit the ground and I walked away from this one-never again would I test
an aircraft as it was more dangerous than facing the enemy. JAMAIS DEUX SANS TROIS!
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MISSING RESEARCH & ENQUIRY

SERVICE

CHAPTER 4
Air Command, Trenton on April
Ontario for two weeks. Then the
I was ordered to report back to #2 RC Lachine by May 28th to be released from the RCAF. Between

was asked by RCAF Headquarters, Ottawa to report to #1
then told to report to # 16 Service Flying Training School, Hagersville,

Unexpectedly I
3,1945.1
bad

was

news came.

these events, someone overlooked that

I volunteered for the Far East and my release was cancelled June 11.1

reported to #1 KTS at Mountain View, Trenton, to attend an Administration course from June 16 to August 2, page 46.
was no “super fly” being rated “satisfactory progress throughout.” I was assigned to #1 Air Command, Trenton,
working for Air Vice Marshall(AVM) A. Raymond who asked that I come to Trenton, Ontario.
I was responsible to allocate priorities for Senior airmen flying between Trenton, Ottawa, Montreal and other
RCAF bases. In August, the Daily Routine Order asked for volunteers to proceed overseas on assignment with the
Missing Research and Enquiry Service (MRES.). It’s purpose was to identify Commonwealth Airmen buried in unknown
graves in Europe. A knowledge of French was an asset and I volunteered. I was a member of the Selection Board
testing candidates in French. I placed my name at the top of the list sent to RCAF Headquarters, Ottawa. When the
list came back, my name was struck off the list. I spoke with AVM Raymond who called RCAF Hdqrs and told them to
put my name back at the top of the list as I was a selection member.
I was told to reported to Halifax October 24th 1945. After a smooth sailing we disembarked at Southampton
on October 31 and reported for the third time in my RCAF career to #3 Personnel Reception Center, Bournemouth.
I knew the place very well by now. On November 7,1 and other recruits report to FtAF Station Gatwick for a briefing
Group Captain Hawkins headed the MRES. Some airmen from the RAF, FL4AF and RNZAF already reported to
Gatwick. He welcomed us leaving Squadron Leader Laughton-Bramly to brief us. I was seconded to #2 Missing
Research and Inquiry Unit (MREU)at Brussels, under Wing Commander Angus McLean, from Prince Edward Island.
He assigned me to sub-unit of # 2 at The Hague headed by Squadron Leader Gerry Philbin. It seemed logical to send
a French-speaking Officer where French was not needed, and posting to Brussels officers who didn’t.
On November SO"1 I sailed to Ostend by Ferry and to Brussels by rail. The #2 MREU Hdqrs was at 23
Avenue de La Toison d'Or. I met W/C Angus McLean, Adjutant CR.
x-s-*
Hiam, officers C. Gerry Hebert, George Nadeau, Australian S.McCauley
Ao. fi/
Jtii'Co
etc. There were rooms for transients. The next day, George Nadeau took
me to the night club, “le Boeuf sur le Toit,” the Belgians’ Lido. They were
enjoying the fruits of huge income from Congo copper mines. There was
champagne, gourmet food as well as long-legged English dancing girls
paid in Belgian francs. I left for The Hague (Den Hague or
s’Gravenhagen) the following Tuesday in a chauffeur-driven car who
knew the location of the sub MRE Unit. We also carried supplies. At both
border points, the Police and Customs waived us on. We arrived at a large corner house at Badhuisweg 85/87,
Headquarters of the Sub Unit of # 2 Missing Research and Enquiry Unit.
It was an imposing two-story villa. I met S/L Gerry Philbin who introduced me to officers on his staff, Paul
Fortin, St.John Turner, Bickerstaff, Crewys, Jack Grosvenor, Higginbottom, Captain Johnson from the UK Graves
Commission. I met the drivers and my interpreter Cornelius or “Cor” for short. The villa was requisitioned by the Town
Major and the last occupants were SS Officers who departed hastily. We had a cook with an assistant, a waitress, and
a maid all paid by the Town Major who arranged to
supply rations.
I was Assistant to Squadron Leader G. Philbin(Canadian)who explained the modus operandi of the Unit. The
RAF Hqs in London had the records of the aircraft and their crews that failed to return after raids over enemy territory.
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They had the

names and full details on the missing crewmen. Dental charts and engine numbers were available if
required. I was familiar with rank markings and insignia worn by navigators, pilots, observers, air gunners and clothing
material worn by British, Canadian, Australians, New Zealanders, South Africans and Rhodesians. The date of burial
would help narrow our search for the identity if we knew rank, insignia etc. Squadron
Leader Philbin wrote to the “Burgomeesters” prior to my arrival, asking them to report
graves marked “Unbekant Flieger.”
(Left: G. Philbin)-Before going to a town that reported graves marked
“Unbekant Flieger,” we had to telephone the “Burgermeesters” asking that the
grave/s be opened at his convenience. We kept a supply of rubber boots, gloves and
disinfectant in the basement of the house where Captain Johnson of the Graves
Commission also kept coffins. We carried knives, scissors and tooth charts. Because
it was winter, the inclement weather kept us at the office sorting the incoming
information from “Burgermeesters” that was checked against the lists of missing
crewmen. I was keen to start but we were short of transportation for the number of
officers and I had to wait my turn to go on a trip.
Captain Johnson offered to take me to the Officer's Club in his jeep on that
second Saturday evening, to familiarize myself with the Officer’s Club. The
temperature plunged and the water in the canals froze over. I was very cold riding in
the open jeep but Captain Johnson was better dressed. The Club was deserted and
he ordered drinks to warm us up. He said the menu was always the same: sole
meuniere, oysters, potato croquettes, cheese and desert. We were lucky for such
bounty because the Dutch people nearly starved last winter, eating tulip bulbs when
bread was unavailable. More officers arrived and I noticed some Canadian Army
Officers with ladies. Captain Johnson said that they were members of the Canadian
Wives Bureau and that their office was near ours. They looked afer the transportation of Dutch brides to Canada.
He introduced me to a few friends and we ordered dinner with more drinks, while watching couples dancing.
After more drinks, I got nervous about the ride back to our billet. He insisted on paying the bill and we got into the open
jeep, not feeling cold this time. The road was icy in part and, a moment later, the jeep skidded and swerved over a low
embankment into a shallow frozen canal. We got wet stepped out of the jeep but the Dutch Steinhager kept us warm.
People came to our rescue, getting wet pulling the rear part of the Jeep to get us back on the road. He turned the
ignition it started. He thanked the people and drove slowly to the house. I never forgot my welcome to Holland.
Shortly before Xmas, it was my turn to have a car with Cornelius. We drove to a grave site to the north along
the west coast by the sea where we were told by the “Burgermeester” that there was little snow. The locals often found
bodies washed ashore and buried them in the soft, spongy clay. When the grave was dug up and the coffin opened,
the body was perfectly preserved. I noted his rank, hair texture, features and even a dental description which I noted
on the dental chart. The cloth was that of a British airman. The date of burial might not coincide with the date of the
crash but, it would help the staff at RAF MRES Hdqrs, London, to find a match. A few more graves were dug up with

good results. Since we had the car, I decided to drive on to Friesland, Leeuwarden and Groningen for the next days.
Cor had problems with the Friesian language spoken by these people and sometimes needed an interpreter. We were
overanxious to start and when we went to some places, we were met some resentment about digging graves in winter.
We had no choice but to postpone our investigations and, after I spoke with S/L Philbin, he agreed to postpone
operations until early Spring.
I kept busy sorting the incoming information from mayors for the Spring visits to several cemeteries for a fiveday trip. Analyzing the data thhat came in from all over Holland gave me an excellent knowledge of the country's
geography. I also kept busy procuring various comforts for the officers, trading with our Brussels office as mentioned
below. I “delivered the goods,” providing no one asked questions. They nicknamed me the “snapper upper."
Par Arrlua
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Hdqrs, No. 2 MREU at Brussels between Xmas and the end of January. Thereafter I went to
monthly basis for the purpose of bartering. The Brussels MREU Hdqrs had access to unlimited supplies
of Champagne whereas we had none. In exchange, they wanted bottles of Steinhager gin which we had in great
quantities. The Steinhager came from barges loaded with them and lying by the Rhine. It helped to while away the long
wait for the start of the Spring operations. We bought the gin at a ridiculously low price and bartered them for
Champagne with the Brussels barman. Once in a while, either Captain Johnson or myself drove to the Navy Army Air
Force Institution (NAAFI) at Osnabruck, British Zone, to get cigarettes, chocolates, etc. I once met my cousin, Sgt.
Fernand Lepage, serving with the Canadian Forces of Occupation at Oldenburg. We talked mostly about 2346
Chapleau Street, Montreal and our relatives.
Captain Johnson of the Graves Commission)had to report monthly to his Hdqrs in the British Zone. He once
returned and asked me if I liked German pistols. I said yes and he showed me a Walter and a Lueger. He gave me both
for free! They were in their original leather holsters with the owners names. He said he could get me Volkswagen for
£100 but I was not interested. I decided it was time to get acquainted with the “Canadian Wives' Bureau” a short
distance from us and flying the Canadian Ensign. I walked in and was greeted by a Captain. We spoke about our
respective jobs and I told him that I was part of the RAF Group at # 88. He knew about our presence. I mentioned our
predicament, lack of transportation. Without hesitation he said “would a couple of jeeps help?” Of course, it would. He
picked up the phone and spoke with his contact in the British Zone. He asked for my ID and I gave it to him. He gave
the particulars to the person at the other end of the phone and asked that they release two Jeeps and provide
temporary registration papers. Just like that! I could not thank him enough. When I told S/L Philbin he didn’t believe
me but agreed to let me have a car and drivers for the trip. We left early next day driving towards Bremen. Upon
reaching the restricted stretch of the autobahn between Bremen and Hamburg, the Military Police stopped us. I showed
the Military Police the reason for entering the restricted area, the document from the Canadian Wives’ Bureau.
He took my ID and said he was told about my coming to pick up two jeeps. He asked another MP to escort
us further on the never ending rows of jeeps on the one lane of the autobahn was closed to traffic. There were jeeps
as far as one could see. I had a choice to pick up any two jeeps. All had keys in the ignition. We inspected each one
and decided to pick two that seemed in better condition. We were allowed to take spare tires from jeeps in poor
condition. We drove back to The Hague that same day. On arrival at the office, the staff were incredulous at the feat
of the "snapper upper!" The jeeps were now the property of # 2MREU the Hague. The office phone numbers were
the registration numbers painted on the bonnet. The second jeep was for S/L Gerry Philbin to allot as he wishes. I
returned with the Jeep to thank the Captain at the Canadian Wives' Bureau. I was now mobile on my terms.
My first major assignment came in early Spring when the mayor of Amsterdam agreed to have several graves
dug up in the main cemetery. It was a tedious job for the grave diggers because the coffins were stacked four deep for
lack of burial space. Some airmen were buried two and three coffins deep. Cor and I went to Amsterdam and came
up with some interesting finds i.e. several positive identifications by rank, fabric, crew classification and the date of the
burial. All of this information would help to identity the unknown airmen and eventually, reburial in Military Cemeteries.
Our outings were more frequent as the weather improved. I returned to towns in Friesland for a few days to
exhume and identify a few airmen. I also dealt with a report from the Dutch Navy that found parts of a bomber in the
Ijssel meer. The Navy engineers, using huge floating cranes, lifted one engine and read the serial number. The data
was sent to the MRES Headquarters, London. They replied that every member of the crew of that particular bomber
was accounted for,
including those killed and buried in known graves. Where every member of the crew were
accounted for, we felt we had done a useful job.
I drove with Higginbottom to s’Hertogensbosch to exhume several unknown airmen. To our surprise,
one “airmen” was a girl. She was missing from the base,
thought to be the victim of foul play.
An unusual find occurred near Eindhoven. A farmer spotted the remains of an aircraft in a canal. We drove
to the site. With heavy machinery the tail of the fighter aircraft’s was lifted and the identification number appeared.
The data was sent to London's MRES Hdqrs. The reply said the aircraft and the pilot were reported missing in action.
I drove to

Brussels

our

on a
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Someone at MRES Hdqrs leaked that information because we received mail from the
pilot’s parents wishing
to be present

when the aircraft is pulled out of the canal. We returned to the sight as Dutch Engineers and their crane
ready to pull the plane out. There was a loud suction noise as they raised the plane and water filled the void. The
pilot could not be seen as the cockpit was covered with mud. The Graves Commission Captain was ready with a coffin.

was

The parents and onlookers were

kept at a distance as the aircraft was lowered to the side. The cockpit was partly open
partly removed, the body seemed to be still intact. It was pulled out by Dutch Navy technicians.
The body was then placed in the coffin and the parents came forward. The Graves Commission Captain was now in
charge and there was no problem identifying the remains. It was a sad and touching scene for the parents who wanted
to “see" their son. They wanted to be present when he was buried at Bergen-op-Zoom, Holland.
During my fourteen months, I traveled all over Holland, getting to know the country well. I was privy to
unusual customs when Cor and I stopped overnight near Zvolle. A wedding ceremony was in full swing although he
said there was no official marriage. As was customary, the bride and groom were feted and expected to spend the
next months together until the bride became pregnant. Only then would the official marriage take place. In Groningen
and Leewarden, I was very impressed by the cleanliness of the houses and farms abutting the house that were just
as clean as the house itself. Cor and I loved the taste of fresh pumpernickel and cheese served for breakfast. There
was plenty of food if you were a farmer but city folks still suffered shortages and rationed food.
I met a lawyer named Van Bummel Suyk, his wife Helen and their niece at the Officer's Club. They were
as guest of an officer from the Wive's Bureau who was departing. They were charming and invited me to their house,
a large villa, situated across our Hague Visa Office. His wife and niece were Jewish and somehow managed to avoid
the fate of many Dutch jews who left Holland to survive. The arrival of the Canadian “liberators” was an occasion for
them to entertain in return for champagne, a rarity they enjoyed possibly when Germans occupied Holland .They
possessed unique collection of erotica which I was privilegedto see. I was a regular guest at their parties.
S/L Philbin granted Higginbottom and I leave from June 3 to 14, 1946. We drove with my Jeep across
Belgium and France to the French Riviera. I carried two spare tires and two full 20 litre jerry cans that we refilled
whenever we stopped at an Allied Petrol Station. We spent one glorious week at Juan-les-Pins. On our return, S/L
Philbin said there were very few returns coming from Burgomasters. And this a
was an opportunity to drive to the West Friesland Islands of Texel, Vlieland, Terschelling and Almeland, to investigate
for myself. I thought that bodies of airmen from downed aircraft could be washed ashore on those Islands. We took
the ferry to reach Texel. The information we got by speaking to locals helped identify some unknown bomber crewmen
buried in unmarked graves. The other three smaller islands did not reveal any such burials. When the Germans left
the Friesland Islands, they left their trained German shepherd dogs with the locals. I was offered one, a beautiful
sample, by the owner of the only "restaurant" on Texel. Cor had to explain that we couldn’t keep one in the house
at The Hague because every scrap of food was taken home by the staff to feed their own family and Cor knew it.
In September 1946 I drove to Brussels staying in a transient room at 23 rue de la Toison d'Or, the Hqrs of
#2 MRES Hdqrs. On this occasion, when I got to the bar, I met a lonely Australian, F/Lt. Vince McCauley. He had
been inactive for lack of transportation. I gathered that he spent most of his time at the bar, when it was opened. Vince
talked in OZ brogue and, after a few, confided that his Belgian friend, (the charlady who accommodated more than
one officer at our Brussels Hdqrs) was in his word, the epitome of personal hygiene. I waited for clarification and he
added, bending over to hush his words ’’Roger, you can drink tea out of it!”
When in Brussels, I went with Georges Nadeau to the Brasserie off Place Bruckere or “Le Boeuf-sur-leToit.” Wearing uniforms had its privileges with the ladies asking us to dance. When saw an ever increasing number
of British tourists as word spread about the abundance of goods in Brussels. Here, they found items that were non¬
existent or rationed In the UK and gawked at choice meat cuts, delicatessen, imported fruits, ladies wear and silk
and when the mud

was

stockings! The green-colored Chevrolets taxis were the first on the continent. This cornucopia of goods irked the Brits
it for the British “liberators!”

who wondered about what was in
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Hague residence, I and other officers played a prank on Squadron Leader Smith, a diminutive RAF
operations and a Distinguished Flying Cross. He liked his Dutch gin but,
unfortunately, after a few tots, passed out. While he was “out’ we placed him in a coffin brought from the basement.
We closed the shutters, turned out the lights, lit candles and, when he woke from his torpor, we sang “Auld Lang
Syne."When he sat up we gave him a glass of gin and he joined us in singing unconcerned about what took place!
In the Spring of 1947 indications were that our Mission in Holland was over. In May 1947, most Brits at The
Hague MREU went back to the UK and S/L G. Philbin returned to Canada. I said good-bye to Paul Fortin, a close
buddy who married a Dutch girl and who was transferred to our Paris MRES. I gave Paul the second Jeep. The
Copenhagen’s # 3 MREU folded and some of its staff went to the Lutz Hotel, Karlsruhe. Some staff from Brussels and
The Hague,(yours truly) went to Schramberg, in the French Zone of Germany, under W/C Angus McLean.
As we packed for our move from 88 Badhuisweg, a man came to the front door and, speaking English, told
me he owned the house we were vacating. He thought he could move in and I told him he should check with the Town
Major first. I asked him where he was and he replied “ Curacao, South America, a Dutch colony.” W/C Smith and I
loaded our few personal effects on the Jeeps and drove south through Eindhoven, across the border to Cologne and
south towards the French Zone of Occupation, reaching Schramberg, 100 km south west of Stuttgart.
In Schramberg, we lived in a castle requisitioned by the French Town Major, Colonel M Tillequin. The town
was famous for its Junghans watches, cuckoo clocks and precision instruments. Colonel Marc Tillequin was proud
of his “Legion D’honneur” earned as a “maquis” during the war. I shared a delicious meal prepared by his wife,
Marguerite and the opportunity to speak French. The castle had German staff, two cooks, waitresses, maids, cleaning
and gardening staff. Wing Commander Angus McLean ran the Unit assisted by F/L CR. Hiam. Others were E.
Rosati, G. Nadeau, G. Hebert. There were nine Brits, D. Hewitt, L. Jeffries, Jock Burnett, A. Cowan. NCOs etc.
At the

bomber pilot ace with several tour of

THE PRAGUE/BRATISLAVA CAPER-While

awaiting word of our next assignment, Wing Commander A.
get supplies of cigarettes, chocolates, etc. from our Canadian Legion. On my return,
the British Military Liaison Office in Prague informed W/C MacLean that he could despatch two or three officers to
Bratislava via Prague to lookat the possibilities of making temporary arrangements. George Nadeau and S/L Smith
came along. We drove via Nuremberg and east towards Prague. The Soviet border guards did not quite know what
to make of us as we explained that we were meeting with the British Liaison Officer at Prague. The British flag hanging
from a building in the main street identified the British Liaison Office. The members of the Military Liaison Staff
welcomed us though not too clear on the next step. They provided overnight accommodation, meals and petrol
supplies. That evening we went for a stroll around “Golden Prague” and sampled a few Pilsener beer.
Next morning, while driving to Bratislava, we attracted stares because of our uniforms and the jeep's
registration. The Soviets in Bratislava didn't know what to make of us. We stayed at the Bratislava hotel for our meals
waiting to meet the Soviet Liaison Officer next day. The next morning, when we asked to see the officer whose name
we got from the Prague Liaison Officer, we got nowhere. S/L Smith phoned the Prague British Liaison to inform them
that we were not welcomed. On hearing of our difficulties, the BLO recalled us to Prague. He must have got in touch
with W/C MacLean before we reached Prague because as we arrived, we were told to return to Schramberg. We
drove non-stop arriving in the evening to tell W/C MacLean what took place. A few days later, he received word from
RCAF Hdqrs London that all Canadians are to be repatriated to Canada. I left my Jeep with S/L Smith.
Pending our repatriation to Canada, George Nadeau and I took three weeks’ leave and went to Geneva in
“mufti,” staying at the Hotel de Famille, next to the railway station. It was always an occasion to relax and speak
French at our favorite place, le Bar du Perroquet.
On my return to Schramberg I said farewell to the Town Major, Colonel M. Tillequin and gave him tens of
thousands of Reich marks that were no longer a valid currency in the US and British Occupied Zones of Germany.
But it was not so in the French Zone as the French continued to pay Germans in their Zone of Occupation in Reich
marks for all services, infuriating the Germans. They couldn't buy much with the Reich marks as no one wanted them.
McLean sent

me

to Osnabruck to
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I reported to RCAF Overseas Hdqrs at 20 Lincoln's Inn Field, London and
they booked me on the SS
Aquitania,sailing August 2 from Southhampton due to arrive at Halifax August 7,1947. The smooth crossing meant that
we played dice most of the time. On arrival, I was
granted one month's home leave i.e. from August 8 and told to report
to Rockliffe, Ottawa, September 10,1947 I stayed with my parents at 2346 Chapleau Street, sharing a bed with
my
brothers. I found myself playing poker again at home with my family including mother. Roger Martineau and I toured
the same hangouts where we met with our ex RCAF buddies. On reporting to RCAF Hdqrs, I sensed my fate was
already decided-my services were no longer needed. What vacancies existed were filled by mostly airmen who were
doing the job and had no "war service.'' No provision was made for those serving with the MRES except for Paul Fortin
who

Navigator and there happened to be a need for his talent. That was a deep disappointment as I wanted to
with the RCAF. Looking around at the Hdqrs personnel, there few officers who served abroad and that
easily seen by the lack of war medals They secured their jobs at our expense. There was no appeal from that

was a

make
was

a career

decision.
POSTSCRIPT-I moved up from the lowest rank
service for the past seven years. The Commonwealth

to the rank of Flight Lieutenant which reflected a satisfactory
Air Training Plan turned out 131, 000 airmen, i.e., pilots,
observers, navigators, gunners of which 49,808 were pilots, 25,000 being Canadians. That number far exceeded the
availability of aircraft available to Commonwealth airmen. I proved myself with the MRES, traveling more than anyone
to identify airmen buried as unknown. W/C J. Angus McLean (later PEI PM) recommended me to Air Marshall
Higginsworth, Air Officer Commanding-in Chief, British Air Forces of Occupation Germany. I received the following
commendation:

“It has

come

to my

nd shown
I award you

notice that you have performed outstanding good service

great devotion to duty during the occupation of Germany.

this certificate as a token of my appreciation, and I have given
Record of Service"

Instructions that this shall be noted in your

by Air Marshal Philip Higglesworth was ignored by Senior Staff at RCAF Hdqrs (most of
served at RCAF Headquarters, London, England.) They made certain their jobs were
secured in the knowledge that some of us who risked our lives would not challenge their jobs. This was not a new
development of people jostling for security of jobs at Headquarters.
PS-The one regret I have is that I did not take photos of our work i.e., digging up graves and identifying the
unknown airmen. The same goes for failing to take photos of the Dutch Naval Engineers digging up an engine from
the Zuider Sea or the aircraft recovered from a canal with its pilot still aboard,
The above commendation
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Post WW II Service with the MRES

The short solid line on the map below indicates the trip to the start of the Bremen-Hamburq autobahn to
pick up two jeeps used to carry out trips to cemeteries throughout The Netherlands. The dotted black lines
show the move from The Hague to Schramberg in the French Occupied Zone of Germany and the trip
to Czechoslovakia, Bratislava, that culminated in the return to Canada of most of the remaining Canadians

Schramberg and at other MREU in Paris and Karlsruhe.
Squadron Leader Laughton-Bramley took over from W/C MacLean and when proper Liaison was
established with the authorities in Czechoslovakia, Paul Adams went to Prague with S/L Vince McCauley,
Paul Adams, John Gibbs, Jack Fusy. Notwithstanding their activities in Czechoslovakia, they retained their
pied-a-terre at Schramberg because I visited the rear guard in June 1948 just as they too were ending their
presence there, being repatriated to the UK.
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SCHRAMBERG CASTLE-The town was a tourist attraction prior to the war and known for
watches-hence its expertise was used to make instruments for
we
consisted of a chef cook with assistants and serving maids as well as staff to service the room

laundry. We never felt welcomed but with the ever
must have been thankful for access to leftover pieces of meat, butter, and even some coffee.
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RCAF Service-November 1940-September 194 7

MOST NAMES FROM THE PERIOD NOV.'40-JULY '47

Jeffries M. ....................... 50/55
Jolicoeur John ... . ... . ...... . .... . . 36
Johnson Captain . ................ . . 43
Jonhson Chris Aus.
#59 OTU ........ 23/35
Kierney# 15 EFTS ................. 18/9
Knight ............................ 19
Laughton-Bramley ............ . ..... 48
Lavallee Albert . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . 30
Lucky Australian# 59 OTU . . ..... . .. .. 23
Lyle L Keith 1l'#15 EFTS .......... 18/9/20
McCauley Vince ................... 44/8
McLEAN Angus Wing Comdr .... 41/45/52
Maersk D ......................... 37
Marchand Joe . . ................. . .. 15
Martineau Roger .... . .. . ........ 15/23/9
MASSEY Vincent High Comm . . . . . . . .. 29
Maughan Douglas . ................. 44
Miller# 15 EFTS .................... 18
MONTGOMERY General ............. 27
Moser T .......................... 37
Myghind W.New Zeal.
#59 OTU* ..... 23/35
Naaeau George ................. 415/52
Norman ........................... 18

Adams Paul MRES .............. . .... 48
Adams # 15 EFTS ............... . .. 18/9
Allan# OTU .................... . ... 23
Ashton R., RCAF Instructor# 15 EFTS ... 17
Baker# 15 EFTS . . . ........ . ...... 18/9
BAKER Josephine . ........ . .. . ...... 15
BALBO ltalo Italian General ... . . ....... 13
Bastien "Happy" ....... . ........... 35/41
Beurling Buzz .. . ...... . ............. 24
Bickerton# 11 SFTS .. . .............. 19
Bierer# 11 SFTS .................... 19
Bickersta ff J. ................... ..... 51
Bourque# 15 EFTS .... .... . .... . . .. 18/9
Brooks Hubert .. . ................ . ... 52
Burnett "Jock" R.. . . . ....... . . ........ 51
Campbell # 15 EFTS* ...... . . ... 18/9/23/32
Casey Donald# 50 OTU .. . ..... 23/32/35/37
Cathcart# 11 SFTS ............. . .... 19
Chiddenton# 15 EFTS1l' ... . ........... 19
Clark "Knobby" ......... . ............ 30
Colligan# 15 EFTS ....... . ......... 18/9
Cowan L ........................... 52
Crewys Les ...... . .................. 51
Croan# 59 OTU . ............... . .... 23
Crompton J . ........................ 37
Croome#15 EFTS ... . ........... 18/9/23
Dalhunty Australian# 59 OTU .......... 23
Davidson#59 OTU ................... 23
Dibbs Australian# 59 OTU ..... ... . .... 23
Downey OP 1l'# 59 OTU ............. 23/35
Edge R. 1l' # 59 OTU .... . ............. 23
ELIZABETH Princess ................. 21
Ellis# 15 EFTS ............ . ..... 18/9/23
Evans Bill Australian# 59 OTU ....... 23/35
FAROUK Kin-9 . . . . . ... . ... . . . ... . ... 29
Fenson#15 EFTS .................. 18/9
Fortin Paul F/Lt . . ............ . .... . .. 51
FOX# 59 OTU* .. . ......... . . ....... 31
Francis Australian# 59 OTU . ...... . . .. 23
Freeland * ...... . ............. . ..... 23
Gee Melsom H. W. 1l'* . ..... . .. . . .... . . 23
Geoffrion Louis . ... ...... . ...... . . 22/30
George Percy . ... . .......... . ....... 35
Gilbert Joe 1l' ....................... 32/7
Gillard # 59 OTU ..................... 23
Glasscock Seth 1l'(USA)#15 EFTS . p. 18/9/23
Greenway CE Wing Com..
#11 SFTS ..... 19
Griendl Captain Belgian ............. 28/35
Grimms# 59 OTU* . .......... . ....... 23
Grisanti (USA) # 15 EFTS . . .... . ..... 18/9
Grosvenor Jack ........... .......... 51
Guillen Jacques ................... 26/56
Haight BM 1l'#15 EFTS ................ 18
Hamilton# 15 EFTS ................. 18/9
Happy Australian# 59 OTU ........... . 23
HAWKINS J. Group Captain ........... 41
Hebert G ........................... 41
Hewitt D. ........................... 51
Hiam CR.S/L ................... 41/51/2
Higgins# 59 OTU .................... 23
Higginbottom G# 2 MREU ........... 49/52
HIGGINSWORTH P.Air Marsh. ....... 47/49
Hodgson NewZee# 59 OTU .. . ........ 23
Holcfer Joe ................... . ..... 35
Howell# 59 OTU . . ............ . ..... 23
Humphrey# 59 OTU . .......... . .... . 23
Jackson ........................... 35
Per Ardua ......... .

�i�t�s°6·N ·scitiadron· Leader : : : : : : : :

1�

Philbin Gerry Squadr.Leader ......... 41/2
Phillips HE 1l' (USA) ................ 18/9
"PICTON ANNlE" ................... 15
POWER "Chubby" .. . . . ........... .. 25
Qua (USA)# 15 EFTS .............. 18/9
RAYMOND A.Air Vice Marshall ........ 41
Riddell JA 1l' # 59 OTU* ............. 23/35
Rivest Bernard# 15 EFTS ....... 16/8/9/20
ROMMEL Field Marshall ............. 27
Rosati E. .......................... 52
Ross Australian # 59 OTU .......... .. 23
Skeena# 15 EFTS ................. 18/9
Smith# 15 EFTS .................. 18/9
Smith T. Squadron Leader ............ 50
Southcott(USA}# 15 EFTS ....... 18/9/23
Stanforth# 59 OTU* ................. 31
Steinberg E.#15 EFTS¢ ..... 18/9/23/32/35
Steward Australian# 59 OTU ........ .. 23
St. John Turner B ................... 51
Taillefer Maurice .. . ... . ............. 15
Thibeault G. ............ 16/8/9/20/2/3/35
Tllequin Marc/Marg1.Jerite . . . ... . . . . 45/52
Turgeon G#15 EFTS ........... 18/19/20
Turnbull J ......................... 23
Turner# 59 OTU* ... . . ............ .. 23
Usher# 59 OTU ................... . 23
Walker# 59 OTU* ..... .......... . . . 23
Wavell# 59 OTU ........ ......... .. 23
Webb # 59 OTU .................. 23/37
WinthruJ)# 15 EFTS ................ 18/9
Wyman PH 1l'# 15 EFTS ......... 18/9/20
*Their names appeared on a photo, not shown
here, posing with a Fairey Battle.
With so many issues printed at different times
the pages may not correspond exactly to the
names but the names are part of this book.
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Photo Album-Post WWII-Dec.’45/Jul.’47

Top

left:Mav

88

‘46,

Badhuisweg.

Scheveninqen, The Hague-The house where #

2 Missing Research and
its office:-St. John Turner,

Enauiry Unit #2 had
L. Biggerstaffand his
wife, seated, Group Captain Cruise from Paris,
Jack Grosvenor. Graves Unit Major Grant .K.Torbee, London Roger St. Vincent, unit driver; right,
the
cream of the Unit: Roger St. Vincent, Paul Fortin, L. Fleming, F. Cleft, D. Auburn, Jock
Burnet, Graves Commission Captain, A. Johnson;

'£*w

-yfr—ujj-—

4r 1 \

\/>\j
\
\]

Left: St. Vincent interviewed by an Information Officer from RCAF Hdqrs.
of the Unit-the jeep given to me by the Canadian Wives’ Bureau; Right:

Ottawa about the work
photo taken for a new
Identity Card to be accredited in the Occupies Zones of Germany-Delow left: relaxing in the
MRELf Quarters at 88 Badhuisweg, The Hague-nest, in transit through Cologne, shot taken by
Squadron Leader Smith who drove with me on our way to the French occupied Zone. It was the
first large city where I saw so much destruction wrought by the Allied raids-the first was
Hamburg.
FT*

On

our

way

to

Zone

of

Schramberg,
French

Occupied

Germany, we u
drove
through ['
Cologne

and

Julich -the latter
city was razed by
air bombardment.
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Photo

Album-MRES-Dec.’45/Aug.47

Above left: In the

garden of the Schrambera
temporary Headquarters,: RCAF
Intelligence Officer Hubert Brooks, F/O
Cundry, Adjutant Hiam, Rosati facing George
Nadeau;Next, -photo taken at the casfle
Castle,

our

grounds
efore Canadians
for

departed
Canada,

Hiam,

Rosati, St.Vincent,
Cowan,etc etc;
Left, I took this
unclear

photo in
Prague,
Czechoslovakia, of
S/L

Smith

and

Nadeau; next, a
photo of St.Vincent

and Cowan

Kinziq

by the
river;

Schramberg-

Below,right: Wing Commander Angus McLeantfuture Federal Minister of Fisheries and PM of
Prince Edward Island) with Adjutant CSR Hiam giving instructions to
driver and admin assistant before returning to Canada.

Town
Major of
Schramberg, French Zone
of Occupation, GermanyColonel
Marc Tillequin
wearing French Legion of
Honour, as a maquis
during the war. This is a
photo he sent me-we met
The

in

Montreal in 1988.

Per Ardua
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FORCE
��MY •�� AIR
STATEMENT OF \�dERVICE GRATUITY
NAVY

l.Qo1en R.J' .H.
(CH .. l.rlA� NA"tQ)

J\oonq;•

A,

C

. Vincent

DATtf Off T

MINATI

DATE

SERVICE NO,
FINAL RANK OR RATING

N 01' OVl!RStfAS SIEftVICll

DATE OF 01�Cl◄ARGE

TOTAL QUALIFYING SERVJCJt

�!!.... e_.

t<IO ...... , ..... 2
i-,.-. ""ou"'ArrL-.-.IF'°Y'"'I'-a�o"'v�ERS=•===�----''1,0, 0MI 1850 t.u•
,

REGISTER NO.
FILE NO,

l'!N"-!•HJ

234.6 Cba,,p:J,eau Street
Montreal, P .<!.

85 __ 'i.f'_U:nl t"•!Uon• AT o 110

l>ll68�
118 No�/4.7

J"-16850

�s.nt/47
'

622,50

I

SUPPU!Ml!NT FOJt OVl!RSt'AS $1!:RVICI!

BUUSISTll!NCe ON l..000�:J
AND ,.rtov1•10N ,\LLOWANCe:

ADDITIONAL PAY

X1 _,
x,

71.40
?l.40

721.81

l.806.81

o. WAR SERVICE GRATUITY
OVERPAYMENT OF
OTHe:FI DEDUCTIONS

9th v.1 ... & Aoo.Int,.

'1270.80

11\70.80

I received this "generous" amount as a Flight Lieutenant (Captain)-after serving nearly 7 years-I hesitate
to enquire how much was paid out to those of lesser rank who served, as I did, on active service and
operational duties. We were fortunate that no taxes were deducted from these amounts!
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Veterans to relive glory of Spitfire
PLANK’S OWNER WILL PERFORM FLYPAST

Second World War pilots to watch Canada's
only flying aircraft of its kind in action again
DAVE ROGtnS

LANWtSI Nf.VS StDVICE

When technology
multimil] ionaiiv Michael Putter
files his Second World War Spit
Ottawa

-

fire, what touches him mu-ji me
his meetings wirh the aging pi¬
lots who :ir great cost defeated
Germany's Luftwaffe during 1 heBottle of Britain
Since hi*; landing r.onv cal

lapsed during a touchdown at Ot¬
Airpcrf in September 2001,
veteran pilots have given Porter

tawa

useful advice about dying his
S1-mil l: on h bhr i vie; 0 i v r,i ft.
One veteran Spitfire pilot in
ids 00s checked how Porter oper¬
ated l he controls and recom¬

mended taking oft' awUar.dlr.g
with the canopy open to make
escape easier in eas** of n crash
flu Monday. Pottv-r will tTipuy
: he kindness by
offering about
100 Second Wnrtd War fighter pi¬
lots what for feme will be a fund
chance to see a S nidi r>1 lly
Weather porraittini:. specta¬

tors

will hear the

four

of the

Spitfire's Rolls Royce Media en
glue as tlic tighter Lakes off and
hies past the Canada Aviation

in Mas*

in the Royal Canadian

Air Force camouflage used by
421 Squadron, because he be

linves Canada’s only flying Spit¬
fire should appear m Canadian
colours. That squadron was the
only Canadian unit that few the
model of Spitfire Potter owns.
Ills aircraft now bears the
squadron s Red Indian emblem

and a Teal gentleman's air¬
craft
A wtenui ol 237 hours cf com¬
bat with nine kills to his credit,
MadKcnzic said the Spitfire bad
no serious faults and iaereJ>
stalled gently if flown iuc slowly
”1 never thought
about an

I would fee.
airplane the way I fel-

about the Spit.*' he wuil * L flew
four missions an D-Day and wzu

Museum two or three times.

and the identification number

Potter L host hit; the L30 p.oi.
ceremony, flypast, food and
fnshtwnls forvetnnms. but re¬
fused to reveal the cost of the
event. The public is also invited
tonttcrxl to loom about the pilots
and the classic plane.

AU-J, the same as the Spitfire
flown by Ftight-Lt. Dill Harper

shot at by British and American
fillips while providing air tow

dining The final year of the win
After his previous plane was

for die American Lx*; idles.
“I was forced io land on

“‘One of the main pleasures of
the ahvratl i> that ii n-al Sy gets mo in touch with five won¬
derful old men w!k> Row the
;iJan*V‘lV}t tor Raid.
Tins is an opportunity to rec
ogn t/e a jut express some grati¬
tude to the men who flew fighters
m the Second Woi hi War "
The Spitfire LS one of four vsnhii;« nit-cruft owned by futter,
who founded tl«i ()r*awn*hUKcd

feel about a plane how
I felt about the Spit."

own mg

"Never thought

I would

Spitfbe pilot And/ MaeKenzie

‘

technology company Cognos in
the early i970s. l to is semirciimt
and spends much of his time flyUiy. his [torsand sailing.
Potter had the plane repainted

hit by Germanuntl-ulrcntft Are
while bombing ground targets.

Harper returned to his base and
given a replacement flatter,
only Canadian. bub'jlecanopy
Spitfux used dui ing live wu:
Spitfire pilot Andy MacKenzxe,
02, who will be the main spestkeiat Monday's ceremany fondly re
menibersfim plane as the'"clos¬
es! thing to stropping on wings'
was

tlis

an

air

strip the Americans Were bulklir^jsix milesfrnm the beach.4'
A US. colonel armed with
penri handled revolvers roared
up in a Jeep to firrest MacKonzie. who in turn threatcned to
iuive the officer ttiurt marUalb*ii
for shooting dmvu an Allied air¬
craft The tw sell ted dieirdi/FerIjoltli-ol Scotch.
A reception for Second World
War fighter pilots. Is planned at
The Canada Aviation Museum,
•mcfsaivvra

li Aviailou Parkway ,dt«-r Mr>utLiy'aflJfihl.
Vciarau pilots whu wish to re¬
servo a spot should cull (Bl&j

711-7970

or

send

an

e-mail lr>

I

adminv^snsKfncmpfinl .com
CT'AiVi

cn/EH

ARTICLE FROM THE MONTREAL GAZETTE WHICH INSPIRED MANY WW II
FIGHTER PILOTS TO COME TO OTTAWA TO ATTEND THE UNIQUE OCCASION
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Sequel to WW ll-Ottawa

On

Monday August 4th 20011 drove to Ottawa with my wife to attend a restricted ceremony taking
place at the Aviation Museum, Rockliffe. This was because of the article above. I phoned to ask
if the “100" pilots invited had to be “Battle of Britain “ pilots” and the answer was “anyone who
piloted a Spitfire during WWII. We arrived early and it was like a walk “down memory lane”,
looking at the Tiger Moth, the North American Harvard, the Spitfire and the Hawker Hurricane

Four hundred persons were expected and double that number turned out. Some were relatives
of airmen who died-many were ex-pilots. After the national anthem and the Master of Ceremonies
asked pilots who flew the Spitfire to stand up-l did and so did a dozen others. Two pilots I knew
in

Egypt were there, Jacques Guillon, Louis Geoffrion.(both are mentioned in PART II)
Mike Potter’s Spitfire awaits-next, Potter lands to the roar of the crowd dispersed around the
airport fence. Maria took these photos
speeches, Michael Potter said he
would fly the Spitfire. The photo on the left
After

taken before he flew that remarkable
"Battle of Britain" fighter plane. Below: I
was

meet

him, the

trouble

to

man

who went to much

invite those

who

flew

the

Spitfire. I wanted to thank him and shake
his hand. These two photos are witness of
my successful efforts to meet him. After
boarding and start the engine, he heads
to one end of the Rockcliffe
runway. The
engine roared as he accelerated. At 1,000
feet, he “buzzed” the crowd three times in
a low fly past.
A great day for one and all who were
present
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Lacolle, PQ-A Border Assignment

These two photos were

originally on this page when the first draft of the reminiscences
Service with the Immigration Division, i.e., without PARTS I and
II and IV. Since “A very Fortunate Life” now include the “The Early Days,” “Service with
the RCAF” and the Chapter on my “Retirement, "the photos are a natural lead-in to thee
dealt

exclusively with

my

Part III."
A

Change of Uniform(for

a

brief time....but the avocation to

serve

remained)
0
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followed

by a career, journeys and challenges....

PART III

A CAREER
WITH CANADA'S

FEDERAL IMMIGRATION SERVICE

1947-1982
...every journey starts with a first
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step...let the journeys begin...
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THE AVOCATION TO SERVE AND ASSIST
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afteryears of Beiny treatedunliBe Human Berinys.
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"Visa Office,
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3processedpc
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Office.
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economic
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he flaqs are those of countries where

I went to interview applicants for emigration to Canada-1 have included the
flags of countries where I went on official liaison visits.
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PROLOGUE
I served

thirty five years with the Immigration Service1. During my
assignments for twenty-two of those years.
This was by no means a record since some officers exceeded that
number by many years. Except for the narrative relating to Chapter 10,
“Asian Exodus from Uganda, I never kept a diary of the events reported
in Part III, “Journeys....and Challenges...” I relied on memory, even if that
failed regarding some names and events that may not be reported in
their exact chronological order. Furthermore, I make no apologies forthe
personal views expressed which may offend some resader. I hope that
with the passage of time, most of the remarks will have lost their sting
Throughout the reminiscences, I strived to avoid monotony
associated with aspects of my involvement with Immigration Operations
in Canada and abroad However, this could not be avoided concerning
some of the procedures at most offices.
The Reminiscences may at times read like an incomplete travel
prospectus because the photos lacking descriptive texts During trips
away from the main office, the emphasis was on expediting interviews
with clients and not sightseeing. The insertion of numerous photos was
meant to live up to the adage that if one is “worth a thousand words” the
reader will appreciate the reduce verbiage.
I spent much time consulting reference materiel at the LB Person
service, I

was on overseas

and E&l

Libraries

as

well

as

the National Archives. A number of

Immigration colleagues and even locally-engaged staff answered my
quest for some names and details and I am very thankful for their
contribution. I cannot overlook my wife’s ability to recall with accuracy
details of certain events. Memorabilia such

as

cancelled passports,

photos helped to report events in their chronological order.
After typing a rough draft of “The Exodus of Asians from
Uganda,” I used the data brought from Uganda to produce the first copy
of “Journeys, and Challenges.” However, I did so using a computer and
a Word Processor There were many revised editions as I kept receiving
additional details It was time to say “ / have put down on paper the
human side of PART III before the events and the great flash of colour
“disappear altogether. ..(reference to page i.
To Marija-who shared with me the many vicissitudes throughout the
Journeys
and Challenges....

..

....

1

-In 1987, I wrote to the Dept, of External Affairs, (the Foreign Service
then integrated and known as “Social Affairs” stream I needed
evidence of Service for Old Age Security benefits. In their reply, EA
statpd “aftarhpd vnn will find thp Ipttpr r.nnfirminn wnur nast service with
this Department from November
1947 to July 31, 1982!’ In fact, I had
served with External Affairs less than 9 months, against my principles.
was

4th
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CHAPTER 1

APPOINTED IMMIGRATION OFFICER
WITH THE

DEPARTMENT OF MINES & RESOURCES

AT

LACOLLE, QUEBEC
NOVEMBER 1947-JUNE 1948
Transition-Events Pre- my

Appointment-Reporting to Lacolle, PQ-Training

Meeting Commissioner CG Congdon-Assigned to Karlsruhe-Confidentiality

The

beginning of a new career-Veterans could not expect their years of

service

nor

their rank to

One had to persevere

give them any advantages in their new job.

and apply himself fully to new responsibilities

regardless of priviliges enjoyed by certains members of established
“dies.” In the end, perseverance

would be rewarded many times over

59

p.

61/2

p.

63/4

Immigration Inspector-Border Port of Lacolle, PQ
The Border Port of Blackpool was also known as the King Edward Highway Inspection Point-The Port of Lacolle is where I spent
most of my time as

Immigration Inspector-1 should also mention examinations of passengers on incoming trains from the USA
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Lacolle PQ

Chapter 1

from the Royal Canadian Air Force, effective September 20,1947,1 lived with
Chapleau Street, Montreal. I looked for work answering ads and I was interviewed but never
I got a firm offer of a job. I met with Roger Martineau who was Immigration Officer at Dorval Airport having joined
the Immigration Service in May 1945.1 listened to his experiences and, after his shift, we spent the evening downtown
Montreal. He suggested I join the Immigration Service but there were no vacancies at the time. I thought of attending
University as the Veteran Affairs paid the tuition fees. I knew of one RCAF friend who did but he had a two-year lead
HE TRANSITION- After my release

my parents at 2346

over me.

Roger called to tell me about a Civil Service poster advertising vacancies for Immigration
Entry. I got an application form from the post office and mailed it. Within a week,
I was asked to appear for an interview at the Civil Service Commission office on Cathcart street. There were many
candidates in the waiting room. When I was called, I presented my “release” from the RCAF and high school diploma.
I answered questions about my war and postwar service, in either French or English. It was a short interview and,
as I left, a member said “veterans have preference in the selection of candidates.” That person was Mr. W. McFaul,
the Eastern District Inspector. Within days, a letter arrived confirming my appointment as Immigration Officerf
Inspector) Department of Mines & Resources, November 4th, 1947.1 had to report to the Officer-in-Charge, Lacolle,
PQ., next day.
I learned that the vacancies resulted from an announcement in late Spring by Prime Minister W.L.
Mackenzie King that Canada needed to increase its immigrant intake and made a commitment to accept 30,000
displaced persons from refugee camps in Europe. More Immigration Officers were needed abroad to select them.
Leaving home pleased my brothers once more as there was more room for them and I hoped never to share that bed
again. For Roger Martineau and I, it was cause for celebration at our favorite watering hole, the Maroons Cafe on St.
Catherine Street. I owed him for thinking about me. It was out of one uniform into another in a matter of a few months.
On November 4 I drove early to the village of Lacolle to familiarize my the the are and the location of the
Immigration office. There were few businesses, at least two churches and one bank. I stopped at a restaurant for
coffee and toasts and asked the waitress where the Immigration office was. She pointed to a building across the
street. The post office was on the first floor and the Immigration office was on the second floor. The secretary expected
me. And asked that I wait with another person also waiting. I recognized him as an applicant who was waiting to be
interviewed in Montreal. I introduced myself to Gerry Koransky. Mr. Quentin Delaney called us both in and spoke
briefly about the hours of work, shifts, our pay, initial training, uniform etc. His secretary would fill us in on other details
while a senior officer, Mr. Benoit would attend to our training. Mr. Delaney was not one to waste words. At no time
did anyone say the words “welcome to Lacolle.”
"Mr. Benoit, known as “Ben,” was the jovial type and seemed pleased to welcome Gerry and I. He gave us
a (shield), a battered cap with faded “IMMIGFtATION CANADA” letters and frayed copies of the Immigration Act and
Regulations. He told us to take good care of them as these were the only two spare copies. He suggested that we
concentrate on the “inadmissible classes,” adding that in the afternoon, he would take us to the border ports. We were
told to look at the “Lookout File,” which contained the names of inadmissible persons and the Section of the
Immigration under which they were to be refused entry. Some were even deported more than once and obviously kept
trying to reenter Canada at a different Port of Entry. All were inadmissible under Section 3 of the Immigration Act.
Heeding the advice of Ben Benoit, Gerry Koransky and I went to meet the owner of the Lacolle Inn, Mr.
Albert Morin. A single room and two meals a day cost twelve dollars weekly for Immigration and Customs Officers.
At lunch, Gerry and I agreed that we received a cool reception except for Ben. Although veterans, we were “outsiders,”
filling vacancies that in the recent past, went to those living in the riding, often asa a result of political influence.
Ben drove us to the border port of King Edward Highway. The traffic was light at this time of year. Wearing
our caps and badges we observed experienced Immigration Officers at work. They looked at the drivers and waived
them on, making note on a pad of the number of “tourists” in the car entering Canada. When we asked why some
tourists were not asked questions the reply was that they were "locals,” i.e., residents of nearby border town. When
“non-locals" showed up, he asked "where do you live? All Americans? All Canadians? The reply was always “yes" and
they drove on to report to Canada Customs. When left on our own, if we “questioned locals” they often said “I'm never
asked questions!” Lacking a uniform didn't help but we insisted they answer questions. We always spoke English first
In October 1947,

Officer at Lacolle and other Ports of
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Chapter 1

Some

women driving from nearby US border towns were cheeky with us
treating us as "temporary" they
planned after our shift even before we could ask questions. We completed form IMM242 on any person
that we felt should report to any inland Immigration Office if we doubted they would not depart Canada by the allowed
period of entry granted. A form 242 was completed for all entertainers, singers, musicians etc.
When we returned to the office with Ben, we concentrated on reading the most relevant Sections of the
Immigration Act and Regulations as told. One circular referred to the admissibility of aliens under PC.695 and
immigrants sponsored by legal residents of Canada. Officers at inland Ports and abroad were concerned with
processing close relatives applied for by Canadian residents.
Koransky and I were picked up at 05:30 at the Lacolle Inn by Ben who drove to the border rail crossing point
to await the arrival of the Delaware and Hudson passenger train and board it. Our Canadian Customs Officers were
already there as were the US Immigration and Naturalization Service Officers and US Customs Inspectors. (They
boarded the train because they were to examine passengers aboard the D&H leaving Montreal for New York at 10:00
am)The D&H #9 train blew its whistle and slowed to a stop at the border so we could all board the last coach. Another
officer and I followed Ben to the head of the train and half way Ben told that other officer to start examining passengers
toward the rear and meet with Frank Pelletier who, with Gerry Koransky had started to examine passengers from the
last coach toward halfway ahead.
The one copy of the Lookout list, i.e., names of persons prohibited from admission into Canada was with
Frank Pelletier. I followed Ben as he entered the first sleeper car at the head of the train. It was peaceful and orderly
compared to what I saw in coach class. It didn't take much nous to see why Ben chose the “head” of the train.
Seniority had its privileges. Examining passengers in sleepers meant fewer problems. Ben woke passengers in their
berth by calling loudly “Canadian Immigration!” When the passengers parted the curtains, he asked the same basic
questions as those of incoming people entering by Canada by car. It got more interesting when some ladies in both
upper and lower berths revealed more than Ben was asking for. When we reached passengers in compartments
sections, on the door quite loudly repeating “Canadian Immigration.” Some answered “come in” but Ben never heeded
the offer. He must have known from experience that it was best not to. Some were black ecdysiast, strip teasers used
entertain guests Montreal's Rockhead’s Paradise. Given the option I would prefer this type of work on a regular basis

asked what we

rather than border work. The examination was over before the train arrived at Windsor Station. Frank Pelletier gave
Ben his

tally of the number and category of passengers. In the case of immigrants we completed form IMM30. When
a passenger should be followed up and report to an inland office, a form IMM242 was completed.
The passengers detained for “further examination’’ were taken to a small office provided by the CPR at the
railway station. Ben asked the reason for detaining the person/s and decided if there was cause to call Mr.H. McCrum,
the Eastern District Superintendent, at Ottawa. He told Gerry and I “before calling Mr. McCrum, you must have all
the facts otherwise, you can expect to be rebuked.” As he spoke to the Superintendent, it was “yes sir, ”no sir” while
the latter decided if entry should be allowed. If deportation was ordered, one filled a rejection slip and turned the
detainee over to the US INS returning to New York aboard D&H #10. Ben said we could call Mr. McCrum day or night
and he made sure that we wrote down his telephone number.
The District Superintendent for the Provinces of Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and PEI resided in
Ottawa and it was also the same for Ontario. However, the Western and Pacific District’s Superintendents were in
Winnipeg and Vancouver. That ended our training and, from now on, we had to rely on gut feeling and what little
experience we had to resolve difficult cases. Oddly enough, after a while, Gerry and I started to notice that we were
never asked to work on holidays that paid time-and-a-half or double time. That explained why I was not asked to work
at Xmas and was granted leave. After my leave, I reported to King Edward Highway for the midnight to 8 am shift and
was spelled by two officers for the next shift the 8 to 4 and 4 to 12 shifts. My luck changed in January 1948 when I
worked the D&H train to Montreal. As usual, I called Roger Martineau at Dorval, and this time could hardly believe
what he said. He had sent an application to serve overseas and was asked to come to Immigration Headquarters,
Ottawa for an interview with the Commissioner for Overseas, Mr. G.G. Congdon. As he did not have a car, I offered
to drive him to Ottawa and he agreed. I wondered why I never saw that poster about overseas. May be it was never
posted on the board at the Lacolle office.
we

felt that

Challenges...
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On the return to Lacolle, I thought of the irony of this development. I returned from Europe six months
before, joining the Immigration Service and expecting that Roger and I would resume enjoying bachelorhood for some

the other hand, his leaving would create an opening at Dorval for which I would apply. I knew Roger
good impression on Commissioner GG. Congdon. At Dorval Airport, Immigration officers looked up to
him and sought his advice when faced with difficult cases. He knew his job very well and carried out his responsibility
in a very professional way. He could also quote from memory most Sections of the Immigration Act and Regulations,
including those Sections concerning the liabilities of transportation companies when deporting undesirables. Atr the
airport, officers had breaks between aircraft arrivals whereas it was not so at thee border ports.
I picked him up at his house on Belanger street. It was snowing and very cold as we drove to Ottawa via
Sudbury that early morning in February 1948. There were ice patches here and there and I drove carefully while
shivering in the car as the heating system in my 1940 convertible Ford was inadequate. In Ottawa, I let Roger off at
the Wood's Building, parking at the Lord Elgin Hotel where I waited for him. He came back half an hour later looking
pleased. He said he would be going to the Canadian Government Immigration Mission at Karlsruhe, Germany. He
expected to leave in a few months. Then he surprised me when he said the Commissioner C.G. Congdon wished to
see the border Immigration Officer who drove him to Ottawa in such weather. At the interview, the Commissioner said
he had never met a border officer and started to ask questions. He was surprised when I said I only started last
November after being released from the Royal Canadian Air Force. I told him I served in Holland and Germany. He
asked if I spoke German and I said enough to get along. He asked if I was interested in serving abroad and I said yes.
He then got ud and we shook hands, saying “you’ll be hearing from us in due course. It was an encouraging step. I
thought how fortunate I was to have driven Roger to Ottawa and meet the Commissioner.
I didn’t mention to Roger the possibility of an assignment. I stressed the Commissioner’s interest in my
border duties. On the way to Montreal, I talked about my work in the Occupied Zones of Germany with the Missing
Research and Enquiry Service and that I was stationed not far from the Black Forest with # 2 MREU at Schramberg,
the #3 Unit was Headquartered at the Lutz Hotel, Karlsruhe, where he would be going. I dropped him at his home and
drove to Lacolle in a diminishing snowstorm, in time to report for the “graveyard shift.” The border roads were kept
clear of snow. The night shift gave me time to ponder if anything would come of the interview.
Prior to his departure by ship from Montreal, Roger came to see me by train to Lacolle on April 30,1948.
To remember the occasion, I placed the “Canada Immigration" stamp in his passport with the letters “RR” and my
signature. After he left, I moved out of the noisy Lacolle Inn to a house with in a Loyalist Episcopalian family whose
daughter, Alberta, acted like a cloistered nun. I was leading a very subdued life, not at all in keeping with my style.
I hoped that something would come of my interview with Mr. Congdon. I kept hearing about Immigration officers going
abroad and I wrote to Roger at the CGIM Karlsruhe, using the US APO number he gave me. I kept him aware of our
investment in a taxi with the “Veterans” and our ‘Taxi chauffeur,” Emile St. Michel. So far, we reaped no benefits from
that investment as Emile paid himself from the meager intake. Gerry Koransky had decided to settle on the outskirts
of Lacolle buying a two-acre lot under Part I, Veteran's Affairs and started building a bungalow with the latter’s

years yet. On
would make a

assistance.
A month after Roger left, I received news of my assignment to Karlsruhe, Germany from District
Superintendent Bill McFaul. That news meant that I could take time off I needed for my medical examination and the
application for an Official Passport, photographs etc. Leaving Lacolle would create a vacancy that could be filled by
a “local." I sold my red 1940 Ford convertible for a pittance. My family was glad to lose a winner at poker partner and
it was again a happy farewell. Our Veteran’s taxi driver, Emile St. Michel, took me to the Canadian Pacific pier to
board the Empress of Canada on June 12, 1948. Once aboard, I met Immigration officers Charlie Anfossi from
Montreal and Jim Miller from Beebe, PQ. Both were going to Karlsruhe. We had a perfect crossing and on reaching
the Irish sea, the strong gales caused me to be seasick until Liverpool.

THE QUESTION OF CONFIDENTIALITY-Throuqhout the

following chapters there is mention of the words “Cleared
Security" and “Passed Stage B," or "Not Passed Stag B" i.e., the process involving the members of the RCMP
questioning refugees, displaced persons or immigrants applying for emigration to Canada and communicating the
result of their assessment. At times, their decision was obtained through police or other reliable sources about the
backgrounds of applicants wishing to emigrate to Canada. There is nothing “confidential" about performing this
for
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responsibility nor the results that are communicated to Immigration Officers. In nearly all cases, the members or
representatives of the RCMP, not fluent in local languages, use the services of "local" interpreters to interview the
refugees, displaced persons and immigrants who also do not speak English or French. This was the case between
1948 and 1952 when I worked and other Immigration Officers in Germany and Austria selecting
refugees and
displaced persons. The RCMP used the services of refugees working for the IRO as interpreters. Later, when I was
posted to Rome, they needed locally engaged Italians as interpreters. The latter could not “be sworn to an Oath of
Office” and knew the routine by which tombstone data was delivered to the Headquarters of the police who in turn
investigated the criminal aspect of every applicant. The procedures adopted by the members of the RCMP held no
secret to the locally-engaged staff, anywhere. The French expression for insisting that the work of “Security Officers’’
is confidential turns out to be anything but when non-Canadians without" Security Clearances ' interpreters know
more about what takes place at an Immigration Office than the Immigration Officers themselves is called “un secret
de Polichinelle.”
AN OBSERVATION ABOUT THE DISINTEREST OF IMMIGRATION HEADQUARTERS IN PROVIDING

TRAINING AND UNIFORMS FOR NEWLY RECRUITED IMMIGRATION OFFICERS-The fact that

training was
given to newly recruited Immigration Officers prior to being assigned anywhere and the tardiness in providing them
with complete uniforms was indicative of a lack of interest on the part of our Headquarters senior staff. As pointed
out during the few hours spent with Officer Benoit at the border and on the examination of passengers on incoming
trains from the USA, one had to use “gut feeling” to make decision. Even at that time, colleagues in the Customs
Service were provided with weeks of intense training. Evidently Immigration Headquarters staff did not care a hoot
about the situation in the field as they were not burdened with shift work nor “bothered” by anyone coming to disturb
them during their 9 to 5" siestas.’That situation lasted for years until the recruiting of University Graduates in the ‘60s
when they were provided with a “one year" Cross-Canada familiarization tours as well as training in immigration
procedures at Immigration Headquarters, Ottawa.
In much later years, when the Immigration Dept recruited University Graduates as Immigration Foreign
Service Officers, the latter were not only given a cross-Canada Tour but were also sent abroad for a few weeks to
actually experience how the "old" Immigration Officers "survived." Sickening!
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The map below shows the zones of occupation by the “Allies” and Soviet Union in Germany and Austria at the end
of WWII. The Soviets occupied areas in “blue.” The US Occupation Forces had an enclave in the British Zone at

Bremen, and a port at Bremerhaven for the supplies and movement of their troops. The IRO had a Processing
Camp at Bremen and the International Committee for European Migration (ICEM) used the port facilities of
Bremerhaven and Cuxhaven to transport refugees to North America. The cities of Berlin and Vienna were split
in four
I and

zones

some

of occupation,

of my

i.e., US, French, British and Soviet. The names of the IRO Processing Camps where
colleagues worked. The names appear throughout this chapter.

Our first

Immigration Officer in the Occupied Zones was Immigration Officer Odillon Cormier. (Prior to WW II he
a number of European cities processing immigrants for Canada.) At Berlin, on behalf of Canada he
discussed with the Allies and the PCIRO the modus operandi for the selection, processing and onward movement
of Refugees/Displaced Persons for Canada. The discussions included housing, accreditation, privileges etc for
our Canadian Staff who were to carry out the selection of Refugees/Displaced Persons in the Allied Occupied
Zones of Germany and Austria.
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arriving at the Karlsruhe Railway Station, in June 1948, with Jim Miller and Charlie Anfossi, we were driven
Immigration Mission(CGIM) who drove us to the Hdqrs. of the Mission at Mission
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4, Durlach, a suburb of Karlsruhe. All the Canada-based staff who were in transit at Karlsruhe, for
stayed at a nearby requisitioned house, with full amenities-it was a short distance from the CGIM
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September 1950, Mr. JRR Robillard supervised the move from the Durlach office to the Lutz Hotel. This
provided the CGIM with ample office and sleeping space for the staff, including the Chief Medical Officer and the
Chief Security Officer. There was accommodation for anyone who required it on a temporary basis. It was an
improvement made possible by the fact that the US Forces were reducing their forces of Occupation.
In
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BACKGROUND-REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS IN GERMANY AND AUSTRIA-

Throughout the known Eurasian history, people were constantly fearful of invading hoards from the east intent
conquering and subjugating them into slavery. In the last centuries, one witnessed fear of persecution because of
political or religious beliefs. Before the end of World War II, millions of people fled their homes for similar reasons, e.g.,
fear of pogroms by the Nazis or fear of invading Soviet Armed Forces sweeping across Eastern Europe. In the
immediate Post-War years, millions of ethnic Germans (Volksdeutsch) were expelled from Poland, the Soviet occupied
Baltic Republics, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and other Eastern European countries. They found refuge in the occupied
on

British/US

zones.

May 1945, by rough estimates, there were close to 1,000,000 Refugees and Displaced Persons in
Germany, Austria, Italy, France, the Benelux and in the Scandinavian countries. Many of them were forced laborers
brought into Germany from Eastern Europe to replace old and under age Germans conscripted in the German army
to replace mounting German casualties. Still others, in the tens of thousands, were prisoners of war. The refugees
were temporarily lodged in vacated German barracks, “Kaserne” or Quonset structures. The United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), formed in 1943 was to look after these people but soon was replaced by the
Inter Governmental Committee on Refugees at the end of WWII. Although some DPs managed to emigrate by their
own means, it was evident that a specialized Agency was needed to solve the problems of resettling the bulk of
Refugees to countries willing to receive them such as Canada, Australia, the USA, European countries including
England, Scandinavia and South America, Switzerland, France etc. The Preparatory Committee for the International
Refugee Organization (PCIRO) was formed on December 1, 1946 but was replaced by the International Refugee
Organization (IRO) on July 1,1947. The IRO worked closely with the International Committee for European Migration
(ICEM), to move the selected Refugees and DPs to the countries willing to accept them.
In the latter part of 1946 Canada decided to admit Refugees/DPs from Europe. Mr. Odillon Cormier, a pre-war
Immigration Officer stationed at Paris, attended talks at Berlin with UN and Tripartite representatives about the refugee
problems. He was instrumental in establishing an office at Karlsruhe, Germany, in the US Zone of occupation, the
Canadian Government Immigration Mission (CGIM.). Mr. P.W. Bird from the Vancouver Immigration Office was named
Chief of the CGIM. Following Prime Minister WLM King's statement to the House of Commons on May 1, 1947,
Canada agreed to accept 30,000 Refugees/Dps. Immigration Officers, Doctors, Security Officers and Labour officers
were needed to go to IRO Refugee Camps to select Refugees/DPs. They were provided with Canadian cars and
accredited to the US Occupation Forces as a Civilian component with access to car registration, gasoline, privileges.
The question of pay, accommodation was worked out between the Minister of Immigration, CGIM staff and the US
Liaison Town Major insofar as accommodation and privileges were concerned. The CGIM worked closely with the IRO,
assigning teams, i.e. Immigration Officer, a doctor and a Security Officer to Refugees Camps in the US, British and
French Zones of Germany and Austria.
It was believed that 20,000 Refugees/DPs selected under the Group Movement Scheme would fill the needs
of Canadian employers to fill jobs that Canadians could not or did not wish to fill. The
garment industry needed needle trade workers, so did the farmers and mine owners.
“Domestics” were also in demand. Church Organizations, the CCCRR, JIAS and HIAS
were active in resettling Refugees/DPs. They offered guarantees for sponsored
Refugees/DPs by involving their communities across Canada. Copies of Administrative
Instructions from Ottawa Headquarters appear as Annex "A” at the end of this
publication.
Estonians, Latvians, (Livonians) and Lithuanians do not refer to themselves
as “Balt," associating that word to Germans who occupied and ruled them. After the
1918 October Revolution, Estonia fought the Bolsheviks and
declared its
independence on February 4, 1918.ln the autumn of 1939, after the agreement
between Hitler and Stalin, most of the German minority left the Baltic States fearing
they would be butchered by the Russians. When the Germans invaded the “Baltic
States,” those who stayed in Estonia collaborated with and joined the German forces. Collaborators were just as
common place among Latvians and Lithuanians. When the Soviets invaded and occupied the three states those who
served in the German army left but, were allowed to return. An estimated 60,000 Estonians left for the British and US
Zones of Occupation-30,000 went to Sweden.
In
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There were over 400, 000 Jews living in those countries. Most spoke German and Russian as second and
languages whereas ethnic German “Balts” did not master either of those languages. Many “Balts” ranked high
the German Army and, with fake papers to IRO Officials and our teams went to Canada, Australia, South America,

third
in

USA.

Map below: numbers

are

in 1.000s, based on data provided at war's end from numerous agencies. The

Germans (Volksdeutsch)were expelled from Czechoslovakia and

Poland and fled from Yugoslavia, Hungary, Romania,
Large scale German immigration also occurred from France Alsace-Lorraine,
Belgium and The Netherlands. In all, about 10 million Germans sought asylum in the western zones of occupation,
but as many as three million may have died on their way to the “Fatherland.” Several million Russians who made their
way westward during the war were returned to the Soviet Union (most to certain death) as agreed at Yalta by the
western Leaders. Thousands of Yugoslavs(Croats mostly) who chose the "wrong" side during the Partisan war and
left their country were returned to their country by agreement with he new Communist Yugoslav Government headed
by leader, Broz
the Baltic States and the Soviet Union.
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the name of our hotel and the address of the London Immigration Office. Our appointment with
Cottsworth, the Assistant Commissioner was for 0900 next morning. When hailing a taxi at London’s Liverpool
Station we heard the familiar words “where to govna.” After we checked in, we agreed to meet later in the lobby.
Charlie knew London and went with him for a beer near Piccadilly Circus. He soon left us to meet someone he knew
during the last war. Jim and I took in the sights and were amazed at the extent of destruction still evident everywhere.
We returned to the hotel for dinner. We were presented with a very impressive menu and immediately told that all that
was available was soup and fish. After dinner we left an early call with the receptionist and went to bed. Early next
morning, we looked for Charlie at breakfast but he was missing. I asked the front desk to call his room but there was
no answer. Jim and I left for Sackville House where a secretary asked also asked where Charlie was. We told her
he was on his way. She was not convinced and led us to a door with a sign “Assistant Commissioner FB. Cottsworth.1”
Mr. F. Cottsworth stood up behind his desk, with a cold stare. He wore a cutaway coat, vest and striped
trousers that did not enhance his stature. In a clipped English accent he said "where is your companion?" We told him
that he was on his way. He said the Foreign Office expects three passports by eleven o’clock to give us Entry Visas
for the Allied Occupied Zones. That ended the meeting and he said that his secretary would attend to other matters.
There were no handshakes nor good wishes for our journey to Germany. We left our passports with his secretary who
told us to pick them up next morning with our rail and ferry tickets. Just as Jim and I were leaving her, Charlie walked
in. By his looks, he obviously had a heavy “soiree.” We waited for him before leaving the office.
When he came out and we were out on the street he said he was told off and used derogatory words about
Mr. Cottsworth. Jim and I agreed that he was not what we expected of a senior Canadian Immigration Officer abroad.2
We left next evening by train for Folkestone to board the overnight ferry to the Hook of Holland. The berths were
uncomfortable and the sea was rough as we left. We cared little for the breakfast as we arrived at the Hook of Holland
next morning to board the Rhineland express. We made ourselves comfortable and had a tasty lunch.
At the Karlsruhe railway station, the CGIM’s driver easily recognized the three Canadians-he had a English
accent. He drove us to Durlach, past the Offices of the CGIM, to a villa requisitioned for transients personnel. He
waited as we took our luggage in our rooms and then drove us to the CGIM Hdqrs at Lulitrasse 4. We met Miss Eve
Young, (also English and from the London office)-she was the Chiefs assistant. She took us to Mr. PW. Bird. He
welcomed us and gave us a brief outline of our role, teaming up with a doctor and a Security Officer, traveling to
Refugee Camps. He asked if we had a valid driver’s licence, which would have to be validated by the US HQ in
Karlsruhe to drive a Mission car with US registration. He said his staff keeps in touch with the teams and tells them
to which IRO Processing Camp they must next report to and select Refugees. The best news he gave us was that
Terminable Allowances at the Grade VI level will be paid to us after six months on the job. He said Miss Young will
look after our accreditation, i.e., our visa stamp, etc. As “experienced” officers we were expected to learn “on the job,”
after a brief training either at Munich or Hannover.
Miss Young was loaned from the London, England, Office. In her English accent (she remind us of
Cottsworth) she enumerated the best news yet, we will receive US$ 10. per diem allowance in American Express
as

well

as

Mr. F.

Traveler’s checks-she counted out

our

entitlement for the rest of month. We filled out accreditation forms for the US

Authorities and gave her our Canadian driver’s licence.
No. A1979 US Zone as well as oil and gasoline coupons.

I got keys to a new 1947 Ford sedan with US Registration
Once accredited, we will receive a PX(Post Exchange) Card
allowing us to exchange the Travelers’ cheques for US Occupation Script money, the only currency used to buy goods
and services. I was never told about so many perks prior to leaving by Senior Headquarters staff..

The September 1948 issue of the publication by External Affairs, “Canada’s Representatives Abroad,” under the UK,
shows Adviser G. Congdon” c/o Canada House,
Trafalgar Square. The September 1949 issue lists Mr. Congdon’s
office as “42-46
Weymouth St.-his Title: Superintendent of European Emigration.” Note that Sackville House was at
42-46 Weymouth St. Mr. FB Cottsworth in listed in the March 1950 issue as Assistant Superintendent of European

Emigration. The tile

may

have changes after 1948.

Following the appointment of George Benoit as Chief Of Immigration Operations in 1951, he undertook
European Offices-he appointed LG Cummings in Charge of the London Office.
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requisitioned transit villa in Durlach had a German staff to cook meals, clean the rooms and change
morning Miss Young ask that I signed a receipt for a set of English only Visa and extension stamps
number IM XXXVI. (The bilingual sets came out in 1950.) I got a set of cards, in eight or ten
languages, to test the
refugees literacy. A short while later, Section 3 ss “T” was waived for refugees for humanitarian reasons. With my US
validated driver's licence, I drove the black Ford sedan to the Karlsruhe PX looking at the array of goods, all duty-free,
cigarettes, chocolates, clothing, silk stockings, etc.! Friday afternoon, with all my documents, Miss Young told me to
take the car for a spin and to report Sunday to R.(Bob) L. Baker at Munich. Mr. Bird's driver told me how to get there,
adding that Roger Martineau was in Linz, Austria.
Early Saturday, I drove south to the French Occupied Zone of Germany. At the Rastatt checkpoint, the
French Military Police asked for my “papiers” and I then drove on to Schramberg where I was stationed with the FtAF
a year ago. Driving past the rows of century-old chestnut trees I neared the main entrance where I saw the
Jeep that
I gave to W/C Smith. As I walked in, I saw Jock Burnett, Wing Commander Smith and other NCOs. They did not know
what to make of me as I was in “mufti-”they thought I was a “Yank” because of the US Registration plate on the
“limousine.” Then they recognized me and I had to tell them what I was doing "here." I told them I had joined the
Immigration Service. They were packing up to return to England. I paid a few rounds and excused myself as I had
to report to Munich. I was pleased to see them On my return to Karlsruhe, I met the Chief Labor Officer, Tony
Lamarre from Laprairie, P.Q. Jim Miller and Charlie Anfossi were going to the British Zone for familiarization.
I headed for Munich and, once on the autobahn, I followed instructions from Mr. Bird’s driver. I saw signs
for Stuttgart, driving past Ulm and Augsburg until I reached the approach to Munich. On the way, I noticed several US
gasoline stations. Once on the outskirt of Munich, I stopped to ask a young German if he knew the way to Almstrasse.
He said that is where the American live and as we got near pointed to the general direction. I reached the apartment
after a few more enquiries. The occupants’ names were listed on the outside. The call button for R. Baker read “Lt.
Col.” I pressed the button announcing myself. The reply came “I’m Bob Baker, come on in Roger.”
I met Dr. WR Bulmer and Security Officer “Colonel” Ted Bye. Bob showed me a furnished room where I
left my suitcase. The apartment had a fully equipped kitchen. It was “Happy Hour” time and he asked about my joining
the Service and where I worked. I told him and mentioned Roger Martineau whom he knew. While we talked, I saw
that he was a chain smoker replacing a burnt out fag with another in his cigarette holder. Ted Bye was a jovial type,
laughing most of the time. When I asked about paying my share, he said the apartment was free, requisitioned by
the US Town Major. It was serviced with a change of linen and char service. They bought basic groceries at the US
commissary and made their own coffee and snacks. It did not require much nous to grasp why this team stayed in
Munich being spared the woes of others traveling to various IRO Refugee Camps. Bob said to get ready to go to the
US Officer's Club for dinner. We headed for the “Haus der Kunsf-Hitler’s favorite spot when in Munich.
On arrival, the US Military Police pointed to parking spots reserved for “senior officers.” Bob told the desk
person I was a recent arrival and I signed the visitor’s book. He pointed to the board behind us where he and the
doctor were listed a s “Lt. Colonels”! The Haus der Kunst, in the classic Greek architecture, was impressive inside as
it was outside with high Doric columns. It teemed with decorated Officers of various ranks, some with their wives.
There were also accredited civilians of both sexes. No “Frauleins” were allowed in the club-no Fraulein fraternizing
wias allowed. At the urinals, I saw how thorough Germans were-the sinks had handle bars to hold when throwing up!
It was getting late and Bob remarked that we didn’t have to get to work early because the IRO had always
plenty of cases ready everyday for presentation to the Team. As he picked up the bill, I offered to pay my share but
he said I was a guest and only members of the Officers Club can sign the tab. I was hoped that Dr. Bulmer would drive
on the way back but he did not drive. Although we met little traffic, Bob did his best to keep the car on course every
time while he wiped ashes from his jacket and pants. But the car swerved a bit and I tensed., Ted Bye saw that I was
nervous and tried to reassure me bv savinq “there is nothino to worry about, it’s like this every evenino!”
One ol the most noteworthy post-war East-West political confrontation event at the time was the

of linen. The next

.

joint US and Western Allies reaction to the Soviet Union’s blockade ol Berlin.
that the Berlin people in the Allied Sectors would pet not only food but even

The allies wanted to ensure
fuel supplies. The constant

day and night drone ofplanes flying supplies to Berlin from Allied Air Bases

ended May 1949.
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After breakfast, Ted Bye got in my car and I drove behind Bob Baker. Ted told me that he was retired from
Scotland Yard and that the RCMP recruited its retired members as Security Officers on their behalf. They were briefed
about their

jobs before leaving the UK and reported to Bob Norfolk, the Chief Security Officer at Karlsruhe. (Other
Security Officers I met during my assignment were Ted Burkmar, Pete Colville, Bill Lighthall, “Old man” Bennett, Mike
Malinovski, John Papworth, John Martin.) The guard at the “Funk Kaserne" gate waived us on. Ted and Dr. Bulmer
went to their offices while I followed Bob to his office where he introduced me to his two female refugee interpreters
who spoke Slavic and German languages.
Bob clarified something I was not told, namely, that Canadian employers informed our Labor Offices of their
needs in manpower. The data was collated at Ottawa and sent to the CGIM who passed it on to the IRO. The latter
translated and distributed the data to the Refugee Camps. Private Organization such as the Hebrew and Jewish
Immigrant Aid Service, the Canadian Mennonite Church, the Canadian Christian Council for the Resettlement of
Refugees and others sponsoring refugees proceeded similarly. The larger IRO Processing Centers had a permanent
staff looking after refugees applying to emigrate. The IRO Canada staff prepared the files on refugees, filled out the
applications for emigration from answers from the refugees and their medical examination forms by the IRO doctor.
Before the Immigration team traveled to an IRO PROCESSING CENTRE, a Dept, of Labour Officer( male
or female) interviewed Refugees applying under Labor schemes to ascertain their suitability. If the Refugee was
suitable, the Dept, of Labor Officer placed his stamp on the file cover and the name of the scheme he wa selected for.
The IRO staff in the "Canada Section" filled the details in the Application for Immigration Canada which the
Refugee/DP signed. He, and his dependants if applicable were next examined by the IRO doctor. The latter’s medical
report and x-ray for each dependant over 12 was placed on his file to present to the Canada Team. When our team
arrived at the IRO Processing Center, all the files of those applying for Canada went first to the Security Officer. After
his interview, his decision was stamped on the Application for Immigration to Canada, “Passed Security" with the date
and his initials. The files were then taken to our doctor by the Security Officer’s secretary. If the Security Officer
refused the refugee for “Security" reasons, he stamped the Application form “Not Passed Security" and the file came
directly to the Immigration Officer. The wife and children of the refugee, if that wa the case were asked to go to the
corridor-only then was the refugee told he did not meet the requirements for emigration to Canada.
If our doctor certified a Refugee/Dps under Section 3 ss “C” of the Immigration Act and the prognosis was
“good” or “fair” risk, the Visa Officer decided if the risk was an impairment preventing the refugee from working in the
selected occupation. If it was not the case, the Visa Officer “endorsed” the certification and issued visas. In cases of
medical “poor risks,” the case was discussed with the doctor to weigh the extent of the impairment and possible cure.
Compassion was expected of us as well as sound judgment. We “endorsed” “poor risks” certifications where other
members of the family were healthy and would provide support. More severe risks certified under 3 ss “b” (pulmonary
infections) were refused unless the doctor wished to review the case in three months, comparing X-rays to make a
final determination. The Medical (MN&Record) forms were typed in triplicate for “certified” and “furthered” cases. In
the latter cases, the X-ray was sent to the Chief Medical Officer, London, for review. Oftentimes, the latter differed in
opinion, upgrading the certification. In such case we issued visas.
Bob Baker said that we had to call the CGIM Karlsruhe on a daily basis in order to providing the number of
visas issued under the various schemes so as not to overfill the quota. He also stressed the safekeeping of the Visa
Register, the Visa and Extension stamps. Every line of the Visa stamp had to be completed, e.g., the Visa Number,
the number of the Order-in-Council under which the refugee was selected, the name of the “Scheme,” e.g., sewing
machine operators, garment workers, (tailors, millinery, furriers), farm worker, loggers, HSWs (single or domestic
couples, maids and cooks,) suoar beet workers, miners etc. If the Visa Officer endorsed a medical certification, he
must never omit to write “endorsed” with his initials next to the Medical stamp on the IRO Travel Document. We wrote
the same information on the medical MN&R form. Whenever such omissions took place, the Port of Entry, usually
Halifax, got in touch with the CGIM Karlsruhe for clarification. Whenever that occurred Bob said that Mr. PW Bird
raised a tantrum since the CGIM staff had to find the file among thousands of files and check if the MN&R certification
,

endorsed

not. Even where the MN&R is

endorsed, the Visa Officer who omitted to do the same on the Travel
personal file noted accordingly. The Chief was very finicky when it came to sloppy work on
the part of any Visa Officers and never minced his words either in person or over the phone concerning anyone who
made an omission-he seemed to delight in his choice of epithets that the officer never forgot.
was

or

Document would have his
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I watched Bob’s

secretary check the file contents before passing it to Bob and she said “everything is OK"
(she meant the medical reports were “not certified”.) As Bob lit another fag the other female assistant called in the
refugees from the hallway. They looked sheepish as they sat down. The secretary knew from the name the language
they spoke and asked basic questions. When Bob spoke to the refugees, he asked a few questions and satisfied, he
told his secretary to tell them they were accepted. Those few words were all the refugees cared to hear. They bowed,
thanked Bob as left to wait in the hallway. To my surprise, I saw the secretary place the Visa stamp on both the IRO
Travel Document and the Immigrant Application form for Canada, insert the details in the visa as well as in the Visa
Register! Bob signed the visas keeping the application and medical forms separately. The secretary took the IRO file
with the Travel Document and the refugees to the nearby Canada Section to arrange their transportation.
I started my first interview after Bob left to see Dr. Bulmer. I asked the secretary to see the files first to
familiarize myself with the contents. The Refugees did not speak German and listened to the secretary's translation
and checking her answers against the data on the application form. I was satisfied with the answers and told the
refugees they were accepted. With the next case, I wanted to learn more about where the refugee came from, what
they did in their country, how they came to Germany and ended up in a refugee camp. She was surprised at my
questions but translated as I asked. The next case understood German and as I listened, corrected some answers
before finalizing my decision. When Bob returned, she said I spoke German. I told him I knew only some basic words.
Once, Ted Bye called Bob to his office and when Bob returned, he said he will interview the next case. The
Refugee was refused by another country and refused to give details. When Bob told him he was refusing him, he
spoke up and said the Australians refused him but he did not know why. He was told to wait outside while our IRO
Canada Section checked. They told us he was turned down for suspected Tuberculosis. The x-ray he presented to
us was a substitute. Bob went to see the IRO Director who promised to enquire about it.
I was taken aback to see what happened next when Bob told his secretary to return the file of a refused
Refugee to file to the Canada Section. She placed a dot under the first vowel “a” on the first line of the IRO Travel
Document. This was a “secret” coding procedure known only to Immigration Officers. Bob noted my amazement and
remarked “she has a visa and is soon leaving for Canada!” He had jeopardized a very hush procedure and did not
seem concerned at all!. Early Friday morning, Miss Young call to ask ask that I return to Karlsruhe to team up with
Doctor Piche and Security Officer John Papworth and report to the Heilbronn IRO Refugee Processing Center near
Ludwigsburg. I thanked Bob for his help and took the Visa Application, MN&R, Visa Register sheets with me to the
CGIM. I arrived after hours but both Mr. Bird and Miss Young were in. I left the documentation with her.
At the transit house in Durlach, I saw Charlie Anfossi and someone mentioned Joe Boulais and R.
Martineau, both working in Austria. John Knowles was at Ludwigsburg where I would be going next. 0. Petersen, an
old pro

from pre-war Immigration Service was at Hannover.
While driving doctor Piche and Papworth to Stuttgart, I listened to their previous experience. They knew
the wav to the Hotel Graf Zeppelin Hotel, across from the Stuttgart Railway Station as well as how to reach the
Ludwigsburg IRO Processing Center. I veered off the autobahn driving down the winding road past beautiful villas
on both sides to eventually reach the hotel. I asked John about the hotel rates and he said $0.25 per night! The
meals ranged from $0.25 to $1.00 excluding beverages. What a bargain! As we registered Dr Piche left us for the
Casino on the first floor. Later, I met John Knowles at the bar and discussed the arrangements for next day.
At the Ludwigsburg IRO Refugee Processing Center, John Knowles said that the CGIM gave the IRO strict
instructions concerning the criteria for “Domestics” (HSWs.) to be eligible for Canada, i.e., single and without children.
The majority were Hungarians girls from Heilbronn and Esslingen Refugee Camps. We relied on our doctors look for
signs of previous pregnancies. We also interviewed laborers, “Balts” from the Esslingen camp. The Poles, Hungarians
and Romanians came from the Heilbronn Camp. The “Balts” were middle class people, educated and in good health.
Most of those interviewed spoke German. I interviewed them with some help from the interpreter.
I often wondered if bakers, butchers, plumbers, electricians, repairmen doing business with Germans during
the occupation of their country by Germans should be labeled “collaborators.” This was not the case as most of these
tradesmen, whether in France or elsewhere in occupied territory and were not considered collaborators. But, “Balts”
were questioned thoroughly regarding possible service in the German Army. Security Officer J. Papworth once called
me to his office to show me something I had never witness up to now- a blond-haired middle-age “refugee" sat upright
with his left shirt sleeve rolled up.
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As if consulting

with me, John asked him to lift his left arm where I saw a blurred SWATISKA tattoo on the
armpit. He was then asked to wait outside. John remarked that someone did a poor job trying to remove
the swastika mark. He refused him because he would not give his rank in the German Army. I took the file, called him
in and told him he did not meet our requirements for emigration to Canada. I coded the IRO Travel Document and
marked the file “refused.” Daily, at 5 pm, I called the CGIM to give Miss Young the count of visas issued under various
schemes. This helped them to keep track of persons visaed by all the teams in Germany and Austria. This was also
when one learned about the next assignment which was Fallingbostel, in the British Zone. The stopover at Karlruhe
coincided with the end of July-1 received my per diem advance, $310.US. I met Dr. Latour, Andy Kaarsberg and Ed
Schramek. I also learned that Labour Officers and doctors got a per diem of $US 15. As their “chauffeurs,” we
presumably deserved only $10.US. Mr. P. Bird, being married, had a Commissary card entitling him to purchase meat,
coffee and canned items not available to us. As Chief of the Mission, he deserved it plus a serviced rent-free house.
I heard the names of vessels transporting refugees to Canada from Bremerhaven, e.g. the SS Homeric,
Seven Seas, Reindam and the Arosa Line vessels. ICEM chartered these ships sailing to North America. They also
had ships leaving from Naples to Australia and South America. As the number of refugees boarding ships at
Bremerhaven increased, so did the number of unendorsed certifications and even substitutions. Mr. Bird sent
Immigration Officers to the Port of Bremerhaven to check the documentation of departing refugees.
The town of Fallingbostel is five hundred kilometers north of Karlsruhe, in the British Occupied Zone. I left
Sunday morning staying overnight at Hannover where I met O.A. Petersen. Like B. Baker at Munich, he was
permanently stationed at Hannover-Klefeld, 10 Kirchroederstrasse. This was “hoch deutsch” country-where people
are somber, aloof but courteous, different to Bavarians who love beer and parties. The IRO lined up enough cases
to keep us busy for over a week. The refugees were unskilled laborers and farm workers from Poland, Silesia,
Ukraine, Russia selected as “sugar beet workers.” Large “families” were preferred by Canadian farmers- single
inside of his

laborers tended to leave

sooner.

I

spoke to a British Officer at the hotel about visiting Hamburg. He suggested the Grand Hotel in Altona- it
escaped the fate of most buildings in Hamburg, damaged or destroyed by Allies raids. I resisted the temptation to go
to the Reperbahn sin strip in St. Pauli for the Bavarian Gardens and its urn pa pa music was different. The second
week, Miss Younq asked that I return to Karlsruhe, hinting at another trip to Ludwigsburg.
THE “FLYING" TEAMS- Mr. JFRR Robillard, (Robie) reported to Karlsruhe in November 19483. He came
after Canada's decision to take in more refugees requiring more Canada-based staff for the “flying” teams to meet the
challenge. He organized and coordinated the teams’ activities in close liaison with the IRO. It was crucial to match the
IRO’s accelerated response in documenting and readying an increasing number of cases for interviews by the teams.
Due to his skills, the CGIM was able to meet the Canadian Government’s request to double the intake of refugees.
We received more Ford “limousines" for the newly formed teams. It was a hectic time for the members of the “flying”
teams who seldom staved more than 5 days at one IRO Center to start work elsewhere the following Monday.
NEVER DIP YOUR PEN IN THE COMPANY’S INKWELL
modern proverbOn a transit stop at Karlsruhe/Durlach over a weekend, I looked forward to meet team members and new arrivals.
One was from the Western District who had to report to Munich the following Monday for his initial training. However,
he never made it to Munich nor anywhere else in Germany or Austria. On Sunday morning, while at the “bunk house”
in Durlach, he must have

that

our new

fancied the German maid who came to serviced the rooms and not the “transients." It seems

arrival waited for the maid to

come

the room, he came from behind the door and

to his room,

hiding behind the door. As the husky maid stepped in

faced her wearing a satyric grin and a pointer ready for the charge. He

underestimated the strength

and resistance by the strongly-built Fraulein who defended her honor well, breaking away.
Unbeknown to him, she ran straight to Mr. PW Bird to report the incident as she was also cleaned his house. As result
of what she told the Chief, Mr Bird sent a message to Ottawa and London to make arrangements for his immediate
return to Canada. This was the shortest assignment abroad of any officer, ever. The lesson to be learned stemmed
from a saying that I heard from a person who worked in an office in Montreal and had a similar experience. “Never
dip your pen in the company’s inkwell...a privilege that only the boss may enjoy...”

He

was

O-in-C of the Visa Office, Rome. He re-located the Office from Via Mercadante to Via Acherusio 9
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BLACK MARKET, BARTERING, NEW “DEUTSCHE MARK”-THE MARSHALL PLAN-ln

May, 1945, Germans
shortages of all sorts, not unlike the rest of Europe. The Reichmarks (RM)bought goods at enormously
inflated prices, giving rise to a flourishing black market that was more evident in the US Occupied Zone because of
the abundance of goods available to US soldiers. Although prohibited, the black market went on unabated. Germans
bartered their most precious possessions for coffee, chocolate, cigarettes, stockings, perfumes. The availability of
willing Frauleins seeking those rare goods as well as companionship(Germany lost 3,500,000 men in the war) led to
mass fraternization by all ranks below Officer level. One Camel, Chesterfield or Lucky Strike cigarette fetched between
6 and 20 Rms and a pound of coffee sold for 500 RMs! Every soldier and accredited civilians sought a RolleiFlex or
Leica camera. On Friday August 18,1948, the newly printed “Deutsch” mark(DM) became the official currency and
Germans in the three Allied Zones could exchange 40 RM for 40 new DM. Members of the CGIM, IRO, ICEM, and
other accredited civilians had 48 hrs to exchange a set amount of RMs for DMs. A few days later, stores offered
cameras and even watches for sale! The advent of the Marshall Plan or ERP paved the way for the recovery of
European economies. After the currency change, the RMs were worthless except in the French Zone, where the
French continued to pay in RMs for goods and services, infuriating suppliers in that zone of occupation.
The Government of Australia emulated Canada in the selection of refugees. When we increased our intake
they did likewise. We had some advantages over them, i.e., we had more teams and we were “skimming” the best.
But, weather wise they had an advantage although the distance for those who would eventually wish to pay a return
visit to Europe was a deterrent. I met Aussies Harold Grant and S. McCoy- the latter was with the IRO Hdqrs. Geneva.
We had the attraction of being next to “America," and closer to Eastern Europe. They also knew that on arrival in
Australia, they were placed in “holding camps” for protracted periods, causing problems and fights among ethnic
migrants. We had no “transit” camps-our goal was assimilation and dissemination across the country, with the
assistance of Voluntary Organization and Placement Officers.
At one point, ICEM lacked space and the ships to move refugees to Canada before the three-month medical
validity of their visas expired. This was the case for 318 Household Service Workers at Ludwigsburg. The IRO and
ICEM begged Mr. Bird to extend the validity of the medicals and visas but he refused, insisting they be reexamined.
My team went to Ludwigsburg to help John Knowle’s team re-examine them. The IRO Processing Center Director
brought the girls from various camps. To hasten the reexamination, the girls undressed carrying their clothes in the
doctor’s office. As they walked out, dressed up, I extended their visas. The exercise was over in two days.
Before the end of 1948, I contacted Roger Martineau in Austria where he relieved Len Carter at Linz,
teaming up with either doctor A. Abear or P. McPhee. His Security Officers were either John Martin or Percy Colville.
He worked at the Refugee Camps in Salzburg, Linz, Bruck an der Mur, Innsbruck in the French Zone, Villach and
Graz in the British Zone. He also went to Vienna to interview refugees. He met and drove Deputy Minister Dr.
Keenlyside who was visiting refugee camps. He knew Joe Boulais, who also worked in Austria at the time. We made
plans to go to Paris for Xmas and, to our surprise, Mr. Bird granted us five days’s leave. We met at Karlsruhe, boarded
the train for Strasbourg and Paris. At the French border, on December 25, 1948, the Police de Frontiere said we
needed a visa to enter France. We said we have Official Passports and he replied “Messieurs, tous les passports sont
“officiels."” We paid 400 French francs each. We stayed at the Lutetia hotel. “Paris by Night” wass most enjoyable in
the company of “midinettes.” especially if one speaks the language.
Jewish Orphans Scheme- Roger and I returned to Karlsruhe in time for the New Year celebrations and
thanked Mr. P.W. Bird for granting us leave. Roger went on relieving duties to Scandinavian countries while I went
to Munich to assist Bob Baker. We had to deal with the selection “Jewish Orphans.” There were two caveats i.e., they
had to be bereaved of both parents and under eighteen years old. Bob expected problems about the less “than
eighteen years” part. I peaked in the hallway where the ’’orphans” were waiting with a JIAS representative and noted
that they were all boys and had hair tresses down each side of their face identifying them as Hasidic Ashkenazi
students. Bob said to me that we should anticipate problems if we refuse any of them. When interviewing the first
“orphan” Bob repeatedly asked him how old he was, where his parents where and if they were dead, who else lived
with him and for how long. He was uncooperative, evasive and did not provide clear answers. Bob told him to wait
outside. He would consult with Dr. Bulmer. As he was about to go to Dr. Bulmer the JIAS Representative came in
asking was wrong. Bob told him to wait in the corridor. Dr. Bulmer agreed to give a medical opinion about the
“orphan’s” age but stressed that his opinion would not based on clinical tests. After re-examining the first “orphan”he
faced

severe
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on a separate note. Upon being re-interviewed, the “orphan" admitted being over
alive when he left Poland and did not know her whereabouts. Bob reserved his

eighteen and

decision until
“orphans" were interviewed. Once they all seen and some accepted as being 18 years or less, the
JIAS representative was told that those cases that were not accepted did not meet the criteria insofar as being 18
or under and orphaned of both parents. The matter would have to be referred to the Chief of the Canadian
Government Immigration Mission at Karlsruhe.
The JIAS representative must have called Mr. Bird before Bob because the Chief called asking why
some orphans were not accepted. Bob told him the criteria left us no choice and hinted that he should call
Immigration Headquarters at Ottawa to acquasint them with the situation. Mr.Bird told Bob not to refuse any of the
orphans and await further word from him. The next morning, Mr. Bird called to say that we could accept the orphans
if they were less than eighteen when they left “home.” We could accept their answers that they did not know the
whereabouts of their parents. Only a two were rejected.
that his mother

was

all the other

Salzburg, the teams stayed at the Hofwirth Hotel, on Linzergasse. I met Roger
just before he left Austria for Karlsruhe. With Dr. M. Piche and Security Officer Bill Lighthall, we went
to work at the nearby Hallein Camp. Bill was ex/Army Intelligence, bald with a thick white moustache and laughed
most of the time He arrived at the IRO Processing Camp ahead of the Doctor and I in his tiny Renault. He also
departed as soon as he finished his interviews and drove to the next camp before the Doctor and I finished our
examinations. On that occasion, I ran across Len Carter in Salzburg. He had been to the “Bruck an der Mur” IRO
Camp (Kapfenberg.). He wore a goatee,
THE CITY OF SALZBURG-ln
Martineau

.

“lederhosen” and

referred to

Salzburg.”
flattering.

him

loden hat with

a

chamois hair. The

a

tuft of

Immigration colleagues

as

the “Baron of Hohen

I think he foung it quite

Len Carter returned to Montreal
and

resigned. He got a job with the
Greyhound Bus Co., as Public Relations
Officer, a job for which he was eminently
well suited. Salzburg’s charm and beauty
enraptured us as it did tourists from all
parts of the world. It prospered from its salt
mines. From the 16th century, the Bishops
of Salzburg hired the best architects,
painters and sculptors to build its baroque
churches, palaces, residences that
matched the splendors of any in larger
cities.

Mozart and

Lehar enriched its

cultural fame. Its castle/fortress overlooks
the

town

and

the

Salzach

river.

The

Salzburg Festival held each summer since
half of the town’s population. It was not crowded in 1948/’51. When Martineau came to
Salzburg, we used to spend weekends with our lady friends at nearby Fuschl lake. In winter, Marija and I went
skiing to Kitzbuhl or Zell am Zee usually with John Papworth. In this picturesque and romantic setting, three
Canadians met their future brides. The third one was Mr. JFRR Robillard. As fairy tales go, “they lived happily ever
1920 attracts nearly

after....”
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Roger Martineau left the CGIM for Brussels where he
worked under Maurice Mitchell at Brussels. He also went to
Paris on Temporary Duty to assist the Officer-in-Charge, Odillon

Cormier. I went to
0. Cormier.On

see

him at Paris for

a

brief visit and met Mr.

returning to Karlsruhe I met G. Koransky and
,

Doug Brown from Lacolle. Don Pearson and Fred Gertson who

going to the Butzbach IRO Camp. I went to Fallingbostel to
Burkmar was the Security
Liverpool, England.
In early 1949, Mr. Robillard went to Salzburg, to seek
permanent offices to process Austrian immigrants as they were
now admissible. The Governor of Land Salzburg offered space
in a convent used a girls’ school at Franz Josef Kai 19-21. He
hired four Austrians and, with Dr. Guy Latour and VCO J.
Papworth, trained them for the job. The bronze plaque read:
was

select sugar beet workers. Ted
Officer. Bob Baker left Munich for

KANADISCHE EINWANDERUNGS MISSION
Finding accommodation was a daunting task since the
requisitioned most of the hotels and GIs lived
with frauleins in the city. House owners liked to rent to the “Ami” as they brought coffee, cigarettes etc. Our staff took
whatever was available and they too had access to the Post Exchange for the same perks as the GIs. Robie left
Salzburg for Brussels in 1950 to locate a larger Visa Office. He was replaced at Salzburg by Harold Grevatt who came
US Armed Forces

from Athens.
In the summer of 19491 drove to Brussels to relieve Conrad Lauziere for three weeks. The Visa Office was
at Marie de

Bourgogne. I met doctor GM. Lynch and his wife, an acquaintance from my Missing Research and
Enquiry Service days. The Belgians had a flourishing economy. I paid a visit to my favorite place, “Le Boeuf sur le
Toit,” that I frequented in 1945-47.
After the Salzburg office opened, teams went to Refugee Camps in Austria select refugees until December
1951, when the IRO mandate ended. I went to the IRO camps at Hallein, Bruck an der Mur, Villach and Innsbruck.
At the IRO Lehen “Kaserne" in Salzburg I interviewed Czechs, Slovaks, Ukrainians, Hungarians and Romanians
refugees. Many were skilled workers practicing their trade in the camps as tailors, or cooks working for the US Armed
Forces. We recruited domestics and one was Eva von Genci, a future ballerina with the Winnipeg Ballet.
In early 1950, a Labor Officer was often part of the team to ensure that refugees were suited for the scheme
under which they applied. I drove to the Amberq IRO Kaserne situated between Nuremberg and the Czech border.
I selected refugee families under the “Sugar Beet Farm Workers" scheme with Dr. Mailloux. The CGIM told me to
accept families with three healthy workers and to ask few questions concerning the other members of the family.
Amberg was a depressing place in winter, cold, damp and dark for lack of street lighting. I returned to Salzburg's
Lehen Kaserne while Dr. Mailloux returned to Brussels.
The doctors' job was much more demanding than ours or that of the Security Officer. They couldn’t sit while
examining clients and had to write a diagnosis every time they “certified” someone. They examined persons who
forgot about elementary body hygiene and cleanliness. I sometimes brought to their attention defects they overlooked.
I recall a case at Innsbruck where the head of family walked in with a shuffling gait. I asked him to walk to the door
and back. I mentioned it to doctor P. Chevalier who reexamined him. He was certified under Section 3 ss “B” for “lues
latens.” I had no choice but to refuse him and his family and when the Australians came to Innsbruck, they too did
the same. However, when I returned to Innsbruck six weeks later, I was told by the Head of the IRO that the Swedish
Mission accepted him and his family as they were prepared to provide the necessary medication and help him and
his family. They were much more inclined, humanitarian wise, to assist and take cases that all other Missions refused
as “unsuitable” for various reasons.

Challenaas
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The Canadian Mennonite Church was very active in the resettlement of Mennonites refugees. Their
Representatives were on hand at Gronau, in the British Zone near the Dutch border. The IRO Camp handled the
largest number of Mennonite refugees in Germany. The latter's forebears fled Germany for the Ukraine to avoid
persecution. They were now returning fearing retaliation from the Soviets because of their same beliefs and always
speaking German. They were now refugees in the country of their forebears. A recurring medical problem
encountered was trachoma, a disease certifiable under Section 3 ss “b” of the Immigration Act, precluding their
admission to Canada. To help those afflicted, our doctors “furthered” afflicted case for review in three-month's while
the IRO arranged treatment. They were healthy and desirable immigrants who will quickly adapt to life on farms
owned by Mennonite families in Canada.
I returned to Fallingbostel to work with Andy Kaarsberg for one week. From Fallingbostel I went to Liibeck,
with Dr. Yvano Dupuis and security officer T. Bennett in February 1950. In Lubeck we could
clearly see the Soviet soldiers across the Trave river. I interviewed Refugees mostly from the
“Baltic” States who spoke German. They were well dressed and tradespeople or craftsmen.
I cherish the miniatures of Estonians folk dancers that I bought at their craft shop. They were
selected and visaed as “Open Placement” refugees. None of the “blond men” had tattoos
under their left armpits but, this did not mean that they were all accepted by the Security
Officer. After hours, the Doctor and Security officer enjoyed sightseeing and the famous
Holstentor.
After Lubeck, I went to Bremerhaven,

accompanied by Dr. Yvano Dupuis. We had
boarding the departing SS Seven Seas. At the Hotel Bremen, I met the IRO and
ICEM representatives to discuss the arrangements for checking the documents of the departing refugees. However,
on Monday morning, I first interviewed refugees at the Bremen IRO Camp who would be also be departing aboard
the SS Seven Seas if accepted and visaed. The next morning, doctor Dupuis and I followed the ICEM official to
to check the documents of refugees

Bremerhaven where the SS Seven Seas

was

docked. We each sat at

a

desk at the bottom of the covered gangway.

As the

refugees came forward, we checked the photographs, the visa and medical stamp for any unendorsed
certification. When the exercise was over, I called the CGIM, Karlsruhe to report the results. I enjoyed working with
Dr.Yvano Dupuis. I knew him at the RCAF Manning Depot, Quebec City where I reported after enlisting in the RCAF
in November I940. A confirmed bachelor, he loved to cook his meals in his US Bremen requisitioned flat to save
money. In our temporary billet in Lubeck, he also prepared my breakfast each morning. He was frugal and showed
be his RCAF issue boots

as

well

as

woolen socks, a standard RCAF issue. He said both would last him a lifetime.

I

stopped at Karlsruhe-Durlach on my way back from northern Germany to meet recent arrivals from the
Dept, of Labour. Their “expertise” was essential in the selection of miners and heavy duty laborers on behalf of the
Canadian Mining Association. The Senior Labor Officer, Tony Lamarre was in Charge of that Section. One of his
officer that I worked with in Austria was Harry Round. He and I will long remember our weekend days swimming at
Lake Fuschel in Summer. The sunburn we caught kept us from work for three days.
In July 1950, the Immigration Regulations were amended, i.e., “any person who is suitable and desirable,
having regard to the climatic conditions and can integrate as well as assume the duties of Canadian citizenship.” As
of September 1950. Germans and Austrians nationals were no longer “enemy aliens.” They could be processed
as either as sponsored or independent applicants, a new source as the refugee intake tarried.
That same month, Mr. Robillard returned to Karlsruhe from Brussels to supervising the move of the CGIM
office to the Lutz Hotel on Kriegstrasse 94, Karlsruhe. This was done without interruption in our operations. John
Knowles took over as Officer-in-Charge Salzburg from Harold Grevatt who returned to Canada. John did not stay
in Salzburg long as he too was due to return to Canada by November. Finding a replacement at Salzburg was a
pressing matter.
I was aware of the vacancy for the job of Officer-in-Charge, Salzburg and felt qualified for the job based
on seniority, experience and performance for the past two and a half
years. I was familiar with some administrative
and operational aspects. However, there was no love lost between Mr. Bird and myself. It was also possible that he
never forgot that Bob Baker and I disagreed with him about
accepting all the “Jewish Orphans.” The fact that my
fiancee accompanied me on trips to Karlsruhe and Fallingbostel did not sit well with him and his wife.
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Another Visa Officer, with less seniority and experience got the job. News of his appointment reached me
leaving Salzburg for Fallingbostel. I had to stop overnight at Karlsruhe/Durlach office to turn in documentation
and hoping to see Mr. Bird. I arrived after 17:00 hrs and the office was unlocked-there was no one around. It was an
opportunity to look at my file in an unlocked cabinet. I found it and the last letter, mention both my name and Mr. Bird’s
candidate. He praised his choice adding that I was “immature, lacking experience.” Those comments eliminated me
in the eyes of Ottawa Hdqrs. The letter inferred he discussed the shortcomings with me which was untrue. Because
of my covert action, I could no longer discuss the matter, much less with Mr. JFR Robillard, the one person I trusted.
I drove on to Fallingbostel next morning, very unhappy about this turn of event.
A few days after I arrived at Fallingbostel, I heard that the Chiefs protegee was in deep trouble even before
he was to proceed to take over the Salzburg office. It seemed that he drove to Munich from Karlsruhe on weekends,
meeting with the Jewish Immigrant Aid Society representative. Against remuneration, he issued visas on Travel
Documents of Jewish refugees refused visas on statutory grounds. He was unaware that the Karlsruhe CGIM staff
kept strict control in the allotment of blocks of visas numbers to each Visa Officers. When the CGIM staff checked the
visas he issued, it turned out that the same visas numbers had already been allocated to another Visa Officer. The
discovery triggered suspicions. Mr. Robillard found further incriminating proof when he forced open his desk drawers

as

I

was

and found money.
Faced with the

incriminating evidence, he did not deny his actions. He was sent back to Canada and
were now tensed and the Chief faced a credibility
problem with Immigration Hdqrs. Mr. Robillard recommended I be appointed in charge of the Austrian Operations
as Supervising Immigration Officer. (Procedures were initiated to prevent the Jewish refugees who were issued
fraudulent visas from entering Canada.) I took over in mid-January 1951 and felt vindicated. I had to give up the
Mission Ford sedan and bought an Opel cabriolet from a departing US soldier. The staff at the Salzburg office
consisted of Dr. M. Piche, J. Papworth, Security Officer and Visa Officers John Klassen and John Harder. The locallyengaged staff were top notch employee, reflecting Mr. Robillard's discriminating selection.
dismissed from the Service. Relations between Mr. Bird and JIAS

***********

Except for the official contacts that Mr. R. Robillard had with the Governor of Land Salzburg when he rented space
our Austrian operations, there were no official contacts with Austrian officials in Vienna. Hence, when Dr. H.
Hofenmaier, Minister of the Austrian Dept, of Labour called from Vienna, he wanted me to come to Vienna to discuss
our selection of Austrian immigrants. I informed Mr. Robillard about my visit. To reach Vienna, one transited through
the Soviet Zone of Occupation. My Allied High Commission Permit allowed me to travel through the Soviet Zone.
However, with a US Registration plate on my car, no stop overs were allowed while traveling through the
Russian/Soviet Zone. When I entered the Soviet Zone, the guard stamped my passport with the date and time and
the registration number. I previously read in my Austrian Baedeker about the Middle Age Benedictine Abbey at Melk
with its collection of 100,00 rare religious and profane books. Melk was halfway between Linz and Vienna. After
entering the Soviet Zone, I spotted a tour bus that I thought was headed for Melk. I followed it. I was right as it turned
right off the main road for the Melk Abbey. I parked next to the bus and some passengers in Russian uniforms looked
at my car’s US plate. An officer asked in German why I was here and I showed my Canadian passport and pointed
to the Abbey. He made a sign to stay close to the group.
I stopped at the Vienna Soviet check point, showed my passport and was waived on. I stayed at the Bristol
Hotel in the British Sector. In the afternoon, I met Dr. Hofenheimer at the Ministry of Labour. He immediately told me
that he was only appointed. He expressed concerns about Austrian immigrants going to Canada. I explained our
selection procedure including the counseling aspect and the assistance received by immigrants who have no relatives
in Canada. That assistance included temporary accommodation, meals as well as financial aid in some cases. He
appeared relieved and said that he was coming to Salzburg in the next weeks and would like to call on me at the time.
I told him that I would be pleased to receive him.
I left the next morning driving non-stop to Salzburg. I reported the gist of my visit to Mr. Robillard. When the
Minister came ten days later, I introduced him to the staff and left him to mingle with Austrian applicants in the waiting
area. He identified himself before speaking to them. When he came to my office, he expressed his satisfaction on the
counseling. I invited him and a visiting IRO Geneva official and John Klassen for lunch at the renown Hohensalzburg
Winkler restaurant. Dr. Hofeneimer never called on me again.
for
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Before my

marriage, my fiancee wanted to visit her sister in Yugoslavia (Slovenia) whom she last saw in
parents as she was outside of her native land when
hey died. She needed a visa for Yugoslavia and I was required to send her Italian passport, with a letter stating the
reason for her visit, to the Federal Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia Embassy in Vienna. They replied and asked
payment in advance, in Austrian Schillings i.e., prepaying hotel and meals costs in Ljubljana, Slovenia. I sent the money
and she got her passport with a five-day one-entry visa.
She traveled from Salzburg to Ljubljana by train. On her return, when I met her at the train station, she burst
in tears. She recounted meeting her sister at the Ljubljana Railway Station and going to the designated Union Hotel.
But, they couldn’t bear separation and she went with her sister to the hamlet of Kozarisce. She met her brother-in-law
and the two children. It was joyful reunion because the children’s eyes popped at the sight of chocolates, fruits and the
few gifts she brought. She described the appalling conditions they lived with and shortages. She gathered enough
courage to tell how her parents died. Her father was shot by “bela gardists,” i.e., Slovene Fascists. Her mother,
heartbroken, ill and starving, died shortly after. I couldn’t retain myself hearing the tragic events. War was cruel-a
common tale for millions of people.
1943. It would

ease

her mind to know details of the death of her

*********

In the

of 1951, Mr. Robillard called from Karlsruhe to say

that George Benoit, Chief of Immigration
Operations, Ottawa, was coming to Salzburg. He was known not to mince his words if things didn’t go his way. I booked
a “suite” at the Osterreichisherhof Hotel and, when he arrived, he insisted on going to the office first. The moment he
saw the building and its entrance, he disliked the 'nunnery and said so while climbing the dark staircase to the first floor
of the building owned by nuns. I told him that there was no space available because the best were occupied by the US
Forces. After meeting the Canada-based and local staff, we went to my office. I offered my chair but he chose to sit
across from me. I briefed him about our operations and he interrupted me seeking clarification, either in English or
French. Then, out of the blue, he said the office should be elsewhere. I agreed that ideally it should be in Vienna
however to reach it, our clients from the US, British and French Zones would have to travel through the Soviet Zone
of Occupation to reach Vienna.
He accepted my explanation and, at his request, I laid a map of Austria on the desk. The Zones of
Occupations were marked in thick black lines. He closed his eyes and pointed with his index finger where the office
should be. When he opened his eyes, his finger pointed at a village in the Soviet Zone. He tried once more and this
time it was a village in northern Yugoslavia. The third time his finger rested close to Linz. With a smile of self satisfaction
summer

he said “that is where the office wiii be”
As a result of that visit, Mr. Robillard went to Linz to meet the Governor of Upper Austria and secure office
We moved to Landhaus Promenade 24, Linz. Gerry Koransky replaced me as Officer-in-Charge and, assisted
by John Klassen were responsible to set up the office.. Finding private accommodation was difficult as there were more
US Army Units in and around Linz than in Salzburg. The presence of several battalions of Soviet Army troops across
the Danube made their presence necessary. Eventually, Jim Miller took over from Gerry Koransky after the latter
returned to Lacolle, Quebec. The Linz office would be of short duration after all foreign troops left Austria.
Mr. Phil Bird and his wife Florence left in September 1951 to return to Vancouver where he became
Superintendent. His job was no sinecure, managing a complex operation with on-going liaison with the IRO and ICEM.
“He delivered the goods,’’never receiving a commendation for his efforts although he deserved one as much as others
who received OBE or MBE. Mr. Robillard took over and this coincided with the news of my assignment to Montreal and
not Lacolle. The question of my relationship with one Marija Luisa Schulz was a pressing matter in view of my
impending return to Canada. After dinner and dance at the Osterreichisherhof and the music of the Italian Band, I
proposed to her while driving around Salzburg in a caleche. She said “yes” and next day we went to the local priest.
Neither of us could produce baptismal certificates, nor could we produce them at short notice. He refused to marry us,
and this was confirmed by the Archbishop in Vienna. When I suggested that she follows me to Canada, she flatly
refused saying “too many Austrian girls were jilted by US soldiers(Gl.s) who never went through with their promise.
We opted for a civil marriage but, the Town Hall clerk first refused for lack of documentation. He relented once we paid
US $500. He married us on Saturday, October 6,1951 in the presence of John Klassen and John Harder. Black was
de rigueur and we wore our Immigration uniform and I wore my $ 10. Italian fedora bought at the US Post
Exchange(PX) the US Armed Forces equivalent of the British NAAFI(Navy, Army Air Force Institution duty free store.
space.
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There was

an exclusive US Officer's Club on the outskirt of
Salzburg where I wanted celebrate the occasion
I called for reservations, giving the reason and adding that I invited Austrian as well as Canadians
guests. John Klassen’s wife Lilo arrived the previous day from Germany and both joined us. The Club was full of
decorated officers and their wives and a few civilians. I called for champagne and Maria and I went to the dance floor.
To our surprise, the Italian band that we knew so well at hotel Osterreichisherhof was plac ing.
As we returned their “salutis” they switched to our preferred Italian tunes, “Non Dimenticar” and “La Vie en
Rose,” to the amazement of the US guests who preferred fox trots and tunes from Jimmy Dorsey. Returning to our
table, the wife of an officer came to ask what we were celebrating, I told her adding that I am a veteran Captain Pilot
of the Canadian Air Force and that these are my friends. This was a relief to her as she returned to tell the others who
came over to toast and congratulate us. We were “in” for the rest of the evening and everyone danced to Italian
tunes, to the great satisfaction of the musicians. We told them that more “American” tunes would be preferable.
Mr.Robillard wrote to our Ottawa Hdqrs seeking authority to pay for my wife’s transportation expenses to
Canada. He granted me one week’s “honeymoon” leave. Prior to leaving, we gave out flat to John Harder and his
family provided he looked after our dog Juno. We drove in a new Hillman to Brussel staying with the Martineau. We
went sightseeing. We also drove to The Hague on Sunday, lunching near the Kurhaus. I showed them 88
Badhuisveg, where I stayed from ‘45 to ‘47, working for the M RES (Part II.)
TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENTS-Married Immigration Officers assigned to the CGIM Karlsruhe had to
leave their dependents in Canada as there were no married quarters available. This situation was subject to review
after six months depending on circumstances. If one breach that rule, he was on his own to find accommodation,
sometimes substandard and costly. I could not take my wife to the transit house in Durlach that was only for single
male and we stayed in a hotel. On our return form our honeymoon, Marija lived with the Auer family in Salzburg. She
lived for years. She was near friends, L. Klassen, Mrs. Harder and Mrs. Koransky who kept her company.
ISTRIANS REFUGEES-BAGNOLIIRO CAMP, NAPLES-The Rome Officer-in-Charge, Leo Anfossi, asked
Mr. Robillard for the loan of a Visa Officer to select Refugees. I was selected while in Karlsruhe and phoned J. Klassen
at the Salzburg office to tell my wife I was going to Naples for three weeks. I left by train October 28 via Munich and
the Brenner Pass. At the Rome Station, I took a taxi saying “Immigrazione Canada.” The driver took me to Via
Acherusio 9. Gaston Beaupre explained what I had to do at the IRO Camp, Bagnoli. The refugees were from the
Istrian Peninsula and were to be visaed as “Farm Workers.” A doctor from the Rome Visa Office was already at the
Camp. My room was reserved at the Hotel Mediterraneo. An IRO official met me on my arrival at the Railway Station
and, after dropping me at the hotel, said the driver would pick me up 08.30 a.m. next morning. From the hotel balcony
I overlooked the Bay of Naples and saw the Isle of Capri. I thought of the saying “see Naples and
“
The driver stopped at a hotel in the suburb of Pozzuoli to pick up the doctor who arrived a day before me.
On the way to the Camp, he said that the IRO staff were slow in presenting cases. This was normal for the
“mezzogiorno.” I met my interpreter and started interviewing. I couldn’t make out the language spoken by the refugees
and she said some spoke Friuli, a dialect of Venezia-Giulia region of Italy. Others spoke a Slovenian or Croatian
dialect. They were transferred from the San Sabba Camp near Trieste where they felt insecure being anticommunists
in an area in the hands of Italian Communists. For their safety, the IRO transferred them to the IRO Bagnoli Camp,
Naples. They were selected as Sugar Beet Workers and destined mostly to Chatham, Ontario.
That weekend I took a tour to Vesuvius and Pompei. Our guide to Vesuvius took us near the crater where
a sign read “pericolo” i.e., danger. As he spoke he became frantic when someone emerged from the edge of the
crater. He shouted at him to come forward. He was a German and the guide said “Sono sempre quil," “they are still
here!” At Torre Del Greco, tourists shopped for mother-of-pearl cameos. I bought several but one was for a very
special person. At Pompei, when we came to the house of “easy virtues,” only men could view the mosaics. American
women resented it and asked why? The guide said American women were rude to him after looking at that mosaic.
Later, one lady asked me what it was. I told her it’s a depiction of an expression in current use “it's worth its weight
in gold!" I left her, confused. The mosaic showed a scale with gold on one side and a well-endowed man’s genitals
resting on the other! The next weekend I went to Salerno, the Amalfi drive to Sorrento and to Capri and Anacapri, the
subject of Axel Munthe’s novel “San Michele.” During lunch, the driver took me to the nearby Sulfatarra where a guide
waved a lit newspaper in the air and instantly, out of the ground, came spuming sulphur clouds from boiling mud. A
phenomenon found in many parts of the world (e g. New Zealand to name one) but, new to me.

and invite quests.
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The doctor returned to the Rome Visa Office while I stayed to tally the statistics against the Visa Register
and gather all the documents. I left after lunch by train for Rome and turned in the Visa Register and applications
forms at the Rome Visa Office. I stayed for the weekend at my expense, sightseeing. The Museums were closed but
at the Foro

Romano I listened to an English-speaking guide addressing a group of tourists. Before leaving, I threw
three coins in the Trevi ‘ountain, hoping to return. I left by train for Karlsruhe crossing the Brenner Pass Monday
November 19,1951. After that wonderful trip, it was hard to adjusts to my old routine. On Friday I drove to Salzburg
to

join my wife.
The Istrian Peninsula- Its llirians people were

conquered by the Romans, then the Doges of Venice and
Napoleon made it a province until after 1918 when the Italians occupied its cities, Capodistria, Pula and Fiume, Zadar
and some of the Adriatic Islands before WWII. When the Axis Forces fled, the Yugoslav Armed Forces and Partisans
overran Istria reaching Trieste first. When the US and Brits reached Trieste, they occupied part of the city. The Italian
Treaty of September 1947 did not resolve
the problems of Italians living in that part
of Istria administered by the Yugoslavs
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your life and outcome of your future. It was also a time when one could not trust his longtime neighbor.
I took part in the selection of German migrants as Laborers and Miners at Rastatt, French Zone. The
German authorities documented and presented suitable candidates through their Arbeitsamt (Labour Office.). Some
were among the millions of Germans forced out of the East by the Soviets and their new allies i.e. Czechoslovaks,
Poland, Romania, Bulgaria etc. The Canadian Labor Officers tested their fitness delighted in squeezing their hand
hard until they winced. [By 1960, 250, 000 Germans came to Canada as “Landed Immigrants.” During that same
period, only the arrival of Italians and British immigrants exceeded that number.]
When told that we would leave in early Spring for Canada, my wife wanted to go to Slovenia, Yugoslavia
to see her sister one last time. I contacted the Embassy of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, in Vienna,
to obtain her entry visa with the same restrictions as previously specified. A separate note in her passport told her not
to wear lipstick, dress conservatively and bring no foreign magazines. She left by train in mid-December, loaded with
fruits and gifts for her sister's family.
The year 1951 was hectic for the CGIM’s flying teams because Canada decided to remove quotas on the
number of refugees it would accept before the end of the IRO mandate, December 31st, 1951. In the middle of
December ‘51, Don Pearson and I with two doctors and two Security Officers drove to Munich from Karlsruhe with
instruction to select as many “suitable candidates" as the IRO could present. The refugees were mostly Jewish
destined for the needle trade at Montreal and Winnipeg. As Xmas neared, we wanted to stop working for Xmas and
Boxing Day. I called Mr. Robillard, to ask if we could stop on Friday 21 and resume after Boxing Day. My request was
denied- ICEM needed refugees to fill every available space on ships leaving Bremerhaven, Germany. I suspected that
the JIAS representative had communicated with Mr. Robillard before I did-we worked on Xmas and Boxing Day.
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had examines the last

refugees, I drove to Salzburg, Austria to spend New Year with my wife and
on December 31, 1951, the newly created Office of the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees took over. One should remember that the signatory countries first ratified the Convention
and later the Protocol. Canada signed the Convention in 1969. The changes did not deter Canada's interest in
selecting bona fide refugees under the criteria set out in the Convention long after the end of the IRO Mandate.
In January 1952, Mr. Robillard informed me that Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa, agreed to pay my wife’s
passage to Canada. In April, I brought her to the Lutz Hotel, Karlsruhe for her medical examination. The day other
appointment, Mr. Robillard asked that I attend a meeting with the CGIM staff. Some officers, including the Chief
Medical Officer complained about the lack of secretaries. Mr. Robillard agreed to seek authority to hire more local
staff provided they shared the secretarial services. After the meeting ended and the officers Ief5, we discussed my
return to Canada. I told him that traveling via the UK meant quarantine for our dog. As we spoke, Dr. Bulmer poked
his head in and said to Mr. Robillard “I want to hire the secretary waiting for an interview near my office." Robie said
that no one was called for such an interview. Dr. Bulmer insisted that the girl in the waiting room said “I have an
appointment.” I immediately thought of my wife and went with him. It was my wife and I told him that she is here for
a medical examination! On that day, April 2,1952 Dr. W.R. Bulmer placed his National Health & Welfare Stamp #4
stamp, ref. K.289, valid until August 2,1952, in her Italian Passport.
I wanted Dick West to issue my wife's visa but I had second thoughts. For the past three years, I issued
thousands of visas to Refugees, Displaced Persons, Austrians and Germans, none that I did knew personally. In this
case, I knew the person intimately well. I knew her birth date, her earlier life, studying in Austria and the tragedy of
both her parents in Slovenia. I had no qualms about placing my Immigrant Visa Stamp in her Italian passport. She
complied in every way and I saw no conflict of interest. We solved the UK quarantine problem for the dog when
Fritzie, the future Mrs. Robillard agreed to look after our dog as well as shipping our new Austin car. Both would be
placed aboard the SS Arosa Kulm sailing from Bremerhaven to Montreal. Immigration Officer Dick West volunteered
to drive the car and dog to Bremerhaven. We could never thank him and the Robillard enough for their magnanimous
gesture in accepting such a heavy responsibility.
The day of our departure from Karlsruhe, at the Karlsruhe railway station, on April 5, Mr. Robillard and
Fritzie, Doug Brown and his daughter and Dick West came to say farewell. Marija was nervous and for cause, having
recently parted from her sister in Slovenia, Yugoslavia. She was chagrined at parting leaving our pet Juno now in
the hands of Fritzie. She needed a rainbow to perk her up. After more embraces, we boarded the train with our few
pieces of luggage. The scenery along the Rhine was breathtaking. A nice lunch with wine helped her to relax all the
way to the Hook of Holland and London. As of next day, April 6,1952,1 would be off Terminal Allowance at the Grade
VI level reverting to Gr. IV and also of the $US 10. per diem. We would have to be frugal to live on $185. a month.
we

friends. With the end of the IRO Mandate

Canada

accepted over 100,000 refugees between 1947 and 1953, from all Western
European countries including the UK and continued to do so after that date. Nearly half of
them came from the Allied Occupied Zones of Germany and Austria. I am proud to have
been part of this movement. The Refugees/Displaced Persons resettled in Canada had
a difficult time because of the unemployment situation. However, they contributed, in a
relatively short period of time, to the economic growth of Canada. The entrepreneurial spirit
of many created jobs for Canadians or other newcomers. This assignment gave me the
opportunity to learn German and familiarize myself with medical terminology and discussing
medical aspects of cases with doctors. My
appointment as Supervising Immigration Officer
for the Austrian operations for nine months, three years after joining the Immigration
Service would not help my chances of advancement on my return to Canada. Upon
reporting to the Montreal Immigration Office, my previous service, experience and status
were not taken into consideration because it did not involve a promotion-no one was ever
promoted abroad. I was given the same assignment as new recruits, being the same rank
as others. What was valuable was the opportunity to have serve abroad and be part of this
humanitarian undertaking for nearly four years.
Challenges.
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of an IRO Travel Document-The heading varied according to the Occupation Zone where the
Refugees/Displaced
persons were processed. In the document below the visa was issued by Visa Officer
Edward Schramek at the Butzbach IRO Processing Center, north of Frankfurt. The first line shows the
words “DP" for Displaced Person and at the bottom the letters Col. Rel. which meant that he was
nominated by relatives in Canada for Farm Work. See Annex “A” for copies of the Administrative
Instructions that were issued regarding the Selection of Refugees and Displaced Persons.
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Germany-Austria 6/48-4/52-

The reader will find reference to these two photos in Chapter 2. The two-sided frame is 45X55 cm.
Originally, I was accompanied by John Knowles, when at Stuttgart, and visited a German craftsman said
to produce some unique inlaid works of art. After our visits, I returned to his shop with a design from a copy
of the

magazine Esquire. The drawing came from an article about drinks and it showed a bar with the photo

depicted
at the back of the bar. The German craftsman and his son, who also made inlaid marquetry tables
with

grapes designs and the words “in vino veritas,” looked at my small design from the Esquire magazine
and agreed to make two frames, one for each of us. It turned out to be a masterpiece of inlaid marquetry.
Both panels are glued back to back. I hanged it at the back of the bar, on a chain. That allowed me turn
it around quickly at any time. Such occasions occurred quite often as we had a constant flow of invited and
uninvited visitors. Some turned out to be less than moderate than others. When such person returned to
the bar for a refill, I would quickly turn the frame around to show the side with two pairs of eyes. It is
amazing how it worked as the person seemed mesmerized by the picture on the left. It did not sober him
up but it had the effect expected-he refused another drink!

(II and
am still hoping(2009) to fill the remainder of this page with photos of the IRO Refugee Centers where
other

Immigration Officers worked, i.e., in the large German barracks or “Kaseme,” in the Allied
Occupied Zones of Germany and Austria.) For Salzburg, Austria, this is a photo of the Missions’s building,
unchanged, that I took in 1993. That undertaking may never be concretized, not because those “Kaserne”
have disappeared as they still exist to this day and some again house military personnel while others have
been used for school purposes.9l was unsuccessful in my attempt to get photos of the IRO Processing
Camps)

liiipn/Min nnri
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Left:The 1947 Ford Sedan, licence A-1979 that I drove since
was named Officer-in-Charge of the Austrian
Operations-this photo was taken on the Salzburg autobahn.
Right above: photo taken by an IRO photographer, with Dr
Yvano Dupuis at the IRO Refugee Camp, Bremen Feb.’50-

June 1948 until I

refugees at an IRO camp near Graz, I travelled, with my future wife Marija
Castle, near Peggau, 38 kilometres north of Graz, Steiermark, Austria. The
castle is famous for the armour once worn by guards nearly 7 foot tall. Right-as stated taken at the IRO Ludwigsburg Refugee
Camp-a rare photo. Bottom left: S. McCoy, Australian Liaison Officer from Geneva IRO Hdqrs-we compared selection methods.
Right bottom:Salzburg Airport-Dr.G. Mailloux came to help and was returning to Brussels with the medical examinations-Miss Herta
Hausler (the future Mrs. Martineau was also returning to be with R. Martineau, Visa Officer at Brussels-on the right a rare photo

November 1949-during a weekend, after examining
Schulz and Dr. Piche with his wife, to the Lourgrotte

,

of Sabena Airlines that flew between

Salzburg and Brussels.
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June '51-the mayor of Salzburg, A. Naumayer, invited
me as Canada's “highest" representative in Land

Salzburg to sign the city’s“golden book.'-he gave me
a medal engraved with the outline of the city and
on

the reverse, the

effigy of Mozart. Below,

Salzburg’s renown Mirabel Gardens-it was minutes
from our office-a place of serenity for lunch time
walks.

AS THE HIGHEST CANADIAN OFFICIAL IN LAND SALZBURG. I V»AS

OF SALZBURG, OR. ANTON NEUMAYER, TO SIGN THE "GOLDEN

INVITED BY THE MAYOR

BOOK."

Above future wives, Maria Schulz and Herta Hausler in Salzburg. Right- A VIP
and his wife from the IRO Hdqrs Geneva and the Austrian Minister ot Labour
from Vienna-both came to see me at the same time and I invited them to the
Winkler restaurant on top of the Hohensalzburg.
nler

skiing spot-MarlJa L. Schulz, Roger StV.

A TIME TO RELAX-

Salzburg was never far from winter ski resorts such as
Kitzbuhl and Zugspitz-Below left: with the Mission Car and
with John Papworth(Security) at Kitzbuhl-right Marija and
pet Juno-These winter activities took place on weekends
when I was Officer-in-Charge of the Austrian Operations
from January 1951 to September 1951.

Germany-Austria 1948-1952-Photo Album

?<2°^r 3 • 1951-a command performance at the Salzburg, Austria Town Hall. Lacking relatives as witness, my Visa Officers John Klassen and
ILHa?er’wore tlleir

Immigration uniforms as I did-the Drass buttons were replaced by black ones. The Town Clerk congratulates us. Upper
drink with Hertalfuture bride of Roger Martineau.) and John Klassen at Rudolf Biebel St.33. Far right John Haraer
shepherd Juno as we depart for Canadae

centner after the
ceremony, a
tooK care our
German

§alpw,:,Departure
from the Karlsruhe Railway Station, April 5™ 1952:Mr, Robillard, Doug Brown- Fritzi, Marija, Rogeragain Fritzi & Mania,.Robie,
Dick West and

I; Maria, Roger, Doug Brown.
Maria’s Italian Passport followed by the Visa I gave her and the “Landed Immigranf stamp dated April

IS1” 1952,

Quebec PQ.

Photo Album
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Above-the "Special Passport" issued at Fronkfurt-a-Main, in the US Occupied Zone of Germany by the Canadian Consul, J. Hicks.
It replaced the one issued to me in June 1948 that had expired. On the right, one can read the handwritten notation
Bearer
is the Officer-in-Charge of the Canadian Government Immigration Mission in Salzburg, Austria." I considered this a great honour,

"The

especially since I had only joined the Department only four years, i.e. in November 1947.

Germany and Austria as well as the
the IRO BagnoU Camp near Naples,
Italy, 28 Oct.'S! to 19 Nov '51 On the right, Roger Mortineau's passport wHh the Military Permit issued by the AIBed High
Commission, London, England. All the Canadian immigration. Medical, Labour and Security Officers personnel attached to the CG1M
Karlsruhe had to have this permit to travel within the Allied Occupied Zones of Germany and Austria
•\* 683736
*
—u—
Above-a page of that same passport showing the stamps each time one travelled between
French Border Police stamps when I crossed the Brenner on my way to examine refugees in

visun
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Above-sample of the Permit required to travel to the Soviet
London, the Netherlands to Germany, May 19,1948. Right-Roger

Transit from

Roger Martineau’s original “Official Passport” whereas mine was a “Special Passport.” That Passport was
kept at the Canadian Consulate at Frankfurt-am-Main and was replaced by a “Special Passport.”
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The map shows where teams consisting of doctors, Immigration Officers and Quarantine Officers boarded the Pilot
boats to board incoming passengers ships in the middle of the St Lawrence river, e.g., at Les Escoumins and Pointe
au-Prre. As the passenger ships slowed down in the St Lawrence river, we got aboard the ships by climbing the
Jacob's ladder hanging on the starboard side of the ship. Once aboard, we went to the main dining room where the
Immigrant passengers were already lining up in. The doctor or doctors were the first to question them, verifying c their
medical stamps in their travel documents. The passengers then proceeded to the next tables where five or six
Immigration Officers examined their documents, to ensure that the holders were in fact the one and same person by
a brief interview. If satisfied, their Travel Document or passport as well as the detachable part of the Immigration
document were stamped "landed." We retained the larger part of the Canadian Immigration Identification Card for
the end of the exercise. When all the passengers had been examined, the Supervisor opened the pages of the
CGR(Canadian Government Return e.g., an Immigration form completed by the ship's purser staff, containing
tombstone data on all passengers aboard the vessel.) The Supervisor called out each name from the CGR and,
whichever officer held the detached part of the "Landing document" (which were in alphabetical order,) would answer
"OK." The exercise was over when it was ascertained that no one on the list failed to appear for examination. I do not
pretend that no one could have been secreted aboard, abetted to disembark and evade all controls.
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he overnight crossing on April Sth,1952 from the "Hook of Holland" to Harwich, England was
mooth and we slept well. Next morning, we had breakfast before disembarking at Harwich and
oarded the train to London. The compartment was dirty and we looked forward to a bath on arrival
at our London hotel. Since the war ended, seven years ago, I hoped there would be no problems
with hot water. However, there was a problem, only cold water. I called the receptionist who said" hot water is available
a few hours daily". It was the same when I tried to light the gas heater, it would not light up. At lunch, we were handed
an impressive menu of several pages but the waiter was quick to point out that only clear soup and chicken was
available. When served it was cold and bland. I felt sorry for the people of Old Blighty who endured so much during
the war, won it and now lag in the recovery process. There were debris from bomb damages near Marble Arch and
St. Paul's Cathedral. In contrast, German cities that suffered worst damages were cleared of the debris and rebuilt.
I went to the Immigration office on Weymouth St. to receive a cash advance, rail tickets to Liverpool and
reservations aboard the SS Empress of Canada sailing April 8, 1952 for Montreal. After some quick sightseeing, we
boarded the train to Liverpool-it was also dirty. After a short taxi ride to the pier we
sighted the "SS Empress of Canada." My wife had never seen an ocean going liner looked
in awe at its size. At the bottom of the gangway, a crewman took our luggage and, as I
gave my name to a steward and showed out tickets, Immigration Officer Jim Divens from
the Liverpool Immigration Office appeared and said he came to see if all was in order-he
wished us "bon voyage."
The cabin was comfortable and clean. After unpacking we went on deck to watch
the ship's departure. With my cine camera I shots of Marija and she did the same of me
as I went to the railing feigning seasickness. The P.A. system announced that lunch was
being served. In the dining room, we shared a table with another couple. The fare was
plentiful but bland. The steward's black jacket had food stains and dirty fingernails. It was
unappetising while the whole dining room reeked from the kitchen's odors.
At dinner time, we felt the ship rolling as we entered the North Atlantic. The
following morning, we went breakfast but, on reaching the deck, we felt queasy and
returned to our cabin to lay in our berths. From then on we lived on liquids, biscuits and
fruits until the fifth day, when the seas calmed. We went on deck and inhaled deeply. Rallying, we headed for the dining
room, greeted by a stale smell. It was nearly deserted. The food they placed in front of us looked like warmed up
leftovers. We returned to our cabin for more fruits and juices. As we sailed into the Gulf of St Lawrence on the sixth
day, we had calm seas and we felt better, staying on deck. We saw other passengers-they were as pale as us. We
were hungry for tasty food but ate a light meal for the first time. The next day, the deck was crowded as we neared
Ste. Anne-de-Beaupre and the Quebec's impressive Chateau Frontenac. That sight really impressed Marija.
We assembled in the main lounge as the ship docked at l'Anse-au
Foulon, Quebec. We saw the Immigration Officers coming aboard and we
went to the lounge. A doctor took a cursory look at my wife's medical stamp
and pointed to the Immigration Officers. I presented both passports and said
that I worked as an Immigration Officer in Germany. My wife was an
immigrant. He stamped her Italian passport "Landed Immigrant " April 15,
1952, Quebec, the initial GP. My passport carried the same date stamp, with
the words "Returning Resident," in English only. We stayed aboard until the
ship sailed on to Montreal, arriving in the afternoon. We could see the Mount
Royal and the Jacques Cartier bridge. My wife was now reassured about her
future "heimat." We anxiously watched to see if the smoke stacks would clear
the under structure of the Jacques Cartier bridge. I was back home with a
bride who spoke German, Slovenian and a few words of English but no
French.
Journeys and...
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Next morning, Emile drove us to the Immigration Office in the Pascal
Maria waited in the taxi with Emile while I went to meet the Officer-in-Charge,

Building, corner of Bleury and Craig.
Jean-Marie Langlais. I told him how
pleased I was to work for him. He granted my request for a week's leave. We then drove to 2346 Chapleau Street,
a familiar address to Emile who knew my
family. Maria and I were swamped with kisses and embraces to the point
where she held on to me, not used to so much enthusiasm. Mother insisted that we stay with them but the flat was
overcrowded with brothers and sisters and boarders. They kept staring at her and she felt very uncomfortable, not
understanding a word of French. I continuously translated except for my father who spoke to her slowly in English.
More relatives and friends came even during supper tasting mother’s cooking!
The next morning I scanned the newspaper rental ads and saw one that read “couple wants to share a
three-bedroom apartment.” It was situated in Ahuntsic, in the north end of Montreal, an area unfamiliar to me. I called
to ask about the rent and I was told it was half of what they paid or $ 42.50 a month. Emile drove Marija and I to meet
Fred and Ronnie Morris, a childless couple. A quick look around the upper duplex apartment convinced us it was a
good deal. I told them that we expected a car and a dog shortly. They had no objection to the dog in the apartment.
We immediately went to shop and buy bedroom furniture that would be delivered the next day! The future looked
brighter as we got along very well with the Morrises. He was a salesman and was away five days a week mostly to
the Maritimes. His wife worked for a lawyer's firm in downtown Montreal. They spoke only English and that was a
great help for Marija. Below us lived the Kidders (their two-year-old daughter, Margot Kidder, became famous as Lois
Lane, a reporter with Steve Reeves, in the TV series “Superman.")
THE MONTREAL IMMIGRATION OFFICE- Mr. Langlais introduced me to George Lefrangois, supervisor
in the Admissions Section. He briefed me on my duties and showed me to the floor area where there was a vacant
desk-1 would work with five other Immigration Officers, “no training required.” My colleagues were Albert Depatie, Art
Young, Archie Vallee, Roger Gauvin, Gaston Vallieres.1 The clients, mostly Italians and Greeks seldom spoke English
or French and came with an interpreter. They applied for relatives in Italy or Greece. Others needed extensions to their
temporary stay such as visitors, entertainers, etc. The Chinese Canadians were only interviewed by Officer Bill
Cunningham. When colleagues learned that I spoke some German, they asked me to assist with German-speaking
clients. In complex cases, George Lefrangois or Ed Murphy always provided advice or answers.
Jean Marie Langlais, aka “Mr. Immigration,"was the epitome of politeness and tact.” G. Lefrangois tolerated
that his boss could approach any officer to deal with cases brought to Mr. Langlais’ attention through representations.
If he liked the way you dealt with previous cases, you became his protege. Mr. Langlais received representations from
Members of Parliament, lawyers etc calling at his office with clients. Mr. Langlais led the client and lawyer/agent to
his select few and said to the lawyer “void un de mes meilleur offider. ” Our reports to Ottawa were dictated in English
on a Dictaphone machine, using bakelite tubes that we sent to the correspondence pool. All memoranda ended with
“I beg to remain your obedient servant!”
The SS Arosa Kulm Agent called to give me details of the ship’s arrival at the Port of Montreal. With my
"Veterans Taxi' driver Emile, he drove Maria and I to the pier where we waited for all passengers to disembark.
When

we

asked about we were told the butcher and baker kept him in their cabin. We went to the indicated deck and

knocked at the cabin's door. We heard a bark and when the door

opened, Juno immediately recognized us and
jumped on Marija licking her face. I gave both a tangible token of our gratitude for taking care of him. We walked down
the gangplank with Juno in tow waiting for the car to be lowered. When the Cabriolet Austin A 40 was lowered, a
Customs Officer handed me a “clearance" for the car but, seeing the dog, he called the Quarantine Officer who
wanted Juno “quarantined.” We said he would be kept on the leash for the next three months, away from other animals
and he agreed. It was a sunny day and I lowered the canvas top of the cabriolet-Juno jumped in the back seat just
like old times. Emile left and we drove to my mother’s flat. At first she was scared of Juno but she soon grew fond
of him, cooking liver, a real delicacy for him. Our co-renters were also fond of him the moment we came home. A
happy family once again.

Others working in booths or offices were Surprenant, Gerry Levesque, Jules Foucher. Others, to name a few, were
Gaston Beaupre, Joe Cazes, Ben Courtois, Robert Quintal, M Sicotte, Poirier, Corbeil, Bob Duplessis, Vezeau,

Ray Brunet Miss Deschamps, Mrs Ruby Hushion, Ross
Johnny Bouchard, Daisy Woo, Ho Fat and Sam Yuen.
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In the early Spring of 1952, G. Lefrangois asked for volunteers to go to Quebec, Pointe-au-Pere or Les
Escoumains to examine immigrants aboard incoming ships. It was profitable for the ship owners to have the
passengers examined at sea before the ship docked at either Quebec or Montreal, saving money and turn-around

time. We travelled

by train to Pointe-au-Pere and stayed at the Hotel Lajoie, two officers sharing a room. At dawn next
morning, with doctor St. Martin, two taxis drove us to the pier to board the pilot boat, the GCS Citadel. At mid-river,
the vessel slowed and we climbed aboard using the Jacob's ladder, a perilous feat when carrying a bag in one hand
and climbing the ladder which swayed to and fro. Some officers were already feeling queasy from the pier to the ship!
The trips to Pointe-au-Pere usually took place on weekends and no overtime could be claimed. There were
more volunteers for trips during the week. The Steamship Agents paid each officer $25. in cash to go to Pointe-auPere or to Les Escoumins. We claimed $2. from the Department for the cost of the shared hotel room and $0.50 share
for the taxi ride to the pier. We needed a hotel receipt and had to write on the expense form that we carried a club bag.
Aboard the ship, the oassenqers had already assembled in the main lounge. The doctor sat at the beginning
of tables and checked the medical stamps in the immigrants’ passports. When they came to our tables, we ascertained
their identity, checked photos, tombstone data, etc. and stamped their landing document, detaching the larger part
of the form 1000. We ensured that we did not miss any passengers by calling each name on the Canadian
Government Return held by each officer. If there were stowaways, they would not be entered the CGR as we had no
way to find out. When the ship went on to Montreal, I and other officers from Montreal stayed aboard.
In August 1952, Roger Martineau stayed with us while on leave from Brussels. A few days later, the St. Luke
hospital asked my wife to report for her bunions operation. Then, two days later, I was told to go to McAdam NB.,
as relieving officer, no option even if my wife was in the hospital! It was painful to leave her but she had continuous
visitors from my family. At MacAdam’s St. Croix border point, it was mostly “local” traffic. Without a uniform, people
objected being asked questions. They said “I pass here every day and no one asks questions!” Shades of Lacolle,
November 1948. Customs & Excise Officers were helpful when the “tourists” were “locals.” The latter invited me to
a lobster feast near a lake with a long Indian name. I ate lobsters for the first time. On my return to Montreal, Marija
was in crutches and still in pain. The bright side of it was that with so many visitors, she learned to speak some
English and even French, picking up swear words when one of my sister would loose her temper while playing cards.
Roger Martineau ended his leave, returning to Brussels.
I went back to the same routine until Mr. JM Langlais asked me to work for Head of the Settlement Section,
Stephane Boily, on a special project. It involved traveling to towns and villages meeting officials to gather data on
farms, soil condition etc. He showed me a list of counties to survey and the data I had to collect, e g..dairy or mixed
farming, acreage, the soil, forested area, water, drainage, the price of land per acre, the number of farms for sale etc.
Similar surveys were under way across Canada That information would be culled for a manual to counsel immigrants
wishing to buy land or a farms. I did not need to report to the office during my assignments.
After that assignment, I returned to the “Admissions Section.” Occasionally I went to Pointe-au-Pere to
examine immigrants mid river arriving by ship. I also accepted to work with the “outside investigations section,"
chasing immigrants delinquent in re-paying their Assisted Passage loans and checking visitors who did not leave
after failing to report their departure. I visited restaurants suspected of hiring stowaways, deserters or visitors working
illegally in their kitchen. These sweeps took place after the Shipping Section reported an increasing numbers of ship
deserters. A month later, when I returned to the “Admissions Section” in early 1953, G. Lefrancois needed
volunteers to go to Quebec City, Pointe-au-Pere or Les Escoumins. The workload also increased in the “Admissions”
Section as seen by the ever larger crowds in the waiting room. To cope, two officers were hired requiring two more
desks. We were cramped for floor space and privacy during interviews. We had to whisper when asking details of
salaries, savings, marital status, etc.
The unsung hero in the Placement Section. Albert Lamoureux, Head of the Placement Section, had a
most exacting job. Without his perseverance I doubt if his staff could have performed with such dedication. Finding
jobs for open placement migrants, any time of the year was difficult, more so in winter. The economy was in a slump.
Unemployed Canadians and landed immigrants competed for job vacancies, giving rise to resentment about “DPs.”
The “Open placement” migrants should not arrive until Spring and the Visa Officers abroad disregarded this. My
unsung heroes working for Albert Lamoureux are Mrs. M.Teakle, Mrs. I. Nemetz, Miss Aino Reintam, Miss Viggi
Ring, Charles Trepanier and Gerard Page.
.
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Everyone took note of the increasing presence of Portuguese immigrants from the Azores, applying for
They all wore yellow leather boots which identified them as “Azorians.’’ The Portuguese Consul kept
a close eye on them because of their indebtedness back in the Azores for their ship's fares to Canada. They were
under constant pressure to repay those fares.
Our rent-sharing partners decided to move California, joining friends. We now had to pay $85. rent as of
July 1,1953. Marija spoke enough English to land a job at Morgan's Department Store. Her English improved while
her earnings helped to pay for some expenses and a CARE parcel we sent every month to her sister in Slovenia.
In late fall, my supervisor, G.Lefrangois, asked me to report to the Shipping Section. Jack Kevan was in
charge and reported only to the District Superintendent. He knew all the Shipping Agents and most Captains of
vessels docking at the Pie IX Pier. Harry Fox was his full-time Assistant. Jules Foucher was also temporarily with
that Section when I reported. The Shipping Agents came regularly to report changes to the crew list or to report
seamen who were either sick or failed to re-board the ship before departure. In such cases, they deposited bonds
which would be forfeited if the seamen did not turn up. I soon realized the advantages of this assignment. When I
went to collect a copy of the crew list from arriving vessels, the Agent paid for the taxi fare, i.e., $5.00, provided the
vessel docked within a 10-minute drive from the office and $10. beyond the ten-minute drive. After office hours and
week-ends, we charged two, three or four hours “overtime,” at the rate of $4. an hour, based on where the vessels
docked. Jack Kevan looked exclusively after “clearances" for ships that paid the “four-hour” overtime rate and $10.
taxi fares. Some Canadian Pacific cargo ships ,e.g., the Beaverburn, Bearverbrea, Lismoria, Laurentia and vessels
from the Manchester Line carried a few passengers. If there were immigrants aboard, we examined them with a
doctor or a quarantine officer. The assignment ended as the St. Lawrence river froze over. Foucher and I returned
to the “Admissions Section.” As for Jack Kevan and Harry Fox, they took leave and were never available to assist
their relatives.

other Sections which seemed unfair.
Effective January

1,1952, the Old Age Security Act came into effect. The benefits were payable to persons
applicants had to prove continuous residence in Canada
receive the monthly $40. benefit. This requirement also
applied to persons born outside of Canada. A great many applicants were referred by Health and Welfare to us when
the applicants lacked proof of legal status or legal residence in Canada and that increased our workload once again.
The 1952 Immigration Act was, in many cases, restrictive. I recall an applicant wishing to sponsor an artist
from Israel, as a special case. I refused the application but he returned with two small paintings sent to him by the
would be immigrant in Israel. I sent the paintings to Immigration Hdqrs. asking if the “artist” could be considered a
“special” case. Someone at Immigration Hdqrs approved the application but the paintings were not returned! The
imposition of new restrictions under the 1952 Immigration Act meant that the District Superintendent came often to
the “Montreal Admission" Section, to seek “landing status” for Greek “visitors" mostly.
The volunteers for Pointe-au-Pere were usually the same ones though some refused because of the
hazards of the Jacob's ladder. When Hdqrs. heard of this reluctance, they rebuffed the claim as exaggerated. On
my next trip to Pointe-au-Pere, I took my 8 mm cine camera and filmed from the pilot boat as Immigration Officers
and doctor St.Martin climbed the Jacob's ladder of the SS Seven Seas in rough seas. In spite of high waves and
strong winds, I kept filming. Louis Gauvreau made attempts to grab the ladder and refused to climb. Noel Belleau
made it and I was the last to board, taking shots of Louis and the pilot boat heading back to the pier. The film was
mailed to Bud Curry at Immigration Hdqrs., Ottawa. I never got any comments but I heard “they” didn’t think it was
dangerous. Curry and others from Hdqrs never went Pointe-au-Pere, preferring to assist at Quebec city only.
Officer Max Purchase, from Halifax, Atlantic District, came to Montreal on Temporary Duty. He came to
Montreal because his wife was admitted to the Montreal Neurological Hospital for an urgent operation. For lack of
a desk, he sat next to officers to observe during his Temporary Duty. Although not speaking French, he got along
as most applicants neither spoke French nor English.
Upon Roger Martineau’s return to Canada from Brussels, he was sent to the mining town of Noranda. He
disliked not only the assignment but the attitude of the “locals" toward his wife. He asked and was transferred to
Huntington, PQ. He was not happy there either and asked IMMHDQRS to return abroad. I doubted if I would ever
be sent abroad and planned to build our house. I felt that the eventual monthly mortgage payments would be less
than the rent and I knew something about carpentry. We settled for a corner lot in the town of Chambly,
70 years and over, subject to residence qualifications. The
for twenty continuous years prior to 1952 to be entitled to
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looking after the backlog of “outside investigation” cases required assistance and I was seconded
Cuny, Head of the Assisted Passage(AP) Section at ImmHdqrs, urged field offices to be more aggressive in
recovering money advanced to immigrants for their passage to Canada. It is easy for "luminaries" at Hdqrs to tell
others to do things they cannot do themselves. I claimed .08 cents a mile using my car, if I had “business insurance.”
Apart from chasing AP delinquents, I checked for persons failing to report their departure from Canada. I called on
sponsors to see if they could accommodate relatives they applied for. As I did not have to report to the office each
morning, I started my first investigation the most distant place, ending my day calling on those closest to my home.
Miss Sommerville, a clerk in the Accounts Section, scrutinized mileage expense claims with a microscope.
She kept a large street map of Montreal and knew all the one-way streets etc. She was skilled at using a ruler,
measuring the exact distance between two points. It kept officers on their toes when it came to mileage claims. We got
no reimbursement until we provided explanations regarding any discrepancy. Her miserly attitude forced officers to
The Section

to it. Bud

claim that

we

had to return to the same address twice or because we said “the clients were absent.”

When I returned to “admissions,” I was

dictating a report when someone yelled in the waiting room “gibt es
sprechen kann?” (is there no one here who speaks German?). I went to see and brought
him to my desk. His name was Frank Straub, a Hungarian refugee of German ethnic origin. He went for a test to get
a temporary permit as a plumber and was refused. I called the technician at City Hall and he agreed to see him that
evening if I went along. As I told him of the arrangements in German and he nearly squeezed my right hand to a pulp.
I picked him up at his Longueuil home which was a shack. He and his family in dreadful conditions. At the City Hall
basement, I told the technician about his predicament. He needed the temporary card to get work in his trade and feed
his family. He passed the test and got his temporary permit.
I was a fair draftsman because the plans I drew for my future bungalow were accepted by the Veterans’
Affairs(DVA).Two other Montreal Immigration Officers, Jules Foucher and Roger Gauvin, also wanted to build their
home nearby. I sold my Austin Cabriolet and two hunting rifles bought in Salzburg, Austria to get cash. With the
money, I bought an older Austin Station Wagon. When DVA approved the mortgage loan I got my building permit. With
the Austin station wagon, I picked up 100 demolition bricks for the future fireplace from a torn down building at the
corner of Dorchester and Bleury. With a load, I crawled on the sloping Jacques Cartier bridge as others cursed us.
In the early summer of 1955,1 hired a contractor to dig the foundation for the bungalow. With Foucher and
Gauvin, we erected the forms for the foundation walls. I hired a carpenter to erect the frame and finish the roof. I
ordered windows and installed them myself. Foucher and I drove to Chambly every spare moment during all of that
winter, sleeping in an un-insulated shack with a wood stove. It was hard to get out of the sack in the morning with the
fire was out and bitterly cold inside. Once, we arrived at my place on a weekend to find the basement partly flooded.
Foucher floated on a two by ten piece of lumber to reach the main valve off. Braving freezing water, he reached the
open sewer pipe trap door and open it. He deserved an extra jig of Dutch Steinhager gin.
My uncle, a bricklayer, built the central fireplace with the demolition bricks. When it was finished, he said the
house might burn down but the chimney would stay! I could add that the bathroom would also stand after a fire because
it was build by my father-in-law and his son, the old fashioned way.
In the spring of 1955, it was rumored that an investigation would take place about spurious hotel vouchers
submitted by officers who went to Quebec city to examine Immigrants aboard ships. Two weeks later, an inquiry, in fact
an "inquisition," headed by Mr. Moisan, came to the Montreal Office. Both Mr. McFaul and Mr. JM Langlais about it but
kept quiet. Thee officers who volunteered for trips to Quebec felt uneasy about hotel receipts. Earl Coe, a veteran who
served on corvettes with the RCN in the war was interviewed first. He had faced greater perils in the Atlantic than the
"Inquisitor" Moisan could ever imagine. After the interview, Moisan told him not whisper a word of what took place. Earl
did the opposite and told anyone who cared, adding that it was a “kangaroo court” because Moisan refused him the
right to legal advise. A week later, Earl resigned and got a job with Steinberg's.
The information we got was useful in preparing counter arguments. Syl Forget, also a war veteran, was next
to testify. At the start of the interview, Syl asked to have a lawyer present. The request was denied on the basis that
the inquiry was not a judiciary procedure. If he insisted, he could be dismissed from the service! He too quit and got
a job with Petrofina. After many weeks of interviews, we all realized that if one wished to keep his job, one had to
cooperate. Those officers who asked for or accepted hotel vouchers for amounts higher than the going room rates must
bear the consequences. It did not matter if it was the hotel owner who offered the inflated receipts.
niemand hier der Deutsche
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When my turn came, Moisan also spoke about my hotel receipts but found nothing wrong because they
machine-printed vouchers. But, he was out for blood and wanted to know why I did not take a taxi to the CPR
station in Ahuntsic. I said that I was unaware of a CPR Station there. As for the Veterans taxi receipts,
they were for
the same amounts because I used my Veteran's taxi driver to take me to Morgan's Department Store, where my wife
worked. I saw her before I left for Quebec and walked to the Railway Station. In Moisan’s opinion, I should have gone
to the Jean Talon CPR Station, closer to my home! I insisted that I had every right to see my wife before going on
an official trip. I knew of no instructions that said I must take the train nearest to
my residence.
I had done nothing wrong but, he inferred I could jeopardize my career if I press too hard. What a shame
on the part of our Senior Management to
give him such power. That left me no choice and I was not about to waste
a career and my plans to build our home. I told anyone who wished to know what questions were asked
during the
interview. This travesty of justice went on for over a year and a half. The Assistant District Superintendent, Lionel
(Les) Chevrier went to Quebec City to interview hotel owners who issued the inflated hotel vouchers to officers. He
had no success as the owners said they gave inflated receipt all the time to “Traveling Salesmen.” Furthermore, no
one had any right to tell him how to run their business and keep getting clients back at his hotel for a small favor.
were

Moisan would not have qone to Quebec City to see the Hotel owners knowing too well what reception he would aet.
The cost of the inauirv. i.e.. Moisan's salary and Miss Eveline Pilon’s salaries far exceeded the few dollars

imprudently claimed at the suggestion of the hotel owners. Repayments of the amounts above the actual costs would
have sufficed. The officers deemed to have “defrauded" the

“taxpayers” received a number of days of “suspension
pay.” I was suspended for ten working days which I thought was excessive as I had done nothing illegal.
Burdened with a mortgage, I wanted to finish the house project. It was hopeless to fight if I would lose my job. I made
good use of the “time off,” moving earlier into our house in Chambly in April 1956.
without

When I returned to work, G. Lefrancois asked for volunteers for Pointe-au-Pere and I refused. The

Superintendent, W McFaul, remained unpopular for endorsing the holding of the inquiry. Officers in the “Admissions
Section” sadly missed the loss of Coe and Forget. I learned that Paul Proulx, a Principal Clerk in the District
Administration Section, also resigned as a result of the inquiry as well as the District Inspector, Henri Demers.
Paul Proulx’s resignation created a vacancy for which I applied. Al Findlay interviewed me and, to my
surprise, I got the job and felt vindicated by this promotion, Principal Clerk. My duties included vouching for all
expense accounts from offices in the District, control of stationery, property, maintenance, inventory and compiling
the District monthly statistics report to the Chief of Operations, Immig. Hdqrs, Ottawa. I was also responsible for
“property" and I traveled to border ports to survey the condition of property owned by the Department and
recommend replacements.
THE INVASION OF HUNGARY- Canada responded swiftly to the invasion of Hungary
by the “Warsaw Pact” forces. Our Minister of Immigration, Jack Pickersgill decided to help and accept thousands
of Hungarians stranded outside their country or who fled mainly to Austria. Cy Coutu, the Officer-in-Charge of the
Vienna Visa Section was a seasoned officer at crises. Additional staff was sent to help process Hungarians wishing
to go to Canada. Their presence in large numbers in and around Vienna posed problems for the Austrian authorities.
Mr. McFaul named me Eastern District Coordinator and I liaised with voluntary agencies in Montreal. The assistance
they would provide was consolidated at Immigration Hdqrs. Ottawa with similar assistance provided by other
agencies from other parts of Canada. I heard about the hectic situation at the Vienna Visa Office, at Tuchlauben
Street. Hungarian Refugees crammed the street outside the building and its entrance as well as the lobby and the
stairs leading to the 3rd floor Visa Office. The building owner immobilized the lifts to the annoyance of the other
tenants, including our Embassy and the OPEC Headquarters. When Minister J. Pickersgill and his assistant arrived
they couldn’t get through the throng until Cy, with an interpreter, came down to the lobby to rescue the Minister.
The “Refugees”arriving by ship at Quebec, were subject to a cursory examination by our doctors and
quickly granted “Landed Immigrant” status ."They received $25 in cash for which they signed. Wearing destination
“tags" they were bused to the Quebec train station for Montreal. The Quebec Liaison Officer phoned to give me a
breakdown of the number of refugees on the train and their destinations. The information about those disembarking
at Montreal was passed to A. Lamoureux, Head of the Placement Section and the Voluntary Agencies. Albert
assigned Mrs. E. Nemec and Marika Teakle to meet the refugees at the CN Railway Station. I met the refugees as
the train arrived and looked for those with Montreal" tags to be taken off with their few possessions. The Traveler’s
Aid and other Agencies were of great assistance. I called Toronto about the ETA and those left on board.
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Agencies took some of the refugees in hand while we bused the others to the Canadian Forces Base
I’Hermite, a meticulously well kept Army Camp ready to receive with spotless accommodation and tasty
“Hungarian" meals. They had access to basic medical services and Placement Officers from Montreal interviewed
them for employment prospects. Officers from Granby, Sherbrooke, Three Rivers and Hull came to St. Paul I’Hermite
with instructions to take ten refugees each month and find accommodation and employment in their respective area.
The

at St. Paul

By Spring, Placement Officers expected most Hungarians would be gainfully employed. The dedication of
during this difficult period, when finding jobs was an immense challenge,
deserved our a lot more than a few words of thanks. Bob Duplessis, in charge of the Detention Center at 1162 St.
Antoine, had to cope with some hard core Hungarian Refugees causing some problems. Although some had jobs and
lodgings, they returned to the Center for free meals and even a bed to be with friends who wanted to return to
Hungary. Their requests were never refused but it took time before they could be issued with proper travel documents.
Roger Martineau called me to tell me that his request to return to the Athens Visa Office was accepted. A
few weeks later he and Herta came to stay with us in Chambly. They saw how busy we were finishing the inside of
the house. He bought a blue and white (the Greek flag colors) Chevrolet Caprice with rear fender flares that was
bound to impress the “Hellenes.” We wished them good luck on their posting. I spent every spare hour and weekends
as well as every penny to finish the inside of the house. Marija lost her job at Morgan's Department Store because
of retrenchment. To compensate, she became skilled at carpentry tasks while I was at work, nailing gypsum boards
on studs. Our purchases were on credit and they were paid promptly on payday. We never failed sending CARE
parcels to Marija's relatives in Yugoslavia. At Xmas and New Year’s my parents were happiest when all eleven
children, their spouses and grandchildren came to the flat. For the hungry, there were “tutker,” (meat pie.) And the
wishes “le paradis a la fin de tes jours!” It was an occasion to pass le “ptit blanc,” 60° proof stuff for adults only.
In the spring of 1957, we looked forward to finishing the interior and enjoy the fruits of our labor. The
Veterans’ Affairs Inspector called regularly to check how it progressed and, if satisfied, he authorized another cheque
with which I paid creditors. When the bungalow was finished, I tallied the cost. We could have bought a finished
bungalow for less but, it would not have a large fireplace and our sweat written all over!
In August 1957, Immigration Hdqrs issued a Poster seeking applicants for service abroad as Canadian
Immigration Affairs Officers(CIAO!) The successful applicants would be rotational.. We were willing to return to Europe
and I applied. One September evening, Marija answered the phone, spoking with Fritzi Robillard from Ottawa.
Suddenly she shouted to me “Roger we’re going to Rome!” I didn't believe her and spoke to Fritzi who said “you lucky
son of a gun, I wish I were going instead of you!" Robie then spoke to me asking to keep it quiet until Superintendent
McFaul tells me. I couldn’t thank him enough and invited them to visit us. Throwing coins in the Trevi Fountain in 1951
paid off!
all Placement Officers and Field Officers

The DeDt. of External Affairs returned mv previous “Special Passport” SP 0432 issued bv Consul G. Hicks
at Frankfurt on 21 September ’51. revalidated on September 19.1957 for four years. They overlooked the insertion
on page

6 “THE BEARER IS THE OFFICER-IN-CHARGE OF THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT IMMIGRATION

MISSION IN SALZBURG, AUSTRIA” that was not deleted. The Italian Embassy, Ottawa issued a “Visto di
number 185 valid until 31 March 1958! Because of the entry on page 6 may , they assumed my stay in

Servizio”
Italy was
temporary. Through oversight and pressure of work on the house, I procrastinated in getting Canadian Citizenship
for my wife and she now had to travel with her revalidated Italian passport. I expected to take part in a Cross-Canada
Tour but my request was denied on the basis that “the Rome Visa office processes only nominated immigrants.” This
was a blatant lie-Roger Martineau went on that Tour before going to Athens-they also dealt exclusively with sponsored
and nominated immigrants!
When we received the steamship tickets we saw that we would sail from New York on the SS Giulio Cesare.
Italy had no quarantine on pets and I reserved a kennel for our dog. We paid frequent visits to my parents, something
I was unable to do while building. One sister brought us a suitcase and Marija quickly re-arranged her clothes in it.
Although they all were happy for us, my parents were sad to see us leave, especially my father. He must have felt that
we might not see him again. Many relatives and friends came to the Windsor Railway station to say farewell. We
extended invitation to all to

come

and visit

us

in Rome-none

ever came.
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Railway Station
for New York and
Bottom: Members

my

family and Frank
with his wife and

FQULD GO ON FOR DECADES!

I

OCT 15. 1957. CPR STATION, MONTREAL-SOME FAMILY MEMBERS CAME TO SAY FAREWELL.
A SURPRISE, F. STRAUB, ON FAR LEFT, HIS WIFE AND CHILD KNEELING ISEE PACE A3/AA.1

be interested in this article regard comments concerning the “Moisan inquiry" into dubious practices
with the “Kangaroo Court” referred to in this chapter. Even if this
article appeared 40 years later, it shows how attitudes change especially with regard to prosecution for much more
overt “crimes.’The “sentence” is now “a pat on the back..”., with a reminder, may be, to do it again...
The reader may
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pocket change. According to the
auditor-general’s latest report, a
full-fare round-trip ticket from
Tokyo to Ottawa is $7,332. That’s
$29,328 for a family of four posted

deals with fraud

by making it legal
It's now OK for bureaucrats
to cash in airline tickets
COMMENTARY
'

OTTAWA
The Department of
Foreign Affairs has come up with a
truly novel way of dealing with the
227 employees nailed in 1993 for
defrauding the government with
phony expense claims for airline
-

tickets.
No one was charged and no one
was fired. But at least the govern¬
ment has now made dam sure the

great ticket scam can never happen

again.
How so? Elementary, dear Wat¬
The government has changed
the rules. What used to be fraud is

son:

now

perfectly legal.

The government's solution to
public servants lining their pockets
with fraudulent expense claims is a
wonder of simplicity: Just give
them the cash, and skip the ex¬
pense claims. No claims, no lies.
No lieSj no fraud.
—
.

Auditor’s advice ignored
Auditor-General Denis Desautels

recently reviewed this fiasco in his
interim report to Parlia¬

recent

“Decision-makers
informed that such a provi¬
sion could be open to criticism in
the wake of the travel irregulari¬
ties.” Good advice. Too bad it was
ignored.
,
ment. He noted:
were

Most
abroad

foreign service types posted
are

economy

entitled

megai ucKet scam

program alone cost Canadian tax¬
payers $8.4 million.
For the lucky diplomats, this ain’t

Foreign Affairs

GREG WESTON
OTTAWA CITIZEN

encci, me

has simply been replaced by a legal
government scam to slip pots of ex¬
tra money to public servants under
thp table. In 1994, this one freebie

to

full-fare

air tickets to fly them and

there.
Under the

new rules, they can
take 80 per cent of the $29,328 in
cash. That comes to $23,462 - no

receipts required. The money is
supposed to go toward family vaca¬
tions, but who is to know? (Where
else but government

would

an em¬

ployer deal with widespread em¬
ployee fraud by putting everyone
rm thehaintrs system?)
This is only one of seVStTForcign
Affairs frequent-flyer
programs
aboard the Taxpayer Express. An¬
other, for instance, gives everyone
in the

diplomatic

corps an extra

10

their families back home to Cana¬
da at least once a year.
Instead, most of the devious de¬
frauders filed expense claims for
the full-fare tickets, cashed them

days of annual vacation as a kind
of hardship bonus. (This should
not be confused with the foreign

in,

days can be cashed in for 10 days of

bought discount fares, and
pocketed the difference - in most
cases, thousands of dollars.
Investigators found 14 public ser¬
vants who stayed home and pock¬
eted all the loot.
The argument in defence of all
this malfeasance was that foreign
service officers were entitled to a

full-fare ticket,

so

why should the

government care how it was used,
or even if it was used? The fact that

they had to falsify their expense
claims to say they had actually
travelled on those tickets well, de¬
tails. details.

service allowance cash bonuses.)
Under the new rules, these bonus
pay. Or they can be traded - all
aboard! - for even more airline
tickets up to the value of yet anoth¬
er full-fare trip between the foreign

posting and Ottawa. At least those
require receipts.
If all this doesn't send ordinary
^

Canadians

flying into orbit, the bu¬

reaucrats at Revenue

Canada have

decided that their fellow bureau¬
crats at

to pay a

Foreign Affairs don’t have
dime of income tax on all

this extra airfare loot.

-

This was no penny-ante ripoff by
few bureaucratic crooks. In total,

Taxpayer-paid vacations

Long ago. the government decid¬
ed to provide the foreign service
they
defrauded
taxpayers
of with occasional airfare back to
$567,200. Those who were caught Canada as a humanitarian
gesture,
represented about 12 per cent of all a brief respite from the harsh living
a

Foreign Affairs employees entitled

free tickets.
Under the. new rules, all 2,200
foreign service types now have the
option of taking 80 per cent of the
full-fere ticket price in cash - with¬

to

claim. No receipts
No questions asked.
Have anice trip, if only to the near¬

out an expense

required.
est bant.
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conditions
outposts.

jn jspmc of the world's;

But somewhere along the line, the
diplomatic community seems to
have acquired the notion that
Canadian taxpayers owe every for¬
eign service family all-expensespaid vacations to anywhere and
everywhere in the world.
A one-way trip back to reality
might be helpful.

THE FOLLOWING IS OF INTEREST TO IMMIGRATION HISTORIANS ONL YAPRIL 1952-OCTOBER 1957-The Montreal Immigration Office, Admission Section-Applying for Relatives from

Italy-

Upon returning to Canada in April 1952, after four years in Germany and Austria,

selecting Refugees, I was assigned to the Admissions Section of the Montreal Immigration
Office. The Section consisted of

large open area with

eight desks close to one
CR 4 (Clerical) staff than
Immigration Officers because of its routine and repetitious nature.The nominators were mostly
Italians, often accompanied by Travel Agents acting as interpreters. I also dealt with
applicants for Greek relatives and a few for Israeli relatives They came without appointments
and their names were entered in a log book at the reception-they were called for interview as
a

some

another, with little privacy. The procedure seemed more suited for

their turn

came up.
I first sat with experienced officers for a few interviews to observe what was
involved. When I started to interview I also completed the the form IMM 55 based on
answers from the nominator. The first question referred to the latter’s status in Canada.
He presented his passport and I looked for the “Landed Immigrant” stamp. Then came his

employer’s letter giving vague details of his work and earnings and his bank book to verify his
savings. I asked aboufavailability of space at his residence to accommodate the persons he
was
applying for. If I was not satisfied with his reply, the case was referred to an “outside
investigation’ officer who would visit his flat to ascertain that sufficient space was availble.He
signed the IMM 55 declaration on the back to confirm that the answers were true. I took the
form to the supervisor who checked the details and signed it as “approved.” I would go back
to the “nominator” and tell him that the form will be sent to Rome ana that his relatives will be
contacted by our Rome Office. The IMM 55 actually went to the Correspondence Pool to

type copies, one of which would be sent went to the RCMP for a security check on the
applicant after the Registry createsPa file and allot^a file number. Then, copies were sent out

of which went to me Rome office.
After a few weeks, I decided to ask nominators for the names of their parents,
brothers and sisters in Italy which I entered on the back of the forms IMM 55. I thought it
might be useful to officers in Rome to confirm relationship.
Insofar as the Bank book was concerned, I haa the impression that the amounts
shown were like a revolving fund involving someone or possibly the Casa d’ltalia that loaned
nominators the money temporarily, for a fee, to satisfy our requirements. It was always
deposited shortly before the nominators came to our office. It was suspicious since most
Italians in Canada for a few years were still indebted having to repay sums of money
advanced to them to come to Canada such as the prior arrangements such as obtaining
one

passports, undergoing a preexamination by a roster doctor, the trip to Rome for the medical

examination and interview with Immigration Officers, the ship’s fare. I was more important that
the applicant had assurance of immediate employment and accomodation for the nomited
head of family and his relatives, if the latter accompanied him..
I was posted to the Rome Visa Office in October 1957. I now intervied Italians who
were

applied from offices throughout Canada, mostly Toronto, Montreal, Hamilton etc.

The “Settlement Arrennements” made by the nominators in Canada to receive his
relatives were valid for only six months. No one ever knew exactly how long it would take for
the relatives could be called tor interview at theRome Visa Office because of the backlog of

applications tor nominated immigrants i.e. brothers and sisters, nephews, nieces which kept

increasing as we gave priority processing to applications for sponsored parents, fiancee and

where the nominator was a Canadian Citizen.
AS A RULE WE COULD NOT INVITE MORE THAN 40 BODIES FOR EACH OF THE FOUR
DOC IORS FIVE DAYS A WEEK IF I HERE WERE NO HOLIDAYS THIS WOULD ON T HE

AVERAGE, REPRESEN I 15 IO 20 CASES (FILES) PER UOC I OR OR 60 TO 80 CASES
PERDAY WE ACTUALLY RECEIVED MORE APPLICATIONS THAN THIS NUMBER
PERDAY FROM ALL IMMIGRATIONS OFFICES ACROSS CANADA ESPECIALLY THE
LARGER CITIES SUCH AS TORONTO, HAMILTON, MONTREAL ETC. HENCE, THE
BACKLOG KEPT INCREASING. Hence, the six month validity of “Settlement Arrangements”
often expired before we could
interview at the Rome Office.

invite the nominated immigrants(brother and sisters) for

It was then necessary in all cases where the Settement

Arrangements had expired to write to the Immigration Office in Canada and request them to
invite The nominator to to confirm to the Rome Visa Office that the “Settlement Arrangement”
were valid tor another six months.This necessary correspondence increased the workload in
processing all cases for nominated cases and, increased Ministerial correspondence with

Immigration Headquarters Ottawa stemming from representation by nominators in Canada
of Parliament to seek an explanation for the protracted delays concerning
the processing of their relative’s application and seeking and approximate date as to when
they could expect to be invited to the Rome Visa Office. (Note-Most Italians applying for
relatives were not Canadian Citizens and could not vote. Yet they had no hesitation to press
“their” Members of Parliament to submit representation to the Minister of Immigration
concerning delays relvant to their relatives being called to the Rome Visa Office.)
to their Member
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As a result of the Rome Office’s correspondence to Canadian Offices requesting the
re-investigate “Settlement Arrangements,” there were a number of cases where the
“nominator" had moved, leaving no forwarding address or he was no longer interested in
pursuing the nomination of his relatives. This seemed stange but true and the fact that the
Immigration Officer was not informed left us to believe that there was more to this lacune than
just a disinterest. One possibility was that the nominator may not have been related as stated
and if so, did not receive whatever was involved in a payment.
One has to face the fact that most Italian migrants did not have the funds to have
their family undergo a pre-examination by a local Roster doctor, nor the fare to bring them
to Rome and back, especially if they came from Sicily. If they were succesful and obtained
visas, there were the expenses of the trip by sea from Naples to Halifax, Quebec or Montreal
and the fare for the onward travel for those going west from Montreal. These expenses were
huge for them, being unemployed or earning a pittance. There had to be people involved in
latter to

provided funds and ascertained through contats in

this emigration process in Italy who
Canada that after the migrants arrived

in Canada, repayment would start immediately after

they started working. It is possible that noniinator refused in some cases to respect their
undertaking. I am not leaving out the possibility of dissent causing a nominator to withdraw

his undertaxing.
Mrs. Mazzolani.was one of our oldest employee at the Rome Visa Office remembers
when the Canadian Railways, through the Italian Labour Office, recruited workers from
southern Italy after the war. (No such recruiting took place in Greece and Greeks found other

ways to come into Canada, often as ship’s stowaways)
the ever increasing nominations and sponsorships for

It that Movement that now turned into
Italian immigrants that followed. One
might add that the unemployment in the Mezzogiorno (south of Rome) and the fact that
Italians were preferred for road building, Shopping Centres, housing as these undertakings

were

in the hands of successful and reliable Italiao-Canadian Firms at cities such

Montreal, Hamilton, Ottawa etc which increased demand for their skills

or

as Toronto,
lack thereof. The

Italians migrants knew that, once in Canada, they had to accept low pay and long hours
without recrimination=they had to repay debts and were bound by unwritten agreements-they
could not do otherwise untill free of debts.
I was alwavs tmuhlari hv tha nnssihilitv that tha statad ralatinnshin hatwaan tha
nnminatnrs and the

proposed immigrants i.e., “brothers" and “married sisters” may not have
been as claimed. There was no way tor the Visa Office to ascertain either through the
assistance of the local authorities (sic), birth certificates or other form of declaration since
these documents would have been falsified anyway. However, when we asked the proposed
immigrants to contact their nominator in Canada to renew the “Settlement Arrangement" that
had expired after six months, We had several cases where the “nominator” could not be
contacted by the Canadian Immigration office. This led one to believe that the nominator was
no longer interested for reasons that we never knew. (In August 1963 I was sent to the

Athens, Greece Visa Office for six weeks-l had the

Greeks.)

same

feeling when interviewing nominated

The fact that firms headed by “Italo-Canadians entrepreneurs were unable to obtain
labourers as open placement migrants (as was done for the Railways years before) they now
resorted to another way to get low-paid labourers. The Visa Officers at Rome, as I observed,
had little interest in pursuing questioning migrants beyond what was the minimum
requirements, i.e., confirming the information on the IMM 55. No more and no less.
Italians in Canada were not inclined to apply for Canadian Citizenship even if that
status would give them priority when inviting their relatives to the Rome Visa Office. They
were disinclined to do so as Italy did not recognize dual
citizenship and it would deprive them
from their property in Italy, should they return there. They founa out that if they took son/s
over 18 years with them on a visit to Italy, they were subject to Military Service.
I desisted from
pursuing my suspicions insofar as the relationship was concerned
as it would serve no useful purpose.“Svivel servants” at Immigration Headquarters,Ottawa
disliked anyone “rocking the boat” on matters that might require an investigation for which
they could be faulted, i.e., having failed to give the “field” more precise instructions when

ccepting and completing the IMM 55.
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ALL OF ITALYJS. AN OPEN-AIR MUSEUM! -itt is a country
count) where one can admire the
marvels of its past civilizations, as far back as the period when the Etruscans
over the inhabitants
Etruscans Kings ruled
ru

and the letter left us to admire the wonders of thaf civilization whose origin and language still baffle the most
erudite Etruscologists. The beautiful monuments that were erected under the Republican eras such as the
Colosseum and tne remains of the Foro Romano speak of a civilization that was expected to go on forever.
We can admire and enjoy their heritage as we are priviliged to travel all over "Italy is a museum."
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CHAPTER 4
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ROME ITALY
ITALY IS A MIUSEUM...
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REMUS AND ROMULUS FED BY SHE WOLF
It is not commonly known that the ETRUSCANS

THE COLOSSEUM-GRANDEUR OF ROME

had enormous cultural, Social and political influence on Early
Rome. The origins of the seafaring people remain obscure, but must scholars believe that the Etruscans
brought their language (still mostly undeciphered) religion, their love of mucic and dance came from the Near
East to settle in the area of North West Italy. Their distinctive culture was further shaped in the Italian Region
of Tuscany which bears their name. It should come as no surprise that the first Kings of Rome were Etruscans.
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At about 10 pmon October 15th 1957, my wife and I parted fromrelatives who came to theWindsor

Railway Station, Montreal, to say farewell. Once aboard the Canadian Pacific D&H train, we made
ourselves comfortable in the compartment with our German Shepherd. When the conductor came
and saw the size of the dog he insisted that he must go in the baggage car. I took him there and returned to our
compartment and he started to bark non-stop. There was another knock and it was the US Immigration Service. He
asked for our nationality and I answered "one Canadian and one Italian." He asked for my wife's passport and said
she needs a visa! I told him we were in direct transit to catch a ship at New York and showed him the tickets. I added
that I was an Immigration Officer going to Rome to select Immigrants. «Her wished a good trip! The conductor came
back and begged us to take the dog back in our compartment in order to keep him quiet. We gladly obliged.
At New York's Union Station Marija held Juno while I asked a porter to take us to a taxi. The driver said
nothing about the large dog and drove us to the harbour near the Giulio Caesare gangway-l tipped him well as a
crewman took our luggage and tickets and yet another took the dog in tow. At the top of the gangway another steward
took our luggage and tickets and led us to our cabin. He gave me the keys, said the dog was on the top deck, wished
us "buon viaggio” and left. The cabin was sumptuous with a living room and a dining room in a comer, a full
bedroom and bathroom! There was a lovely bouquet of flowers on the coffee table and a large bowl full of mixed nuts
and fruits. The card read "Compliments of the Italian Line welcome aboard the Giulio Caesare!" Mama mia, such
luxury was embarrassing, as we recalled travelling aboard the SS Empress of Canada, the fowl smell from the kitchen
and the unclean stewards. After unpacking we went to the top deck to see our dog and the kennels. The “marinai"
looking after the pets spoke no English but we understood that he already fed him and took him for a walk. He was
in good hands. From the top deck we had a grand view of New York's harbor and the statue of Liberty. As the tugs
pulled away free of the ship the skyline gradually receded as the ship reached its cruising speed.
We no sooner returned to our cabin that we heard a knock. It was a couple-the man introduced himself as
Jim Hackett, Immigration Officer from Toronto and his wife, June. They left their young daughter Jennifer in the cabin.
The Toronto Italian Agent told him about us. I introduced them to Maria and we both talked about the luxurious
accommodation. We heard the PA system announcing that "lunch was ready." They left to get their daughter and
we were to meet again in the dining room. We saw them with Jennifer at the entrance of the dining room and the
Headwaiter guided us and stopped for a moment to show us the ice masterpiece at the entrance, a huge dolphin
decorated with all manners of seafood. At this point out table steward came to show to our table excusing himself
for not speaking English. Once seated he pointed to the gargantuous buffet. The ladies and Jennifer went first
returning with full plates! We did the same. Because of the calm seas crossing the Atlantic on the "Southern Route','
this was to be the beginning of an epicurean cruise which had its price for Maria, myself and June as our shape
changed as we could not help but note when exiting the dining room and facing a full length mirror! It was unforgiving
for three of us because Jim and Jennifer not only ate deserts but also showed up for "teas'' twice a day which served
sweets as well. And yet they never put on an ounce of fat!
So when we exercised the dog it was more for us than his health! The "marinai" fed him well and had him
eating out of his hand! On the A*1 day as we sighted Gibraltar the ship slowed to let passengers disembark. Among
them was a Spanish couple who sat next to us in the dining room. The night before they offered us a bottle of
champagne. We wondered if their gesture derived from seeing us eat so much at each meal! The ship went on to
arrived at Barcelona in the morning. All passengers were allowed off the ship until 10 pm. We walked aroung
Barcelona, ate Spanish food and exhausted wentfell back to the ship and our cabin that evening. Once aboard, we
were hungry again and I rang for service. They said the dining room is closed and
they could serve us a "piato
misto.'' When the waiter wheeled it into our cabin, it was a huge plate consisting of cold meats, cheese, olives, fruits
etc-it was the appropriate occasion to open and try a the Spanish wine that I bought that afternoon on the harbour.
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The next morning we docked at

,j.

Naples and what (9a sight to see the Vesuvius, Naples anjs'the Isle of Capri.
Shortly after breakfast, Jim and I went to exchange Can.$ for lires-it was gratuity time and we needed money to pay
for the train fares to Rome. We rewarded the "Marinai’1 who looked after our dog so well-he deserved it. Our luggage
was taken to the quay and we waited for someone from the Rome office to meet us. Instead, an
employee of the
Italian Line came and said there is no one from Rome and he would look after us. He helped with the luggage as we
approached the "Polizia di Frontiera" who stamped our passports without asking any questions. Next, the Doganieri
(Customs) also waived us on and ignored the pet.Two taxi were hailed and the representatives gave instructions to
the driver and wished us "buon soggiorno in Italia.’1 At the railway station, the taxi drivers called two porters while we
paid him well. The porters took us to first class compartments and we also paid them well. My pet stretched himself,
ready for the ride to Rome.
The ride in the Rapido train took less than one hour. As we disembarked from the train at Rome’s Termini
Railway Station, someone approached us (pale faces!) In a serious look and said I’m Lyall Hawkins, the Officer-inCharge! We introduced ourselves. His left leg was in a cast and excused himself that no one could meet us at Naples.
As we walked toward the exit, he said that we had hotel reservations at the Flora Hotel and wished us pleasant
weekend, disappearing. The two porters had our luggage and called a taxi. We constantly had to have money for
gratuity. The Taxis obviously where the Flora Hotel was and it turned out to be quite close. The hotel porter helped
with the luggage and was taken aback by the size of Juno. I was first at the reception and was immediately told that
they do not take large dogs=however, he gave me the name of a Pension, nearby, that does. I went alone and at the
Roxy Pensione the owner accepted large dogs. I returned to bring Juno, Marija and our luggage by taxi. Once
unpacked, I gave Juno some food and took him for a walk in the nearby Parco Borghese where other dogs ran freely.
That evening, my wife and I took the Hacketts to the Trevi Fountain and ate in a nearby trattoria.
The next day, Monday morning, Jim and I took a taxi to "Immigrazione Canada.” The taxi driver knew where
to go, Via Acherusio 9. On arrival, we ran into the charlady who had been waiting for us. She said "buon giomo" and
took us upstairs to Miss R. Laverdure, Mr. Hawkin’s secretary. When we entered Mr. Hawkins office, there was no
good morning-instead, the first words he said was "I am returning to Vancouver and Hal Fry is taking over.’1 Before
Fry arrives, Roger Martineau from Athens will come in the interim. Despite the cast on his foot, he insisted on taking
us around to meet every one. We met Visa Officers Mark Vaughn, Charles Ouellette, Bob Anthony and his assistant,
Tony Carelli. Their secretaries were all charming girls. At the Medical Section we met Dr. Paul Chevalier(l knew him
when I was at the CGIM Karlsruhe, 148-1952.) He had 4 doctors to assist him. The RCMP or "Visa control” Section
was on the lower floor and consisted of it Senior Officer, Don Cobb who was assisted by 3 RCMP Agents. The visit
to the local staff was also very important and the senior was Mrs. Mazzuccone, assisted by Yvonne Catto, Rosanna
Brugner, Johny Sana, the De Lucca brothers, etc. A dedicated staff.
Visa Officer Toni Carelli was due to return to the Montreal Immigration Office-he asked me to become

myself with procedures sitting with Mark Vaughan. J. Hackett sat with Bob Anthony. Less than a week later
departed for Canada. Vaughan took over his functions as Assistant Officer-in-Charge without formal
appointment. I took over his previous duties assisted by Adriana De Angelis.
Establishing the relationship between the Italian immigrant and the nominator in Canada was a always
challenging exercise. (see pages 102 and 102a.) The documents presented by the immigrant could be easily falsified
against payment. Quite often, immigrants from southern Italy and Sicily spoke a Dialect that was oftentimes a riddle
to my secretary who often reverted to use the elder child to translate as the latter attended school. The fact that the
parents were always dressed in black was what they wore when approaching officials-it also served for birthdays,
marriages and on the death of family members. Even the children appearing at the office wore similarly dark suiting
familiarize

Carelli

material.

1
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How did it all start?
Visa

Section,

a person

According to Mrs. Mazzucone and Mrs. Catto, the longest serving employees at the
named Antonio Cordasco came to Italy on behalf of the CPR to recruit general laborers. He

had carte blanche and went to

Sicily as well as southern Italy to recruit workers. He was referred to as the ‘'King of
movement eventually spurred the nominations and sponsorships by Italians whoi
were better paid laborers in Totonto, Hamilton and Montreal applying for relatives from their villages in Italy.
For our first lunch, Jim and I told to go to the Oreste Trattoria a short walk from the office-it was cheap and
excellent. On returning to the office, we familiarized ourselves with the interpreter’s repeated question and answers.
When I returned to the Roxy Pensione, rows of people dressed in black were lined up next door. I was told that they
came to pay their respect to the famous tenor, Bengliamino Gigli. Marja and I went to hear him perform in Montreal.
The operatic world was in "luto!" We met with the Hackett and talked about getting a furnished apartment, starting
next day. We would have to go during lunchtime and take an interpreter with us. I told my wife that Toni Carelli was
leaving and his landlord had a small furnished apartment for rent near the office. We went to look at it the next day.
It was an overfurnished garsoniere and he accepted the dog. We accepted hoping to find something larger later
R. Martineau (we first met in Sept. 1940 when joining the RCAF) arrived from Athens pending the arrival
of Hal Fry. He was on time to attend the farewell party for L. Hawkins and T. Carelli held at Vaughan’s apartment.
Roger invited Marija and I to visit him in Athens whenever suitable and I said we would.
Hal Fry arrived the day after Martineau left. He was the opposite of Hawkins, easy going, jovial and joking.
He was an avid tennis player coming to work and changing gear once at the office. I was keen to take Italian lessons
but our Department did not pay fees although the Dept of External Affairs paid the fees for their employees! I then
relied on my secretaries patience to teach and correct me. I progressed quickly because the questions were
repetitious and I was able to end my day before the other officers who needed their secretary to translate.
Ever since our arrival, my wife wished to go to see her sister in the Republic of Slovenia, Yugoslavia. I
obtained fourteen-day visa and left December 12th and returned December 26th to celebrate New Year in Rome. As
Expected, her visit to her sister’s family brought tears and joy as it was six years since she last saw them. She
promised that I would come with her next summer. New Year in Rome was something I did not expect. We invited
a friend, who owned an exclusive clothing store nearby and brought her poodle, company for our pet. At midnight,
we heard the expected "Buon Anno” from people on balconies followed by the sound of broken bottles on he street
below and a heavy sound of larger object. When calm was restored our friend left. In the morning, when walking the
dog I had to go across the street with our pet-the larger objects were toilets! In the Roman tradition it was "out with
the Italian Laborers." That original

the old and in with the new...."
Hal

Fry called me to his office in late January ‘58. When I walked in the Visa Officers were already there
which said that I was appointed Assistant Officer-in-Charge! That was ablow to Mark Vaughan
who had assumed the job without being appointed. No one congratulated me. When Vaughan was leaving, Bob
Anthony gave a party on his behalf-drinks flowed and Mark came to me and said "you’r the type who would fall in
a barrel of sh.. And come out smelling of roses. All I said was Mark, I am senior in rank but did not satisfy him nor
his wife. He had to go back to his desk to interview for the next few days before leaving.
and he read

a memo

"STREAMLINING WAS BADLY NEEDED-HOWEVER IT IS DULL READING EXCEPT FOR IMMIGRATION STAFFPHASE 1 - When I

interviewing, I noticed that all the forms used by the office were A4 size(European)
that were from Canada and meant to accommodate "letter size forms." I also
my secretary about the wording of the forms and she said they needed to be amended. 11 was evident that
was

and had to be folded to fit in the jackets
asked
no one

had cared to review

or

amend the contents of the form letters that we sent out. Now that I

I wanted to tackle the matter. Hal

medical forms. To do so,

was

the assistant,

Fry agreed provided the Medical Officer-in-Charge is consulted concerning the
I needed the help of both Mrs. Catto and Miss Brugner.
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The first

change was to get all forms to be letter size i.e. 8x11 inches, no small accomplishment. It took months
only devote time to the project once I had looked after the incoming correspondence and keep close
control as to who should be called in for interview each day, six weeks in advance. But, with perseverance and the
assistance of the secretary to the Medical Officer-in-Charge, I achieve my goal of forms that contained clear and
concise instructions. (By May 1958,1 could claim that all the forms had been reviewed and were 8x11 inches in size.
The responsibilities of the job were varied. I received, every day, some 60 files which were checked to see
a) if there was a pink slip from the Visa Control Section to the effect that the immigrants were "Clear for Security" then I also checked if the six-month validity of the Settlement Arrangement(SA) had not expired before the
immigrants could be invited, in six weeks' time for their Medical and Immigration Interview. Apart from that, I had to
respond on a daily basis, to requests from the Chief, Admissions at Hdqrs about the date when an immigrant will be
called to Rome for his examination. The latter were the results of Italian sponsors making representations to his
Member of Parliament wanted to know when his brother/sister/nephew or niece would be called for an interview at
the Rome office. I would answer, giving an approximate date, based on several factors e.g. the time the application
was received and the backlog of applications pending interview. I should mention that if the sponsor or nominator
was a Canadian citizen, the application was processed immediately after receiving the result of the background
enquiries initiated by the Visa(RCMP) Section. But the applicants were rarely Canadians fearing losing their Italian
citizenship if they applied for Canadian Citizenship. Italy did not allow dual citizenship.
The # 1 priority of our office and that of luminaries at Immigration Hdqrs was to reduce and eliminated the
backlog which was the cause of annoying repetitious representations to our Minister. It was suggested that increasing
the number of Visa Officers and Doctors could bring that about. However, there was no room in either section to
accommodate additional staff. Had we had space, it was also possible that increasing our output would also mean
that the newly arrived immigrant would sponsor or nominate relatives, thereby increasing the backlog! We were in
a no-win situation and had to keep hoping that in months ahead we might see the light the light at the end
A SHAMEFUL SITUATION -1 usually arrived at the office each morning by entering on via Acherusio and
I saw the large crowd of persons on Via Nemorense waiting to enter via the medical door to have access to toilets,
water and benches. I was told it had always been that way, women with children held near the street to defecate or
pass urine. The owners of shops on each side of the doors leading to the medical Section cursed them as they did
no business as long as the immigrants crowded and sat around their shops. Drivers passing by daily would deride
them. I spoke to Hal to put an end to this by having the charlady who came early open the doors to the Medical
Section and let them in. Some of them had travelled from Sicily in the worst conditions to come to Rome. He agreed
and that was the end of that problem to the relief of the shop owners and drivers used to park near our building.
DULL READING MEA, \IT ONLY FOR IMMIGRATION BUFFS-modus operandi, Rome officereceipt of an application form IMM55 submitted by a sponsor for his parents or fiance/e or a nomination for
a brother, sister, single or married, single niece or nephew from a Canadian Immigration Centre, a file was created
with an index card and statistics kept for the Monthly Statistical Report sent to Ottawa IMM Hdqrs due on the first of
each month. Priority of processing was for all parents, and fiancees. If the nominator was a Canadian, his application
was also given prioty of processing. The convocation letters that were sent to all persons (after we received the result
of the Visa Control Section, where applicable) gave them six weeks to appear at the Rome office. It was sufficient
because I could

ab))--ASfttaegre

for them to get their pre-medical examination by a roster Italian doctor and

obtain their passports.

‘’B’‘ or Visa Control Section-Manned by RCMP Personnel-After the Registry created a file upon receipt
applications from Canada, the staff in the Central Registry knew what files to send to the ‘’Visa Control Section."
Locally-engaged employees copied the tombstone information from the IMM 55 onto pink slips in triplicate that went
to the Hdqrs of the Police(Questura) for distribution to field Questura re any criminal information.
of
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manned by an RCMP Inspector (listed as Attache and entitled to Diplomatic privileges)assisted by
Sergeant and Corporals(with Italian names and speaking some Italian) numbering four or five. They relied on two
Italian locally-engaged staff to type the tombstone data from incoming IMM 55 onto pink slips, in triplicate sorted by
Province of residence where the immigrant lived. An RCMP corporal delivered two copies of the pink slips to the
Rome Police Hdqrs who mailed and distributed them to local Prefetura for a "background" check. If there was a
record of a crime it was reported on the “pink slip''returned to the Rome Police Hdqrs. who turned it over to the “Visa
was

a

d)THE

Control “ who liaise with the Rome Police

Hqrs.
Occasionally, there were cases where, upon receipt of information from the Italian Police, the “Visa Control
Section" returned a file to the Immigration with the words "NOT PASSED STAGE "B" stamped on the "pink slips."
In such cases, I informed the Immigrant that he was refused admission to Canada. The nominator in Canada seldom
accepted this refusal without an explanation and contacted his Member of Parliament about it. In turn the latter made
representations to our Minister of Immigration who asked the RCMP to review the case. The Rome Chief of the RCMP
Visa Control Section was asked to interview the case and report. The Immigration Section never knew the reason for
the refusal (although the Italian locally-engaged staff knew.) We always suspected that it was because of membership
in the Communist Party! Being a member of the ICP(PCI) did not per say bar Italians from visiting Canada by the
thousands as they did not require a visa. It took a matter of weeks before we received a new "pink slip'' which read
"Passed stage B"! He was called to our office and issued the visa/s if he and his family otherwise complied.
More often than not, the "pink slips" contained information that bordered on a minor criminal nature e.g.
disputes about one cattle or sheep grazing on a neighbour's lot or matters involving sex which my interpreter disliked
to translate. It was rare that the offence was of a criminal nature and involving moral turpitude-it was not a cause for
refusing visas. But, when the applicant was questioned, his wife and dependants were told to wait in the corridor. The
immigrant was asked to speak about what happened on a certain date and he would usually openly admit the offece,
At other times, he refused and was asked to return home and write to us when ready to talk about the offense. They
rarely refused to talk about it.
c) THE MEDICAL SECTION-Consisted of the senior medical officer (listed as Attache)assisted by four doctors.
When they had examined 12 or more cases, the files were brought to the Immigration Section and from there
distributed evenly to the Visa Officers. They examined a maximum of 40 persons each working day except during the
period of "summer hours" when the maximum was 30 persons. If an officer wish to discuss a "certification' due an
impediment of the head of the family he could discuss it with the doctor who examined the immigrant.
VISA SECTION-Upon receipt of a file from the Medical Section, the Visa Officer's secretary checked the file
to make sure that it contained a)the Stage "B" report from the Visa Control Section-b) a forms MN&R 1535 for each
member of the family to be interviewed. She passed the file to the Visa Officer who checked that the "pink slip'' read
"Passed Stage B"-if there was mention of a criminal offence he proceeded as described previously. He then made
certain that that was no medical impediment-if there was, and it was minor, he endorsed the certification Otherwise,
if more serious, he might discuss it with the doctor before making a final decision. If there was an impairment, it
sometimes required that the sponsored be informed. To that end, the immigrants would sign a release which was sent
to the Immigration Office in Canada. The latter called the nominator to discuss the impediment and give us the result
of the interview-sometimes the nominator withdrew his sponsorship. The most important part of the interview was to
establish the relationship claimed by presenting "family relationship" papers that were never foolproof because of
the manner in which such documents are issued. In family cases, the head of family usually preceded his dependants
to Canada. This allowed him to move freely for work and get to know how others managed once their dependants
arrived. He was told that if he applied for them at the Immigration office withing six months, his wife need only send
her passport and that of the children to get visas. She will not have to come to Rome unless he applies after 6 months.
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interviewing, it sometimes occurred that when I asked the immigrant
as well as other documents proving his relationship, that he also
presented an envelope. As I looked at the documents and opened the envelope, the latter contained money. I asked
my secretary the reason and she said it is a practice in the Mezzogiorno and Sicily to offer money when dealing with
officials in order to get satisfaction for whatever favour is requested. I gave the envelope back to the immigrant who
looked somewhat dismayed. As they met all of our requirements, they received the visas to their amazement. I
wonder if other Visa Officers were doing the same. In a few instances, I noted that when the head of family presented
his documents that his membership card in the Partito Communista Italiana was also among the documents. I
returned it without comments as I suspected that people in the Mezzogiorno would often be members for only one
reason-get a job to enable one to feed his family.
IMMIGRATION SELECTION OTHER THAN AT THE ROME OFFICE- The selection of Refugees first took
place at the San Sabba IRO camp situated outside the town of Trieste. It was abandoned when it became known
to the IRO authorities that the refugees at San Sabba were people escaping Communist regimes of Eastern Europe
and they felt uneasy being in an area of Italy that was run by Communists. That caused the IRO to open holding
camps in Latina and Caserta where they kept sending refugees from the Trieste's San Sabba Camp. Every four
months, the IRO authorities asked for a team, (Immigration Officer, Doctor and a Security Officer) to proceed to each
camp in turn to interview and select refugees. The was also an arrangements with the Department of Labour, Malta
to have a team visit Valeta every six months to process applications from nominated and sponsored migrants.
PRIVILEGES-At the Chancery, all members of the Dept, of External Affairs as well as those from the Dept,
of Trade and Commerce held Diplomatic Passports and we entitled to full privileges, i.e., the importation of tax free
goods, duty free purchase of a car etc. At the Visa Office, situated elsewhere, only the Immigration Officer-in-Charge,
The Medical Officer-in-Charge and the Senior RCMP officers, received similar diplomatic privileges as "Attaches."
Since the other members of the latter three Canadian Depts wished to have a car, we were allowed to do so without
paying the full duty provided we exit Italy every six months. Failure to do so made one liable to pay the full
duty! I must admit the Ambassador agreed to imports in small quantities for the non-diplomat.
ROME-SIGHTSEEING-1 cannot remember when I first heard the expression'' Italy is a museum" nor who
said it. But, it is obviously true, especially with those sights that are visible outside museums. I never forgot my first
trip to Italy from 28 October to November 19,1951 when working for the Canadian Government Immigration Mission,
Karlsruhe, Germany. I was asked to report to the Rome Visa Office before proceeding to the Bagnoli IRO Refugee
Camp to select Refugees. It was an unforgettable episode, the sight of so much past and present splendour around
Naples, Pompei and Capri, Sorrento-it took me back to other marvels such as the Pyramids and the Sphinx that I
saw as an RCAF pilot 1942! But I was now in Rome and could fill my curiosity by visiting ancient wonderful sites not
all on a tourist guide, every weekend if I wished and I never tired because there was always something different,
everywhere. This need for more never faded and would be revived on my second posting to this great city and its
surroundings.
SUMMER WORKING HOURS-lt came as a surprise to me when Al Fry said that he had to attend a
meeting at the Chancery about Summer hours. No one could tell me when the change started but all agreed that it
was not initiated by the Visa Section as we had work everyday of each week. The outcome was that the working
hours would be from 08:00 to 14:00 from mid-June to August 31st-1 told Al that no one will be at the Chancery at 8:00!
The shortfall was to be made up working longer from Sept. 1sl to mid-October. I had to make several changes
concerning the number of immigrants called each day and also consider the fact that Doctors and Visa Officers would
take leave. No trips were scheduled to Malta and only one trip to the IRO Camps. As in the past, we could expect
IMMHQRS to send one or possibly two relieving officers.
to

present recent letters from his nominator
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MALTA-AI fry select me to go to Malta from May 4th to 19th 1958. The Medical Officer,
Gerry Burroughs, came from the London Immigration Office as none could be spared from our Rome Office. I
compiled the lists of Maltese applicants that were kept separately and sent a copy to their Maltese Dept, of Labour.
I asked that they invite 30 persons daily to be examined. I asked them to confirm reservations for the Dr. and I. Our
arrivals details will follow in a few days.
ON Monday May 4th, the same day I was leaving, Jim Hackett was also going to the Ciampino airport as
his wife and daughter were living for London and he gave me a lift. Soon after we arrived, so did Dr. Chevalier who
brought Dr. Burroughs. While waiting, the British Airways Agent, a friend of the Hackett, told how the previous week
the pilot of a BOAC Vickers Viscount forgot to lower his wheels when landing! That was not reassuring as we were
all flying to our destinations with a Viscount. It was a short flight to the Valetta airport where we were met by an official
of the Labour Dept whose driver took us to the Phoenicia Hotel. It faced the Grand Harbour with a panoramic view
of Valetta. The "George Cross" Island brought memories of WWII and a people bombed nearly daily into starving
condition. It was also where a Canadian pilot from Verdun, Quebec distinguished himself as the greatest ace, Buzz
Beurling still admired by the people. The Prime Minister, Don Mintoff was at odd with England for lack of financial
support for the shipyard industry, the only industry on the Island.
After unpacking, I went to the reception and bought a guide book "Malta and Gozo."'The author Robin Ryans
describes the Islands as''absurdly small compared with its historical and human scene.'' Borfth Islands harbor we4l^preserved remains of civilizations dating back millenniums contrasting with the relatively recent baroque churches
and palaces by the Knights of Malta.
TRIP TO VALETTA,

Dr.

We walked with the Labour official to his office

on

St. John's street and

were

shown

our

offices where

people were already waiting. We met our charming interpreters and as I waited for the first case I listened to people
and thought that maltese sounded like arabic, connecting them with north Africa or even their affinity to a Phoenician
past. I had no problem pronouncing Marsaxlokk or Marsamxett as I used such guttural words in Egypt and Palestine.
As I waited for my first interview, my secretary asked if I would interview a young man who wished to speak to me.
She stayed and the young man was in tears as he explained that his girl left more than five months ago and had not
written to him. Knowing that Maltese are staunch Catholics, I could suggest that his parish priest would be the best
person to write to his colleague in Canada to find out what the girl's intentions are. That should not be difficult since
most Maltese lived either in Windsor, Toronto where they could best used their trades as masons.
Half way though my morning interviews, I received a call from the Minister of Labour who wish to see me.
After the usual greetings, he wanted to know if it were possible to increase our visits to Malta to three times a year
and reduce the waiting time for Maltese migrants. He said that more Maltese are going to Canada much quicker from
the UK, in ever larger numbers, applying for relatives still in Malta. I said I would take it up with my Director as it is
a question of budgeting which is always a touchy matter. I told him know that Italians are waiting a lot longer to be
interviewed at the Rome office. When there was a brief moment of respite, he reached under his desk as if seeking
something precious. He held his personal diary which he opened with great care. Then, with great pride, he carefully
lifted a large maple leaf between paged which he showed me, preserved in all its glorious fall colours! It was a
souvenir which he had personally picked up in the Windsor Park across his hotel where he stayed last autumn! We
parted with a warm handshake.
Upon return to my office, Dr. Burrows asked what happened and I told him about the maple leaf. Then, I
noti«ed that he had two stethoscopes around his neck! He saw my perplexed look and said "if I keep my distance
when examining older persons, this does not apply why examining younger ones!" I understood well what he meant
as I had noticed the buxom girls in the waiting room! He did not have to wipe the lecherous smile as he went back
to his pursuit of happiness.
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On

Friday afternoon an official of the Labour Department spoke to both of us offering to take for a drive around
day, Saturday. We accepted and he will pick us up the next morning at the Phoenicia hotel at 9am.
He very knowledgeable about the sites we visited but we could not stay too long in one place as we had to go
somewhere else. For lunch we stopped at a seaside "restaurant" where only fish was available with a warm beer, as
expected. We return ed to the hotel around 4pm having only scratched the surface according to my guide book. Since
we were free for Sunday I knew where I would be going. There were
enough vestiges of neolithic civilizations dating back
millenniums near Valletta to satisfy my curiosity. Dr. Burrows preferred to find out about the local food.
We wanted to return to Rome for the weekend after our second week and were told that there were no flights
to Rome. We went our separate ways again. I returned to Gozo to have a better look at Gigantia. On my return, Dr.
Burrows had been adventurous-he ate a local fruit called nespole (medlar) for desert. The price for his curiosity translated
in never ending visit to the loo. The Maltese never eat them unless they show signs of decay! He had not recovered
when we left May 19™ 1958.
Dr. Burrows stayed in Rome for a few more weeks relieving doctors from the Rome office who were on leave.
He rented a furnished garsoniere near the office and, fond of company and parties he invited everyone from the Visa
Office on a Saturday. He prepared tall glasses with generous amounts of three or four liquors that the guests took as
they walked in having no choice to lighter drinks. The small flat soon became very crowded, as he had hoped-this made
it possible for him to facilitate his penchant for tactile pursuits without being offensive to the members of the opposite
sex. As there was little food to eat for many guests and the effects were soon evident by the numbers of guests who
decided to leave, all the Italian staff, not used to whiskey or vodka on the rocks! Before leaving, I inviting him for Sunday
to join my wife and I to the Rome beach at Torvaianica. When I picked him up, he said he was prepared and bought a
small bottle of olive oil to protect him from the sun. At the beach, he did not go for a swim and kept covering himself with
olive oil, constantly turning. We saw how he gradually turn red and looked like a baked lobster! He could hardly walk.
I heard that he did not stay with our London office and had departed for California, no doubt to continue his yearning for

the Island the next

bikini clad lasses.
In June 1958, Mark Vaughan left with his family for his assignment to San Francisco. He was replaced by a
novelty to the Rome office-Claude St.Pierre, seconded from the Dept, of Trade and Commerce. Next, to our surprise,
a fifth Immigration officer, Jacques Richer arrived with his wife and three children. He was a "new breed of Immigration
Officer, a University Graduate who had months of training in Canada before his assignment. He questioned being asked
to perform the same duties as other Visa Officers. He was no doubt brainwashed by the training officer that he and others
like him were superior to other non-university officers who had been in the war at his age.
Ambassador Mayrand held a reception for July 1st, Canada Day, at the official residence near Piazza Venezia.
All Canadians were invited and Foreign Diplomats were expected to come and offer their respects on the occasion. Apart
from my wife, I invited Jim and June Hackett to join me in my car. As we neared the Residence there were several
carabinieri directing the traffic and seeing the plate on my car directed me to a parking space. On entering the Residence,
the Ambassador was speaking with a bishop and his wife accepted our greetings and directed us to Norman Burliss,
the Senior Counsellor and so on down the line. The Embassy staff did not know who we were when we said we are
Immigration Officers -they thought we were tourists! (They never set foot in the Visa Section as if leprosy prevailed there
and probably wished we were somewhere else!) Itlmore interesting for me to meet members of the clergy who
outnumbered all other guests and all held plates full of canapes and a glass of whatever. I spoke French with them and
Jim and June looked for other English-speaking guests and said they were greeted as tourists! I noted that if we met a
member of the Embassy and said we are from the Visa Section, they quickly left. On our way out, Ambassador Mayrand
was free and when we thanked him for the invitation he asked if we were tourist. When we said who we were, he seemed

sincere when he said "have a

pleasant stay in Rome."

\jt^
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ready with my wife to undertake a trip to Slovenia, Yugoslavia to meet her relatives. At the same
satisfy the requirements that I leave Italy every six months to avoid paying the import duty on my car. I
spoke with the Senior Embassy Counsellor about the trip and he was surprised-no one from the Embassy had ever
gone to Yugoslavia. He suggested that I contact our Embassy in Belgrade after I arrive to let them know my presence.
I applied for our visitor's visas at the Yugoslav Embassy and received visitor's visas for 14 days. We left Rome July 18"1
1958 with my Opel Station Wagon and our German shepherd who had ample space in the back. I drove through
Florence, Bologna and stayed overnight at Ferrara. (There was no autostrada del sole at the time.) We left early next
morning reaching Trieste where we shopped for meat, fruits, vegetables and sweets of all sorts. The dog was now
crowded in the back but he like the smell! I presented our Special Passports at the Italian border which were stamped
and they waved us through. It was a different situation when we arrived at the Yugoslav border. The border control was
in the hands of Serbians and addressed us in that language. I said we are tourists, a magic word and had to show the
amount of currency we carried. Luckily we had no magazines as they would have confiscated them. When he looked
at my wife's passport, he made no comments about her birth in Slovenia and waved us to report to the Customs Officer
who was Slovene. He just smile at us and spoke a few words in Slovene to my wife who replied in Slovene. We met
only a few cars but mostly trucks taking goods to Italy. Marija was now my guide and after we passed the next town of
Postojna we drove down several sharp bends-Marija felt sad as she told me how she and her father used to bicycle
along this curvy stretch road once a month to get his pay from his employer in Postojna. She told me to turn off the main
road and I drove on a gravel road that caused clouds of dust behind us. We met no other cars and sh guided me to the
small hamlet of Kozarisce. A short distance still and we saw a large house with people outside. Marija said there they
are! As I drove the last few yards, they sensed it was Marija and they all came towards the car! She got out first and
was embraced by her sister, the children and her brother-in-law, Franc.
When I got out of the car, the dog barked non-stop. After I greeted her sister and the children I shook hands
with Franc who kissed me on the lips nearly crying! They kept looking at the car, a jade colour Opel Caravan. I waved
to the kids to come to the back of the car-l let the dog out while the kids only saw fruits and candies. Their eyes could' nt
believe what they saw-they rarely had seen so much fruits and chocolates! I made a sign to help themselves. The
children stayed outside while we went in and I was offered a glass of "slivovica" locally made from plums-very potent.
One wall had a crack filled with newspaper and if one need to use the loo it was a long board with three holes and a
drop of 20feet! While Marija and her sister talked Franc showed me a box-it was the wrapping of a CARE parcel that
we sent them monthly! I was meeting the recipients. Marija was forever translating when Franc or the children spoke
to me but I could speak German with her sister Mausie. We had meat that evening and so did our pet who felt quite
happy with the attention he was getting from the kids and some goodies. The next day was spent by the nearby creek
where we picnicked and rested while our pet enjoyed playing with the kids-it was so restful after the daily grind of the
Rome office. A few days later Marija suggested we all go to Ljubljana, the capital, where the children had never been.
It was an unforgettable outing for the children as we went to the only skyscraper in the country, in the middle of town.
At the top, they served ice cream and they ate their fill. We returned to the hamlet and on arrival, Franc's friend
enquired who we were as no tourist ever came to the hamlet. After he told them Maria and I were greeted by everyone
with "dobro jutro. "We had somewhat changed their life-there was something also to look forward to-our visits.
Back at Rome, I always felt that the personnel of the Chancery, including the locally-engaged staff dislike
being disturbed by requests from anyone at the Visa Office, e.g. renewal of passports, requests for space for a meeting
etc. They gave our activities little importance. Not so the Italian Government who gave more importance to our activities
and those of the Australian in matters of emigration than other programs. It escaped the staff at the Chancery that our
activities met those of our Government in demographic growth and filling demands by employers in the construction
industry for semi-skilled and unskilled workers needed to build roads, condos, shopping centres, homes, etc.
was now

time I would
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that the

emigrants were a source of foreign income as the emigrants sent
notwithstanding what was said about the caliber of Italian
emigrants that went to Canada, the evidence has always proven that it is their children or generation later make up
the solid mosaic that is Canada. But, this fact escaped the luminaries at the Chancery who wanted no part of our
program near their Chancery. They forgot that their ancestors were most likely no different than the immigrant we are
processing.
STREAMLINING PHASE #2- Every payday, every locally-engaged employee was absent for about one hour which
meant that the Vis Officers could not interview without their interpreter. I suggested that we withdraw the money from
the Bank for each employee and give them cash in the office. The bank cooperated and prepared the amount for each
employee in an envelope as requested. It worked like a charm. Our Officer-in-Charge mentioned it to the Chancery
Administration regarding the advantages. He refused to do the same claiming they do not have a problem-of course,
they are not concerned about improving any situation-do not rocka da boata!
MINISTERIAL REPRESENTATIONS-This was a constant problems due to our ever increasing BACKLOG
that was responsible for immigrants waiting longer periods before being called for interview. Every day, memos came
in from the Chief of Admissions, IMMHDQRS Ottawa, asking when so and so will be called for interview. The request
was the result of Italian migrants wanted their relatives to come to Canada sooner and they wrote to their Member of
Parliament who wrote to our Minister for information. It was a never ending problem, as I said, caused by the
increasing number of applications in the backlog. We were asked to accept more Visa Officers to solve it and that was
was

aware

money home to support families left behind. It is a fact that

not the

answer

since

we

would also need

more

Doctors. THE PROBLEM WAS-WE DID NOT HAVE PHYSICAL

SPACE TO ACCOMMODATE EITHER ONE VISA OFFICER OR A MEDICAL OFFICER.

STRAMLINING PHASE #3-The Central

Registry was long overdue for improvements, having been
neglected because noi one saw or understood the problems. The amount of files in circulation every day between the
Visa Control Section, Medical and Visa Sections and those that came to my office kept two clerks busy all day and
visaed files, for lack of time, were left on the lower wooden shelves where mice hungrily chewed them and drop their
excrement everywhere. I called the exterminator who sprayed the area on a Saturday moming-he returned to pic up
the dead mice the next day. I got rid of the wooden shelves and replaced them with metals ones. I also started
destroying files as per the retirement schedule-every one was breathing better after the changes. The final touch was
a large numbering machine which I bought to stamp the files and index cards. Someone finally cared for them.
STATISTICS FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1958-lt

was

confirmed that 27,043 Italians arrived and were

granted the status of "Landed Immigrants"in 1958 compared to 27, 740 who arrived in 1957.
STREAMLINING # 4-The Settlement Arrangements (S.A.) when someone in Canada applied for relatives
in Italy were valid for six months. Because of the number of applications in the ever increasing backlog, the six month
period expired by the time we invited brothers/sisters/nephew/nieces. All the files for persons invited to Rome for
interview came through my office to check if the S.A. were still valid. More often than not they were no longer valid.
I had to write to the Immigration Office in Canada to invite the nominator and re-validate the S.A. This was a long
process which did not always produce the expected results as sometimes the nominator had moved. I thought that
a solution was to send a letter to the would-be immigrant asking that he contact the nominator(he would have his
address) and to present it to the Immigration office with the needed documentation to re-validate the Settlement
Arrangements. The letters were worded so that both the immigrant and nominator understood what was required and
it worked. In rare cases, we did not receive replies from the Immigration Office in Canada. This was an indication to
us that the nominator was no longer interested in receiving the immigrants. That file was marked for destruction six
months later. It was a great relief to me in my daily responsibilities and effectively put the onus on the immigrants to
get their nominator to take action if he was still interested.
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for the Yugoslav authorities to issue

passport with an exit permit allowing a mother and her child to leave that country for a 10-day visit abroad. The people
in the village of Kozarisce were incredulous. Yet when Marija's sister heard that her sister was coming to Rome she
too was speechless but we were very pleased. We met them at the railway station and managed to accommodate
them in

our

small

garsoniere. When Marija took her shopping down the street to a "salsamentaria" she could not

believe the amount and variety of meat products

available-she had never seen such abundance of goods also at other
selling fruits and vegetables. «l took the boy to a nearby private airport with my pet and spent hours with him
near planes-he dis not want to return home, fascinated. We also went to the Rome flea market the next Sunday and
that was what they enjoyed the most because of the variety of goods offered. After they went back to her hamlet, she
wrote to my wife saying that no one believed she would return. But, doing so, made it possible for them to obtain exit
permits in the future. That visit, made us realize that we had to move to a larger flat.
A few weeks later, Roger Martineau wrote from Athens confirming his invitation to come and visit him and
his wife. It was then that we thought that this was the occasion to vacate out present flat and look for something more
suitable. We started to look and met a retired US Navy Commander named William Faulkner who had a new empty
penthouse flat in Monte Mario. We loved it and leased it. Our next move was to fib and tell the owner of our garsoniere
that we were posted to Athens. He gave us our security deposit and we moved our few personal effects to Hackett's
apartment. He also took care of our pet while we went with the SS Olympia to Athens on Friday March 20ttl 1959. On
docking at Pireus next morning, we saw the 1957 blue Chevrolet Caprice on the harbour with both Roger and
Martineau waving. After greetings, he headed for their house in Psichico. We relaxed the rest of that day as they said
we would be going to Delphi, Mycene and Epidaurus next day. Mycene was the most interesting with its Lion's Gate
brought memories of tjhe great King Agamemnon. Roger worked the next day, Monday as the Greek Easter was a
week later. I accompanied him to his office and left him to go to museums and other sites with the intention of meeting
him after working hours to return home with him. On March 25ttl Greeks celebrated Independence Day. He drove me
to town where we watched the King and his family standing on the podium saluting the march past. It was to be their
last public appearance as an Army coup took over and forced them into exile.
On another occasion I met his assistant, Buck Rogers from Grande Prairie who told me he was to marry
shortly. I invited him and his bride to visit us. The Security officer, Ken Horwood, also felt the cupid's arrows and
married the Ambassador's secretary. Roger and Herta were great hosts and we thoroughly enjoyed our short stay.
However, we were anxious to return to Rome and furnish our new flat and rejoin our pet. We disembarked at Naples
March 30th taking the "Rapido'' train. A taxi took us to the Hackett's apartment, thanked them profusely and head with
our pet to the penthouse. We had time to buy some items that made life more enjoyable-the owner lent us some of
his paintings that were priceless.
GINA LOLOBRIGIDA, ALIAS nee MERCURI-Reknown Italian Actress of the Screen- On my first day
back at the office, Mr. Catto looked nervous when she came to my office. She gave me a file which I opened and saw
that it was an application by J. Skofic, Mgr. Of the American Express in Toronto for his brother Ante Skofic and his
wife, Gina Skofic nee Mercuri, aka Gina Lolobrigida. Mrs Catto was asked to tell the staff in the registry to keep it
confidential or else, f^ld my boss and arranged for them to come during lunchtime away from prying eyes after I get
the result of the background inquiries. A doctor will be available when the time comes. When the result of the Stage
B (inquiries) came I wrote to Mr. Skofic and asked him to phone me when he has all his documents. (I suspect the
Police may have leaked info that they were going to Canada.) When he called I gave him the lunchtime appointment
to which he was agreeable. Dr. Otke examined them and they were both healthy-l then saw them and after he
answered a few questions I issued the visas, completing the landing documents and wished them good luck! They
left with their chauffeured-driven car. A week later the headlines in newspaper read "Gina going to Canada."
stores
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I called Dr. Skofic and asked if he knew who leaked te news to the press.

It was Gina's agent. It made
demanding to know why she had been
processed ahead of relatives who have been waiting for months! Our Minister was also pressed to give an
explanation and when I was asked to reply immediately I said I followed their instructions-priority of processing is
granted to nominators who are Canadians-J. Skofic is a Canadian! There was complete silence after this
explanation-even our Hdqrs staff had forgotten about this exception!
THE PRIEST FROM STRANGOLAGALLI-Again Mrs. Catto came sheepishly to ask if would see a priest
seeking a special favour. He came from a poor parish and was sent by the bishop to see if Canada would stop
issuing visas to his parishioners. The village was in the Abruzzo where we processed many Italian migrants. He ask
that we stop but I said we do not recruit-his parishioners are joining relatives applying for them. He knew what the
answer would be but came on orders from the bishop. He thanked me said I am now going to the Australians!
FERRAGUSTO(Ferie Augusto)-August 15, a holiday in honour of the Emperor Augusto-On this day, any
self-respecting Roman leave the city-it is an occasion for tourists to enjoy a once a year freedom from Roman traffic.
But, it is a very expensive time to seek accommodation by the sea. I am told that some people actually locked
themselves in their appartment, stocking up on food, to give the impression that they have left! I our case, it was an
ideal occasion to head for Slovenia to comply with the requirements to leave Italy every six months not to pay the
full duty on the car. But, Hal Fry refused to grant me a few days off and I went anyway with my wife and the pet
travelling all day, reaching Slovenia in the evening. I left them there and next day, Sunday, travelled back to Rome!
Two weeks later I performed a similar feat but, when we arrived at night we were hungry and I had little money. We
went to the Oreste trattoria and I told the owner of our predicament. He did as if he never heard me and sat us down
to a full dinner. Moreover he asked if we had the dog and came with a meal for Juno! He was repaid next day.
PERSONA NON GRATA-We got two tickets to the Rome Opera for the performance of Massenet's Norma
by Maria Callas(nee Cageropoulos.) President Gronchi and his wife were present and so the elite. The first act was
a greatly applauded succes and the people recessed in the foyer during the entr’acte. When we returned to our seat,
the impresario announced that Mad. Callas was indisposed and would not continue! It was an affront to the President
and Mrs. Gronchi and opera lovers. From now on she was "persona non grata" in Italy! Elsa Maxwell attended and
gathered enough gossip to fill many columns of her syndicated newspapers.
THE CHANGING TORONTO SCENE-(my opinion)- The ever increasing numbers of Mediterranean
migrants, more so Italians, settling in Toronto did not escape the attention of the "old Torontonians," who inspired
the epithet "Toronto the Good." Italians outnumbered migrants from traditional sources the "United Kingdom."
They worked long hours, saved their money which they deposited in banks to the delight of bankers. Moreover, on
arrival they spoke no English and congregated in or around "ghettos" called "little Italy" where they spoke in an
incomprehensible form of Italian akin to dialects. They lived in cramped quarters going without amenities saving to
eventually buy a duplex which they rented to make more money. They opened up small restaurants offering a much
different fare than Torontonians were used to such a pizzas and pasta, spaghetti, macaroni, lasagna, linguini etc
which seem to attract more and more of the younger class of Torontonians. They did not become Canadian citizens
for fear of losing their Italian citizenship. Many became entrepreneurs building roads, shopping centres, condos, etc.
Some became politicians if they opted for Canadian citizenship. And they grew in numbers and visibility, i.e. wherever
or whenever there was need to repair sewers, streets, water mains the workers spoke no English among themselves,
if you needed repairs at your house they were there
and here to stay, part of the growing community exercising
an ever greater influence on matters that affected what went on. To a lesser extent, Greeks also made inrows into
the environment. Let it be known that in the not too distant future, in 1968 to be precise, another intake of immigrant,
this time from the Caribbean would bring another sharp change-something exotic that was lacking.
headlines in Canada and nominators called their Members of Parliament

,
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Our Minister of

Immigration, Helen Fairclough, was under pressure to reduce the number of immigrants
especially the Italians. In spite of the backlash from members of her Party, she enacted
an Order-in-Council(OiC) abolishing the nomination of brothers, sister, nieces and nephews. This was aimed at
migrants from Italy, Greece, Portugal and Spain to a lesser extent. Her signature was not quite dry on that O-i-C
when a roar of protest was felt among the rank and file of her Party against such a measure, claiming discrimination.

from the Mediterranean,

The O-i-C

was

withdrawn and the Rome office went on as heretofore.

with the Italian language, I enjoyed reading the daily satirical article "Avventura in Citta"
''II Messagero.” It was written in the style of Art Buchwald, relating in the vernacular evets in the
daily lives of Romans. I picked up these expressions when speaking with tenants in my buildings and soon became
accepted as "one of them." That is how I met Dottore Marcello Vitale, Director of the Rome Customs to whom I
mentioned my interest in Etruscology. He perked up and said one of his employee, Enzo Protani, was an
"Etrucologo" and arranged for me to meet him. What little I knew of these people who are said by Herotodus to
come from Asia Minor, was enhanced by my meeting with Enzo who had spent years on the subject. Together we
went on outings in the nearby Tolfa Hills looking for artefacts. The area was patrolled by armed guards on
horseback and it was prohibited to do searches. However, as a member of the Embassy I could obtain a Permit
allowing only surface diggings. Protani was intent to find the "Rosetta Stone" equivalent and be able to decipher
the Etruscan language which has remain a mystery to linguists. Outings with him were always painstakingly long
As I progress

in the newspaper

as

he went about his work in

a

most meticulous way.

In between

trips with Enzo Protani I went to the Foro Romano and the Coliseum following the guide at
listening to every word he said. It did not take me long to remember their spiel. That led me to ask a
pharmacist in our building if he wished me to take him on a tour of ancient Rome as I knew he was from near
Ferrara. He accepted on a Sunday and I took him to the exact spot at the Colosseum where guides stood to address
groups. As I told him what happened at this famous Rome landmark, Italian people came close to listen. When I
was through I wanted to take him elsewhere and some of he tourists asked me if there was something to pay-1 said
no, on Sunday it is free! When we got home he told his wife "un Canadese mi fatto vedere antica Roma!"
A NOBLE GESTURE- The UNHCR approached our Government to accept refugees with tuberculosis
in IRO camps in Italy. We accepted 100 cases. Dr. Paul Chevalier and I went to the Latina Refugee camp to process
the Tuberculosis refugees. He even asked me to come to his office and show me an X=Ray of a refugee's lung-l
accepted his word. They eventually ended up at the Mount Sinai hospital in St. Agathe, Quebec. Then, weeks later
we heard that the refugees were all released as non-tubercular! We could only suspect X-ray substitutions!
a

distance

THE ACCIDENTAL DEATH OF VISA OFFICER BOB ANTHONY- He
children. He took

was

married with two young

driving lessons to get a driver's permit which he got in December 1959. He never told that he
a Saturday, with one of his two children and the Hackett's daughter Jennifer he set
out to go skiing at Termilino with two other cars driven by Jim Hackett and Dr, Otke. On the return, Bob led the way
and at one point, near a sharp curved he was possibly blinded and drove into a tree. He was instantly killed but his
son escaped injury but Jennifer had a broken arm and was taken to the Rieti hospital. Jim Hackett phoned me about
the tragedy and I told Hal Fry who had to tell Bob's wife the sad news. I drove to the Hospital with my wife the next
morning to see if I could sell the wrecked car. Not even the Vauxhall agent in Rome wanted any part of it. It was
a wreck and yet Mrs. Anthony expected money from the sale. Through my contact with the Rome Director of
Customs, the car was declared a wreck and no duty had to be paid. It was towed to a garage in Rome for spare
parts and Mrs. Anthony got no money and blamed me for it! She moved temporarily in the house of J.Richer.
Anthony's body was sent to his parents in New Foundland. The Dept, showed how callous it could be claiming 3
days of allowances from Sally as her husband died on January 28th!
suffered from Daltonism. On
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Department felt that I had Made enough improvements at the Rome
Fry together with a cheque for $100.
STAFF MOVEMENTS- Visa Officer C. Ouellet was due to return to Quebec City after four years at Rome.
Lately he was lax in his work and I knew why. He received no promotion while at the Rome Office, no one is ever
promoted abroad while a number of his confreres at the Quebec office were promoted. His temporary replacement
was Cy Coutu, a staunch bachelor who was surprised when returning to his small flat near the office that a girl had
brought her garments and settled in. Cy spoke no Italian and the girl, whom he met the night before, no English. Cy
was helped with one of our officer secretary to clear up the matter of ''bunking.'' Cy was careful to speak only to
English speaking girls when on a night out.
THE 1960 ROME OLYMPICS-My wife's sister, brother -in-law and one child came to Rome during this
event, again proving that the Yugoslav authorities trusted them to return. I wanted Frac to see the boxing event and
I took him to the Farnese Garden in the Foro Romano where we could watch the boxing free. The match we watch
was between Mohammed Ali and Idi Amin from Uganda! (In August 1972 he ordered all Asians out of Uganda!) Again
they wrote that upon return to the hamlet, the people thought they would never return! They were now considered
trustworthy of the privilige of being allowed out of Yugoslavia.
My father passed away in July 1960-My youngest sister Raymonde kept me informed by letter about
father's condition. He had refused to go to hospital until he had no choice in order to receive proper care. She reached
me by phone on a Monday evening to say that he was dead. She tried to phone me on Saturday, the day he died, but
the person who answered at the Embassy told her that there was no one at the Embassy by the name of St.Vincent
and he spoke only English! It was too late anyway and I wish to remember him as he always was.
(Re never dip your pen....see page 75)- After the Officer-in-Charge appointed a secretary interpreter as
his secretary with a promotion and no competition, there were rumours that the appointment was for other reasons.
The matter came to the attention of our Dept. Hdqrs because in the autumn of 1960, we received the visit of a senior
official. He came to investigate allegations of misconduct at the Rome office. He had "carte blanche" and spoke to
whom he wished. The Canadian secretary was the first to be interviewed and was non-committal. She told me so after
being interviewed and said the Mr. Kim Abbott was blunt and refused to answer. When he came to my office, at the
very end of the long corridor and the farthest point from the Mr. Fry's office, I confirmed that I am unaware of what
went on. He went to question some local staff and may be some were not so reticent. There was a sigh of relief.
MORE STAFF MOVEMENTS-Claude St-Pierre, the Trade & Commerce officer in training with us was
leaving having terminated his stage with us. He was quickly replaced by Jacques Vinette, an experienced officer who
once worked at the Rome office. He spoke Italian and was married to the sister of one of our employee.
STREAMLINING PHASE #5-l had one last suggestion to improve the procedure that took place in the Visa
Officer's office once immigrants were accepted. I knew from experience that once immigrant/s were accepted, they
were asked to wait in the corridor while the Visa Officer's secretary typed accurately all the information required on
each form 1000(Canadian Immigration Identification Form) for the persons visaed. For a family of 4 persons, that took
anywhere from 20 or 25 minutes or more during which time the Visa Office inserted the Visa stamp in each passport
but could not examine the next case as his secretary was busy completing the forms 1000.1 discussed the question
of inserting the tombstone date on the forms 1000 by the typists in the correspondence section at the same time that
the file is received from the Central Registry. Miss Brugner agreed that it could be done. All the Visa Officers agreed
except Jack Vinette. So for the next few weeks, those Visa Officers who agreed with the new procedure were through
their examinations earlier than Jack Vinette and could go home. Jack changed tack and adopted the new procedure.
STATISTICS-CALENDAR YEAR 1960-lt was confirmed that 21,308 Italians entered Canada as "Landed

office to warrant

an

Award which I received from Hal

Immigrant" during the year.
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It was a year for visitors of note starting with a Member of Parliament from Port Arthur/Fort
who wondered out loud why we operated in such lousy premises! Hal Fry told him to talk to our
Another visitor

was

Miss Frieda Hawkins, the author of several books about the

Williams
Minister.

subject of “Immigration.” She

kept her opinion about our premises to herself.
EASTER TO ATHENS-My wife and I decided to accept Roger Martineau’s invitation to pay them
a visit to Athens. Easter was an ideal occasion to take eight days’s leave and be away for two weeks. Our
friends Jimmy and June Hackett agreed to look after our dog. The Martineau’s met us on arrival at Pireus and
spoiled us for the rest of our stay as was the case previously except that the King was in exile after a coup.
STAFF CHANGES-Jim Hackett turned down a posting to San Francisco for IMMHQ Ottawa. Their
only daughter was getting too serious with the young Italian neighbour-they felt it was best to return to
Canada. We were very close friends ever since we both met aboard the SS Giulio Caesare in October 1957.
We patronized the same trattoria for birthdays and any occasion. I introduced Jim to the Roman and Etruscan
ruins at Cerveteri. His replacement was Remo Caldato whom I took to see our penthouse flat in Monte Sacro.
He leased it from the owner, Commander William Faulkner, a retired member of the US Navy, who settled
in Rome. It was also our turn to return to Canada and my replacement was Nestor Gayowski who arrived
from Copenhagen. Unexpectedly, Carmen Sernasie (with his wife) from the Sudbury Immigration office
arrived as temporary replacement. He spoke Italian. It was an indication that the Department certainly did
not intend to reduce the flow of Italians migrants that we invited to the Rome Visa Office for processing.
OUR LAST TRIP TO SLOVENIA, YUGOSLAVIA- My wife wished to see her sister one last time
before leaving for Canada. About two weeks before we departed, my wife wrote to her sister about our wish
to adopt an Italian orphan and that we were turned down because we were considered too old! So, we left
Rome, stopping at Trieste before entering Slovenia in order to load the back of the car with fruits unavailable
in the hamlet of Kozarisce.

On arrival, at the hamlet, the children stormed the car for the fruits while we

greeted her sister and
of Turkish coffee, my wife totally surprised me when she translated
that they offered their eldest child, Tatiana, age 12 to us if we wanted her! Of course we wanted her but we
thought the authorities would never let her leave. They said they will undertake the necessary legal steps and
would let us know when the documents are ready. We returned to Rome thinking that the authorities would
not let the child leave. Two weeks later we got word that the documents were ready! (See page 120 for photo
copies.)
We left for Slovenia one more time and on arrival were shown the legal documents that “gave” us
their child Tatiana. It was explained to us that she was too old to be adopted! We watched her in tears as she
parted from her parents, grandparents and brother, sister. On the return to Rome my wife consoled her by
saying that she was free to return to her parents at any time if she wishes. It was the beginning of a fairy tale
because my wife granted her every wish, new clothing, all the food she could eat and her own bed!
I made arrangements for her medical examination and I issued the Visa. Prior to our departure, we
stayed at the Giulio Caesare hotel where my wife taught her she to swim in the rooftop swimming pool. She
ate to her heart’s content at the hotel restaurant gaining weight. We left for Naples with our German shepherd
and once at dockside of the SS Olympia my car was loaded into the hold. The dog was taken by a marinai
to the kennel and after unpacking, we went topside to watch the ship leave-we had he beautiful sight of the
Isle of Capri and mount Vesuvius as we headed south west in the Mediterranean Sea.
(Before I left Rome, the ex Officer-in-Charge, Hal Fry, did not yet depart for Athens-he, came to the
Visa Office claiming an elbow ailment for his delayed departure. This was very embarrassing to Mr. Maurice
Mitchell newly appointed Officer-in-Charge. When Fry was told to leave Mr. Mitchell finally made adjustments
to a situation that had demoralized the local staff for months.)
brother-in-law. As

we

talked

over a

cup
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A very precious
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document attesting to the tact that the parents of Tatiana tlrh
Franc and Antonia Urh voluntarily agreed to give their daugher Tatiana to us
without reservation. The document does not mention any restriction as to this
at the village registry of Kozarisce, Slovenia, Sept. 9,1961.
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Below top left-A photo of
in June 1961. To the

Tatiana taken after we brought her from Slovenia, Yugoslavia to Rome

right is another photo taken by the ship's photographer aboard the SS

Oly mpia a day after leaving Naples on July 19th 1961. Below left is a photo of the Officer-in-Charge
of
a

t^e Rome Visa Office, Hal Fry, on the occasion of an office party at Easter 1961. On the right,

photo of Maurice Mitchell, who took over the responsibility for the Rome Visa Office from Hal Fry.

The|last two photos are not very clear as they were printed from my 8mm camera-they were sent
fr>

Switzerland to be

printed and with the results that they are hazy.
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These 8mm cine photos processed in Switzerland forthis page. The 'bilingual'sign at the Visa Office atViaA£henisio9, he
I estimate that over 150,000 immigrants were processed during the 7-year that I was in Rome. Next, some of the support stL j
Sitvana Pironti, Franca Brasca, Adriana de Angetis, Elena;an RCMP local secretary, Jacques Richer and a Medical secretary^
Miss Pironti, Miss Brasca, Mrs. Sana, Elena; Miss Simone Lefebvre, Canadian Secretary surrounded by Ditto LolatofRCA
male locals'-a poor photo taken at Gampino Airport, Drs. Gerry Burrows who was going to Malta with me-Dr, Paul Ok .J

lim, Hacken came to see his wife and daughter off to London-my wife Marija is on the far right
Below: guests of Remo Tedeschi,

Manager for the Greek Line, Italy, aboard the SS Olympia at Naples, May 31a 1958, for K.

weekend. Left Rogers Marija St Vincent, Jim Hacket, Hal Fry,nieceof June Hadcett, June Hackett, Mrs. Betty Fry and Jen
Jackett Next Roger St. Vincent, Marija, Jim and Hal
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Photo Album-Rome '57-61

y 960-The Certificate of Award below was presented to me by Hal Fry, together with a $ 100. cheque in his office-present:
St. Pierrefseconded from T&C), Jacques Richer, and Charles Ouellette. On the wall one can see the photos of PM J.
lenbacher and our Immigration Minister Helen Fairdough. Jim Hackett was on leave to the United Kingdom.

%

SUGGESTION AWARD BOARD
OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA

Certificate at
This Certificate of Award U

L
in

C

.

K

.

ST.

presented to

VINCENT

you have shown in working out a suggestion which has
accepted and adopted for the benefit of the Public Service of Canada.

recognition of the effort and ability

been

Chairman

Date

March 28,

1960.

Sugffcttion Award Board
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Eastern District Headquarters

QUEBEC CITY 1964-TO MARK THE OPENING OF THE CHAMPLAIN HARJj
STATION AT ANSE-AUX-FOULONS-THE COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATI
LAVAL FORTIER. STANDING FOURTH FROM LEFT, SECOND ROW.
SUPERINTENDENT, EASTERN DISTRICT, W.A. McFAUL, C.ANFOSSI, I
LEFAIVE AND BEN LAPIERRE ARE IN THE CENTRE OF THE FRONT ROW.

j

EASTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE HELD AT THE CHAMPLAIN HARB
STATION, QUEBEC, MARCH 9-12 1964- FRONT ROW-COL. CLIC
(SETTTLEMENT) R. DESJARDINS, LES TICHNER. Madam SAVARD, LLO
HUNTER. LEO VACHON, D. SLOAN. OTT-FENTON
CROSSMAN(OTT). PHIL
TURNBULL(OTT), ALLAN GRAHAM. M. LANDRY-SECOND ROW-HOWA
HAIGHT, M. ROBITAILLE, RAY DILLON, M.TIFFENDELL, JM BONNEAU, B
LAPIERRE, CHARLIE MATTE
JM VACHON. CHARLES TREPANI'
HENRIETTE GARNIER. ARNOLD PATTON. HARRY FOX
,G. GRONDIN, B
FALLS-THIRD ROW-QUENTIN
DELANEY, JM TAILLEFER, MARC
ROGER
HELIE,...
JACQUES

LAPIERRE, HANK HENRY, Jf1
FRASER,....PAUL CHAMPAGNE ANDRE GUENET, M.LAPLANTE,-TOP £
BILL BERNHARDT,ARMAND
BOUDREAU,
ROBERT LEFE»
CECIL BROWN
J.A.W.GUNN,
JOSEPH CAZES, GEORGES GN7
MAURICE POISSANT-
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back to Montreal...

MONTREAL, QUEBEC
JULY 1961-JUNE 1963

Building Syndrome ..............................................................p.126
Halifax-Pet Quarantined-Home Again-Caper Aboard TCA's--Reporting to District Hdqrs- . .

p.127

The Staff-Visits to Quebec -Ports of Entry-Ward's Schooling-Citizenship-First Xmas in 5 Years . p.128
"Serving Abroad":-Posted to Paris-A Pet for Life- Car Incident-Farewell.............. .......p.129

Montreal and Jacques Cartier bridge to St. Helen Island, site of Expo '67
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Family picture in Chambly, P.Q. in our
bungalow. Right-Romano Pironti husband of Silvana who was a Visa Officer Secretary at the Rome Visa Otf~~·etl
Romano was employed as a draftsman for the Place Victoria project, Montreal on behalf of "Societa lmmobih~re.1,

'·

Below: Some extra curricular activities...............
:~·-/ ec
I spent nearly all my free time planning and improving our bungalow with the assistance of my wife and occasionally
from Immigration Officers living nearby. I added a patio and a large garage for which the plans were approved by the
City of Chambly. The improvements took place between 1961 and 1963, a very serious "hobby" for a "jack ~f,;~11
trades" and master of .... , Or better, as the neighbor said, very good for a pen pusher returning from Italy-an allusi8n
to the fact that I built the garage foundation with columns .....

.... Challenges
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fter the SS Olympia docked at Halifax's Pier 21 on July 26, 1961, we disembarked after the luggage
was on the pier. With our pet on a short leash we proceeded to a row of long tables where the doctors
waited to ask questions. I showed Tatiana's passport. At the next table, I saw Bob Baker (Ch.2) for a
short chat and another officer stamped Tatiana's document "landed." The Quarantine officer refused to let us take the
dog even if he was a "returning resident" with proof of yearly vaccination shots. He was quarantined and it had all the
markings of an "arrangement" to make a few bucks. I drove him to the "kennel" that did not look too suitable. My dog
was one unhappy beast and I talk to him in a reassuring manner about coming to us soon.
When my German Opel car was unloaded and I got the Customs' clearance, we drove off intent on reaching
Montreal as soon as possible to get our dog back. We stopped at the Nova Scotia/New Brunswick border long enough
to watch young girls, in their finest tartan plaid attire, sword-dancing to bagpipe music. It impressed Tatiana the most.
. We stayed overnight at a motel near Levis, admiring the Chateau Frontenac across the St. Lawrence. We got up early
' and drove to Montreal calling on my mother's flat at 2346 Chapleau Street. She called the rest of the family for a get
r together. The absence of my father was often mentioned. Mother asked about the dog and I told her I left him in Halifax.
l She said he could stay with her as the backyard was secure from other dogs. I phoned the Quarantine Office
? and they said someone would come that afternoon to check arrangements o keep our dog in " quarantine."
Tali could not speak with anyone and Marija had to keep translating. My mother insisted that we stay and
to cook my preferred dish . While discussing the arrangements the quarantine officer showed up. We discussed the
arrangements and he was satisfied . I gave him the telephone number of his Halifax colleague and he agreed to call
him upon returning to his office. Before he left, I crossed his palm with a token of my appreciation. I received a call from
the Halifax Quarantine Officer who called to say that the dog can be released from the Halifax Quarantine. I phoned
the kennel owner and paid all the expenses, including a container and the air fare to Dorval. With the flight's ETA, the
three of us were about to leave for the airport when someone from Trans Canada Airlines called. The Agent said the
pilot sent a message that the dog was loose in the cargo bay and they wanted me at Dorval when the plane arrives.
We were allowed on the tarmac with the Quarantine officer. We stood near the cargo door as it was opened and Juno
stood there, having chewed his way out of the container. He jumped in my arms and I muzzled him as he snarled at
others. He had enough of that nonsense. We dro,ve to my mother's flat with the Quarantine Officer behind us. Juno
recognized mother remembering a delicacy that she previously cooked for him, fried liver. We led him to the backyard
and he was satisfied, adding that he would return occasionally. I crossed his palm again and he never returned.
We drove to Chambly with Juno to look at our house and moved in after the Moving firm Baillargeon
delivered our furniture. We bought appliances on credit, getting in debt once again. But, we were very happy to be
home again. We visited a shopping center in Longueuil where a Bell Telephone salesperson sat near the entrance. She
asked us if we needed a "second telephone" and we told her that we needed a "first telephone." She asked for our
name and address and said we would get our phone tomorrow!-that was service!
I went to the Eastern District Office in the new National Revenue Building, corner Bleury and Dorchester, an
improvement from the cramped quarters in the Pascal Bldg. Miss Gisele Leonard, the District Superintendent's
secretary, announced me to her boss, Mr.Leo Vachon. I noted that all the photos that Mr. Mcfaul had on the walls
showing him shaking hands with officials were gone. Al Findlay, the assistant Superintendent was assisted by Al Gunn
and Mark Vaughan. My duties were the same as those before I left for Rome in October 1957. Many officers were
actually performing what seemed to be clerical jobs when filling applications forms by persons seeking to have their
relatives come to Canada. It seemed absurd that "Immigration Officers" should fill such jobs. This anomaly also existed
at Immigration Headquarters to a larger extent . The Montreal office was a very congenial place to work, without
pressure or hassle to get the work done. We shared the top floor of the building with the Citizenship Branch. Although
we had the same Minister, their staff did not "fraternize." At the end of each month, I received statistical and financial
data from all Immigration Offices in Quebec and compiled the consolidated report that had to reached Hdqrs Ottawa
by the third working day of the following month. I was responsible for the Stationery and Supplies and its inventory.
There was a need for occasional trips to border offices, to check on and assess the equipment that might
need repairs. At the Port of Armstrong, the Dept. of Immigration owned two houses rented by our two Immigration
officers. After listening to their valid complaints about the problems concerning each house, I made notes to contact
the Department of Public Works on my return and have them attend to the problems at their earliest. From my
observation, the two houses had been neglected for too long and the rent charged was too high.

A
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Vaughan and I kept strict controls on all stationery and supplies kept in the stationery room. At the time,
replaced pens, ink and pencils. If a replacement was needed, we ask for the used one! Hdqrs forced us to do
this although I doubted they did the same. Whenever someone came to get to supplies they had to have their requisition
in proper form to be allowed in the supply room. We locked the door so no one else could come in to steal anything.
Locking oneself in had drawbacks if a sassy person came with a request for pencils and did not have the used ones. It
turned out sometimes that the lass was after “lead” and not pencils.
Ben Lapierre replaced J.M. Langlais as Officer-in-Charge of the Montreal Immigration Office when the latter
retired. J. St. Onge was Head of the Special Inquiry Section assisted by JM Bonneau, R. Canavan, A. Patton and R.
Dillon. Gerry Lambert worked for the Settlement Section, under Jean Marie Vachon. Soon, many of these competent
officers became disillusioned due to friction with Superintendent, Leo Vachon. Inevitably, St. Onge, Lambert, Patton and
Gunn applied for jobs at Immigration Hdqrs Ottawa and were promoted. Promotions within the District were very rare
but, ImmHdqrs knew how to attract qualified officers from the field, offering promotions and advancement. It took a long
time for the Montreal Officer to replace these losses with qualified staff. Art Suckling and Kingsley Beatty, both of whom
I met quite often, had so far resisted moving to Ottawa.
Periodically, I went to Quebec City to visit the Champlain Harbor Station, referred to either as the “White
Elephant’ or “Laval Fortier’s Folly.” Once, I was asked by ImmHdqrs to find out how many persons could be
accommodated and fed at the Champlain Harbor building in case of emergencies. On the occasion of my visit to Quebec
City, I met old friends Louis Gauvreau, Noel Belleau, MoTivendell, Marcel Roy, Louis Matte, Charlie Ouellette, etc. With
regard to the request from Hdqrs, I spoke with Maurice Landry, the Immigration Officer-in-Charge and the kitchen staff
as well. They could feed up to 100 persons with the assistance of two kitchen helpers. I ate a very tasty lunch for much
less than I would pay at a restaurant. Maurice remarked that since “the cook and staff are on the payroll, they should
practice serving meals” to the Immigration staff. I thought of the “old” Montreal Detention Quarters on St. Antoine street
and how decrepit it is in comparison. I reported to Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa in details. I would never know whether my
report was satisfactory as I never received any comments.
Schooling was a priority for our ward Tatiana and we expected problems as she spoke only Slovenian.
Fortunately, the nuns who ran the Chambly English Elementary Catholic School accepted her and were very patient
teaching her. On her first Sunday to church she watched her schoolmates received the host. She had yet to go through
the rite of confirmation to do the same. The nuns found a Slavic-speaking nun in Montreal who prepared herfor that ritual
and she was "confirmed" in a private ceremony. The biggest problem was her lack of English. It remind me that children
of immigrants must face the same problem. One lay school teacher lived nearby our home and gave her additional
homework while we spent our time helping her with English and mathematics. She failed her first year exam and, though
sad at losing her friends, she applied herself wholeheartedly in the summer to catch up. At the start of the next school
year, she passed the exams and rejoined her friends.
The question of my wife’s citizenship was also priority. I filled the application form and turned it in to the Office
of the Registrar of Citizenship, across the hallway from my office. I also asked him about our ward’s status, producing
her Slovenian passport, landed immigrant document and a translation of the Yugoslav writ of guardianship. He took them
and asked me to come back in the afternoon. When we met again, he gave me a form to complete and asked that I
present it to him after my wife receives her Certificate of Citizenship. In November 1961, Marija got her Citizenship
Certificate and Tatiana got hers a few days later. We celebrated the events with classmates and the school Principal.
Our first Canadian Xmas in five years was “white” and cold. We had forgotten how severe our winters could
be. We drove in a winter storm to visit my sister living in Laval, north of Montreal and left our pet at home. While at my
sister, I went out several times during the evening to start the car because the German Opel had no block heater. My
sister asked if she could keep Tatiana overnight as she enjoyed the company of her children. We agreed and headed
back to out home in Chambly arriving after midnight. The house entrance was covered with snow that I cleared it by hand
and we heard the dog bark all the time. Once inside, he jumped at us because he was cold. The oil furnace
malfunctioned and the house was cold. I got it started and I swore never to go anywhere again except on day trips when
it was sunny but I went to get Tatiana the very next day anyway. Even if I disliked winters, I built a small skating rink at
the back of the house for Tatiana to learn skating. We invited our Roman friends, Romano and Silvana Pironti (she was
an ex-Rome Visa Officer secretary). They too were
learning to skate. When old friends of ours in Montreal learned about
the “rink” they came as well. It was great fun for everyone because it was a sunny day.
Mark

ball pens
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Spring, I drove to the Border Port of Armstrong, our most eastern and isolated Port of Entry. The two
Immigration Officers complained about the poor state of the housing and the need for urgent repairs. Both officers
were married and dislike the isolation although they knew that when they accepted the job. They had to travel some
distance for shopping and their children’s schooling, representing additional expenses with no compensation. They
wanted a transfer anywhere. I never visited the Chicoutimi Immigration Office but, the Officer-in-Charge, Maurice “Bat”
Taillefer was an ex-RCAF friend and fighter pilot. However, I met him at meetings held in Montreal.
I did not expect to return abroad and I planned to add a two-car garage and a covered patio to the bungalow.
This was possible because I was promoted Acting Administrative Officer 2. The future looked bright but for a tragic
loss as my mother passed away July 7. At the wake, brothers, sisters swore to continue meeting at her flat where two
sisters and a brother lived. However, she was the catalyst and without her, the motivation was no longer there.
In Autumn ‘62 an Immigration Poster advertised openings for Overseas Service on a rotational basis. Few
serving Immigration Officers had a University degree since most left High School to serve in WWII. Bud Clark, Director
of Personnel, convinced Treasury Board that Immigration Officer be “rotational” as were EA and T& C The Poster
referred to written and oral tests. I discussed it with my wife and I applied. I found out that the written tests consists
of one or two papers on “multiple choice” questions, similar to those given to University graduates. I found a book for
students to prepare for such tests I spent every spare minute studying the multiple choice questions and testing
myself how fast I could come up with the answers. I sent a copy of the book to R. Martineau in Athens when he said
he was interested. My studies had paid off as I was successful, so was Roger as far as I know. I reported to
Immigration Hdqrs for the oral part. The Board consisted of Ron McDougall and Bud Curry and Roy McGrath. The
oral questions were difficult. I failed to answer the one about “who were members of the Group of Seven." An
alphabetical list was drawn up valid for one year. My name appeared under the letter “S” and, by eliminating those
serving abroad, one could estimate his chances of a posting within the validity of the list. I received a letter from JDA
Reid, Chief of Operations, Immigration Hdqrs, asking that I report to Ottawa within ten days, for an indeterminate
period. I discussed it with my wife and I turned down the request as it meant renting or selling our house and relocating
in Ottawa etc. I replied “/ applied to serve abroad on the same basis as in the past. I do no wish to move to Ottawa
as this caveat was never mentioned in the competition poster as part of the conditions to serve abroad." I was sure
that Mr. Reid crossed me off the list. Then, out of the blue, his assistant Ron McDougall, called: “Roger, how would
you like to go to Paris?” I was speechless and, though I didn’t jump with joy at going to Paris, I didn't let him know and
said “I would very much like to go to Paris” and thanked him for the opportunity to serve abroad again. Somehow, I
was sure that Mr. J. Robillard had something to do with a change of heart by Don Reid.
When I went to the office for the last time, Andre Guenet, Jim Lapierre and Bob Lefebvre came to wish me
good luck on my posting to Paris. They were quick to add, jokingly, “now that you are to serve abroad on rotation, we
hope you will not apply for any job openings in the Eastern District. I promised that I would not. They seemed relieved.
We knew the routine concerning of medical examinations and Passport applications. The patio and
double garage project was done and I was fortunate to rent the house to Ettore Bartolini, a recent immigrants from
Egypt, escaping post-Suez unstable conditions. The bungalow was a very different type of housing they were used
to in Alexandria but, this was Canada. We thought our dog would be happy with Frank Straub, our plumber friend who
was fond of him and knew him well.
However, after four days, he called to say that Juno refused to eat and would
surely die unless he came back to us. We took him back and reserved a kennel aboard the SS Carinthia. Tatiana
graduated second of her class, an achievement considering her handicaps.
On my last day to work, my car engine seized near St. Hubert airport on the way to work. From that moment,
the Opel was not worth a cent. I gave it to our new tenant. Officer Albert Depatie and his mother came to say farewell,
a very touching visit as Mrs Depatie knew we held her son Albert (a war amputee) in great esteem. On June 17th, we
said goodbye to our tenants, taking a taxi to Montreal’s harbor to board the SS Carinthia. A crewman took our pet to
the kennel and another escorted us to our cabin where Immigration Officers Gauvin, Foucher and Lefebvre “welcomed
us!”as if they were leaving! As they left, Syl Forget, ex-lmmigration Officer brought Marija flowers to bid us farewell.
In

.

.
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PARIS, FRANCE- A rare photo of JFRR Robillard on an inspection visit to Paris in May 1964-And with his visit, the
days of mismanagement, discontent and waste were over.
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In my youth, I remember that my father often mention “le pain de Savoie.” I do not recall under what
circumstances he make the remarks since he was never in France. Furthermore, I have no idea what
he meant although I thought of "le pain" as something that must be very good. It was most likely an

expression transmitted through his father, a reference to “la douce France” or "la mere patrie.” I was now
in France for the second time and although I never visited the Savoie region I also never thought of
asking about the “pain de Savoie” that could have been available in bakeries in Paris. Yet, my trips to
the south of France were always memorable. I once traveled by Jeep to the south of France in the
summer of June 1946 to the Provence and fields of lavender. One cannot help be attracted by its charm,
its slow pace and serene atmosphere. The beauty of the landscape left one breathless with its colorful
valleys covered with fragrant flowers and the variegated flora- it is those aspects that attracted travelers,
some of whom never left. A different environment existed at Paris. The “sabra” Parisians are snobbish
toward foreigners and other Parisians not formally introduced. However, when traveling to and meeting
the people of Normandy, Brittany, Bordeaux and many other parts of France, I felt very much at ease
as they were all much friendlier-l am glad they were the ones whose ancestors came to build “La
Nouvelle France.”
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June 1963-We had a smooth crossing, even if the ship’s foghorn blewconstantly because of thefogandrestricted

visibility. Our dog's kennel was on the top deck of the SS Carinthia and he became nearly deaf from the constant
fog horn. We sailed past the Isles of Scilly arriving at Le Havre early next morning. We had packed
our luggage and got the dog before joining the passengers in the main lounge. We presented our “papiers” to the
Police de Frontieres and Customs Officers who never asked a question. We walked to the special train for Paris,
settling down in our compartment. The conductor ignore the dog as we paid our fares. It was so civilized compared
sound of the

to

our

Canadian "rail officials."
We arrived in Paris at noon and took a taxi to the Hotel Scribe, Place de

I’Opera, where we had reservations.
dog and the receptionist recommended the Hotel Edouard VII, a short distance down Avenue de
I’Opera. I went and spoke to the receptionist about our “berger allemand.” He said “nous avons /'habitude.” As we all
left the Scibe hotel, I ran into Jacques Lapierre from the Montreal office who was sent to Paris as a relieving officer.
He and Andre Guenet, also from Montreal, stayed at the Scribe. Jim helped us with our suitcases. The rooms at the
Edouard VII were huge with high ceilings. The plumbing worked perfectly well.
I left Marija and Tatiana to walk to the Visa Section at 38 Avenue de I’Opera. On the third floor I met “old”
acquaintances. I knew both the Officer-in-Charge, Leslie Chevrier and his Assistant George Grant from the Montreal
Eastern District Office. Grant looked after the operations and administrative functions. Three “university graduates”
assisted him, Laurent Allard, Gilles Durocher and Rene Marleau. They were the “think tank,” suggesting the modus
operandi and planning the strategy to increase the recruitment of French immigrants. None of them interviewed
immigrants, that was the responsibility of Visa Officers, one floor above.
The Medical Section was on the administration floor and one floor above, I met Gaston Beaupre, Louis Mach
and Marcel Page, both from the Montreal Office. The ROMP Security Officers were Robert Chaput, R. Lefebvre and
Clement Simon. Their offices on the same floor. I was the fourth Visa Officer to be posted to the Paris Visa Office to
assist with interviews of French and residents applying as immigrants. I was expected to travel and be part of the
recruiting Program. We were all answerable to G. Grant as the Officer-in-Charge left operational matters to George.
Immigration Operations, Ottawa, could not be aware of what each of the eight Visa Officers was doing at the Paris
Visa Office,(excluding Jim, Andre( who were due to return to Canada) and Les Chevrier. The large complement of
officers was meant to deflect any criticisms from “Quebec.”
The Embassy Administration Section lined up a few homes for us to visit but no apartments as none were
“available!” We liked the first house with a small garden at Le Vezinet which meant commuting by train from Le Peq
Station, a twenty five minute ride train to the Gare St. Lazare, and a short walk to the office. We enrolled Tati at the
English School of Paris where children of other diplomats were also enrolled. One chore that I did not look forward
to was stoking the basement furnace with soft coal.
I ordered a Ford Comet through Mo Benoit who was then the Immigration Officer-in-Charge at the Detroit
Immigration Office. Three weeks later, the car arrived at Le Havre where I went to pick it up. The French Customs
cleared the red tape in minutes and we drove to Paris with a temporary plate. We went sightseeing on weekends to
avoid the city’s chaotic weekly traffic jams and Paris’ irritable drivers. Maria became an expert at growing vegetables
in the garden. In summer, we entertained weekends in the garden. We expected our posting to Paris to last four years
and decided to get to make the best of it.
THE STRATEGY TO RECRUIT FRENCH IMMIGRANTS-The London Office received ample funds to
advertize and recruit immigrants as well as open new offices in England and Scotland. In the past, the Paris Visa
Office was derided for failing to recruit and process more French speaking immigrants, even when they received
additional funds. Months before my arrival, Messrs. Grant, Allard, Durocher and Marleau worked out a plan, similar
to the UK, to double and even tripling the number of French-speaking immigrants for Quebec. At the time, there were
thousands of “pieds noirs,”1 French citizens forced to leave Algeria who might want to emigrate to Canada. The plan
was to publish articles on Canada in local newspapers of towns outside Paris. The Embassy formally requested
permission from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to advertize. The request was approved with no apparent conditions
regarding advertising in local newspapers.
One look at the

3-Frenchmen who came to France after President De Gaulle granted Algeria its Independence in 1963.
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The Visa Office expected the articles would raise interest in Canada. It had a detachable "coupon" which
the reader could fill and mail to the Visa Office if he wished further information. It also said that “un Agent du Service
des Visas viendra...” followed

by the place, date and time when the counselor would be available to answer questions.
projector, films and literature. The “Seances d’information” took place all over France where we
rented halls or hotel space. The distances in France were longer than those in the UK and were costlier. The “plan
of action,” written in French, together with the estimated costs, was sent to Immigration Foreign Service Headquarters,
Ottawa. Senior management at the Foreign Service Hdqrs did not question the plan nor the costs. It was submitted
request the additional funds to the Treasury Board and was approved by the latter, thus appeasing the Province of
Quebec’s complaints about the lack of money to recruit more French-speaking migrants. With additional officers on
temporary duty, the office launched their grandiose plan. When I became aware of the plan I considered the Paris
Canada-based staff situation. Rene Marleau was Information Officer and like Allard and Durocher, received special
training in Canada for a year to counsel immigrants re employment prospects. Oddly enough, neither Marleau nor
The officers carried

Allard

a

Durocher left Paris to travel to the selected towns and

or

answer

questions from people interested in emigrating

to Canada! Their expensive “Cross-Canada Tours,” was for that very

purpose!. George Grant decided that those three
Foreign Service Officers, (University graduates), should leave that responsibility to Visa Officers who did not receive

that type of intensive training!
The timing for the information sessions seemed ill chosen because the months of July and August were
holiday months in France. Factories shut down and nearly everyone heads for the Midi. Those who remain behind
and come to the seance do so out of boredom and curiosity. I asked A. Guenet and J.Lapierre, on temporary
assignment from Montreal and untrained, how they could answer questions from tradesmen and “cadres,” being
untrained counselors. They admitted being unable to answer some questions.
In order to provide credible information to the ex-Algerian French expatriate or “pieds noirs” about the
purchase of land in Canada, the Settlement Section sent a specialist, Mr. A. Belzile. He was not keen about speaking
with anyone enquiring about such matters. It turned out he had little to do because the bulk of the “pieds noirs”
unbeknown to the members of the “think tank,” left France in large numbers for New Caledonia. The climate there was
more akin to that of Algeria. At least, they were unlikely to freeze for half the year as would be the case should they
come to Canada. In time they would grow grapes relying on the expertise of Australian producers. Others would
chose to go to the Eastern Caribbean French Islands.
I went to towns in Normandy and to Rennes in Brittany, carrying a projector, films and literature to hand out.
A representative of the shipping line (Italia Lines), followed us at each session, hoping to drum up some business.
There were seldom more than 20-25 persons in attendance After a few words of welcome, I showed a film depicting
a realistic account of life in Canada and the working conditions. Some “cadres” wanted assurance of employment on
arrival as "cadres," recognition of their managerial skills and assistance with housing. When I replied that their
demands were exaggerated they asked “pourquoi venez vous nous convaincre d'ailer au Canada si vous n'avez
aucune offre d'emploi?” They were probably the same who came at other previous sessions wanting to embarrass
me. Some tradespeople seemed satisfied with some of my answers. To sidetrack sticky questions I asked if someone
in the audience had relatives or friends in Canada and I invited him or her to tell the others what he

or

she heard from

friends. That got me off the hook for a short while. I always felt uneasy because I lacked the training that
others had received. I understood why Marleau and the other “thinktankers” shunned this “circus," although they were

relatives

or

trained and qualified to fend questions.
On my return to Paris, I went

to see George Grant and tell him that I was not cut out for “les tournees
d'information" since I was not given a “Cross Canada Tour.” Why not send Marleau and others who were given the
Cross Canada Tour to field questions. He ignored what I said, claiming Marleau is too busy sorting the incoming

That was a task that should be performed by any of the locally engaged staff, releasing Marleau
counsel applicants.
George Grant relied on members of the “think tank,” to implement the “grand plan.” From now on, I would
not try to convince anyone to emigrate if they would not accept to go to Canada on the same conditions as immigrants
selected elsewhere. M. Page, a Placement Officer from the Montreal office did not mind going on trips because he
newspaper coupons.

to interview and

had first hand

He

was

experience dealing with French immigrants when they came to the Montreal office after their arrival.
managerial level.

used to talk to the “cadres,” i.e., supervisors or persons at the lower
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Immigration Hdqrs Ottawa sent a telex to the Paris Office naming me as relieving officer to Athens for six
August 1963. The “Paris management” did not appreciate the fact that Hdqrs named me in that telex. I was
to replace Miss Elsa Amadio and her assistant,
Gerry Vorias as they were taking three week's leave, in succession.
My wife and Tatiana felt secure with our German shepherd watching over them. I flew to Athens on a Thursday and
Elsa Amadio met me on arrival and drove me to the Grande Bretagne Hotel. Next day, I met Gerry Vorias, whom I
knew from the Montreal office. He was the first to take leave, staying in Athens. Gerry was fluent in Greek and did
not need an interpreter but I would. I met Dr. P C. Dube and the Security officer. While in Athens, Jack Manion, a
senior Immigration Officer stopped for a day and a half and joined Miss Amadio and I at the beach one late afternoon.
I knew my way around Athens and revisited the same sites and museums. I followed local habits-when it came to
evening meals, the evening meal was around 22:00 hrs. I preferred eating at the Plaka, where tourists came to listen
weeks in

to bouzouki music and drink Retsina wine.

Gerry Vorias invited me for dinner and I listen to his laments. His ethnic origin caused Travel Agents to think
cases for emigration to Canada. They pestered him with calls at home to the point that it affected his
family life. At the office local Agents and visiting Canadian Greeks hoped he could hasten the finalization of sponsored
and nominated cases. That was far from the truth working under the watchful eye of Miss Amadio. I believed him when
he said he wanted a cross-posting anywhere any time.
When Elsa Amadio started her three-weeks vacation, I had the opportunity to have a closer look at the office
procedures. Like the Rome office, the form letters were of various sizes in Greek. There was a list of the purpose of
each form in English but, unless one read Greek, it was impossible to know the content since there were not translated
in either English or French.
Near the end of my first day as Acting Officer-in-Charge, Gerry brought me the files of persons he
interviewed that day as he did with Miss Amadio who checked his work. I told him that the practice ceases as of now.
With little to do on the second day, I asked his secretary to help me as interpreter while I interviewed. When there were
no cases ready for interview, I spoke with the Head of the Registry, an English expatriate, about the filing system. He
was surprised as no one ever enquired before. It needed improvements and I made some suggestions. A few local
Travel Agents came, hoping that I would give preferential treatment for their clients-l refused. I did the same with
visiting Canadians expecting favors for their clients. They stopped coming as I denied their request to jump the queue.
It was ’' wine festival'' time and, one evening, I went with Elsa Amadio and Gerry Vorias to Pireus. We tasted
the different types of “Demestica” wines. For me, “le nouveau retsina,” the tar tasting white wine, was my favorite,
though not so for others. We were soon famished and went to a taverna, listening
to non-stop bouzouki music and watched exuberant Greeks throw plates on the
dance floor while old and young danced the “sirtaki.” Chinaware suppliers must do
a thriving business during the festival.
The “highlight” of my trip happened August 31 watching the full moon
hang over the Parthenon. The voice of Orson Welles came from the not too distant
“Sound and Light” presentation. He spoke of the grandeur of the Golden Age of
Pericles and the birth of democracy and admire the remains of that Athenian past,
the Propylea and the Erechtheion. He omitted the near destruction of these
monuments in recent times due to pollution from cars.
On my return to Paris both my wife and Tati managed very well during
me absence protected by Juno. At the office I met Louis Dupont and Andre Duplain
who replaced Guenet and Lapierre. They were experienced counselors and would be more useful in providing
counseling. Larry Allard ranted about the "thousands of French immigrants wanting to emigrate." He based his
prediction on the number coupons received. The reality was different and he only had to look at the foreign names!
But, they lived in France and spoke French!
I went to Marseille with Dr. Marcel Piche and Security Officer Simon Clement. The hotel owner let us use
the “salon” as a waiting room. There were two streams of clients, i.e., “independent” applicants and sponsored
immigrants. We dealt with the latter expeditiously. After a medical examination, if the clients returned with their X-Rays,
we issued the visa and gave them their “landing document.” If they did not have x-Rays, they mailed them to Paris
for a later assessment. Many were “guest”workers with legal status in France(papiers en regies.).
he could “fix"
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an “independent” case, I expected few questions since he was
already counseled by an
previous visit. I was proven wrong as they asked more questions. When they insisted on assurances of
employment, I told him to remain in their “patelin.”
Gerard Page, Luis Mach and I patronized the Bar de I’Opera after hours for a “ballon de rouge.” On November
221963, while standing at the bar, the short manager who liked Canadians, said to us “le President Kennedy a ete tue
II y a quelques instant!” We did not believe him until he turned up the radio as the announcer repeated the tragic news.
I went to phone my wife about the sad news and went home.
If we accepted an applicant, we made ample notes about the counseling on the M&l Assessment Selection
document that was sent to Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa. Once in Canada, if the client claimed he was not counseled,
the Placement officer asked for the Assessment form to confront him with what he was told. After an interview abroad,
a client had the option of undergoing a medical examination when a doctor was present and mail his x-ray and
radiologist report to our Paris Visa Office. If he was otherwise “Passed Medically” his visa was sent by mail.
The cost of the Team's trips to Marseilles, Bordeaux and Lyon were not negligible when pro rated against
the number of accepted French-born and the non-nationals. In the monthly statistics to Hdqrs Ottawa, the members
of the “think tank” reported visaed guest workers with the French nationals, giving the impression that all the isaed
persons were French nationals. The statistics must have impressed the Immigration Hdqrs staff.
The senior staff at Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa, must have finally woken up to the excessive number of
Officers interviewing to produce so few French applicants. Unexpectedly, a Senior Hdqrs Officer arrived and spoke first
with me and then with Gaston Beaupre, Luis Mach and Marcel Page. We answered candidly and he returned to Hdqrs
to report to his Chief, JRR Robillard. A few weeks later, both Leslie Chevrier and George Grant were recalled to
Montreal. In the interim, the job summaries for some officers changed. The fourth floor “peons” felt vindicated as
everyone went on the “seances d'information.” The new Chief, Jacques Denault, was due to arrive shortly.
After Jacques Denault’s arrival, the recruiting of immigrants took a more pragmatic approach. When a person
showed interest, we no longer painted a rosy picture of life in Canada nor avoided negative aspects. We regained
credibility when it came to counseling. I was placed in charge of the “Interview Section,” supervising G Beaupre, L Mach
and G Page. We performed our duties in consultation with the new management. We sat in on all discussions affecting
field operations. Albert Morin came to Paris as a numerical replacement for Rene Marleau who was transferred to
Athens, as Officer-in-Charge, an office where he would not use the skills he acquired on an expensive Cross-Canada
Tour.In May, I returned to Marseilles with Dr. M. Piche. All the nominated applicants were non-nationals. And their
interview was a routine as few questions were asked. The odd French nationals came to seek information and I was
very frank with them as to what to expect in Canada, all the pros and cons. It was during this trip that Mr. JFR Robillard
came to Paris to assess the situation following the recent management changes. (See photo page 130.)
During the winter months, we had to stoke the furnace to keep warm. The Canadian taxpayers paid the
utilities but we got covered with soot stoking the fire. Marija did the same while I was at work. The entire house reeked
of fumes and the walls were covered with coal dust. We planned to drive to Slovenia in the Spring ‘64. Our plans
changed when Marija's sister’s wrote that she, her husband, a cousin and his wife were coming to Paris for a visit.
To be eligible for an Assisted Passage loan( a repayable loan for the air fare to Canada), independent
applicants needed to qualified for an occupation in high demand in Canada. I interviewed a Spaniard resident working
for the EDF (Electricite de France). He qualified but I thought he would not cut it working with roughneck crews of
Hydro-Quebec. I turned him down but he kept coming back. I gave in, making ample notes on his assessment form.
He returned in three months to tell me how disgusted he was with Hydro Quebec crews and lack of comfort. I retrieved
his file quoting word for word what I told him. He was speechless and left. He returned two days later, admitting he was
too hasty returning to France. There were no jobs available with EDF. In fact they reduced their staff. He was all smile
as I endorsed his document to return to Canada-he paid his fare.
We attended Quebec’s National Day on June 24th It was hot and humid in the reception room lacking air
conditioning. After a while I steered clear of students. Les “Kebekwa” were pleased except the French guests who kept
saying “qu’est ce vous dites?" Canada Day, July 1st was held in the gardens of Ambassador’s P. Dupuis’s Residence
at 135 rue du Faubourg St. Honore. He was busy with French VIPs. His Minister, J.G. Halstead came to me only
because of the strikingly beautiful lady I was with. When introduced her as my wife he quickly left. The Canadian
Diplomats also left us left us when told I was with the Visa Section.(shades of Canada Day, Rome 1958 p.111)
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On a Saturday, I went alone on my first trip on the Seine aboard a bateau-mouche. My wife and Tati took the
trip during my absence. It is the best way to admire buildings along the Seine, its beautiful bridges and the historic lie
de la Cite and Notre-Dame. We stopped to visit a wine cellar dug out of the side of the Seine's embankment that the
guide said was kept hidden from the Germans during WW III I stood close to the owner as the guide gave his spiel
about the cave, its wine etc. Then he said, “Saint-Vincent est le patron des vignerons!” I turned to the owner and said
my name is “Saint-Vincent” He was skeptical and I showed him my passport. He turned to his wife and said in a loud
voice “voila un Saint-Vincent”! He raised his glass to my health and gave me
La Saint-Vincent a bottle of vintage wine. This “Saint Vincent” was born in Huesca, Spain and
Un ceiebre
saint Vincent, patron
des vignerons, le 22 janvier. Le culte
de ce diacre et martyr de
Saragosse,
n£ a Huesca, en Espagne, mort a Va¬

died in Valencia in 304. The cult

celebrated

was

introduced in France in 531. The feast is

January 22-I was born on the 27.
In mid-July, the Slovenian visitors called from Fontainebleau for help
lence en 304, (ut introduit en France
en 531 par Childebert et Clotaire.
to reach our place. We went to meet them and when we saw them, we
On retrouve ses reliques a Macon,
en la cath£drale Saint-Etienne de
wondered how they managed to come that far in a “toy Citroen” and to boot,
.Chalon et a I'abbaye de Saint-Vin¬
the spoke only Slovenian. They tailed us to Le Peq and the sight of Tatiana,
cent pr£s de Paris, qui aujourd'hui I
after a two year separation, was very moving. She amazed them by her
porte le nom de Saint-Cermain-desPres.
fluency
in French and English. Marija and I catered to all their whims, showing
Bonne Saint-Vincent i tous les
them the sights of Paris. I took the men to the Moulin Rouge, something they
amis du vin !
would long remember. Before they were due to return, J. Denault told me that
I was transferred to Rome as Assistant Officer-in-Charge. This meant a change of plans and Tatiana went back to
Slovenia with her parents for part of the summer. The Citroen could seat only four persons and little luggage so her
father returned to Slovenia by train. Before we left Paris, Herta Martineau came for a weekend and invited us to transit
via Brussels on our way to Slovenia and Rome. Jacques and Pierrette Denault gave us a farewell party at their
apartment where the staff signed a gift- "Les merveilles de la France, Paris et ses environs."
Recruiting French immigrants finally paid off. Ffor the calendar year 1963,
3,569
immigrants
were landed in Canada, up from 2,674 the previous year. In 1964
..a
ft

*

it

was

on

4,542.

Paris could sate one’s

passion with the stately buildings along its avenues
galleries, theaters, palaces, monuments, medieval
churches, La Tour Eiffel, the Seine's bridges, the Opera, restaurants, the bohemian
life “sur la rive gauche,” Les Follies Bergeres, Le Lido, le Moulin Rouge, night life in
Pigalle, les Champs Elisees, Place Vendome, Versailles and the not too distant
and boulevards, its museums, art

“Chateaux de la Loire,” Reims, etc.
POSTSCRIPT-Our “Tonkinoise”

landlady, widow of a high ranking French
pleased that we took care of her
property. On her visit to Paris from Cannes, she invited us to a Vietnamese restaurant
where she was treated as a VIP. She ordered for us and we had a gastronomic adventure, as her guest.
POTPOURRI-At lunch time, Gerard Page and I often went browsing at Brentano’s book store. We were
curious about erotica that were out of the way in a small but separate section. I heard Gerard’s voice say “bonjour
msieur I’mer.” Turning I saw Montreal’s Mayor Jean Drapeau, obfuscated being caught in “flagrante delicto." An
unforgettable character was the person who, every winter, appeared at the Place de I’Opera, wearing a full tuxedo, top
hat and white gloves selling roasted chestnuts. People including yours truly, bought them more out of curiosity than for
taste. Because when told how much, one somehow quickly lost the yen to buy more.
Officer killed in Dien Bien Phu, Vietnam, was

***********************
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Summer, 1963, in the garden at the back of the house at Le Vezinet-Sharing lunch with Gaston
Beaupre and wife; right, Herta Martineau, daughter Rosemary and their Greek maid on a weekend visit
from Brussels where Roger Martineau was Offlcer-in-Charge of the
Immigration Visa Office.

Below left: The Paris Visa Office in the heart of Paris, Place de

I'Opera, easily reached by train or
building. The Visa Office was on the 3rd and 4th floor.
Bottom right-hanky panky time at the ribald restaurant Mouton de Panurge-encouraged by everyone,
including the person on the right, Jacques Denault, the Offlcer-in-Charge
metro and buses- A beautiful
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...throwing a few coins in the Trevi fountain in November ‘51 and in July ‘61 paid off...
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country came under the Rome Visa Office insofar

Immigration matters were concerned. But, as
be seen, they had no such concern when it
came to the “Territory1' covered by Trade &
Commerce. Such oversights escaped the nous of
Senior Staff at Immigration Hdqrs or most likely,
they were indifferent to such matters-there was no
on-going liaison between the two Departments.
as
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Before leaving Paris in August 1964,1 calledthe RomeVisa Office to reserve rooms at theCaesare Augustus
Hotel

of

September 7. The packers were through in a few hours with our possessions to send to Rome. We
our pet and spent three days with Roger and Herta Martineau and their daughter
Rosemary. Brussels has some very interesting places to attract tourists, not only the Mannken Piss! We left after
three days later to drive through Luxembourg, Aachen, Stuttgart, stopping at Ulm so that Marija could see an aunt
while I waited in the car. When she returned, she was terribly sad-her aunt and her husband were victims of the post
war phenomenon, i.e. being “Volksdeutsch” in Czechoslovakia they were dispossessed of their house and all its
contents and forced to flee to Germany. They lived in dire conditions and refused an offer of money, resigned to their
fate. We drove on, wishing to reach Slovenia- we even drove past our beloved Salzburg without stopping! On
reaching her sister’s house, it was once again a tearful reunion.
After a week we left her sister’s to head for Rome not without first making a side trip to a small town north
west of Trieste, to the village of Fana. I was keeping a promise made to my brother-in-law, Elio D’Agnolo, husband
of my sister Raymoinde, to visit his parents'native village. We reached it at siesta time-there was no one in sight.
I stopped at a cafe with a few clients and asked the barman if he knew D’Agnolo’s house. He did and pointed the
direction. I was driving very slowly when, as incredible as it may, seem, I heard someone shout “Lucien sono qui!”
I looked up and saw Mrs. D’Agnolo! She came down and we embraced warmly. She, Marija and Tati walked towards
her house while I drove behind. The dog barked wanting to walk with them.
Reaching the house, her husband Gioacchino, was incredulous to see us. They never believed we would
come to see them. They came back after a thirty four year absence, having left in 1930. His unwed sister lived in the
smaller house where they were at the moment. Before we did anything else he insisted to show us the nearby house
and bedroom where they last lived before coming to "America." It was as they left it after their wedding! No one
slept there until their recent return. Everyone in the village made their own red wine and his sister kept up the
tradition. It was excellent merlot which they served us with fresh “polenta” (corn porn). Tatiana stayed outside with
the dog and had climbed the fig tree, eating that fruit non-stop. They wanted me to stay for supper but I told them
that I had to report to Rome next morning. We left them after a few hours and drove until darkness, staying overnight
at Pisa. By noon next morning, we arrived at the Ceasare Augustus hotel, Rome. I realized how prudent I was to
reserve rooms from Paris. The lobby was brimming with priests in various attire. The receptionist said they were here
as

drove to Brussels with

for the Ecumenical Council!

We had

a

small suite and the

dog was welcome. On Tuesday morning, September 8*11,1964,1 reported

to Via Acherusio 9 to start my second assignment to the Rome Visa Office. I met Luciana, the charlady, who said
Mr. Mitchell moved his office closer to the Visa Officers. His first words were “Welcome Roger, there is little I could

teach you about the operations.” I knew the Canadian Secretary, Miss Simone Lefebvre who came in 1958. The Visa
Officers were Les Coombs, Stan Hunter, Ian Crane, Chris Saunders and Jack Armstrong. I knew the charming
secretaries and the members of the local staff who greeted me with “Benvenuto a Roma signor San Vincent!” I met
the Chief Medical Officer, Dr. C.A.E. Forssander, Drs. A. Abaer and Lomer Monty and two others.
Control Officer” was Ken McDonald. My old office had not changes since I left it June 1961.

The Chief “Visa

We intended to be

discerning about accommodation as the Foreign Service Directives provided generous
rented was at “Due Pini,” Via Zandonai 11. The previous occupant were
Vic Damone and Pier Angeli. The spacious terrace overlooked a large swimming pool, manicured grounds and a
grand view of Rome. Our traveled and aging pet Juno was at home after the first “sniffs. We registered Tati ana at
St. George’s English School. We were ready for our second “Roman holiday.” The Mitchell’s lived a short distance
from us on Via Cassia and we often met. I renewed acquaintance with Mr. Marcello Vitali, Director of Customs and
my Etruscologist friend, Enzo Protani to pursue our hobby.
As Assistant Officer-in-Charge we rated Diplomatic passports. The French 75TT 33288 plates on the Ford
Granada were exchanged for an Italian CD 11349 plate. We still had a "backlog" to contend with even with five
Officers interviewing 150 persons daily. But, that would change in a matter of months.
The Province of Quebec opened an Information Office in Milan in 1963 with a Commercial Representative
in charge. Mr. Mitchell reported to IMMHDQRS that persons from Milan disliked cominq to Rome for interviews. Many
rental allowances. The empty penthouse we

countries had Consulates in Milan because “ROME IS THE CAPITAL BUT MILANM HAS THE CAPITAL!”
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“showing the flag” since the Province of Quebec had done

so

already.

Northerners looked upon people to the south of Rome part of an economy lacking an industrial base plagued with
endemic unemployment and poverty. It is where the “mafia” and “omerta” organizations were everywhere ruled. They

people who spoke dialects incomprehensible to “northerners,” who are not without dialects themselves.
On the occasion of the Ecumenical Council, and the presence in Rome of so many high ranking members
of the catholic church, our Ambassador hosted a reception at the residence on via Cassia. Montreal’s Cardinal Leger
was head of the Canadian delegation. When my wife and I met the Ambassador, I mentioned that Marija and I had
recently been on a trip to Slovenia. He said his last post was Belgrade and he was familiar with Slovenia. He added
that his wife and children loved Slovenia, its people and cleanliness compared to Serbia. A few weeks later, I was
again with the Ambassador, replacing Mr. Mitchell at a lunch held at Rome’s Canadian church “Saints Martyrs
Canadians.”lt was opulent affair, befitting the guest, Cardinal Leger as a “Prince of the Church.” Ambassador Crean
and I enjoyed a five-course gourmet meal, French wine, cognac and Cuban cigars, church royalty living!
TEL AVIV, ISRAEL-When the Tel Aviv Visa Office needed help, the Rome Visa office obliged. Stan Hunter
was sent to relieve for a month with his wife. On his return, he told Mr. Mitchell he would like a transfer to Tel Aviv and
his wish was granted. His replacement was Maurice Poirier. Jim Hackett wrote to me from the London, UK office
asking my help to come to Rome. Mr. Mitchell agreed and the Hackett were back in Rome. Another officer,
Immigration Royd Fenwick-Wilson arrived at the same time.
STATISTICS-1964- 19,297 Italians, arrived in Canada during the 1964 calendar year. This was a 33%
increase over the 14,429 who arrived in 1963. The increase was due to streamlining and a high rate of interviews.
THE DEATH OF IAN CRANE-lmmigration Officer Ian Crane was a single Officer and was asked by Mr. GM
Mitchell to go to Tel Aviv, Israel, on relieving duties. Ian surprised Mr. Mitchell when he said the only place he wanted
to go was “Canada.” Mr. Mitchell told him that if he went, he would be spared future assignments and agreed to
discuss his return to Canada when he returns from Tel Aviv. The day Ian Crane returned to Rome, he handed Mr.
Mitchell a letter asking to return to Canada. Mr. Mitchell wrote to Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa, endorsing Ian’s request.
The answer from Ottawa stunned Mr. Miitchell “Crane mustterminte his tour of dutyV' When told, Crane became
very depressed. Realizing the gravity of Ian's despondency while at work, Mr. Mitchell sent an urgent telex, demanding
were

that Ian be returned to Canada.
A week

passed without reply. Roy McGrath, Chief, Finance and Administration, IMMHDQRS Ottawa arrived

at Rome that weekend to brief Mr Mitchell and Miss Lefebvre about a new method of

reporting expenses using

various codes, effective April 1,1965. The meeting was held Monday morning, in the Embassy’s Library. Miss S.
Lefebvre and I accompanied Mr. Mitchell. The meeting had yet to start when there was a call for me from Franca

Brasca, assistant to to Miss Lefebvre who said that Liciana the charwoman who cleaned Crane’s flat, just told

her that
hanged himself and had called the police! I repeated what was said to Mr. Mitchell and I left for Crane’s flat,
near our Office. When I arrived, the body was being taken away by ambulance. The “Carabinieris" were around
probing and taking photos. The tartan necktie and the three step ladder that Ian used to hang himself were still in
place. Luciana said to me that Ian told her “the “mafia" was after him but she could not elaborate.
The cruel part of this tragedy is that the reply from OTTAWA to Mr. Mitchell’s telex came that same
afternoon by way of an airmail memorandum. It said “you may make arrangements for his return to Canada! In
the iudament of the person who sent the reply, there was no urgency to reply by telex. Had he done so, it would have
saved Ian’s life. It also appears that Ian wrote to his sister about his “mafia fears” because she prodded Immigration
Hdqrs, Ottawa, for explanations. It was the second tragedy at the Rome Visa Office. The first took place in January
'60 when R. Anthony died after driving his car into a tree blinded by the setting sun's reflection off snow. We could
not do much about Bob Anthony’s demise. However, in this case, it was avoidable. Carmen Sernasie from Sudbury
came as a temporary replacement for the second time and Royd Fenwick-Wilson was sent to Milan temporarily.
DEPUTY MINISTER TOM KENT- The DM came to Rome to familiarize himself with the impact of eliminating
brothers, sisters, nieces and nephews from the processing process. Our office was packed with them during the two
days he spent with us. Mr. Mitchell invited Mr. Kent and the Canada-based staff and their wives at his home for a
succulent buffet that his wife, Hettie and their two daughters, prepared. Mr. Kent sat on the floor, taking his tie off and
inviting everyone else to do likewise. As a result of his visit I was invited to Ottawa in February 1967for an exercise
that would amend the selection criteria. On Sunday, Fenwick-Wilson took him on a half-day sightseeing tour of Rome.
Ian Crane

,.Challenges
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OFFICE-Maurice Mitchell exulted when he received the telex

authorizing him to look for office space at Milan. Our Ambassador sent a Formal Note to the Italian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs apropos our wish to open an Office at Milan. We both went to the Farnesina (MFA) to get their
formal agreement. A day later, Maurice drove to Milan to locate office space. When the lease document was ready
I went to Milan to pick it up and brought it back to Rome so that our Ambassador could sign it. While at Milan, I
looked for furniture and furnishings.
During my short stay I met the Quebec Agent who told me that the Premier of the Province of Quebec,
Jean Lesage was in Milan to meet investors. There was to be a reception on hid behalf the next evening and he
gave me an invitation. I met the Premier and the first question he asked was "why do you not have an office in
Milan? I told him that we just leased space and an official announcement would follow shortly in the local press. He
was very pleased we that information and thanked me as he could tell his guests about this development. Mr.
Mitchell offered me the job of Officer-in-Charge but I turned it down. We agreed that Royd Fenwick-Wilson was a
logical pro-temp choice mas he had been in Milan for weeks interviewing clients. We received authority for him to
hire two local bilingual employees and Royd managed to fix most problems and get operational very quickly.
Royd Fenwick-Wilson was from Rock Creek, B.C. and never quite acquired a Canadian accent. Educated
in England before WW II he joined the Royal Air Force in 1934 and switched to the RCAF becoming Wing
Commander of #405 Canadian Bomber Squadron. He married a US Women’s Army Corps Officer and returned
to Canada after the war. In Canada they teased him because of his British accent and in the UK he was a
“blooming Canadian!” When I first met him I stood erect and said “Wing Commander” Fenwick-Wilson I’m Flight
Lieutenant St.Vincent!” He instinctively came to attention ready to salute. One never forgets discipline acquired in
the Forces. They booth loved Italy. Upon retiring, they settled at Gaeta,
an ancient Roman port halfway between Rome and Naples. Neither
spoke Italian!
THE CARRINGTON CAPER-The Calgary firm producing
Carrington Whisky exported 100 cases of their finest to an Italian
Importer. After the shipment arrived, the Italian Customs tested samples
to ensure the whisky conformed to Italian law. The coloring substance
added to the whisky prohibited its sale in Italy. After an exchange of
correspondence between the Italian firm and Carrington, the latter
asked our Commercial Section to help in getting rid of the whisky at cost
rather than pay to have it shipped back to Canada. The firm agreed to
sell the 40 oz bottles at CAN$ 1 each. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
gave its “clearance" to have the shipment delivered to our Embassy. I
volunteered to help, buying several cases!
Mr. Mitchell once told me that he longed to return to the Paris Visa Office, where he got his first
Immigration job as a clerk Grade 2 in January 1939. In his memoirs, “A Man of Big Heart” Chapter 9, page 65,
para. 1, he states “the Director of Immigration asked him to go to Paris.” He told me that he wrote to Jacques
Denault at the Paris Office offering to switch posts. Jacques agreed and so did Foreign Branch Hdqrs. Mr. Mitchell
left Rome in May 1965 for Canada and while there, took part in yet another “Cross-Canada Tour even if it was not
required in his position. I was refused that same course when I went to Paris in June 1963 and I needed it! I got
along very well with him and he gave me a free hand insofar as the day-to-day operations were concerned. In his
memoirs he states “the office was well-oiled and operated by itself.” I don’t think he ever knew who made the
improvements that made it ”a well oiled machine.“He deserves full marks for his forceful arguments leading to the
opening of the Milan Office. He felt truly sorry for the demise of Ian Crane. Pending J. Denault's arrival, I wore two
hats and familiarized myself with the office administration responsabilities.
In July 1965, I drove to Rome’s Fiumicino Airport to meet and welcome our next Officer-in-Charge,
Jacques Denault and his wife Pierrette. On the way, before letting them off at the Rome Cavalieri Hilton, I
mentioned that Miss Lefevbre and a local employee visited a number of elegantly furnished apartments on their
behalf. The owners of these apartments would be pleased to receive them y whenever it would be suitable. As it
turned out, they accepted the first apartment they saw, a penthouse in Monte Mario.
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Ambassador G. Crean held weekly meetings with Heads of Section, External Affairs, Trade&Commerce,
Consular, Administration, Immigration, Medical and Visa Control. Mr. Mitchell kept him au courant of what went on
at Milan and said the “Ambassador was the Head of Canada’s Mission to Italy and not only from “Rome south!”) I
told Jacques Denault to emphasize our contribution the demographic and economic growth of Canada!
Once a month since I arrived, I organized Sunday outings to a Tuscolo restaurant, a half-hour's drive to
the hills east of Rome. I invited the Visa Officers and their

dependants and the “convoy” stopping on the way to visit
Emperor Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli. At Tuscolo, the restaurant had no menu and the
waiters told of the day’s specialties. While making up our minds, he returned with several one-liter carafes' of golden
colored Frascati wine. Having made our choice, two waiters brought three or four large serving plates loaded with
“pasta and piselli.” This was followed with either grilled chicken or beef fried over stones. The outings gave everyone
the opportunity to meet the wives and children as well as unwind, after a few glasses of Frascati wine. When I got
“la fattura,” I divided the total amount by the number of adults and no one ever objected to pay his share. A few Visa
Officers consistently refused to join the group and they were the losers.
I remembered when I was in Paris that Jacques and Pierrette Denault were frugal eaters. Yet, they had
no hesitation to join our Tuscolo group on their first Sunday after arriving. We drove them to Frascati, pointing to the
sights along the Tuscolana road. The other officers and their wives were already sitting at a long table with carafes
of wine as we arrived. Jacques and Pierrette were introduced to the wives and children. They were awed by the
mounds of pasta and how much we consumed. They could not match the others in eating their share of grilled
chicken and “fileto di bue ai ferri.” However, they got into the spirit, and watched the Romans around us. There were
always at least two Roman marriages each Sunday and we got up to offer a toast to the newlyweds. Their parents
invited the "canadese" to kiss the bride! It was a wonderful way to spend Sunday, get acquainted with Roman life
and watch how they stuffed the left-overs in flat bread split open which they warmed up later in the evening to eat.
I drove them home, that first time, both very thankful for that introduction to Rome life.
or

admire the Villa d’Este

or

“JAMAIS DEUX SANS TROIS ‘- In the absence of J. Denault on leave, XYZ’s wife called me at home late

crying to tell me her husband left her and the two children refusing to say where he was going. She added ‘he’s been
acting odd lately.” She said she wanted to go back to Canada. I told her I could do little until next morning. XYZ’s
slovenly appearance did not escape the silent reproof of the staff and other officers listening to his uncouth language
and offensive jokes that few understood. His secretary asked to be re-assigned no longer wishing to share his office.
The immigrants he interviewed were better attired. He was a discredit to our service abroad and I failed to
understand why Mr. Mitchell had not told him about his accouterment and behavior.
He showed up late next morning as I was about to tell the Ambassador and alert the authorities. He
offered no excuses, admitting driving to Naples. He saw how peeved I was when he expressed no remorse for
leaving his wife and children in the lurch. I was concerned that it could happen again. I went to see Ambassador GG
Crean and related what took place, recalling the Ian Crane incident. I wanted to prevent another tragedy. I asked
his permission to phone Immigration Ottawa and request he be recalled. He agreed adding that I could call on him
if needed. I spoke with the Assistant to the Director of Operations. I told him what took place, adding that the
Ambassador is nearby should someone wish to talk with him. I gave him the telephone number and area code. I did
not wait long, five minutes later the phone rang and the decision was “get them aboard the first available ship and
keep us informed.” I repeated those words to our Ambassador and thanked him for his support.
I called XYZ to my office and repeated what Hdqrs told me. The movers will come for the packing and Mrs.
Mazzolani will contact his landlord to terminate the lease etc. He started to say that “nothing happened” and before
he could go on with further excuses, I told him to go to his apartment and pack. I’ll let him know about the departure
details. I spoke with the Greek Line Agent, Remo Tedeschi. The SS Olympia sails out of Naples in five days for
Halifax, stopping at Lisbon. He had only first class suites and, when I accepted to pay the costs, he said he would
bill us for Cabin Class rates. As a “cabin” class XYZ had his car shipped to Canada at no cost.

1

The

shape of the carafes caused many to remark they were like
from the Frascati hills!

However these bottles contained nectar

.

P.hallpnnps
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Visa Officers shared the additional workload in his absence until a replacement arrived. Mrs.
end the lease and obtain the refund of the “security
deposit.” I followed XYZ's car with his dependants to Naples. Nearing the pier where the SS Olympia was tied up,
the Agent Remo Tedeschi spotted us and told a steward to take their luggage and escort his wife and the children
to their cabin. The car documents and keys were left with a Greek Line employee while the car was lowered into the
hold. All of a sudden XYZ said “I don’t want to leave.” Remo, built like a boxer and I escorted him to the stateroom.
As we arrived, his wife and children were crying while he ranted and threatened to jump overboard. His
tantrum caused his wife and children to wail all the more. Remo took the threats in earnest and ordered a guard
to watch over them. The room steward and a maid appeared and hearing the commotion wondered what went on
as XYZ gesticulated. They were used to people wailing saying farewell to relatives but, this was different. Remo
spoke to them and we stayed with them until the public address system requested visitors to disembark. Remo spoke
to the steward, the maid as well as the guard while I bid them goodbye. I thanked him Remo for his precious
assistance to ensure the safety of XYZ and his family. When I arrived at the Rome office, I sent a telex to Immigration
Hdqrs, copied to Lisbon giving details and asking Lisbon to call on XYZ and family when the SS Olympia docks there
and report to Immigration Hdqrs and Rome.
The responsibility for this fiasco fell four square on whomever at ImmHdqrs selected XYZ for overseas
service and failure to discern that he was not suitable for service abroad. Unfortunately, wives are never interviewed.
He may have been deemed suitable to select Italians “peasants” but he was better suited for Hdqrs service. His
replacement was Carmen Semasie who came before and was familiar with our procedure and spoke Italian. Les
Coombs was also leaving us to return to the Hamilton office. Herb Parker from Hdqrs was expected shortly.
My wife went to SLOVENIA and returned a week later with her sister’s two other children who would share
part of the summer with their sister Tatiana at the outdoor pool. The Yugoslav authorities were unusually lenient in
letting them travel without their parents. However, they knew that no one defected in the past-a good record.
However, another couple, relatives of her sister’s husband arrived from Slovenia. And, two weeks later, Marija’s
sister and husband arrived by train! We managed to accommodate everyone, some sleeping on box mattresses.
However, we never expected Gerard Page, Immigration Officer from the Paris Visa Office, his wife and his two
teenagers to come to our flat. After they were ointroduced to the Yugoslav guests we all went to the large open
terrace for a drink. When Page mentioned that they had no place to stay, I said they could pitch their tent on the
terrace-he accepted. They left during the day for sightseeing during the day and departed for a camping place three
days later. Marija’s sister and brother-in-law returned to Slovenia in their cousin’s car while their two children stayed
with us until the end of August. Marija and I drove them back to their hamlet for the school year. After that, Marija
Mazzolani called his landlord, invoked the “diplomatic clause” to

and I needed

a

Iona rest.

THE IMMIGRATION TRAINEES- Based

detailed “statistics” from

Immigration luminaries, the
increasing workload at
a number of overseas
its ranks brimming with
too many “chiefs” not quite of retirement age. All Government Departments were asked to find “openings.” Our
Dept, accepted a share of the “redundant” Canadian Armed Forces Officers. Soon, many of them filled lofty positions
normally filled by our own career and experienced officers.
As part of their training, the ex-CAF trainees as wll as some newly recruited University graduates, males
and females went on a cross-Canada training course and when that was done, they were also offered the opportunity
to go abroad and actually experience how our officers perform. Some of the trainees were scheduled to go to Rome,
Cologne, London and Paris for “on-the-job” training and assess for themselves what the living and working conditions
existed at those posts. They could then decide whether they wish to make a career with the Immigration Foreign
Service or hand in their resignation.
This was an innovative and costly approach to the question “would the recruits opt for a rotational career
after a cross-Canada tour and experiencing the “working and living conditions” at offices abroad”? The “old-timer”
Immigration Officers serving abroad were never offered such a choice. Anticipating their arrival, I prepared
“information kits” for each trainee. The "kits" contained a map of Rome, the telephone # and addresses of the
Embassy and Visa Offices as well as my home telephone number and that of Jacques Denault. The rate of
exchange, sightseeing, taxi fares, meal charges, tipping were other items that were included.
on

Treasury Board approved

our

our request for additional Immigration Officers to cope with the
Visa Offices. At the time, the Dpt of National Defense was trimming
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The first “trainee,” (a VIP) Air Vice-Marshall(Rtd) Victor S.J. Millard, an RCAF Staff Officer, arrived alone.
one does not mix with the lower ranks). At the airport, I easily identified the grey-haired person in mufti

At his level

by his erect walk as he came into the arrival lounge. After a quick greeting when he condescended to shake hands
I led him through the usual Police and Customs controls. On the way to Rome, I casually mentioned that I served
with the RCAF during the last war as a fighter pilot in the Middle East. It was as if I said nothing because he was
not interested in past heroics by “lower ranks." At the Parco dei Principi hotel, I gave him a” welcome kit” after he
got the keys to his room and left to go to his suite that I reserved for him. I waited for him and when he came
downstairs, I drove him to our office, as if I was his chauffeur! He was not impressed by the building, no one is. I
introduced him to Jacques Denault and returned to my office. Jacques introduces him to the staff and he in on a few
interviews, finding it terribly boring I was told. He preferred to discuss more important subjects related to his future
responsibilities duties, i.e. administrative matters
Next morning, J. Denault brought him to my office for a briefing. I explained the “call up system” based on
the number of doctors and Visa Officers. I mentioned the burden of representations to our Minister from various
sources in Canada, asking when immigrants will be invited for interviews. I explained the reason why we have a
backlog and how I compiled statistics for the Monthly Operational Report to Hdqrs. I mentioned trips to Malta and
Refugee Camps. I touched on our Milan Office dealing with entrepreneurs and Investors. He had enough, got up and
return to Denault’s office. Next day, he went to meet the Ambassador and Heads of Sections. The third day he left
for Cologne, never saying good-bye or a thank you.
When the Trainees left Canada it was always on a Friday, with CPA, arriving at Rome’s Airport next day
at Fiumicino airport on Saturday morning. I when to meet them with my Ford Comet. There were usually four
trainees. My diplomatic ID Card allowed me into the restricted arrival area where I had no problem identifying the
pale faces wearing maple leaf pins. After greetings, they were waived through Police and Customs checks when I
showed my ID Card. With their luggage in the trunk of my car they sat comfortably in the Comet. Although tired from
jet-lag, they always agreed to my suggestion of a slight detour to see some sights of ancient Rome on the way to
the hotel. I had to drive on the “ring road” or “annulare” where “ladies” in mini skirts waved down passing cars. One
of the trainee, a female, asked why they were waving and I replied “members of the oldest profession.” I drove off
the “annulare” to get on the Appian Way, driving slowly over the uneven original cobblestones. I told them about
events that took place along this road, the crucifixions of thousands of prisoners, mausoleums to famous Romans.
I pointed to catacombs and the spot where St. Peter is said to have denied Christ three times. Leaving the Appian
Way I drove past the ruins of the Baths of Caracalla and the Colosseum, past the Via dei Fori Imperiali to reach the
Vittorio Emanuel monument to the unknown soldier, known as the “cheesecake” at Piazza Venezia. Their silence
told me they were pleased with the detour.

Driving past Piazza Colonna, we reached the Parco dei Principe hotel. By pre-arrangements with the hotel,
reserved, if available, at no extra cost. As the they registered and left their passports, the receptionist
gave me the keys and we took the lift to the second floor. I gave the key for the suite to the Team Leader and the
others were asked to return to the suite asap. I gave each a welcome kit, refreshments and a carton of cigarettes.
I told them about Sunday’s outing to a restaurant in the hills and that I would picked them up at 10:30 suggesting a
very light breakfast, preferably only coffee because of the generous servings at the restaurant. They were free for
the rest of Saturday. I suggested they leave any extra cash in the hotel safe.
They were ready as I arrived at the hotel on Sunday morning and, on the way to Tuscolo, I told them that
on Sundays in Summer, Roman families drive either to the seashore or the hills for the day. On the way I stopped
one

suite

was

at the Villa d’Este to let them admire its fountains. We drove further on to the trattoria at Tuscolo where the

Denault,

Miss Lefebvre, the Hackett, my wife, Poirier, Sernasie and the Parker sat on both sides of long table tasting wine.
I introduced them and sat them separately to get better acquainted. The waiters brought two large serving plates

piled with “pasta con piselli e funghi.” I told the trainees to keep room for the “secondo,” i.e, “polo or fileti di bue ai
ferri. Lunch ended around 15:30 after which I invited everyone to our apartment for coffee. Our wives played an
important role during that first encounter, discussing schooling, shopping, medical facilities, apartments, servants
penthouse terrace gave them a beautiful view of Rome, the Vatican and the nearby Foro Italico. Sated and
tired from a heavy meal and Frascati wine and a digestif or two at out penthouse, they were ready to go back to the
hotel. I drove them to the Parco dei Principe.

etc. Our

,
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Luciana, the charlady, waited for them to arrive and led them to Mr. Denault’s office. I then introduced them
again to each Visa Officer and their secretaries. They met some of the Medical and Visa Control Sections staff. They
sat in turn with Visa Officers during interviews. The Team Leader came to my office for a briefing on the daily

operational procedures.
We got together for dinner patronizing either of two tourists restaurants, the “Scoglio di Frisio,” with a
Neapolitan flavor or “Meo Patacca,” an “open air" Roman trattoria in Trastevere. If there was a lady Officer on the
team, (it happened twice,) they favoured “Scoglio di Frisio” as it was more intimate with its trio of musicians and the
tenor who, at my beckoning, sang Neapolitan songs near her with evident effect. The evening always ended with
the song “la casetta in Canada” and all the patrons joined in the song.
I

played a harmless prank on the female member of Gibby Gibson’s team. When we all arrived at the
Principe hotel I gave Gibby his key and did the same with the other two male members. I turned
to female and said the hotel was short of rooms and she could share Gibby's suite. She was quite embarrassed.
After handing every one a “welcome kit” and mentioning the arrangements for next morning, I wished them a
pleasant rest. As I neared the young lady, I slipped her the key to her room and left hurriedly. Barbara Carr forgave
me for this prank when we went to the “Scoglio di Frisio,"enraptured by the singer.
After eacch Team's visit, I wrote a brief performance report on each trainee for Mr. Denault’s signature
and mailed it to the Director of Operations, Foreign Service,Ottawa. There were eight teams in all. We never received
“kudos” from Hdqrs but, the trainees did. They were to leave Rome Friday pm for Cologne but they asked to spend
the weekend in Rome. I called Morrison at Cologne about the changes. When the next team arrived, the first thing
they asked was “could we stav in Rome until next Sunday? When I called Alec Morrison he knew why.
STATISTICS 1965: 26,398 Italians came to Canada in the 1965 calendar year, an increase of 37% over
1964 when 19,297 immigrants were landed. We received no “kudos” from Hdqrs nor "Toronto."
Our Canadian secretary, Simone Lefebvre, came to Rome in 1958 and wanted to stay as long as possible.
Flowever, a malignant ailment forced her to leave in March 1966. She made many friends while in Rome. Her
replacement was Miss Louise Fiset from the Quebec office. Simone passed away in ‘67.
Our Medical Officer-in-Charge received a memo from London's Chief Medical Officer questioning the fact
that all roster medical reports showed male Italians having 20/20 vision. The said the Italian roster doctors were
possibly lax the eye examination. The Rome Medical Section was asked to carry tests for a week on each adult
immigrant and report to London. Most were illiterate and too poor to buy glasses. Nothing ensued.
STAFF MOVEMENTS- A)Jacques “Jim” Lapierre came to Rome in May 1966 as an “Intelligence" Officer,
a position created by Lou Lefaive, Director of Enforcement, Immigration Hdqrs. However, someone failed to inform
External Affairs and our Ambassador, prior to his arrival, about his duties and location within the Chancery. As a
result, we had to put him up at the Visa Office. Jim went to Sicily to enquire about an immigrant who came to
Canada, claiming to be a doctor. When that claim proved false, he married the daughter of Frank Cotroni, a wellknown member of “la pegre." After the holding of an Inquiry the “doctor" was ordered deported. As Jim was unable
to carry out his duties, he accepted to work as a Visa Officer. Inspector John Dean of the RCMP came to Rome to
fill the role of “Intelligence" Officer, sited in the Chancery.
B) I went to Naples to meet Laurent Gagnon and his wife at Naples. They lodged temporarily at the Parco
dei Principi Hotel. A few weeks later, we did the same for David Sherwood and his wife.
C) During the summer, both Herb Parker and Mo Benoit from Ottawa came to relieve officers on leave.
Unexpectedly, the Director of the Foreign Branch told Mr. Denault to expect the arrival of Information Officer George
Bonavia. Mr. Denault asked Hdqrs to delay his arrival for lack of office space but was ignored. Bonavia arrived June
24, ‘66 with his large retinue. He told Denault and I that Hdqrs wanted the Rome Office to have an Information Officer
as London and Paris! This was not true as we did not recruit independent applicants. However, he should have been
sent to Milan. We emptied a small stationery room for his office, enough space for a small table for a typewriter and
one chair. He had a free hand organizing a publicity campaign aimed at recruiting entrepreneurs from Northern Italy.
George was born in Malta and spoke Italian. He went to Milan to meet Royd Fenwick-Wilson and the Head of the
Walter-Thompson Advertizing Agency. They came up with a slogan, “Canada-Serenita.” The advertizing campaign,
with the tacit agreement of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, was so successful that Mr. Denault sent Laurent
Gagnon to assist Fenwick-Wilson to cope with the flood of requests for information.
once
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many new Foreign Service Officers(FSO)( some with the highest FSO rank) it meant that Senior
Management (Deputy Minister) had to find slots befitting their previous lofty ranks, e.g., Air Marshall Victor S.J. Millard
(rtd), Group Captain Dudley McWilliams (rtd), Colonel Dave Bligh (rtd) and J. Danby, a British Columbia Hydro Senior
Manager. Three Regional Hdqrs were created to unburden the Director of the Foreign Branch from a real or apparent
unwieldy workload. The new structure was expected to provide prompt decisions. It did the opposite
Mr Vic Millard became Director of Region “A” with Hdqrs at Ottawa, supervising Visa Offices in Asia,
Australia, the Caribbean and South America. His request to be sited at Hawaii was denied. Mr. Bligh went to London,
England as Director of Region “B,” responsible for the 5 UK Offices. Mr. McWilliams was named Director of Region
“C," choosing Geneva, Switzerland as his Hdqrs. It was the costliest, located in a country that contributed few
emigrants to Canada. The European Visa Offices were under his purview. Each Regional Office needed support staff
as well as Canada-based personnel. This represented a substantial outlay of public funds which Treasury Board
approved. It did not required much nus to realize that the three newly created Regional Offices were glorified “Post
Offices,” hindering rather than facilitating field operations.
What galled experienced Immigration Officers is the fact that these “Johnnies-come-lately” were hired at
the highest Foreign Service Officer’s classification level based on their previous salaries. Senior Management ignored
the potential within those serving Immigration officers who demonstrated their abilities to fill those jobs.
With this additional tier in place, Visa Offices that needed additional help to cope with workload increases
qot short chanqed. Very soon, the new structure proved a hindrance as they received and mailed the monthly
Statistical Reports to Foreign Service Hdqrs without consolidation If we wrote to them about a problem, they referred
it to FBHdqrs for guidance! When the Region received the reply they “quoted” the reply to the Visa Offices.
Paul Martin, MINISTER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, stopped in Rome on his way to Canada from an official
visit to Moscow. He asked to meet the Canada-based staff at the Chancery at 09.00 next morning. Ambassador Crean
stood next to him while J. Denault introduced himself as Head of the Immigration Section and unexpectedly, Mr.
Martin said aloud "The working Section!” That remark was not well received by External Affairs staff. When G.
Bonavia met him, they hugged. They knew each other from the Minister's Windsor ridina.
Our Department sent a telex that Treasury Board approved more suitable premises for the Visa Section.
When Denault told me, I got in touch with Romano Pironti, husband of one of our secretary, a draughtsman working
for the Firm “Immobiliare.” The Vatican was a major investor in the firm, owning many buildings in Rome as well as
the famous Watergate complex in Washington, D.C. etc. Mr. Denault gave me a carte blanche to start looking for office
space. Romano said he would talk to his principals and it turned out that we were in luck. “Immobiliare" was building
an apartment at Via Zara 30.1 went with him and was relieved to see that only part of the outside shell was up to the
second floor. The layout of the other floors was not yet decided. The site of the future building was also close to one
of the main arteries, Via Nomentana and ten-minute walk to the Embassy of Canada.
I prepared a memo for Mr. Denault’s signature to Immigration Hdqrs Ottawa, giving a full description of the
number of floors and the total office space available. Hdqrs asked that we pursue discussions and provide more
details. Romano Pironti arranged a meeting for 2200 hrs the next evening with the Administrator of “Immobiliare.” Jim
Hackett came along. We found ourselves in what looked like the “inner sanctum” of the conglomerate. A secretary
directed us to another secretary and Romano Pironti and us two were asked to wait in a vast room. The secretary’s
phone rang and she told Pironti to wait while Jim and I were escorted to meet the Administrator.
We spoke English as we introduced ourselves, subdued by the size of the room and its furnishings. I said
that our Government would like to rent the entire Via Zara building. As he spoke, I glanced at the huge world map on
the wall behind his desk. I saw the words Watergate, Washington and developments in Brazil and elsewhere.
The Administrator outlined the rental terms for the building, a nine-year lease and we could draw the layout
of each floor to suit our needs. However, his office reserved the right to address the question of stress loads, heating,
air-conditioning and plumbing ducts. He gave me two sets of blues and asked that we confirm our acceptance within
one week. He mentioned that while excavating for the underground garage space, the engineers found a small stream.
It will be used to air-conditioning the building, saving a bundle of money.
As we walked out and met Romano, I told him that Jim and I we would start drawing the floor layout and
counted on his expertise to help us as we only had a week to do so. I reported our meeting to Mr. Denault and sent
a telex to Immigration Hdqrs, copied to the Public Works Representative, London, outlining the terms of the contract.
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Rome

Sept ’64 to June ‘67-Photo Album

Leaving Paris in August ‘64, we traveled to Brussels, transiting through Germany and Salzburg, Austria and on to
Slovenia, staying with Maria’s relatives. We went to Dubrovnik, returning via Bosnia-the top left photo shows a

minaret-note the letters “TITO." In Rome, we used the huge terrace for BBQ- Jim, June and Jennifer Hacketts were
always welcomed- at the Rome Fiumicino airport we await the arrival of Assistant Deputy Minister Tom Kent, left,
Maurice Mitchell, Immigration Attache, Mrs. Crean wife of Ambassador GG Crean (brown suit, hands in pocket), Mrs.
Les Coombs wife of Visa Officer Coombs;Spring ‘65 at a restaurant in Tuscoloon the left, S. Lefebvre, Secretary,
Fritzi Robillard(not clear), Maria St,Vincent at end of table, Mo Poirier
(partly visible), IAN CRANE who committed
suicide a few weeks later and Roger St.Vincent-Spring ‘66, departure or Simone Lefebvre, Rome Airport: Marija St.

V., Mrs. Coombs, Simone, Mrs. D. Parker, standing, maid and husband of Simone, Les Coombs, Tatiana, Herb
Parker, Mo Poirier, Mrs. June Hackett and Jim.-A dinner at our apt., ‘66 after the arrival of Jacques and Pierrette
Denault-Laurent

Gagnon, Secretary Miss I. Fiset, Jacques, Marija, Mo Poirier, Mrs. Gagnon and Mrs. Denault-last,

Oct.’65,1 drove Marija and Fritzi Robillard to Venice and to Slovenia.

Photo Album-Rome 9/64-6/67

April 66 at the Boomerang Restaurant of the Visa Aurelia, left:M. Savard, D. Sherwood,Mrs P. Denault,
J. Lapierre, Mrs. K. MacDonald,J, Denault, L. Fiset, D. Lygo, Mr. Bonavia, Mrs. St.Vincent-Mrs. Marie
Lapierre, Mrs. Lygo, Ken MacDonald,Mrs. Sherwood, Dr. Abear, M. Poirier, E. Graziano and wife;.Right: J.
Denault, Ken MacDonald, Mrs. Graziano, Mrs. Armstrong, Mrs. Bonavia, Miss M. Savard, Miss L. Fiset,
Mrs. Marie

Lapierre, Mrs. MacDonald, M. Poirier, R. Graziana, J. Lapierre.

A

Sunday outing at Tuscolo, in the hills east of Rome, left:Mrs. Armstrong, Mrs. Bonavia, David
Sherwood, Mrs. Lygo(facing away), Jack Armstrong, Maria St. Vincent, Pierrete Denault, Maurice Poirier,
Mss L. Fiset, Don Lugo, Mrs. Sherwood, Roger St. Vincent, George Bonavia, Mrs. Armstrong-that same
group appear on the right after luch with the children who ate at a separate table. Below left, after a
similar outing at Tuscolo:Marija St, Vincent, Maurice Poirier, Mrs. June Hackett, daughter Jennifer and
Jim Hackett, Mrs. Doris Parker, Mrs, Sernasie and John Sernasie, Herb Parker. On the right: Fritzi and
Robie Robillard when

they visited

us

in March 1966.
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plans based on our knowledge and experience of the
Operations and anticipated needs. My skill at draughting my own house plans would come in handy.
A NEW VISA OFFICE-lmmigration Hdqrs Ottawa gave its approval and sent copy of its approval to the
London-based Canadian Public Works representative. The latter came to Rome expecting to take over the project.
I took him on tour of the site and gave him a copy of the plans. I told him that a draughtsman from the Firm
“Immobiliare’’ will help with draughting the layout. He reluctantly accepted that his “expertise” was not required and
left. Jim and I planned to provide office space to interview “independent” applicants as well as provide office space
for the Information Officer, G. Bonavia and the Quebec Immigration Officer.
As a bonus, we provided space on the top floor for a conference room for twenty persons, next to the
Officer-in-charge’s office. Our staff consisted of 8 Visa Officers, 6 Medical Officers and three members of the RCMP.
We consulted with the Chief Medical Officer, Doctor Forssander for the layout of his Section on the first floor, e g,
offices, cubicles for undressing, waiting room, lavatories. The Chief Security Officer asked for too much space and
I denied their request for a “ping pong office.” The waiting area will have enough benches taking into consideration
the maximum number of immigrants called daily. Jim and I spent long hours and weekends at the Acherusio office
drawing layouts to scale.
Romano Pironti checked our layout praising us for a good job. When we returned to meet the Administrator,
he asked a favor. The New Zealand Embassy saw the building and begged him for about 10% of the space on the
second floor. I could have said no but, for a Commonwealth friend, I relented provided our rent would be reduced
proportionally. The NZ also wanted three parking spaces and I agreed to two spots. The construction would now
accelerate. Our part of the completed five-storey building was turned over to us after Ambassador Gordon Crean
signed the nine-year lease in the name of the Queen in December 1966. As part of the terms, the “Immobiliare"
asked for a six-month security deposit. I was present at the signing and suggested that the interest from the deposit
should accrue to Canada and he agreed.
We shed few tears vacating via Acherusio 9, an office that JFRR Robillard rented for our operations. For
twenty years over 140,000 Italian immigrants were processed for Canada. In winter, it was cold and the floors worsethe secretaries/typists rested their feet on six-inch high wooden stools to prevent numbness. They accepted this
situation for years without complaints. After signing the lease, we were by no means ready to move. There was a
lot of work to be done to comply with our requirements such as partitioning, the extra sanitary facilities, installation
of the air-conditioning system, and a massive cleaning up. A different entrance was built for the New Zealand
Embassy. But, the fact that we were to move to a new modern building had everyone excited.
Jacques Denault received a telex saying that our Deputy Minister Louis Couillard and Mr Byrnes-Curry,
Assistant Deputy Minister were coming to Rome to look at the new office. I ordered a large map to be placed over
the reception counter showing Europe and North America and emphasizing the link between Italy and Canada.
When the Immigration Dept. VIP’s arrived, they admired the large map over the reception counter. Mr.
Harry Cunliffe came from the Geneva Regional Office to attend the event held in the spacious entrance lobby. The
guests included Ambassador and Mrs. G. Crean and members from External Affairs, Trade and Commerce and the
Military Attache. Our Visa Officers took turns taking the guests up the elevator to show them the layout of each floor
and the view from the top floor. They mentioned that the entire office was air conditioned. Deputy Minister Couillard
was very impressed and said so to Jacques Denault and I. He asked to be kept informed of further developments.
Our Ambassador was also impressed. He never expected our offices to be spread over three floors with an elevator.
We had an “address" and a showpiece for which Jim Hackett and I were very proud. Some of the Chancery staff
thought it was extravagant because they were crowded for space, without an elevator to access the second floor and
no air-conditioning. It would be a few months yet before we could move in. Meanwhile, I prepared a list furniture and
furnishing requirements since there was no way that we would wish to move most of the outdated stuff that we
worked with for years at the Acherusio office.
Near the end of December, I kept track of statistics. It seemed as if we would set anew record of immigrant
visas issued. The total excluded visas issued by the Milan Visa Office as they reported their statistics separately to
Immigration Hdqrs. I had three days to cull all the active files and, when I was through, I told Mr. Denault that we
issued close to 35,000 immigrant visas to Italians, Maltese and Refugees during the 1966 calendar year.
I added that Jim Hackett and I would draw the floor
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compared our year’s output with that of London, England. Based on the number of Visa Officers at each
surpassed London’s output by a long shot. As expected it was a significant achievement that went without
“kudos” from Immigration Hdqrs and the Regional Director at Geneva. I suspected that “old Torontonians” must have
noticed the increase. The number of persons “landed”(who actually arrived in Canada) that calendar year, was 31,625!
A 20% increase over 1965-in two years, the number of landed Italian immigrants increased by 65%! The good news
was that the backlog was now a thing of the past. It was a sign that something was changing, most likely a boom
in employment in Southern Italy, the "Mezzoaiorno" and Sicily.
For the record, I went to Malta for in Oct. ‘66, for a ten-day visit and there was nothing unusual to report. I
again enjoyed visiting the same neolithic sites that always fascinate tourists to the "George Cross" Island
The GENEVA CONFERENCE took place from January 9-11/967. As the Officers-in-Charge of European
Visa Offices waited for Director Me Williams to start the meeting, he fired a two-inch miniature pistol adding “no one
will sleep while this meeting is on!” I didn’t learn anything I did not already know. During breaks, I listened to complaints
from the Geneva staff about the high cost of living in that city and lack of diplomatic status. In Switzerland, the Cantons
decide who get diplomatic status other than Ambassadors and Foreign Institutions. Region "C" should have set up
shop elsewhere, preferably Vienna. The best part of the meeting as far as I was concerned was to meet old friends
again. On my return to Rome, I passed the agenda around and said I would answer questions.
Ever since the failure of Minister Helen Fairclough's Order-in-Council aimed at curtailing the admission of
brothers and sisters, nephews and nieces the adoption of a different selection criterion remained a priority for Deputy
Minister Tom Kent. He asked Dr. Ziegler, a "specialist" to formed a task force to test some of DM Kent’s proposals.
I

office,

we

To that effect, the Rome office was asked to send an officer with 150 files on visaed nominated Italian immiqrants.

and I flew to Ottawa via Paris, arriving at Dorval late Sunday afternoon, February 19, ‘67
jet lag and decided to stay at the Queen Elisabeth hotel overnight. On the way to the hotel, the taxi
driver said workers had just finished cleaning the airport runways and highways after a heavy snowstorm. I wore thinsoled Italian shoes, a raincoat and no winter clothes. That night, I left my shoes outside the door, as in Europe, for a
shine. Next morning, my shoes were gone. I called the front desk and they said the cleaning staff must have thrown
them in the garbage. They do not clean shoes left outside the door anymore!-how uncivilized! They found them and
I went to a nearby store to buy a pair of galoshes. I took the train and reported to the Bourque Building, corner Rideau
and King Edward where I met Dr. E. Ziegler and Cy Coutu.
They explained that the exercise was for the purpose of assessing, if nominated immigrants would qualify
under a new selection criteria, if the nominated category was to be abrogated. The new assessment was based on
selection factors e,g., age, education, job demand, knowledge of either or both French and English and assurance of
employment on arrival in Canada. Each factor was given weights or points. Additional points were given for the
presence of close relatives in Canada who could assist. I used the proforma assessment form for each of the 150 files
that I brought and none would have selected under the proposed revised criteria. Several times during the exercise,
Dr. Ziegler used the word “universal” when mentioning the selection criteria which I gather would apply to the selection
of immigrants from the UK and France. I left Ottawa and stayed in Montreal for a day visiting my relatives. I flew back
to Rome via Paris arriving February 27,1967. (While in Ottawa, I ran across Officer XYZ who seemed pleased to see
me, showing no grudge. His attire was unchanged.
On my return to Rome, Officer Herb Parker told me that he was successful with his application for a PM 4
job at Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa. He and his wife Doris departed October 1966.
Regional Director Dudley McWilliams paid a two-day visit to Rome to familiarize himself with our operations.
He came to my office last and, as he was about to leave he said, “Roqer, vour hat hanqs hiqh.” I thanked him for saying
that. Weeks later, Denault got a telegram “Roger will be posted to Belgrade details to follow.' I was delighted, never
expecting to be posted to Belgrade. My wife would be also. That same telex said “Harry Cunliffe is posted to Warsaw.”
We thought it was too good to be true. Unexpectedly, Director McWilliams called from Geneva to say that I was not
posted to Belgrade but to the newly opened office at Kingston, Jamaica. I accepted as it meant I would be in charge.
I found out that External Affairs refused to “clear” my posting to Belgrade because of my wife’s birth in Slovenia
although her parents were Austrians. Although born in Yugoslavia she never had a Yugoslav passport. She held an
Italian passport when she came to Canada.
Mr.Denault asked
I

was

.

me

to go

tired from
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The Treasury

Board approved our request for office furniture and equipment for our new premises at via
haggled with the agent of a local firm for the best deal. I also bought a Burroughs
franking machine that cut the mail operations by half. The typists got new Olivetti electric typewriters and new
chairs. Everyone benefitted from the move to Via Zara.
George Bonavia had a large office with room to expand his information program. I purchased a new desk
and chair for the Officer-in-Charge to match his “status,” complemented by comfortable visitor’s chairs. I ordered
twenty black napa upholstered chairs and a table to sit 20 persons in the conference room. The Medical and
Immigration waiting rooms had sturdy and comfortable benches. There were three times more sanitary facilities
than before. We started enjoying the fruit of the Government’s (taxpayers) largesse working in a new air conditioned
building designed to our specs. The Canada-based Visa Staff consisted of Jack Armstrong, Maurice Poirier, Jim
Hackett, Don Lygo, David Sherwood. They were the “line officers" interviewing sponsored and nominated
Immigrants.. The Quebec Immigration officer was pleased with his new office as we also provided an office for his
secretary. L. Gagnon was at Milan assisting Fenwick-Wilson
The July 1,1967 Canada Day celebrations took place at the Embassy where we proudly watched the
raising of our new flag while singing “0 Canada." At the Visa Office, I anticipated the July I event and ordered a flag
pole erected on the top floor. The flag was the largest and hung over the edge of the building, unmistakably seen
from a great distance. When Ambassador Crean learned that I was leaving, he invited my wife and I for lunch at
the Official Residence on Via Cassia, adding that I could invite guests of my choosing. I wanted Jacques and
Pierrette Denault, Jim and June Hackett and Marcello Vitali, Director of Customs at the Rome Airport and his wife
Zara. With Mrs. Mazzolani we

■

'

to come.

Before

we

left, Miss Micheline Savard arrived to replace Miss Fiset as our Canadian secretary. Jacques

and Pierrette Denault insisted

There

were

many

on a farewell party for us, as they did when we left Paris in August 1964 for Rome.
“goodbyes,” “arrivedercis” ancTbaccis” from secretaries....

POSTSCRIPT-The highlight of this assignment was the move to a new Visa Office, the result of input by Jim
Hackett and myself assisted by Romano Pironti,2 for which we got no kudos from Foreign Branch Hdqrs. The
Trainees appreciated the attention they received throughout their short stay. The words “The Working Section!” by
External Affairs Minister Paul Martin were sweet music to my hears. We were met at Naples by Remo Tedeschi,
the Greek Line Manager who looked after the car formalities. The saddest part was that a faithful companion of
fourteen years, our German shepherd Juno, lay to rest near Via Ostia.
We had a smooth crossing to Halifax. At Pier 21, Halifax on July 12,1967, an Immigration Officer took
diplomatic passports to mail to External Affairs, Ottawa. Once the car was on the dock, I told Customs we were
in transit to Jamaica. We drove to Montreal at a slow pace as we had with lots of time before reporting to Jamaica
on September 27th We met family and friends, visiting the site of the Expo ‘67, “Terre des Hommes”, “Man and His
World." The title prompted a storm of protest from the "weaker sex-" It could have sufficed to call it "EXPO 67."
I was ending my second assignment at the Rome Visa office and, to the best of my knowledge, I never
had one case of an applicant being refused a visa as a member of the mafia, reported to be so by the Italian Police
to our Security Section. According to my enquiries, the United States Immigration and Naturalization Service had
more success in keeping some of the mafiosi from entering the USA as immigrants but were nevertheless helpless
to stem the flow that came in as visitors though requiring visas. Italian visitors entering Canada did not require a
our

visa.

2
mention It because in March 1982, I went to Rome to attend a conference held In that same meeting room, on the top floor, next to the
fficer-in-Charge’s office. Soon, the entire Consular Section moved into "our” building! It was not so pretentious any more!
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The map shows the route we took after leaving Paris in August
1964 for Rome, stopping at Brussels. Then through Luxemburg,

Aachen, Stuttgart, Ulm, Munich and Salzburg arriving late at the
village of Kozarisce, Slovenia. While in Slovenia we went to
Dubrovnik

HUNGARY

returning via Sarajevo, Banija Luka back to Kozarisce.
Leaving Marija’s relatives we first stopped at Fana (page 141. We
stayed at Pisa overnight, arriving at Rome next morning,
September 8th 1964.

This

photo was taken when we stayed at Pisa overnight
way to Rome on September 7th, 1964. Marija and
Tatiana in a typical pose like all tourists visiting Pisa-The
difference with later visitors is that since then tneltalian
authorities“have straightened” the tower-the later visitors
can no longer claim such a “tour de force.”
on our

Above:

August 1964, stop-over at Fuschlsee, Salzburg
(Chapter 2) where Martineau and I spent weekends with

our

future

brides.

Below: Competing with Yusuf Karsh-I took this photo of
Tatiana....compare it with the photo on page 121...

right: Visitors from Salzburg, Austria-friends of
Marija and I from the days when I was Officer-inCharge, ‘51 - The photo was taken on the huge terrace
of our Rome apartment at Due Pini.

Above
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BRIEFHISTORICAL BACKGROUND: WhenColumbus “discovered Xamaika” or Jamaica, the surviving Arawak

people were the lucky ones who escaped the killing of most of their people in Cuba, Hispaniola and Puerto
Rico who were killed by the warring Caribs. After the Spaniards arrived, they wiped out the surviving Arawaks
as they refused to accept their rule. Estimates of the numbers killed is quoted in Spanish records as
high as a few
millions! The Arawaks living in the jungles of Guyana were the only ones to escape. British Admiral Penn attempted
to capture the western part of Hispaniola (Haiti) held by the French and failed. Penn turned his attention to Jamaica
and capture it. Within five years most if not all the Spaniards were expelled and some seven hundred of their African
slaves, rather than surrender, fled to the mountains. They were the Maroons and their leader called Cudjoe. By 1661,
the English numbered about 4200 and slavery flourished. Out of a population of 290,000 recorded in 1791, the
slaves numbered 250,000. Their percentage kept increasing as the English became fewer over the next century.
Jamaica achieved independence on August 6,1962. Its population is slightly over 2,000,000.
Area responsibilities for Immigration Purposes under Kingston, Jamaica Visa Office.
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Before leaving Rome, I wrote to our tenant In Chambly, Quebec asking permission to allow a

a bathroom in the basement of our bungalow. He agreed to
stay in the finished basement for a few weeks and we waived his rent. Expo ‘67 was an
occasion for Canada to show our new flag and a first class World Fair to visitors from all parts of the globe. It was
a splendid showcase achieved on budget by Mayor Jean Drapeau. Like so many Montrealers, my brother rented
rooms to a tourist couple from California who came with winter clothing and skis as they were told by “knowledgeable

contractor to build two bedrooms and
let

us

people” they could combine their visit to the Fair with skiing! We saw little of Expo '67 because we did not have
sufficient time to line up, joining endless queues at most of the popular venues.
I drove to Ottawa to meet the Hackett and they insisted we stay with them for a few days. When I reported
at Region “A” Hdqrs, they knew little about the new Kingston Visa Office other that Larry Baillargeon was there with
the files. The new Kingston Visa Office was responsible for applications from Puerto Rico, the Turks and Caicos, the
U.S. and the British Virgin Islands, the Bahamas, Bermuda, Mexico and all the Central American Countries, Cuba,
some 18 countries in all. Charles Rogers, who opened both Kingston and Port-of-Spain opted to take charge of the
latter office. It would require a lot of travel, especially to Haiti because of the volume of applications. I was told to pay
courtesy calls to British Embassies under my area responsibility. When I asked about “family” class relatives in Cuba,
I was told that few were allowed to leave by the Cuban authorities. I received new diplomatic passports. Before
returning to Montreal, we invited the Hacketts to come to Jamaica.
Our Montreal farewell took place at my brother’s house. Those who were present were all invited to come
and see us in Jamaica. On September 20,1967, we drove south and, heeding the Foreign Service Directives we
drove no more than 350 miles per day. We arrived in Miami on the afternoon of Friday 22 and stayed at the
Columbus Hotel. On Monday, I drove to the harbor to find an Agent to ship my car to Kingston. The roads around
the harbor bristled with twisted nails when I noticed the poster “on strike.” I drove carefully to a large sign “MIAMIJAMAICA LINE.” The Agent assured me it was safe to leave the car and keys with him. I returned next day to get
a copy of the Bill of Lading. That afternoon, the Air Canada Agent confirmed our bookings to Kingston for September
27.1 called Larry Baillargeaon to give him details of our arrival at Kingston's Palisados airport.
We boarded a new Air Jamaica DC9, on lease from Air Canada. The hostesses gave a fashion show
dressed in pastel dresses offering exotic cocktails. At Montego Bay, most passengers got off but we stayed on to
disembark at Kingston's Palisados airport. I met Larry in the “transit” area and exchanged greetings. The Jamaica
Immigration and Customs officials waved us on. Maria and Tati took one taxi with their luggage while Larry and I took
another. On the way to Kingston, he said he hired three local staff and that they were busy converting the files and
index cards to our Kingston post identification number. We drove past rows of shanties and people in rags. At Parade
Square, the driver turned right toward Cross Roads and Trafalgar Road. The houses of more affluent Jamaicans lay
beyond high ornate wrought iron gates and high walls protected by guard dogs. At the Courtleigh Manor Hotel, Larry
paid the taxi drivers while we registered and agreed to meet by the pool after we are unpacked.
Tatiana rushed from her room to tell us about the lizards on the ceiling. There were no screens on the
windows, only shutters. I called the desk who replied “dey lizards are good-dey eat roaches!” We joined Larry by
the pool and met his wife Peggy and their teenage children, Timothy and Liz, in their bathing suits. The three
musicians played lively Caribbean tunes. Peggy greeted us from her lounge chair and spoke loudly about robbers
and thieves who can enter houses no matter how secure. We wondered if she was trying to scare us since she only
arrived weeks ago. Larry interrupted her to point to our office and the building next to it housing the Canadian High
Commission. They left to go home to have supper and we went to our room to change into swim suits. Looking
around the pool, the various shades of skins proved the moto “Out of many one People.”
After breakfast next day, I walked to the office, watching Larry chasing cows away from our entrance!
We went to the second and top floor of the rectangular two-storey building. It lacked windows except for the large
glass pane at the front providing the only natural light for the stairwell, my office and the reception area. I met Laurie
Goldson, my secretary, Miss Kelly and Miss Greyson. They were keen to finish changing the file numbers from the
Central Processing Office in order to begin inviting and interviewing clients.
I went to see the High Commissioner Victor Moore. He was a very congenial person and I knew that
we would get along well. I told him that we would start examining emigrants in one week. His senior Counselor Don
Campbell introduced me to the other staff including members of the Canadian International Development Agency.
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SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATION.-Prior to opening the Kingston and Port of-Spain offices, the
Processing Office (CPO) at 316 Dalhousie St., Ottawa, received applications from persons residing in

countries of the

Caribbean, Mexico, Central America and South America. Albert Morin, the Head of the CPO was
by M. Foisy, C. Wesley and G. Vorias, G. Madore When they had a sufficient number of cases they traveled
to these countries to interview the immigrants.
With a supply of file covers, we worked also weekends to complete the changeover of file numbers with
help from “volunteers" such as my wife and Tatiana. The first to be invited were Household Service Workers (HSW).
The Jamaica Department of Labor paid the full costs for their training. We ascertained, as much as we could, that
they were single and without child/children. When I was not interviewing, I edited the wording of the form letters sent
to applicants. The forms sent to Haitians were bilingual. The medical reports/x-rays from roster doctors were sent
to the Canadian Health&Welfare doctor at Port of Spain, for assessment.
I went to meet the Air Canada Manager, Ralph Weber, whose office was on the ground floor of the
HighCom’s building. I casually mentioned that we are looking for a house and he said one was available near their
house, in Manor Park. He knew the owner, a judge named Vernon Lopez and said he did not want to advertise the
rental to avoid problem tenants. He told only close friends and Canadian Members of the High Commission.
We met Judge Lopez and his wife at the house they wish to rent and showed us the inside and the beautiful
grounds. A large-covered terrace provided shade and the carport accommodated two cars. We admired the living
room cathedral ceiling. It was unfurnished except for the kitchen. The four bedrooms windows had wooden shutters.
The grounds were well kept and the air smelled of fragrant flowers, crotons and ginger shrubs. The serenity of the
place and the view of the Blue Mountains clinched the deal. It lacked a swimming pool but Mr. Hearst, the Canadian
Esso Manager, welcomeed us to use his. We had to keep Joseph, the jet black barefooted gardener. He spoke
pidgin English and smiled all the time. The next-door neighbor came and introduced herself as Greta FFolkes. She
was delighted to have us as neighbor assuring us that Joseph was a sober, hard-working person. She added that
he also worked part time for her and knew him well.
About a week after we started interviewing, the High Commissioner called to say that the Jamaica Minister
of Labor Mr. Newland invites me to a lunch for the senior US Counselor, H. Burgess, who was posted to Montreal
as Consul General. I sat next to the Minister who spoke about his fears concerning imminent changes to the
Immigration Regulations, affecting the “Domestic’s Scheme.” He spoke with his High Commissioner at Ottawa that
morning to learn that the scheme will end when the new Immigration Regulations take effect. I said I had no
knowledge of such changes. It would affect the Household Service Workers Scheme. I promised to seek clarification.
My telex to Immigration Foreign Service Hdqrs seeking clarifications remained unanswered. Instead, I
received a copy of a telex to all posts abroad that read “this is to in form you that all special schemes are terminated
as of this date!" The new criteria took effect immediately. It was followed by another telex confirming that Canada
had unilaterally rescinded all previous agreements. “Universality was now in” while previous bilateral agreements,
e.g., the HSW, Colombo Plan were “out.” This was another example of how senior “luminaries” and advisors to the
Minister fail to grasp the consequences of drastic unilateral decisions. It places Canada's credibility in jeopardy vis-avis Governments directly affected. Its officials abroad are left to flounder and extirpate themselves from what I call
a “sticky wicket” situation when called by Foreign Government Officials to provide explanations.
When I received word that my car arrived, Larry drove me to Kingston’s harbor. The Customs Official
let me drive off when told I would be getting Jamaican Diplomatic plates in a few days. I drove behind Larry to Manor
Park, my first drive on the left-hand side. The Italian plates CD11349 were replaced with Jamaica AN 943.
assisted

*****

consulting the staff bearing in ming that all our clients arrived early, they favored a single work shift
implemented after ImmHdqrs gave its’ approval. The change pleased the public as they
all showed up very early. I was also authorized to hire two additional clerk-typists.
It was never cut and dry when it came to establish, beyond reasonable doubt, that any single Jamaican
girl, whether applying as Household Service Worker(Domestic) or nominated by relatives had no children. More often
than not, they had one or more offsprings from one or more mates. In doubtful cases we asked them to sign a
declaration they had no offsprings.
After

from 07:00 to 14:30. It was
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At the end of their one-year

contract in Canada, they were free to seek other employment. They then

applied for their undeclared child or children regardless of the fact that they had denied having any offspring and even
signed a statement to that effect. Our legal advisor said that statement had no legal value! Some sponsored their
fiances
When

or

we

the father of one or more of their undeclared children left behind in the care of their mother or grandmother.
interviewed the "fiancee," he might admit living with another woman whose children he sired! (That was

not

uncommon) If he went to Canada, he might wish to legally sponsor those children as well! There were no apparent
provide guidelines as to what constituted “family” and “dependants.” Immigration Hdqrs “luminaries” did
not seek provide guidance. They just wished that the problem would go away!
When Minister Newland called me to his office, he was very irate because his Cabinet colleagues wanted
explanations as to how he could go on asking for money to train Household Service Workers now that Canada had
unilaterally abolished the Program. It had been set up on advice from the Canadian Dept, of Labor and Employment
and Immigration Canada. He was angry at our Ottawa Senior Immigration Officials for refusing to meet the Jamaica
High Commissioner. The latter sought a delay before terminating the HSW Scheme. To placate him, I promised him
that notwithstanding the termination of the agreement, the high demand for HSW would continue and that we shall
process them for emigration. He accepted my assurances and invited me to visit the training school the following day.
I went and I was impressed by what I saw, the girls dressed in white outfits in a spotless environment working with
a full range of modern appliances.
The change meant involvement of the Canada Manpower Centers(CMC) who had to approve individual
requests from Canadian employers for “named” Household Service Workers. Upon received of applications with
guaranteed employment, we gave it priority of processing. Some Canadian employers came to Jamaica to interview
girls at the training school. One lady from Montreal came wishing to sponsor a HSW and she was from Quebec,
speaking French. After a few moments, I excused myself as I told her I had to meet with the “Ambassadeur” I said my
assistant, “Monsieur Baillargeon va s’occuper devous.” She said, surprised, “deux personnesdu Quebec sontici?”
I warned Larry before leaving.
Our ward Tatiana had too few “As” and “Os” for admission to the University of the West Indies. I contacted
colleges in Miami and Canada without success. She had a propensity for languages and a School of Languages at
Montreux, Switzerland, accepted her. The tuition fees were similar to other institutions. Hdqrs approved her travel
expenses but, there was no proviso to defray expenses for a parent to escort her nor for paid visits to or from
Montreux. In January 1968, just over eighteen years of age, she traveled by herself with her Special Passport. It was
a heartbreaking farewell as she never traveled on her own before. Once at Montreux she kept pace with others.
The opening of two offices at Kingston and Port of Spain, required a visit by our Assistant Deputy Minister
Mr. Byrnes Curry, in late November 1967. The briefing was short as all phases of our operations went smoothly. On
Saturday morning, I drove him and the Baillargeons to Ocho Rios for sun, swim, sightseeing and solace. He also
enjoyed the Sunday tour of Kingston and Port Royal. I held an informal dinner for him at our house with a few guests.
Marija passed the canapes while the maid cooked the roast beef. We then heard a frightful scream from the kitchen
and Marja rushed to see why. The maid said “a mouse” was at the roast while she attended to other matters. We
named him “speedy Gonzalez”because he was had been to catch on the marble floor. I told Mr. Curry and suggested
a cold plate instead. He said “I’m hungry for roast beef, let’s eat!” “Speedy” was not mentioned again. I drove Mr.
Curry him to the airport next morning and he was very thankful for my hospitality and the Ochos Rios trip.
Near the end of December, I reviewed our first three months of operations. We had coped well with the
huge task of changing the file numbers from the CPO to Kingston’s Post Identification Number. We were now facing
a heavy daily workload of interviews. Not unsurprisingly, a backlog of cases to interview was developing for Jamaicans
and Haitians as well as elsewhere in our area of responsibilities. Visits to Haiti, Cuba and and Mexico were a priority.
Miss Kelly now excelled at the reception counter, firm but polite when it came to difficult clients who felt “no women”
should tell them what to do. Mrs. Laurie Goldson was the “mother superior” who kept the young ladies in line and
looked after them when they required attention in personal hygiene. Larry and I enjoyed smoking cigars but this took
place only in my office as none of the staff smoked. We smoked “seconds” that we bought at the Gore factory for
a third the price-they were just as
good as the ones that were exported except for minor faults. And the owner always
welcomed us to come again anytime for the “best” of the “seconds” that did not meet the export standards.
intention to
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I wrote to the Canadian and British Missions in Mexico and Central American countries explaining our role
processing immigrant applications. I asked for a list of official holidays to avoid visits on those days. My first area
trip was to the Bahamas and Bermuda. There were many applicants with occupations in high demand and
assurances of jobs, mostly cooks and nurses from the United Kingdom. The Canadian Honorary Consul in Nassau
made reservations on my behalf at the British Hotel, New Providence. The British HighCom (High Commissioner)
in Kingston gave me the telephone # of the British Immigration Officer at Hamilton, Bermuda. I asked the latter for
reservations which he made at the Flamingo Hotel.
I flew to Miami on February 4th 1968 via Miami to reach Nassau, Bahamas. I interviewed Registered
Nurses from England working under contract at Nassau’s hospital. They wanted better possibilities of advancement.
They complained about the high cost of living and the hospital lacked modern facilities. As for the cooks they
produced proof of assured employment. Most of them spoke three languages. Going to Canada was part of their
never-ending training quest. They all said that the bulk of tourists came to Nassau to gamble and left the gambling
only long enough to grab a sandwich, hot dog or hamburger. It was the same situation at night with the buffet spread.
They looked forward to cooking for a more demanding type of clientele.
It was a windy and rainy day as I arrived at Hamilton, Bermuda. The Flamingo Hotel, a pink-colored
complex catered to “honeymooners." The Chief Immigration Officer invited me to his house that evening. His wife
had just returned from the UK making arrangements for their early retirement. He said he will be replaced by a
Bermudian. In the interim, his assistant, an Immigration Officer from England, will look after me. Bermuda kept pace
with the changing tides of democracy. New senior appointments in the civil list would go to colored Bermudian-born
in

citizens.
A large section of applicants were also Registered Nurses under contract to the hospital in Hamilton. They
for the sunny weather but, they were in the doldrums as far as pay increases and promotions were concerned.
The faced the same situation as those in Nassau. They wanted better opportunities and pay rewards. I interviewed

came

nominated “Old Bermudians,” English gentry, owners of land and commercial enterprises. They no longer enjoyed
life as heretofore. Many of their friends left for Victoria B.C. and they intended to do the same. Portuguese from the

employment as gardeners and jack-of-all-trades, acquired new skills working with mechanicallyoperated tools while learning English, an asset under the new “Universal" selection criteria. When I returned to the
Flamingo Hotel, I avoided the bar packed with newlyweds. I went to a nearby pub.
I met the yet-to-be-appointed Bermudian-born Chief Immigration Officer. The first black appointee to such
an envious post. He was very articulate and insisted that I write to him regarding any future visits. He introduced me
to “his” UK-based Immigration Officer and left us to discuss further “immigration matters.” I accepted the latter’s
invitation for dinner. I enjoyed their company while it rained continuously. When I remarked about it, they said they
love the rain as it fills their reservoirs, their only source of water! He was unhappy about his Chief leaving for England
and he would do the same. On February 15, ‘68,1 returned to Kingston in time to greet Immigration Officer Roger
Gauvin from Montreal (my neighbor in the town of Chambly, PQ.) Marija and I gave them the same “Grand Tour" of
Jamaica for the two weeks they spent with us.

Azores found

Challenges.
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MARCH 5th to 10th ‘68-Haiti and the Dominican Republic-1 wrote to both Charges d'affaires, giving details of my 6day trip, I sent the immigrants’ appointment letters to each post via “a diplomatic bag,’’ for them to mail. I left March
5,1968, for Santo Domingo with my wife, defraying her Air Fare and other expenses.
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I took my

wife with me as I wanted her to see Haiti. I paid for her expenses. The Charge d'affaires to the
Republic met my wife and I at Punta Cocedo Airport and drove us to a first class seaside hotel that was
full of tourists. He said on the way that he had little to do and offered to assist, if I needed his services.
When I started interviewing spontaneous applicants, they were all amateur baseball players wanting a
job on any baseball team in Canada. I told them none were required. Nominated applicants barely made the passing
mark. The Charge d’affaires drove us back to the airport March 7. While waiting, Marija and I stared at a group of
very attractive young women looking more like beauty contestants. He said they were on their way to Aruba, on a
“rotational" basis to “entertain” oil rig crews for two weeks. It reminded me of the Andrew Sisters song “...Point
Cumana, working for the yankee dollah."
After a forty minute-flight we arrived at Port-au-Prince’s Papa Doc Duvalier Airport. We were met by
George Spenard, the Administrative Officer at our Embassy. He dropped us at the Sans Souci Hotel. When I
registered, the owner and his wife welcomed us, I detected a German accent from the owner’s wife and she was
Austrian. From that moment she and my wife switching to their Austrian vernacular. When I went to the Embassy,
the receptionist pointed to people waiting for me although none were scheduled for interviews. I met the Charge
d’affaires, A. Potvin who said the Ambassador to Haiti, Leon Mayrand, resides in Havana. I told him that I would soon
be meeting with him as there were Cubans awaiting my visit to migrate.
When I agreed to interview the first spontaneous client, he spoke “patois.” I asked for a translator to carry
out the interview and there was reluctance to my request. I was about to hire and pay anyone they would
recommend. They changed tack and provided one of their own. All the clients had relatives in Montreal and were
told to have them apply for them at the nearest Immigration Office. The next morning, when I started to interview
clients with appointments, Canadian priests and Christian Brothers barged in wanting me to interview their “protege”
without caring what I was doing. I told them to come back in the afternoon. I was unable to work late as the guard
insisted on closing the Embassy at the usual time.
My wife and I accepted Georges Spenard’s invitation for dinner at his home. We listened to his tale about
Haitian soldiers robbing the Canadian Bank when they did not get paid for months. He did not tell if the bank ever
recouped their losses. However, we agreed that Port-au-Prince was much safer compared to Kingston.
There were no flights to Kingston until Sunday, March 10 and, while Marija relaxed with her Austrian friend
by the Sans Souci pool, I went downtown looking at displays of exotic paintings and wooden sculptures. At the
President’s Palace a “tonton macoute" asked for my passport because I took photos. When he saw “Canada” he
allowed me to take more. There were signs of abject poverty everywhere and the rich, like the rum magnate
Babancourt family, lived in palace-like mansions, uphill. The rum industry flourished as did the one making baseballs.
After this trip, I realized the need for a French-speaking Haitian employee at Kingston to look after correspondence.
Region “A" authorized my request and I found a young Haitian girl who came to Kingston to study English. She could
now learn English while
working with the other Jamaican employees.
Dominican
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My Secretary, Mrs. Goldson had no luck calling all airlines about direct flights to Havana from Kingston.
Ralph Weber and he told me to call the British HighCom. The senior Counselor asked that I
come to see him. When IU went to see him, he spoke in a low voice and said their British Embassy in Havana
charters a DC3 from Bahamas Airways once a month to fly diplomats in and out of Havana to Nassau, for US $50.
The next flight to Havana was Friday, May 12. Ten days later, I intended to fly to Mexico City and I prepared the
I called Air Canada’s

interview letters for the

cases

I intended to interview in Mexico.

Our

Kingston HighCom sent Diplomatic notes and my passport to the Cuban and Mexican Missions in
Kingston requesting diplomatic visas. I received both visas two days later. I sent telexes requested hotel reservations
as of May 12, 1968. I sent via Diplomatic Mail to our Havana and Mexico Embassies the list of clients to be
interviewed and appointment dates. I told our Mexico Embassy that I would arrive Friday, May 19. Both Missions
replied by “en clair” telex acknowledging my telegrams as well as having received the lists.
Since I had to fly via Nassau I decided to interview some clients in the lobby of my hotel in Nassau. I
called the Bahamas Airways about the flight to Havana and they gave me a number to call. At 08:00 am Friday, May
12,1 arrived at a separate counter at the airport. I showed my diplomatic visa for Cuba and paid the $US 50. fare.
I walked to the reliable “skytrain” or “Gooney Bird” on the tarmac. During WWIII was a passenger in one in the Middle
East but it had metal benches.
As I reached the

top of the gangway the one female
“your choice of seats, sir..” The other two
passengers were the British Ambassador to Cuba and his wife. In
our brief exchange, he said they were returning from leave in the
stewardess said

UK. That

was

all the conversation. The stewardess offered “tea

or

coffee.” We flew at 5-6000 feet and, on reaching the Cuban coast,
the aircraft veered towards Havana and Varadero airport. The trip
lasted two and

half hours at

speed of 170 miles per hours. The
though without checks, escorted by a member of the Embassy. In my case
they looked at the Cuban diplomatic visa and waived me on without stamping my passport. Someone waived a small
Canadian flag. He was the Embassy driver who spoke some English and helped me with the luggage. He drove to
the Embassy first where I left my attache case and the files with the Consul. He told the driver to pick me up at the
Habana Libre at 08:30 on Monday. There were no porters at the hotel and I carried my luggage. This was my
introduction to life in El Paradiso, Cuba style. More surprises awaited me.
After registering, I received a card with my room number. I had to present it to be allowed in the dining
room. I also got a ration card for cigars available to hotel guests at the lobby tobacco shop. The elevators worked
but, there was no hot water from the taps. However, there was an abundance of ice-cold water from a third tap.
When I phoned the receptionist about hot water, he gave me the times when it was available. The late lunch, for
which one paid in US currency, costs twice as much as in Kingston. When I lit a cigar, the quality was not there. On
the sidewalk outside the hotel, long cigar butts littered the place. I walked from the hotel towards the vacant US
Embassy building. The streets were deserted as I took photos of the US Embassy building. The pharmacy near the
hotel had packages (empty) of medicines in the window. Although producing sugar, coffee, tobacco and rum in
abundance, coffee and cigars were available only at the hotel on showing the guest card. But, the ice cream kiosk
a

a

British Ambassador and his wife went

across

the hotel did

brisk business with endless queues.
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pre-1959 US cars with cannibalized parts of
kept them on the road speaks loudly for Cuban
ingenuity. I heard the comment “anyone wishing to film sequences
with many pre 1959 cars, can do so here in Havana.” At the hotel,
people queued in front of telephone booths. The calls were free
throughout Cuba..
On Monday morning, the Consul introduced me to an
interpreter and a vacant office. The first clients were an elderly couple
sponsored by their married son. They could not bring x-rays because
the hospital authorities “did not waste films on people leaving Cuba.”
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different colors. What
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The interpreter showed me their passports and each page had a stamp with the words “verme” (worm!)
stamped on several pages. I issued each of them a Minister’s Permit so they could leave. The most important fact
was that they had passports and exit permits. I was through with my interviews in two days. I had to wait until Friday
to get a flight aboard the weekly Cubana Airlines’ Russian llyushyn to Mexico. Wednesday, I was invited to attend
a small party within the Chancery, after hours. I met several Cuban guests and their wives and presumed they were

all “cleared”
someone

or

"friends of Canada" to be admitted within the premises.

They all spoke English and whenever

wish to say something about life in “El Paradiso” we headed for the kitchen, hoping it was not bugged.
On Thursday evening, near the main square, I watched a young man standing on the back of a truck

speaking through a Public Address system asking volunteers to work over the weekend with some agricultural
project, planting coffee shoots, most likely. Very few volunteered. Another truck nearby was full of chanting
youngsters. On Monday, I mentioned it to the Consul and he said that volunteers get free meals and real coffee.
However, supervisors were careful about their
work because in the past, volunteers sabotaged
texicali £
coffee saplings before planting them!
Herrriosillo
Cubans went to the airport to drink
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passengers. The seats on the Russian-built and
llyushyn aircraft were narrow and uncomfortable
and I was glad to arrive at Mexico City’s Airport,
nearly three hours later. Passengers lined up in
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and I noted that the those ahead of

Sula

held their

passports opened, next to their
they
neared the booth, the Police
NICARAGUA
PACIFIC OCEAN
took photos and fingerprints. I thought I would
be spared when I showed my Diplomatic Visa
for Mexico. It made no difference as I was not “officially” accredited to the Republic of Mexico. This charade was for
the benefit of the US Central Intelligence Agency, keeping track of visitors in and out of Cuba. Like the Cubans, they
did not stamp my passport.
No one from the Embassy met me and I hailed a taxi to take me to the “Ambasada Canada.” I arrived as
the Chancery was closing. I showed my passport to the guard and he escorted me to the Consul’s office where I left
my files and camera. I was forewarned about drinking only bottled water, lest one wants to experience
“Montezuma’s” revenge. I had similar problems in Egypt during WW ll-it was called “Tutankhamen’s” curse. I took
time to visit the National Museum where the display of Mesoamerica civilizations was most impressive. What struck
me, while walking, were the facial features of people who looked strikingly like those on the walls of Mayans!
On Monday, while waiting for the Consul to arrive and recover my Attache case, the guard said two
persons wished to see to me. They were lumberjacks from BC on vacation to Oaxaca. They wanted to take their
“brides” to Canada but, soon admitted they were not married. I told them to apply at the nearest Immigration Office
on their return. I probably same them from a can of worms or troubles with the girls one back in the lumber camp.
The Consul introduced my interpreter and I started my interviews when the Consul said the Ambassador
Saul Rae wished to see me later that morning. Between interviews, Counselor D.W. Fulford came and introduced
me

Guatemala

City

*'©'^9 Salvador
’

face and

as

himself. He asked

me to come to his office when I have a moment. When I did, his office was full of “Mesoamerica”
artefacts, an avid collector. I mentioned the airport “incident” at the airport. He said everyone coming from Cuba is
subject to that procedure except those accredited to the Republic of Mexico.

My meeting with Ambassador Saul Rae was not friendly. He objected to an Immigration official from
country of a few million colored people, be responsible for processing applicants from Mexico, a country
of over 60 million people. He would raise the matter with his Department. I explained that Kingston is where we have
the heaviest workload with Haiti next. We have few cases from Mexico. As I got up to walked out, he invited me to
attend a reception at the residence the next evening.
Jamaica,

a
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When I arrived at the Residence for the Reception, His Excellency was
busy with other more important
people and ignored me. Since his wife did not know me I sidestepped both to head for Counselor Fulford. I asked him
if there were any members of the US Embassy present and we walked over to a US “Attache”
busily chatting with a
lady. I introduced myself as the Immigration Attache from Jamaica and asked him point blank if he knew about the
procedure enforced on persons with a Diplomatic Visa on arrival at the airport from Cuba, taking photos and
fingerprints. Somehow he preferred the company of the lady and both hurriedly walked away. These reception affairs
can be boring unless one knows someone with whom to hold some semblance of an
interesting conversation.
I returned to Kingston via Miami arriving May 22. My wife said she fared well while I was away, having
joined the Canadian Women’s Club of Jamaica. They got together to buy medical equipment for the Kingston’s
Children Hospital. She said the HighCom called her offering to hire a guard for her protection at night. She told him
she would talk to me about it. In the meantime she had the neighbor’s dog, an African ridgeback called Timmy, who
slept at our front door. He provided protection for the house. She said she enticed him to stay by giving with cheese
and he was quickly “hooked.”
Larry also said he managed well during my absence and was very busy. I decided that on future trips, I
would reduce the number of interviews during my absence. I reported the results of my trip to the Director, Region
“A,” Ottawa, quoting verbatim Ambassador Saul Rae’s remarks. I did not expect comments from the Regional Director.
When I saw the High Commissioner I appraised him of my trip and thanked him for his concern re my wife’s safety.
I also agreed to hiring of a guard next time I leave.
The number of cases pending “interviews" in Central American countries warranted a visit. They had been
waiting for several months. I planned a visit from June 3 to 24 1968. My memo to Region “A” listed the number of
cases “pending interviews,” including Liaison visits to British Missions who would be briefed about our responsibilities.
My secretary managed a “tour de force” once again to confirm flights between the Central American(CA)
countries that I intended to visit. Once I had all the Diplomatic or Courtesy Visas, I wrote to our Missions in San Jose,
Costa Rica and Guatemala City. I also copied my itinerary to the British Embassies in Central America. The latter
were very cooperative, confirming hotel reservations. I also prepared a briefing kit describing our Program
responsibilities for immigrants from Central American countries. The kit contained Immigrant application forms (1 MM
OS8s,) our address, telephone, telex number.
Before leaving, I hired a night guard and my wife thought she would feel more secure. I flew to Miami on
June 3, '68. That flight connected with the Pan Am flight to Tocumen Airport, Panama City, where I arrived in mid¬
afternoon. I went to the British Embassy first where the Consul kept my Attache case while I went to the hotel. I
returned to the Embassy to be told that some people enquired about my visit. I left an information kit with the Consul
and discussed generalities. Next morning, I accepted all the sponsored and nominated applicants and gave them
medical forms. They spoke enough English, working for US civilians and troops. I was through by mid-afternoon and
I asked his secretary to get me an earlier departure flight next morning. The Consul said never to change my
reservations lest I wish to be stuck in Panama or elsewhere in Central America for days. Good advice.
I flew to San Jose, Costa Rica and arrived at El Coco Airport before noon. There were no formalities after
they saw the “Visa de Cortesia.” I took a taxi to our Embassy and was warmly welcomed by the staff. I left my Attache
case with the Consul and a driver took me to the nearby Royal Dutch hotel. I asked the receptionist to confirm my flight
reservation for next day. I interviewed without an interpreter as the nominated cases spoke English. They had waited
more than six months for an interview. Considering the caliber of applicants, I decided to review the procedure for
sponsored and nominated immigrants. I would consider waiving interviews for all sponsored cases.
The
visit to Costa Rica (compared to the Switzerland of North America) lasted twenty-four hours. San Jose is a most
pleasant city. Although the staff wanted to show me more of the country, I had no time for sightseeing. I departed on
the morning of June 6 for Nicaragua, landing at Managua’s Las Mercedes airport forty-five minutes later. I whisked
through Police and Customs checks and took a taxi to the British Embassy. In the absence of the charge d ’affaires,
the lady Consular Affairs Officer received me. She listen to my brief explanations about my responsibilities. She said
no one ever asked her about emigration to Canada. She was leaving the post in two months’ time and would
pass the kit to her replacement. She mentioned the presence of Canadian priests and nuns in large numbers in
remote parts of the country. This was a very poor country subject to internal strife and guerillas activities. It needed
much help from the International Organizations such as ours, CIDA.
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I left Nicaragua June 7, landing at Honduras Tegucigalpa’s Toncontin Airport forty minutes later. I flew in
two-engine 12-passenger plane. As a pilot, I realized how dicey the flight was as the plane headed into the side
of a cliff and, at the last moment, he pulled the plane to gain height and rolled onto the runway. Phew! I accepted
nominated applicants who had waited eight months for an interview. My next stop was Belize City, British Honduras,
Sunday, June 9. The taxi driver took me to the only hotel, the Fort George. It was hot and humid by the sea and the
hotel lacked air-conditioning. The manager said I could interview in the lounge.
The presence of British soldiers at the bar reminded everyone that England intended to protect this ex¬
colony from its neighboring Guatemala’s ambitions. With a population of 150,000 and a 9,000-square mile area, it
is vastly underpopulated. Belize, its Capital until 1970, has a population of 40,000. It is not on a regular international
route and few airlines call here. I met the Minister of Labor responsible for Tourism. As if by rote, he said “B.H. is a
poor country and he was sorry that some residents wanted to leave as they needed immigrants. Tourists ignored
(B.H) because Travel Agents knew little about its main attractions, the rich Mayan ruins at Altun Ha and the barrier
reefs. The Government offered land at low prices to farmers. Prime Minister L. Price wanted Canadians but few came
except Mennonites. BH could not survive on exporting timber, bananas and citrus products.
Some BH applicants studied at Canadian universities under the Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA) and the contract they signed for their subsidized studies stipulated they had to return at the end of
their studies to contribute to the development of BH. None of the applicants could be processed and they were told
why. I accepted a few nominated clients pending the outcome of their medical examinations. Three Canadian
Mennonites came to see me about returning to Canada. I said they could return if they did not renounce their
Canadian citizenship. Their Community bought large tracts of land in the jungle for a pittance but, they had to clear
the land and It was hard work in a harsh climate. I reminded them of Canada’s winters and they would think it over.
Guatemala City was next on my scheduled calls. At La Aurora airport, I was “grilled” by the Police as to
the purpose of my visit and I said I was meeting the Canadian Charge d’affaires and they let me go. When I met S.G.
Treqaskes, (T&C) he said he goes through that same routine even if accredited. His driver took me to the hotel,
where the receptionist said it was safe because the military and security forces surround the hotel. I interviewed a
mix of cases in the Embassy and the caliber of clients equaled those in Panama and Costa Rica. They were well
informed about Canada and feared attacks by “rebels." I dined at our Consul’s home and during dinner, he got a call
the “rebels” were around his area. The Military personnel came en force, surrounding the area. When it was safe,
a

he drove

me

back to the hotel. He said it

was

often like this.

I returned to

Kingston Friday, June 14 via Miami after an eleven-day trip. I learned a little about the
help when processing cases by mail and waiving interviews. The Embassy staff
were helpful including those at the British Missions. When I got home, Marija told me that the hired guard, armed with
a stick, slept in the bushes! When I met the High Commissioner I told him that she preferred to rely on the ridgeback
dog for her safety.
AN ULTIMATUM- Tatiana called from Montreux at the end June. At first, I could not quite believe what
she said and I asked my wife to listen as she repeated that she intended to marry an Australian she met at Easter
on a visit to friends, the Camillo family, at the Boomerang Motel, Rome. She asked our permission to marry and, if
we refused, she will elope to Australia. My wife pleaded with her to wait as we were flying to Europe shortly and
would meet her in Rome to discuss it. She insisted that we give our consent now but we maintained our position. She
was over eighteen and we could not formally object to her marriage. However, her parents in Slovenia had something
to say about it but, she did not wish to speak with them, knowing what the answer would be. We begged her to
reconsider and that I would call the Camillo to give them the date of our arrival in July. We would stay with them as
long as necessary before going to Slovenia. We were extremely upset and hoped that she would not do anything
clients in Central America. It would

foolish and wait for

us

in Rome.

Larry Baillargeon, as a married man with two children always had first choice when it came to annual
leave. However, he preferred to take leave in the month of December when he could go to Canada and all the family
is together. Regional Hdqrs approved my leave and I immediately booked two fares with Air Bahama on their second
outbound flight from Nassau to Luxembourg for $US 302. return. I reduced the rate of interviews for July/August not
to overload Larry and the local staff.
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We left

Kingston July 23,1968 for Nassau, Bahamas for an overnight stay. Next morning, as we lined up
boarding passes, we were gazed at our hostesses all were tanned blond girls in mini pastel skirts with bare
mid-riffs. They were Scandinavians who “cultivated” their deep tan “training” on Paradise Island beaches. Once
aboard, male passengers continually ask for service from them. There were many newlyweds on board and the brides
had problems keeping their mates from tactile sorties especially when the groom sat in the aisle seat. Upon
disembarking at the Grand Duchy’s Findel Airport, we boarded the first train to Rome.
It was the peak of the summer season and guest workers, Italians, Yugoslavs and Turks were going home
for the holidays. They had third class tickets but jammed corridors with luggage. The conductor had his hands full to
get them to move to their third class cars. We were exhausted by the time we arrived at Rome’s Termini Station and
took a taxi to the Boomerang Hotel. We our friends Dino and Rina Camillo who were part owners and said that Tati
and her future husband Carl Pettinato left for Australia! They knew what we would have said and there was nothing
we could do. The next day I spoke with Immigration Officer Royd Fenwick-Wilson at the Visa Office. He invited us to
a party at his apartment and I met Officer Ginette Tremblay who had to report to Belgrade, Yugoslavia. We told her
Marija and I were going to Slovenia and she offered to give us a lift on her way to Belgrade.
Ginette Tremblay agreed to a detour to drive us to Marija’s sister village. It was time for my wife to tell
Tatiana's parents of the news of her elopement to Australia. After an hour, Ginette wanted to drive on to Belgrade
and I wanted to go along to see Ralf Girard once again. Marija did not mind and actually preferred to stay to talk to
her sister and brother-in-law. We arrived at Belgrade the following day where I met Raphael who explained the office
operations. I left on my own after lunch to catch the train for Ljubljana. When I arrived at the hamlet, Marija’s sister,
and her husband were still angry about the elopement and spoke of nothing else for days. They never openly blamed
us directly but objected strongly to the fact that she will marry someone they did not know and, to boot, an Australian.
In the next days, they received a letter from Tatiana asking their permission and ours to marry. If we refused, she will
get pregnant. We had no choice and got a notary to prepare the papers.
Three weeks after our arrival in Slovenia, the events taking place within Czechoslovakia made headlines.
The “Spring Reforms” started by Premier Aleksander Dubcek were to the hard-line communists. The reaction came
when the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact troops invaded the country. Premier Dubcek and all the members of his party were
imprisoned. The Czechs and Slovaks took to the street to demonstrate against the Warsaw Pact troops. The
thousands upon thousands who were outside their country decided to apply for refugee status to the Austrian and
Yugoslav authorities. Some were temporarily accommodated at Austrian Traiskirchen Refugee camp.
I told my wife that I wanted to go to Vienna for a three-day visit before returning to Jamaica. I went by
train and arrived at the Sudbahnhof Railway Station, on September 8.1 had no hotel reservations and consulted the
“Visitor’s Board” near the “Information Desk.” One card read “students from the University of Stanford should report
to the hostel at Seilergasse 10.” I asked the desk where it was and they said it was behind the Opera House. When
I got there I asked the receptionist in English for a single room. He never asked any questions nor for identification
and gave me the last room available. When I figured the cost, it was the Austrian equivalent of $US 1.50 per night.
He added that if I wanted a bath, that will be an extra charge and that he has the key. When I walked into the room,
it was huge with a high ceiling, large enough for a small apartment. It had a sink and a toilet. It was all I needed since
I would be visiting museums and do some sightseeing, going to Schoenbrunn on a tour. But for this evening, a visit

for

our

to a “wienstube” and some cold cuts would do.

Next

morning I headed for the Visa Office at Karl Lueger Ring 10.1 saw Skodas and Tatras with CS

stickers, illegally parked on sidewalks all around the building. A large crowd blocked the main entrance. I pushed my

passport high and shouting “Canada.” They let me through and I took the elevator to the third
the corridor and waiting room were packed. It was pandemonium at the reception desk.
I walked behind the counter and spotted John Klassen. After hasty greetings I said I was on leave visiting
Vienna for a few days before returning to Slovenia and Jamaica. I invited him for lunch and, before he could answer,
John Zawisza came and asked me to stay and help for a while. I said “look at me, I haven ’ t shaved for weeks but, I ’II
stay if Region “A” concurs.” He went to speak with Harry Cunliffe, from Region “C” Hdqrs, Geneva. He telexed Region
“A” Hdqrs asking that I stay to help with the emergency and the reply came “no objection to St. Vincent assisting
Vienna at time of crisis.” Although “on full expenses” I preferred my humble hostel to the Sheraton. I volunteered for
the task of booking and bussing the refugees to Schwechat airport, in liaison with Air Canada.

way through holding my
floor. Getting off the lift,
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John Zawisza asked me if I knew other officers who could help and I thought of Louis Mach in London
spoke Slovak and could help at the counter. Don Lygo also from the Rome Office was another reliable officer.
I knew they would work long hours without complaining. Harry Cunliffe called their respective Officers-in-Charge. In
two days, both were on the job. When the first flight was booked, John Zawisza. suggested to our Ambassador to
Austria, JC McCordick, to address briefly the departing refugees in Czech as he said he learned and spoke enough
during his previous Prague posting. I stood in the main entrance lobby of the Vienna Schwechat airport, holding a
Canadian flag as the buses arrived. The refugees came to me as I checked their visas and names against my list of
passengers for the first flight. The Austrian Airport Security Police waived the security checks for them. While they got
off the buses for the short walk to the “stretch” Air Canada DC 8,1 was stood by he plane, waiting for them. As they
gathered, Ambassador McCordick they listened to his good wishes in Czech.
It was emotional as some cried at the thought of leaving relatives and facing an uncertain future in
Canada. The DC8’s three boarding gates accelerated the embarkation. I helped women with young children. There
were married couples with and without children, single men and women, some overage but employable. As the DC8
headed for takeoff, I went back to the office to send a telex to Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa, copied to Immigration Dorval
giving the breakdown of people on board and the arrival time. After that first successful flight, John Z started to act
like a taskmaster wanting officers to eat sandwiches, which he ordered, at their desks while processing refugees non¬
stop. We refused and went for a quick lunch at a nearby “gasthaus.” He stayed and ate some of the sandwiches. We
agreed to work long hours but, a short lunch break was as good as a rest. Moreover, by eating sandwiches, we
who

couldn’t claim meal costs.
John asked

me

to

stay for 10 more days and I said that Baillargeon is alone at Kingston. However, If the

Director, Region “A” sends a relieving officer to Kingston in the next few days, I’ll stay. Harry Cunliffe contacted Region
“A” and the

request was refused.
1956 when I received Hungarian

Don Lygo took over my responsibility. It was a stimulating experience as I recalled
refugees at the Montreal Railway Station who had arrived at Quebec by ship. My
total room expenses were US$ 21.00, a third of what it cost officers at the Sheraton, per day and I paid my way to
Vienna! I returned to Slovenia by train and a few days rest.
We returned via Luxemburg by train and flew back to Nassau where we landed on September 1968. We
caught a flight for Kingston via Miami. After showering and a change, I drove to the office. As I turned off the main road
to head for the office, I realized that I was driving on the “wrong” side! I stopped the car, got out and stood there
wishing I could kick rear end. I expected to meet a tired and drawn out Larry after my longest absence. He took it all
in a stride and flashed a big smile as I greeted him. I resolved to press Region “A” for a third officer because of the
workload and backlog. Port-of-Spain got one more officer for the same reasons. I received a telegram about changes
concerning Caribbean Seasonal Farm Workers. They would require a medical examination and work permits from
now on, increasing our workload.
A Department of Labor official came from Ottawa to brief us about next year’s “Seasonal Workers” (SW)
Scheme. He outlined the arrangements agreed to between the Department of Labor, the Department of Employment
and Immigration, Ontario Labor Officials and Representatives of Employers hiring Seasonal Workers. He said the
Jamaica Government made arrangements with their Jamaica High Commission, Ottawa, to deduct and transfer sums
of money from the SWs’ earnings to ensure they have funds upon returning home. We went to meet Minister Newland
and I listened to discussions. Mr. Newland said there were few problems and a list is kept of those involved in fights
who

are

excluded from selection.
I attended

meeting at Port-of-Spain, from April 1, '68 to April 4, chaired by the Director of Region “A”,
Dept, of Labor officer spoke about the changes
affecting Seasonal Workers. Al Findlay, the Officer-in-Charge and Mark Vaughan acted as hosts.
Upon my return to Kingston, the Canadian Armed Forces Mobile Command Brigade arrived from St.
Hubert (PQ), aboard two Caribou cargo transports with all their equipment to carry out maneuvers in a tropical
environment. Two days before their departure, the Brigade’s Colonel invited the Canada-based personnel to an
evening buffet held at their Newcastle base, above Kingston. I caught sight of a high ranking Jamaica Defense Force
officer and asked if they ever assist the Police with rioting mobs. He said “we prefer dey bash each other and not
a

Colonel Bliqh. It dealt mostly with the new selection criterion. The

interfere!”
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At the end of 1968, we reached our goal for the number of
immigrants visas issued. I was absent from
Kingston for 144 days either on area visits, leave or TD at Vienna. That’s speaks highly for the support from Larry
Baillargeon, a fact that was ignored by Hdqrs “luminaries.” Based on 222 working days, according to the Civil Service
and deducting Annual, Sick and Statutory leave, Larry was alone nearly half a year!
Anyone in Kingston who came near the US Embassy on week days must have wondered about the huge
crowd blocking the traffic on the street leading to it. The police did their best to contain the people in many orderly
queues leading to the entrance of the US Embassy, waiting for an interview by the US Immigration and Naturalization
Service Officers for a visitor’s visa. I called the Head of the USINS to pay a courtesy visit and clear up acertain matter
pertaining to Jamaica police record. The taxi left me a distance and, on reaching the crowd, I shouted “Immigration
Officer” and they let me through. The Marine guard expected me and escorted me to the Chief, INS's office. I
thanked her for receiving me and got to the point by asking if she accepted the Jamaican Police Certificates at face
value. She said Jamaicans they were unreliable. The Jamaica Police couldn’t cope with the number of requests they
receive and were hasty in giving “no record" answers. She asked about t “my shop-”l said it was very calm since
Jamaicans do not require visitors visas to enter Canada. She then raised her eyes to the ceiling and I knew what she
meant!

My second visit to Cuba took place from January 14th to 31st, 1969, coinciding with the tenth anniversary
Fulgencio Battista regime by Fidel Castro. Our Embassy informed me that Cuban authorities
tacitly agreed to issue sponsored and nominated Cubans with passports and exit visas. I knew the details of flying
to Havana and staying at the Habana Libre. The difference from my last visit was the presence of foreign visitors
milling about the hotel lobby for the celebrations. I once stepped in the elevator and heard familiar words in
“kebekwa” from unhappy people. One said “tabarnak jen ne plain Ikas de planter du cafe toutte la joumee, jveu sacre
mon camp dicit" They never expected one of “theirs" was listening! They were members of the FLQ terrorists who
in 1970 killed Quebec Minister Laporte and kidnaped the British Diplomat J. Cross. Cuba accepted them in a deal

of the overthrow of the

to release Cross.

All nominated and

sponsored immigrants were visaed and allowed to leave. Their passports no longer
“discretionary authority” to issue visas. All were able to depart within days.
Our Ambassador Leon Mayrand invited me for brunch at the residence on Sunday asking that I bring
swimming trunks. When I arrived, he whispering “we should talk in generalities” in the house It was “bugged.” He
introduced his companion and we had a light lunch after which we went to the “Diplomat’s Club.” We changed into
our swim trunks, leaving our valuables with his companion. I kept close to him and, once out by ourselves, he spoke
about the situation in Cuba, Canada's special relation, exchanges and the 10th anniversary of the “liberation.” Some
guests of lesser importance were housed in workers’ barracks outside Havana and some even put to work. They
did chores in exchange for free room and board, coffee and Cuban cigars. I mentioned the “Kebekwa” in the hotel
elevator. He knew of their presence and they too had to work. He was in good shape, quite at ease swimming and
when he said we can return I did not argue. I looked forward to meeting him in Port-au-Prince.
At Mexico’s Airport, I endured the same humiliating procedure. They were very busy because of “guests"
visiting Cuba via Mexico for the 10th anniversary of the Liberation of Cuba. The Consul had no spare office and I
shared one with a secretary for my interviews for two days. I did not meet the Ambassador but, Counselor DW
Fulford invited me to his house, a veritable museum with pots, shards, artefacts of II sorts collected as a serious
hobby. He was the only one of the Canada-based Embassy staff who seemed to care about my visit and my work.
I told him this was probably my last visit.
I made arrangement for visit to San Jose, Costa Rica, Guatemala and British Honduras from February
15 to 21,1969. There were more independent applicants who met the minimum requirements on pre-screening that
required an interview to prove their statements under the new selection criterion. For the first time, I waived
Interviews for sponsored cases and most nominated immigrants who complied with our eligibily requirements and
had the word “verme” in them. I used

did not need to be interviewed.

this trip, a nephew unexpectedly arrived at Kingston’s airport without a passport! He told
Immigration Officer “/ came to see my uncle who works for the Canadian Embassy. ” They allowed him
after he showed his driver’s licence! Hedid nt have our address and had to call the "Embassy.” He got my phone
number. My wife answered and he said “bonjour ma tante.” She had no clue who he was but gave him our address.
While away on

the Jamaica
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trip and my wife was very embarrassed not being able to remember his full
it. Even if I had been there I would not have remembered his name. This went on until the
next day when, as my wife related, he told my wife what had taken place just before he came to Jamaica. He was
manager of a bank in some mining town in northern Quebec and said “I called my mother and said, do you think that
uncle Lucien(for anyone outside my family lam Roger) will mind if I just show up in Jamaica?” and his mother said
“tu sais bien Andre que ton oncle va etre content de te voir.” Marija felt relieved, he was Andre! He came when
Governor General of Canada, Roland Mitchener, came on an official visit, February 12 to 14. With other members
of the High Commission, my wife and Andre were driven to the airport to meet GG. What an honor!
When I arrived at Kingston on February 15,1 did not know about my nephew’s presence and, when the
taxi dropped me at our house, my wife and he came to greet me. Marija thought I knew his name and did not
mention it and I did not remember him either. I said something like “bienvenue, tu as le premier de la famille a nous
rendre visite? I took my wife aside and whispered “who is he?” she told me it’s Andre. He repeated to me what
happened when the airport taxi driver reached the Manor Park area, driving slowly looking for the house number.
He read the word “Gleaner”(newspaper) on each house post box and wondered why there were so many “cleaners!”
THE SNOWBIRDS INVASION-A few days later my brother called from his Florida home saying it was
cold and that he would like to come and visit us with his wife. After they came, I wanted Andre's mother to come and
I prepaid her fare through the Air Canada Agent. She was so pleased that she told another sister who called the next
day wanting to come with her daughter! I told her that I had a call from friends from Ottawa who also wish to come
and I asked her to postpone her trip. After these developments, we did not know who nor when someone would show
up at the airport.
I drove to the airport on February 18, ‘69, with Andre to meet his mother. As we looked for her in the
arrival lounge, I spotted another sister who was asked to delay her trip. She brought her daughter as well! Then, I
saw Jim and June Hackett from Ottawa! They were on the same flight but did not know my sisters! They wanted to
surprise us and they did! I took my sisters, niece and nephew in my car and the Hackett followed in a taxi. When we
got home, Maria could not believe it. The question was, how to bed down? We separated box springs from
mattresses so the Hacketts could sleep in our room. Others shared beds- the niece slept on a bed borrowed from
neighbors. I now knew what it was to say to people “come and see us in Jamaica!”
Our stock of Appleton rum and Tia Maria soon ran out and the hot weather was a good excuse to imbibe
drinks with ice to cool down. They preferred Mateus Rose wine and I ordered two cases at the same time I ordered
Appleton rum and Tia Maria. These were delivered to the house even before the Diplomatic clearance went through
the MFA thanks to my secretary, Mrs. Goldson, who knew how to cut through red tape. I made gallons of Jamaica
Punch with my blender. Everyone took turn at cooking and washing the dishes with the help of the maid. My car was
available provided they drove me(on the left hand side of the road!) to work by 07:00 a m. I trusted Jim because
he drove in the UK and took the guests to the north coast, Ochos Rios, Morgan’s Harbor etc. They were initiated
in some of the Jamaican specialties such as fried breadfruit, my favorite. They never ate ackee and cod fish, avoiding
fish soup. They loved jerk pork, rice with red peas or meat balls. The Mill restaurant was a favorite.
They left arch 151*1 tanned and with large bottles of Tia Maria, rum and twelve assorted miniatures. I told
name

was

still away on an area

and he did not say

them to declare
he let them

one

dozen bottles and wait for the Custom Officer’s reaction. When he

saw

the twelve miniatures

through.

After their departure, there were increases in serious crimes and killings reported daily in the Gleaner’s
Douglas Lazorka from the High Commission and I decided to buy two Beretta pistols from Italy and got
“clearances” from the Jamaica MFA. We registered them with the Chief Superintendent of the Jamaica Police Force
who gave us permits as well as the name of a person to teach us how to use them. He added that our wives should
come along for the
training. The Chief Superintendent of Police came to our house one Saturday, excusing himself
for coming unannounced. He wanted to give us some advice now that we had some gun practice. If we must use
the weapon in self defense, we should shoot to kill. Wounding an intruder would result in expensive claims from the
relatives, cousins etc. We may shoot at anyone venturing inside the front gate or over the low walls, without
permission. However, the intruder should first be warned. I tanked him for his advice and before leaving, said his
two sons are at the University of Toronto very happy.
headlines.
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As serious crimes escalated, I wrote to the Immigration Finance & Administration Section, Ottawa, seeking
approval to move into a nearby apartment building, that would provide my wife with security during my frequent
absences. I gave the rental rates adding that high profile Jamaicans moved into that building for the same reason.
The reply said that it was “too expensive!” Mr. McGrath couldn’t care less about security nor did he seek an opinion
from Mr. Moore, the HighCom. From his ivory tower in the Bourque Bldg., Mr. McGrath thought it would create a
precedent. But it was alright to pay for a guard even if he was useless and one's live was still in danger. Some of the
savings helped to pay for his “junkets" abroad. He came to Kingston in the winter(minus-30 in Bytown!) to discuss
financial matters! I booked him at a hotel with break-ins problems. The hotel warned him “not to venture out in the
evening.” He returned to his “tower” with a mild tan and nothing wrong with our financial procedures!
I flew to Port-au-Prince, Haiti from April 8 to 17 1969. The interviews took place strictly during office hours,
for “security reasons.” I attended to all the outstanding cases, eliminating the backlog of applicants from Haiti. This
was

the first time that

we were

current with Haitian cases.

I arrived at Santo

Domingo April 24 to 26, ‘69 and on arrival, I was told by the Consul that the Cabinet
ordered some Posts closed and reduce the personnel. Our Embassy in Caracas, Venezuela took over the
responsibility for the Dominican Republic.11 interviewed all the nominated cases the day after my arrival. At the airport
I again witnesses women flying to Aruba and “point Cumana, working for the Yankee dollah...” That did not close
down....
When I flew to Hamilton, Bermuda from

May 2 to 12, 1969, it rained. It did not matter much for
honeymooners but I would have liked one sunny day to walk around and enjoy the sights. I interviewed more “old
Bermudians” with funds aiming to retire in Victoria, B.C. The hotel receptionist handed me an invitation “Your company
is requested
” by the owner of the Rum Rico distillery in San Juan, Porto Rico. It came by way of Government
House. The latter is kept informed of bearers of Diplomatic Passports in any hotel. The host owned a huge pink
mansion on a bluff. One could admire his collection of paintings and, if anyone was interested, his 60 foot yacht lay
at anchor below the cliff. The elite guests knew each other apparently well, and stayed inside because of squalls.
On my return to Kingston, I received a telex that Deputy Minister Louis Couillard would stop at Kingston
after his visit to Port-of-Spain. Before leaving Kingston to attend the P-of-S meeting, I gave my wife a list of persons
to attend a reception planned for the Deputy Minister Couillard when he arrives at Kingston. David Bligh, Director of
Region “A,’’hosted the meeting at Port of Spain held May 27th to 29“' 1969 and attended by Mr. JB Bissett from
ImmHdqrs, Mr. Bligh, spoke on the impact of the new selection criteria upon nominated cases. Unless the point
system changed, it was inevitable that most nominated cases would be refused, worldwide. On my return at Kingston,
my wife immediately told me that more than half the guests could not attend the reception because of dengue fever.
It was held with fewer people, followed by a private dinner during which the DM asked my opinion about the “Regions.”
I told him they were expensive post offices.” He thanked me.
The UN High Commission’s Representative in Nassau asked the High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) to find countries that would accept thirty Haitians, in Her Majesty’s Goal in Nassau, arrested for carrying
paramilitary drill on one of Bahamas uninhabited island. They had hoped to join groups of paramilitary Haitians and
overthrow the Papa “Doc” Duvalier regime. They were armed with sticks. Canada was sympathetic to the UNHCR’s
request. On May 30,1969,1 flew to Nassau and met with the UN Representative, a Swiss banker. He gave me a list
of the Haitian’s and the telephone of the prison Governor’s secretary. I met and explained to the Warden that, after
each Haitian is interviewed, they must be kept apart until I am through interviewing all of them. The interview was in
French- they had committed no crime. They wanted to go to Quebec and I told them they must go to Saskatchewan
working for a firm making prefab homes. The UN Representative thanked me and our Government for accepting them
at such short notice. HM’s Nassau Prison would soon be empty again.
I got news that Immigration Officer W. Van der Stoel will arrive July, ‘69. In the interim, Larry Leblanc came
June 6 as relieving officer. My annual leave was approved from June 13 to August 23 and Larry stayed in our home
to reduce expenses.
I arranged for

L. Baillargeon to go Nassau to interview applicants whose occupations were in high demand.

At the
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My wife and I booked our flight for Luxembourg with Air Bahama at US$350. We first traveled with Larry
Baillargeon from Kingston to Miami for Nassau with PanAm. Nearing Nassau, the sky turned black and we flew in
blinding rain. The plane shook and rattled and even with seat belts, we held onto arm rests. The stewardesses were
nowhere to be seen while passengers screamed as the plane rattled-we were near the famous “Bermuda triangle.”
We were all shaken as we landed and applauded the pilot.
We thought our troubles were over next morning as we left Larry to interview clients and we headed for
the airport. As we boarded the aircraft every seat on the plane was occupied and suitcases partly blocked the aisles.
As the plane accelerated on the runway it did not lift off until it reached the end of the runway. It then climbed slowly
for the next forty-five minutes, overloaded. The service was average and the hostesses not so friendly as the first time
we flew with them. We landed at Luxembourg Findel’s airport June 15, were bussed to the train station where we took
the train to Rome to stay with our friends, Dino and Rina Camillo, part-owner of the Rome Boomerang Motel. He had
a

black Lancia at the back of the motel and I asked who owned it He did but he did not

use

it because it

was

too

expensive to license and pay the road tax. I offered to pay for everything and he let me have it. It had six gears and
sounded like a racing car. It needed a liter of oil every two hundred kilometers.
We had no problems at the Italo-Yugoslav border with an Italian plate. We arrived late that night at Marija’s
sister. The Lancia’s roar woke them up. When they realized it was us they rushed out and the children also got up
as they couldn’t wait to get at the boxes of fruits and chocolates. We spent serene days relaxing and picnicking by
the nearby creek. The Sneznik Castle, dating from the middle ages, was minutes away. It was always interesting to
visit the wildlife trophies and Roman burial artefacts on display. On this trip, Marija wanted to stay with her sister so
I drove back to Rome alone and returned the Lancia to Dino where I stayed a few days. I took the train to Luxembourg
and flew back to Nassau and arrived at Kingston on August 25. Marija went on her own to Vienna to meet old friends
from Salzburg (1951)John and Lilo Klassen and spent a few dauys with them. She traveled back by way of Frankfurt,
Luxembourg and Nassau.
On my return to the office, I greeted Larry Baillargeon and the recently arrived Visa Officer, Bill van der
Stoel. It pined me to learn from a telegram on my desk, that FBHdqrs appointed Bill my Assistant. This appointment
was not needed at a three-men post and was a disappointment for Larry who worked so hard. In keeping with his
dedication, he did not hold a grudge against Bill. I asked the latter to look after the “Seasonal Worker’s” scheme and
visits to Mexico and Central America. Larry preferred to handle the day to day examination of Jamaican immigrants.
Everyday since my return, the headlines in the Gleaner’s headlines reported increasing murders and
crimes, also underlining increased violence. There were more instances of murders among expatriate Canadian
pensioners with homes in the hills above Kingston, often isolated from their neighbors. Prominent Jamaicans and
those of Chinese extraction were targets of assaults, robberies and killings. Our neighbor’s wife was robbed in broad
daylight when she stopped at a traffic light. She was furious, saying “such things were never head of before Jamaica's
independence”(August 6,1962.)
I once accompanied our HighCom Vic Moore and his wife to attend a ceremony on behalf of the father
of Prime Minister Manley who passed away. They sat in the back while I sat in the front, next to the driver. It was very
hot and he rolled his window down. When the driver slowed at a street corner, a man rushed toward them and spat
in his face! He was placid but his wife was furious, debating whether to return to the residence. But, we went on to
the ceremony, windows closed. Another time, our landlord invited us to a restaurant by the harbor. On the way, a large
crowd blocked the road and he asked “why?” The answer was “fighting between Jamaica Labor Party and People’s
Party.” Mr. Lopez thought his standing in the community as a Judge warranted respect, he honked his horn. The mob
turned towards us and, fearing the worst, he wheeled around and drove back home!
We had Timmy, the neighbor’s dog to scare prowlers and I had a pistol. Most crimes took place after
midnight by criminals high on 90% proof rum and ganja. Jamaica was the often subject of bad press abroad and the
tourist trade dried up. Tourist who risked to go to Montego Bay or Frenchmen's Cove had 24 hr security guards, even
on the golf course. Slight built Jamaican thieves disguised as women, knocked on doors of hotel
guests late at night
when they were presumably inebriated! The Island in the Sun was sliding into a cesspool of crime and violence.
Those who chided us for locking our doors changed their tune, hiring guards or bought dogs. The color of one’s skin
makes no difference to felons “high” on ganja and ‘sixty’ proof rum.
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Larry Baillargeon took leave in December 1969 to go to Canada with his two children and be reunited with
working at Moose Factory, Manitoba. Herb Parker came to assist as relieving officer accompanied by his wife
Doris, with his wife Doris came to assist. Moe Benoit accompanied them wishing to spend a holiday in Jamaica. They
stayed at the Courtley Manor Motel. With Herb’s arrival, Bill Van der Stoel went on a trip to Haiti. Herb dealt with
spontaneous applicants while I attended to scheduled interviews. Both Herb and Moe said that changes were
imminent at top Management level, e g., an end to Regional Headquarters. Before leaving, a scorpion bit Mo’s right
foot's big toe causing much pain even after local treatment. I drove Herb, Doris and Moe to Palisados airport on their
departure for Canada. Once at Ottawa Hdqrs, I heard that colleagues soon referred to Mo Benoit as “Moe the Toe!"
Before Xmas, Alcan Jamaica invited the HighCom, his wife and Canadians to their bauxite plant at
Mandeville. It was very interesting visit, the sort of thing I would see on a “Cross Canada" Tour. We boarded the
company’s 48-foot aluminum motor boat to Alligator Pond and lunched aboard. Mr. Moore and I were the only ons
who went snorkeling.
With Bill van Stoel, we accepted an invitation from our neighbors, the FFolkes, to join them in the New Year
festivities at the Hilton hotel. Extra guards were hired for the occasion. It turned out to be a very plush affair held in
the main hall with a fountain from which real bubbly flowed out! (Not really champagne but fizzy while wine.)The buffet
rivaled any of the best and revelers danced nonstop to two reggae orchestras. It was in such contrast to the Island’s
poverty and no one seemed to care.
The evident cure for next morning’s blues was to drive to Port Royal. I went to the bar to order drinks and
the US Ambassador (a Franco American from Massachuset, his name escapes me) sat alone, forlorn and soaked.
He invited me for a drink but I excused myself because of my guests waiting for me. Undeterred, he offered to take
all of us for a trip on his forty-eight-foot yacht manned by a Maltese crew. I turned him down again saying that the seas
were too rough and our stomach couldn’t take it after last night. We stayed near the water’s edge with others suffering
from the same malaise. A “hair of the dog,’’ rest and fresh sea air were the only cure.
When I took charge of the Kingston Office, we were responsible for applicants from the British and US
Virgin Islands. Without explanations, Region “A” transferred that responsibility to Port-of-Spain. I questioned the
E?6/\DA
change proving that we, at Kingston, were in an
advantageous position to better serve clients in the British
Virgin Islands from Puerto Rico, under my jurisdiction. I
also argued that there were daily flights between San
ATLANTIC
OCEAN
Juan and Tortola. I won the argument. In the monthly
highlight report I wrote “The Virgins are ours.” My last trip
Caribbean Sea
out of Kingston was to Puerto Rico in January 1970, to
°Gun
^Belle Vue,*__
#The Mill
VIRGIN
interview applicants who also resided in both the US and
VIRGIN
(U.K.) 'span,sh
Kingstown
’-rhw
British Virgin Islands. I added Haiti at the end of the trip to
^_*Unn*h SALT ISLAND
interview all the “pending” cases. On my first leg of the
u.s. virgin YsLands
journey at San Juan, I met the Trade & Commerce Officer,
(U.S.)
Don Campbell whom I knew at Rome between 1964/1967.
I interviewed for two days and he provided office space. Only a few Puerto Ricans met our requirements,
misunderstanding questions on their application forms. Our refusal did not discourage them as they could go to the
US and attempt to enter Canada applying at an office in the USA.
When I arrived at the San Juan Airport to fly to St. Croix, US Virgin Islands, the female agent asked that
we follow her to the small inter-island plane. Before boarding, an attendant asked each passengers to step on a scale.
He noted the weight of each passenger and allowed only hand luggage. I stepped on the scale and he added up my
weight and small luggage and said “that’s it.” Those left behind had to wait for the next flight. The Beechcraft landed
at the Alexander Hamilton Airport forty minutes later. A ten-mile taxi ride brought me to Christiansted where I checked
in at the Caravelle hotel. My clients, cooks and chef de rang were in high demand.
The flight to Roadtown, Tortola, took half hour. I had lunch with the British Administrator and I asked
about the future of these Islands, the remaining vestiges of Britain 's Colonial past in he Caribbean. He said that "he
looked forward to the day when the “locals” will take over ."However, it seemed the “locals” were not anxious to do
so. They preferred advantages from a “Crown” Administrator. Why would the Brits part from such a serene Eden.
his
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The French have no such qualms, keeping their Caribbean “pied-a-terre.” The four clients that I interviewed
all non-residents. The Dutchman was a ship’s chandler, a profession in demand. On Tortola more people owned
boats than houses or cars. His reason for applying to go to Canada was that his children needed a good education
were

which

was not available. He was born in Zupfen and he was
very surprised to hear me say that I visited that town’s
cemetery after the war(Part II, Chapter 4), to identify unknown airmen buried there. Most applicants were cooks and
chefs de rang, always on the move to acquire more experience and demand more money.
I flew to San Juan to catch the Pan Am flight to Port-au-Prince next morning, January 12 70.1 checked
in at the Sans Souci Hotel. Before I left Kingston, I booked my wife on a Pan Am flight so she could join me in Haiti.
When I enquired from the hotel about the flight the Pan Am Agent said the flight was on time. He called me later that
evening to say the pilot reported a problem after taking off from Kingston. The nose wheel failed to retract and the pilot
would fly to the San Juan airport which is equipped for emergency landings! At 10:30 p.m., I heard the sound of an
aircraft passing overhead, heading east. The agent called later and said the passengers were in luck. The nose wheel
came down as the aircraft landed on the foam-covered runway. All the passengers were taken to a hotel overnight.
I went to the “Francois Duvalier” airport next morning only to be told the Air France flight from San Juan was delayed.
When it finally arrived, my wife said that Air France had problems as well. She had enough adventures and soon
came down to stretch by the pool to relax with Gerda, the Viennese wife of the hotel Sans Souci owner.
A CANADIAN FORCES TRAGEDY-A Canadian Forces Battalion(CAF) came to Jamaica in November
1970 with their equipment aboard two C 30s. They were to carry exercises under tropical conditions. They were from

Quebec and I heard familiar

words. A

tragic and gruesome accident marred the success of the exercise. An
large jeep for an evening out on the town. In his drunken stupor, the driver drove on the right
and at a downtown street corner, ran into the car of the US Naval Attache at Guantanamo Base, Cuba. The impact
killed the Attache’s parents and himself. The CAF jeep carried a tow hitch on the front which nearly cut the Attache’s
car in half. The soldiers in the jeep suffered only minor injuries. The Commandant wanted to cancel a reception for
next day, February 16, but it was too late to do so. It was a rather subdued affair as a result.
When I decided to sell my six-year-old Ford Comet, it took only two days. I then wrote to Moe Benoit to
order a new Ford Cougar. I had it only a few months when I was told that I was posted to Beirut, Lebanon. Ernest
Bergbusch was my replacement. (I was not given a choice of posting as is the case for nearly everyone else.) The
Department also refused to ship my furniture to Beirut! I wrote to Roger Martineau at Beirut seeking information not
covered in the Post Report. He said that my new Ford Cougar could not be shipped to Beirut because of an Arab
boycott on Ford products. There was, however, a vast choice of furnished flats. I sold our Italian made palisander
bookshelves and bar pieces to our Jamaican neighbor. Bob Woolham from T&C grabbed the Italian-made dining room
set with ten chairs and two buffets as he was returning to Canada. When I told Mrs. Goldson that I had to sell my car
because I could not take it to Beirut, she already had a buyer for it.
When Ernest Bergbusch arrived, he said he read about our office operations from the Monthly Highlight
Reports that I sent to Headquarters every month. When I tried to explain in more details why certain things were done
in a particular way, Ernie remarked “I’m University minded.” I was not! I did things based on practical adaptation. He
insisted on changes like instituting a “BF” system, something I allowed only in Ministerial representations cases. I told
him that I don’t chase people who fail to chase their own tail. I left it to Bill and Larry to fill him in on details and live
with whatever changes he was going to put into effect.
(This following matter was raised after I arrived at Beirut). I received a memo from Bud Muise, ( Foreign
intoxicated soldier took

swear

a

Branch Hdqrs who looked after the allocation of representation (entertainment) funds abroad.) He wrote at the request
of Ernest Bergbusch.

my

replacement at Kingston, Bud

was

seeking explanations for the depleted funds

for

representational functions at the Kingston Visa Office. I provided detailed explanations, (although Muise already had
all the relevant information.) The funds allotted to Kingston were grossly insufficient, considering my liaison trips to
Foreign Embassy Officials in Central American countries who assisted us. I reciprocated invitations at Kingston.
Moreover, I was not provided with additional funds for visits by the Asst. Deputy Minister nor the Deputy Minister of
Immigration on their official visits. The expenses for our part-time cook and gardener were part of the standards
expected of me. Each Visa Officers in Asia has up to 7servants! If Mr. McGrath had allowed my move to an apartment,
as I had requested, I would have no need a gardener nor a part-time maid. I never heard again from Muise.)
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POSTSCRIPT-Theopening of Portof Spainand Kingston Visa Offices was bound to accelerate the movement of immigrantsfrom
mostly to Toronto and Montreal. Their visibility may have given way to past criticisms about a large presence of
"Mediterranean" migrants. Refer to Chapter 4.
e
Jamaica' s moto, 'Out of Many One People, seems appropriate when one observes the make¬
up of the various ethnic types. The lighter-colored people seem to predominate among the ranks of
the upper social, economic and political strata. Those of Chinese extraction are successful
entrepreneurs while thefew of Spanish origins find their place in that turbulent society. Rastafarians
stand out because of their dread locks-they are by nature gentle, practicing various crafts, preaching
peace and love while believing in Emperor Haile Selassie as the son of God. Some are fond of "hash"
and tend to rant, which make some people say that they are "not all there." Reggie music and songs
made some very famous. Left: photo of Rasta Dan.
Each morning we admired the view of the Blue Mountains, hummingbirds feeding on nectar
from orchids, surrounding poinsettias, ginger, crotons, bougainvillea vines and breadfruit, mangos, etc We loved jerk pork and
never tired of trips to the Port Royal keys. We enjoyed trips to the North shore via Spanish Town, Mandeville, the Bamboo Avenue,
Seven Mile Beach, Lucia, Montego Bay, Ochos Rios, Dunn’s River Falls, Frenchman’s Cove, Port Maria etc. We welcomed all visitors
as shown in photos. My wife took up painting and did very well.
The deteriorating situation was crippling tourism. The riots in West Kingston was a common occurrence. Jamaican writer
George Mikes wrote in "Not by Sun Alone....," "...sinful West Kingston with no water supply, no sanitation, no electricity, where
there is absolutely nothing to do but copulate." Before leaving, Norman Manley became Prime Minister, leader of the Jamaican
Labor Party. He started nationalization, placing restrictions on foreign exchange. Our neighbors sold his businesses and house,
emigrating to Toronto. Soon, the Cuban "specialists" arrived.
Our landlord's wife gave Marjja a bouquet of rare Jamaican orchids. Mr. Lopez gave me a rosewood cigar box with 100 choice
cigars. After a subdued farewell party at the office, the staff gave us a large crafted wooden replica of Jamaica's motto "Out of
Many One People." We left June 20,'70for Montreal to be with relatives and friends. We then flew to Slovenia. Marija stayed with
her relatives and a few days later I flew to Beirut for "house hunting."
the Caribbean

***********

Refers to pages 64/65 re
the Movement of Czechs
and (Slovak refugees-

VIENNA. SCHWEHAT
AIRPORT. SEPT. 15/68
I was in
charge of the
arrangement to transport

and book Czcehs

Slovaks

ana

refugees aboard

Air Canada Charter

Flights

Toronto-this is
flight-when this
photo was taken I was
inside the plane
securing
seats
to

the first

for couples with
chi Idren.

&

Sept'67-Larry, who arrived early is seen here chasing cows from the office entrance. Larry Baillargeon and I enjoying a Jamaican
cigar always away from the staff-Our first official Hdgrs visitor-ADM Burns Curry relaxing on that weekend at the norther resort
of Tower Isle in
company of the Baillargeons and Maria-guess who took the photo. Next, Immigration officer Roger Gauvin and
wife and Maria, at Ocho Rio-The snowbird invade our premises-count them, relatives and the Hacketts! Rome, July '68, Marja
and I arrive at our friends, the Camillos
part owner of the Boomerang Motel .High Commissioner Vincent Moore and I take a dip
at Alligator ReefJanuary 1970-a trip to the keys with Mo Benoit, Herb and Doris Parker, Fritzi Robil lard, her friend "Sally", Marija
and Bill van der Stoel.(He went to Mexico as our first
Officer-in-Charge.
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I* wife arrive a. Kingston Airport for an official visit. He is shown
greeting Mrs. St. Vincent while Bob Woolham greets Mrs Mitchener-
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CHAPTER 9

“LAND OF THE CEDARS OF THE LORD”

BEIRUT, LEBANON
AUGUST 1970-FEBRUARY 1973
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Back to

The noble and

mighty cedars of Lebanon were used to build the Pharaohs and the Israelites to build their temple...
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When I reported to Immigration Foreign Branch Headquarters at Ottawa, at the endofJuly 1970, some Foreign
Service

Officers(FSO) were on a Cross-Canada Tour. I asked to take part and I was denied on the grounds
waiting for your arrival to leave and take charge of the Rome Visa Office.” It was a hollow

that “Martineau is

excuse as

Al Prien took

over

when Martineau

was

absent and he could have done the

same

while I

was on

the Tour.

It started 18 years ago and some
to read the Beirut monthly reports

FSOs had two and even three X-Canada tours! Instead of a briefing, I was told
and Martineau would fill me in after my arrival. The Beirut office was responsible
for processing applications from thirty-four countries, apart from Lebanon, as against nineteen for Kingston, Jamaica.
These

were

the countries:
MIDDLE EASTERN AND AFRICAN COUNTRIES COUNTRIES

LEBANON, ADEN, BAHRAIN, EMIRATES, IRAN, IRAQ, JORDAN, KUWAIT, SHARJAH, MUSCAT & OMAN,
QATAR, SAUDI ARABIA, SYRIA, YEMEN, RUANDA, SEYCHELLES, SOMALIA, SOUTH AFRICA, SWIZERLAND,
UGANDA, AFFARS & ISSA, BOTSWANA, BURUNDI, ETHIOPIA, KENYA, LA REUNION, LESOTHO,
MADAGASCAR,MAURITIUS, MOZAMBIQUE, RHODESIA, RUANDA, SEYCHELLES, SOMALIA, SOUTH AFRICA,
TANZANIA, ZAMBIAI expected the Passport Office to issue a new Diplomatic passport. The one I had was out of blank pages
due to my frequent travels. The five-page insert added on April 29,1970
out every time officials at airports looked for space to place entry or exit

by the Kingston High Commissioner spilled
stamps. Instead, the Passport Office typed
my new designation, on the second page of the last insert, on July 13, 1970. It read “The Bearer is an Attache
(Immigration) at the Canadian Embassy in Lebanon.” It would be difficult for officials to find the designation. The
Diplomatic Visa for Lebanon, dated July 15, 1970, signed by their Ambassador and on the third page may have
caused his staff to wonder why I was not issued a new passport. The insert was now half-filled after I received a
Yugoslav visitor’s visa. At the insistence of Jim and June Hackett, we stayed with them in Ottawa, reminiscing
mostly about Rome. On the second day, there was a call from Marija’s niece, Tatiana, from Montreal. She, her
husband Carl and their baby arrived in Montreal and wanted to see us before continuing on to Australia after a visit
to Slovenia. Jim and June immediately said they should come to Ottawa and stay with them! Meanwhile, another
close friend of

ours

in Ottawa, Fritzie Robillard, came to see us when the “Australians” had arrived. When we said

farewell to the Hacketts my

wife, Tatiana and the baby were driven to Montreal by Fritzie. Carl and I left by
Greyhound Bus for Montreal. Once in Montreal we all stayed at my brother’s house. He was reciprocating for the
three weeks he and his wife spent with us in Jamaica. It was farewell again as we left to Beirut and they were flying

back to Australia.

We flew

on August 4,1970 by CPA for Rome and were met in the transit lounge by Roman friends, the
pleasant but short encounter as we were flying on to Trieste’s Ronchi airport. Marija's relatives were
there with the usual hugging and kissing. It was very crowded in the WV “beetle." Once across the Italo-Slovene
border, we headed for the hamlet of Kozarisce for a good rest. When the parents of Tatiana saw the baby, all was
forgiven about her elopement with and Italo-Australian. I wrote to Martineau at Beirut that I was coming alone. I
arrived at Beirut’s International Airport on August 23,1970.1 was pleased to meet Roger again if only for a few days.
As we left the airport I told Roger, (who was in the RCAF at the time and served in the Middle East) that Albert
Lavallee (Roger knew him well) and I were asked to fly our armed Hurricane fighter aircraft from the Ludd (Lydda)
Palestine to Beirut in April and May 1944 at a landing strip that was along the coast line. Our mission was to assist
the French Mandated authorities to maintain order before the Independence of Lebanon. There were no signs of
the landing strip-it was now part of the coastal highway. I was impressed by the number of modern apartment.
Roger Martineau stayed at the Phoenicia Hotel where I was also booked. As we entered the lobby I
noticed a large sign that read “Nadia Gamal, Coffee Room, 8 to 10 p.m.” She was “the" Egyptian belly dancer at the
time. Another sign invited guests to the Casino du Liban, at Jounieh to see the stage revue and gambling facilities
The receptionist remarked the “revue” at Jounieh was Lebanon’s answer to “Follies Bergeres, Lido and Moulin
Rouge rolled into one.” I left my suitcase in my room and went to greet Roger’s wife Herta and daughter Rosemary.
We agreed to meet for dinner at the Swiss restaurant. During dinner, they spoke about last year’s skirmishes
between Lebanese Army Units, Palestinians and the militia factions.

Vitalis. It was

a

.
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Next morning, we took the lift to the seventh floor of the Sfah Building and
Roger introduced me to his
Assistant, Allan Prien and Visa Officers Keith Carter, Larry Carroll and Terence Buckley. Marcelle Lefebvre was the
Canadian

secretary. The local staff were Michel Kabbas, Fadl Battish, Roger Daou and Marlene Attalah, an Egyptian
charge of the Registry. Dr. Peter Abear was in charge of the Medical Section assisted by his secretary, K. Shitilian.
The RCMP Security Section consisted of Sgt. Robert Laporte and CpI. L. Genereux. Their young buxom Canadian
secretary aroused much interest and reaction with her mini skirt sitting behind an open desk.
We went to meet Ambassador Jacques Gignac. He was aloof and we seemed to interfere with whatever
he was doing or not doing. He dryly wished Martineau “bonne chance" and asked him to introduce me to the other
members of the staff, as if that function was below his status. I met Brian Buckley, Andre Seguin, Consular Services,
Jean Carriere and six-foot seven inches Ian Wood, Head of T&C with his assistant Stew McDowall. They were
cramped for space. As we left, Roger muttered something about Mr. Gignac. I gathered there was no love lost
between them. He said that Mr. Gignac wanted a say in our Program but, we remained independent, hiring our staff,
paying them and looking after the rent of our premises. We did not need his help except but needed access to the
Communication Center to send telexes and Diplomatic mail, paid for by taxpayers. I accompanied them as they left
for the airport, he was anxious to get to Rome. When I return to the office, I started to sound out the Canadian staff
about their views on the living conditions, to balance Roger’s views. I noticed that “Beirutis” went about their business
as usual and, satisfied with the security and living conditions, I asked my wife in Slovenia to join me. In the meantime,
I visited furnished apartments in both Moslem West Beirut and Christian East Beirut. When speaking about each
side, everyone inevitably mentioned the “green line” which separates East from West Beirut. At the hotel, taxis and
hustlers constantly pestered me as a "tourist" every time I stepped out. To put an end to that, I put on sunglasses,
carried an Arabic newspaper in one hand and “worry beads” in the other. They did not bother me again.
I discussed administrative and financial procedures with Miss Marcelle Lefebvre. I then spoke with Prien
about area trips to either Turkey, Africa or the Middle East. I told him that I preferred each Officer to alternate and
gain a wider experience of conditions by going to those countries. I will also review the modus operandi for area trips.
Unexpectedly, Officer Terrence Buckley resigned after inheriting from a deceased parent. I bought his teak
bar and rattan chairs. Larry Carroll, as a close friend, said that he first went to Paris working as a waiter, leading a
bohemian life. Michel Kabbas was unhappy that Mr. Martineau relieved him from his duties assisting Miss Lefebvre
and assign to the Registry. I listened to his complaints and reassigned him to his previous job to the delight of Miss
Lefebvre and displeasure of Alan Prien. Whatever his past problems, he had remarkable qualities and spoke seven
languages, played Bach, Beethoven and Mozart like a concert pianist. He was refined and well-mannered.
I went to speak with Sgt. Robert Laporte and Corporal Luc Genereux, with the RCMP. Luc offered to show
me around Beirut as I accepted willingly. He drove me to the main bazaar or suq and showed me the “Green Line”
separating west and east Beirut. He slowed down when he neared the Palestinian Liberation Organization District.
Suddenly Armed Palestinians rushed toward us, surrounding the car and weapons at the ready. One poked his head
at Luc holding his Kalashnikov. He asked why we slowed down and Luc said we are looking for a “kweiss mat’aam”
(a good restaurant).He was not pleased and answered there were none in the area-keep moving. A little further Luc
said said they had good reasons to be nervous. Two weeks ago, people in a passing car fired grenades at the
entrance of the building (thought to have been Syrians) killing and wounding some guards. I changed tack and asked
about their comely secretary. He laughed and said she was naive and inexperienced but, his Hdqrs could find no
one else to come to Beirut. After arriving, she wore her mini skirt coming to work in public taxis that picked up
passengers along prescribed routes. Females rarely traveled in such taxis. Especially with a mini skirt. She
complained to no avail about pawing passengers. She changed dress code when told “minis” are for beaches!
On September 8,1 went to the Airport to meet my wife. She was pleased to see so many modern apartment
buildings. I told her what I learned about Beirut from the Canadian Staff and that I visited the Chrysler dealer who
had a luxury apartment for rent. We went to see him at the Chrysler dealership next day and Marija could not keep
her eyes off the show room blue Dodge Challenger. He said that J. Carriere Admin Officer from our Embassy was
interested. I decided to buy it. He was pleased with the sale and drove us to his villa, in the foothills north of Beirut.
The villa was luxurious. He lived on the lower level. We took a lift to the upper level apartment. It was furnished in
gilded Louis XIV style with frescoed ceilings, onyx bathrooms, gold-plated taps, etc. It was much too ostentatious
for us. We flattered his ego saying it was more suitable for a higher ranking diplomat.
in
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We visited

a

penthouse apartment in Achrafieh, in Christian East Beirut and rented it. It consisted of two

levels, with ample terraces and a panoramic view of Beirut, the sea and the mountains of the Anti-Liban. We had the
exclusive use of the lift to the top floor with our neighbor. A doorman was on duty twenty 7/24 and I had a parking
slot in the basement garage. The Syrian owner, from Damascus, tastefully furnished the flat and the rent was within
my range. Our neighbors, Naim and Neif Maalouf, invited us for Turkish coffee. The coffee table was covered with
various makes of cigarettes and whisky bottles. As an official in the Ministry of Education, he knew our Ambassador.
It was a short drive to the office, through the “Green Line," twice a day. We stayed at the Hotel Phoenicia for two

days. On Sunday, we joined other Canadians at the “Sands of Lebanon,” a beach motel near the airport. For
sharing the rental of a large equipped cabana. Marcelle Lefebvre lived there
and was eager to rush “home” for a swim and taste the many local Lebanese specialties by the cook.
One day before leaving the Hotel Phoenicia to move into the flat in Ashcrafieh, we experienced how volatile
the tension climate could get. At 19:00 hrs, we heard a commotion in the street. From our balcony we saw a throng
of people the width of the street and extending some distance. The men, were brandishing and firing their weapons
in the air and shouting. They were preceded by women and children. Moments later, the Lebanese Security Forces
and soldiers arrived in jeeps and the demonstrators retreated peacefully towards the airport road. I went to the lobby
to hear that Egypt’s President, Abdul Gamal Nasser died, and the local “Mourabitoun” militia(Nasserites) wanted the
bars closed out of respect for his death. The Mourabitoun drew support from pro-Nasser Palestinian refugees from
the Shatila and Sabra refugee Camps. The Hotel Manager refused to close the bar. At the office next morning, no

more
a

modest fee we became members,

one

heard of the incident.

Migration Officer, George Bartley, on the 4th floor of the
building. He invited me to their “wet bar,” within the premises, an “Institution” sanctioned by their Government.
Their Ambassador, Mr. Neil Truscott, endorsed my membership as an old friend ofOZ. We were to meet quite often.
When Larry Carroll returned from his East Africa trip, the expenses for the trip seemed high for the days
he was away. With a view to reduce the cost of travel, I wanted: primo, officers will travel out of Beirut on Saturdays
and reduce a six-week trip to four weeks: secondo. waive interviews for sponsored migrants and clearly admissible
nominated cases: terzo, increase the daily rate of interviews. The funds saved would allow more area trips. I gave
instructions that applicants from area countries be given the option to come to Beirut for interview.
THE FABRIC OF LEBANON- an attempt at...(refer to the maps..) Roger did not enlighten me.The post
report failed to shed light on the complex makeup of the Government of Lebanon, its institutions and its people. The
emphasis was on generalities, schooling, the boycott of some goods. It was left to the individual to find his way out
of the “labyrinth.” One read “L’Orient-Le Jour" for political reports but the Daily Star stuck to generalities. Neither the
Ambassador nor the senior Counselor briefed me about the “harmonious pluralistic society” of Lebanon!
After the end of WWI in 1920, the French were mandated by the League of Nations to administer Syria
and Lebanon after the Turks were defeated. In 1943, the French offered Lebanon its independence through an
imperfect solution, “The National Pact." The “Pact" gave the Maronites(Christians) and the Sunnis(Moslems) more
power, i.e., the Presidency and the Premiership. They held the power to name “their” people in key Ministries. The
Speaker was a Shiite, with little power. The nominations to these posts were based on the 1932 population census
which changed since the Shiites were the poorest ignored majority. The latter’s allies, the Druze, also opposed the
Pact and it was never signed. The French administration enforced it regardless.
Lebanon consist of four main Sectarian groups i.e., Christians(Maronites, Catholics, Orthodox,) Sunnites,
Shiites and Druzes. The other religious and secular groups are Gregorians, Nestorians, Jews, Kurds, Egyptians,
Syrians, Armenians, Assyrians .Some have no rights to vote, including Palestinians. The Identity Card carried by
Lebanese shows the appurtenance to religious communities, such as Moslems, Christians, Druze, Armenians, etc.
That can be fatal if one is in the wrong place at the wrong time. Everyone looks to the leader of their community to
improve their lot and solve problems, not without compensation. In Lebanon, these “fixers” are called “zaim,”in Italy
“capo,"etc. In Lebanon they are the “grey eminence" and pass that prerogative to their sons. Many streets in Beirut
bear their names. They are held in high esteem making deals and getting a cut on financial activities within their
fiefs, i.e., the Maronites, the Chamouns, Gemayels, Franjiehs, etc, the Sunnis have the Karamis, the Salams and
the Solhs, the Druze their Jumblatts and the Shiites have their Khalils, Zains, Haidars etc. No one escapes the
After hours, I went to meet the Australian Chief

same

“Zains.”
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The Palestinian Liberation

Organization (PLO) and their presence in refugee camps posed a problem for the
to impose its authority over them. The United Nations Works and Relief
Agency (UN WRA) reported that as of July 1969,171,500 Palestinians were registered with them-the bulk of Plestinian
Refugees lived in Camps near Beirut and others lived near Tripoli and Saida and Tyre to the south.
In September 1969, President Charles Helou went to Cairo and grudgingly signed the Cairo Agreement
imposed by Gamal Abdel Nasse, recognizing the PLO as a defacto state within a state. The PLO erected check points
in their sector of Beirut checking identities. In September 1979, King Hussein became aware of a plot to assassinate
him and take over Jordan. The King his Bedouin Legions to wipe out the PLO Headquarters in Amman and hundreds
of Palestinians were killed. It became known as “black September.” Jordan took control of the Palestinian Refugee
Camps previously in the control of the PLO. The conspirators, “fedayeens” fled to Lebanon and Syria. Beirut replaced
Amman as the PLO Hdqrs. The Beirut Government was helpless to stem the flow of Freedom Fighters taking refuge
in PLO Camps. The PLO border attacks against Israel caused retaliation against Lebanese shiites, caught between
the fighting forces.
Living in Achrafieh, East Beirut meant speaking French with the elite Christian Maronites. They spoke of
France as their “motherland.” They talked of shopping trips to Paris and their children attending La Sorbonne. The
ladies wore the latest French “haute couture,” smelling of expensive perfume and adorned with fabulous jewelry. The
shops sold French imported goods. Their homes reflected their love of anything French, be it crystal or gilded Louis
XIV furniture. They let it be known that they were not Arab but descendants of the “Phoenicians” and the latter’s
culture(sic.) The Sunni Moslems were less ostentatious though they shared in the wealth to a lesser extent.
In contrast, driving to the suburb of Bourj el Baranjeh, the sight of Shiite Moslems living in abject poverty
offered a different sight. They faced the same precarious conditions as “their brothers" in south Lebanon or in the
Bekaa. It reflected the inequities of a system perpetuated by the National Pact, i.e., the same “clique” ruling, accruing
wealth and controlling transactions, whether honest or otherwise. The Christians or the Sunnis cared little about the
underprivileged. It was a “cast” system that brought Druze closer to the Shiites.
Mr. J. B. Bissett, Director General and Mr. Alex Morrisson came on a familiarization visit in September 70.
They were dinner guests at my house one evening. Mr. Bissett pulled a “trick” ring I had given him with the six
segments separated. He asked me to put it together as neither he nor anyone else had been able to put it together.
I did in a matter of minutes and I tied it so that it would not come apart while he was in Beirut. After next morning’s
briefing, Luc Genereux and I took them for lunch to the “Grotte aux Pigeons” restaurant, facing the Mediterranean. Luc
ordered a “mezze,” forty plates of various Lebanese specialties including one with sheep’s eyes. Several drinks of arak
help detract attention from them and time passed until Mr. Bissett said they were going to miss their flight. We got them
Lebanese Government when the latter sought

in the

car

and arrived in time for the last call. About the

same

time, Wilf Greaves and his wife

came

from Cairo

on a

short visit.

Six months

prior to my arrival in August 1970, President Helou ordered traffic lights installed at busy
jams and Beirut drivers never intended to adjust and wait for green lights. When I
stopped at a red light, drivers blew their horns and drove around me swearing! In a few weeks, the lights were
smashed! Although I felt secure in my Dodge Challenger, it was riskier driving in Beirut than in Rome or Jamaica
because drivers disregarded road signs except when they spotted a policeman. The communal taxi drivers were the
worst offenders, seemingly intent on getting their heavenly reward sooner than later. They were the only means of
public transport, there being no busses. For a Lebanese pound we traveled a cedrtai distance and were a menace. I
gave them ample room.
I was part-way through the review of our Immigration procedures when I received my copy of a memo from
Immigration Headquarters, Ottawa, about the integration of our local staff with that of External Affairs. The latter will
be responsible for all local staff as well as administrative matters concerning our shop. There was one caveat, we
would retain the services of our Canadian secretary, Miss Lefebvre and one local employee to be identified as
“Immigration Program Officer, or IPO.” These positions were kept on the Immigration establishment. At a meeting at
the Embassy, Mr. Gignac said “to cope with the additional workload he needed one more employee and wanted Michel
Kabbas. I could not refuse as he was an administration clerk. I told our staff about the changes and told Kabbas about
his transfer adding, you will be back shortly.” Within days, I received a memo about the “Immigration Program
Officer’s.” position. I selected M. Kabbas, to the dismay of our Ambassador and Alan Prien.
intersections. It caused traffic
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I accompanied our Ambassador to the Phoenicia Hotel at a luncheon hosted by the Beirut Lion’s Club. As
guest speaker, Mr. Gignac spoke on “Terrorism and the Front de Liberation du Quebec,” the 70 October Crisis.” The
guests were very attentive and he ended “the Government of Canada will never give in to terrorists.” He was warmly
applauded and I thanked him as well. When I asked his secretary for a copy of the speech she gave me one and said
that it was prepared by the Information Section at External Affairs, Ottawa.
The Royal Bank was on the ground floor of our Sfah building. I met the Manager and his Assistant after
arriving to change the signing authority from Martineau to my name. I went there only to cash personal cheques.and
on one occasion the Asst Manager invited me to visit the bank’s vault. We reached it by private elevator, using special
keys and punching lock combinations. When he opened it and turned on the light, it was a sight I never saw. Bullion
bars of gold! Back at his office, he offered me to buy $10,000 or $15,000 worth of gold, repaying the loan monthly.
I said “no thank you”as I just bought a car and I have to repay my indebtedness. I saw him weeks later when the price

of

gold spiraled up. He and his boss were all smiles. They both bought gold and repaid the loan from the profit they
behind for days if I could have!
Embassy at Baqhdad and Canada’s Embassy in Teheran about a visit to interview
applicants and both acquiesced positively. I left for Baahdad Friday. February 12,1971. I went through the Police
and Customs controls quickly and took a taxi to the Al Rashid Hotel, unpacking. I took another taxi to the British
Embassy where I left my attache with the Consul. I asked about the motor boat docked along the Tigris river and he
said it belonged to the Embassy and is used for parties. He invited me for dinner next evening and added that it was
safe to walk around, visit the museum and other sights, in daytime. When I returned to my hotel room, my suitcase
made. I would have kicked my
I wrote to the British

was

searched.

The Consul came to pick me uo at the hotel. The conversation during dinner was mostly about serving
abroad and I learned much from him about British Foreign Service “Arabists." Like others, he went to learn Arabic
at the School set

by the British at Shemlan, Lebanon-the long course lasts two years and they must agree to serve
Arabic is the prime language.
entered the Embassy, the Consul pointed to people waiting for me, adding that
they came early. He introduced me to an interpreter and led me to my temporary office. All the clients were nominated
Iraqi Jews, requiring only routine questioning. They held Iraqi passports and exit visas. Understandably, they all
expressed fears of being arrested for going to the Embassy. Their fears were groundless as they soon left for Canada
with the help of their Baghdad community. I issued each one with a Minister’s Permit to hasten their departure.
On Tuesday, Ambassador CC Eberts, resident in Teheran, arrived at the Al Rashid hotel. When I met him
in his room, he whispered while he turned up the volume on his Zenith radio. He said that he disliked coming to
Baghdad on protocol visits as he was left to wait for days before being received. It was the Iraqi's response to
Canada's failure to open an Embassy at Baghdad. He brought liquid supplies and listened to BBC World News on
his Zenith radio. He would tell the Protocol that this was his last visit as he was posted out of Teheran, Iran.
At the first opportunity I went to visit the Baghdad bazaar(suq) before leaving. The sight that struck me most
was one from biblical times, like the paintings of Assyrians depicted on the ruins of Babylon's walls or in the holy
scriptures that I remembered from my earliest days at school. The old men wore long white beards and traditional
garb. Their features were similar to the illustrations in the book of scriptures.
On Sunday February 21,1971,1 departed from Baghdad and landed at Teheran’s Mehrabad airport. It was
a chaotic flight because the aisles were cluttered with oversize luggage. With my Diplomatic passport and visa for Iran
I whisked through Police and Customs checks. There was no one to meet me and I took a taxi to the Sheherazade
hotel. The front desk clerk showed me how to get to the Embassy, a short walk away. He could have added “it’s a lifethreatening feat to cross a street." I saw the Canadian flag and rang the bell button on the gate of the fenced
compound. The guard asked what I wanted and I showed passport. I told him that I wanted to leave my attache case
in a safe place. He took it and I told me to ask the Consul for it next morning. The following morning, I met the Consul
who showed me to an empty office. I did not need an interpreter as all the applicants stated on their applications that
they spoke English. They were of excellent caliber. Some insisted on telling me that “they” were not “Arabs,”
emphasizing their Aryan ethnicity. I flew back to Beirut, February 28 1971. It was a most interesting first trip and the
British are always ready to assist whenever possible. I felt that they sometimes were more helpful than our own
Canadian Embassy staff at times.
uo

at least for 10 years at posts where
On Monday morning, as I
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the next trip to East Africa. When it was firmed up, the itinerary for the April 1971 was as follows:
Arrive April 3, Cairo, Egypt
Depart April 3, Beirut
Arrive April 3, Khartoum, Soudan
Depart April 3, Cairo
Arrive April 4, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Depart April 4, Khartoum
Arrive April 7, Nairobi, Kenya
Depart April 7, Addis Ababa
Arrive April 13, Kampala, Uganda
Depart April 13, Nairobi
Arrive
Depart April 14, Kampala
April 14, Nairobi
Arrive April 15, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania
Depart April 15, Nairobi
Arrive April 19, Lusaka, Zambia
Depart April 19, Dar-es-Salaam
Arrive
Depart April 21, Lusaka
April 21, Dar-es-Salaam
Arrive April 22, Port Louis, Mauritius
Depart April 22, Dar-es-Salaam
Arrive April 26, Nairobi
Depart April 26, Port Louis
Arrive May 1, Nicosia, Cyprus
Depart April 30, Nairobi
Arrive May 1, Beirut
Depart May 1, Nicosia
The journey took less than a month as per the above flight schedule. I was stuck for hours at Khartoum’s
airport waiting for the Ethiopian flight. I slept on a straight chair while guards watched over me. When the flight arrived,
I went through another check before boarding. I asked my companion what caused the delay. He said that after taking
off from Rome, a highjacker tried to enter the pilot’s cabin. Security guards on board slit his throat and kept him in the
first class compartment. I traveled tourist class arriving at Addis Ababa one and a half hour later.
Early Sunday, I took a taxi to arriving at a high gate leading to the Hilton Hotel. Beggars with their bodies and
heads covered up were sitting outside the gate. The driver drove the long stretch of road leading to the hotel. After
registering and unpacking, I came down and ventured toward that high gate. Before I could reach it, a hotel employee
called after me saying that the beggars were lepers. It was a disappointing start on my first visit to the land of the “tall,
fine featured and long-lived Ethiopians.” (A quote from Herotodus). The Ethiopian hotel staff were all tall, skinny, with
fine features, akin to Kenya's Masai.
Nest morning, I met Counselor J.A. Cousineau that I knew in Rome. We discussed the interviews and my
itinerary. He was also accredited to Mauritius and briefed me about the officials I was likely to meet. Few Ethiopians
met our criteria. Discretionary authority was used to let some join their relatives. Counselor Cousineau took me for a
drive to the market where rows upon rows of men operated sowing machines-an “open air clothing factory." I thanked
him for his assistance. Ambassador C.J. Woodsworth never enquired about my presence on an official visit.
I flew to Kampala, Nairobi, Dar-es-Salaam and Lusaka. All the applicants were Asians and many qualified
as “entrepreneurs.” There were a number of nominated cases and in many cases, their nominators went to Canada
less than a year before. Many qualified as “independent” applicants and nearly all of them were Ismailis. I stuck to my
schedule for fear of missing connecting flights. I had a few hours to spare in Nairobi on my way back and watched the
East African Racing rally. Jomo Kenyatta, the first ruler of independent Kenya, sat on a high ornate chair with a cheetah
on each side Before Independence, his Mau Mau tribesmen spread fear amongst the English. In Lusaka, I saw many
English Rhodesia expatriates enjoying the amenities as welcomed guests.
At Pleasance Airport, Mauritius, the Immigration and Customs Control Officers were of different ethnic
background, reflecting harmony between the two main races. The French brought Africans to cultivate sugar cane
while the British brought indentured Indian workers when they took control of the island and abolished slavery. On the
way to Curepipe, I saw minarets, pagodas, churches. The driver said there are one million people and 30,000 wild stags
on the Island! I stayed at the Hotel de France in Curepipe, the second largest town, on a knoll, eleven miles inland. It
had a milder climate than Port Louis. The receptionist gave me a note from the Minister of State, Mr. Alex Vimeh.
When I met him, he hoped I would visit the Island and try blue marlin fishing. I told him that my schedule of
interviews does not allow it. He gave me a souvenir an autographed book on Mauritius. The clients were bilingual and
met our selection criterion. I left Mauritius and stopped at Nairobi to interview spontaneous clients. I returned via
Nicosia, Cyprus, arriving in Beirut Wednesday, May 1. My expenses were much less than those of officers on previous
trips as I traveled weekends. My stay at each post was based on the amount of work and I adhered to my flight
schedule.
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Al Prien was successful when he applied for a position with the Treasury Board, Ottawa. The office held a
farewell dinner at the King George Hotel before leaving. I was unaware of his application for an assignment in Canada

I

previously applied for leave which Hdqrs approved. Keith Carter took charge in my absence. Both RCMP Officers
were replaced by R. Coulpier and Ron Stearns.
I combined my leave with an official trip to Ankara and Istanbul leaving by car with Marija on Saturday
July 3,1971, stopping at Mersin, Turkey. Next day, we drove through the lunar landscape of Cappadocia. I filled the
tank with petrol whenever I saw a gas station. At Ankara, we stayed at the Buyuk hotel. Next morning I met the Consul
and the locally-engaged employee looking after “Immigration” matters. The applicants were engineers who stated on
their application forms they spoke English. I accepted them based on the high occupational demand. Each one paid
the $25. fee to have their qualifications assessed by the Canadian Engineering Association.
Ambassador Duguay, whose wife was away, invited my wife and I for lunch on our second day. This was a
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“Immigration Officer” or invite one for a meal.
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St. Vincent, should be the Ambassador here!” I didn’t

quite know what to say and thanked him for his
remarks. We drove
candidates
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to Istanbul where I interviewed
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applicants waiting in the lobby to come to my room.
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Most of them were engineers and I counseled them
3
1
as was the case for those I saw in Ankara. They
Beirut^.
asked the same questions such as “who am I going
Damascus*
*Maj|anTn
to work for?” They knew that this was the practice
with German firms recruiting professionals in Turkey and elsewhere and giving those selected information about the
name of German firms they were likely to work for as well as accommodation for family, schooling, etc. Some came
with their family asking those same questions, i.e., schooling, housing, medical services. I provided them with the
booklet containing answers. When I paid a courtesy visit to the British Consulate, the guard at the gate asked for my
passport and showed me where the Consul’s office was. The Consulate is on a large tract of land with several empty
dormitory-like buildings. I told him about our interviews and asked if he could spare space in one of the buildings. He
said he could but he first invited me to their club on the premises. It was for “members only” and he “sponsored” me
as a member. I paid my fee and bought a tie with the letters “BCCC.” I was now a member of the British Consular Club
of Constantinople. We left Istanbul that same Friday afternoon driving to Plovdiv, Bulgaria where we stayed overnight.
We arrived at Yugoslavia’s border July 10 and drove non-stop, arriving late at Kozarisce, Slovenia, to my wife's sister's
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house.
Next

morning they showed us the house they were building and we said that we wish to help. We bought the
cupboards, appliances and the bathtub for them. We drove to the capital of Ljubljana to buy a toilet and bidet.
I backed the car near the store to load the items in the trunk. People gaped at the car and its plate “Republique du
Liban,” possibly wondering if those items were for Lebanon! Her sister’s family moved in the house as we left.
We returned motoring via Sarajevo, staying overnight at Kavala, a holiday resort east of Thessalonika. Upon
nearing Ankara next morning, we retraced our itinerary driving south towards Adana. By coincidence, we ran into TdQ
Thouin, the Beirut RCMP Officer traveling with his family. He was returning to Beirut after a “liaison” visit with the
Turkish authorities. We stopped at a hotel in Mersin. When we asked for rooms, the female receptionist, who spoke
no English, seemed ill at ease. She hesitated and went behind the reception. She returned and
agreed to let us have
rooms. We returned from our rooms to sit on the terrace and with sign language showed we were hungry and
something to drink. We noted the patrons were nearly all male clients and the women sat apart.
Our wives remarked that the ladies wore a lot of makeup and it was then evident that the “oldest profession”
was flourishing. We ate what was served and retired early. The “temporary occupants” did not keep us awake. When
paying next morning, the same receptionist smiled at Thouin and myself and said "goo by,” the only English words she
knew. We drove non-stop along the shore road through Syria and reached Beirut late that afternoon, September 7.
kitchen
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Ambassador Gignac criticized his Department for failing to heed to his pleas to move to a larger and more
dignified building. The fact that we had twice as much space added fuel to his resolve. He was elated to receive a telex
to look for new premises. He called a meeting of Section Heads to pass on the good news. I sensed that we were
about to lose some prestige when he said there was one caveat, “the new Chancery must accommodate all the
Programs under one roof.” The quest for new premises was assigned to Jean Carriere, the Administrative Officer. I
doubted that IMM Hdqrs knew or was kept abreast of the plans. After all, we were the busiest program at the Post,
why should the Dept, of Foreign Affairs consult with our Dept? I am incline to think that our Dept, probably gave
External Affairs carte blanche. The latter could not have been better pleased by lack of interest on the part of our Dept.
The Ambassador chose the Bank Sabbagh Building on Hamra Street, Beirut's main one-way thoroughfare
and commercial center. It was situated close to the Ministry of Information housing the Lebanese Radio and TV
stations. The “Banque du Liban” was diagonally across. All of these were prime targets of the militias during periods
of strife He took that decision after meeting with Mrs. Sabbagh, owner of the Sabbagh Bank and space which she
wanted to rent in her building at the right price. Although “Shariah” Hamra is a one-way street, it does not deter drivers
to use it as a two-way street, giving rise to bottlenecks, flared tempers and occasional shooting since everyone carries
a weapon. Demonstrations and riots are common fare in Beirut and Hamra street is chosen for demonstrations. If a
member of a militia or a Palestinian “fighter” dies at the American Hospital, near the Sabbagh building, it is cause for
a mourning march that takes place on Hamra Street. On such occasions, weapons are fired for the “martyr” with live
ammunition resulting, quite often, in more people being killed. It never dawned on the Ambassador and his “advisor"
to ask “why are there are no Embassies on Shariah Hamra?” The answer was obvious.
I was asked my opinion about space for our operations when the prime space was already taken by External
Affairs, T&C and the RCMP, the three Sections that hardly ever deal with the public. I had no access to their floor and
had to fit our Visa and Medical Sections in one-third of the space we had previously. I was even told the layout was
“approved" by EA, IT&C and our DEPARTMENT! Since the Ambassador would not relent, I wrote to our Department
that with less space, we will have to reduce the rate of interviews. Moreover, there was no provision for a reception
or waiting room area and no sanitary facilities for the public. I never received a reply from our HDQRS “luminaries.”
I gathered my memo went to the shredder or was passed to External Affairs because, a week later, the Admin Officer
met with Mad. Sabbagh seeking more space which she was more than pleased to rent on the first floor for our
receptionist and waiting room for more $$$$!
I was aware that the receptionist was cut off from the Visa Office and communication between us was vital.
I suggested the installation of a telephone and an intercom and that was approved. But, in their deliberations, they
forgot about Roger Zahlan, the locally-engaged employee assisting the Admin Officer with financial matters. Mrs.
Sabbagh was again pleased to provide more space on the fourth floor which meant another increase in rent. The
Canada-based staff from External Affairs, Industry Trade and Commerce, the RCMP, in their security protected area,
could read their “comic books” undisturbed. The HOP’S office had a private “loo!” More meetings took place but I got
no backing from my Hdqrs. This showed that they couldn’t care less, shafted by a Department notorious for its
pompous airs and paltry deeds. It was the “tail wagging the dog.” We were, relegated to an “unprotected” area.
STAFF CHANGES-Ron Button replaced Prien and soon after, Mike Mollov and his family arrived. Both
helped with the move to the new premises over the weekend in late 1971. We gave priority to moving files as we
expected clients for the following Monday. The Medical Section had room to examine only two persons. The
Departments of External Affairs, Trade and Commerce and the RCMP were not in a rush. No one would disturb them
come Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday.
In the early part of 1972, IMFOR (Immigration Foreign Service) asked that I go to Baghdad to interview Iraqi
Jews who were in fear of ill treatment or worse. I was told to go to Teheran first to meet with Jewish Immigrant Aid
Services (JIAS)representatives and a local member of the Iranian Jewish Community. On arrival at Teheran’s
Mehrabad Airport I took a taxi directly to our Embassy. The Consul called the JIAS representatives who came and
gave me a list of the persons in Baghdad wishing to go to Canada. After some brief discussions, we agreed on the
procedure to follow. I left the next day and after clearing the formalities at Baghdad’s Airport, I took a taxi to the British
Embassy and I asked the driver to wait for me. The British Consul got my telex from Teheran and arranged the same
office I had previously and an interpreter for next morning. I left all my files with him and walked to my waiting taxi
driver. He asked if I was going to the Al Rashid Hotel and I answered “ajwa dughri.”
..
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I had

enough interviews for two full days. Some Jewish parents came with members of their family but

refused to be processed and leave with their children. They argued loudly in front of the interpreter and myself-the
older men said “this was the land of their ancestors and, despite the dangers, they were unwilling to leave other
members too sick to leave." Those with passports and exit visas got Minister's Permits to facilitate their departure.

QUEBEC IMMIGRATION

OFFICER-Following discussions between the Departments of External Affairs,
Employment and Immigration and the Quebec” Ministere de [’Immigration et des Communautes Culturelles,” M. Roger
Theriault, a Quebec Immigration Officer, arrived at Beirut. He rented space in the Sabbagh building and set about to
carry out to recruit and interview French speaking emigrants for Quebec. Until the day I left, Roger Theriault always
spoke to me about his financial woes with his Department. His pay checks, like his rent checks, were always in
arrears. It was embarrassing for him to continually ask the bank for advances. Fortunately, he would be able to his
jeremiads with his Minister who was arriving on an official visit to Lebanon in a matter of days..
After a day’s work, I always went home to relax on the upper terrace of the penthouse to relax before dinner,
admiring the beautiful view of the mountains and the sea. That day, Marija suggested that we go to the Swiss Chalet
for dinner and I agreed, on arrival, it was closed. As I peeped though the entrance glass door, someone came to open
it and said there was a private party going on but we could come in. Looking around, I saw our Immigration Officers,
their wives, Australians and British counterparts also accompanied by their wives and girl friends! They started to sing
“happy Birthday....” and I knew that this had to be the work of Larry Carroll. We sat at our reserved places and raised
our glasses in answer to the well wishing greeters, many of whom were already feeling very jovial. I was deeply
touched by this gesture of friendship even if I am not fond of this type of surprise. Larry went to a lot trouble to contact
friends to arrange this gathering for which I could not thanked him enough.
A PALESTINIAN WITH A FALSE VISA-A young Palestinian woman came to the office presenting her
Palestinian Travel Document and requesting an extension to her expired visitor's visa to Canada. Keith Carter saw
her and noticed that her Non-Immigrant Visa was issued by L R. St-Vincent. He was suspicious when he saw the date
of issue, remembering that I was away from Beirut at the time. He came to me and we found no trace of issuing a non¬
immigrant visa to her after checking the Visa Register. Nor could we locate an application form-the visa was a forgery.
I made photocopies of the document, after which I questioned her about the visa and she kept saying someone else
got the visa for her! We gave her back her document. We had to beware that armed Palestinians accompanied her
to the office and waited to escort her back to the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO)Hdqrs.
I alerted Brian Buckley, the senior Counselor providing him with the details. It seemed apparent that the PLO
wished to test our ability to detect a fake visa. We agreed there was a possibility that she and others planned to use
our visa to travel with intent to commit an act of terrorism. Brian alerted friendly sources. Two weeks later, Leila Khaled
and some Palestinians hijacked a Sabena plane at Brussels airport, forcing the pilot to land to land at Amman Airport.
The highjackers threatened to blow it up unless a number of Palestinians were released. The Jordanian Security
Forces stormed the plane and killed some terrorists. Leila Khaled was spared and eventually released.
Our visa stamp could be duplicated with ease. Any Immigration Officer would have to be extremely alert to
detect the slight difference between the real “crown” and the one in the fake visa. He might have noticed that the word
“prepose” did not have accents over both "e." Thanks to Keith's alertness, we took immediate action. Keith and his
family had just gone through a distressing experience when, in the middle of the night, they heard machine-gun shots
in the building next to theirs. They learned in the morning that a high ranking member of the PLO was killed as well
as his two PLO guards. It had the markings of a Mossad operation. The newspaper reported that two Belgian tourists
arrived days before at the Beirut Airport. Piecing together bits of information, it was reported that the “visitors" went
by taxi to the Sands of Lebanon. The article speculated the weapons used were brought ashore by an Israeli
speedboat that night. There was no trace of them and the Mossad Agents most likely left with the same speedboat.
In early May 72, Larry Carroll was re-assigned to Ottawa and Brian Davis replaced him. In July 72. A telex
from Hdqrs read “Pierre Granger from External Affairs is seconded to Beirut Immigration for two years.” Someone at
Hdqrs. ignored the fact that we had no spare office. This was typical of Hdqrs luminaries. To make room, I sent
Officers on area trips while others took annual leave. In August, Keith Carter was posted to Milan as Officer-in-Charge,
a deserved promotion. His replacement was Paul Simard, an officer whose talents were wasted at the Beirut Visa
Office as he was Officer-in-Charge material or should be Head of a Section at Headquarters. I was right because he
resigned from our Department and became Director of Immigration for the Quebec Dept, of Immigration.
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spoke with Brian Davis about attending an Arabic course at
agreed. I wrote to Hdqrs recommending he attends the three-month course, north east of Beirut
under the aegis of the British Foreign Office. The school catered offers the course to British firm representatives.
The “long” course lasts eighteen months. Its graduates are called “Arabists,” being quasi fluent in Arabic. I held high
hopes that he would be successful as the first Canadian Immigration Foreign Service Officer to attend the threemonths course. His absence made it possible for Pierre Granger to use his office.
MINISTER J. BIENVENUE-ln May 1972, we had the official visit of Mr. Jean Bienvenue, the Province of
Quebec “Ministre de I’lmmigration et des Affaires Culturels.” He was accompanied by his Chef de Cabinet M.
Gerard Loiselle and Messrs. L. Gagnon and R. Dumas.. The Lebanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) gave him
the “red carpet treatment” by assigning a protocol officer and a lady escort to meet and accompany him and his
delegation during their entire stay in Beirut. Ambassador Gignac was dismayed at this treatment and resented the
high profile attention. Instead of asking one of his External Affairs officer to meet him, he ask that Theriault and I
meet the delegation on their arrival. I attended the meeting in our Ambassador’s office, during which he kept his
distance listening to Minister Bienvenue outline the purpose for his visit. He said there was a need to increase the
number of French-speaking Lebanese immigrants to Quebec and that he wishes to discuss, with the competent
Lebanese officials, the question of internships in Quebec Hospitals for medical graduates. These matters were
within Quebec’s prerogatives. The next day, Mr. Gignac held a reception in their honor at his residence and I spoke
with Minister Bienvenue who was very relaxed. At one point, for reasons best known to him he said, with some
pride, “I am a Canadian first.” In the next instance, he asked if I would consider joining his Department. I declined
saying that “many of our Federal Immigration Officers have already left out Department to join his Department and
that "lam quite content to continue to serve my Department.'" Roger Theriault was less fortunate when he laid his
jeremiads to the Minister-wrong place and timing. He was rebuked and told to speak with his Deputy, Mr. Loiselle
about his complaints. When he did, Mr. Loiselle told Theriault to write to him about it!
The Lebanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs hosted a luncheon reception at the elegant Vendome Hotel. Our
Ambassador was surrounded by Lebanese Ministers and Senior Officials. In answer to the welcome address from
the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Bienvenue thanked the Minister and the officials for their warm welcome. Without
notes, he ad lib superbly and they understood the import of the visit and the proposals. After lunch, he accepted
my offer to take him to the Casino du Liban, at Jounieh, for the evening. With our wives, Theriault and I drove them
in two cars to Jounieh. Mr. Bienvenue said he will try his luck at the roulette and we went to the restaurant to watch
the attractions, a jungle scenery of live elephants, waterfalls, followed by long-legged Polish dancing girls in scanty
African costumes. When we drove back to the St George Hotel, he thanked us warmly for a pleasant evening. Next
morning, R. Theriault and I were already at the Airport when the delegation arrived in a Lebanese Protocol
limousine. Mr. Bienvenue words to me as we parted were “I hope to return soon.”
In mid-June 1972,1 prepared a visit to Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia. The two RCMP Officers,
Coulpier and Stearns were also going to East Africa. We all traveled economy class to Nicosia, Cyprus, staying at
the Ledra Palace. Next day, we had time for a short visit to Bellapais Abbey in the buffer zone between the Turks
and Cypriots. When boarding the BOAC flight for Nairobi, they headed for the first class gangway! Once inside, they
waved at me as a stewardess served them champagne and caviar. In economy class, I had to wait till the aircraft
reached cruising altitude to get peanuts! They were on a “shake hands” trip!
In Kampala, Uganda, I interviewed more Ismailis than usual, mostly “entrepreneurs.” At our High
Commission, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania, I got a cold reception-they did not like the presence in the High
Commission of that I called for interviews. Their presence “disturbed the staff.” I accepted all the nominated
relatives subject to medical examinations.
On my return to Beirut, I attended a reception from Mr. and Mrs. E. Franjieh, living two floors below us.
He was the President’s nephew. It was crowded with people (maronites) sharing the same political views about
Lebanon- French was the language spoken.The buffet, a “mezze” consisting of some many dishes was a busy
place. All the small tables were full with various brands of cigarettes, bottles of Scotch whisky, crystal glasses, etc.
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Our hostess, Mrs.

Franjieh passed a plate of home made “kibbeh”11 remarked “c’est delicieux” and she offered me
neighbor, Naif Maalouf and our host comparing pistols, as if they were toys. They asked to
see mine and
they were amazed that I did not carry one. Surprise!
During the summer, our ex-ward, Tatiana and her two children came on a visit from Australia. She liked
the pace of life, daily outings to the beach and partying. She wanted to prolong her stay however, her better half,
lonely in Melbourne, did not share that feeling nor his enforced “bachelorhood.” Miss Elsa Amadio came from Milan
for a short visit and I drove her to see the remains of the Phoenician temple of Baal at Baalbek and those of Roman
temples and, after she left, Gordon Whitehead came from Cairo. I drove both Tatiana and Gordon to Damascus and
Baalbek where we sat at outside a restaurant, smoking a water pipe. Tatiana regretfully left August 22nd, as we
planned a reception for August 24ttl, reciprocating hospitality. Our two level penthouse with large terraces were ideal
for sitting sixty guests.
THE ULTIMATUM-During the evening of that reception, Mr. M.G. Mitchell, Director of Operations, called
from ImmHdqrs Ottawa. His first words were 'Roger you have to go to Kampala to lead a team to process Asians
expelled from Uganda. Officers from Beirut and elsewhere will assist you." I had read copies of telex exchanges
about the situation in Uganda, but his request caught me by surprise. I said we were very busy with area visits with
another

one.

I

saw our

interviews and that

some

officers

were on

leave. I asked if he had

someone

else in mind and he said “I will call you

back.” Some 10 minutes later, he called. I asked “have you

found someone?” His answer was “yes, you Roger! If
do not wish to go, you may be recalled to Canada.” Chapter 10, Asian Exodus Sep/Nov. 8 72 covers the event.
Before leaving Nairobi on November 9th after the end of my Mission in Kampala, I called my wife to tell her
that I was arriving on Friday, November 10 and to tell Ron Button I was arriving. I was happy to see my wife again
and taste a good meal after I arrived. I had the weekend to rest before reporting to work. As I walked in the office
on Monday morning, the local staff seemed ill at ease. When I reached my office, Ron Button sat at my desk, making
no excuse or attempt to vacate my chair though he knew I was returning. I thanked him for looking after the shop
and before I could say more he said 7 heard that you are returning to Canada and I moved here in the interim.’' I
asked where he got his information but he refused to give me any details. I told him I am going to see the
Ambassador and on my return I wanted him out of my office and back to his old office. Ambassador Gignac was
pleased to see me back. A few days later I a call from Ottawa IMMHDQRS asked that I come to Ottawa with my wife
to meet our, Bryce Mackasey. However, I went alone. After a brief talk with the Minister in his office, he gave me a
letter from Prime Minister Trudeau which I read. The PM thanked me on behalf of the Government and people of
Canada for a successful Kampala mission. While at Dorval awaiting my flight to Paris, I met R. Martineau. He was
returning to Rome after attending a farewell for Minister Mackasey at Mont Tremblant.
I received a copy of a telex about the appointment of Al Lukie as our first Officer-in-Charge of the Nairobi
Visa Office. Al came to Beirut to get all the files for his area of responsibility. He had only one employee to help him
with the change-over of file numbers to the new Post Identification Numbers and index cards. Hdqrs agreed that I
go to Nairobi to help Al with that urgent and most important task. I spent three days with him, working until late each
night to finish the job. The change meant that the Beirut Visa Office could concentrate on fourteen countries instead
of thirty-four.
THE URGENT ASSIGNMENT-ln February 1973,1 received an unsigned telex from Immigration Foreign
Branch Headquarters (FBHdqrs) requesting that I proceed to Toronto where my services were urgently needed! I
thought of Ron Button's words. What bugged me was the fact that IMMHDQRS overflows with “experts.” Someone
could be spiteful because of my success with the Kampala Mission or, wants that I meet my “Waterloo” at Toronto?
I replied 7 wish to continue to serve at Beirut until the end of my posting before considering an assipnment in
Canada." My reply must have caused the recipient to jaundice. The reply, unsigned, read “it is URGENTthat you
return to Canada IMMEDIATE!. Yto fill one of the two senior vacant positions at Toronto!” For fear of jeopardizing
my career I accepted. Ron Button took over but soon left for Canada. Paul Simard replaced him. E. Bergbusch, who
replaced me at Kingston took over from me a second time.
you
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POSTSCRIPT-Except for Jamaica, more events and travels took place at Beirut then anywhere else during
The success of Canada's Tearn to Kampala, which lasted from the end of August to November 8 1972
was the highlight of my career. We liked the Lebanese climate and its people. I
partly sated my interest in archeology
by visits to Tyr and the Museum in Beirut. Before leaving I sold the Dodge Challenger to a Lebanese who laughed
when I said he had to pay Customs duties. We flew to Slovenia to spend a week with Marija’s relatives and landed
at Toronto mid-February 1973, experiencing our first taste of winter since 1962.
February '73-Photo following my recall to proceed to Toronto-surrounded by dedicated Visa Officers and
locally-engaged employees insisting that my wife be present-from left, standing: Mona El Kadi, Roger Daou, leaning
forward, Eva Grodde, Canadian Secretary, Ron Button, Asst. O-i-C; Marija St. Vincent; Brian Davis, Paul Simard,
Paul Granger (on loan from External Affairs), Dr. Paul Lachance, Michel Kabbas; front row:Knarig Shitilian, Marlene
Attala, Rashed, RoseMarie Thome, the “Boss “and Miss Judith Klehme. The photo was taken by Fadl Battish, the
Visa Office receptionist. They reminded me of the motto “we owe much to so few who performed beyond
my career.
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Above left: the entrance to the Embassy of Canada on Sharia
Hamra street-Mrs. St. Vincent stands next to the Cafe de Paris, an
oasis of peace in a city soon to see much turmoil- The next two
photos are scenes of “peaceful: Beirut, the “suq" and the vendor
fresh orange juice at Ras Beirut. I am “father Christmas” as
fit the suit-children queue up for gifts while I hand one to the son of
Keith Carter,Visa Officer-Sgt. Robert Laporte (RCMP) helped me.

of
I could

the outskirts of Heirut, seen in
Secretary, Marcelle Lefebvre, Christianne
Brassard Secretary for External Affairs and Marija St. Vincent. There
follows photos taken New Year’s Eve at Jean Carriere's house,
Marija with Jeannine Caron, Ambassador’s secretary and Allen
Prien, my Assistant with his wife-Alan returned to Canada in May
Next, at the Sands of Lebanon, on

the distance,

my

71;
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Top left:August 71-Adieu to members of the RCMP returning to Canada, Robert Laporte and Luc Genereux, aka Luau KarimlOn
the right, with George Bartley, Australian Chief Migration Officer points to the town in Turkey, Eshkishehir, where he had an
accident with a new Mercedes that he picked up at Stuttgart. The “Fez” adds veracity to his pointed finger!

Above:

January 26 71, Australia National Day- Offering
congratulation to Ambassador Neil Truscott on the occasionpartly visible on his left, George Bartley.
Above, right: dinner at our Aschrafieh apartment: nearest Marcelle
Lefebvre, Mrs. Coulpier, Mike Molloy.Mrs. St. Vincent, B.

Buckley(Ext),Mrs. Button, R. Theriault, A. Seguin.(Ext), Mrs. Molloy,
Ron Button Below, left:

reception at Roger Theriault, Quebec

Immigration OfficerLeft: At a buffet dinner given by Roger Theriault, Quebec Immigration
Officer-Michel Kabbas with, on his right, thewifeof Dr. Paul Lachance
and left, Nicole Ayoub, local Embassy employee; lower lefb.Mrs.J.

Molloy, Brian Davis, Phyllis Spencer(RCMP Secretary), Roger St.
Vincent. Below, at Dr.Peter Abearis home, nearest left, partly hidden,
bride Mrs. Mesheau, Roger St. Vincent, Dave and Mrs. Sherwood and

child, Mrs. Abear and Dr. Peter Abear, Daryll Mesheau and Maria
St.Vincent; the Sherwoods and Meshau
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from Rome to pay a visit.
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There comes a time to reciprocate for invitations received-a long terrace and a smaller one
The preparations took three days-On Auqust 24,1972, in the first two photos, my wife and

upstairs were ideal for such an event.her cook pose before the amval of the

sit-down buffet dinner-fl)Eva Grodde -L1
” ^J
^ n. □
Lacnance-{2)Mrs.Woods,J
r':■ —1
Molloy and wife Jo, BA rep i
Eva Grodde, BA rep and WllG anu ivj me icu, i aui unnaiu anu iviiumgi [\auuao-^/ivitg, i uui wiiiiuiw, u.*u
vv
Molloy-(6)Lebanese Consul and wife, and other officials-(7)Mrs. Theriault, wife of Quebec Immigration Rep, next to her JP.
Lefenvre, ITC Cdn Secretary, Paul Simard. Michel Kabbas..
It was on that same evening that Maurice Mitchell, Director of Operations, Foreicw Service, called me to ask that I be ready to

60 guests for the

proceed to Kampala, Uganda (uh. 1 (JT
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Beirut, Lebanon-Aug.’70/Mar ’73-Photo Album

Upper left: Marija and Marcel Lefevbre with the “Challenger” at the "Sands of Lebanon.” Upper right: at our bar, Mrs.
Button, Mrs. Molloy, Miss Lefebvre and Mrs. Coulpier wife of R. Coulpier (RCMP) At the Phoenicia Hotel, before our
departure in March 1973, Marija admiring Lebanese paintings and crafts in the Hotel Phoenicia. Last, at our neighbor,
the Maaloufs and friends, including Marija-always grateful Tor what Canada was doing to help their economy.

Photo taken July 1s 1971, at the residence of our Ambassador, Jacques Gignac, center, in white with his three sons.
Left to tiqht:George Menassa, local employee, advisor on Lebanese Affairs, A. Sequin, admin. Ofncer-Brian Buckley,
Counsenor-Allan Prien Immigration Asst.,-Stew McDowall IT&C, Ian wgod(tall!)-R. St. Vincent-Keith Carter,

Immigration Officer-Ron Spearns, RCMP-ltarry Carroll Immigration Officer-Dr. A. Abear, H&W.
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REMEMBERING...A TRAGIC SAGA

...

THE EXODUS OF SOUTH ASIANS FROM UGANDA

August 5th 1972
The

Day President Idi Amin Decreed the Expulsion
of all South Asians from Uganda-

Canada’s Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau’s Reaction Was
Swift and Generous...
A HUMANITARIAN GESTURE OF HISTORIC IMPORTANCE

"We

as a

country of Canadians ire

prepared to offer in honourable place to
(hose Ugandan Asians who come to
Canada. For Asian immigrants have
a
beady added to the cultural richness
and
variety of our country. And 1 am
sure that those from Uganda wfllby their
abilities and

industry, make an equally

important contribution to our Canadian
society"
Pierre Trudeau,

Aug. 1972.
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EXODUS FROM UGANDA
“The Pearl of Africa”
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Pierre Ellliot Trudeau

Milton OBOTE

In December

1971, during a Commonwealth Conference of Heads of States in Singapore,

Uganda received news of the coup d’etat that brought General Idi Amin to
in Uganda. Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau expressed great dismay at the time.

President Milton Obote of
power

Eight months later, in August 1972, the despotic new ruler, Idi Amin Dada, had a vision in which
he said : “God told him to get rid of all Asians"On August 5th1972 he ordered their expulsion.
For the Asians in

Uganda, their worst nightmare had begun....
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THE IMMIGRATION OFFICERS AND SUPPORT STAFF WHO TOOK PART IN THE MISSION CAME FROM:

BEIRUT, LEBANON, FOREIGN SERVICE HDQRS AND CPO OTTAWA, LONDON, ENGLAND, ROME .ITALY, ATHENS
GREECE. THE LARGEST NUMBERS CAME FROM FOREIGN BRANCH HEADQUARTERS, OTTAWA, AS PROMISED BY THE
DIRECTOR OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE OPERATIONS MR. GM MITCHELL. THE INITIAL CONTRIBUTION ONE OFFICER AND
A FINAN CE CLERK FROM THE NAIROBI HIGH COMMISION WAS MOST HELPFUL TO GET STARTED. THE ASSISTANCE
PROVIDED THROUGHOUT THE EXERCISE BY THE CANADIAN DOCTORS FROM VARIOUS OFFICES ABROAD AND
HEADQUARTERS AS WELL AS THE ASSISTANCE PROVIDED BY THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES TECHNICIANS WAS
INVALUABLE. ADDITIONALLY, THE PARTICIPATION

BY THE EXTERNAL AFFAIRS SECRETARIES FROM POSTS IN

AFRICA AND THOSE OF THE WIVES OF MEMBERS OF CUSO AND CIDA IN UGANDA WHO VOLUNTEERED WERE OF
IMMENSE ASSISTANCE. I AM NOT FORGETTING THE FEW ASIAN WHO ALSO CAME TO HELP AT A CRITICAL TIME.
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THE EXODUS OF SOUTH ASIANS FROM UGANDA

August 5th 1972
The

Day President Idi Amin Decreed the Expulsion
of Asians from Uganda-

Canada’s Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau’s Reaction Was

Swift and Generous...
A HUMANITARIAN GESTURE OF HISTORIC IMPORTANCE

"We

as a

country of Canadians are

prepared to offer an honourable place to
Ugandan Asians who come to
Canada. For Aslan immigrants have
a
beady added to the cultural richness
and
variety of our country. And lam
sure that those from Uganda wQLby their
those

abilities and

industry, make an equally

important contribution to our Canadian
society"
Pierre Trudeau,
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Aug. 1972.

My involvement in the “Exodus of Asians” from August 30th' until November 8^ 1972 was the highlight of my 35-year
with the Federal Immigration Service. I took part in the selection of Refugees and Displaced Persons in
Germany and Austria 1948-1952, displaced by the whims of a of fanatic dictator. In the cases of the South Asians in
Uganda, the edict proffered against them by President Idi Amin on August 8th 1972, gave the South Asians an
ultimatum: leave by November 8th 1972. Otherwise, they would be forcibly expelled and be subjected to a worse fate.
Apart from admonitions against President Amin from many countries, there was no move on the part of the UN to stop
the “ethnic cleansing,” even when many of the South Asians were second generation Ugandan Citizens! Canada
responded without hesitation to help the South Asians regardless of their status. This abridged version provides details
of Canada’s Mission to Kampala, Uganda which was a Canadian Operation throughout. I wish to point out that this
Mission was a Canadian Mission throughout-it accounts for its success in record time.
While back in Beirut, on November 8th 1872,1 was asked to report to Ottawa on November 23rd 1972 to meet
the Minister of Immigration, the Hon. Bruce Mackasey. After a brief exchange, he gave me a letter from Prime Minister
PE Trudeau in which e expressed his personal thanks on behalf of the Government and the people of Canada for a
career

successful Mission.
I received further recognition
Minister of Manpower and Immigration,

while in Toronto when I reported to Ottawa on 22 October 1973 to meet the
the Hon. Robert Andras who presented me with a cheque for $2,500.ln April
1974,1 was promoted as a result of that successful operation.
198ln April 1994,1 was invited to Ottawa to attend an event marking 22 years since the Exodus of South
Asians from Uganda, “Journey into Hope.” It was sponsored by the Ugandan Asian Communities in Canada and
the CIHS. On Friday, April 29*' 1994, at a dinner held at the Museum of Civilization Hull PO the President of the
CIHS, Joyce Kavanah-Wood, introduced the VIPs, i.e. and our Minister, the Hon Sergio Marchi, Mr. Aziz Bahloo,
President of the Ismaili Community of Canada,and other dignitaries. There were Ugandan Asians and Canadians who
were members of the Team in Kampala. The next day, during the seminar held at the university of Ottawa, a number
of Ugandan spoke out about those fateful days before leaving for Canada.
Another event took place on October 2, 2002, in the West Wing of Parliament Hill. The Pearson-Shoyama Institute
wished to mark the 30“' Anniversary of the Uganda South Asian Exodus, a dinner with 250 persons. In attendance were Minister
Jaffer, Ambassadors, Members of Parliament, VIPs etc. On this occasion Senator Jafferfwho was
bom in Uganda) announced that Michael Molloy and I would receive the Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal for our leadership part,
some 30 years ago, in the successful undertaking-we were not forgotten. A ceremony was held at the Canadian Consulate,
Sheila Cons. Senator Mobina

Ljubljana, Slovenia,on December 5“' 2002, in the presence of Ambassador Ronald Halpin, from Budapest. He presented me with
esteem by the Canadian Asian Community for Canada's
tragic plight of those affected. At the end of this book the

the Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal. These honours reflect the high
assistance and the Dept, of Immigration’s contribution to alleviate the
reader will find a DVD disk of these two events.
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Map of the city of Kampala shows where the Apollo (Intercontinental/Obote)
Hotel, Offices and other sites that were familiar to the members of “Team Canada.”
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1993, The Canadian Immigration Historical Society (CIHS), published my book “Asian Exodus from
Uganda." It was Number 3 in the Series “Perspectives in Canadian Immigration.” This abridged version is a
comprehensive overview of what took place during the period between September 1st and November 8th, 1972.
INTRODUCTION BY JOHN HUNTER, CIHS
“The CHIS is pleased to publish Roger’s St. Vincent's account of the 1972 movement of Southern Asian
refugees from Uganda to Canada. This is Number 3 in the Society's series, “Perspectives on Canadian Immigration"
(Number 1 was “A man of Big Heart”: The Memoirs of Maurice Mitchell and Number 2 was “Recollections of an
Immigration Officer: The Memoirs of Fenton Crossman 1930-1968”.)
On August 5,1972, General Idi Amin ordered the expulsion of 80,000 Asians from Uganda. Although many
of the Ugandan Asians were eligible for admission to other countries by virtue of citizenship-mainly Britain, India or
Pakistan-others were stateless. For example members of the Ismaili Community, who had taken out Ugandan
citizenship after Ugandan independence in the early 1960s were subjected to a process which in effect stripped them
of their citizenship. There were many other individuals in post-colonial East Africa who did not qualify for citizenship
anywhere. Canada decided to launch a refugee movement to “process without numerical limitation” stateless Asians.
On August 24th, Roger St. Vincent, Officer-in-Charge, Beirut, was asked to head an Immigration team to Kampala.
Although Canada's Immigration Service has mounted many refugee missions since the Second World War,
it is doubtful if any has been as well and intimately documented as that from Uganda. Roger recorded telephone calls,
telexes, meetings and other daily events in what became known as 'Roger's black book.' He has now organized his
notes into this memoir. It will be invaluable to Immigration staff and historians for the light it sheds on policy and
operational issues surrounding the Ugandan movement. Students of public administration will be intrigued by this
graphic account of what it's like to be at the place 'where the rubber meets the road.'
The memoir can also be read with pleasure by people who have only a general interest in immigration
matters. Roger is not just a keen note taker, but he's a fine story teller with an eye for vivid detail. At one moment we
are watching dainty birds weave their nests in roadside trees. Then we're inside a medical mobile tent, wilting in the
over 100(F) temperature and gagging from the stench as technicians analysed stool specimens. Later, we're on the
runway at Kampala's airport watching as Roger decides what to do with a cheque for 1 million Ugandan pounds that
a grateful Asian group wants to give the Canadian Government.
With facts and details, the memoir captures the emotions of working in a pressure cooker milieu. There are
the odd bursts of anger and frustration at Hdqrs officials and of other Departments. There are feelings of affection and
respect for the members of the team and the volunteers. There is satisfaction to have accomplished what seemed
at times a 'mission impossible.' Above all, there is deep joy at having rescued frightened human beings from a
dangerous despot.
As the agony of the indigenous people of Uganda demonstrated in the years that followed, the Asians had
every right to be frightened. The memoir records some examples of the horrors inflicted on the Community, beatings,
robbery and rape. There was a growing fear that something much worse could happen in the volatile atmosphere
being fuelled by a demagogue’s ranting. The Asians feared that a new holocaust was in the making. These fears
explain the vigorous efforts of the leaders of the Ismaili and other Asian Communities to get their people out of
Uganda. As Roger's memoir makes plain, the Canadian team was sometimes, in the heat of the moment, annoyed
by the pressures from these Communities. The team officials had been given a mission by the Canadian Government
and they were working extraordinarily hard to achieve it. They bristled when it was implied they could do more.They
resented what they interpreted as requests to ignore the criteria set by the Canada’s Government for the selection
of Ugandan Asians.
It is worth noting that in 1972 there were no formal refugee categories in Canadian Immigration law and that
the shift from a European centred Immigration Program to a universal policy reflected in the so-called "point system"
was less than a decade old. We witness, in this memoir, a fascinating encounter between a group of highly motivated
Canadian officials tasked with applying what in retrospect seems to be a sensible set of rules and a group of equally
motivated Community leaders trying to ensure that as many of their members escaped to Canada.
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Roger could have deleted reference to occasional tensions between the team and the Asian

Communities. In almost all refugee movement, dedicated Community leaders and officials can, and do, have honest
differences of perspective and opinion. By not glossing over these differences, Roger helped the reader understand

important facet of refugee movements. In the case of Uganda, the important point is that after everything was said
agreed the movement was a most successful
operation. Tthe memoir remains a very personal document. This is a record of what Roger St. Vincent saw, thought
and felt as he directed the Uganda refugee movement. The CHIS is delighted to be able to offer this unique and
an

and done, both the ethnic communities and the Canadian Government

valuable document to its members.”
RETROSPECTIVE

early Autumn of 1972, three events retained the attention of Canadians-a Federal election, the victory of Canada’s
Hockey Team over the Soviet’s and the Vietnamese Peace Treaty ending the state of war as of October 31,1972.
They overshadowed the tragedy taking place in Uganda, where General Idi Amin decreed on August 5, 1972 the
expulsion of 80,000 Asians. Few Canadians recalled Prime Minister PE Trudeau's statement admonishing President
Amin, for his base and racist action. Canada's response to alleviate their plight was swift and generous. It is important
to remember that the quest to alleviate the anguish of the Asians and to assist them was achieved with eminent
success. But, it is also important to stress that the decree ordering the expulsion of Asians from that country must be
remembered as an act of extreme racial prejudice and intolerance.
In

PREAMBLE

Notwithstanding the exacting pace of events that took place during the "Uganda Operations," I kept daily notes, as
developments unfolded. The notes constitute the basis for the report. My Mission over, I left Kampala on November
8,1972 for Nairobi and next day I flew to Beirut. Arriving November 10. A few weeks later I was asked to come to
Ottawa with my wife to meet with our Minister. I went alone to meet Mr. Bryce Mackasey and, during the meeting, he
handed me a letter from Prime Minister PE. Trudeau in which the latter expressed the gratitude of the Government
for the success of the mission. I thanked Minister Mackasey for the backing I received from the Foreign Branch, i.e.,
the secondment of officers and support staff. I told him that the personnel from the NH&W, the DND Mobile Unit,
External Affairs and some of the Nairobi Canadian High Commission personnel played their supportive part.
Teamwork, strong motivation and a free hand at managing the operations assured its success
On my

return to Beirut, I flew to Slovenia for Xmas 1972, bringing my notes, "en clair" telegrams, newspaper clippings
longhand. Upon my return to Beirut, Foreign Branch Hdqrs requested I
report to Toronto as acting Administrator until In October 1973 when I was named Immigration Co-ordinator, 1976
Olympics and moved to Montreal. I left a copy of the typed draft with Dawn Munroe, the Departmental Librarian.

etc. I wrote the first draft of the “Exodus” in

I dedicate this

humanitarian

report to my wife Marija, from whom I was separated for months on this occasion and in other similar
trips during my service-her support and understanding made it all worthwhile. Roger St. Vincent
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THE MISSION-The

telegram dated August 24,1972 from the Director General of the Foreign Branch, Manpower and
Immigration, Ottawa addressed to the Attache Manpower & Immigration, Beirut, Lebanon,

I have always enjoyed the TV series “Mission Impossible.” The tone of the above telegram conveyed a

challenge that reminded me of those words ‘..should you decide to accept to accept the Mission...." After receiving
the message, M. Mitchell, Director of Operations, Foreign Branch told me to leave immediately for Kampala to set up
the Mission with the help of support personnel to be assigned as required. I am to liaise with the High Commission,
Nairobi.
I hesitated to accept because we were very busy at the Beirut Visa office, an “Area Office" looking after
immigration applications from over 30 countries, including Uganda. I asked Mr. Mitchell if he had someone else in mind.
His unequivocal answer was “you, Roger!” He said “it is within your area of operational responsibility.” He also intimated
that if I refused, I could be recalled to Canada sooner than expected. Unlike the tape that self-destructs in “Mission
Impossible,” I intended to pursue my career in the Foreign Service. Mr. Mitchell relied on me to carry out this
assignment and the re-assuring part of our conversation came as he ended his call with the words “you can count on
the full support of the Foreign Branch.” I told him I will be on the first available flight to Nairobi.
It was an assignment without precedent. I had no idea how many persons I would be expected to process
nor the staff required or how long it would take. I knew from previous visits to Kampala that Canada had no
representation in that city. At priori I knew from previous visits that the processing of South Asians in Uganda was more
or less routine. Since Canada had no representation or office in Kampala we examined the applicants in a Hotel.
However, I was unprepared for many unexpected developments such as the target intake of South Asians raised from
3000 to 6,000. The lack of office space and the unusual medical requirements for each Asian and, the Assisted
Passage formalities, the lack of cooperation from the Chief Medical Officer at Kampala and, last but not least,
misunderstandings and misinterpretation by Immigration Headquarters senior staff of the statistical data I provided daily
concerning the Charter Flights.
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STATEMENT FROM THE PRIME MINISTER:
EXTEROTT 359 AUG 24-"THE CDN GOVT HAS FOLLOWED

CLOSELY THE EVOLUTION OF EVENTS

ANNOUNCED HIS DECISION TO EXPEL TENS OF
THOUSANDS UGANDA RESIDENTS OF ASIAN ORIGIN. THE SSEA EXPRESSED THE HOPE THAT PRESIDENT
AMIN WOULD RECONSIDER HIS DECISION BECAUSE OF THE DIMENSIONS OF THE HUMANITARIAN
PROBLEM WHICH IT WOULD CREATE. I AM SORRY TO SAY THAT HIS APPEAL AND OTHERS LIKE IT FROM
COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD HAVE NOT/NOT DETERRED THE UGANDA GOVT. ALTHOUGH PRESIDENT
AMIN HAS MADE SOME MODIFICATIONS IN THE CATEGORIES OF PEOPLE WHO ARE AFFECTED BY THE
EXPULSION ORDERS, WE HAVE NO/NO REAL ASSURANCE THAT THEIR EFFECT MAY NOT/NOT BE TOTAL.
IN UGANDA SINCE AUG 5 WHEN PRESIDENT AMIN

HE HAS ALSO REFUSED TO EXTEND THE DEADLINE OF 90 DAYS WHICH HE SET. IN AN ATTEMPT TO EASE
THE EFFECT OF THIS HUMANITARIAN PROBLEM, BOTH ON THOSE FORCED OUT OF UGANDA AND ON THE

PEOPLE OF BRIT WHO WOULD OTHERWISE BE FORCED TO SHARE THEIR ALREADY OVERCROWDED ISLAND
WITH ATIDE OF INVOLUNTARY IMMIGRANTS FROM UGANDA, THE CANADIAN GOVT IS PREPARED TO OFFER
ASSISTANCE.
A TEAM OF OFFICIALS OF MANDI AND NH&W IS BEING DESPATCHED WITHIN THE NEXT FEW DAYS

TO KAMPALA TO ACCELERATE THE PROCESSING OF APPLICATIONS FROM THOSE ASIANS WHO APPLY TO
COME TO CANADA. THIS STEP WILL ENABLE US TO FORM A CLEARER IMPRESSION OF THE NUMBERS
INVOLVED AND OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH EXCEPTIONAL MEASURES MAY HAVE TO BE TAKEN TO DEAL
URGENTLY WITH THOSE WHO WOULD NOT/NOT NORMALLY QUALIFY FOR ADMISSION. SHOULD

CIRCUMSTANCES DEMAND, THE MINISTER OF MANDI HAS BEEN AUTHORIZED TO INSTITUTE A PROGRAM
OF ADMISSION ON AN EMERGENCY BASIS.
I SHOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THAT IT REMAINS THE HOPE OF THE CDN GOVT THAT GEN AMIN

WILL CONSIDER THE EFFECTS OF HIS DECREES NOT/NOT ONLY ON THESE LONG-TIME RESIDENTS OF HIS

COUNTRY BUT ON THE ECONOMY OF UGANDA AND ITS DEVELOPMENT TO WHICH CANADA HAS MADE A
CONTRIBUTION. I MUST ALSO OBSERVE THAT GN AMIN’S REGRETTABLE EXPULSION DECISIONS, IF

IMPLEMENTED, WOULD APPEAR TO BE CONTRARY TO HIS COUNTRY OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE UN
CHARTER AND DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS AS WELL AS AGAINST THE PRINCIPLES OF THE
COMMONWEALTH DECLARATION OF 1971 IN WHICH MEMBER STATES REITERATED THEIR BELIEF IN HUMAN

DIGNITY AND NON-RACIALISM.
FOR OUR PART WE ARE PREPARED TO OFFER AN HONOURABLE PLACE IN CDN LIFE TO THOSE

UGANDA ASIANS WHO COME TO CDA UNDER THIS PROGRAM. ASIAN IMMIGRANTS HAVE ALREADY ADDED
TO THE CULTURAL RICHNESS AND VARIETY OF OUR COUNTRY AND, I AM SURE THAT THOSE FROM
UGANDA WILL, BY THEIR ABILITIES AND INDUSTRY, MAKE AN EQUALLY IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION TO
CANADIAN SOCIETY".

MANDI=Manpower and lmmigration//IMFB HQ=lmmigration Foreign Branch Headquarters, Ottawa-DND/CAF-Dept of
National Defence/Canadian Armed Forces-DirGen=Director General, Foreign Branch, DirOps=Director of Operations,
Foreign Branch-EXTEROTT-External Affairs, Ottawa//CIDA=Canadian International Development Agency-SSEASecretary of State for External Affairs//HICOM=High CommissionerPLANNING THE STRATEGY IN NAIROBI, KENYA-After the six-hour overnight flight from Beirut to Nairobi
via Nicosia, I went through Immigration and Customs controls quickly after arriving at at the Nairobi Embakasi Airport.
A half-hour taxi ride brought me to the New Stanley hotel at 10.30 am, August 28,1972. Once refreshed, I walked to
the nearby Canadian High Commission. The secretary led me to Mr. Olivier’s office. He welcomed me and said that
he was unable to go to Kampala as he had yet to present his letters of accreditation to the Uganda Government, having
arrived only recently. He suggested that I meet with him and his staff at 11.30 in order to identify urgent priorities.
The following were present, Reginald Smith, First Secretary, Philip Boyes, Second Secretary (CIDA), Stan
Buryanyk, Admin Officer, his Asst. John McNeish. Mr. Olivier suggested a Liaison officer be present at all timers at
Kampala, either Reg Smith or Phil Boyes in order to report to him and assist with protocol matters with the Uganda
MFA. We discussed logistics and agreed that John McNeish will assist me with financial matters.
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After the

meeting, I spoke with Reg Smith and Phil Boyes about office space in Kampala. They said space
no firm commitments as they did not know what I required. Phil
Boyes was flying to Kampala
next day and he would enquire about other important items such as typewriters, desks, chairs etc.
I prepared two forms-one concerned the selection criterion, see (Annex “A”). The other was a breakdown
of the passengers on each flight to Canada, i.e., family composition, age, destination preference, diet etc. to be telexed
before the arrival of the charter at Montreal. My experience with the Czech/Slovaks refugees in Vienna in ‘68 dictated
the need for such data. Mr. Mitchell called that evening giving me the Dassoort details of four suddoiI staff from the
Ottawa Central Processing Office, due to arrive shortly. He approved the suggested selection criterion breakdown that
I sent him. I asked for the services of Mike Molloy from Beirut to assist me as he was a very competent officer-he
agreed. I told Mr. Mitchell that liaison officer Phil Boyes from the HiCom Nairobi was in Kampala seeking to obtain my
“clearance”(permission from the Uganda Ministry of Foreign Affairs to enter Uganda under under temporary Diplomatic
accreditation). At 09:15 August 30,1 called Phil Boyes to gave him the passport particulars of the four members due
to arrive. He said that my “clearance” should come by 17:00, adding that typewriters could be rented.
Dr. D. McRae, the Rome Regional Director for NH&W called to tell me that Drs. M. Piche and R. Duncan are
due to arrive at Kampala. I told him I needed their passport data to obtain “clearance” from the Uganda MFA. He
agreed to call back adding that Dr. M. Piche will be in charge of the Medical Unit. I knew him from my days at
Karlsruhe, examining refugees between '48-52 as well as Paris in '64. Doctor McRae confirmed the arrival of the

was

available but made

Canadian Army Medical Mobile Unit(MU) and Army Medical Technicians to carry blood, urine, parasitic tests and Xrays. I was not consulted nor informed in this regard as I would have said the tests other than X-rays were not needed!
Should we be faced with an abnormal demand for such tests, the technicians may be unable to respond with

alacrity. Again, from previous experience, I knew that Asians from Africa were free from parasitic infections. The three
tests were more hurdles bound to slow the entire process-this was contrary to the intent expressed by the P.M.'s
Statement "we will assist in every way possible, even invoking Special Ministerial authority to accept people who
do not meet the selection criteria.” The right decision was made insofar as X-Rays were concerned. I believe that
a Senior Immigration Official hoodwinked other members for the need of blood, urine and parasitic or stool tests.
Telegram IMMFOR 2602 AUG 29-This message stressed that selected Asians be granted ASSISTED
PASSAGE for their transportation to Canada (to be repaid.) This was another hurdle since officers had to explain the
re-payment conditions before getting the applicant to sign his consent. I was due to leave for Kampala next morning.
I made projections of the Team's output based on 4 Counselling Officers interviewing 12 clients per hour, 8 hours a
day, 6 days a week. On that basis, the "target" of 3,000 Asians could easily be processed and documented for
departure bv the third week of Seotember-

However, two unexpected developments precluded the realization of these hasty objectives

a) the delayed arrival of the Army medical technicians and their Mobile Unit (MU)and,
b) the Cabinet decision to double the intake from 3,000 to 6,000 Asians-

Thursday, August 31: During the East African Airline Flight EAA 911 to Kampala, I recalled that on previous
trips it took 45 minutes to clear Immigration and Customs controls. The ground hostess held all the passengers near
the bottom of the ramp until the last passenger had disembarked. While waiting, I spotted seven graceful crested or
crowned cranes flying in a perfect "V” formation and I thought "this is a lucky omen." The crested crane is the national
bird of Uganda.
Neither Boyes nor Smith met me on arrival. I took a battered Peugeot taxi to the Apollo (International) Hotel.
The ride took one hour. I paid a lot of attention along the road that I would be travelling back and forth many times in
the next weeks. When I checked in at 10:30 at the Apollo Hotel, both R Smith and P. Boyes greeted me. Their excuse
not to meet me was “you knew your way around.” The suite they reserved will be suitable for meetings with the staff.
I met Peter Dow, of Martin Hayman Enterprises and accompanied him to his seventh floor of the IPS Bldg.
The space he offered to rent was totally inadequate but I kept an option on it. I asked about the empty space on the
first floor. He said it consists of 2700 square feet at a cost of $6,500. for a minimum of four months. I visualized the
use of space by the Medical Section, three to four doctors, partitions for Asians to undress, space for Immigration
Officers, support staff, the registry, file cabinets and the counter. It was what I needed and I rented it.
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the lease in the name of the High Commissioner for Canada, Nairobi. By early
leaving for Nairobi and would take the lease with him to be signed in the name of the Crown.
Peter Dowd suggested I meet Charles Broadfoot at the British High Commission, regarding office furniture
and char people, adding "he knows helpful people."When I met him he agreed to look after a PO. Box, telegraphic
address and two telephones! He was pleased to assist and to co-operate with us-it was obvious why! The sooner we re
operational, the sooner we could whisk Asians to Canada! He suggested I meet with Mr. I. Roche, a British expatriate
carpenter, at 10:30 next morning, September 1, at the leased premises. On the way out I met Mr. T. Emson, Brit
Liaison Officer and Mr. D. Adams, advisor from the Brit Foreign Office. They said the British Team, as of August 30,
had processed 1,700 Asians from a backlog of 3,000 applications held prior to Amin's August 5* Decree.
My next visit was to Mr. A. Mevdghi, Mgr. Jubilee Insurance Co., IPS Bldg. He offered the “loan” of two typist
desks, chairs as well as his secretary to purchase soap, towels etc. His telex facilities were also available to us.
My last visit on that day was to the British Immigration Team Leader, Chief Immigration Officer Kevin
Croakham, from Heathrow Airport. I explained how we will set up shop above him, in the IPS Bldg. He haa U officers
undei him, recruited from the London and Dover Immigration offices. They worked in a low ceiling and crowded office
without air conditioning. It was a “paper” operation requiring no skill. They verified the identity of the applicant from the
data in his passport and their records. If these checks were satisfactory, they issued an “Entry Voucher” (the equivalent
of an immigrant or resident visa) in the passport. They used a hand-operated press to place a dry seal over the photo
on the “Entry Voucher" and each Immigration Officer kept statistics on a separate reqister. The passport was returned
I asked Peter Dow to prepare

afternoon

Reg Smith

was

to its holder and it was over within 15 minutes! There was no selection criteria, no counsellina. no medical examination,

X-Rav. blood, urine or “stool" tests, no Assisted

Passage Warrants agreement to repay the cost of the air fare, no
arrangements to help them on arrival! What a breeze! That is what I call “facilitating” in the true
sense of the word, something luminaries at Immigration Foreign Branch Headquarters could never agree to. If only
Prime Minister Trudeau had knowledge of such a simplified procedure by the “Brits” he would surely have insisted that
we do likewise as was intimated in the Telex of August 24th The Asians selected for the UK did not present any fear
of contaminating anyone-not so for “Canada!”
The Apollo Hotel Mauritius-born telephone operator spoke French when I asked her to connect me with Mr.
Mitchell (IMFOR) at 20:20. He agreed with my decisions to rent the space includinq the option for the seventh floor
office. He mentioned that Assisted Passage should be granted only to those who meet our selection criteria and are
unable to pay! (Unbelievable coming from him!) He will be on leave from September 4 and Georges Reynolds will
replace him. I accomplished more in one day than I ever expected. We could have moved into our offices the next
day if we had a few typist desks, chairs, etc. to “show the flag.” But, I had no staff, no furniture and no application forms.
Mr. I. Roche, the Channel Islands expatriate carpenter arrived at 10:30.1 explained our needs in details, first
the flexible and semi-permanent partitions for the Medical Unit and tables and chairs. I indicated where I wanted the
counter. I wanted the partitions and the counter by Monday morning! He agreed, adding “if you're not fussy about
quality.” He said he would call an Asian, named “Chader,” owner and teacher at a furniture making shop in Jinja, 50
miles to the east, about chairs and tables. The two desks promised by Mr. Mevdghi were brought down from the 7th
floor and he took me to a store selling second-hand furniture. When I asked about renting he said he only sells but, he
would buy it back at 80% of the sale price, if he was still around. It looked too dilapidated for me to buy.
THE ULTIMATUM ! Mr. S. Chader and his assistant arrived. They taught Ugandan Africans in furniture
making. I told him that I urgently need 30 plain chairs, 15 chairs with cushions and 10 plain tables in two days' time,
no

charter aircraft and

because I

am

no

committed to open Wednesday September 6 at 07:30 to interview Asians wishing to go to Canada. He

said it couldn’t be done. I said that unless the items

were

delivered,

we

would remain closed. He then left. When I

mentioned the conversation to Mr. Broadfoot, he said Chader would do his best (with their urgent plea!)
On that first Sunday, a reporter from the CBC, Pierre Nadeau and his crew came to Kampala from

Burundi
proceed to Kampala to interview the Head of Canada's Team. We met outside the Hotel,
in the area near the swimming pool. Pierre Nadeau saw that I smoked a pipe and insisted that I pump my stoker while
being interviewed. I explained how I planned to proceed. His team was present on the opening day but I never saw
them as we were so busy. They left a few days later after interviewing Asians in and around the office.
where

news

reached them to
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ARRIVAL OF THE MEMBERS OF CANADA’S MISSION:

Monday, September 4th -“Labour Day” was a
working day as I went with Officer Gerry Campbell, the first arrival, to the IPS building to look at the future office. The
carpenters were assembling the long counter. At 10:00 I received word from Boyes that the Ottawa based staff had
arrived at the hotel. I went there to welcome Mr. Zavie Levine, Special Asst, to our Minister, Jim McMaster from P&P
and the Ottawa-based CPO typists, Mrs. Mary-Helen Hempel, Miss Jolene Carriere and Miss Ginette Leroux. They
managed very well on their own, going through Immigration and Customs checks without a hitch. They shared two
taxis to the Apollo hotel. It was a long and tiring flight and they were told to rest. Dr. M. Piche and Dr. R. Duncan also
showed up, travelling on the same flight but, unaware of each other’s destination. They brought medical supplies, XRay viewers and Medical forms. They said that they sent a telex to Nairobi about their ETA-it was not relayed to me.
Mr. Zavie Levine and both doctors wanted to see the office. We went to the IPS Bldg, at 10:30 and I
explained how I envisaged the allocation of space and the lay-out of the furniture expected to-morrow. Dr. Piche was
shown his area with partitions already in place. I introduced Dr. Piche to the Asian electrician who will wire the X-Ray
viewers. The only comment he made about what was done for his section was “on verra plus tard!" From past
experience in 1948-52 and Paris 1963/4,1 knew he could be difficult to deal with.
Imm. Officer F. Tufts arrived from the Rome Visa Office. I knew Floyd worked well under pressure from
previous experience. After lunch, Zavie Levine, Reg. Smith, Phil Boyes and I discussed the press release for Tuesday’s
edition of the Argus newspaper, re-the office opening on Wednesday. The text reflected the gist of the PM's
statement. We expected it would bring a flood of South Asians. Z. Levine and P. Boyes delivered it to the Argus editor.
I returned to the IPS at 16:30 and saw that the counter was in place as well as all partitions for the medical Section.
When I returned to the hotel, John McNeish, seconded from the HighCom Nairobi, had just arrived. He
would keep track of disbursements, advances to the team members for meals, laundry and air travel. He was told to
pay the hotel invoices for the staff on a weekly basis, drawing funds against the $25,000 Letter of Credit. The reporters
from the Toronto and Montreal Star and some UK newspapers wanted more information about the start of the Mission.
I told them that “our office will open at 07:00 Wednesday September 6.”
A few days later, bad press from reporters about President Amin Dada and his treatment of the South
Asians, resulted in a number of reporters being asked to leave Uganda, post-haste. That evening, I got news that
Mike Molloy was in Nairobi. I asked him to bring two large Canadian flags with him to Kampala.
Tuesday, September 5: THE MIRACLE-At exactly 12:00, two trucks pulled up in front of the office and
Chader's men unloaded 45 chairs and 10 tables. They were made of "ordinary" mahogany! I told Mike how to
distribute the furniture between the Medical Section and ourselves. Mr. Chader kept his promise and I pointed to the
Canadian staff and our readiness.Thanks to him we can process applications from Asians as of to-morrow morning.
I thanked him and said he should contact me if he wanted to go to Canada. He declined, being the holder of an
exemption permit to stay in Uganda. The two telephones worked and the Canada-based staff were asked to
memorized the numbers:-30334 and 30339. The first call was made to the HighCom, Nairobi who were asked to telex
the numbers to: IMMFOROTT, EXTEROTT S. GREY, NH&WOTT att Dr. Wood, Athens, Beirut, London and Rome.
I called a meetinq at 16:30 to review plans for D-Dav, next morninq. There remained the problem of index cards.

After 5 davs in Kampala,
and

a

we

had a fullv furnished office. We had telephones lines,

supply ot forms-interviews could start Wednesday September 6ft The staft morale

a

was

teletype, typewriters

hioh and members of

the Immigration Team were enthusiastic and highly motivated to play their part in this humanitarian Mission.

Wednesday, September 6: As our rented minibus drew alongside IPS Bldg, we were incredulous to see
people waiting in lines, stretching around the block. The first Asians said they had waited since 04:00!
Mike Molloy briefed Tufts and Campbell about the selection criteria approved by IMFOR. On that first day, we handed
out 2,588 applications (when they were returned they covered a total of 7,764 persons.)The Immigration Officers
interviewed 57 Asians, i.e., heads of family or single persons over 18, for a total of 167 persons. All had relatives in
Canada. That evening, in my suite, Zavie Levine and others heard over my transistor radio about the assassination
of Israeli athletes at the 1972 Munich Olympics Games by PLO terrorists. After everyone left except for Mike and
Zavie, the latter was nervous, confiding that the Ugandan Internal Security people might deduce from his name that
he was Jewish. He wanted to leave earlier than planned. He called Minister Mackasey about his early return.
about 2,000

.
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Thursday, September 7: Jim McMaster came to our rescue to solve the major problem of indexing the
suqaesting we use the hand-operated numberinq machine he brought from Ottawa. We
will stamp each application returned starting with number 00001 and filed in numerical order I then thought of the Tax
Clearance Forms" that the British Immigration Tearn had printed by the thousands-l went to get a few thousands from
them. The South Asians will be given a “Tax Clearance form” stamped with the same number as the one appearing
on their completed application form. All that Jim had to do was to adjust the numbering machine in the "repeat twice"
position. The number became the “file control number." The Asians were told that in a few days the Argus newspaper
will publish a list of file numbers of Asians to be interviewed. The Tax Clearance Form or "receipt" became a valuable
document. At 10:00 am Jacques Drapeau arrived from Athens..
Friday, September 8: In the afternoon, officers alternated between interviewing Asians and sorting the
application forms IMMOS8 returned at the counter. By 17:00 I had the result of the survey requested from the staff:
names

of the South Asians,

BRIT.PASSP. HOLDER

585

UGANDA ASIANS

293

STATELESS

208

INDIANS

199

KENYA ASIANS

The

10

TANZANIAN ASIANS

8

PAKISTANI

2

findings were surprising concerning the ratio of applications from “stateless” Asians. Without an

interview, it was impossible to confirm if the claims for “statelessness” were founded. Nevertheless, the exercise
showed that

we had to be prepared for a laroer influx of applications from “stateless” Asians.
Saturday, September 9: Dr. Piche refused to perform medical examinations until the Mobile Unit was
operational! He seemed to enjoy the frustrations I felt. There was little I could do but continue to have the Officers
interview those Asians who met the selection criteria.(I worked with Dr. Piche between 1948/1952 in Germany and
Austria as well as Paris 1964-he was not much different then.)
Sunday, September 10:1 went to the Argus newspaper to deliver the lists of Asians to be interviewed for
Wednesday, Sept. 13. At midnight Mr. M. G. Clark, DirGen of the Foreign Service phoned to ask for the latest update
as he was meeting the Minister the following morning. I gave him the information and mentioned that Dr. Piche
refuses to examine any Asians until they undergo the X-Ray, blood, urine and stool tests. Furthermore, the Mobile
Unit has yet to arrive. I asked for an Information Officer to take care of the members of the Media and he agreed.
Monday, September 11: “It's in the mail!” but there was no sign of the application forms(IMMOS8) shipped
from Canada and London. With only 50 forms left, I told the counter staff to delay handing out forms until I receive the
2000 photocopies ordered from a local printer. The seven CAF technicians were due at Entebbe at 21:45, September
12, to-morrow! The Mobile X-Ray and Laboratory equipment left Canada and will be flown to Entebbe by BOAC Cargo
from London to Kampala. I provided these details to Dr. Piche, Smith and Boyes. The information was also sent to
Nairobi for the needed clearance for the Military Medical Technicians. R. Smith confirmed that he was submitting the
techs’ passport details to the Uganda MFA. He would not say when he received the details!
Tuesday, September 12-At 00:25- Mr. Bud Clark phoned me to obtain the latest statistics. He agreed that
the question of medical examinations was crucial. He said discussions are takinq place about using charters. The
flights would depart Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays or possibly only Mondays and Thursdays. The first flight
would arrive at Entebbe September 19 or 20. Specific information would follow asap. I had difficulties fallinq asleep
later after receiving that information. I repeated to Mr. Clark what I had told Mr. Morrison that the Mobile Unit has not
yet arrived and that Dr. Piche refuses to ore-examine Asians accepted after Immigration interviews It is possible that
the first charter could be leaving September 19 or 20 without anyone on board as not a single visa has been issued
to Asians! I was not all certain if what I said had registered.
I was still awake 01:25 when Roger Martineau called from Rome to ask that Floyd Tufts returns to Rome
as his wife was admitted at the Salvator Mundi Hospital. I ask John McNeish to get Floyd back to Rome by whatever
means available. I reviewed the staffing requirements in view of the increasing workload and sent a telegram to Mr.
Mitchell giving my assessment of future needs. The telex was sent from the Grand Hotel as ours lacked a priority key.
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Gerry Campbell suggested printing embarkation cards for Asians travelling via charter. We agreed on
colour, size and had them printed. The printer filled the order but warned us that he was leaving so we ordered what
we thought was an accursate estimate. To-day we took in 1,068 applications for a total of 3,736. It was seven
days
since the

Immigration became operational.
Wednesday, September 13: Dr. Piche confirmed the arrival of the DND Lab
Technicians. Boyes met them at Entebbe airport. One wore his uniform! On this day, General
Amin ordered the seven-man team of the British Army Special Training Unit to leave within
in 48 hours just as we were welcoming seven Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) members, for
a very different reason. They were medical technicians:
J Stronach, Ben Moser, Bob McPhee, Bill Maloney
John Martimbault, John Deschamps, R. Daigneault.
Dr. R Leclerc arrived from Rome as well as Miss Rosanne Hughes from Canada’s High
Commission, Lagos, Nigeria. She was put to work immediately. It was our second day
interviewing Asians who responded to the newspaper notices. I was able to monitor with
accuracy, every aspect of the operations. The interview rate was geared to the number of
medical examiners and the rate at which the technicians could process Asians for X-Rays,
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blood, urine and stool tests.

Thursday, September 14: As of September 6m, we had handed out 7,900 application forms(IMMOS8) and
4,503 were turned in for paper screening. The technicians surveyed the space next to our office for the layout of the
Mobile Unit. In view of the increasing backlog of Asians pending interviews, I discussed with the officers the question
of increasing the daily call-up rate from 60 to 70 cases since Mr. Mitchell promised an additional Officer. They agreed
to the increase in interviews. Three more lists of persons to be interviewed were compiled and taken to the newspaper.
Copies of the lists were immediately posted on the office windows for Asians to consult. The Mission now comprised
22 Canada-based staff and another Volkswagen Minibus with driver was leased to cope with transportation demands
between the hotel, office and Entebbe airport.
I reminded Sat. Stronach and Dr. Piche that we needed 150 or 192 passengers aboard charter#

1, due in

eight days. We had a backlog of 931 Asians (345 cases) waiting for medical examination and tests. I was tempted,
against Dr. Piche’s wish, to place a notice in the Argus that would read'' Asians accepted for Canada after interviews
are asked to come with their dependants for medical examinations."Dr. Piche told his doctors to ignore such tactics.
Friday, September 15: When DirGen M.G. Clark called at 00:30,1 told him that it was unrealistic to expect
the first charter for September 19/20 to be full of Asian passenqers. I repeated that of the 1.100 Asians accepted bv

Immiaration Officers, not one has a visa because Dr. Piche refuses to let his doctors examine anyone

unless they have
through the medical tests. He had to concede to delay the first charter to September 27. That gave me some
respite to accumulate a backlog of visaed Asians if the Mobile Unit becomes operational. I can then guarantee 140
passengers for the first charter. In a separate telex, FBHdqrs confirmed that a “separation statement” is acceptable
where dependants of Asians are outside Uganda. Dr. Piche and his colleagues have been in Kampala 11 days with
gone

little to show

so

far. Incredible!

Unit will be operational Monday, September 18.
Immigration Officer, inviting them to appear on
Sept. 19,20,21. We had to maximize the rate of interviews and medical examinations, keeping in close touch with the
technicians of the Mobile Unit. In a few days, more pressure would be felt as we gear up for the real challenge, i.e.,
expecting that all the 1,100 Asians will appear for X-Rays, Lab. tests and medical examinations for the 19,20 and 21,
I did not invite new applicants for interviews during those three days to avoid confusion. The Officers will be busy
screening applications for those Asians to be invited after September 21 .The Immigration Officers will now start issuing
visas to the Asians accepted. Today's survev showed that 70% of those interviewed prefer to oav for their fares to
Canada Between 18:00 and 18:30 the technicians watched the unloadina of two diesel aenerators from a rented truck.
It took several Uaandan strongmen to unload the generators weighing 800 lbs each! They were placed near the tents
of the Mobile Unit, with reserved fuel containers They were never used throughout the entire operation as no power
outages ever occurred.
I sent

a

a

This afternoon, Dr. Piche and Sgt. Stronach said the Mobile
notice to the newspaper about the 1,100 Asians accepted by
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Saturday, September 16-The Argus headlines must have caused Asians to reflect more seriously about their
precarious condition. It reported military activities south of Masaka, near the border with Tanzania. The guerillas, in the
pay of the former President Milton Obote were reported to have entered Uganda to launch an uprising against General
Amin. More road blocks were erected leading to and from the airport and Kampala. Most were guarded by soldiers of
Amin's Nilotic tribe, illiterate and oftentimes speaking only their tribal language. Primitive, shabbily dressed and always
short of money, they took advantage of this opportunity to "shake down" Asians at road blocks. My advice to the staff
was unequivocal-you are restricted to the hotel and office, by minibus.
After the technicians set up the MU, I discussed with them the question of monitoring Asians referred for XRays and Lab Tests. We needed to design a form with the Asian's name, age, file number, and lines with the words “
X-Ray, Urine, Blood Test, Stool Tests.” The last line was for the appointment date with a doctor. The slip will be given
to each Asian sent to the MU. The technicians will place their initials and date after each of the four requirements have
been complied with. The Medical examination will take place three days’ hence. The Immigration Section will provided
the Medical Section with a copy of the appointment list for the dav of the person's physical examination as well as the
application forms matching the MU results with the file. At 15:00 the Mobile Unit became operational.
Sunday, September 17:1 went to the airport to meet Dr.L Abear arriving from Athens. On the way back to
Kampala, a blue Peugeot with four male occupants waived us to stop. Dressed in dark suits, they spoke to Dennis in
the Buganda dialect. Dennis told them who we were and one asked for passports. He returned them saying "you may
go." Dennis said they were Security Forces-they never showed their identity papers. A short distance away, we were
again stopped at another road block manned by soldiers. Dennis spoke to them and the soldiers did not know what to
do and waived us on. Once more, we came upon a third road block this time manned by British trained Uganda Police.
They politely waived us on. Dr. Abear asked what was going on and I told him. He muttered something about returning
to Athens soon. When we arrived at the hotel, someone said there were rumours the guerillas infiltrated the country and
might try to seize the airport. It could be a prelude to the invasion of the country and the return of Milton Obote. The
tension heightened another notch when it was said the guerillas had encountered little resistance entering Uganda.
Monday, September 18:- John Stronach and R. McPhee assured me that the MU was operational. It was
twelve days since Immigration Officers started interviewing Asians. The backlog of accepted Asians stood at 1,160
persons! It was imperative that Asians go through the full medical process in order to issue visas and fill the charter. Out
of 70 applicants invited, 63 showed up by 09:00. Those who failed to appear may have faced road blocks. The Asians
accepted after an interview were sent to the MU with their “control chit.” None had stool samples and returned later that
day, if possible. My hopes were dashed when visiting the MU at noon. Sgt. Stronach had many complaints:
-The temperature in the "X-Ray tent" reached 100°F-they could work only 10 minutes at a time-:they required another film dryer to cope with the larger number of persons needing X-Rays-:the blood tests could not be analysed because of the excessive heat in the tentIt never occurred to Canadian Armed Forces luminaries that Kampala was at the equator and that the tents
were unsuitable for the tropics. The problem with the blood tests was resolved when the Danish clinic agreed to handle
150 blood tests daily, without compensation. Two other problems were resolved by renting a portable air-conditioninq
units and a dryer from the Kodak Aqent. Dr. Piche said he would report the problems as if that would help. He maintained
his refusal to examine Asians without X-Rays and tests. The MU processed only 39 clients this day. Some Asians
returned to the MU with their stool samples in the afternoon. Then, the Lab technicians reported delays with blood tests
from the Danish Clinic-the latter exaggerated their ability to cope with 150 blood tests daily. It was another black day.
I reported by telex to IMFOR the causes of further delays and prepared the Director General at ImmHdqrs Ottawa for
a possible lack of passengers for the September 27 charter flight # 1. That evening, I spoke with the technicians about
our predicament. They assured me that with the dryer, they would double shifts to make up the delays.
Tuesday, September 19: At 05:55 I welcomed the arrival of Larry Carrol and Hal Malone at the hotel. Larry
C. came from the Beirut office and I knew his talents. Hal Malone came in answer to my request to attend to the media
and, hopefully, answer most of their questions and keep them out of my hair. I gave them a short briefing of what had
taken place to-date. I arrived early at the office to see if the notice published in the Argus newspaper on September 15
had produced the expected results. They responded in such numbers that I had to increase the staff at the counter to
cope with the flood of requests for application forms.
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The Ugandan Asians ready to depart with the September 27 Charter # 1 were given X-Ray and Lab
slips and referred to the Mobile Unit-The interviewing Officers inserted the information about the date of their
appointment with the doctor on their Medical slip. Where applicable, they brought their dependants along. Those
Asians interviewed for the first time by Immigration Officers were given MU control slips and had to return in three days
time for tests and medical examinations. The outlook was good for the first charter. L. Carrol joined M. Molloy and J.
Drapeau selecting applications for interview from the total of 5,5136 applications received as of yesterday. J.
McMaster sorted incoming telegrams from Canadians offering assistance to “named” Asians.
I put G.Campbell in charge of the Visa/Transportation Unit(VTU), booking Asians on charter. His staff
handed out colour-coded boarding passes for Air Canada, Pacific Western Airlines and Canadian Pacific. He rented
buses from the Uganda Bus Company and arranged for police escorts to lead the buses to Entebbe airport. He liaised
with the Pan Am and Canadian Airline agents and prepared telegrams for Bob Lefebvre at the CAF Longue Pointe,
Montreal, providing a breakdown of the passengers, i.e., marital status, ages of the children, diet requirements etc.
Gerry carried a heavy workload and was the right man for this challenge. He was assisted by Miss Rosanne Hughes
from the HighCom Lagos, Nigeria and Mrs. M E. Hempel, CPO Ottawa. I moved them to the 7th floor where,
undisturbed, their output increased remarkably.
Wednesday, September 20:-To-day's telex, IMMFOROTT 1646, said "continue issuing AP forms."
inferring that future flights may be free. It also said that GM. Mitchell, DirOps will come to Kampala and escort Asians
on the first charter to Montreal-one week from to-day! We delivered three lists of names of Asians to the Argus to
be interviewed September 27.28 and 29.1 called D. Lvao in Nairobi and told him to report to Kampala Saturday. With
the MU problems solved, the Mission was fully operational as of to-day.
Thursday, September 21: A large crowd waited as we arrived at 08:00. The counter staff referred Asians
to the MU while others were interviewed by Immigration Officers. The Lab technicians said they could cope with 200
new persons daily. Notwithstanding that statement, Dr, Piche refused to allow the doctors to examine more than 40
persons daily or 160 persons for 4 doctors. I set a goal of 150 visas daily to fill three charters weekly assuming 30%

of visaed Asians would travel with non-charter aircraft. A backlog of visaed Asians

was

vital in order to fill future

charters. So far, we failed to do so and I had but one consolation-this mess was not of my creation
At 16:00 there was panic in the centre of the city. Armoured track vehicles with heavy machine guns rolled
back and forth below our offices and all the Asians left including the Uganda Security guards. R. Smith called from
the hotel

saying we should stay put until further contact. I did not need his heeding to ensure the staff s safety. I called
HighCom and got through to the High Commissioner, Mr. Olivier, reporting what I saw-l placed the phone near
the glass window so that he could hear the roar of the armoured half-tracks. I told him we were in no apparent danger.
As I replaced the phone, Dr. Piche said a senior police officer came in and told him about a rumour of guerillas having
reached Kampala. Hence, the Security Forces and the Army were placed on high alert. However, the rumour turned
out to be unfounded. I arranged for the personnel to be shuttled between the office and the hotel and I was the last
to leave after locking up the office.
the

Dr. Piche told

me

that one additional doctor arrived and

as a

result I increased the interview rate to 80 cases

September 25 to October 3,1,400 Asians were invited for
tests that included stool samples this day. Over 300 visas
were issued since the MU came into operation, five days ago, but only 83 Asians agreed to depart with the first
charter. We were hard pressed to fill it unless we resort to more drastic measures. The Visa Desk issued 67 visas this
day for a total of 370 to-date and the Booking Desk had 101 persons booked for Charter # 1. We were short of the
140 passengers required to fill this flight.
Saturday, September 23: FBHdqrs called after midnight to say that Mr. S. Grey, Ext. Aff. and Mr. GM
Mitchell, DirOps will arrive at Kampala 26th They will returning to Canada aboard Charter# 1, September 27. Mr.
Mitchell will be escort officer, counselling the Asians. We had 800 Asians ready to be examined by doctors. The
“paper-screening review” of applications received for the oast 3 days enabled us to invite, as of Monday, Sept. 25
and the next 12 working days, 940 cases for a total of 2,500 persons. Copies of the lists were posted on the inside
office windows for the Asians to consult before deliverina the lists to the Araus newspaper.
per day. The rate of “no show” was also increasing. From
interviews. The CAF technicians reported the results 205

In 13
....a

days, i.e., starting September 6, we received 5,779 applications for a total
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Sunday, September 24:1 decided again relocate the Visa Transportation Unit on the main floor for a more
typists, who complained about noise were relocated to the quiet of the 7th floor.
Monday, September 25: After the personnel reported this morning, they were told that once the Asians are
medically examined, the doctor's secretary will escort the Asians to the Visa Desk waiting area and hand the file to the
Visa Officer together with the results of the medical examination. If there are no serious medical problems, the Visa
Officers will insert the serial number/s of the MN&R(medical form) on the Canadian Immigration Document (IMM1000.)
Once signed by the Visa Officer it was given to the Asians who will be asked to travel “charter." If he accepts, he and
the file will be passed to the Booking Desk. Campbell and McNeish sought the hotel Management’s permission to use
the parking space at the back of the hotel for the rented buses arriving early next morning to transport the Asians to
Entebbe Airport. This was to be our first experience, requiring controls to ensure that departing Ugandan Asian
complied with the weight allowance-one suitcase. Larry Carroll used a scale to ensure compliance.
CHARTER # 1-Monday, September 25 (continued): The Argus published the following:
efficient workflow. The CPO

“THE CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSION ANNOUNCES THAT THE FIRST CHARTERED FLIGHT BY THE
GOVERNMENT OF CANADA (AIR CANADA) WILL DEPART ENTEBBE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 27. ALL PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN BOOKED FOR THIS FIRST FLIGHT
MUST ASSEMBLE AT THE NORTH PARKING LOT (OFF TERNAN AVENUE) OF THE KAMPALA
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL AT 08:00 AM WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 27. BUS TRANSPORTATION TO
THE AIRPORT WILL BE PROVIDED FOR FLIGHT PASSENGERS ONLY-THE BUS FARE IS 15
SHILLINGS PER PERSON AND THE ADDITIONAL AIRPORT TAX OF 15 SHILLINGS WILL BE LEVIED
AT THE AIRPORT. BAGGAGE ALLOWANCE IS STRICTLY LIMITED TO TWENTY (20) KILOGRAMS PER
PASSENGER (OVER TWO YEARS) PLUS A SMALL FLIGHT BAG. NO EXCESS BAGGAGE WILL BE
ALLOWED UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. PLEASE NOTE THAT THE PARKING FACILITIES OF THE
HOTEL ARE FOR PATRONS ONLY AND THEREFORE FLIGHT PASSENGERS ARRIVING AT THE
HOTEL IN MOTOR VEHICLES WILL NOT BE ABLE TO PARK IN THAT AREA.”
The staff of the VTU booked 135 persons on

Charter #1. With only one day to go I doubted we could get more
such short notice-they needed t their “Tax Clearance” from the Minister of Finance-an impossibility.
Tuesday, September 26: When I arrived at the office, Mrs. Nancy Di Gregorio, wife of a Canadian CUSO
teacher, offered to assist. I thanked her and I sent her to assist Gerry's Booking Unit to help relieve the pressure on
Asians to depart on

his VTU.
ARRIVAL OF G.M. MITCHELL, DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, FOREIGN BRANCH AND MR. SAUL
GREY, CO-ORDINATOR, DEPT. OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS-Tuesday, September 26:
As I couldn’t leave the counter, I ask Mike Molloy to go to Entebbe airport to meet Messrs. GM Mitchell and

Mr. Saul

Grey. He briefed them all the way to Kampala. Mr. Mitchell wanted to come directly to the office to greet the
was surprised when he asked the CPO typists if they wished to return to Canada that did not wish so, yet!
They knew the routine, like the camaraderie and did not feel in any personal danger. However, one CPO typist, Ginette
Leroux, said that her fiance was getting impatient at her prolonged absence as they were to get married. Mr. Mitchell
told her and thee other typists that they could return whenever they wished.
staff. He

We met

on

the 7th floor to discuss several crucial matters:-1 told Mr. Mitchell:

a) I need additional officers. I am limited to 80 interviews per day for three officers. I need four Immigration
Officers on interviews to build a backlog of Asians for future flights,.
b) I require an Officer to assist G. Campbell in the Visa & Transportation Unit.
c) Some 60 Asians students need help-many, in their third year of University would accept to work though
unskilled-they would prefer to resume studies in Canadad) Some doctors passed the ECFMG exam- They would like to be accepted as "resident interns."
e) Humanitarian Cases, 12 cases; as an expedient, if they have children of working age, the parents could be
accepted as persons with funds to sustain themselves. There were hardship cases, crippled persons who
will require special authority to be processed.
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He

agreed to discuss points c), d) and e) with the DirGen Bud Clark. The best news of his visit came when
aircraft-you may stop issuing AP warrants.” I stressed
my concern about a backlog of visaed Asians for the charters I repeated that Asians can pay their own fare and
some wish to visit relatives outside Uganda before going to Canada. Others plan to arrive in Spring. I mentioned that
each Asian need a “Tax Clearance’’ to leave the country-however, the Tax Office is slow coping with the flood of
requests to process their request. The departing Asians are entitled to “Immigrant Treatment” provision, i.e., they can
take 50 Ugandan pounds in Foreign currency. Once in possession of both the “Tax Clearance and the “Immigrant
Treatment,” they were expected to depart. Some delayed their departure to sell assets while others hoped the UN
would pressure President Amin to rescind the Auqust 5th Decree.
Mr. Mitchell said he understood these problems It would be difficult to assign more officers to Kampala as
many were on training courses. He agreed to one more officer to build up the backlog. I mentioned Don Lygo was
delayed in Nairobi because the HighCom wanted him to interview Asians seeking information. I also needed to be
relieved at the counter where decisions had to be 100% accurate “streaming” Asians to so many Sections and Units.
Mr. Mitchell kept taking notes, admitting that it was more complex than first assumed. He saw how we compiled the
day's tally of interviews, the statistical breakdown for those booked for the charter and the number of persons in the
“medical stream." We had 138 Asians booked for to-morrow’s Charter #1, short of the 150 “target.” We issued 515
he said “The Govt, of Canada will pav for the charter

visas to-date and not

one

Asian

was

booked for Charter # 2. Mr. Mitchell noted that

we

had interviewed 631

cases

for 2,000 persons. Of these, 524 applications were accepted for 1,300 persons.
I sensed that when Mr. Mitchell returned to work from his leave, his “boss” Mr. Bud Clark, did not brief him

fully on the data sent daily to keep him abreast of the situation. I repeated the cause of my predicament, the late arrival
of the DND Mobile Unit. Whoever insisted on the MU for the urine, blood and stool test for Asians must bear the blame
for the delays as well as the poor briefing the technicians received.(it so happened that "he "was the one who insisted
the MU-see

p.77 of “ A Man of a Big Heart,” Memoirs of Maurice Mitchell, published by the CIHS, Ottawa, 1988.)
Immigration Section was operational as of Sept. 6, whereas the MU became operational 12 days
later. Moreover, Dr. Piche refused to examine Asians unless they had X-Rays and the results of the three lab tests.
He seemed to grasp the problems with reticence-l hoped he would discuss these with the DirGen M.G. Clark. Reg

on

I stressed that the

Smith

came

Mitchell. I

to tell

was

me

that the HiqhCom will lead the convov to Entebbe Airport accompanied bv S. Grev and G.M.

not asked to

join the “show.” It was too important to invite the “peon” who made it all possible.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27-CHARTER # 1 -The three buses arrived at the back of the Hotel parking
at 06:15 am. Most of the Immigration staff were present to see the operation. The volunteers from Gerry
Campbell's Visa Transportation Unit were present, at his request, to lend a hand. J. McNeish’s knowledge of Swahili
helped keep check on the bus drivers to chase away curious people trying to get too close. The Asians were orderlyeveryone booked for the flight showed up. After checking the name off the flight list, each received a boarding card.
I had a last chat with Mr. Mitchell in the hotel lobby. It was an exhausting two days for him and it was not
over yet. As Escort Officer, he will counsel the Asians aboard the charter. Both Mr. Mitchell and S. Grey joined the
High Commissioner in his Mercedes. They waved at me as they lead the convoy of three Uganda Public Transport
buses. The first bus had a large Canadian flag draped over its hood. The High Commissioner rated a Police escort
to ensure the convoy would pass unhindered through road blocks. I did not deserve to be part of that convoy! On his
return from Entebbe, Gerry Campbell briefed me about the sight of the “stretch” Air Canada DC8 with the maple leaf
logo- it brought a great sense of pride. He gave me the flag from the bus as a souvenir.
When the staff reported at 08:00, I told them we lacked Asians for Charter # 2-I increased the rate of
interviews to 100 cases per day. A telex from Hdqrs read"' the next charter was in 3 days followed by two flights each
day on October 4 and 6!" At the moment we had 30 Asians booked for charter No 2! People at Hdqrs were not
on the same wavelength, it was madness, a dialogue of the deaf! I thought Mr. Mitchell would straighten this out when
he nets to his office. Since September 15,1 repeatedly said whv we could not fill the charters, eq the late arrival of
the MU, lack of a backloq of “visaed” Asians willing to fly charter, ImmFB's refusal to let me use Minister’s Permit to
bypass a stubborn Dr. Piche. No one listened. Or, was someone intent on making me the scapegoat for this mess?
The new schedule was an about-face from telex 895 of September 12 that read “two or three flights per week.” I
suspected that statistics on the Asians “applying” was misleading everyone that “all Asians were accepted!”
area
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That same evening, I discussed the new flight schedule with Dr. Piche, Chief J. Stronach, M. Molloy and G.
Campbell. Short of a miracle, the next flight would be almost empty and others after that. There was one way out and
that is, starting tomorrow, the Medical Section will examine all Asians accepted after an Immigration interview, if they
will to fly charter. They could underao the lab tests after the medical examinations. The other Asians would be given
deferred appointments. Dr. Pich6 refused once again to go along. I overruled him and I said this was an emergency.
I will call Mr. Mitchell to demand the cancellation of two flights on Oct. 4 and Oct. 6. I was unable to get through
to him by phone and I sent an urgent telex to cancel the flights.
SETBACK FOR CHARTERED FLIGHTS #2, #3 AND # 4-Thursday, September 28:
Dr. Pouliot replaced Dr.R. Duncan who left with Charter #1 By mid-afternoon I told Immigration Officers to
stop referring applicants to the Medical Section after interview. The Medical Section was unable to cope with the
changes in procedure, mislaid or lost files. A few doctors told me confidentially that they were willing to go along with
the change but were overruled by Dr. Piche. With only 82 Asians booked for the September 30 flight, our failure was
bound to frustrate our political masters and the brass at FBHdqrs. The success of Charter #1 would soon fade. The
latest breakdown of statistics was prepared for FBHQs.:
Applications received
6,355
Interviewed to-date

785

Visas issued

663

cases

Pending Medical
927 persons
Awaiting interviews.
2,500 persons in the next 11 days.
Friday, September 29: There was no reply from FBHQs. Ottawa concerning my request to cancel the flights
I requested. To add to our worst fears, some Asians booked on next day's flight, Saturday SO111 told us they could not
get their “Tax Clearance” till Monday. It was mortifying and terribly disappointing. Because of this development, we had
only 73 persons booked for the next charter, instead of 82.1 called Don Lygo still in Nairobi and told him to get on the
next flight to Kampala! While on the phone, the High Commissioner asked that Lygo stays longer because of
spontaneous Asians seeking information. I told him without hesitation that the emergency was in Kampala and some
of our staff were showing signs of stress. The Asians in Nairobi were in no immediate danger nor facing a deadline.
Saturday, September 30: Gerry Campbell, assisted by John McNeish and volunteers supervised the loading
of two buses taking Asians for Charter # 2, a PWA aircraft. We expected 73 Asians but only 60 showed up. The convoy
reached Entebbe Airport without problems. Dr. B. Collins arrived aboard the incoming PWA charter flight and remained
for a week. The escort officer, Frank Sharp had disembarked at Las Palmas from the PWA Charter #2 flight for personal
reason. He would rejoin the flight on its stopover in Las Palmas to counsel Asians on the way to Montreal.
Sunday, October 1: Don Lygo arrived at 15:00 from Nairobi and saw how busy we were. At 19:00,1 asked
Dr. Piche, Stronach, Molloy and Campbell to join me in my room. I had not heard from FBHdqrs, Ottawa and, as a
temporary solution, I suggested that we allow Asians to proceed to Canada without a medical examination for the next
two flights. From Piche’s reaction, it was as if I dropped a bomb! I told him that it was quite evident from the more than
600 persons examined so far that the Ugandan Asians are a healthy people. Their medical examinations could take
place in Montreal as was done in 1956 with the Hungarian Refugees. He refused to comment on the health of the
Asians. I told him that I would ask Mitchell to discuss it with Dr. Wood, the Head of NH&W, Ottawa.
At 22:00, Mr. M.G. Clark called and wanted to know why there were only 60 Asians aboard Charter # 2!!!!
I couldn't believe what I was hearing! I asked if Mr. Mitchell briefed him on his return to Ottawa and he said that he did
not! I told him there would be fewer Asians aboard Charter #3, leaving next day and he sounded surprised again! I had
the impression that my previous explanations did not register. Some people at ImmHdqrs were in a corner and, seeking
to extricate themselves from a “sticky wicket” situation, they were prepared to blame the Team Leader at Kampala for
this failure, the obvious “sacrificial lamb!” “They” refused to listen to all the facts provided instead, they kept going off
on a different track. I was positive that more than one senior officer misinterpreted the true meaning of the statistical
data I provided, looking only at the number of “Asians aoDlvinq.” However. I was partly relieved when he said there
would be no “twin” flights October 4 and 6.1 told him that in 5 working days from today, we would have a backlog of
Asians to fill future charter flights. He agreed to discuss with Dr. Wood the question of Asians going forward without
a medical examination. He ended saying he may come to Kampala. As far as I was concerned, the sooner the better.
.
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Monday, October 2: Milton Schellenberger, escort officer aboard arriving Charter# 3, stayed at the Airport.
flights will be scheduled for Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. This was exactly the
proposal in telex 895 of September 12. Sanity had returned. By 18:00 the Visa Unit issued a record 174 visas and 68
He confirmed that charter
Asians

were

booked

on

Charter #4 and

Mr. Mitchell's call

over

90 booked

on

Charter #5. Full credit does to Gerrv Campbell's staff.

at 21:15. He said'' accept all Asians, whatever their nationality,

including those who
theory, the letter should
Maurice (Mo) Benoit was
arriving with Charter # 5 on October 6, along with 3 relief typists. Georges Reynolds, Mr. Mitchell’s assistant was also
coming to get a hands-on look at the operations. Mr. Mitchell recalled that on September 26,1 spoke about a paid
weekend to Mombasa for some of the staff and said to go ahead. The Uganda National Day was Monday October
9th and some staff members will take three days off and go to Mombasa to relax by the seaside. They deserve a break.
Tuesday, October 3: Some stateless Asians asked me about a document to enable them to travel to
Canada because the Uganda Passport Office refused to issue them with a Travel Document. I was prepared for this
eventuality and showed Phil Boyes, an “Affirmation Document.” I explained its purpose and he went to the Uganda
Ministry of Foreign Affairs seeking their approval to use the Travel Document. The Uganda MFA agreed to let stateless
Asians use the “Affirmation” form to leave Uganda provided they did not have to issue re-entry permits. It was an
acceptable condition since stateless Asians would unlikely to return to Uganda at any time in the immediate future.
It was a frantic day for the MU technicians who carried out 260 lab tests and X-Rays of 144 Asians. It was
a record In 110 °F in a chemically saturated tent environment. The VTU issued 108 visas-not a record but they
pressed on for a full flight for Charter #5. The call from DG Bud Clark came unusually early, 19:00. He suggested that
officers needing a rest could travel with the outgoing charter to Las Palmas and return to Kampala with the next
incoming charter stopping at Las Palmas. I gave him the latest stats confirming that Charter #4 will carry only 83
Asians. However, as promised, the next flights would be filled to capacity with Asians willing to depart via charter.
Wednesday, October 4: The convoy of two buses with Asians left for Entebbe for Charter #4, a PWA
Charter departing at 13:00. Kevin Croakham, Head of the British Immigration Team and the British High Commission
Counsellor came to see me. He spoke about the thousands of Asians failina to claim their entry vouchers to the UK.
The British Counsellor said that they issued 40,000 passports to British Asians since 1962, after Uganda's
independence. Yet, only 24,000 vouchers were issued to-date. I dispelled the notion that Asian British Passport
Holders(BPH) went only to the UK. I said that for years, we came to East Africa to interview and accept Asians as
immigrants. It is not unreasonable that fewer Asians went to the UK. We are committed to accept 6000 and this would
reduced their totals to 22,000-a more acceptable figure for the English public. He would inform the Foreign Office.
I greeted Dr. F. Stubbing who replaced Dr. Leclerc leaving aboard Charter#4.1 gave him a sealed envelope
containing the annual evaluation reports for officers M. Molloy, L. Carroll (Ottawa), K. R. Carter (ex-Beirut, posted to
Milan), P.Simard and B Davis, both at Beirut. With Don Lygo, four Officers were on full-time interviews, i.e., J.
Drapeau, L. Carroll and M. Molloy. They will be busy interviewing 100 cases per day.
When I arrived at the hotel, John Paddick, Australian Migration Officer from Nairobi wished to discuss our
selection process. He was keen to select high profile Asians so that “Canberra” would endorse his selections. He spent
much time sending detailed telegrams on each Asian interviewed. Unfortunately his Canberra Director did not share
his enthusiasm and dedication. He was utterly frustrated at the number of times they turned down his selection. He
said, "your Officers make decisions based on a generous selection criterion, either to accept or reject (which is seldom
the case) after an objective interview.” I, on the other hand, must wait two weeks for a decision by “Canberra” and it
was rarely “yes.” He showed his appreciation for our efficiency supplying us with cigarettes and refreshments. After
the meeting, I invited him and his HiqhCom as mv auests for dinner.
Thursday, October 5: Mr. Christiansen, Chief of the ICEM, Geneva, introduced himself. He was instructed
to set up a centre for stateless persons. He was primarily interested in the medical examination of Asians and, as I
escorted him to meet Dr. Piche, he said the medical would be cursory. The Asians would undergo a more thorough
medical examination at the Traiskirchen Refugee Camp, Vienna. When he returned, I explained how we processed
stateless Asians and gave him a cancelled “Affirmation for Visa" form. I told him the Uganda MFA accepted the form
and give us permission to use it but refused to issue re-entry permits. He intended to use a similar form.
came

had NOWHERE to go as would be the case for most Asians with Uganda passports." In
not have been affected by the August 5th Decree but, that would not be the case.
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After closing the office, I went to see Kevin Croakham, the Chief Immigration Officer for the British team. Not
single Asian showed up at his office this day while queues of Asians stretched around our offices at the IPS Bldg.
Some of his officers were returning to the UK. It was a paradoxical situation. Our Prime Minister said in his August 24th
statement, “the Canadian Government was prepared to offer assistance to the people of Britain who would otherwise
be forced to share their already overcrowded island with a tide of involuntary immigrants..." The situation “on the
ground” in Kampala was now reversed. We were extremely busy while the British team had nothing to do. Kevin
Croakham ‘s laconically remarked “we have been ready to fold up for some time, you Canadians took the cream..."!
Friday, October 6: The CAF technicians helped Campbell and McNeish with the 145 Asians boarding buses
for Charter #5. Everyone was anxious to meet the arriving Ottawa-based staff aboard Charter #5. We would be closed
on Monday, October 9, Uganda's National Day. The typists, McMaster, Drapeau G. Campbell and two technicians left
for R&R to Mombasa. At noon, George Reynolds, Mo Benoit, Mrs. Helene Labelle, Peggy Watson and Veronika Clarke
got a warm welcome. Mo Benoit will replace me at the counter. Soon, Asians referred to Mo as “Gengis Khan!”
The Booking Desk had 125 Asians departing with Charter#6, October 11 and another 23 booked with Charter
#7, deoartino October 12. Even if the next few days were not productive, we had a backlog of 656 visas awaiting to
be picked up. I was confident that all flights would be filled provided there were no scheduled changes. That
evening, I discussed the outlook for the next three days with Reynolds, Molloy, Benoit, Carrol, Lygo and the CPO
typists. I told them that I want a review, for the last time, of all the applications that were “screened out” for interviews.
This was needed in view of the revised selection approach concerning the expelled Asians, as stated by Mr. Mitchell
and IMFOR. The culling exercise will take place over the next three days, i.e., Saturday, October 7th to Monday 9th.
Saturday, October 7 to Monday October 9: The culling exercise was completed by 8:00 pm Monday,
covered 6,000 cases of which 1,988 Asians will be called for interviews. Lists were typed inviting 145 cases daily from
October 18 to October 31. Based on the rate of “No Show,” we should achieve the 6,000 visas target.
Tuesday, October 10: Terry Colfer arrived from Rome and started interviewing. G. Reynolds observed Mo
Benoit at the counter to learn about “streaming" Asians. The “vacationers” returned from Mombasa, elated that Charter
#6 and Charter #7 were fully booked with 152 and 157 passengers.
HIATUS IN NAIROBI-THE ISMAILIS-Tuesday, October 10: Mr. VM Olivier asked me to come to Nairobi
to discuss our operations. I left at 18:30 for the Entebbe Airport and arrived at Kenya'sEmbasaki airport at 21:15. It was
10:00 pm when I registered at the New Stanley Hotel. Once in my room, I felt strange and disoriented. It was the silence
and the fact that no one asked questions, no crowds, no rushing, no shouting. It was so peaceful after the pace at
Kampala over the past weeks. I went to the “white hunters’” long bar, ordered a cool one and a scotch egg.
Wednesday, October 11: At 09:00 I met with Mr. VM. Olivier briefing him on developments since we last
met in Kampala. I outlined plans for winding up as of October 31, after reaching our goal of issuing 6,000 visas to
Asians. The team members will leave Kampala a few days after the 31st. I will suggest to my Hdqrs. that one Officer
remain at Kampala after November 8 to oversee the packing of the files and documentation. John McNeish could look
after the disposal of the furniture, the rented typewriters and close the account at the Bank of Uganda. Outstanding
vouchers submitted after the closing of the account could be paid by the Nairobi HighCom and recovered from M&l
encumbrance Project 32. Mr. Olivier appeared satisfied.
He then changed tack and spoke about a Sir Ibhoo Pirbhai, Head of the Ismaili Community in East Africa who
wishes to meet with “us" in the afternoon. I hoped it would be informal as I wore a safari suit for the overnight stay.
Moreover, the HighCom never mentioned Sir Iboo. I had lunch with Mr. Olivier at the residence, with his wife and
daughter. A few times, he mentioned Sir Ibhoo. I got the impression that my invitation to Nairobi had more to do with
meeting Sir Ibhoo than the Kampala operations. He said that Sir Ibhoo wanted assurances that the Ismailis in Uganda.
Would be able to be accepted without limitations. “We” would have no cause for further representations at this end or,
informally, through Extl Affairs. I had a trump card up my sleeve for our meeting.
When Sir Ibhoo arrived he was impeccably dressed, as if he just came out of London's Saville Row
haberdashery. Sir Ibhoo expressed concern about my conversation with Ismaili Communitv representatives in Kampala
a

to the effect that I would not interview all the Ismailis. I said that I followed auidelines from mv Minister re the

of Asians in

Out of

a

selection

Uganda. The criteria did not favour any group and, as Head of Canada's Mission, I enforced that criterion.
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over last weekend, I reviewed all applications not
initially accepted for interviews and an
2,000 applicants, for a total of nearly 5,000 persons, will be invited for interview from October 18 to 31. The
majority are Ismailis. I thought this information would be well received by Sir Iboo. Instead he jumped up and said “all
Ismailis” are “stateless.” I told him that to the best of my knowledge, it was a tenet of the Ismailis to hold the nationality
of the country of their residence. However, I do not minimize their fear and, as is the case for all Asians they will

I told him that

additional

receive due consideration if stateless. He said he would refer our conversation to

“higher authority.” He left without
appreciation for our efforts nor for Canada's contribution to this humanitarian movement thus far. After he
left, Mr. Olivier admitted being surprised that Sir Ibhoo did not say a word about our work.
Earlier that day, I learned that Mr. J. Gignac, Ambassador at Beirut, Lebanon called Mr. Mitchell at Ottawa
to say that my wife was anxious for news. I was unable to call her from Kampala but I had more success from the New
Stanley Hotel. At 02:00 I spoke with her and re-assured her that Mike and I were well and will return in a few weeks.
Thursday, October 12:
I boarded East Africa Flight 99 at 07:30 am to return to Kampala. The Uganda Immigration Officer noted
that my “Permit to stay in Uganda” dated August 31 had expired. After I explained my purpose for coming to Uganda,
he said "I will give you a few more days to make sure Canada gets all the Asians out on time!" The PWA Charter #7
was due to arrive at 11:00 and I went to the airport building where 157 Asians were going through the Immigration
and Customs checks. I saw Georges Reynold looking quite peeved as a Customs Officer insisted on checking his
briefcase and luggage. The Customs staff had one aim, confiscate jewelry, excess money and any goods of value
from departing Asians including women and even small children. Georges was no exception when examined by a
temporary Custom Officer from the Kampala office. Norm Olson, Hal Malone, Dr. Pelerin and Peter Griffith were the
new arrivals that day. The latter, Peter Griffin, would assist Dr. Piche with administrative tasks in the Medical Section.
We reached the hotel after being delayed at two road blocks. At the close of business on October 12, this was the
a

word of

CHARTER # 8 DEP. OCT. 16 154 Asians CHARTER # 9 DEP. OCT. 18 37 Asians

situation:

CHARTER #10 DEP. OCT. 20
To-date

93 Asians

issued. Another 750 Asians were accepted after interviews and were to
undergo medical examinations in the next three days. This three-day backlog gave us a reserve to draw upon to fill
,

2,031 visas

were

future

flights to capacity. The half-way taget of 6,000 visa i.e. 3,000 visas should be reached in days.
Friday, October 13:
Jim Versteegh arrived after travelling indirectly from Cologne via Beirut! He came just in time help with
workload that increased by a third. A record 202 visas were issued- the next flights looked good:
CHARTER #8 DEP. OCT. 16
C HARTER #10

156 Asians

a

CHARTER # 9 DEP. OCT. 18 143 Asians

DEP. OCT.20

140 Asians

Sunday, October 15: The Ismaili representatives brought applications from older Ugandan Asians claiming
to be stateless. If we issued them visas, they would be public charges on arrival. I told them to contact me in a week,
after I raise the matter with my Dpt. They fell within C2, Annex "A.”
Monday, October 16: Charter #8 was due out this morning. DND technicians joined Campbell, Olson and
Lygo overseeino the departing Asians aboard buses for Entebbe. If overweiaht, thev left one suitcase behind.
At 22:00, GM Mitchell called and asked me to take note of the revised charter schedule:
OCT AIR PAS
16 PWA 153
18 PWA 153
19 CPA 152
20 PWA 153
21
CPA 152
22 PWA 153
23 CPA 152
24 PWA 152
25 A/C
147

OCT AIR PAS
25 CPA 152
26 PWA 153
198
27 A/C
152
27 CPA
152
29 CPA
30 PWA 153
152
31 CPA
210
31 A/C
NOV 01 PWA
152
TOTAL CAPACITY 4,323 PASSENGERS
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NOV AIR
02 A/C
02 CPA
03 A/C
04 CPA
05

PWA

06 CPA
07 PWA
08 A/C
08 CPA

PAS
147
153
210
152
153
152
I53
210
152

a
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Mr. Mitchell agreed to cancel the A/C fliqht of October 25, addinq that I would have to accept this
latest schedule until further notice. Aqain, luminaries at Foreiqn Service Hdqrs did not ask mv advice. He brought

up the question of “Stateless Persons” and said I was to give them priority over other Ugandan Asians. Sir Ibhoo had
reached someone at the highest level. He then suggested that I be relieved because I needed a rest-he suggested
that Roger Martineau from the Rome Visa office take over. I told him that I came to

Kampala at his request(he
me!) and that I intend to see the job through to the end. Reading from notes, he said External Affairs will
provide two more typists from Embassies in Africa and mentioned that the Medical Section need a typist. He
suggested that I let the Medical Section have Miss Clarke. I said that Doctor Piche never asked me for clerical
assistance and Miss Clarke is not available-she is the fastest typist to complete forms 1000s and I would never
release her. I said that I will speak with Dr. Piche about secretarial help, reminding Mr. Mitchell of the problems I have
had with him ever since the start of the operations. (He would not speak with Dr. Piche himself about this question!)
He ended by saying that he will arrive October 20 with Wally Dickman, my nemesis on the matter of the charter
schedule. Giving priority to “stateless” Asians(mostly Ismailis) over others may cause criticism. Dan Gruer and
Laurent Gagnon from Ottawa and Major Benson(CAF) from the Montreal Longue Pointe Reception Centre were due
Oct. 18. Four technicians arrived to relieve their colleagues.
Tuesday, October 17:
At 06:00,1 watched G. Campbell and others assisting Asians boarding buses for Charter #8. After arriving
at the office, I told the staff about Mr. Mitchell’s instruction to give priority in selecting stateless persons and to
interview all “stateless" cases coming to our attention through “paper screening” or representations. I went to see
Dr. Piche but he was not in his office. I spoke to P. Griffith about their need for a typist, offering the services of a
Canadian secretary from External Affairs. He he said that will not be necessary. Dr. Piche Dhoned the Rome Office
requesting an Italian employee. How could an Italian secretary be more qualified than an experienced Canada-based
secretary? We issued 3,499 visas thus far and, of this number, 839 Asians left by charter. We had 638 Asians
booked on the next five flights. The revised schedule placed a heavy burden on each one to produce a high yield
of visaed Asians for the flights. The Medical Section and the MU technicians met that challenge.
Wednesday, October 18:
Gerry Campbell, assisted by J. Drapeau, Mike Molloy and J. McNeish were up at 06:30 supervising the
bussing of Asians departing with Charter# 9. At the office, Hal Malone, Information Officer, interviewed Asians to
gather human interest stories. He told me that in Canada, Asians referred to me as “the man.” Flattering but that
could not go over well with the Hdqrs senior staff. We accepted 217 Asians today who were referred to the MU. The
Visa Desk issued 163 visas for a total of 3,662 thus far. We were over the 50% target. Filling the “Affirmation for
Visa” forms slowed the process for an increasing numbers of “stateless” Asians.
Thursday, October 19:
At 07:30,1 gave M. Schellenberger, the escort officer on Charter #10, an updated statistical report for Mr.
Mitchell. In that letter I told Mr. Mitchell that the Oct. 25 A/C Charter was not yet cancelled and there was a
lack of Asians to fill twin flights. I went to watch the three buses with 152 Asians leaving with Charter # 10. J. Drapeau
had the flu and was re-assigned to complete "Affirmation for Visas forms.” L. Carrol came in the office with Mrs. A.
Tettoni, Secretary from the Rome Office and Ms. B. Kindrachuck, from Dar-es-Salaam. (Mrs Tettoni was my first
secretary interpreter when I arrived in Rome in October 1957!) She was called by Dr. Piche to come to his
assistance, without consultation! How I wished that I could send him back, but I received no support from senior
officers at ImmHdqrs or National Health & Welfare, Ottawa.The Visa Desk issued 234 visas. Charters #11,12 and

ordered

13

were

filled and another 119 Asians

were

booked

on

Charter #14.

Friday, October 20:
Mo Benoit was quick to familiarize himself with the bus loading operation at the back of the Hotel Apollo.
This morning, 148 Asians were departing with Charter #11 a Pacific Western Airline aircraft. Gerry Campbell and
Larry Carrol became suspicious when some Asians failed to report claiming that they could not get their “Tax
Clearance” document on time. Their excuses could not be disproved but raise some suspicion. The convoy left with
only 114 persons for the flight. The escort officer on this flight was Information Officer Hal Malone-he intended to
taped interviews with Asians aboard that charter.
Out nf
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Mo Benoit went to meet Mr. GM. Mitchell and Wally Dickman on arrival at the
Airport. When they arrived
office, Mr. Mitchell distributed mail to the Immigration staff and glad-handed everyone. He saw the Rome base
Italian secretary Adriana De Angelis-Tettoni in the Medical Section but made no comments! Not
surprisingly. We went
to the seventh floor to discuss the operations. The first thing he said was “ the AIC
flight of Oct 25 is cancelled.”
I repeated to him and Dickman the modus operandi, stressing that Asians with visas cannot be forced to travel via
charter. I said that 34 persons failed to show up for yesterday’s flight. I estimated that four or five
flights must be
cancelled since it was unrealistic to maintain the present schedule. I provided statistics on the number of visaed Asians
and it does not mean that those visaed will leave with charters. To back my points I quoted these statistics:
at the

TOTAL NUMBER VISAS ISSUED:....
LESS: LEFT ABOARD CHARTER:
BOOKED UNTIL OCT.25:

VISAS NOT PICKED UP:
TOTAL-

1,358
662
569
2 589

LEFT VIA OTHER AIRLINES

1,307
foresee the seating capacity according to the number of persons in the
"medical stream." As many as 80% of these Asians may choose to travel charter and I have no control over those
who “fail to appear.” Wally Dickman thought it was a complex formula to arrive at the passenger load factor. I said
Based

on

the above data, I had to

it worked and that is

why I asked for no more than three flights per week. I
information does he base his estimates for the number of scheduled flights, he

then asked Wally Dickman on what
said “on the number of visas issued!”
Wrong! And I pointed out why. I insisted that some flights must be cancelled and I go on record to that effect. I do not
accept the blame for someone else’s miscalculation. Charters #2, 3 and 4 were a disaster because no one listened
to me. W. Dickman said flights could not be cancelled and then changed tack and said some could be cancelled.
I said I would give him five days notice before cancelling a Charter. I do not make up the schedule nor am
I consulted. If someone knows better than I what is needed, then he should come here to fill the planes. Mr. Mitchell
was subdued during my expose with Dickman. When I broached the subject of stateless" applicants, I admitted not
inviting all those claiming to be stateless because, some were not and could not produce a declaration from the
Ministry of the Interior or the Passport Office to that effect. Some Asians to whom we issued “Affirmation for Visa”
forms returned a few days later with a valid British Passports because we limited the validity of the “Affirmation for
Visa” document. Our document did not give them the flexibility they wanted to postponed their departure. Who was
a genuine “stateless" person? As far as the Ugandan authorities were concerned, a stamp on the person's birth
certificate which read “not a Ugandan Citizen” was sufficient. I felt that is all we needed to know. I mentioned the “hard
core” cases list that I gave to Schellenberger. Mr. Mitchell suggested that I exercise discretion, back to square one.
He wanted to how many “stateless” Asians were not called. He would know in two days.
That evening, Mr. Mitchell discussed my yearly performance evaluation as Officer-in-Charge of the Beirut
Visa Office. He said that Treasury Board agreed to a change of classification for rotational Immigration Officers to
Foreign Service Officer(FSO). As a result, I was converted at the Foreign Service Officer 2 level, in a graduated scale
that went from FSO 1 to FSO 5.1 was nearer to the bottom of that scale after 25 years with the Federal Immigration
Service, of which 17

were

served abroad!

Saturday, October 21:
Wally Dickman took part in the culling exercise meant to identify those “stateless” Ugandan Asians not
invited for an interview. Out of 4,465 Asian applications culled, 314 claimed to be “stateless.” At the beginning of the
exercise, I asked everyone to keep separate count of the “stateless” file numbers. I gave the result to Mr. Mitchell
adding that we issued 462 “Affirmation for Visa” forms to “Stateless Asians.” At 10:30, Miss Odette Cote, secretary
to the Canada's Ambassador at Yaounde, Cameroun, walked in and introduced herself. She was immediately
assigned to the "Medical" Desk of the Immigration Component.
We held 569 unclaimed visas and I decided to place a notice in the Argus newspaper asking Asians to claim
their visas. If not claimed within five days, the visas will be cancelled. The Visa and Booking Desks issued 172 visas
this day. All 6 chartered flights up to and including the October 27 departure were full.
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question of taking a break after working non-stop

top priority. But, prompted by the DND technicians and approved in person by the Director of Operations
GM Mitchell, it was decided to hold a buffet dinner to thank all the volunteers as well as the Canada-based staff
not

a

for their relentless contribution to this movement. The gathering was to be held around the pool of the Apollo hotel,
after working hours. We invited the volunteer workers, their husbands or escorts, the Pan Am Agent and his
assistants, Canadian Lecturers and Professors at the Makarere University, members of CUSO, CIDA, the US and
Australian Consuls, the Hotel Management, employees of the Danish Clinic, etc. We also invited some Asians but they
left

early. Mr. Mitchell, Dr. Piche and I mixed with the crowd, meeting the spouses and other volunteers. Inviting the
management paid off since the buffet layout was a gourmet's surprise. We congratulated the Chef and the
Management. In turn, Mr. Mitchell, Dr. M. Piche and I extended our appreciation to John Stronach and Peter Griffith
for organizing a successful and memorable “social" event. None of the guests wished to stay late. Mr. Mitchell and
I did likewise-

had business to attend to

early in the morning.
Sunday, October 22:1 caught sight of Mr. Mitchell in the lobby as I headed for the back of the hotel to see
Gerry Campbell and his helpers supervising the busing of 150 Asians leaving aboard Charter #13. Two Asians did
not show up. When I returned to the lobby, Mr. Mitchell wanted to review yesterday's discussions. He said that if
persons claiming to be stateless could not prove it, special consideration could be invoke under the provision of the
"Oppressed Minority" Policy. Only Cabinet could approve such decision and I should await word from him or Mr. Clark.
As an afterthought, he said “it was a very good party last night and I thoroughly enjoyed myself.” As he was about
to leave, Immigration Officer Ludvik Mach arrived from London, in time to greet him before he left.
The Ugandan Asian Medical Students from the Makarere University-Sunday was not a day of rest for
Mike Molloy who addressed some thirty Ugandan Asian students in the office. He outlined the problems they faced
initially if they went to Canada. The decision to proceed was strictly up to them and few applied. It seemed strange
that Arnold Walker, who arrived aboard the incoming CPA charter #14 failed to report to the hotel or office. At 16:00
Phil Boyes walked in with Arnold Walker. I asked Arnold where he was and he said he waited in the arrival area! I said
Mo Benoit was at the airport but he did not see him. One hour later, Mo Benoit walked in, a furious “Genghis Khan!”
He was left at the shed, without transportation and there were no telephones. Phil Boyes spotted Arnold,
commandeered the minibus and drove back to Kampala, leaving Mo Benoit stranded at the airport.
Monday, October 23rd : Mo Benoit lead the convoy of buses withl52 Asians boarding Charter #14. The
escort Officer was Wally Dickman. I told Mo the driver will not take orders from anyone but him. Mach, Molloy, Colfer,
Versteegh and Lygo interviewed Asians. Gruer, Gagnon, Walker and Carroll were with the Visa and Booking Desks
assisted by Miss R. Hughes and 0. Cote. The Officers interviewed more Asians than could be referred to the Doctors
and some were given medical appointments four days hence instead of three.
When Mr. Olivier expressed concerned about Asians that may be left behind after November 8,1 reminded
him that some Asians are “exempted” from the President’s decree. The UN is setting up a Centre for “stateless” Asians
who may wish to take advantage of the UN and fly them to Traiskirchen Camp, Vienna.
That evening, I met with HiCom GM Olivier, Dr. Piche's, J. Paddick, Australian Migration Officer and Dr.
Gregg, an Australian Doctor working at the Mulago Hospital. Mr. Olivier seized the occasion to express his thanks
for the Mission's work. W. Licari and P. Boyd (from the HiCom Nairobi) visited the British and India HighCom in the
afternoon-3,700 Indian nationals out of 4,400 had so far returned to India from Mombasa by ship.
Tuesday, October 24:
Immigration Officers Allan Prien and Paul Gray arrived aboard PWA Charter # 15. It left Entebbe airport
with 155 passengers. We informed the Uganda Ministry of Foreiqn Affairs of the departure of Miss R. Hughes
returning to the HighCom, Lagos, Nigeria, Dan Gruer and Mrs. M.E. Hempel. Mike Molloy assigned Paul Gray to the
Visa Desk with Allan Prien. We had a slow start as fewer Asians reported for interviews. I revised my projections of
visa output on a “no show” rate of 20%, but to-day, it climbed to 40%. I was confident to reach our 6,000 visas goal
by November 8. By 18:00, 745 Asians were booked on the next five scheduled flights. I had to swallow a bitter pill
and admit I was wrong about my doubts to fill “twin” flights as both were fully booked. It showed that I was infallible!
And I accepted that fact under the circumstances where so many factors come into play and must be considered.
Out of
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Photo taken at

Longue Pointe, Montreal, PQ-the site of the Canadian Army Depot that was set up for the reception
2,000th Refugee, the Commandant presented that
person with a souvenir plaque. L. to R: Adjutant, Award recipient, Bob Lefebvre, (Immigration. Liaison), Major

of Asians, October 27,1972-On the occasion of the arrival of the
Benson.

Wednesday, October 25:Terry Colfer was the escort aboard CPA Charter# 16. Paul Gray assisted with
loading the buses. I got into the lead car to Entebbe to observe the Ugandan Immigration and Customs checks. I
saw the Customs Agents, males and females, strip Asian men and women of jewelry, even from children who walked
awkwardly from the weight of hidden jewelry.
THE UNITED NATIONS CENTRE-When Paul Gray and I returned to the office, Mr. H. Christiansen, from
the International Committee for the European Migration (ICEM), was waiting for me. He stated that the UN Special
Envoy, Mr. B. Gardiner had arrived from New York and wished to meet with me at 14:00. Mr. Gardiner’s first words
were “how much help could he expect from the Canadians because he heard that we set up shop in record time.”
I said I would do all I could to help him since we are here for the same purpose. We walked across to the temporary
offices of the UN .recently opened. A few Asians looked at me, not quite knowing how to react-they probably failed
our selection criteria being non-Ugandans who could return to their country. As possible holders of Pakistani or Indian
passports, they would now claim to be “stateless.” when applying to the UN. I also met Mr. Schmidt, the International
Red Cross (IRC)representative. He showed me a copy of the IRC Travel Document, a mimeographed form with few
details and a “two line" declaration from the applicant declaring himself “stateless.” No photos were required! The
UN employees had orders NOT to prod persons about their claim as “stateless.” This was a very lax and indifferent
approach to the question of who is “stateless." As far as the UN representatives were concerned, they were here to
remove any Asian out of Uganda who approached them. This belated “magnanimous” gesture was a show of last
resort on the part of the United Nations, and it would make headlines. It would attract Asians who did wish to return
to their country when they had every opportunity to do so.
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PHASING OUT THE INTERVIEWS AND MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS- Thursday, October 26:
Jacques Drapeau returned from Montreal aboard Charter # 17, recovered from the flu. Immigration Officers N.
Derrick, Al Lukie and J. Mitchell arrived aboard that same charter. Mike Molloy assigned them to relieve interviewing
officers or assist at the Visa/ Booking Desks. Gerry Campbell also looked forward to a rest at Las Palmas, aboard
Charter # 17, with Al Prien as the Escort Officer. I asked J. McMaster to cull all “visaed” applications as I wanted to
be certain that the data sent to FBHdqrs was exact. He completed the task by 15:00. L. Gagnon gave me a list of
250 unclaimed visas that was taken to the Argus for the Oct. 27 edition. They had 3 days to claim their visas or forfeit
them.

We

were

apprehensive about to-morrow's handling of 353 Asians to be bused to Entebbe Airport to board

charter # 18 and #19, a first. I asked Norm Derrick, Jim Mitchell and Al Lukie to assist with the loading of passengers
under the supervision of G. Campbell and L. Carrol. Upon return to the office, Al Lukie was at ease at the Visa Desk,

interviewing Pakistanis-he worked at our Rawalpindi Visa Office. J. Drapeau, still pale, insisted on interviewing
though I told him to relax as the next four flights were booked to capacity. When Jim McMaster told me that G.
Campbell was back at the Hotel I didn’t believe him. When I met Gerry, he was very bitter. He related that after
boarding the aircraft, he met his nemesis, Captain Bell of PWA. The latter refused to sign him on as “supernumery”
because of an earlier incident at Entebbe airport with Charter #9, on Oct. 18. At that time, Captain Bell asked Gerry
to take six Asians off the flight so that five crew members could travel to Accra. Gerry refused, slighting the pride of
a senior pilot who never forgot. As a consolation, he could share a five-pound round of Black Diamond cheese,
compliments of GM. Mitchell. A few days earlier, NH&W Ottawa sent two boxes of apples distributed among the
volunteer staff, Canadian wives and their children who had forgotten what they tasted like.
The call from Mr. GM Mitchell

came

at 23:30-he asked that I take notes:

a) Accept cases on humanitarian grounds if the persons can establish themselves! Up to 300 hard core cases.
b) Use the procedure outlined in OM23M where this is more expedient if deemed necessary.(no need for medical
examinations, X-rays, tests, etc)(this was refused to fill the second, third and fourth charter!
c) Phasing-out operations:i) Interview all “bona fide stateless” persons; ii) No medical examinations after November 3;
iii) Back-up team: Molloy, Benoit, Carroll and volunteers; iv) Two secretaries in Nairobi for back-up operations;
v) Molloy and Benoit to leave a few days after November 8 with files and stamps for Nairobi;
vi) There will be a charter for November 6, 7, 8; / vii) FBHQs had grave reservations about cancelling flights;
viii) Even if flights three quarter full, accept schedule as is; ix) Since 2,000 visaed Asians have not yet arrived
in Canada, there is no limit to accept those who meet the relaxed criteria.
Notwithstanding c) vii) and ix) I could not fill the twin flights on November 5, 7 and 8, having exhausted
every possibility to find Asians eligible under the relaxed criteria. Wally Dickman agreed and Mr. Mitchell relented
saying he would think it over. I aqreed to end medical examinations November 3 and Immiaration interviews on
October 31. He confirmed that 6,000 visas remains the ultimate aim. The Government wants to avoid criticisms about
any

“stateless” or “humanitarian" cases left behind. I said the UN Centre will accept Asians regardless of status. I

gave him the latest statistics:we issued 5,076 visas and 523 Asians accepted Bl Immigration are awaiting medical
examinations. We have invited, over the next 4 working days, 500 cases for a total of 1,722 persons. The “no show”
rate has iumped to 70% and I expect that

hold 256 unclaimed visas and if
for to-morrow

are

only 657 persons out of 1,722 mav be visaed for a total of 6,256 visas. We
they remain unclaimed, we will reach the target of 6,000 visas Both charter flights

full.

Friday, October 27: The staff watched our first experience loading seven buses transporting 353 Asians
to Entebbe, boarding Charters # 18 and 19. Mo Benoit was supervisor, aided by Officers and technicians. They
directed Asians to buses according to the colour of the boarding passes, blue for CPA, red for A/C. The CPA buses
formed the first convoy followed by the three buses for the A/C flight. Dr. Stubbings was returning to Canada while
Paul Gray and Jim Versteegh were the Escort Officers. At the Customs hangar, they kept the CPA passengers
separate from the ones flying with A/C. Mo was doing an excellent job-l saw no need to stay and returned to the
office.
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Lygo returned to the Birmingham Visa Office in time for his son's birthday. Upon arrival at the office,
me the Uganda Argus. The front page caption read “11 DAYS TO GO-ASIANS MUST LEAVE ”
The Asians with visas who procrastinated realized that President Amin was serious about the November 8 deadline.
I went to the UN Centre to ask Mr. Christiansen if he needed furniture for tomorrow's official opening of the UN Centre
and he said they could cope with what he had, adding, added "we will register all persons claiming to be "stateless,"
"the more the better." A copy of the list of “stateless” Asians, from our latest culling, was delivered to the Argus
newspaper at 18:30, stressing that “only those who are “stateless” need apply.”
Saturday, October 28: OPENING OF THE UN CENTRE-The opening attracted as many African Uqandans
as South Asians. This morning, only 89 Asians came to our office out of 145 invited. However, 193 Asians came to
collect their visas. I instructed the staff to limit the visa validity to ensure the holders are serious about leaving via
“charter.” A number of Ugandan Asians, with valid visas for Canada, faced a Catch 22 situation. The Bank of Uganda
forbid Travel Agents to sell tickets to Asians destined to Canada as they could fly "free." That may explain the high
rate of “no show.” If an Asian thought he could be accepted elsewhere than Canada, he could buy a ticket and travel
anywhere.
The members of the Team were elated as we neared the home stretch. The flights were booked until
November 2, including the twin flights on October 31. However, few Asians were booked on the second flight for
November 2, A/C Charter #25 because the CAF technicians, the MU eauioment and two generators would take up
precious space and weight. Dr. Piche and J. Stronach agreed with me that no Asians will be referred to the MU after
October 31. The Medical Section will examine those Asians who underwent X-Ray and lab tests up to and including
November 3. In effect, the MU could be removed the evening of November 1 to Entebbe and loaded next morning
J.McMaster handed

on

Charter #25.

Sunday, October 29:1 spotted Mo Benoit at the rear of the hotel supervising Asians boarding busses for
Danny Gruer helped him. At the office, I was joined by G. Campbell and L. Mach. Few Asians queued
up at the UN Centre. Out of 140 applicants invited, 59 appeared. The new arrivals to-day were Nadia Stachowski,
Warren Major and Wilf Greaves. I told them to rest or take a walk around the city. At 17:00 there was no one at the
UN Centre. They were disappointed at the low turn out.
Monday, October 30: WINDING DOWN: PHASE 2-STAFF AND OPERATIONS-The night before, Nadia
Stachowski told me that she was sent to Kampala by DirGen Mr. M.G. Clark and Mr. G.M. Mitchell, DirOps, FBHdqrs,
with specific instructions to obtain full details concerning the phasing out of “Operation Asian Exodus.” I asked Mr.
Licari, Counsellor from the Nairobi HighCom to attend a meeting scheduled for 10:00 am: I invited the followingMr. W. Licari, Nairobi CHC, representing the HighCom-Mr. P. Boyes, Liaison Officer, Nairobi HighCom.Dr. M. Piche, Head, Medical Section, NH&W, Team KampalaSgt. J. Stronach, CAF Chief Technician, Mobile UnitMiss Nadia Stachowski, Special Representative from FBHdqrs, OttawaA. Lukie, (because of his impending posting to Nairobi)R. St. Vincent, Team Leader, Kampala MissionNadia Stachowski wished to know if it were possible that some Asians, eligible to apply for Canada, could be left
behind after November 8. She said this preoccupied the office of the Prime Minister. I said it was unlikely because:
The UNCentre will take under its protection any Asian wishing to leave Uganda, after November 8thIn the past ten days, the “no show” gradually climbed to 50 per cent. They had left UgandaThe President's Decree did not apply to Asians in “key” jobs-they are exempted.
Thousands of unclaimed “Vouchers” to enter the UK are held at the British HighCom-they can’t explain why.
At least 4,000 Asians returned to India and and as many to Pakistan and Bangladesh. The Australians took
less than one hundred and the US issued visas to a few hundreds. The British expected 80,000 Asians and gave out
25,000 vouchers to BPH. The Asians still who have not left are “shopping for the best deal.” They hold valid passports
and can return “home” but, some may opt to apply at the United Centre. I stressed there was no reason to be
apprehensive about those “left behind. We lived up to our mandate." There would be no Asians at our doors on the
morning of November 8.
Charter # 20.

,

-

-

-

-
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following is the list of staff disengagement subject to approval by FBHdqrs:
J. Mitchell, Escort Officer, Charter # 23

OCT. 31-N. Stachowski, Escort Officer Charter # 22
NOV. 01- W. Major, Escort Officer, Charter # 24
NOV. 02-

L.

Gagnon, Escort Officer, Charter # 25

A. Lukie, Escort Officer, Charter # 26

Miss 0. Cote to Yaounde

NOV. 03-

W. Greaves, Escort Officer, Charter # 27
Miss J. Carriere and Mrs. V. Clarke to
Miss B. Kindrachuck to Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

CPO

All technicians return to Montreal

NOV. 05-

T. Colfer to Rome via Nairobi

J.

Drapeau to Athens via Nairobi
Angelis-Tettoni to Rome
Gerry Campbell to London, England
J. Versteegh returns to Cologne, Germany
LD Carroll to Ottawa via Nairobijmay be needed to interview Asians in Kenya, Tanzania)
Mrs.' 'belle/Mrs. Watson to Ottawa

Mrs. A. De

NOV. 08-

J. McMaster to Ottawa-L. Mach to London-R. St. Vincent to Beirut

NOV. 10-

M.

Molloy to Beirut MG Benoit to Ottawa
can look after the disposition of furniture, ending the lease, etc. He can also look after any
outstanding expenses incurred after November 8 to be paid against Project 32, subject to audit. Dr. Piche was
satisfied that his section will not be examining Asians after November 3. The DND ‘s Mobile Unit will be dismantled
for shipment to Canada the next day. The doctors will return to their respective posts after November 3. Peter Griffith
John McNeish

will collect and consolidate all the medical files and take them back to NH&W, Ottawa. The volunteer staff will return
to their previous activities. Nadia Stachowski, who kept notes, said she would report to Mr. Clark and Mr. Mitchell. At

18:00, 208 Asians

were booked on future flights. We issued 5,572 visas thus far. There remained 113 cases for
totalling 282 persons-the Medical Section had 463 persons to examine.
Tuesday, October 31: We had 290 Ugandan Asians departing with Charters #22 and #23. Officers noted
that an East African Airline baggage handler took bribes to let Asians take extra luggage aboard charters and stopped
the practice. One elderly Asian wanted to take wood logs to Canada. He told Mo Benoit that it was cold in Canada!
Mo’s remonstrances could be heard up to the tenth floor of the hotel! When the staff arrived at the office at 08:00,
there were very few applicants. We interviewed 59 cases for 132 persons. The interviews were over by 11:30. With
a few additional persons who turned up to leave with the Charter, 158 persons were booked this day. We reached a
crucial point in our operations where it was imperative to know exactly how many persons had yet to be examined and
booked. We had to confirm that the statistical data given to Nadia Stachowski was exact. The tally at 17:00 stood:

interviews

VISA ISSUED TO-DATE

5,712

LESS VISAS NOT CLAIMED

_45

EFFECTIVE VISA OUTPUT

5,667

PENDING MEDICAL EXAMINATION
MAXIMUM VISA OUTPUT

377

6,034

EXPECTED "NO SHOW" FOR MEDICAL
FINAL EFFECTIVE VISA OUTPUT

34

6,000

FBHdqrs to cancel one of the two charter for November 5th 7th and 8th.
Bookings were progressing well but we had reached the end of the line for eligible Asians.
Wednesday, November 1: G.Campbell and M. Benoit, aided by L. Carrol, Al Lukie and W. Major
supervised the bussing of 148 Asians bound for Charter #24 at Entebbe. I was happy to hear by phone from Licari,
HighCom Nairobi, that flights for November 7/8 were cancelled but not for November 5 th.l told the Booking Unit to
block space on the November 8 flight for 4 persons from Ottawa arriving November 6. We held 145 unclaimed visas.
At a cost of 80 Uaandan shillings, about $Can 11.50, Radio Uganda read the announced adding "Asians have six days
left to leave Uganda! "
By 17:00 hrs. the total of visas issued reached 5,864. We had180 persons pending medical examinations.
That evening, I pressed Mr. Mitchell for the cancellation of the November 5 flight. I assured him that no Asians would
be left stranded for lack of space. He authorized me to proceed as I saw fit. He took time to read the results of the
Based

on

the above, I telexed

Federal elections: PC-109;LIB-108;NDP-35;SC-15.1 had never voted in a Federal election while abroad.
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Thursday, November 2: The six Uganda Transport buses were lined up at 06:15. The veterans of the
busing operations, G. Campbell, Mo Benoit and L. Carrol checked the 302 Asians leaving with Charters #25 and 26.
Even Mrs. Watson joined Jacques Drapeau and John McMaster weighing baggage. When I came to the office, two
Asians appeared claiming to have been turned down for lack of valid proof of being stateless. When I said we could
do nothing for them until they get proof, they said "All right, we’ll go to England"! They had British passports and “Entry
Vouchers” to the UK! Others came to pick up their visas offering lame excuses for not doing so before.
An unexpected incident occurred when G. Campbell called from the airport saying Charter # 25 was over
booked by 21 persons! Nine were accommodated at the Apollo hotel and the others stayed with friends. They left with
next day's charter. Al Findlay and Jim Versteegh arrived on the incoming CPA flight and were assigned to the only
task left, completing the “Affirmation for Visa" forms. I telex FBHdqrs to inform the Canada Immigration Centres to write
to Nairobi after November 6 on all matters regarding Ugandan Asians. I completed Drapeau's personal assessment
and gave the sealed envelope to Wilf Greaves to hand it to the Director of Personnel, Foreign Service, Ottawa.
Miss Odette Cote returned to the Canadian Embassy Yaounde, Cameroun. Miss Kindrachuk returned to
the Cdn HighCom Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, next day. I thanked them both for their contribution to the success of the
Mission. The VTU issued 214 visas this day. The total number of visas issued stood at 5,978.
The number of unclaimed visas remained at 196.1 was confident that many Asians would claim their visas
once they obtain their “Tax Clearance.” This would apply to those medically examined in the past two days. They had
very little time to return to confirm their willingness to depart for Canada aboard a charter. Minutes after I went to my
room, Mr. Clark called and said that Nadia Stachowski was on an extension line taking notes. Fie will come to Nairobi,
Kenya November 5 to meet with the Canadian FlighCom, Mr. Olivier. The next day he will arrive in Kampala....then
we were cutoff. Someone had a higher priority for long distance calls. The call came again five hours later, at 22:30.
Mr. Clark questioned the need to cancel the Nov. 4 and 6 flights. I said he was mistaken as those two flights were
being filled. The schedule should remain intact, i.e., two flights November 2 and 3 and one each day November 4, 6
and 8.1 gave him my assurance that there would be sufficient seats for the VIPs leaving November 8th.
Friday, November 3: We were anxious to see the last of the “twin” charter flights. The stretch A/C DC8
carried 159 Asians, fewer because of the two generators and the technicians returning to Montreal. Both flights,
Charter # 27 and # 28 were due to leave at 13:00 with 287 Asians. Campbell and Carroll supervised the loading of
the buses and escorted the convoy to Entebbe. This was our last processing day. Some stragglers came to claim their
visas offering vague excuses-l had little sympathy for them. We placed two notices in the newspaper as well as a radio
announcement that was repeated three times over the air. Some visas were issued a month ago and were now valid
for only two days. Drs. Pelerin, Thibaudeau and Pouliot left this morning to return to their posts. Bob McPhee was
returning to his Unit in Germany-he was the stool specialist and deserved a "Victoria Cross' for his dedication!
Gerry Campbell and Larry Carrol returned from Entebbe with the news that both planes were late-they
bought lunches for 287 Asians. A volunteer, Mrs. FI. Layton, wife of a Canadian under contract to the Govt, of Uganda
was leaving. At closing time, the total visa output to date stood at 5,978 visas. The November 4 and 6 charters were
fully booked while 118 Asians were booked for the final flight on November 8th. If any Asian cared to look, the tents
of the MU, a familiar site, were gone. The Immigration staff gathered in my room /#393.1 told them that L. Carroll will
go to Nairobi, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, Lusaka, Zambia and Mauritius to inteview applicants for Canada. I have
asked Ron Button at Beirut to retrieve and send the files of these applicants to Nairobi by Diplomatic Mail.
Saturday, November 4th: There were too many volunteers to help with the bus loadina of the 151 Asians
departing this morning. Charter # 29, a CPA aircraft, due at 11:00am at Entebbe. As there was time to do so, I wanted
a final review of all the applications received since day one. There was no rush and the officers accepted. While this
exercise went on, Luis Mach attended to counter enquiries. Roy McGrath, Chief, Financial and Administration Section,
FBHQs. and Dr. R. Wood, Director of Immigration Medical Services, NH&W came off this morning's CPA flight.
McGrath came for the purpose of auditing disbursements against Project 32.1 could fill him in on the larger financial
aspects while John McNeish provided the details. Dr. Wood wanted to know about the degree of cooperation I
received from Dr. Piche. Although I could have said so much about his lack of cooperation from the outset, it no longer
mattered. If my senior staff did not wiish to contact and tell him, why should I tell him now that the Mission was over.
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Sunday, November 5th: The last culling exercise would go on until Monday. Larry Carrol did not leave with
flight-it was cancelled for lack of passengers. He was re-booked for the 20:15 flight.
Nairobi. The Canadian Pacific Airline Charter #30 was landing at Nairobi to-day with
its crew of hostesses and Larry was keen to meet them at Nairobi's Intercontinental Hotel. The flight would come
to Kampala next morning and Larry would be ready to oversee the boarding operations. Roy McGrath was busy with
John McNeish and so was Graham from Finance & Administration, External Affairs. They would audit expenses of
the Liaison Officers and all the others from Nairobi. Some Immigration members and Army technicians took
advantage of a lull to go on a one-day outing to Murchison Falls, Lake Albert and the source of the White Nile, a
favourite destination for African safaris. I mentioned to Mo Benoit that Luis Mach, Roy McGrath, Drs. Wood and
McQuade and myself would like to go to Murchison Falls. He called Bruce McNally of Pan Am who said “CaspAir”
was still in business, confirming the trip was on for the next morning. The plane could accommodate six persons.
I was apprehensive about leaving, even for a day, in view of the arrival of the Director General, Bud Clark. But Roy
McGrath said that Messrs Clark and Malone were arriving at Kampala tomorrow evening. We could absent ourselves
this one time. The Mission was in good hands with Molloy who would ensure that all pertinent aspects regarding
charter #30 would go without a hitch.
Monday, November 6th-lt was dark as the Minibus took the six of us to Entebbe Airport, reporting to the
“CaspAir Safari” desk. The Pilot greeted us and asked "are all six of you intending to go to Murchison Falls?" We said
“yes.” Then he said “who is going to fly the plane?” It had six seats but one was for the pilot. No one wanted out so,
I suggested that we flip a coin, using a Ugandan shilling. Doctors Wood and McQuade had none so I loaned them
two of mine. Those whose coin turns up with the crested crane will go. The coins of the two doctors came up with
the coat-of-arms and, when they flipped once more, and Doctor McQuade lost out. The good omen, the “seven
crested cranes” held true. That was an unforgettable experience, surpassing our expectations. At the jungle hotel,
where we were probably the last guests for a long while, we lived among wild beasts and were warned several times
to stay inside. The ride aboard the Nile boat and the sight of hippopotamus and man-eating crocodiles was awesome.
The sight of the latter were a reminder of how expeditious it is for President Idi Amin and his goons to get rid of those
who oppose him.
On the return journey, the pilot told us that this was his last trip. Without the assistance of Asians in Travel
Agencies who organizing safaris, he could not stay in business. He was moving his operations to Kenya. When we
the 07:15 East African Airline
He was very anxious to get to

arrived late at the hotel, Director General MG. Clark and Information Officer Hal Malone had checked in. When I
mentioned our trip to Murchison Fallls, Mr. Clark said he wished he could have done the same. Because of the late

hour,

Out of
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agreed to meet early next morning to discuss the final stages of the operations.
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-MISSION ACCOMPLISHEDTuesday, November 7: When Mr. Clark arrived at the office, I gave him a copy of the final culling exercise. I said
the stats reflected a three-day review of all applications and the result of our activities since September 6th, 1972:
CASES
APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

8,065....

APPLICATIONS REFUSED

4.172....

APPLICANTS INTERVIEWED...

3,893....
CASES

LESS:REFUSED, WITHDRAWN

911

"NO SHOW" INTERVIEW.

767

"NO SHOW" MEDICAL...
TRANSFERRED
TOTAL CASES &

PERSONS

.23,392
.

.

12.446

10,942

PERSONS

2,125
2,347

29

89

31

89

1,738

PERSONS

4.650

TOTAL CASES AND PERSONS VISAED

1.738

4.650

2,115

6,292

LESS: VISAS NOT CLAIMED
NET EFFECTIVE TOTAL

-J9

-117

2,116

6,175
4,228

DEPARTED “CHARTER” AIRCRAFT-AS OF NOV. 6
BOOKED FOR NOVEMBER 8 "LAST CHARTER"

192

TOTAL OF PASSENGERS TO CANADA VIA CHARTERS

4^20
ASIANS EXPECTED VIA "COMMERCIAL"..
1,725
As I spoke, he looked inside and outside our office-there was no one around. Very few genuine
“stateless” persons appeared lately because we questioned their claims. We walked to the UN Centre. I pointed to
African Ugandans waiting to register. The UN accepted them if they proved that one of their parent was Asian. I
mentioned a pet project of President Amin "Asians who wanted to stay must leave the cities and live in villages where
they must mix and marry. He added: "some might become village chiefs." There were no takers apparently. We
drove up a hill overlooking Kampala where there was a small, Bahai Temple nearby. I said you are looking at “The
Pearl of Africa" to coin Winston Churchill' words. Unfortunately, a despot was ruling the country with an iron fist. Few
members of the original Team were left when I returned to my suite, room 393, for the last time. We would have to
get up early next morning for the departure of the last charter. I was pleased that Mr. Clark came to Kampala. He
could give our Minister of Immigration a vivid description of what he observed.
Wednesday, November 8:
Mo Benoit was in charge of the arrangements for the 209 Asians boarding the last flight, Charter, # 31. All
went well as the DirGen M. G. Clark was one of the passengers. Mike Molloy helped Mo Benoit and so did Luis Mach
and Jim McMaster. Mach and I returned to the office where we arranged transportation to the airport for Mr. M.G.
Clark, Dr. R. Wood, Roy McGrath and Hal Malone. The area around our office was desolate and I asked Mr. Clark
to take one last look around before getting into the car, to satisfy himself “that no one was left behind.” Instead there
were a mix of people at the UN Centre. We headed for the airport in two cars and I pointed
interesting sights,
stopping to show him weaver birds and vendors selling tropical fruits particularly small sweet bananas.
Mo Benoit had everything under control at the airport “clearance” shed. I said farewell to the Ottawa visitors
and took photographs as they boarded the plane. They will be crowded as every seat was occupied. The loading
of baggage was slow due to breakdown of equipment. Minibuses shuttled the luggage from the shed to the aircraft
and they had to revert to manual handling of luggage to place it aboard.
I saw two Ismaili Community Leaders coming off the bus. They came to see me often recently askinq about
old parents accompanyinq their children to Canada. One gave me an envelopeand said “it is a cheque to
repay
Canada for the generous treatment ot his people.‘ It was a cheque for 1,000,000 Ugandan Pounds. I gave it back
to him saying our Government covered the expenses. As he insisted, I tore it up in front of them and Mo Benoit. My
decision was the correct one-l needed no approval from ImmHdqrs luminaries.
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Entebbe International Airport had never been so busy. There were close to 1,000 Asians waiting to depart
aboard aircraft with Sabena, BOAC, Alitalia, British Caledonia, and Air India. But, the most impressive sight was the
Air Canada stretch DC 8 with its maple leaf logo on the tail. With officer Luigi Mach we watched the DC 8 taxi along
the tarmac towards the start of the runway. It began to roll, accelerating somewhat slowly-l became apprehensive when

nearing the end of the runway it was not yet airborne. But, at the very end, it got off the ground without gaining height-a
indication that it was overloaded with baggage as well as fuel. Gradually, it disappeared as it slowlv aain heiqht.
It was my turn to depart and to thank Mike Molloy, my reliable and competent "Number One" as well as Mo
Benoit for their unfailing support. John McNeish deserves as much for his resourcefulness under adverse conditions.
I bade farewell to the hotel staff, including the Seychelles telephone operator with whom I spoke in French. They were
sad to see us leave. That evening, Louis Mach and I headed for the airport one last time. My Mission accomplished,
I was returning to Beirut via Nairobi. All the staff and volunteers could take pride in the success of the Mission and say
“I took part in Canada's humanitarian mission to Uganda during the expulsion of the South Asians in the autumn of
1972." Many of our staff wore elephant's tail hair bracelets on their wrists believinq, as Africans and Asians did, that
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THIS WAS A TOTALLY CANADIAN OPERATION till
POSTSCRIPT

THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSON TO BE LEARNED

*

The words

“improvise,” “extemporize” and “ad lib” best describe what took place on this Mission. Although
of Team Leader, the members of the'' Ottawa Committee'' never consulted with me. They
knew there was no Canadian representation at Kampala, Uganda and yet, left it to me to set up shop at a difficult time.
Without Jim McMaster’s numbering machine, we would have faced a never ending nightmare typing index cards for
Asians whose names were difficult to spell, let alone pronounce. Two unnecessary aspects stand out: at first, the need
for Assisted Passage and its time consuming completion. The need for urine, blood and stool tests was never a
question discussed with me by the Plead of the Hdqrs Committee. We accepted Asians many years previously and
never required such tests. Whose idea was it to ask for the tests? Certainly not the Prime Minister’s! The lack of
cooperation from Dr. Piche was regrettable more so because I received no backing from the Director General or the
Director of Operations, either to overrule him or request his boss to replace him. They refused to let me issue Minister’s
Permit to fill the second and third flights and yet authorized it when it was not needed! No one ever explained or
consulted me regarding what the “technical" problems to schedule three or even four flights a week, rather than two.
The failure of Air Canada and PWA to have Agents in Kampala led their crews to expect us to act on their behalf.
I welcomed the help of Phil Boyes from Nairobi though at crucial times, he was unavailable. Criticism by a
few Sikhs that we accepted more Ismailis was founded. For years, we selected Ismailis from East Africa who, once in
Canada, “sponsored” or “nominated” relatives from East Africa. Mr. Mitchell, gave me the needed flexibility to achieve
the success of the Mission i.e., exercising discretionary authority for humanitarian cases. I welcomed visits by senior
Hdqrs Officers to discuss aspects of the operations even if, once back in Ottawa, they forgot what I said. The provision
of Officer and Support staff guaranteed the success of the undertaking.
I

was

“selected” for the job

SELECTION CRITERION BY CATEGORIES
A-ASIANS who meet the selection

criterion//A1-Entrepreneurs-no assistance required
ANNEX "A"
A2-Applicants with relatives in Canada NOT requiring assistance//
A3-Applicants with relatives needing assistance
A4-Applicants with friends in Canada NOT requiring assistance//
A5-Applicants with friends requiring assistance
A6-Applicants requiring assistance except employment//A7-Applicants requiring full assistance and job
A8-Applicants who will require training//B-ASIANS WHO NOT WITHIN CRITERION “A”
B1-Applicants with friends, distant relatives able to settle with a minimum of help
B2-Applicants without friends or relatives able to settle with a minimum of help
B3-Applicants requiring assistance beyond one month and re-training
B4-Applicants seeking first employment, without experience and requiring help
C-HUMANITARIAN CASES

C1-Applicants with some prospects of light employment
C2-Applicants without prospects of employment
Eeach Immigration Officer kept statistics as to which category each selected Asian came under.
Out of
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ANNEX “B"
AN INTERESTING “MEMO” DATED 31 OCTOBER 1972 FROM THE ‘HEAD’ OF THE UNITED NATIONS TEAM ABOUT THEIR
“CONTRIBUTION.” THE NUMBER OF AFRICAN UGANDAN PROCESSED IS NOT STATED-THEIR STAFF DID NOT

DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN ASIANS AND AFRICANS; HE REPORTS A “PROBLEM” AND “EXTREMELY ADVERSE
CONDITIONS” AFTER ONLY A FEW DAYS- WE WERE IN SITU FOR 68 DAYS.WHAT’S NEW

TO

ALL

STAFF

MEMBERS

OF

THE

UNITED

NATIONS

CENTRE

The

Monday

good record o£ the week-end was wll maintained on
as you will observe from the following summary:
SAT.28

SUN

.

29

MON.30

TOTAL

REGISTRATIONS

673

757

608

2038

MEDICALS

422

380

629

1431

PREPARED335

NO
TRAVEL

DOCS

TRAVEL

566

489

1361

NO.PERSONS

466

84

682

1972

NO.ISSUED

--

—

435

435

53

20

160

.

MOVEMENTS
The

8

strealined

procedure has
resulted
in a greatly
section.
Travel
documents
covering 453 people were issued on
Monday thus enabling the recipients to finalize their travel
arrangements to the first destination which is Traitskirch(sic)
Austria. This movement will continue at the rate of approximately
increased

output

300

persons

per day from Thursday to Novevember 8.
For
destitute people without
funds for the

cost

referring them to a Special Co-ordinating Committee for
Welfare of Asians leaving Uganda at the following address:

the

we

from that

air

travel

are

PATIDAR

SAMAJ

Buganda Road,
Kampala
from 4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Committee we will ensure that no
person is left behind on financial grounds.
If you receive any queries please make it clear that all
recipients of the Travel Document are required to travel on the
first available flight to the Transit Centre. If they do not accept
this opportunity the United Nations cannot be responsible for their
subsequent travel after the dealine.

Together

with

IMPORTANT

this

have a number of cases of people who
Centre without presenting any form of
origin. There is a risk that we may
unwittingly provide documents for Ugandan African citizens and for
doubt or,ifthe documentation Fs inadequate, please call for one
of the coordinators Mr. Lapidoth or Mr. Tonkes.
If you have any friends who can volunteer as full-time
typists or helpers please contact Mr. Lapidoth or Mr. Tonkes on
telephone number:32452. We need their services in the Travel
Section where the work is rapidly building up.
We have a problem in getting the morning activities..,.
I sincerely hope that you are no longer wet under foot
and thank you aagaln for your sterling efforts under such extremely

have

NOTICE

We

been

documented by our
identification or proof
of

adverse
31

conditions.
October

W.R. Prattley
Resident Representative

1972
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CHARTER FLIGHTS DEPARTURE-ENTEBBE, UGANDA TO MONTREAL CANADA
DATF 1Q7?

Tue
Wed
Sat

Sept 19
Sept 27
Sept 30

CHARTFR ft/AIRI INF

PASfiflfi

FSrnRT PFRSON

TOTAI R

Air Canada-cancelled by Team Leader-Medical Section not
# 1 Air Canada
138
138

Ready
GM Mitchell

# 2 Pacific Western Airl.

60

198

Frank

48

246

Milt

Wed Octo 04

# 3 Pacific Western Airl,
# 4 Pacific Western Airl.

83

329

NH&W Male Nurse

Frid Octo 06

# 5 Pacific Western Airl.

145

474

Frank

Wed Octo 11

# 6 Air Canada

152

626

NH&W Male Nurse

Mon Octo 02

Sharp
Schellenberger
Sharp

Thur Octo 11

# 7 Pacific Western Airl.

157

783

George Reynolds

Mon Octo 16

# 8 Pacific Western Airl.

156

839

Norman Olsen

Wed Octo 18

# 9 Pacific Western Airl.

163

992

NH&W Male Nurse

Thur Octo 19

#10 Canadian Pacific Air

152

1144

Milt

Frid Octo 20

#11 Pacific Western Airl.

114

1258

Hal Malone

Sat Octo 21

#12 Canadian Pacific Air

148

1406

Jacques Drapeau

Sun Octo 22

#13 Pacific Western Airl.

150

1556

GM Mitchell

Mon Octo 23

#14 Canadian Pacific Air

152

1708

Tue Octo 24

#15 Canadian Pacific Air

155

1863

Schellenberger

Wally Dickman
Arnold Walker

Wednesday October 25 Air Canada Charter Flight Cancelled by Team Leader
Wed Octo 25

#16 Canadian Pacific Air

148

2011

Terry Colfer

Thu Octo 28

#17 Pacific Western Airl.

150

2161

Alan Prien

Frid Octo 27

#18 Air Canada

198

2369

Paul

Frid Octo 27-' #19 Canadian Pacific Air

148

2507

Jim

Sun Octo 29

#20 Canadian Pacific Air

148

2655

Daniel Gruer

Mon Octo 30

#21 Pacific Western Airl.

152

2807

Norman Derrick

Tue Octo 31

#22 Air Canada

198

2359

Nadia Stachowski

Tue Octo 31

#23 Canadian Pacific Air

148

Jim Mitchell

Gray
Versteegh

Wed Nov 01

#24 Pacific Western Airl.

150

3097
3247

Thu Nov 02

# 25 Air Canada

150

3397

Laurent

Thu Nov 02

# 26 Canadian Pacific Air

152

3649

Al Lukie

Frid Nov 03

# 27 Air Canada *

159

3708

Wilfrid Greaves

Frid Nov 03

# 28 Pacific Western Airl.

128

3836

Alan

Sat Nov 04 * # 29 Canadian Pacific Air

151

3987

NH&W Male Nurse

MONDAY NOVEMBER
Mon Nov 08

-

Warren

Major
Gagnon

Findlay

5th PWA FLIGHT CANCELLED AT MY REQUEST

# 30 Canadian Pacific Air

4142

155

NH&W Male Nurse

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 07 PWA FLIGHT CANCELLED AT MY REQUEST
WED. NOVEMBER 8 CPA FLIGHT CANCELLED AT TEAM LEADER’S REQUEST
Wed Nov 08

Three

#31 Air Canada

209

"

Hal Malone

flights were cancelled for lack of a sufficient South Asians with Visa ready to fly “Charter.”
the two heavy generators that were not used, the Technicians
their St. Hubert base. Longueuil, PQ.
final total does not include an additional 69 children who did not occupying seats.

'Charter # 27 set aside space to carry not only
and their tents, laboratory equipment back to

"The
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Asian Exodus-Photo Album

Kampala, Uganda, September 1,’72-with Phil Boyes (CIDA) from the Canadian High Commission Nairobi discussing
layout for the office. Wednesday September 6, 72, two photos of the opening day-the queues of
Uganda Asians winding around the block-;Ginette Leroux and on her left Jolene Carriere both from the Ottawa
Immigration Central Processing Office typist, handing out
application forms at the busy reception counter.
I present the first visa to Sami Marodali. It was issued by Mike
Molloy and the landing document was typed by Jolene Carriere;
clearing a point with reporters-note the background queueoffice rental and
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MO BENOIT AL LUKIE

By numbers: Dr. Piche (doctor N0!)-l appear to show him where
he should best be! (See page95)-GerryCampbellandLaurentGagnon;theDepartmentofNationalMedicalTechnicians,
John Stronach, Ben Moser, Bob McPhee, Bill Maloney, John Martimbeault, John Deschamps, R. Daigneault; Jim

Versteegh, Luis Mach and Gerry Campbell; Jacques Drapeau, unequalled when it came to interviewing and issuing visas,
with sound judgement;two "greats," Mo Benoit and Al Lukie; Peg Watson, typistfrom CPO Immigration, Ottawa; Nancy
Di Gregorio wife of a CIDA teacher, a volunteer who gave her utmost best; Immigration Officer Terry Colfer, from the
Rome Visa Office.
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Asian Exodus-Photo Album

In the usual

order-Gerry Campbell, John McNeish and Jim
Versteegh posing with the drivers of the Uganda Bus Company that provided prompt service for the transport
of Asians to Entebbe Airport, without a mishap.
Next, Bud Clark, Director of the Foreign Service and
Maurice Mitchell Director of the Immigration Foreign
Service Operations. If I was “the man" in Kampala,
Maurice Mitchell was “the man” in the “hot seat” in
Ottawa having to brief Mr Clark, the Deputy Minister
and Minister of Immigration. Fie was the one who
called me at midnight and even later to get the latest

developments. For him and the Director, it was 5 PM!
Jim McMaster and Helen Labelle from the Central

Processing Office, Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa.
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Asian Exodus-Photo Album

Top: the

scene as

Ugandan South Asians step from the buses at Entebbe and proceed with their luggage to the

Customs hangar to show their “Tax Clearance paper,” searched and stripped of jewelry, etc. November 8th 1972,
Leaders of the Ismaili Community boarding the plane-one of them presented me with a cheque for one million

Ugandan pounds which I destroyed in front of Moe Benoit. More Ugandan Asians board the last Charter, a stretch
8-Roger St. Vincent stands at the foot of the ramp, hands on his hips, watching the operations. Next, Moe Benoit
comes down after the Director of the Foreign Service Mr. Bud Clark, Dr. Woods of NH&W and Roy McGrath
got
aboard. The departure of the A/C DC 8 ended Canada’s Mission to Uganda. Next: United Nations buses take “Asians
Refugees’’^ Entebbe for onward movement to Vienna and Scandinavian countries.
DC
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ROGER ST.VINCENT-ROY McGRA
NOVEMBER 5, MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

Figure 7
Mission accomplished-a time to relax-Roy McGrath, Finance, Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa-Below the one-day off when
went to the Murchison Falls-McGrath, Louis Mack, Mo Benoit and Dr Woods-I took the photo-November 6th 1972.
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NAMES OF PERSONS MENTIONED IN THIS CHAPTERIMMIGRATION/MEDICAL STAFF FULL TIME

IMMIGRATION/MEDICAL STAFF-PART TIMECanadian Armed Forces-———
Abear L, Dr NH&W Rome

:

EXTER. AFF. NAIROBI-

Lukie Al

—...

,

FBHqrs Ottawa

Amin Idi (Dada)President of Uge
ganda
Controller
Banfield A. Cdn wife of Airpt. Co
Barnes Bill PWA liaison
Benoit Maurice FBHQs Ottawa
Benson R.
Major DND Long Pointe
Bissett J. O-i-C Immia London Office
Bokassa Jean Bedel Pres. CAR

Lygo Don Immig. Birmingham

Boyes P. CIDA HighComm Nairobi
Broadfoot R. BritHighCom Kampala
Button Ron Immig. Beirut (Asst. O-i-C)
Buryanik S. HighCom Nairobi
Campbell Gerry Immi. London UK

Martimbeault Jim DND St Hubert P.Q.
Martineau Roger O-in-C Immig. Rome
Mauser Ben DND St Hubert P.Q.
McGrath R. IDHdqrs F&A Ottawa
McKenzie Mrs. wire of CIDA tech.(v)
McMaster Jim ex CPO Ottawa

Mach Luis Immig. London
Macklin Michelle (vol) from

UK
Regina
Major Warren FBHdqrs Ottawa
MACKASEY Bryce Minister M & I
Malone Hal Info IDHdqrs Ottawa
Maloney Bill DND St Hubert P.Q.

Carriere Jolene CPO Ottawa
Carroll Larry FBHdqrs Ottawa
Chiha (two sisters, typists-left for Cda
Christiansen H. ICEM, Head of UN Mission
Clark M.G. Director General FBHdqrs Ott
Clarke Veronica CPO Ottawa
Colfer Terry Immig. Rome
Collins B. Dr. NH&W Ottawa
Cote Odette, Cdn Embassy, Yaounde, Sec

McNally Bruce PanAm Agent

McNeish John HighCom Nairobi
McPhee Bob DND St Hubert P.Q.
McRae D. Dr NH&W Rome

Mevghi A. Mgr. J.I.C. Kampala

Mitchell G.M. FBHdqrs Ottawa
Mitchell Jim FBHdqrs Ottawa

Molloy Mike Immig. Beirut Lebanon
Oldham Beverly (v)

Coulpier Rene RCMP Beirut, Lebanon
Croakham K. Brit Team Kamp.

Olivier W.M.G. HIGHCOM Nairobi
Olson Norman FBHQs Ottawa
Oseku R. Uganga MFA, Kampala
O'Sullivan Don Caltex Uganda
Paddick John Australia HighCom Nairobi
Pellerin P. Dr NH&W Ott
Piche Marcel Dr. NH&W Ottawa
PIRBHAI Iboo-Head Ismaili Community
Pouliot M. Dr NH&W Rome

Dagenais Soeur Rachel (Cdn nun teacher)
Daignault Rene DND St.Hubert P.Q.
Derrick Norman FBHdqrs Ottawa
Deschamps John DND St Hubert P.Q.
Dickman Wally IDHQs Ottawa
Di Gregorio Nancy, wive of Cida

(v)

Dorothy Robert Caltex Uganda
Dow P. Rental Agent, Kampala
Drapeau Jacques Immiq. Athens

Prattley Warren UNDP at Kampala
Prien Allan FBHdqrs/TB Ottawa
Reynolds George FBHdqrs Ottawa
Roche I Brit HignCom)Kampala
Sadruddin Aga Khan, UNHighcom Ref.
Schellenberger Milton FBHdqrs Ott

Duncan R. Dr. NH&W Rome
Emson T. UK Liaison Brit HCom

Findlay Al FBHdqrs Ottawa
Gardiner B. UN Special Envoy
Gagnon Laurent FBHdqrs
Gignac Jacques HOP Beirut

Schmidt E. International Red Cross

Sharp Frank FBHdqrs Ottawa

Graham R. Finance Ext. Affrs. Ottawa

Smith R. HighCom Nairobi
Stachowski Nadia FBHdqrs
Stronach John DND St Hubert,P.Q.

Gray Paul FBHdqrs Ottawa
Grey Saul Liaison E.A. Ottawa
Greaves Wilfrid FBHdqrs Ottawa

Stubbing F. Dr NH&W Rome
St. Vincent Roger Imm Beirut

Griffith Peter NH&W Ottawa
Gruer Daniel FBHqrs Ottawa

Hempel Mary H. CPO Ottawa
Hughes Roseanne, HighCom Lagos, Nig.
Jacquemain P. French Consul Kamp.
Kassam Semin-first visaed Ugandan Asian
Kindrachuk B. Sec. HighCom Tanzanya
Komorski P. UNHCR Rep, Kampala

Tattoni Adriana Les NH&W Rome
Thibeaudeau P. Dr. NH&W Ott
Tufts Floyd Immig. Rome

Versteegn Jim Cologne Visa Office
Walker Arnold FBHdqrs Ottawa
Watson Peggy CPO Ottawa
Wood R. Dr Head NH&W Immig.

Labelle

Helene CPO Ottawa
Leclerc P. Dr. NH&W Ottawa

Lefebvre R.

Immig. Liaison DND Montreal
Leighton Heather wife of CIDA teacher(v)
Leroux Ginette CPO Ottawa
Levine Z. Asst, to Min. B. Mackasey
Licari W. HighCom Nairobi
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Slovenia: to its left, Italy, to the north, Austria, to the east, Hunaary, to the south east and south, Croatia.The large
green arrow points to the small hamlet of Kozarisce, where (went with my wife on holidays after the end of my
assignment to Kampala and after I returned from my meeting with the Minister of Immigration. The photo to the
left below shows the house and the room (blue arrow) while tne photo on the right is the trophy room of my wife’s
brother-in-law, a hunter. I sat at that desk to write my first draft of the report "Seven Crested Cranes”, “The Asian
Exodus from Uganda” from a diary, notes and clippings that I accumulated during the Mission and that I brought
with me to Slovenia.
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BACKGROUND NOTES ON IDI AMIN-1925-2003-

IDI AMIN DADA-Born in 1925 in Ruwenzori, on the

Uganda-Zaire

border, he enlisted in the British Colonial Army at the age of 15. He
first worked as a cook and, some fifteen years later, rose to the rank
of officer. He was the first black officer in the British African Colonial
f

Army(King's African Rifle). In a few years he rose to the rank of Major
and again to the rank of Colonel. After two years in that rank, he was
promoted to Major General. To rise so quickly in rank, he must have
impressed his British Colonial Army superiors since no other African
had equaled this impressive achievement.
When Uganda became independent in 1962, he achieved
the rank of Commander-in-Chief of the Uganda Army in 1966. In
1971, fired by ambition, he led the coup that overthrew President
Milton Obote. (It was no secret that Britain helped him overthrow
Obote who nationalize British firms and

was

inclined toward

socialism.) This took place while President Obote attended the
Commonwealth Conference in Singapore, attended by Prime Minister
P.E. Trudeau. Later, a London

causa"

University granted him a "honoris

degree!
7 June 1977-Rumours circulated throughout London that

person, traveling "incognito," would come to attend the London
Conference of Commonwealth Heads. Everyone knew that the
a

"incognito" was Idi Amin. He was not invited to the meeting, for
good cause. Prime Minister Callaghan wanted to make sure that the
uninvited and unwanted President would be kept outof this meeting
and not allow to come to England. President Amin's unaccepted
behavior in 1972 and the expulsion of Asians made him person non
grata to Commonwealth Heads.
Notwithstanding London's attitude, Radio Uganda
repeated daily that President Amin will attend the Conference and
that he will transit through European countries before arriving at
London for the meeting. It said that he would cross the English
Channel by ship as his personal airplane did not get clearance to land
at Heathrow Airport. That led to a number of countries, including
France, to take similar action as London in refused to let the let his
plane land except to refuel or in case of an emergency. The Republic
of Ireland followed suit. Feeling slighted by such attitudes and
rebukes, he decided instead to fly to Lybia to visit his "bagman,"
Colonel Moammer Khadafi.

London a second time, to follow a cure to loose
weight. No clinic nor hotel wanted him. Had he succeeded, rumors said he wanted bearers carry him throughout the streets of
London! His star had now reached its lowest perigee.
Boastful as ever, he indulges himself in water sports, as shown in this picture taken on lake Garda, in northern Italy,
where he spends his vacation in a luxurious villa. He told
repots that he often dreams about his birth place and "glorious days
He tried to go to

SEQUEL 2 TO THE ASIAN EXODUS

in

Kampala." He also volunteered that he
a boxing match with George
Foreman, reminding them that he was an
Olympic champion at the 1960 Rome
Olympics. He told how he now enjoys life and
is received by the Prince of Monaco-there is
nothing modest about this man who has no
regrets about his "butchering days." He is still

would like

a

dreamer and a boaster. The Queen of

England once called him the "black Hitler" and
he is still a person non grata insofar as Britain
is concerned.
At

right: August

1997-the

General "out of uniform"-The caption reads
"Idi Amin Dada never shies from publicity."
The

article reported that

the ex-President

does not accept a "double" when risks are
involved. It went on to state that the "great
butcher of Uganda, dictator Idi Amin, reported

have killed 400,000

people, does not hide
shy from his past deeds.
The photo(enlarged to give the
reader an "ample view") says a lot about this

to

nor

bombastic and cruel dictator. Yet, he travels

unhindered for his past

deeds nor by those
enforce justice on persons
having committed genocide and barbaric
crimes. This is an example ofdouble standards
when it comes to dealing with and judging
persons for crimes committed while head of a
country. There should have been be no escape
from judgment by an International Court or
outright condemnation from the United
Nations but, it was evidently not to be so in his
case. Britain did not wish to have him openly
admit that they backed his "ascension to power, dictatorship and that it accepted the slaughters and murders that went on during
his "reign" in Uganda.
His name will always be associated with other despots who behaved inhumanly towards mankind. The fart that he
received asylum by so many countries and enjoyed all the amenities of a big time spender at luxurious European retreats leads
one to believe that his past crimes did not concern the United Nations nor the International Court of Justice. Nor, for that matter,
were his crimes against humanity deemed any longer indictable! Yet, other despots were brought to justice for lesser crimes....
called upon to
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"Journey into Hope" lapel button worn by all attendants, on Friday April 29th and
Saturday April 30th 1994.
SEQUEL TO THE EXODUS-PART 2-While residing in Ljubljana, Slovenja, I received
a

letter dated July 29,1992, from Mr. Nizar E. Kanji, President of the Ismaili Council of Canada,

inviting me to attend a dinner on August 19'1’, at the Toronto Harbour Castle Westin Hotel,
marking the visit of the Aga Khan to Canada. That letter reached me too late because of the
incorrect address. I called Mr. Kanji to thank him. Minister of Employment and Immigration Bernard Valcourt addressed the
guests mentioning the presence of Canadian Team Members from Kampala.
In March 1994,1 received a letter from the President of the CHIS, Mrs Joyce Kavanah-Wood, inviting me to a
Symposium, "Journey into Hope." The Canadian Ismaili Community and the CIHS wished to commemorate the 1972 Ugandan
Asian Exodus to Canada. On Friday April 29th, 1994, a dinner at the Museum of Civilization, in Hull, Quebec and the symposium
was held at the Marion Hall, University of Ottawa, Saturday April 30.
Before the Friday dinner, the guests milled about admiring an exhibit of memorabilia concerning the Asian Exodus
as well as a video clips of scenes taken by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation film crews during their visit to Kampala. I was
asked to pose with some team members attending the occasion. Miss Carrie Hunter, the Editor of the Canadian Immigration
Historical Society Bulletin led me to meet and pose with the Honorable Sergio Marchi, Minister of Citizenship and Immigration.
During our brief conversation, I told him that because of the deadline of November 8,1 had to cut corners to process the Asians,
with a dedicated staff, we were able to issue over 6,000 visas in 35 working days to get the job done by November 8,1972.
After the guests satfor dinner, Miss Joyce Kavanah-Wood, introduced the guests at the "Head Table." Apart from our
Minister, they included, Mrs. Sheila Feinstone, MP, Secretary of State for Multiculturalism and Status of Women, Mr. Aziz Bahloo,
President of the Ismaili Council for Canada and, several VIPs., including Ambassadors. She mentioned that "Roger St. Vincent
came from Slovenia to attend and in the next breath, asked all those who were in Kampala as part of the Team to stand up. Mike
Molloy, Jolene Carriere, Mary Ellen Hempel and the Chia sisters stood up as well as some Immigration Officers such as Al Lukie
and a few others. There was sustained applause while we stood up. A great number of those present were persons that we
processed during that short period of time, while other were VIPs and guests who shared their shared their tables with them.
I shared a table with the High Commissioner for Kenya and his wife. The Museum of Civilization lent itself well for the occasion.
The symposium held Saturday April 30th, at the University of Ottawa, was the highlight of the "Journey into Hope."
The President of theCanadian Immigration Historical Society, Joyce Kavanagh, excelled athertaskas Emcee, scheduling speakers
Dr. Peter Nazareth of the University of Iowa, Jim Cross, Mike Molloy Roger St. Vincent, John Eckert, Bob Lefebvre and Bob
Kayserlingk. All those attending will long remember testimonies by Asians who told their experiences, choked with emotion.
Before the start of the Symposium, AITroy, Treasurer of the Canadian Immigration Historical Society, offered copies
of my book "Asian Exodus from Uganda/'lt was my report published by the Society in October 1993. During the coffee break,
I autographed a copy of my book for some guests, including Hettie Mitchell, with whom I evoked memories of Maurice Mitchell's
important contribution.
In October 1994, while attending the Annual General Meeting of the CIHS at the Department of External Affairs, I
watched a video of the April 29/30 event at the University of Ottawa. It was a very emotional video, showing close ups of Asians
recounting the ordeal they underwent at the hands of President Idi Amin's troop to coming to Kampala in order to apply to apply
for emigration to CANADA. I received a copy of this video cassette from the hands of Al Troy. When I returned to Montreal I
played it to friends who were as impressed by the statements given by the Asians as I was. I had copies formatted for the PAL
system for the benefit of friends and relatives in Europe and Australia. I received their comments who were also full of praise
for those who made this video. (This format has now been made into CD. Rs.
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THE SYMPOSIUM-"JOURNEY INTO HOPE-"

f

The Canadian

Immigration Historical Society,
University of Ottawa and Ugandan Asian
Communities in Canada are sponsoring a sympo¬
sium on the Ugandan movement to Canada in

Journey into

1972.

HOPE

This is the

story of more than 6,000 Ugandan

Asians whose lives

changed overnight, and of the

hundreds who assisted them in one of the most
successful migrations in Canadian history from a

Saturday, April 30,1994

developing country. The event will bring together
the Immigration Officers involved, academics, and
the Ugandan Asians themselves.

Marion Hall

University of Ottawa

-t

-

On display will be an exhibit of testimonials, his¬
torical footage, and memorabilia capturing the full

HUNIVERSIT6 D'OTIAWA

scope of the migration from
from resettlement to hope.

UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA

expulsion to arrival,

SYMPOSIUM PROGRAM
9:00

Welcome

Razak

Ishaq, Muslim Community Representa tiz^e
Zayn Alarakhia, Ismaili Muslim Community
Representative

Joyce Cavanagh-Wood,
President, Canadian Immigration Historical Society
9:20

Keynote Address
“Understanding the Expulsion Through

13:00

Questions/Remarks from the floor

13:15

Lunch

14:15

Personal Testimonies

my

Fiction"
Dr. Peter Nazarath,

Professor of English and African-American World
of Iowa

Zia

Haque, Muslim Community Representative
Goan Community Representative
Jalal Jaffer, Ismaili Muslim Community
Representative
IM. Patel, Hindu Community Representative
Prem Chima, Sikh/Punjabi Community
Representative

Studies, University

Maurice Pinto,
10:00

The Canadian

Policy
Molloy, Director General, International
Migration, Department of Citizenship and
Immigration; former member of the Kampala team

Mike

10:20

The Canadian Team in Kampala
Roger St. Vincent, Former Officer-in-charge.
Canadian Immigration Team, Kampala, Uganda

15:30

Settlement Issues

Mike

Molloy,

Director General, International
10:50

Arrival in Canada

-

Migration,
Department of Citizenship and Immigration;former
member of the Kampala team

Reception and

Resettlement
Diana

Former Coordinator, Ontario Welcome House,

Clive Joakim,
Assistant Deputy

Toronto, Ontario

Government

Bob

Fishleigh-Eaton,

Minister, Ministry of Citizenship,

of Ontario

Lefebvre,

Former Officer-in-charge,
International

16:15

Immigration, Montreal

Questions /Remarks from the floor

Airport
16:45

Wrap-up
Keyserlingk, Professor of History,
University of Ottawa

Immigrant Perspective
Pushpa Dass, Hindu Community Representative
Jesse Chima, Sikh/Punjabi Community

Dr. Robert

Representative

Professor of English and African-American World
Studies, University of Iowa

11:45

The

Maurice Pinto, Goan

Dr. Peter

Community Representative

Registration form enclosed

•

For

more

Bill Sinclair at (613) 231-2069 (Ottawa)
The organizers

or

Nazarath,

information please contact

Zul

Hirji (416) 465-1891 (Toronto)

acknowledge the support of the Department of Citizenship and the Department of Heritage
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photo was taken on the evening of March 29th, 1994, at the at the Reception at the Museum of Civilization, Hull, Quebec.
occasion for some members of the Kampala Team to pose for this photo. In the usual order, Mike Molloy, Jotene
Carrifcre, Ginette Leroux, Mary Ellen Hempel, and two Uganda Asians, the Chia sisters who were of great assistance to the team.
I leave it to the reader to identify the person on the far right.

This

It

was an
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THE REMEMBRANCE GATHERING AT THE MUSEUM OF CIVILIZATION, HULL, APRIL

29™ AND THE SYMPOSIUM HELD AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA, APRIL 30™ 1994

Among the guests of honor attheevening dinneratthe impressive Museum of Civilization in Hull, across the Ottawa
river and within sight of the Parliament Buildings, were the Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, the Hon. Sergio Marchi,
Mr. Aziz Bhaloo, President of the Ismaili Council for Canada, The High Commissionerfor Uganda, Miss Sheila Feinstone, Minister
of State for Multiculturalism and the Status of Women, etc. They sat at a long table above on the platform overlooking the other

guests. The latter included members of the Diplomatic Corps, Parliamentarians, Immigration personnel who were part of the
Team at Kampala. The largest representation consisted of Asians who were expelled from Uganda. Joyce Cavanah-Wood, as
President of the Canadian Immigration Historical Society and co-host was the MC. In her introductory remarks, she asked those
in the audience who were member of the Canadian Team in Kampala to stand up to a resounding applause.

The photos show some of the speakers at the evening
of their Journey into Hope..

dinner at the Museum of Civilization-next page, Asians tell their stories

Above-Scene at the Museum of CivilizationBottom teft-.Roger St.Vincent meets

Joyce Cavanagh-Wood, Pres.of the CIHS-

Minister Sergio Marchi pmmbed'mm-'\\]eMm[er".outofthathorrorandanxietycame

(weoff/)emosfup///f/rr9sr?^...."ThePresidentofthelsmailiCouncilforCanada,Mr.Aziz.Bhaloo."..22yeflrs£7gofl£f/(T£jfo/'bro/re

all norms ofhuman behaviour.
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Headquarters' staff of the Department of Manpower and Immigration, the Foreign Branch Service, the Inland
Immigration Field Serviced. Lefebvre) and two Officers from the Beirut, Lebanon, Visa Omce(Molloy/St.Vincent.)

Members of the Ottawa

1IM TBfY

'viien wego°Cabinet0 a pprovXwe formed a Committee...as civil servants do, to share responsibBity..'

M°'l|iSia^rianCcon^derafiansmSolpng England out, balancing pros ond cons*"

assignmentrpKfflnpala'was'a’feerent
because
place
ttioir
nf those

"exDelled"took
idone by

tn

RobertiLetevre,
Lefevre, immigration
i
Reception
Coordinatorr at The Canadicn
"

'

jTr

t few
because of medical
people were on
...

except

ese

ir way

V

At left- the Director General
of the It—— coreign

1 t§r *41

•

W

Service, BUD CLARK and his

within 4o hours ..."

».

Operations, MAURICE MITCHELL, who were resp ribfe to ihe Minister of
immigration, the Hon. Bryce Mackasey They provided the jistics on the Exodus
s from August ZB*1972 until the enaof the Mission.
Mtssit Mr. Mitchell was in

Director of

Below-they wept telling their tales of horror shared by many of those present- very moving testimonies....
RAZAK

iSHAQ-imogine Indian cumy served by soldiers., there

are

people and there

ore

people.

Zj^tAQUE-^a^rst l did not beliove it but In hours it turned out true..
JALLAL AND SHAMI JAFFER-

;k to Kampala we heard that lefi Amin
he expulsion of Asians..! sold he must
hs mnd-i and my parents were bam
w
”
DIAMOND LALANl-’l arrived at Kampala
MMnuw-j Masaka after passim
\v--MP fX-” check-points, uny br
W) was accepted for Cai
.

tame our n I

he
hpd g dream
otall Asians...

in which God

|k=rU

MAURICE PINTO

S- W

He was toid you mus
Jr. jn two doys with Our

hi

limaro..."

or Vau aro on your 01

too
ne was

rolling

runway

I tnh

o

did we

-

HERMAN D’SOUZA-these were people
and I looked up to in Uganda

oi tho

Communtty-andhere

to them with pots ond pons.
Be others who will need our

ZAVN ALARAKHtA-~wi1h

help

."

visas we moved

the Canadian Consul
placed (he Canadian
nag on our door-wa
were now under Ihe

arrangments

Ttposium to be

Marion Hal
Cr 94' -he is an
snt of the ConoB

igration Histo-

our

protection of Her
l.eft faces in (he crowd-

photos of 3 Ontario's

■
*.<*»«•

Welcome House ladiesProm Jesse Chia-anoiherface in the crowdIhete is Insufficient space to show more of tho

f

people who were present at this well attended event
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The second great event, this one to

■z ac at se a-e sc 3c

mark the 30tt’ Anniversary of the Ugandan Asians' Tragic Sagas* »9:s*.#«'.»«-:ee.ss.9e se

se:s«,«,*cLsc m.sc sc .':-: acj.

.—5=\

\

South Asians rMarf 'Thirty-'Year
Anniversary of-Exodus from UgaruCa

^Ijt Uftft Anniversary Celebration)

SS.

*
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Hie year 2002 marks the 30th

Anmversaty <fthe resettlement of
Ugandan
A-tians in Canada, (f risen this historic moment in tone, the
30th Anniversary ofUgandan Asian resettlement in Canada offers an

exceptionalopportunity to reflect and appreciate the difficulties that
Ugandan South Asiansfaced as a result of generalids Amin's decree
ape!aftSouth Asians. It is a time to appreciate not only the actions
undertaken by the government ofCanada in 1972-73 in responding to
the (oontsng numamtanan catastrophe, but also ofthe efforts undertaken
by international organizations including the UnitedMotions Tfigh
Commissiontrfor Refugees. It is also a tine to recognize
non-govemmmtaf organizations such as the Rfd Cross, and various
individuals who provided much assistance when it was neededthe most.
to

Tfu

government ofCanada was thefirst country, apart from Gnat
(doming humanitarian catastrophe. The
government of Canada acted swiftly andaenemusfy it dispatcheda

•Britain, to tract to the

of Canadian government officials to the capital, ‘Kampala, to
a
program ofadmission ofUgandan Asians to Canada on an
injpeping withthe deadline set byGeneral Ids Amin
(Dado, the mission was to at accomplished By (November $, 1972.
team

institute

emergency ocas,

iw witinuw

jvmstnruvciMuv

yi incoumnyisian

m

<Expdusfrom Vaanda to Canada, the <Pearson-Shoyama
Institute and tie Uganda 30 Committee,-welcome you
a dinner on October 2nd, 2002 at farikihen

%

$

Mid, West Qloci Koom 200 at 6pm.

Quest of Honour. Honourable Sheila Copps,
Minister ofCanadian Heritage

'

to any state became refugees and were assisted by the UnitedMotions
TfigftCommissionfor Hffugees (VjifftAI). Thosefamilies that were

assisted6y UMHOKwert transported out ofUganda into refugee camps
in
differentparts ofthe world including Austria, Sweden, Italy, and
Malta. Subsequently, many Ugandan refugees were able to gam

«

'

The Canadian government grantedapproximately 6,000 visas directly to
Ugandan Asians. Ugandan Asians who were notable to gain admission

admission into Canada.

t

The resettlement ofSouth Asian Ugandans effected by General Idx A mins
decree into Canadian society is an tfluslralion ofa highly

i,,

successful retnUgration process. Uhlhtn 30 years, Ugandan Asians who suitedm
Canada have made ranarkpUe progress andhave contributed to Canadian
society in numerous ways including pafttkx, business, entertainment, and
socud/cuftural aspects of Canadian society.

Special Quests: 'RpaerSt. Vincent, learn Leader, andseveral 7
members of Canada's Mission to "Kjempak in 1972
%
x x ye 3C.sc sc scar-oc -x -xx x k

^ Sponsors e£ (Donations ^

*For our part, VKigovemaeni ofCanada} are prepared u> offer an honourable
place in COMfCaaa&enf Gfe to those Uganda Asians who come to CDAICanadaI
under this program. Asian immigrams have already added to the culturalrichsuu
and variety ifour community and t am sun that thosefrom Uganda wift by their
abilities and mduury. auff an equally important contribution to Canadian

This event wouldnot have been possible

without the generous participation
ofthefollowing mdividudj/organizations:
Jubilee Tate Jewellers

society*
Statement film the Cate Prime Minister, Tkm GlRot Trudeau
August 24, 1972

^Program

»

'

Mr. tft Mrs.

Imam Isruaih

qoCdy Tfyder, VP76ftandKjiowfton
'Upon 209
9{pom 200

‘Welcome Address

‘Rpj ‘Rpsahngam, (President,
Pearson-Shoyama Institute

Key MoU Address

‘From

S.M.V. (Productions. Toronto Ontario

Shafik.dtWuniniSavfi&TaMdfj
Shoppers (Drug Mart, 16J Bankft.
Zjrifiqar Mtriedina <&, Tandy
O’eanon-Shoyama Institute
Institute is a rihiak4tnkS devoted tofac&taUng the
mvoftttmeiu ofa wider cross-section tfCanadians in the development of pu She
andprivate sector pohey The Institute btHevcs in a policy development process
that u genuinely inclusive of Canadians. We encourage greater responsiveness to
our
evolving pfuruhrUe society by bath the public andprivate sectors, and
encourage a broader vision and a more globalminded approach to domestic and
internationalaffair* Tbs Institute is currently engaged m research with Canada i
(coding broadcasters such CUV. CHUM Television. Standard‘Broadcasting,
Rogers Media and Canwest global
The (Pearson-Shoyaa

Copps, Minister of

Canadian Heritage

(Buffet Dinner
Remarks

Senator Mobma Suffer

Rfmark}

Reger St Vincent <£'Michael J. Moftoy

Video (Presentation

'Ugandan Refugees. A Canadian Success
Story" Produced by SM. T. Productions

Kpfrim Jaffa; Member af(Parhanunt

»

Message from VWJf&L

Uganda 30 Committee:
Ahnas Abdufta, Shiraz Abdulla, Scrim Takjmni,

•) Vote ofThanfe

Tooth giftans, Tina Mohtdma

The ‘Pearson-Shoyama Institute andthe Uganda 30 Comaatlee stneerety thank,
eft Canadians who assisted in the setthmait andintegration ofSouth Asian

Judith Kjanin, VMHCR. Representative
Canada

Refugeesfrom Uganda

in
<

Khan Shia
Couxalfor Ottawa

IDA CerCeton Place
Merovitz PoUchm

Tragedy to Triumph

71cm. Minister Sheila

Masanah Satfi

76s Tf^hrua Prince Ago

Cockjoft Reception
MotionalAuthan of Canada

(ftp

Babcaygton Pharmacy Ltd

^

M.C

Video

<3 a£ M Transmission

Printing Services:
We art grateful to Delta Rpprofor their printing services

Jonathon Cafqf, (Director (peanon-Shoyaaa
Institute

Invitation Catd/Prvgram,
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(Designedby Minaz Abdufta

October 2nd, 2002, West Block, Parliament Hill-30th

Anniversary celebration

-

Senator Mobina Jaffer, at the rostrum, announces that Roger St. Vincent and Michael Molloy will both receive the Queen's Golden Jubilee
Medal for the part they played in the successful movement of Ugandan Asians to Canada from September 1a to November 8ttl, 1972. On the
far left, the Master of Ceremonies, Goldie Haider who did a superb job.
I am fond of this photo not only because of the spontaneous reaction and applause by those present to the announcement but, by the
enthusiasm shown by Mary Ellen Hempel, on my left, an Ottawa-based Immigration secretary, members of the Kampala Team in 1972, who

kept asking me to rise in respond to the announcement and applause. Mike Molloy was sitting somewhat further away among the 250 odd
guests ana was asked to stand.
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Address Delivered on October 2nd 2002 by L. Roger St. Vincent on the 30th Anniversary of the Exodus of Ugandan
West Wing of the Parliament Buildings under the aegis of the Pearson Shoyama Institute.
"Minister Sheila Copps,

Senator Mobina Jaffer, members of the Diplomatic Corps, distinguished guests,

Asians at the

t

“The United Kingdom Government sought the support of our country to relieve the pressure in the UK to accept Asians

affected by the decree. Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau took immediate steps to play a major role. I was contacted at my
Beirut apartment on August 24Ih by telegram which read like a "mission impossible" assignment in I was requested to proceed
immediately to Kampala to pick up to 3,000 Asians refugees for Canada. They must meet the selection criteria based on the point

system which would not necessarily apply as they were not refugees. But the telegram said something very important" bearing
in mind their particular plight" and facilitate their departure for Canada. That to me was the green light, in other words, ignore
the regulations.
On August 28th I went to the Nairobi High Commission and the High Commissioner place two officers at my disposal
to help me get started. I flew to Kampala on August 31, located office space where the team could process 3000 (this was

changed to 6,000) Ugandan Asians. There was nothing available and I had no typewriters, telex facilities, no telephones, desks
chairs, partitions for the doctors for medical examinations, etc. If s easy for "luminaries" at Ottawa, as I call them, to say get
over there and get it done!
Before leaving Nairobi I was asked to meet Mr. Mevghi who had his office on the 7th floor of the IPS and he provided
me with two old fashioned typewriters, two chairs and typing desk for a start. Then I went to the British High Commission and
they were very helpful-we know why they were very helpful- and I go the name of a Sikh carpenter in Jinja who would come
and see me the next day. When I met him next morning I told him that I needed 48 chairs and 10 tables within 48 hours
otherwise we do no open our doors. The British High Commission had an expatriate carpenter and I challenged him to deliver
the counter, gave him the measures as well as partitions for the medical section. He too had to deliver these withing 48 hours.
And both did so that we could open our doors on Wednesday September 6 to face the flood of applicants. The British High
Commission arranged for us to have telex facilities, two telephones, a PO Box.
Our Minister of Immigration, Bryce Makasey wanted to comer for the opening day but, for political reasons, he did
not appear. On that opening day, September 6th, the queues wound around the block and we had a hard time getting in the
office at 7 am. I placed the secretaries, recently arrived from Immigration Canada, at the counter to hand out application forms.
When the British Immigration Team operating in a crowed space below us saw that we occupied that was refused to tern. That
day we gave out 2588 application for 7,700 persons.
Then came what I considered was unacceptable and wasteful. During the Interdepartmental meetingsat Immigration
Headquarters Ottawa, a decision was made that each adult Ugandan Asian accepted had to have a stool test as well as a blood
and urine test. These tests were never required previously, right Mike (Molloy) apart from the X-Rays as the Asians appeared
healthy and did not need those tests, at least not the stool tests. And, to do those tests, they had to send a team of seven
Canadian Army technicians based at St. Hubert, Quebec. They arrived without their equipment and when it arrived, including
two generators that they never used, the pitched their tents near our building and soon found that the temperature inside
reached over 100°! They never knew at their bases that Kampala was at the equator and that it get hot! So I rushed around
getting fan for them especially for the technician doing the stool test!
We had to complete a Canadian Immigration Identification Card for each person visaed and stamp a visa in his
passport or on the Travel Document. Many vital entries had to be typed on the CIIC such as tombstone data, the medical serial
number and this required time but, the secretaries were able to complete these cards in minutes whereas it would take much
more time under other circumstances. They complained their typewriters were not electric and after chasing around we found
some and they were elated. Without them we could mot have done it as we did.
Before I go on I would like to mention some statistics as people are always impressed by statistics even if they do not
understand them. We received 8065 applications for 23,000 persons and 4,690 did not show up when called. We issued visas
to 6,175 Ugandan Asians in 35 working days, a record that is unsurpassed and again this is due to the secretaries making it
possible to type the Immigration card with incredible haste so that we could also issue the visas.
I went to Entebbe Airport on the last day, November 8th to witness chaos as buses unloaded Asians departing aboard
British Airways, British Caledonian, Sabina, Air India but, no sight was as impressive as that of the stretch Air Canada DC 8 loading
its last passenger among them the Director General Mr. Bud Clark(now passed away) and leaders of the Ismaili Community.
Together with Luis Mach, I watched the DC8as it left the tarmac to head for take-off. It rolled down the runway and did not seem
to take off though accelerating-l'm a pilot and feared as I watched it raise at the very end of the runway without gaining altitude
and disappearing. It was overloaded. I left for Nairobi and back to Beirut, my mission was accomplished."
or
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Photo Album-Events that took place at the West Wing of the Parliament Buildings on October 2002-a sequel of the presentation
of the Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal at Ljubljana, Republic of Slovenia. Canadian Ambassador Roonald Halpin came to Ljubljana

Mike Molloy
On December
5th 2002, Ambassador Ronald Halpin, in residence at Budapest, Hungary, came to Ljubljana, Slovenia to pin the Queen's Golden
Jubilee medal on my RCAF blazer's lapel.

to present the medal. On October 2,2002, after the speeches came the announcement by Senator Mobina Jaffer that

and I were to receive the Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal.. We were both moved by the unexpected announcement.

The photo below shows those present at the ceremony-my wife Marija, her grand niece, Natasha Svetek, myself, the Ambassador
and his wife, the secretary to the Canadian Honorary Consul for Slovenia and the Consul Mr, J. Obersnel.

Right below: Vancouver-Mike Molloy received his Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal from Canadian Senator Mobina Jaffer.
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Jubile

His

Highness Prince Aga Khan Shia Imami Ismaili
Council for Ottawa

Le Conseil Shia Imami Ismaili de Son Altesse Le Prince

pour

Aga Khan

Ottawa

July 24, 2002
Mr. Roger St. Vincent
(1021) 4990 Maisonneuvc
Westmount, PQ H3Z 1N2
Dear Mr. St.

Vincent,

On behalf of His

Highness Prince Aga Khan Council for Ottawa, I

you and a guest to the premiere showing of 'Hayy
8:00 p.m. at Centrepointe Theatre, located at Ben

am most

happy to invite

Ibn Yaqzan' on Saturday, August 10, 2002 at
Franklin Place, 101 Centrepointe Drive.

Yaqzan is a stunning mix of traditional and contemporary music, song, and dance based on a
12th century Moorish tale by Ibn Tufayl. It is produced by young members of the Ismaili
community from across Canada.

Drawing on the pluralistic cultural heritage and artistic expression of the Ismaili Muslim
community in Canada, the performance includes specially composed music and choreography
inspired by the name of the show - “Hayy”, which means “awake”, “Ibn” which means “son
of’, and “Yaqzan”, which means “the vigilant”.
1

am

also

pleased to invite

you

and

a guest to

join

us

for

a

pre-show reception at 6:30

p.m.

In anticipation of your attendance, two complimentary tickets have been reserved for you. To
help us plan to make this an enjoyable evening for you, we request that you confirm your
attendance by Friday, August 2nd via telephone (728-2486 Ext. 261) or by e-mail

(yaqzan_ottawa@canada.com). Please also indicate if you plan to attend the pre-show
reception. Additional tickets are available from the box office at Centrepointe Theatre
(Tel. 727-6650).
We very

Yours

much look forward to seeing

you at

this most exciting event.

Sincerely,

Karim F.

Damji

President

Spadina Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1Y2C1
Telephone: (613) 728-2486Jy/LgimiU: (613) 728-0522
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JUNE

2012-CARLTON

UNIVERSITY,

OTTAWA-

Handing

over of documents kept by various
and pertaining to the Ugandan Asian
Refugee Movement of 1972 to Patti Harper,
Department Head, Archives and Research
Collections at Carlton University.
persons

In the usual order-Patti

Harper, Archivist,
Roger St.Vincent, Mary-Ellen Hempel, Mike
Molloy, President of the Canadian Immigration
Historical Society, Jolene Beaupre, Ginette
Leroux, Salim Fakhirani, Wayne Bennett (exCUSO Uganda), Blair Rutherford, Director
Afr.Studies. The Carlton University will be the
only Canadian source and repository for those
wishing to access information regarding the
72 AsianExodus from Uganda.
Center photo-Blair Rutherford, Patti

Harper
Mary-Ellen Hempel and Ginette Leroux and
Roger st.Vincent-(bothMary-Ellen and Ginette
came to Kampala from Ottawa and were on
duty at the reception counter on Wednesday
September 6th 1972 to face the onslaught of
Asians to whom they handed application
forms-they performed their responsibilities with
a high degree of repect for the
horrifying
experiences Asians were going at the time.
Bottom photo-Mihael

Molloy, President of
Harper, Chief Archivist and
Librarian, Roger St.Vincent, Head of the
Canadian Mission to Kampala, and Assistant

the CGIS, Patti

Librarian.

IMPACT OF SOUTH ASIAN EXODUS-POST NOVEMBER 1972-

by President Idi Amin ordering all Asians to leave Uganda by November 8th 1972 was never challenged
by theUnited Nations-yet it was "ethnic cleaning" an action which was challenged by the UN in other circumstances
e.g. the Moslems in Bosnia.
When we started our operations on Wednesday September 6* 1972, many Asians when reaching the counter wished
to tell horror stories experienced on their way to Kampala from outlying towns-unfortunately, our receptionist though
extremely sympathetic to their plight, could not listen because of the thousands of Asians waiting to reach the counter
to obtain an application form. Many were in fear of their lives returning to towns outside Kampala because of the
problems encountered at barrages manned by uncouth soldiers. I wish to mention some of the changes which affected
the exodus of South Asians immediately upon their departure from Uganda.
Tourism-" White Hunter's trip to Murchison's Fafts-The father of two Ugandan Asians girls who worked for
Canada's Team on a temporary basis, was a hunting guide for safaris and, like other Asians, had to make plans to
depart Uganda with his family. He was well-known by Travel Agents who organized safaris and was always called upon
to lead tourists who came to Uganda on safari trips. Mike Molloy and I got to know him when we were invited to his
home for dinner a week or so before goons came to his house to order him, his wife and daughters to leave as ordered
by President Idi Amin. He was a Sikh and well known guide for big game hunters. His daughters, bom in Uganda were
educated in England. During dinner, he obviously begrudged the order from President Amin to leave since they were
firmly established in Uganda. After dinner, he did something unexpected-he unfurled his turban revealing his long hair
and the krpan and khanga in the centre of his head. He then rolled his turban back around his head. He was a warrior
Sikh. He said the plane which took him and guests on safari trips had ceased to operate. He would have to leave his
home where his daughters were bom-he had to leve all his possessions including expensive hunting rifles. Mike and
I told him that he could count on us to assist him and his family to move to Canada.
Tourism-To confirm the above, on the occasion of the one time that I could be absent, November 6* 1972,
i.e. two days before the end of my Mission, I took advantage of the last trip to Murchison 's Falls by CaspAir, a private
aircraft that flew visiting hunters on safari trips. I spoke to the pilot and he said that we were in luck as this was his last
trip as he would be unable to take visitors on hunting trips because the guides, experienced Asians, were ordered out
of Uganda-hence he was moving his operations to Kenya.
The same situation prevailed in may other sectors such as car salesmen, printers, photographers, garages,
real estate people, restaurateurs, teachers and numerous other owners of small shops. The brewery was the one
exception that kept its Asian staff-they were exempted from the expulsion order as they considered "essential" to the
economy-this would apply to the soldiers who were often unpaid for long periods and were kept supplied with beer to
appease unrest.
The East African Airlines had been doing well with visitors and tourists coming to Uganda and transiting to
Kenya-that was no longer the case and quite often EAA would cancel flights either way at the last moment for lack of
The Decree

passengers.
The Government was denying problems even

after new Ugandan money, printed in East Germany came into
circulation. The Canadian priests and nuns were not affected by the President's decree of August 8*11972 and would
continue their evangelic calling teaching Uganda children, many orphaned. Even if they were not directly helped in their
by departing Asians they too had relied on the latter for many services.
However, Uganda's rich soil and main export of coffee and banana plants would sustain its income. Its famed
Makarere University would become a less desirable place for its Asian students while the Mulago Hospital in Kampala
would not feei the impact of the Exodus of Asians. I am otherwise unable to comment further on the post Exodus
problem that departing Ugandan Asians had on the Uganda economy. A number of them had the opportunity to voice
their tragic experience at a Symposium, "Journey into Hope "held at the University of Ottawa on April 30*11994.1
cannot not forget their emotion when recounting personal accounts of what they went through at barrages manned by
threatening drunken soldiers who often stripped them of any personal possession.(see page 246)
tasks
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Toronto-District Administrator

Chapter 11
The AWARD:“Ottawa, Office of
the Employment & Immigration

Minister, October 22
Minister

Robert

1973.
Andras

presented Award Certificates
from the Chairperson of the
Public Service of Canada, Irene
S. Johnson, to two members of
the Department who came
accompanied by their spouse.
Both received maximum awards
of $2,500. In the case of Roger

Saint-Vincent, it said:

“On August 24,1972,
Roger Saint-Vincent, who at the
time

was

Attache

at

the

Embassy of Canada at Beirut,
Lebanon, was sent on short
notice to Kampala, Uganda. He
was

to start measures, on behalf

of Canada, to evacuate Asians

expelled from Uganda. Working
seven days a week and 14
hours a day, he motivated the

34 members of the team to
emulate his dedication. He

succeeded, by his leadership
and initiative to gain world
admiration for Canada. He
carried out, under difficult circumstances and in a few weeks, a very efficient
humanitarian aspects.” It was followed by the extract from the official citation:
“It will alwaws ha tn Mr CaintA/inrant'a hnnnr that
whara than

ara

situation that

sattlinn intn

a naw

mnra

relief operation with due regard to

than ft Drift Asians aynallarl frnm I Inanrta

Ufa nl sannrih/ Ha is all tha

mnra

wnrthu nt this hnnnr in wiaw nl tha

ara nnw

in Canaria

riannarous politiCdl

prevailed at Kampala-no hapless incident occurred to impede the success of the operation.”

I could not receive an award without
else also coming for an AWARD.)
After the presentation: On Minister Andras’
someone

right: Mrs. Connie Bielby and her spouse.
Sne worked at the Lindsay Canada
Manpower Center, volunteering to meet and
assist with the resettlement of some of the
150 Tibetan Refugee Families. She met
them on their arrival at the Toronto Airport,
took them to Lindsay and constantly attended
to their welfare as well as other integration
needs. Her dedication meant endless hours
of attending to their every needs.
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Chapter 11

he last

telegram I received before leaving Beirut did not request that I report to Foreign Branch
Headquarters, Ottawa, before proceeding to Toronto. This was no less than an affront since, to my
*
knowledge, Officers-in-Charge on reassignment were always asked to call at Ottawa to discuss their
next assignment with senior officers. In some cases, they were given a cross-Canada Tour. This lack of
courtesy was atypical of the Director General. It was an admission they feared answering embarrassing
questions such as, “why me? and why the urgency for my services in Toronto before I terminate my
assignment at Beirut?” We arrived at Toronto on Friday, February 9,1973, registering at the Sheraton Hotel.
The free weekend was an opportunity to familiarize ourselves with some areas of the city. Toronto was
changing since we could even order a glass of beer with our meal on a Sunday! It was a very different city
to the one I knew when I was here in 1942, as an RCAF recruit. At that time, we could not buy a bottle nor
order a glass of beer anywhere on Sundays or high holidays.
On Monday, I reported to Mr. Duncan Lalonde, Regional Immigration Director. He was a likeable
and forthright person. I asked him about the urgency to report to Toronto and he carefully chose his words,
“there was an urgent need to fill two senior vacancies.” One position was that of his assistant and the other
unfilled vacancy was that of the District Administrator. Senior Management at Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa,
decided to postpone competitions for the positions for an undetermined period. It was preferable, for
reasons he would not to divulge, to fill the positions on a pro-temp basis. I opted for the job of District
Administrator which was also staff and responsible for the Mississauga Immigration Office, the Airport CIC
and the three Immigration Offices in greater Toronto. Before leaving he introduced me to Pete Murray, his
Acting Assistant, George Jeffs, Leslie Stuart, Head of the Inquiries Section and Stan Maletic. Pete was
senior and I wondered why he didn’t take the job of A/DA. I knew Leslie Stuart from my early days at
Lacolle. He held the Board of Inquiry on Xaviera Hollander, a writer famous for her books on erotica. I asked
how Miss Hollander behaved during the Inquiry and his answer was “candid and opened!"
We went to the District Administrator’s office together at the corner of University and Bloor. I
noticed the huge crowd in the reception area as we entered the building. On the fifth floor, I met with Terry
J. Delaney, Assistant District Administrator. Duncan Lalonde seemed ill at ease in his presence and quickly
returned to his office. I listened to Terry’s briefing, describing in general terms, what takes place at the three
Immigration Offices and noted the names of the Officers-in-Charge. He did not know the number of
employees at each office. He seemed to have no interest beyond his job. I mentioned the chaos at the
reception counter and from his lack of interest I gathered he could not care less.
I aimed to find out why he disinterested beyond his immediate responsibilities. During my
assignment, I cannot recall that he ever left his office to find out what went a few floors below. I felt that I
was caught in a feud between him and his superiors at Regional Hdqrs. I would have to thread carefully
especially as an “outsider.” I shook a lot of hands to get acquainted with everyone in all Sections, e.g.,
Admission, Enforcement, Intelligence, Deportation, Central Registry and the Reception Section. I also met
officers at the other two Toronto offices. I went to was the Mississauga and the Toronto Airport Offices. I
counted 435 employees on strength and It did not take much nous to see why any District Administrator
could not effectively control and administer so many different entities. When I raised this point with Duncan
Lalonde, he agreed the set up was unworkable. A few weeks later, the Mississauga Canada Immigration
Center and the Toronto Airport Immigration Staff formed a separate District. Why was this not done before
I arrived? It was done in the case of Dorval International Airport.
After speaking with some officers, I realized that coteries were the norm. Frictions existed between
the District and Regional Hdqrs. That did not explain why ImmHdqrs failed to appoint a Senior officer from
the Ottawa Hdqrs. to fill the job of District Administrator. Many of them officers had the expertise but, they
were possibly unwilling to leave Ottawa to face the challenge. It showed an obvious weakness on the part
of the Executive Management to compel someone to take on the assignment.
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an apartment in the suburb of Etobicoke, on Widdicombe Hill. The lady Rental
Agent was
Hungarian refugee who came to Canada in 1956.1 mentioned being involved with the Hungarian Refugees
and she became more receptive, more so when I said I was in charge of the Toronto Immigration Office. I
completed a rental form in the ante room and when I gave it back, she remarked about my earnings of
$15,000, “the Government does not pay very high salary for someone in charge of such a big office!” As an
afterthought, I asked her to add a one month’s “notice clause” in the event that I was re-assigned elsewhere.
It was an expensive assignment as we had to buy furniture having sold ours prior to leaving Jamaica for
Beirut. The Department refused to ship it to Beirut. We bought a used car and, on our first trip to the Super
Market, two Asian men and their wives in saris kept staring at us. They asked politely “are you the man from
Kampala?” I nodded. They invited us to to their homes. I told them we just moved into our flat and were on
our first shopping day. We had many chores to attend to.
On my first day to the office, I stopped at the Reception/Information area and saw the chaotic
conditions caused by a lack of receptionists. I spoke with the four employees and decided to hire three more
multilingual employees to solve the problem. I called Duncan Lalonde who approved my request. Aftera few
days of training on the job, the additional reception staff made it possible to cut the waiting time by half.
Before my arrival, the District trained some Immigration Officers and secretarial staff to hold more
Special Inquiries in an attempt to reduce the backlog of cases “pending inquiry.” However, even with more
staff, the backlog remained high as new cases were added. George Jeffs, assisted by Stan Maletich,
coordinated the schedule of hearings, ensuring there was always enough staff to keep abreast of demands.
Executive Director Cal Best's assistants called George Jeffs daily for statistics on the number of Special
Inquiries held. Mr. Best was committed to reduce the backlog of Special Inquiries and bring an early end to
this costly exercise. He compared the number of Special Inquiry Officer(SIO) at District Offices across
Canada and Toronto completed fewer cases per day than Montreal. This was unacceptable to Mr. Best and
he kept harassing Duncan Lalonde to explain this pitiful performance. When I heard of Mr. Best's reasons
for taking aim at Toronto’s on this matter, I discussed it with George Jeffs. After hearing his explanations, I
called Andre Guenet, the Montreal District Administrator and we compared notes. Guenet said they had more
cubicles and that explained why it was possible to hold more Inquiries.
Before pursuing this matter with George Jeff, Mr. D. Lalonde called to say that Mr. Cal Best,
Executive Director, was coming next morning. I had to attend the meeting. The delegation consisted of C.
Best, J.F.R. Robillard, D. Johnson, J. St. Onqe and A. Patton. Wefaced each other like protagonists, “they”
on one side. Duncan Lalonde, myself, Jeffs, Delaney, Murray and Maletich sat across.
Mr. Best addressed Mr. Lalonde voicing his frustration at his failure to increase the number of
Inquiries. He said Dune had more Special Inquiry Officers than Montreal. I asked to speak and said the
problem can be resolved with additional cubicles and the third floor in the District building is for rent. “If you
authorize DPW to rent space, and put up twenty cubicles we will exceed Montreal’s output.” Looking at
Duncan, he agreed. Best got up and the meeting was over. It was all chili and no came. Since no one in his
“retinue” spoke, he came to Toronto to impress the “field" staff. Hdqrs intended to chastise field staff failing
to meet quotas. Public Works built the cubicles and we increased the number of enquiries.
Less than ten days after Cal Best’s visit, Minister R. Andras declared an “amnesty" for all persons
illegally in Canada, including U.S. draft dodgers. It was obvious to us who that C. Best knew of this imminent
development and why this trip to Toronto? The twenty cubicles approved were a face-saving tactics. They
would come in handy under the Adjustment of Status Program (ASP.) The ASP meant shorter proceedings
than was the case for Special Inquiries. We were to grant “landed” status to persons illegally in Canada who
reported to the Canada Immigration Center and they would receive “landed" status subject to a medical
examination and a clean police record from the applicant’s country of previous residence.
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I

arranged for an Immigration Officer, fluent in Italian and another who spoke Portuguese, to
appear on the Toronto ethnic TV program. They gave answers about the ASP, inviting “illegals” to report
and take advantage of this opportunity. I rented two Winnebagos and one was used by two Immigration
Officers of different

who drove it to

mining areas and small towns. The other was parked a few blocks
Immigration officers giving out similar information. It was very
popular especially with those who feared coming to our office lest they be arrested and deported after
hasty proceedings against them. I went to see them during lunchtime and I was satisfied that it was an
excellent suggestion, business was brisk.
Minister R. Andras came to Toronto to speak to an audience composed of people from Voluntary
Agencies, Church Groups, Ethnic Communities and Immigration Consultants. The latter were distraught
by the Minister’s pledge to give “illegals” one last chance! Mr. Lalonde, I and other officers met with ethnic
community leaders in school halls in the evening to provide details of the adjustment process. The most
distrustful “illegals” were US “draft dodgers” (DD’s). Their spokesperson called me for a meeting and I gave
him my phone number and let him call me at his convenience. We met covertly to discuss the purpose of
the amnesty. I convinced him that it was not a ruse to ferret the DDs and turned them over to the FBI. I
gave him my word that DDs will be treated exactly the same as other “illegals." However, if a “draft dodger”
had a criminal record, it could result in deportation.
The Ontario Government subsidized Welcome House, a building used by Voluntary Agencies to
counsel new immigrants. I went there to meet counselors who said “illegals” came for advice but feared
deportation. I gave them my word their would be no deportation and provided the names of officers to call
to discuss each case. When the period of grace was over, we faced an enormous workload from the
overwhelming response. The Program lasted several months and the delays in granting “landed status"
were dur\e to the RCMP waiting for “background" reports. We provided daily stats to Regional Hdqrs that
were sent to IDHdqrs, Ottawa. No more delegation came from Hdqrs. We achieved another success when
the two Officers of opposite sex driving the Winnebago Motor Home tied the knot!
Shortly after my arrival, I put up the large board in my office with magnetic strip showing the
names of the Officers at the Toronto office and where they worked. I made a point of greeting each of them
daily by their first name during my rounds. However, I had yet to find where three officers worked until, one
morning, I came upon a looked door. The next day, the door was unlocked and I saw three officers
surrounded by piles of files on their desks. They knew me and, when I asked about their duties, they said
they looked after the “deportation" files, followed up on reimbursement of bonds, etc., on behalf of the
Deportation Section. I knew the Financial Section had the staff to take over that responsibility and put an
end to it. I told my assistant that all files, without exception, must be returned to the Central Registry. The
latter is responsible for all files. The officers were reassigned to the “Admissions” Section. I hired temporary
help to assist the Chief of the Central Registry.
I spoke with Mr. J. R. Robillard during the Adjustment of Status Program to tell him that my
assistant, Terry Delaney, earned more money then I. He was embarrassed and asked about my Foreign
Service salary classification. Whomever conned me to Toronto omitted to compare the levels of pay
between Program Managers and the Foreign Service Officers.
I was unprepared for another award for my performance as Chief of the Mission at Kampala,
Uganda. I was asked to report to Ottawa with my wife to meet Minister R. Andras. Until then, I thought that
the letter from Prime Minister PE. Trudeau was sufficient recognition. We attended the presentation in the
Minister’s office and there was another person, Mrs. Bielby, and her husband present. She looked after
the resettlement of a group of Tibetan Refugees. Apart from the award certificate, we each received a
cheque for $2,500 (less tax!) We had lunch with Minister Andras, Irene Johnson, Commissioner of the

from

our

office. It

sex

was

staffed with two

Public Service Commission and

a

subdued Carl Best.
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I also met Mr. Robillard who remembered
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conversation about

salary differences with my
Foreign Branch to reclassifying the level of my grade to FS
3. He said he would right this tort. I intended to refuse to work under the present arrangement.
In mid-September, Mr. Robillard called me to Ottawa and handed me a three-page competition
poster for the job of “Immigration Olympic Coordinator 1976." He asked that I return it to him once I read
it. The poster read that the successful candidate would have to live in Montreal and liaise with the Olympic
Organizing Committee. The job entailed traveling to and from Ottawa, the candidate had to be bilingual
and able to deal with officials of foreign countries, International Organizations etc. When I returned the
poster, he asked “are you interested?” I said “yes.” “Then, it’s yours!” He said I will be named me for the
job, subject to appeals. I thanked him and, upon returning to Toronto, my wife was very pleased as we
would again live in our home in Chambly. The Toronto staff saw the poster and congratulated me before
the appeal period ended. I invoked the “diplomatic” clause’ with the rental agent and she had a long list
of people anxious to move in.
POSTSCRIPT-My farewell was memorable. The gentle sex lined up on the right insisted on a
kiss. The staff gave me with an oversize farewell card, full of signatures and good wishes. I left my mark,
though few would know of me in a matter of weeks. Pete Murray left his “duties” at Regional Headquarters
to take over from me. I do not believe that he volunteered for the assignment and his return as “Acting
District Administrator” may have ruffled some feathers starting with Terry J. Delaney.
our

assistant. He admitted he could not influence

OCTOBER 22,1973-1 received this Award from the hands of Minister Robert Andras who said it was an
award from the Chairperson of the Public Service Commission of Canada, Irene E Johnson.
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From November 1973 until November 1976 I traveled between Montreal and Ottawa the

using the type of transportation shown on this map. I have also shown the Control Centers and
places where some of the events took place in Montreal.
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When the International Olympic Commit ee selected the City of Montreal to hold the Games of the XXI

Olympiad, Mayor Jean Drapeau vowed not to seek financial support from the Federal or the Quebec
an Olympic lottery, the sale of Olympic coins and
tickets to the games would cover the cost. “The Olympic Games will pay for themselves. It is as unlikely that Montreal
will incur a debt as for a man to bear a child" said Mayor Drapeau. After the Games, the Quebec Government took
over the complex under the Regie des Installations
Olympiques (RIO), inheriting a $1.4 billion deficit and a roofless
Olympic Arena known as the Big “Owe.’’ To repay this debt, the Province of Quebec imposed a special tax on
tobacco products.
After my appointment I was once again not paid at the level
of the position, i.e., PM6. When Mr. Robillard called from Ottawa, I
sensed bad news. The PM6 level was incompatible with my FS Service
Governments for the Games. He said “revenues from

classification. It meant

loss of thousands of dollars but, he was

a

relieved when I

■

Avr

-

o

a

depicfajnofN^mrea'i^Mayor's'predirton
Montreal

accepted the assignment anyway.
A week before leaving Toronto, we discussed moving into our
house in Chambly, rented without a lease to my married brother and his
four children. We thought it might pose a problem for him to move out
at short notice, in the Fall. We opted for an apartment in the Dauphin
Bldg., on Papineau Street, across Lafontaine Park, the site of my High
School Alma Mater, Le Plateau. The location was convenient to the
Comite Organisateur de Jeux Olympiques (COJO)1 on St. James St.
and the future site of the Olympic complex at Sherbrooke and Pie IX.
From the 20th floor, we had a panoramic view of the Mount Royal, the
Laurentians, the South Shore and the site of the future Olympic
installations. I told the Rental Agent that I wanted to rent it for three
years and she told me we can move in anytime in November, paying
rent as of December first. I filled the questionnaire and, when my copy
of the lease contract was returned, the rent was for three years. Weeks
later, I received a letter from the owners saying the Rental Agent erred
'n makin9 the rent f°r three years.. However, the owners were now

stuck w'th us for three years at the same rent of $385, per month,

Olympics can no more have including a parking space.

'the

deficit than a man can have a baby." D
Morgenthaler is known for his abortions..
a

—

„

.

On November 15, 1976, I

.

.

_

reported to the Bourque Bldg., calling on
Director General Terry Sheehan. After a brief discussion, he showed me a cubicle I was to share with my future
assistant. (Every one at my rank had an office.)! paid a courtesy call on Dalt Collins, Head of Admissions, Bud Curry,
Head of Facilitation and Charlie Dagg, Head of Enforcement who dealt with the “Olympic Files.” I spent more time
with him and he offered to help whenever necessary. Although he may have liked to get the job, he did not want to
move to Montreal and was not bilingual. It was Charlie
Dagg who said that Gordon Pollard was familiar with the
“Olympic” files and would be suitable as my assistant. I interviewed Gordon and he accepted to be my assistant. I
asked Val Latour, Head of Finance, to pay Gordon's salary against the Olympic budget. He turned out to be a most
valuable assistant. His inquisitive mind and ability to get things done proved the right choice. He was witty with a dry
sense of humor and had the mien of a scholar with the education to match. He was
finicky about syntax, an attribute
when writing to officials. He was gallant with ladies and that was useful to get things done urgently by the Head of
the Word Processing Section.

i

The acronym seemed innocuous at first and accepted without reservations by everyone in Montreal and the
Geneva However, the visiting Spanish/Portuguese guests found it difficult to retain their composure when

acronym was mentioned in their presence
vernacular, it meant “fornication.’’

(more so when ladies were around)-in their language and in their
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I familiarized myself with the “Olympic” files, consulting with Gordon. I drafted an outline of tasks and
priorities. I traveled between Montreal and Ottawa by bus, train and STOL, liaising in Montreal with Frank
Shaughnessy of the “Comite Organisateur de Jeux Olimpyques”(COJO). With help from Georges Robitaille from the
Ottawa Central Registry, we re-organized the Olympic filing system.
RETROSPECTIVE-Charlie Dagg wrote the original submission to Treasury Board requesting $3.2 million
to put in place enforcement measures such as electronic terminals, microfiches readers, additional person-years etc.
Treasury Board approved the budget for the fiscal years 1973/74 to 1976/77. Charlie also drafted the letter for our
Minister’s signature, to the Commissioner of the RCMP, requesting access to the Canadian Police Information
Center(CPIC). Charlie coined the acronym “COILS” for “Computer Operated Immigration Lookout System.”
COJO was located in the old “Palais de Justice” on St. James St., next to Montreal’s City Hall. On my first
visit, I did not meet the Commissioner, Ambassador JJ Rousseau. I met Frank Shaughnessy, a household name
among sports people. I briefed him on my role and the assistance we could provide. He liaised with the National
Olympic Federations (NOF) participating in the Games and he will be responsible for the issuance of Olympic Identity
Cards (OICs).
Gordon and I attended a meeting with members of the Canadian Armed Forces(CAF), External Affairs,
Customs & Excise(CSE) and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police(RCMP), at Ottawa. The recently appointed RCMP
Coordinator, Superintendent Guy Quintal outlined their plan to carry out security measures. He explained the notion
of the "three ring deterrents." The stadium complex and the Olympic Village formed the "inner ring." It will be the focus
of maximum security measures with help from the Canadian Armed Forces. The “second ring" refers to key points
on the Island of Montreal, Dorval Airport, the Montreal Harbor and the nearby Seaway. A “no-fly” zone will be enforced
over the Olympic complex and patrols will be assigned to nearby Hydro Power Stations. The “third ring” consists in
providing protection to the athletes, officials and VIPs arriving at Mirabel, escorting them to the Olympic Village,
Kingston or to Bromont, in the Eastern Townships.
I attended another meeting of the Montreal Olympic Security Panel chaired by Inspector R. Toupin, from
the Montreal Police attended by the Quebec Provincial Police, the Ontario Provincial Police, the Montreal Police
Department, the RCMP and the Canadian Armed Forces Liaison Officers. Inspector Toupin outline his security
measures and hoped that there would be no duplication, unavoidable with so many security forces involved. A
Security Center under Supt. Guy Marcoux was set up at their Dorchester Street Hdqrs.
Andre Guenet, the Montreal District Administrator and Bob Lefebvre, Officer-in-Charge of the Montreal
Immigration Office provided me two offices and a bilingual secretary. They were much more generous than Director
Sheehan. My secretary was Miss Diane Marchand.

TASKS AND PRIORITIES:

Liaison, Security: Intra Departmental Committee, Ottawa/Security Panel, MontrealLiaison: Others: COJO Montreal, External Affairs, Ottawa-Guide to Missions abroad-

Program Data Branch, Lookouts, Readers/CN/CP/RCMP re-El. Terminals.
At the first Intra-Departmental meeting at Ottawa, Canada Mortgage & Housing Corporation and Treasury
Board were present. The purpose was to brief newcomers on the planning by each Department. I mentioned the
involvement of Missions abroad liaising with National Olympic Committees and adopting stricter controls for visitors'
visa. I mentioned Electronic Terminals and more staff at major Ports of Entry. It was a good start but unfortunately,
many Departments lost interest in appearing at future meetings.
Gordon Pollard and I went to the restricted

area

of the RCMP at Alta Vista, to discuss access to the

Canadian Police Information

Center(CPIC), merging data from our “Lookout file” into the CPIC. The RCMP
programmers used baffling terminology and I felt that Al Gunn would be more qualified to liaise with the CPIC
Programmers. Al was familiar with computer jargon and I was relieved when he accepted. He went to the National
Archives for

a similar purpose.
Our workload gradually

increased and because we had to attending meetings, both of us were both of us
Terry Sheehan for the loan of Stan McDivitt, a retired
RCMP officer working in the Enforcement Section. He agreed and Stan was assigned to tasks involving research,
leaving Gordon and I to attend to the more urgent matters such as meetings and, in my case trips to Montreal liaising
with COJO s Frank Shaughnessy.
were

often absent from the office. I asked Director General
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From the start of my assignment,

I wanted our Canadian Missions(Embassies, High Commissions, General
Immigration Visa Offices abroad to get involved and play a role in liaising with the National
Olympic Committees and becoming more alert when granting visitors’ visa. I wanted the Missions to receive clear
guidelines to that effect and that meant discussion this matter with Mr. Claude Chatillon, acting Liaison Officer with
the Dept, of External Affairs. When I first met him, he evinced little interest saying at the outset that he was only
temporarily on the job as he was retiring from the Dept. I went ahead with my view that our Missions and staff abroad
are a first line of “control and enforcement in refusing visas to undesirable persons.”
When in Ottawa, I stayed at the Town House Motel, next to the Bourque Building housing the Dept, of
Immigration. It was handy and inexpensive although in the summer season, the Town House made more money
booking tour groups. I had to get a room elsewhere at more expensive hotels. I wrote a note to our Assistant Deputy
Minister(ADM) Mrs. J. Edmonds, about renting a furnished one room apartment by the month which be cheaper. My
request was denied and I ended up paying three times more when staying at the Holiday Inn.
The City of Christchurch, New Zealand, was the venue for the 74 Commonwealth Games. COJO’s Frank
Shaughnessy told me that a delegation, headed by Mayor Jean Drapeau, was going to Christchurch for the event.
The RCMP was also sending “observers” to the Games. I wanted to attend and liaise with their Immigration Service
about entry controls. I sent my request to attend the Games outlining the reason and the ADM approved it. I telex
details of my arrival to the Commonwealth Games Committee (CGC), with copy to our Canadian HighCom,
Wellington. I traveled via San Francisco, Honolulu and Sydney where I changed into a “safari” suit, blending with
boisterous Aussies flying to the Games. On arrival at Christchurch Airport, their “Hi mite” was all the NZ Immigration
and Customs Officers needed to hear to let them through. I stayed in the arrival lounge, waiting to see how the NZ
Immigration would clear passengers coming from elsewhere. They were from the USA and upon showing their
passports were waived through. When I saw an Immigration Officer with “stripes" I told him who I was. He was the
supervisor and very peeved that his “men” failed to question my presence sitting in the lounge. He explained that
all the visitors came by air and, when in doubt, they needed proof of accommodation. He invited me to his downtown
office next day. His driver took me to the CGC Hdqrs. I got my Official ID Card and a room at a nearby motel. At the
Accreditation Committee I explained that I would like a copy of the list of the participating athletes and officials. I was
was told that would be no problem.
At the opening ceremony, the Maoris, in Polynesian tradition, charged the “Royals” sitting in the front row
with lances, stomping, shouting war cries and sticking their tongues out at them. That was all. Days after the opening,
Mayor Jean Drapeau hosted a reception for the Canadian athletes and members of the CG Organizing Committee.
He presented mint proof series of Olympic coins the NZ Officials. Moments later, the gift created an embarrassment.
The obverse of the large silver coin showed the continents but there was no trace of NZ! I met our Wellington
HighCom Liaison Officer who said, apart from this event, "nothing of importance ever happens in NewZee.” He
added members of the USSR Embassy rated NewZee as the best place to retire, especially if one likes sailing,
mountain climbing, golfing and horse racing. The Newzies I met were extremely friendly and invited me to their home.
Their accent fooled me on my first Sunday before the Games when the motel was nearly deserted. I asked the
receptionist if anything of interest went on that day. She said “rice/1 repeated her word asking what she meant-a bit
annoyed, she said “horse rice!” I might have faced the same predicament had I been in London’s cockney district.
I accomplished my goal once I obtained the list of the athletes, officials etc. The day before I was to leave
Christchurch, Director T. Sheehan called asking that I return urgently to Ottawa! Knowing Gordon could put out small
fires, I ignored him. I spent two days in Melbourne at my expense with our ex ward and her family. I flew back via
Sidney from where I called an ex RAAF member of the MREU Brussels that I knew between 1945-47(p.44 para 5).
He was “piffed'and his lady friend answered for him-nothing much had changed. On arrival at Ottawa, the “urgency”
had been to brief the ADM, Mrs. Jean Edmonds about the security measures we were working on and Gordon
covered that situation well. For some weeks, I wanted the five Immigration Regions to get involved in the security
measures. I suggested to Mr. Sheehan that each Region appoint a Regional Olympic Liaison Officers or ROLO who
would attend meetings at Ottawa and brief Regional Directors. He agreed and the following were appointed:
Consulates and all

ATLANTIC: Bill MARKS -QUEBEC: Lucien DUBOISONTARIO: Stan MALETIC-WESTERN: Jack MacLEOD- PACIFIC: John Robertson
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I sent each ROLO

a memorandum detailing what was expected of the
Immigration Division and they were
meeting next week. I invited the Ottawa-based Customs and Excise “Olympic Liaison,” Art Gallup,
to attend as well as Mr. Sheehan, the Heads of Admissions, Facilitation and Enforcement, including Al Gunn, to meet
the ROLOs. Having introduced everyone, Gordon and I took turns to discuss COILS, the planned enforcement
measures, i.e., the (ETs) Electronic Terminal, the Microfiche Readers(MFRs), allotment of additional person-years.
We will lease telephone lines for the ETs. from CN\CP who will install them at major Ports of Entry under the
supervision of the RCMP because of our access to basic data in the CPIC and our "Lookout and Intelligence files."
Although we can check basic data on persons in the CPIC, only the ET at the Immigration Olympic Control Center
at Ottawa will access the RCMP CPIC for further details. Al Gunn spoke about transferring data from our Lookout list
to conform with that of the CPIC and onto the microfiche. I touched on the liaison aspect with COJO, meetings with
the RCMP and that more items were under considerations for inclusion at future meetings. Val Latour allocated a
financial code to the ROLOs so that they could claim “Olympic” related reimbursement against the Olympic budget.
It was a very productive meeting. The ROLOs would keep their Regional Directors informed.

asked to attend

a

In

April 1974, my name appeared on a promotion list for Foreign Service Office, level 3, subject to appeals.
presumed that my performance as Team Leader of the “South Asian Exodus from Uganda,” as well as the Prime
Minister’s letter and the Public Service Commission Award had a lot to do with this promotion.
In May 1974,1 received a letter from Roger Martineau at Rome saying he was arriving Sunday, June 2.1
wrote back telling him that I would meet him at Dorval Airport and he could stay at my apartment since my wife was
leaving May 28 for Slovenia. I met him and, on the way to my apartment, he said he came to Canada to appeal the
Promotional Board’s decision not to promote him Foreign Service Officer Level 3. He was to appear at IMM Foreign
Branch Hdqrs, Ottawa to argue his case in person. He knew my name was on the promotion list and I did not pursue
the subject. I told him I will take him to Ottawa as I drive there each Monday.
That evening, we spoke mostly about our past experiences and he never once broached the subject of the
“appeal.” On Monday I drove him to Ottawa and, nearing the Rideau and King Edward intersection, I let him off as
he was booked at the Holiday Inn and said that I had a reservation at the Town House where I usually stayed. At the
very last moment, out of curiosity, I asked are vou appealinci apainst anyone in particularr Without hesitation he said
I

vou!" I qrinned and said “vou should have picked

someone

else. Don't

vou

remember Kampala? I received a letter

from Prime Minister Tmdeau for that operation and a few months ago, I received a cheque for $2,500 and an Award
from the Public Service Commission from Minister Robert Andras ' I wished him good luck! His appeal was rejected
and my

promotion was confirmed. The outcome did not affect my long-standing friendship though he must have
regretted appealing against me. He served as Officer-in-Charge of Visa Offices abroad several times and, so did other
officers who did not appeal. One had to perform something outstanding to be promoted with the Immigration Foreign
Service whereas it is not

so

for External Affairs Officers.

The ASIAN GAMES held at Teheran

was another opportunity to observe controls and security measures
adopted by a country experiencing internal turmoil. ADM Mrs. Jean Edmonds, approved my trip when made aware
that three RCMP members were on their way to Iran. I met COJO’s F. Shaughnessy and told him that I would pay a
courtesy call on the IOC Secretary at Lausanne about Olympic Identity Cards. He asked to be kept informed.
I traveled with a “reaular” passport and sought to get the most mileage from the full fare economy tickets.
At Berne, I met Dick Robillard who telephoned the IOC Lausanne for an appointment with the Secretary, next morning.
I was guest of the Robillard that evening. Next morning, I took the train to Lausanne and met Ms. L. Bertold, stressing
that this was a courtesy call and that I spoke with the COJO official who will be responsible for the Olympic Identity
Cards. She immediately felt relieved and called for an assistant. The latter confirmed that the IOC has no control over
the issuance of courtesy ID Cards by the host country. It is rare that the rules limitina the issue of courtesy cards are
followed and, they are often issued to persons with no entitlement to them. The Munich tragedy in 1972 may have
occurred because of such laxity. I would remember those last words. This revelation was very interesting and would
be communicated to the Regional Olympic Liaison Officer’s next meeting.
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August 28 and immediately went to the Iranian Embassy to ask for my
entry visa. My passport and application form were left with the receptionist who asked that I return next
day. I went to see Martin Stone, in charge of the Visa Section, and briefed him about security measures
mfor the Olympics. On Friday August 30,1974,1 went to Ljubljana, stavinq with mv wife’s relatives for
the weekend. I flew to Belgrade to meet Viggi Ring, Officer-in-Charge of the Visa Section and gave
her the same briefing and flew to Beir. I flew to Beirut two days later via Istanbul for lack of direct
flights. In Beirut, I briefed Garry Schroh and the Security Officers about our planned preventive
I flew to Vienna

on

measures.

I landed at Teheran’s Mehrabad

airport in late afternoon, September 7. There was little activity at the

time. The Police checked my visa and stamped my passport “13 Jumada 1353." The Customs waived
me on. I hailed a taxi to the Intercontinental hotel and, after a change of clothes, I went to the Asian
Games Desk in the

lobby. They had my name, took a photo and handed me an ID Card as a “Member
Delegation.” I recognized an RCMP who attended Security meetings at Ottawa. He
introduced me to an Iranian female student, attached to our Delegation as guide. She reserved a car
for next day. Next morning, as we neared the main gates of the stadium, heavily armed soldiers
stopped us to check our ID Cards while two soldiers scanned the underside of the car for explosives.
Further on I saw rows of high fences around the sports complex and more armed soldiers were on
guard every 10 meters, some dogs. Our guide took me to the official that issued ID Cards to athletes
and officials. She was a German lady to whom I explained the reason for my presence. She was chosen because she
had the same responsibility for the 72 Munich Games. (I immediately thought of the tragic events!) She agreed to give
me a list of athletes and officials in a few days.
I walked towards the stadium and, before I could go past the entry gate, I was checked and frisked by the
police while soldiers watched. When I reached the “Canada” section and sat down. There was no one watching the
games! It was one way to minimize “crowd control” problems and deprive trouble makers of a TV venue to
demonstrate against the Shah. We then drove past the Israeli compound with two rows of high steel mesh fences
around the buildings housing the Israeli participants. Soldiers with machine-guns and dogs patrolled those grounds.
As we drove slowly, a soldier told the driver to move faster.
After I got the list of athletes and officials I wanted to leave but, I had to attend a command performance.
With the members of the RCMP we went to the "great hall" for a reception hosted by the President of the Asian
Games Committee. We were frisked and then treated to caviar and champagne as we met members of Canada’s
Embassy. When it was announced that the Shahanshah and Empress Farah Dibah arrived everyone turned towards
them, bowing. The Generals flaunted their “fruit salad” while the ladies wore a fortune in jewels. The last day of the
Games was September 17 but I departed September 12, having achieved the purpose of my trip.
On my return, Gordon said that “some people” questioned my trips to New Zealand and Teheran. I said they
should question the judgment of the ADM, Mrs. Jean Edmonds and that of the Commissioner of the RCMP. The
Poster for my job clearly stated that I was expected to show initiative, anticipate and solve problems.” I left no avenue
unexplored to ensure that I “anticipated.” The next paragraph is an example of what I just said.
of the Canadian

Gordon Pollard and I went to meet the Head of the Passport Office at External Affairs
stunned to leam that she had

as a

coutesv visit. We

“file”

containing data on 12,000 valid, lost/stolen Canadian Passports!!! We
immediately realized the importance of this information for enforcement purposes. We asked for a copy of the list and
she thought our request was far fetched. It was our turn to be incredulous. This was an enormous loophole in our
enforcement system. Forgers, traffickers and counterfeiters trade in stolen documents, and value Canadian passports
more than most other passports. Officers at the Primary Inspection Line (PIL) at Airports and border ports, deprived
of that data, could not confront persons presenting a Canadian Passport to which he or she may or may not entitled
to. Moreover, PIL officers seldom question “Returning Canadians.” As we left, Gordon and I wondered why Bud Curry,
the previous Chief of Enforcement, never sought to obtain this information. And also, why it was not previously part
of our “Lookouts.” The information about the “valid lost or stolen passports” was more valuable in importance than
any in the Immigration “Lookouts" for enforcement purposes. Terrorists, subversives, foreign agents, criminals could
enter Canada with such documents and never be detected. Pollard and I were not praised for finding this lacuna.

were

a
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I mentioned to Frank

Shaughnessy, that at the beginning of 1975, our Minister amended the Immigration
Regulations to include the Olympic Identity Card (OIC) as a valid travel document for admission to Canada from June
17,1976 to August 31.2 The IOC rules state, “apart from the photo, the Organizing Committee can insert only vital
details on the OlCards.” They could be of various colors depending on the status of the holder, i.e., athletes, trainers,
judges, officials, guests, members of the IOC, etc. Shaughnessy chose the Canadian Bank Note Co. Ltd.,
(CBNCL)Ottawa, to print the cards because they could produce a card defying duplication. He called me and asked
me to liaise with the Canadian Bank Note Co. When Gordon and I showed
up at the (CBNCL) we were frisked. We
met the Head of the Olympic Identity Card project who showed us their color printing presses, explaining the various
stages of coloring and printing. Nearby the roto press turned out one thousand-dollar bills on special paper. An
employee in a special garment casually lifted a tray of freshly printed bills possibly worth a million dollars’! He
broached the subject of a hologram which must remain secret until samples are made available to Mr. Shaughnessy.
Before the proofs were ready, Gordon and I made further visits to the CBNC. Other safety features were
added and, the ID cards would be ready by Spring of 1976. [The CBNC patented a latent image effect with a maple
leaf hologram) incorporated in the steel engraving and intaglio printing process. The maple leaf was visible when one
turned the card ninety degrees. The medallion background tint was steel etched to defy photographic duplication. The
CBNC went further-they made the paper for the 3-part card exclusively for them-it formed a brown stain when
tampered with ]
I told the Director General, T. Sheehan that I had to spend more time in Montreal, leaving Ottawa Thursdays
and returning Tuesdays. G. Pollard and S. McDivitt looked after the Ottawa shop. Al Gunn and Pollard liaised with the
CPIC Programmers at RCMP Hdqrs, Alta Vista and met technicians at the Microfilm Processing Unit at the National
Archives about including the data on the valid missing and/or stolen Canadian passports onto the Microfiches.
The second meeting with the ROLOs was in March 1975. I needed a consensus on the allocation of
Microfiche Readers to Secondary Ports of Entry and Inland Offices across Canada. Bell & Howell let us have a Reader
and a fiche to test our skills. We agreed on the number and allocation of Readers to field and inland offices. I ordered
250 Readers at $285. per unit. The suppliers agreed to deliver the goods, free of charge, to the Ports of Entry.3
The Electronic Terminals had to be placed only at the larger strategic Ports of Entry and all airports. We
agreed on thirty-three ETs from Gander, New Foundland to Vancouver, British Columbia. OneET was needed at the
Immigration Olympic Control Center Ottawa and on at my Longueuil office, eventually. Once ”on line,” it would give
a true meaning to “COILS,” i.e., instant communications from coast to coast, something that the Immigration Service
lacked for its enforcement.. The Border and Airport Ports of Entry with ETs will be able to communicate between
themselves and the ETs at Ottawa and Longueuil, PQ. When Gordon mentioned our visit to the External Affairs
Passport Office and the 12,000 valid lost/stolen passports, it surprised everyone, including Enforcement Officers which
prompted some to ask why were we not inform before?
In the absence of Al Gunn, Gordon brought us up-to-date on the microfiche, explaining briefly how the
National Archives technicians could insert the data of the 12,000 missing/stolen valid passports on the fiche, in
alphanumeric sequence. During coffee break, I took Bill Marks aside and asked him about Cubans and East Germans
traveling aboard East German airline Interflug I heard fro, reliable source that while the aircraft is refueled,
passengers are allowed to go out of the sterile area "area to Gander to buy goods! He said Immigration tried to
enforce stricter controls but business people lobbied their MP not to restrict transients to the “sterile” area. I said those
passengers could easily buy a fare to anywhere in Canada! We are abetting the entry of foreign agents or terrorists
who could show a “missing or stolen” Canadian passport!
A copy of the draft guidelines to Canadian Missions abroad was given to C. Chatillon of EA in early 1975.
The draft suggests the Missions appoint an Officer to liaise with the National Olympic Committee and be prepared
to telex the list of participating athletes and officials through their Concenter to the Longueuil Olympic Liaison Center.
.

Instruments "N" and "Z-4" were

3

signed April 5, 1975.

An additional 25 Readers were

purchased in March 1976, of which 20 were for the Primary

Inspection Line booths at Mirabel which was due to open
...Challenges
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The third ROLO meeting,

held in Montreal, dealt with the hiring Immigration Officer from the 25 person-years
get the bulk of these person-years and the ROLOs will recruit and train
the incumbents. We discussed the lOCards, the Microfiche Readers and the Electronic Terminals. Al Gunn discussed
the microfiche and that he met with the National Archives technicians about transferring data to a microfiche from a
computer generated magnetic tape. The first fiche will contain data from our “Lookout” file, e g., names of persons that
Primary Inspection Line(PIL) Officers must refer for secondary examination. The fiche will also contain the data on
the 12,000 valid missing or stolen Canadian passports.
The English instructions that came with each Bell and Howell Microfiche Reader shipped to Ports of Entry
who will be hired for six months. Montreal will

had to be translated in French. We mailed the first three hundred microfiches, on a restricted basis, to those

Immigration Border Ports and Inland Offices. The Customs & Excise Liaison Officer at Ottawa was provided with
copies of the bilingual instructions, requesting that he mails them to C&E(Customs) at Ports of Entry provided with
Readers. The ROLOs were asked to identify those who could instruct others, including C&E officers, in the use of
the Readers.
When all the ETs.

12,1975. At 14:00

on

were

in

place, an official “opening” was planned. COILS became operational November

that Wednesday, our Minister pressed the button and the message that he read on the screen

fascinated him. Gordon wrote that message about being on-line from Gander
Ottawa Immigration Olympic Control Center(IOCC) could respond instantly to

to Vancouver. From that moment, the
queries on “Lookouts” from Ports with
ETs. However, the ET at the Immigration Olympic Control Center Ottawa was the only one to access the full details
on persons in the Immigration Lookout file, the Intelligence data file and the CPIC. A few typists were seconded to the
IOCC and trained weeks before November 12 to input the data in the system. They could now respond to queries from
field ETs. from early morning until late at night. The Ports of Entry without ETs. contacted the nearest Port of Entry.
The

Mirabel

airport was to open prior to the Olympic event. Gordon. When I looked at the plans I noted there
for the Microfiche Readers in the Primary Inspection booths. We went to Montreal to speak with the firm
designing the booth and were told that Customs& Excise told them they need not consult with “Immigration” as they
are the ones who examine incoming passengers! We brought a Reader with us and insisted that there be room for
a reader in each booth and left it with them. When I called them a few days later they said they were waiting for
authorization to alter the design. I spoke to Chief Supt. Quintal of the RCMP and explained the problem. Gordon and
I met a Transport Canada engineer and got the Montreal firm to re-designed the booths to fit the Readers.
In late spring 1975, Gordon and I met Lieutenant Robert Cote of the Montreal Police at a meeting arranged
by the RCMP. Lt. Cote was an explosive expert and gave us a most interesting presentation about the tools of
terrorists, letter bombs, TNT, plastic explosives etc. I wanted him to give a similar one in the Bourque Bldg. Gordon
got leave to use the Minister’s conference room. I invited Hdqrs officers, the ROLOs., the C&E Liaison Officer, Art
Gallup and his assistant, Art Butroid, Departmental Security Officer, Steve Fontaine, Intelligence. Gordon and I
escorted Lt. Cote to the Conference room that was packed. I introduced him and, within minutes, he laid out the wares.
After a short speech, he invited everyone to look at the tools used by terrorists, e.g., letter-bombs, concealed weapons
etc. He held sticks of TNT in one hand saying “they can become unsettled!” He showed how they can detonate powder
in various ways and exploded a small charge that startled everyone. The Minister's bodyguard rushed in from next
door with a hand on his weapon 11 reassured him that it was a harmless demonstration by an explosive expert. Lt. Cote
made his point. He got a standing ovation for a “bang on" demonstration. By arrangement with the RCMP, he agreed
to take his “show” on the road, starting with the larger Immigration and Customs Ports across Canada. The RCMP
used their Lear Jet to transport key members. We would pay all relevant expenses from the Olympic budget.
The RCMP postponed the program of travelling across Canada when they found out that C&E(Customs &
Excise) officers were not cleared for security!!!” Oddly, members of the HDQRS Admission Division were not at all
dismayed by this disclosure even if they are the ones who sent restricted and confidential data to C&E Officers across
Canada. The RCMP Security Service undertook to “screen” Customs Officers. When the “show” eventually went on
the road, the ROLOs liaised with their Customs&Excise counterparts in their Region to get as many Immigration and
C&E officers to attend the briefings by Lt. Cote and the RCMP. We received many favorable comments about the
presentations from both Immigration ans Customs Officers. The Team traveled 13,000 miles for which the expenses
were charged against the
Immigration Coordinator’s budget.
new

was no

space
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Bud Curry, Head of the Facilitation Section, was present at a meeting with the ROLOs when I suggested
Immigration Officers should man the Primary Inspection Line(PIL) for the opening of Mirabel Airport. It was an
opportunity to have “our people back in the saddle” since C&E had yet to allocate personnel to Mirabel. We have
experienced staff and could train some to be hired on a pro temp basis. Curry was adamant against it and I thought
that his stubborn stand might be due to the fact that he negotiated the change from Immigration to C&E Officers at
the PIL. and gave away the store. The result is that no one knows how many inadmissible persons enter Canada.
If I lost that argument with Bud Curry, I won the suggestion that a Canadian Disembarkation Card(CDC) be
introduced from January 1st 1976 until the end of the Olympics. As head of Facilitation, Bud Curry disliked any
procedure that slowed the examination process. On my initiative, I met with an official of the International Civil Aviation
Organization(ICAO) about a Canadian Disembarkation Card(CDC). He gave me copies of the Regulations and a list
of countries requiring Disembarkation Cards.
I contacted Canadian Pacific Airlines and Air Canada officials who did not object when told the purpose of
the CDCs and duration. Gordon passed photocopies of the documentation from ICAO to the members present. I
designed the CDCard, bearing in mind what Al Gunn told me about the sequence of data. The final draft conformed
with ICAO's demands and received Ministerial approval October 28, 1975(Form Temp.556.) The Minister signed
Instrument “1-24,” November 6,975 and the CDCard became a “prescribed document” for admission to Canada. We
delivered 2,000,000 CDC as of December 4, 1975 at ten airports for thirty six Airlines. We received requests for
another 1,000,000 cards. Airlines were very cooperative in introducing this temporary control measure.
The PIL Officers had clear instructions to: a) compare the data on the CDCards against the Passports or
Travel Document and, b) check the names and the passport's alphanumeric number againstthe microfiche. They gave
all the CDCs to the Immigration Supervisor. His staff will check the CDCards data in the Electronic Terminal. The
Ministerial Press Release said “effective January 1,1976, all passengers arriving by air will complete a CDC on arrival.
My wife and I flew to Slovenia for three weeks at the end of December 1975 as Gordon preferred to stay
in Ottawa. We returned early January with Air Canada via London. A few hours before we were to land at Dorval, the
Chief Steward announced “as of January 1, Canadian Immigration requires that all passengers fill a Disembarkation
Card. “When he came to us, I asked if the traveling public raised objections. He said “only those who do not
understand French or English or cannot read." When I presented our CDCards and passports to the PIL, the C&E
that

Officer did

none

of the thinas expected of him and placed our CDCs on too of others. The Microfiche Reader was

turned off. His

primary interest was on questions dealing with dutiable goods. I raised this point at a meeting with the
ROLOs., attended Bud Curry, Charlie Dagg, Gordon and Stan McDewitt. Some ROLOs said that more training was
needed by PIL Officers in the use the microfiche. I remarked that PIL Officers had ample time to practice between
flights. In my opinion, their Supervisors condoned their attitude. If warehouse clerks use them without problems why
should it be so difficult for C&E officers to operate the Readers.
Chief Supt. Ray Quintal asked that I accompany him to Washington to brief a panel of US counterparts
about the security measures for the Games. We left Rockliffe Airport aboard the RCMP Lair Jet for Dulles Airport. The
Chairman of the meeting introduced himself and those present. Chief Supt. Quintal addressed the group, FBI, INS
and State Dept, officials. His presentation was thorough and appreciated. I mentioned the involvement of our Missions
abroad, Ets at major Port of Entry and coast to coast instant communications. I mentioned special features of the
Olympic Identity Cards and the CDCs. I assured the INS we would facilitate the entry of US athletes from Plattsburg.
The last meeting with the ROLOs took place when I came in possession of Olympic Identity Card samples.
And a briefing on its special features. Everyone was reminded to treat the discussions confidential. The border and
inland officers had full access to an ET and used this new facility to send “en clair” messages to me or other ROLOs.
I was grateful for their assistance in persuading staff at Ports of Entry and C&E officers in their Region on the
importance of starting to adopt a higher enforcement posture.
At the end of February 1976,1 rented office space in Longueuil for six months for the Immigration Olympic
Liaison Centre(LIOLC). The CN/CP installed the ET and we could communicate with all other ETs and vice versa.
me the services of officer Gaston Hamel. I bought a world map identifying the
participating in the Olympics. Diane Marchand and Gaston Hamel were proficient with the ET after a few
hours. Director General T. Sheehan came for a one-day visit, seemed impressed by our shop, watching Diane and
Hamel answer incoming ET messages. I went to COJO to meet its Commissioner, Ambassador J. Rousseau.

A.Guenet and Bob Lefebvre loaned
countries
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participated in discussions with our Minister, the Minister of Justice, the RCMP
Legal Advisors in drafting Bill C 85, which aimed to deny suspected terrorists the right to appeal a deportation
order. Hence, Bill C-85 read “the Minister of Employment and Immigration may make a deportation order against any
person who is not a Canadian citizen and has not been lawfully admitted to Canada for permanent residence and who,
in his opinion, is likely to engage in acts of violence that would or might endanger the lives or safety of persons in
Canada or in other violent criminal activity if admitted to Canada or permitted to remain therein.” The “temporary” Bill
was approved on January 26,1976 and received Royal Assent on March 30,1976. The Bill was to expire on December
31, '76. However, it did not. And, many people were prompt to remind anyone caring to listen to an Ottawa quote “there
is nothing more permanent than a temporary Govt, building, a temporary tax or Bill C-85.”
On his return from a visit to the RCMP Olympic Liaison Section, Mr. Sheehan was impressed by their Critical
Path Chart showing various projects and deadlines. He asked me to do likewise and to have it ready in a few days. It
was an impossible demand and he never said or asked how many people the RCMP have attending to their “Critical
Path Chart.” Undeterred, we obliged, drawing up an impressive chart with deadlines and estimates that were pure
fabrication. We kept changing deadlines. Soon, Mr. Sheehan did not bother asking to look at it.
Claude Chatillon, the EA Liaison Officer retired (he never showed any interest in his job) and Edward
Skrabec replaced him. He returned the draft guidelines to Missions abroad which I took it to Montreal for further editing
of both the English and French texts. Before leaving that Thursday afternoon, I told Gordon I would remain in Montreal
a few extra days on liaison business with COJO's F. Shaughnessy.
Bud Curry called me at Montreal on Monday to say that Mr. Sheehan wanted me in Ottawa to attend a
meeting next morning. Luckily I got a room at the motel when I arrived late Monday afternoon. As I walked into my office
Tuesday morning, I was surprised me to see the ROLOs. I did not call them and they said Mr. Sheehan authorized it.
I was annoyed that he was making decisions without consulting or informing me. He wanted their presence because
he had an urgent suggestion concerning enforcement measures. All visitors requiring a visa to enter Canada will be
subject of a telex from Posts abroad addressed to the IOCC Ottawa. The details will be entered in the “Lookout file.”
The Primary Inspection Line staff(Customs) will refer passengers with N.l. visas to Immigration Officers who will contact
the IOCC Ottawa through their ET to check if a Nl visa was issued to that person.” I felt his suggestion was flawed:
a) determined terrorists would opt for one of the 12,000 valid Canadian passports lost/stolen rather than
use a fake visa in their passport to enter Canada and breeze through the PILb) PIL Officers tend to overlook instructions as happened when I returned from an overseas trip. They did
not
use the Microfiche Reader and may fail to refer visitors with Nl visas for secondary examination.
c) the sheer number of telegrams will create a bottleneck at the IOCC OttawaHe dismissed these arguments and wanted the procedure to begin one month before the Games!
The OlCards entitled the holders to enter Canada without a passport or a visa. It had to be “validated” before
the holder could access the village or venues. The Canadian Armed Forces Provost Corps were trained to check each
holder when entering Olympic Villages in Montreal, Bromont, PQ and Kingston, Ontario.
Frank Shaughnessy asked for an Immigration Officer to issue OlCards to VIPs. Ginette Tremblay from the
Montreal Immigration office was loaned for that purpose. She worked at the Queen Elizabeth hotel with a sophisticated
Director General T. Sheehan

and their

Polaroid

camera

When

that showed

our

nuances

of black.

Missions’ Liaison Officers telexed the lists of athletes and officials to the

Longueuil Olympic Liaison

Control Center teleprinter, we made two photocopies. One was given to Frank Shaughnessy and the other went to the
Canadian Armed Forces Liaison Officer also at COJO. The latter used the lists to plan the busing of the athletes and

officials from Mirabel Airport to the Olympic Village and the military escorts of the buses. Gaston Hamel and Diane
Marchand spent most of their time checking the names of the participants, as we received them, through the Longueuil

Electronic Terminal against the data in the Lookout file.
The EA Liaison Officer, Ed Skrabec never

objected to the issuance of OlCards to the Republic of
China(Taiwan)-neither did Ambassador J. Rousseau who knew of the ROCs participation. Lord Killanin, President of
the IOC did not foresee problem with the ROC’s participation. However, the People’s Republic of China
objected,
demanding the withdrawal of the ROC from the Games. After Cabinet discussions, Canada obliged. Our Minister signed
Instruments 1-21 and I-27, dated June 16,1976 obliging the ROC(Taiwanese) participants to have a passport and visa
to enter

Canada, apart from the OlCards!
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This development raised tensions between the IOC, COJO, Ambassador Rousseau, the Cabinet
This

not

and EA.

question of hindsight since External Affairs knew, at least six months before, that the ROC or Taiwan
was invited to the Games, The situation deteriorated further when some African countries
pulled out of the Games
because of the presence of the “white only” South African athletes. It was a hypocritical move meant to embarrass
Canada since they also knew months ago that the RSA would take part.
Fifteen participants applied for political asylum: one Russian, two Poles, two Hungarians, five Romanians,
two Russians, two Czechs, one Algerian and one Ethiopian. The Russian, Sergei Nemtsanov, a diver, caused some
sensation as he wanted to stay to meet a girl he knew, an American. The Soviet Ambassador, D. Yakolev, insisted
that we turn him over as “Soviet property.” Moreover, the Russian Ambassador told the Press that Sergei's mother
“kept crying for him to return home!” Sergei was kept in an RCMP "safe house" pending a decision from the
Interdepartmental Committee on Defectors, about his claim. A. Guenet and J. Denault were present when the RCMP
interviewed Sergei. They told me that Sergei wanted to stay in Canada to visit his female friend in Florida. I said that
Sergei's Olympic Identity Card entitled him to remain in Canada until the end of August, like all other athletes and
officials. He could travel to the US INS accepts his OICs. A.Guenet disagree- once Sergei “asked to remain” he
forfeited his status. I rebutted his argument by asking if he still had his OlCard or if he was aware of the fact that his
OIIC entitled him to stay in Canada until August 31. He changed tack and, we agreed to disagree. A few days later,
unable to travel to the USA and fearing for his relatives, he dropped his claim and left for Russia.
POSTSCRIPT-No act of terrorism occurred during the Games. One Border Immigration Officer, doubting
the bona fide of a Japanese visitor coming from USA who entered the US at San Francisco’s airport. He said wished
to attend the Games but he was evasive answering questions-he admitted being a member of the Japanese Red
Army! The RCMP took him in custody and flew him back to Tokio. The Japanese officials extended courtesies to the
RCMP- the Immigration Officer got zilch.
On August 31,1976, the Law Enforcement Unit of British Columbia's Attorney General's Department praised
the Immigration for the Disembarkation Card. Post arrival checks identified twenty two known US traffickers and
couriers, revealing their modus operandi. The value of the Disembarkation Card surfaced when a visitor hospitalized
in Toronto was diagnosed with a communicable disease. Retrieving the Cards of the flight, each passenger was
contacted and followed up by NH&W.
I am especially grateful to Gordon Pollard and Al Gunn for their contribution to the success of our two most
important projects, the input into the Electronic Terminals and the microfiche. The input by each of the Regional
Olympic Liaison Officer made it possible to get our projects under way in each Region. The Games over, I reported
to the Foreign Service Branch, expecting to get on a Cross-Canada tour but the Director General decided to reassign
me to Beirut from where “they” recalled me in February 1973! But, I will have to go to Limassol, Cyprus temporarily
as our Beirut Visa Office was closed in the summer of ‘76, due to civil strife. My wife underwent an operation in Sept.
76 which delayed our departure. I traveled to Ottawa to write a draft report of what took place in the past three years.
It was incomplete when I departed in December and left it to Gordon to fill the blanks.
(The following notes refer to Gander, Newfoundland. At the October 13,1990 meeting of the Canadian
Immigration Historical Society, held in the LB Pearson Building., Mr. JB Bissett addressed the members before
taking up his appointment as Ambassador to Belgrade Yugoslavia. He mentioned the concerns of the Newfoundland
Government about East Germans, Cubans and other nationals failing to re-board their InterFlug flight at Gander
Airport, claiming refugee status, resulting in high costs to the province. I said that because there is no “sterile area”
for transit passengers at Gander they are allowed to roam freely and even go to town. The reason we have no “sterile
area” is due to objections by “local shop retailers” who are against the "sterile area." The high cost of accommodating
the “pseudo refugees” is entirely due to greedy people...” Passengers in transit at International Airports don't go to
town to shop! “
PPS-My performance assessment for 1976 reached me at Limassol, early 1977.1 was rated “very satisfactory” by
RM Tait-on recommendation by T. Sheehan. Such ratings are routinely given to those performing their job with
satisfaction, period. We put into place many innovative measures and praised. RM Tait, knew nothing about me!
But someone did write:
“I often think back to our experience of the 1975-76 Olympic activitiesit was one of the most enjoyable projects in my 37 yrs with Immigration.
It was your leadership of our Olympic Group that made it so!" (Thank you!)
was
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But someone did write:
“I often think back to our experience of the 1975-76 Olympic activitiesit was one of the most enjoyable projects in my 37 yrs with Immigration.
It was your leadership of our Olympic Group that made it so!” (Thank you!)

photo taken by NZ Immigration Officer¬
opening of the “Friendly Games”-The Asian Games: Sep.74, with sign at the entrance followed by the “ discipline
signs"-My shot of 2 RCMP reps familiarizing themselves with the Iranian student guide.”
Above:-Jan.’74 Christchurch, New Zealand, Commonwealth Games-two
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Cyprus during the latter part of 1943,1 often heard reference to the
mythical past of the Island-Aphrodite deserves a special place is such a mythical past and I would soon
In the four months that I spent in

find time ti visit the site of her claimed birth.
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postcard was sent to me at the Apollonia Hotel, Limassol, Cyprus by George Menassa, senior locally-engaged
employee of the Embassy-it was a reminder that he was still on the staff payroll and was to returning to Beirut soon.

This
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During a brief visit to the Director of Operations, Immigration Foreign Branch Hdqrs Ottawa, in

in Cyprus before the Beirut
Embassy would not reopen
until conditions are
propitious to ensure the staffs safety at the Beirut Embassy. We received new Diplomatic
Passports issued November 25,1976. My wife was sufficiently well to travel by December 20 via London. I went to
l the Yugoslav Embassy to apply for visitors’ visas as we were flying to Zagreb, Croatia. Her brother-in-law met us and
L drove us to Ljubljana, Slovenia.We spent Xmas and New Year with her sister's
family. On January 6,1977, we flew
November 1976,1 asked how long the Immigration Team would stay
Embassy re-opens. No one could answer. However it was said that the

s

Larnaca, Cyprus via Athens. The pilot said Limassol is on the left. The beach was full of bathers.
As I showed our passports to the Cypriot
Immigration Officer he asked the purpose of our visit. I said “/ am
replacing the Head of the Canadian Immigration and I will continue to process Lebanese applicants for Canada. ” He
waived us through. While waiting, we saw Peter Lilius and his wife, Giselle Chevalier, former secretary at our Beirut

7 to

,

f Embassy.
As Peter drove

along the coastal road, he said Gary Schroh left, anxious to get to Canada. I asked about
f the staff at the Beirut and he said that Geroge Menassa, Roger Zahlan and Roger Daou, our registry clerk, were
coping in spite of sporadic small arms fire and shortages. The Limassol operations were nearly at a standstill
C compared with the frantic pace of the previous six months. The narrow coastal road with sharp curves and the hills
bare of trees or vegetation was the same sight I saw in 1944 when stationed at Nicosia Airport with the FtAF. There
‘

.

l were many new luxury hotels and apartment buildings along the shore as we neared Limassol. He turned left into the
entrance of the Apollonia Beach Hotel that straddled the highway and the seashore. The manager and reception staff
welcomed us. Peter said our staff were anxious to meet me. Entering our room, there was a basket of fruit, a bouquet
of flowers and a bottle of Cyprus Brandy on the table, “compliments of the Apollonia Hotel!”
I met Officer Terry Fox on Temporary Duty from Montreal and Miss Eva Grodde, who looked after financial
matters. Then I met people I knew well, Michel Kabbas, Mona El Kadi, Fadl Battish, and Miss Knarig Shitilian who
used to cook Armenian specialties, “sojouk” sausages, so spicy as to make curry dishes taste like yams. The Quebec
Immigration Officers, Jean Cogne and Olivier Tremblay were new to me. There was a Greek Cypriot hired by G.
Schroh to help in the registry. His pay was a lot more than what he previously earned as a teacher.
From my first floor office I saw the Olympic size pool below with people swimming or laying in the sun. How
could one concentrate on the job in such surroundings! Terry Fox said they went for hikes to the nearby hills, full of
fruit trees or played tennis. When I returned to my room, Marija was on the balcony eyeing the pool and said “it feels
\ like we are on holidays." It would be very hard to think otherwise. It was the start of the longest “all-expenses-paidholiday” of my career! A first class hotel by the beach, paid by tax payers, including meals, laundry and dry cleaning,
tipping etc! My wife shared this bounty and continued to recover from her operation. For the Canada-based and Les
staff, these perks started in June ‘76 when they evacuated the Beirut Embassy. The local staff are paid in $US dollars!
The Team, under Gary Schroh, worked hard for months coping with “demanding” Lebanese clients who made their
way to Cyprus from mainland Lebanon. Once in Cyprus, they claimed “privileged status” to emigrate to Canada. The
staff carried out their task in

a serene

and secure environment.

I listened to Peter

explained that selected Lebanese immigrants are referred for medical examinations to
Limassol. The x-rays and reports are then mailed to our Canadian doctor,
by the medical secretary, Knarig Shitilian. Unclassified and personal mail as
well as telexes came to the hotel whereas the ComCenter at the RAF Akrotiri base, some 40 minutes away by car,
handled classified telexes. The FRAF ComCenter called the hotel whenever there were messages for us. Peter had
already communicated with the FTAF base Adjutant and told him that I was replacing Gary Schroh. Miss Grodde called
the Manager of the Barclay’s Bank to let him know that I was coming and made an appointment for me to see him in
order to change the signing authority from Gary Schroh to my name.
None of the Canada-based members had official status while in Cyprus. The Cypriot Government accepted
our “temporary presence" to process Lebanese immigrants for Canada. Danny Gruer from the Tel Aviv, was
accredited to Cyprus and was responsible for Cypriot immigrants from Cyprus. He came and I had lunch with him and
the Cypriot Chief of Police, D. lonides. The Chief owned a house in Kyrenia, now occupied by the Turks. He said how
tragic it is that both sides cannot reach a solution. Canada was the first country to send UN troops to Cyprus hoping
for a solution. The sons of those peacekeepers are now in Cyprus relieving their fathers!.
doctor G. Drusiotis, the roster doctor in
Peter Janitos, at our Athens Visa Office
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Cypriot refugee camp where I saw only older people and
kept to show them to visitors as “refugees” waiting to return to their
homes in Turkish occupied northern Cyprus. Most of the "refugees" were working! I did not see any camps near
Larnaca although all the Cypriots from Famagusta could not have possibly emigrated. Around Limassol, the hotel
and apartment building construction was booming, needing tradesmen, because of the heavy influx of tourists. There
was no lack of water to irrigate the land for crops of vegetables on a year-round basis.
I decided to ease Eva Grodde’s financial workload by asking the hotel management to issue one invoice
for all the rooms occupied by our staff and was very pleased with this improvement. Two months passed since I
arrived without word from Hdqrs.about returning to Beirut. I sent a telex asking permission to go on a short visit and
it was approved. The Cypriot telephone system is one of the best in the world and I got through to Daou at our Beirut
Embassy. [I suspect the employees called their relatives in Beirut and knew the situation well but would never tell
me-and that included Lilius’s wife.) Roger Daou said a team of technicians came to assess damages and that
Howard Singleton, the Charge d’affaires, Rollande Vezina and Therese Daigneault came from Amman, Jordan to
meet them.The technicians were unable to open the security doors and will return with proper equipment.
On March 1st, 1977, Cyprus Air got a clearance from their Beirut Agent that it was safe to fly to Beirut. I
booked a flight and, on arrival, noted how careful the Airport Police detail were with arriving passengers. Before
taking a taxi, he asked my name and the name of the Hotel where I intended of staying and the taxi driver's name
and registration. (It could also be because of the ease with which Israeli Mossad Agents came to Beirut to
assassinate PLO leaders.) Nearing the outskirt, I saw gutted buildings while others were riddled with shells bursts
and shrapnel. It got worse near the city core.
The driver went pass the St. George, Phoenicia hotels and the Holiday Inn, all three were bumt-out shells.
It was a very costly taxi trip to the Cavalier hotel but, I learned long ago never to argue with Beirut taxi drivers who
always carry small arms. The Cavalier hotel was owned by a Druze and his armed guards stood at the entrance
making certain the guests are undisturbed. I crossed Hamra to reach the Sabbagh Building where I met a familiar
face, the young Kurd who was the watchman for the Sabbagh Bldg. He remembered me, pointing up indicated that
Daou was waiting for me. I gave him two packages of American cigarettes.
The elevator worked and I reached the third floor to greet Roger in French. It had been a long and lonely
vigil because the staff in Limassol cared little about him and his family. His face lit up when I gave him a kilo of
Turkish coffee, the one item he and his wife wanted most. He lived nearby on”sharia” Hamra. He was anxious to tell
me about Gay Schroh whose effects he shipped to Canada except his son’s bicycle that was missing. Roger said
it was probably stolen and Schroh yelled and abused him. He rather ungrateful after all trouble Roger went through.
Roger Zachlan, the accountant and George Menassa, the Lebanese counselor, were kept on the payroll.
Mr. Zahlan lived in Achrafieh, East Beirut, visiting the Embassy for his pay cheque. Menassa spent time in Athens
coming to Beirut to pay the office and residence staff and the rent. His travel expenses were paid out of Embassy
funds transferred by the Charge d’affaires’ office in Amman to a Bank in the Gefinor Building. Only Menassa was
authorized to withdraw funds. Since George had to cross the “Green Line” to pay the rent for the residence and two
servants, he paid “baksheesh” to a ranking Palestinian named Al Fahoum to “pre-clear” his trips across the “Green
Line.” Likewise, before entering and leaving “Christian” East Beirut, he was required to “baksheesh” to a Christian
“Rais.” Roger Zahlan was not as fortunate. He once came to the office to collect his cheque when Palestinians
kidnaped him. They released when they realized that he was not “a diplomat!”
The Visa and Medical Sections were untouched. We had electricity and the air-conditioning system worked.
We could resume operations at short notice. The Bank Sabbagh, two floors below, opened a few hours each week
day. Roger and I went one floor up to the Chancery, where the EA, T&C, RCMP offices were situated. The heavy
steel grill doors were locked. We proceeded to the underground garage and the Mission cars were intact. Roger took
me to the sidewalk on Hamra and pointed where a stray bullet hit the Ambassador’s office window.
We walked to the Holiday Inn. It was as if someone erased any trace of US ownership of that hotel. It was
riddled with shell holes. A burnt tank stood at the entrance. It was nearly the same for the Phoenicia and the St.
George hotels except for a small crowd using the latter’s beach and makeshift bar. The Vendome Hotel, a short
distance away was intact. By the number of cars parked outside, it was busy. Roger said that the owners paid
“protection" money to be spared the fate of the other hotels.
children. I heard

...Challenaes

rumors

that the camp was
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paid a courtesy visit to the British Charge d’affaires. As I listened, I could tell he was an “Arabist”-he spoke
fluently and was expected to spend years in the Middle East. He was an optimist and said “since the situation
cannot get worse, it can only improve!” While a score of Embassies closed, reduced or evacuated their staff in the
summer of 1975, the British
Embassy continued to offer a minimum of service with a reduced staff. The Brits consider
conflicts with a “deja vu” attitude. He offered me the use of their telex facilities for urgent encoded messages.
I wanted to go to Achrafieh in East Beirut to look at the apartment where we lived between 1973-76 but,
I didn’t chance it without a “clearance” from both sides. Roger said that snipers were still active along the “Green
Line” and few people crossed it without pre-arrangements i.e., paying “baksheesh” to both sides. Roger mentioned
sporadic exchanges heavy shells from heavy guns placed at the top of Achrafieh’s Murr Tower in East Beirut and
arabic

the

one on

Kantari in West Beirut.

Before

leaving, we discussed the question of space in the Registry to accommodate all the files held at
assign the various members of the staff when they return to Beirut. I told
him that Michel Kabbas will be the first come back in order to assist him with the changes I discussed the need to
change the files and index cards from Limassol to those used in Beirut. The remainder of the staff would follow a few
days later at the same time as the files. If necessary, I will return when I receive word of the technicians' return to
Beirut when they expect to open the main gates to the chancery.
A temporary truce in Beirut can mean occasional sniping, sporadic clashes and street blockades. I noticed
that the restaurants were doing brisk business and the Moevenpick cafe at street level of the Sabbagh building was
packed with patrons. Money changers operated from makeshift sidewalk stalls and stores were stocked with canned
goods. At Raouche, cartons of cigarettes and Scotch whisky were piled at various intervals along the sidewalks.
Vendors in covered stands offered transistor radios at a fraction of their cost, all stolen goods looted from the Port.
On my return to the Apollonia hotel on March 6, the staff sensed that all good things must end. Soon, it
would be time to pack our files and index cards. That operation would keep everyone busy for three days. I told
M.Kabbas he will be the first to return to Beirut to help Roger Daou. He was so shocked that he couldn't find words,
muttering and stuttering. He said his Beirut apartment was not safe and he would have to find lodgings etc. I said
Daou has no such problems and lives on sharia Hamra. I repeated that he should get ready.
My assessment report to Foreign Branch Headquarters, Ottawa, stressed the need to return to Beirut and
resume Immigration operations. Before returning once more to Beirut, I called Roger Daou that I was arriving at
Beirut April 6. On this trip, I met both G. Menassa and R. Zahlan. George said an Australian Immigration officer was
at the hotel Beaurivage and I went to see him. He couldn’t say when or where Australia would re-open their
Embassy. He came to process urgent requests, interviewing Lebanese in the hotel lounge. He was the only hotel
guest! On my return to Limassol, I reported to FBHdqrs that we should consider resuming our operations. I knew
that this would have to wait until security measures are in place.
The Charge d’affaires, Mr. Howard Singleton, called from Amman, Jordan, asking that I attend a meeting
at Beirut with the technicians next day, May 4. I flew to Beirut and went directly to the Sabbagh Bldg. I met Mr.
Singleton and the External Affairs technicians. The latter were successful in opening the metal security entrance
doors as well as the door leading to the restricted area. It was agreed, for security reasons, that all the Embassy
personnel would be on one floor. Before this could take place, a bullet-proof booth will be installed at the main
entrance manned by members of the Canadian Armed Forces Provost Corps.(CAFPC) They wiil carry body search
on each person before
allowing them in the secure area. One technician asked if we knew a “specialist” who could
put up the bulletproof glass for the booth. George Menassa suggested remembered the same technicians who
replaced the bullet proof glass for the Sabagh Bank. We agreed to meet when the technicians return a third time.
THE ROME CONFERENCE: All European Officers-in-Charge attended the meeting at the Hotel Parioli,
co-chaired by Deputy Minister Alan E. Gottlieb. It was unusual for a “Mandarin” to act as co-chair. He was piqued
with the selection process and said officers were too hasty refusing visas to refugees from Eastern Europe, many
of them Jews. He hinted officers are misinterpreting instructions and failed to accept refugees. One Officer after
another got up to say that as the Regulations stand, we do not have a free hand accepting all those claiming to be
“refugee." The guidelines were not clear-cut. Wilf Greaves aired his views, followed by Elsa Amadio who suggested
the guidelines be reworded The DM was fuming and said there would be another refugee category and left the
meeting. The change occurred with the new category of “Self Exiled" refugees.
Limassol. I showed him where I intended to

.
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reception for our group in the Chancery that evening and we all let off
failed to appear for the rest of Conference. I was happy to meet
old friends again. I ran into Schroh who hinted that the “Limassol Operations” rated as high as the Asian Exodus
operations at Kampala. I said “you are uninformed about what went on at Kampala. You never faced a deadline, and
refugees who had to submit stool, urine and blood test and fill charter flights getting up at 6 am to bus them to the
airport! He was not convinced.
I flew to Amman, Jordan, on May 18,1977 to interview immigrants and students. The latter produced letters
of acceptance from Canadian Universities, however, their acceptance was subject to them paying the tuition fees.
I told them to write to the Beirut Visa Office when they produce proof that their fees are paid. Many Lebanese showed
up to apply as immigrants. It was cheaper and quicker for them to go to Amman than fly to Larnaca or go by boat from
Jounieh or Sidon. They complained that they had to wait days before Jordanian Embassy at Beirut issued entry visas.
During that short visit, I brought up several points that were not discussed at the first Beirut meeting. I
foresaw a communications problem between the first floor reception and the third floor Visa staff. An intercom system
was essential. Mr. Singleton agreed to raise this point with the technicians. During dinner at one of Amman’s better
restaurants which he and his staff patronized, I broached the subject of living allowances while on actual expenses.
They admitted that since they moved to Amman, they kept receivina their livinq allowances on top of their actual
expenses. I told them that none of the Officers at Limassol received such allowances! (and they were working!)
Moments before leaving the hotel for the airport, Mr. Singleton showed me a telex that said the Team of
technicians will arrive at Beirut next day. He and Consul Rollande Vezina will motor through Damascus tomorrow.
My ticket left me no choice but to return to Limassol first where Peter Lilius met me at Larnaca Airport on May 25. He
showed me a copy of the telex and I said that I will with next morning’s flight to Beirut. On the way to Limassol, I told
him that Mr. Singleton, Rollande Vezina and Therese Daignault receive their full allowances as well as their full hotel
expenses. He was incredulous and I asked if Gary Schroh ever raised the subject before and he did not. I drafted a
telex for Bud Muise at Immigration Hdqrs for possible review and retroactive compensation.
I landed at Beirut May 26,1977 and took a taxi to the Sabbagh Bldg. The technicians brought the office
plans to discuss space allocation. I was sure that no one at Immigration Hdqrs ever saw the plans. I remember getting
shafted under Ambassador Gignac and I insisted on adequate space for the Visa Office staff, i.e., four offices for the
3 Visa Officers and M. Kabbas and one for the Quebec Immigration Officer. The local staff seconded to our Program
will need three small offices. An intercom is essential to communicate with the receptionist on the first floor. I got what
I wanted and, when I returned to Limassol on Saturday May 28,1 called a meeting of the staff. I told them about the
latest developments and the imminent move. This was accepted by all except M. Kabbas who saw an end to
opulence. The files and index cards were packed in labeled cardboard boxes ready for air shipment to Beirut. We
relied once again on the firm Debbas to get the shipment to our Embassy on “sharia” Hamra.
Bud Muise’s telex from Hdqrs confirmed that full living allowances are paid to the Canada-based staff in
Amman. We are therefore entitled to the same, retroactively. I showed the telex to Pete and Fox suggesting that Gary
Schroh and Hughes-Mathieu be contacted. With my back pay I repaid a loan incurred to partly finish the garsonniere
in Chambly. It was the “extra icing” on the cake. I thought this would be appreciated but, no one said “thank you.”
In early June I told Michel Kabbas to be ready to leave for Beirut in four days. He asked to put it off and I
gave him the option to emigrate to Canada or resign. He accepted to return to Beirut. The morning of his departure,
I counted eight bulging suitcases. I told him he would have to pay excess weight as only one suitcase is allowed. He
started his jeremiads about having lost everything in Beirut, he had to buy clothes etc. I said “you are carrying canned
goods, chocolate and coffee in those suitcases, aren’t you?” He said “yes.” I told him you will pay for the excess
luggage and, once in Beirut, I will decide what is an acceptable claim. The taxi he ordered was a station wagon! I
learned on my next visit to Beirut from R. Daou that Kabbas's niece told everyone he was arriving. When Kabbas’s
taxi pulled up at his apartment (nothing happened to it,) a mob of relatives and friends waited to carry the luggage
and help themselves to tins of tuna, coffee, chocolate etc.
a

steam, avoiding Mr. Alan Gottlieb who, as of next day,
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weeks saw the end of Canada's presence in Limassol, Cyprus. There was no need to inform
of our departure as they were tacitly aware of our movements. Canada's response to the
plight of the Displaced Lebanese was swift. The small group of Visa Officers and Lebanese employees who
processed the applicants from the moment they moved into the Apolonia Hotel deserved full credit. Working in a
secure environment, five days a week, they had no deadline to meet nor did the Lebanese need to submit stool,
blood and urine tests and board charters. They enjoyed playing tennis or long walks in complete security.
POSTSCRIPT-During my stay in Limassol, Canada's UN Liaison Officer in Nicosia sought my help to find
R&R accommodation for his troops and I did find suitable quarters. The Colonel invited me to their Mess in Nicosia
as our UN Ambassador, Mr. Bill Barton visited the troops. The meal was a lot better than what I had when was at
Nicosia’s airport in 1943.
I went to the RAF Akrotiri base to thank the Adjutant for services rendered by their ComCenter staff. (I
could not help but think back when I was in Nicosia and Akrotiri was an alternative landing base in case of troubles.)
I called on the Barclay’s Bank Manager to tell him of my departure and that I would return to close the account at
a later date. Miss Grodde stayed behind to look after loose ends. I thanked the Apollonia Hotel staff for their help and
use of their telex, mail and telephones. The Sunday brunch buffet was always a feast. We said good-bye to helpful
The following

the Government of Cyprus

Dr. Drusiotis and his wife.

It was the most pleasurable assignment of my career. The "Isle of Aphrodite" boasted a mild climate,
inviting beaches, bountiful vegetables and citrus fruits, wines and excellent brandy. My interest in past civilizations
was kindled by many Phoenician archeological sites. The Cypriots are a warm and friendly people and if one walked
along nearby oaths on citrus aroves, they areeted us with “yassou.”
THE “MISSING" LETTER FROM PRIME MINISTER PE. TRUDEAU- Before returning to Beirut and fearing
renewed strife, I mailed the letter that I received from Prime Minister’s PE. Trudeau (page 189 para 3)to Phyllis Smith
Asst. Chief Of Personnel, for safekeeping in my personal file. It turned out the letter would have been safer in Beirut
because when I stopped at Immigration Headquarters, Ottawa and asked for my letter, the answer was “it’s
missing.” I asked how since no document could be removed from my file without my consent. The reply given was
that the letter was “loaned to “someone" (they would not say whom) in order that the wording in that letter was used
as a commendation for someone who performed “outstandingly."
Whoever that “person" was who asked for that letter had to be of senior rank and trusted by the Chief of
Personnel to be given access to a personal document from my file, without my permission. The Head of Personnel
withheld any further information to protect or cover that “someone.” With copying machines on each office floor, it
was common sense to hand over a copy instead of the original. The question remained: who was guilty of this breach
of confidentiality? When I had occasion to go to the Personnel Section, I raised the matter with Phillis Turnbull, Head
of Personnel and always got evasive answers. She was protecting someone and she, as well as members of her
staff avoided me whenever I called at the Personnel Section. They may have been genuinely sorry that the letter
was not returned but, they could have been less evasive as to who was the person who “borrowed” Prime Minister
PE Trudeau letter handed to me for my role in the success of the Exodus of South Asians from Uganda. I prized that
letter from Prime P.E. Trudeau more than any other document or award I ever received during my career!
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THE APOLLONIA

HOTEL, LIMASSOL, CYPRUS-JANUARY-JULY 1977
longest paid official holiday of my career.”
The photos bear witness to that fact, even if some do not wish to comment.
“The

Top left-The office on the first floor of the Apollonia Hotel, overlooking
the swimming pool- right-the rented car used to travel to the British base
at Akrotiri for encoded telex. Middle left-the view of the pool from the
suite, confirming what I said about “the longest

paid official

holiday."Above right, Marija's painting of Kyrenia in the Turkish occupies
area of Cyprus; bottom left, taking up painting in a delightful setting-on
the right, painting of a hillside village house north of Paphos, my favorite.
I was pleased to see her continuing to apply her talent which she started
in Jamaica.
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THE PALESTINIAN REFUGEES “CATCH 22 SITUATION"-

refugees in Lebanon

Palestinian

refugees make up almost 10 per cent of the total Lebanese
population. Most live in refugee camps without social and civil rights and
with limited access to public health facilities or schools.
Nahr al-Bared
Founded 1949 by UN
10 schools, one youth

REFUGEE POPULATION

• 12 UN
Refugee camps
(population)

Nahr at-Bared

J

(31,023)

centre, one

••

^ Palestinian

Baddawi

settlements

-

kindergarten

(16,198)
Refugee
no

LEBANON
Mediterranean
Sea

Wavel

Dbeyeh
(4,2)1)

(7,553)

J

B«!ni*oJ^Sh*ll« (12,235)
(MIYT
l^ln al-Halwah (45,332)
®Mlah

Mlah (5.037)

^1-Buss (10,1,02>
Bur) al-Shamall (18,659)
RashldUh (25,590)

7

have

Palestinian refugees
considered

Mar Ellas

are

Bu>| al-BaraJnah (20.405)

.

camps

proper

infrastructure, are
overcrowded, poor and
have high
unemployment rates

foreigners, prohibited
by law from working
o
Damascus

SYRIA

in more than 70
trades and

professions
According to 1969
UN agreement,
Palestinian refugee
camps are

self-governing in
return for camps

ISRAEL

disarming their
militants

encouraged Palestinians Refugees to apply for
emigration to Canada as this would have been against the
UNGA Reolutionl94 of November 11, 1948. None applied
during the 5 years I was in Beirut. However, in an earlier
period, 1955/56 Canada Organization) One hundred
Palestinians Refugees were to be selected provided they met
our requirements concerning health,
Security checks and
potential for employment as well as paying their way to
Canada. The latter part was a departure from Canada’s post¬
war record of admitting thousands of Refugees and paying
their fare to Canada. If our non-acceptance met the wishes of
the Arab League who wanted Palestinians not emigrate but
be returned to their rightful place in Palestine, they
nevertheless considered that their temporary presence in the
Arab World helped their cause for an eventual return to
Canada

never

Palestine.
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Right, the “Green
that

separated

East

and West Beirut-

These

maps give some
indication of the various

Communities

and

place in the
mosaic-no

their

Lebanese
reference is

made to other

minorities,
i.e., Jews, Syrians, Kurds,

Egyptians,

Armenians,

Palestinians-a substantial
number of the latter lived
outside

the camp
businessmen

as
or

entrepreneur, but the
majority lived in camps
around Beirut’s airport and
in other camps at Saida
(Sidon) and Tripoli 1979.
No accurate figures are
provided-no one dares.
See page 216 for more
details.
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I flew to Beirut from Cyprus on June 30, 1977 to ensure that the office was ready to start interviewing
clients

August 6, 1977. I met the six members of the CAF Provost Corps to explain how we
bulletproof security booth was ready with two Provost Corps members ready to frisk every
visitor. On my return to Limassol, I told the personnel to be ready to return to Beirut. Miss Grodde made the
reservations with Cyprus Air, remaining in Limassol to attend to outstanding vouchers for my signature when II return
as

of

function. The

one

last time to close the account.

After the staff reported to our “old” office, I introduced them to the CAF Provost Corps. They felt reassured
by their presence, remembering past problems when controls were nonexistent. The Visa Officers and their
secretaries familiarized themselves with their new suroundings. Michel Kabbas helped Roger Daou unpack the files
from Limassol.
When I returned to Beirut, like everyone else, we were anxious to find a furnished apartment in West Beirut.
George Menassa mentioned that Roger Martineau’s furnished flat was available and we rented it. A few days later,
we ventured across the “Green Line” into East Beirut to visit the Maalouf, our old neighbors in Achrafieh where we
lived between 1970 and 1973. It was a happy reunion because their apartment was untouched. They took us to see
our ex apartment-the entrance door was ajar and we saw debris all over the floors and a hole in the far wall of the
dining room, large enough to drive a truck through it! Broken glass covered the floor of the terrace and pockmarks
from shrapnel splinters. Were everywhere. It was worse when we reached the upper level. West Beirut was safer at
the moment and when we parted, we agreed to meet soon again.
The Royal Bank and Nova Scotia Banks opened small branches near our Embassy. They were busy when
I visited both. Stray shelling destroyed the gold suq and the vegetable and fruit markets. The one “supermarket” that
was opened carried mostly canned goods, some vegetables, fruits and meat. Dangling from hooks! The sight of the
latter caused many clients to become vegetarian. We had basic utensils but no dishes, cooking ware or tablecloths
because Ottawa Hdqrs refused to ship those items when I was posted to Cyprus. A telex to Bud Muise at ImmHdqrs
authorized the purchase of essential items. The tap water was contaminated because the water pipes ran along the
sewer pipes and both suffered leaks from bombardments and neglect. Everyone had to stock up on mineral water.
We washed vegetables in boiled water with detergent then soaked them in cold mineral water for serving.
Everything and everyone was ready for the opening on August 6th, 1977. The security measures were the
envy of other embassies, except the USA. The presence of the Provost Corps were a deterrent for armed types who
habitually shove their way past others. Word went around not to carry weapons. The following staff were on hand:
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS:

Charge d’affaires, H. Singleton-Consul and Admini., Rollande Vezina- Asst. Admin. Therese
Daignault-Comcentre R. Judd Support Les: G. Menassa, R. Zahlan-Drivers: Fadi Kastoum and A. Melhem
IT&C: Marc C. Pelletier-CANADIAN ARMED FORCES: Colonel G.W. Duguid RCMP: Ken PerkinsE& IMMIGRATION: R. St-Vincent, Peter Lilius, Terry Fox -Support Local Staff: E. Grodde, Michel Kabbas, Mona
el Kadi, Fadl Battish, Roger Daou- Medical: K.Shitilian1CANADIAN ARMED FORCES PROVOST CORPS: 6 members

QUEBEC IMMIGRATION: Jean

Cogne and Olivier Tremblay (who left for Rome after a few days-)
reception situated on the first floor with an appointment or requesting a visitor’s
visa, either Fadl Battish or Roger Daou escorted them two floors up to the Visa Section. If they were unavailable,
they called a Visa Officer secretary to come and escort the clients to the Visa Section. Anyone showing up on the third
floor without appointment was sent back to the first floor. If the staff on the third floor felt secure, it wasn't so for Battish
and Daou. Lebanese seeking a visitors’ visas wanted Battish or Roger to help them fill the Visitor’s Visa Form. If they
refused, the clients turned nasty. Some visitors demanded to see a Canadian officer and if Fadl asked “why” they
threatened him. They then called me and I went to the reception. If I was satisfied the clients had a valid reason, I
escorted them to the third floor where, with the help of an interpreter, I interviewed them in the hallway, outside the
secure area. Many Lebanese expected to be processed under the relaxed criteria that
applied in Cyprus.
When

someone came

at the

i

There

was no

Medical Officer at Beirut-the Medical
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Exams/X-rays

were sent to

Athens.
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A few weeks after

Immigration officer Terry Fox started interviewing, he refused a Visa to an applicant for
accept Terry's his decision and threatened him in such a loud voice that everyone stopped
working. (Terry forgot that this was no longer Cyprus where he could rely on the protection of the Cyprus Police.)The
Lebanese applicant was escorted out of the office. However, in Beirut, threats are taken seriously. For Terry’s safety,
I arranged for him to return to Montreal with haste. Pending a replacement, Coleen Cupples came temporarily from
Nairobi. She too was a no-nonsense person when it came to interviewing male or female. Chauvinist Lebanese wished
cause.

The latter did not

they had been interviewed by someone else. Coleen got away with refusing male chauvinists!
Since leaving Limassol, Miss Eva Grodde lived in our apartment. One day, without warning, she resigned
to go back to Canada. She said she wanted to apply for employment as a Foreign Service Officer. I wished her luck.
Howard Singleton, the Charge d'affaires, was next to depart. He lived in the Residence, a penthouse apartment in
Achrafieh, east Beirut. He invited all the staff to his farewell party. For many of us it required crossing the "Green
Line'' The staff remarked on the food cornucopia of the buffet, a sign of affluence in East Beirut. When Mr Singleton
told the staff to help themselves to any leftovers, Messrs. Kabbas and Menassa were the first to heed that offer. I was
appointed Charge d’affaires a.i. In my new responsibility, I occasionally sent brief exposes of the political situation,
clashes, etc. to External Affairs although they may not have been read. It was part of my responsibility to read all
incoming and outgoing telexes for or from any member of the Mission. There were a lot vouchers to sign after some
verification. I looked after our Immigration Program as well and I was thankful that P. Lilius and C.Cupples accepted
to work long hours. Colleen returned to Nairobi where her services were urgently needed.
At the end of August 1977, Miss R. Vezina, Marc Pelletier Colonel G.W. Duguid and I drove to Beirut
International Airport in two cars to meet the new Ambassador-to-be, Mr. Andre Couvrette and his family. We greeted
them in the “sterile area” in the presence of a Lebanese Protocol officer who left after greeting Mr. Couvrette. I
introduced him to his driver, Fadi Kastoum and sat next to the driver while he and his wife sat in the back. The children
went with Miss

Vezina, Pelletier and Duguid. On nearing Achrafieh, he asked about the “Green Line” and I told him

“we just

crossed it. At the Residence, they met the butler/waiter Habib and the maid/cook Jeannette. We had a toast
long trip.
On his first day at work, Mr.Couvrette invited the Section Heads to brief him on our respective Program
activities. Miss R. Vezina was first to say that she wrote “situation” reports and looked after Consular matters, keeping
in touch with Canadians in Lebanon. She was assisted by Miss T.Daigneault who also looked after Financial matters.
Mr. Couvrette thanked her and said that from now on he would write situation reports to External Affairs. I spoke about
our program, selecting Lebanese immigrants and visitors and doing the same on trips to Amman, Jordan. I mentioned
J. Cogne’, the Quebec Immigration Officer and his role concerning immigrants destined to Quebec. Colonel G.W.
Duguid, the Military Attache and Marc Pelletier with Trades Commerce said they had yet to complete their “rounds
of contacts” and would report at the next meeting.
A few days later, Mr Couvrette accepted my invitation with his family to attend an informal reception at our
apartment. We found a caterer whose specialty was butterfly shrimps fried in a garlic sauce. We contacted the lady
cook we knew in 70-73 and she agreed to prepare Lebanese dishes that she would bring to our place, provided an
Embassy driver brings her across the “Green Line.” The evening of the reception, Marija and I stood at the entrance,
receiving and introducing the guests to Mr. And Mrs, Couvrette. After the guests had arrived, the Couvrettes mingled.
It was our turn to relax and, famished, we headed for the shrimp table. To our dismay, there were none left!
The gluttonous twins Kabbas and Menassa did a good job of cleaning up. They were now standing at the other table,
eating kibbeh, falafel, foul, hommos, kafta and fresh pita bread. Luckily, the cook knew them well and kept food for
us and the Couvrette in the kitchen. The Couvrettes were thankful for a pleasant evening and the opportunity to meet
and speak with everyone. A fitting introduction to the “Land of the Cedars.”
While I was Charge d'affaires, I was chauffeur-driven to and from the Embassy. That privilege ceased and
I now walked to the Embassy in the morning. After a day’s work, I looked for a lift back home not fancying walking
home in the afternoon heat. However, no one lived near my area. There were no new cars for sale in Beirut. Luckily,
Melhem the driver knew about my quest and said the Swiss Ambassador’s car is for sale. I went to see him and saw
his Pontiac Brougham. It was in good shape and I asked why he did not ship it back to Bern. He said, quite candidly,
that it wouldn’t fit in his garage. I bought it, knowing there were no Insurance Companies doing business in Beirut. I
would have to keep very alert avoiding lunatic taxi drivers.
to their welcome and left them to rest from a
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ImmHdqrs about the increasing backlog of interviews and lack of space for an additional

Visa Officer. The Lebanese clients from East Beirut showed up promptly for their interviews when it was safer to cross
the"
:EE!M LINE Although the building housing the Police Records suffered several shell hits and the records were

destroyed RCMP Agents Ken Perkins kept up his visits with the Lebanese Police Hdqrs. I cannot recall one case when
he returned with any criminal record on any of the Lebanese we selected! One had to conclude that they were all
archangels!
We kept to ourselves in the apartment, remembering that befriending too many Lebanese tended to let them
believe that ”mi casa e tu casa!" and they would come in uninvited at all times. One morning, while walking from the
apt. to my car, I heard a high-pitched whistle twice within seconds. It seemed to come from our building and I try to
fing its source. I saw a lady on the third floor lift a birdcage with a large grey parrot inside. We exchanged a few words
in English and the parrot whistled again as she took it inside. A few days later I met her and her husband as I arrived
to take the elevator. He was Dieter Evers and his wife Alba. He was the Lufthansa Manager and from then on we were
good friends and Marija and I spoke German with them. When he told me he was transferred to Toronto, we discussed
the advantage of going as immigrants. They complied with our requirements. They took their African grey to Canada.
There were no stores where on could buy beer or liquor because the latter was stolen from warehouses and
offered for sale at street corners. That is where I went and bougjht what I needed from a shiite moslem, paying less
than if I had ordered from Diplomatic sources such as Ostermann and Petersen, Copenhagen, Denmark.(but we could
not). He also sold cigarettes. However, if one needed goods such as a radios, stereo equipment, Iranian carpets one
had to go to Raouche(at the poit jutting to the sea also known as "la grotte aux pigeaons") which had a great variety
of stolen goods. The merchants vied to get you to buy at bargain prices. They stayed and slept close to their goods.
When darkness came they hooked long sticks to electric wires above them and got free electricityThe Syrian soldiers were more visible at key points enforcing a truce between the various militias trying to
shake down people venturing into their territories. They also surrounded the Ministry of Defense at Yarze preventing
Lebanese troops from interfering with the Syrian Army's activities. When the Syrians were busy, the militia set up flying
barrages in their bailiwick in West Beirut stopping cars and demanding money to let you go on. It was a time when
there was shortages of water(even if one had to boil it) as well as sporadic cuts in telephone service caused by
unscrupulous PTT employees who were responsible for the cuts to come to people’s residence and offering to "repair"
the telephone against payment. The telephones were our only link with the Provost Corps soldiers in emergency.
Batteries and a flashlight were essential.
In autumn the clashes occurred more often between the militias as they fought to protect or enlarge their
turf. The Druzes in their isolated Chouf (hills east of Beirut where they live) were attacked by Christian militia while
the Syrian Army tried to countered incursions by Gemayel’s Phalangists in East Beirut. Because Syrian tanks
prevented the Lebanese Army from leaving the Yarze barracks, it was unable to intervene. The Palestinians in
southern Lebanon launched rockets into Israeli border settlements which would bring reprisal against Shiites living
near the border. Our Military Attache, Colonel Duguid and his driver went to that area and met with the South
Lebanese Army (SLA) leader, Major Saad. The SLA was part of the Lebanese Army but said to be paid indirectly by
the Israelis. I remembered Col Duguid’s statement about Major Saad "he is a madman!"
Our Ambassador went to play golf at a course situated near the largest Palestinian camp. He was alone and
soon realized that the large holes dotting the course were not obstacles. As he
swung his club, a bullet went pass
his head! He never returned. Tony Cernuschenko replaced R. Vezina as Consul and Miss Daigneault also left
replaced by John Finch. My wife and I took advantage of a lull to fly to Slovenia for New Years while Middle East
Airlines kept flying. On our return we both noted that the controls at the airport were stricter. There were many
Lebanese soldiers and Armored Carriers to be seen, a sign of tension.
The talk around the office when I returned to work concerned the kidnapping of the Ambassador's children
dog. A ransom of 3,000 Lebanese pounds was demanded for its return and the note mentioned where the meeting
was to take place. The Ambassador went with his butler and after much
haggling, the "dognapper'' accepted 300LP!
Peter Lilius was due for an assignment and was transferred to Tokio. When asked why he choose Tokio
he said "the highest cost of living allowance!" I wished them "es salaam alekum.'His
replacement was Dominique
Collinge who arrived with his wife in February 1978. A few months later, in May Ian Thompson joined our Immigration
Staff. With a full complement of Visa Officers, we were now in a position to tackle the
backlog of applications.
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signs that life was returning to some normalcy. Beirutis relaxed at sidewalk cafes, gasoline was
plentiful and both Christians and Moslems ventured across the “Green Line” without incident. We wanted to re-visit
the village of Damour, south of Beirut, where we went Sundays between 1970-72 to buy vegetables and fruit. I
remembered the February 76 Montreal Gazette headlines “Palestinians massacred the Christian population of the
village of Damour.” We soon regretted our outing. As far as we could tell, all the houses were destroyed. We saw
Palestinian refugees milling around destroyed houses. The roadside mountains of radishes and strawberries were
were

no more.

We decided to patronize the Summerland Beach Hotel in West Beirut, two kilometers south of Beirut. A
showy complex with a 150-room hotel with cabanas, a grotto bar with artificial stalactites, fountains and an Olympicsize swimming pool fed by artesian wells. Businessmen arriving at the Beirut Airport went there for deals and
relaxation. Everyone sat or lounged around the pool because the beach was polluted. The Chef served gourmet
dishes, mostly imported meats and exotic fruits. The construction of the complex went on during the civil war because
the owner paid the militia not to interfere. He hired well armed guards to protect the guests and their cars from
intruders. It was an ideal place where one watched scantily clad girls prance as they do at Antibes, Juan-les-Pins, Nice
or any similar places.
By comparison, there was a modest golf club near Aramoun, in the low hills overlooking the coast, further
south. It replaced the Delamyeh Golf Club, patronized in 1970/73 because the latter was heavily damaged. The
Aramoun club owner and staff tried hard to satisfy its clients, serving tasty meals by the pool surrounded by tall pine
trees. Members of foreign embassies and their family came here to relax and hold family picnics and escape the noise
and sight of Beirut’s destruction. Unfortunately, the nearby presence of Syrian soldiers was bound to create problems.
The soldiers wanted free meals and drinks, refusing to leave, ogling females near the pool. When told to leave, they
fired their weapons in the air. That was the last of Aramoun.
When it
them if the

was

felt safe to

cross

the “Green Line,” we visited our friends in Achrafieh, the Maaloufs. I asked

Syrian owner of the apartment building comes around to collect rent.
dare.” The tenants shared the upkeep expenses. One of their friend suggested he
Greek and

Maaloufs reply was “he wouldn’t
could make money by convincing
Italian Agents to have their ships call at Beirut. Tourists could visit Phoenician ruins and a recently ravaged

city!
Walking into the office each morning, the members of the Provost Corps saluted me as Head of Mission.
Military Attache walked in, they did not. And that annoyed him. I was reminded of my days in the RCAF
when it was said that “other ranks" must salute an officer even if in “civies.” Colonel Duguid did not rate such
recognition, only the Head of Post!
On August 22, I flew to Amman with Alia for a two-day visit, staying at the Sheraton Hotel. At the British
Embassy I walked into a waiting room packed with people. The Consul was recently appointed and I briefed him for
the need to issue permits for Jordanian students as well as a visa and a medical examination. He said he would prefer
not to get involved and refer any student inquiry to Beirut.
Two weeks after Mr. Couvrette’s arrival, the Director of Protocol asked him to present his bte Letters of
Credence to the President of the Republic of Lebanon. I had no proper apparel and neither did Pelletier. There was
no shop left in Beirut catering to such needs. I remembered that the Mexican Charge d’affaires I met at a function was
my size. I called him and he obliged with the loan of his apparel. Pelletier found someone although the trousers were
too large and too long. Mr. Couvrette and Miss Vezina owned proper raiments.
In September 77, we tailed the Head of Mission’s car to the Lebanese MFA. The Director of Protocol joined
us to the Presidential Palace at Baabda. The President’s Aide-de-Camp met us and took his place to the right of the
soon-to-be-Ambassador for Canada, leadingus where the Lebanese Army Band awaited his signal to play “0 Canada.”
When the

He then escorted

us

to the main hall of the Palace where President Elias Sarkis stood. The Director of Protocol

introduced Mr. Couvrette to the President. I gave the Letters of Credence to Mr. Couvrette who presented them to the
President saying “I have been appointed etc..to expand the good relations etc.” Our Ambassador introduced Roger
St. Vincent, Miss Vezina and Marc Pelletier to the President.

The President spoke of the difficult times faced by

Lebanon, the destruction-it would take nine years to recover He was an optimist. We joined in a toast and parted from
President Sarkis. The Director of Protocol came to the Ambassador’s Residence to greet Mrs. Couvrette and my wife.
We left

as

I had to

get the Mexican Charge d’affaires’ suit dry cleaned.
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Jordan required a visit in April 1978.
None of the independent applicants made the grade-they overstated their qualifications and knowledge of English.
When I went to see the British Consul, the waiting room was packed with-this was the time when Jordanians sought
to visit the UK and needed a visa. The Consul was pleased when I said I will look after those applying to go to Canada.
Whenever the Diplomatic Courier could not call at Beirut, he left our Diplomatic bag at the Cairo Canadian
Embassy. Our Embassador asked me to go to Cairo on May 15,1978 to pick up the bag. I had sent a telex to Cairo
about my arrival and the Cairo Embassy driver met me on arrival, waiving a small Canadian flag. I left the Beirut Dip
bag with the Embassy and waited to pick up our Beirut bag till next day when return to Beirut. Cairo was a familiar
sight to me from my WWII service in 1943/4.1 met Gibby Gibson (who was in the RCAF in these parts and came
through Rome as a trainee(p.143) I accepted dinner that evening and spent a most pleasant time remembering our
past service. His wife Zella loved Cairo as she was found of horse riding and had her prefer horse at Giza and rode
around the pyramids. He served "Stella" beer that I consumed then-it was still the same good taste. I picked up our
Beirut, Lebanon-Resuming Program Operations
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...

Dip bag in the morning and flew back to Beirut with Middle East Air Lines.
My wife and I went on leave to Canada departing June 12th 1978. Two days after our arrival, the newspaper
headlines told of the murder of Toni Franjieh (son of the ex-President), his wife, their three month old baby, their maid
and their driver as well as their dog! The culprit was Bashir Gemayel, Head of the Phalangist as the one who ordered
this heinous crime! Both are Christians! There is also another Christian faction under Danny Chamoun, the Tigers!
But rivalry for power between clans has no bounds in Lebanon. Bashir could not accept the (Maronite) Franjieh clan's
protection by the Syrians as the Maronite territory bordered with Syria.
Each of the Christian factions sought to rule the political power over Christian East Beirut and the Franjiehs
had the Syrians on their side. The Christians mistrust the other clans i.e. the Druzes, Shiites and Sunnis and the
Palestinians who are themselves divided into clans such as Arafat's PLO, George Habash's PLFP and the
Palestinians in Syria Saiqa controlled by the Syrians. The Armenians, living in the Christian Sector pay tribute to both
Christian clans to have peace. To complicate matters, there are also Christians Orthodox and a few Jews live in West
Beirut! It should be understood that the fact that the Identity Card shows the faith of the holder why one is limited in
his travel within certain areas-if caught outside that restricted area, your life is at risk! One must also remember that
the Cairo pact agreed to by Lebanese binds them to recognize that the Palestinian are a independent power within
the Republic of Lebanon and they have the arms to maintain that independence.
One would expect the Palestinian to be grateful for the freedom of movement granted to them by the Cairo
Pact but they impose their rule in Lebanon where they have Camps with Refugees. The United Nations Works and
Relief Agency(UNWRA) does not have much say regarding the distribution of aid received from many countries. The
PLO rules the fate of the Palestinians in its camps and has been suspected of allowing mercenaries in the camps and
allow them to receive accommodation and food apart from arms. Since the Pelestinian Liberation Organisation under
Arafat is not the only voice in the camps, there is dissention among the Palestinians and George Habash PLFP is an
example.
We returned to Beirut from our leave in Canada in July 1978. We heard that the Syrians would not standby
idly and planned to avenge the brutal murders of the son and family of an ally, ex President Suleiman Franjieh. A few
weeks later, the Syrians started shelling targets in East Beirut, presumably where Gemayel had his base. This lead
to an exchange of artillery fire between two high rise known as "towers", one in East Beirut and the other in West
Beirut. It was inevitable that the Ambassador's residence, a penthouse in high building should be caught in the
exchange of fire. On shell hit his residence, piercing the study wall-luckily there was no one in that room at the time
but it left them shaken. This was too much and Mrs. Couvrette wanted out yesterday. In a "flash" telex to External
Affairs the Ambassador reported the incident and was recalled to Ottawa. We secured a temporary Residence in
WEST BEIRUT for them before his departure. Since it was not fully furnished some furniture was moved from the
Aschrafieh East Beirut residence into the temporary West Beirut residence. But the Couvrette had only one thoughtget out of Beirut and get to Canada to get over that incident!

On Sept. 14 1982, Bashir Gemayel was holding a meeting in East Beirut when a one hundred kilo bomb
exploded in the basement of the bldg where the meeting was held-the blast made it impossible to identify the vitims except
that they found Bashir's nose!
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family to the airport. I happened to be close to Mrs.

Couvrette in the departure lounge when she whispered her parting thoughts in my ear in "Quebequois." I cannot
mention those words which were of course her own opinion but it had to do with the incident concerning Elias, the
Ambassador's

bodyguard who was shot crossing the GREEN LINE and whose body lay where he fell for three days
they feared being shot by sharpshooters if they attempted to pick the body. They did and bury him immediately.
The Dept, of External Affairs appointed me Charge d'affaires. I was now driven to and from the Embassy in
the Mission car. The clashes continued and when there was danger the local staff stayed home. Palestinian artillery units
merging with Shiites villagers started to shell Israeli villages. The Israelis Forces retaliated with heavy artillery and the
Shiites bore the brunt of the resulting casualties more than the Palestinians. And more dies when Israeli planes dropped
accurate bombs. As the raids intensified, thousands of Shiites headed for the safety of Beirut, first squatting in empty
apartments and occasionally, when desperate, forced people out of their furnished apt at gun points even if the
occupants were Moslems.
In early September 1978, Ambassador Couvrette returned. The airline MEA was flying when other airlines
refused to land at Beirut. He came to say his official farewell to his "confreres." I met and drove him to the temporary
Residence in West Beirut. It was now luxurious and peaceful apartment. He met the two servants, Habib and Jeannette
and may have been surprised to see the piano and paintings which were transported from the previous residence across
the "GREEN LINE" bribing guards with "backshish." When he was due to leave M. Pelletier held a farewell gathering
at his apartment-he left with Middle East Airlines not to return. My wife and I moved into the residence which had the
comforts for my position as Charge d'affaires.
In September 1978 I received my copy of a circular letter from the Chief of Personnel asking my choice of a
posting out of Beirut with an addenda that said "preference will be given to veterans." I opted for Belgrade adding that
I was a WWII veterans as well as an Immigration veteran. I was asked questions about my wife's birth in that country
and I reply that she was the holder of an Italian passport and did not own property in Yugoslavia. They knew that she
was the holder of a Canadian Diplomatic passport. I was turned down before and I expected a repeated of what
happened in October 1976. But, I was posted to Belgrade-Dir.Gen. Mr. JB Bissett may have intervene on my behalf.
The streets of West Beirut became unsafe as clashes escalated. Car bombs became a daily occurrence. I
telexed GEA (External Affairs Desk, Ottawa) recommending the evacuation of non-essential personnel to Cyprus. The
Visa Personnel would stay as it was swamped with applications. GEA agree but the personnel would have to be
evacuated to Athens, Greece! Someone in GEA went by the book dating back who knows when that Athens is the place
to evacuate personnel from the Middle East! Cyprus was so close and English was the language spoken by most of the
residents. Canadans in Lebanon were also asked to leave if they felt their lives were in danger-the announcement was
before

as

broadcated

over

the radio several times. The wives and two clerks went to Athens, one RCMP member went to Cairo

while the T&C officer, Marc Pelletier went to Riad, Saudi Arabia. A few days later, some Ambassadors and Charge
d'affaires asked me why we reduced our staff and I said the US and the British have already done the same.
The "evacuees'' in Athens were unhappy with life in that city and the Embassy administrative staff and asked
to arrange for them to go to Cyprus. I pressed GEA to agree to their travel to Cyprus
much less than those in Athens and Limassol had first class telephone facilities

and it was accepted. The costs
for them to keep in touch with
relatives. Why this was not agreed to in the first place shows how luminaries at Hdqrs operate!
Robert Pouliot, a free lance reporter from the Montreal newspaper "La Presse"came to Beirut at the time of
increased clashes to get an exclusive account of what was taking place but left in a hurry fearing for his life when
venturing in certain places. His press release appear on page 294. For 'the "grass widowers" it was a lonely life without
one's consort. Tackling cooking chores, washing dishes and clothes, nearby shopping when the lull allowed.
From my flat in West Beirut, I often sat in the evening on the long balcony facing the seashore not too distant.
I like the view and calmness. All of a sudden, in the semi darkness, I saw tracer bullets coming from the sea aimed at
a target to the shore on my left, towards a familiar place, "The Sands of Lebanon.''Other tracing bullets were aimed
higher towards the Palestinian Refugee Camps. I knelt down behind the low balcony stone wall for protection an peeked
over it. There were now tracers fired from the shore, from Palestinians or Syrians towards an invisible target at sea.
Icrawled inside to get my binoculars-the gun boats had to be Israelis possibly deflecting attention so that some of their
Mossad agents who came to Beirut could be picked up by another speed boat and returned to Israel.
me
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Syrians used heavy artillery firing from the highway at an invisible sea target with tracer shells. They did
not hit anything. The Israeli gunboats that remained and kept firing, constantly changing positions. This went on for one
hour. Next day the newspapers reported that Belgian tourists arrived at the airport went to the Summerland complex
by the sea shore. This was not the first time that such an incident happened-Mossad agents come to Lebanon as
tourists with foreign passports for various reasons, usually assassination of high ranking PLO officials
The Syrian Army kept up its pounding of East Beirut possible because of Bashir Gemanyel's murderous deed
in killing Toni Franjieh's entire family. The Syrian sought revenge picking targets in East Beirut, not too accurately. To
escape the sound of exploding shells at regular intervals, I went to the Summerland Complex to relax. I sat in a beach
chair facing Achrafieh in East Beirut watching columns of smoke from Syrian shells exploding every five minutes. I
seemed to be the only one looking in that direction as others ate at the restaurant and bikini-clad girls pranced around
the pool. Watching them I wondered if East Beirut Christians would do likewise, i.e. sit by the pool at the Casino du
Liban while shells fell on West Beirut-I believed they would!
When the Israeli Infantry Units failed to dislodge PLO fighters from the South Lebanon border towns and
villages, they sent Armoured Units. That caused Lebanese Shiites to flee to Beirut, squatting in any accommodation
they could find or "requisition." Some knocked on the doors of our Canadian staff and one had to stand firm to resist
their attempt to occupy the flat. Then, the rumor spread that Canada was taking refugees from the South!
When I arrived at the Sabbagh Building where our office was, people were blocking the entrance as the stairs leading
to our floors were full of people! The building owner had blocked the elevators and I made my way by shouting "ana
konsul es assafara kanadi! When I reached the third floor it was also packed with people and the members of the
Provost Corps were glad to see me. I got on the intercom to Battish and Daou on the first floor and told them to make
their way to the third floor and lock their office. When they reached the third floor I had them translate what I said that
only those who can prove that they have relatives in Canada will be seen! As there were none, they slowly walk down
the stairs telling others what I had said.
BELL CANADA- The firm Bell Canada landed the contract valued at several million dollars to update the
telephone system, a relic of the French who installed it. They were assisted by Lebanese technicians and worked long
hours to install new equipment. The four Bell highly qualified technicians were from Montreal and lived in a large
penthouse apartment across my own apartment. They too saw the artillery shells falling on Ashrafieh where they were
working perilously everyday setting up a new exchange system. The Chief technician came to me to say that they kept
receiving complaints that their new lines did not worked. When they went to check, they realized that some Lebanese
technicians disconnected lines in order to re-connect the persons against "backshish." When they investigated they
faced some armed types and decided to quit. The Chief technician came to me and ask that I ship their effects to Bell
Telephone Montreal. Fie said quite emphatically "je rviendrai jama!"
Mr. Walid Jumblatt, Leader of the Druze Community, had no problems reaching me by phone. Fie needed
a favor-would I issue a visa to a member of his flock who wishes to go to Canada? I took note and after checking, I
called him back to tell him that a visa will be issued to his protege when he comes to the office. While on the phone he
asked about my driver, Melhem, (a druze.) I told him that his services are highly valued. Mr. Jumblatt ended by inviting
me to his home at Mukhtara. I accepted but could not say when.
The question of walkie-talkies became vital as the telephone system was unreliable. They were supplies and
arrived at Athens where Toni Czernushenko went to get them. The members of the Provost Corps were familiar with
them and undertook to teach all of us to use them. The Walkie-talkies worked very well and we kept in touch with the
base at the Embassy where the Provost Corps always had a detail on duty as well as each other as needed. I wish we
could have had them sooner because my wife fell coming out of the bathroom and she tried unsuccessfully to call me.
When I got home she was suffering and I took her to the local doctor Suidan who looked after her reducing the swelling.
Weeks after the evacuees returned to Beirut from Cyprus, when it was relatively safe to do so, I suggested
to the Dept, of Foreign Affairs that employees who remained on duty during the staff reduction, should be allowed a
five-day special leave all paid vacation every two months. It was approved. I checked our emergency supplies in the
sealed storage in the basement of the building. We kept cans of gasoline, canned goods, mineral water, medicine, gaz
lamps, flashlights, spare batteries etc. I confirmed to External Affairs that enough supplies for one month for six to eight
persons. I also ensure that our cash reserves in $US were available in the amount prescribed. I was still aware that
if in case of evacuation, the Brits would provide assistance and transportation via the Bekaa valley to Damascus.
The
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though we had Walkie-Talkies when the telephone lines were down our ComCenter could not transmit
on the facilities at the Commodore Hotel, home to the
Foreign Press reporters. Somehow their
telephone lines never broke down because they paid to ensure that they had the service and they of course charged
exorbitant prices to the reporters who had to use their facilities to send their reports. It was no different for my messages
to Ottawa-they were very expensive. If I had to wait for an answer to my telex, I waited by the bar where a parrot with
a piercing whistling voice that kept tipsters awake. The British Embassy accepted only enciphered messages.
For the 9to4 desk people at External Affairs, Beirutfunctioned normally with the exception of occasional close
calls. We were expected to answer a myriad of memos and telexes on various subjects. I was asked if I thought we
should continue to pay our share of contribution to the United Nations Works and Relief Agency (UN WRA)-money that
helped Palestinian Refugees. In the past the answer was always "yes.'' I certainly did not want to answer "no" in case
of reprisals from the PLO. But I wanted to know more about the involvement of UNWRA. I met the Director and before
I could ask any question he said "how pleased I am that a contributor country wish to meet him re UNWRA's
responsibilities. He was frank and said the Palestinians do no allow UNWRA Officials into the Camps either to count
heads or control the quantity of goods! The same restrictions applied to Lebanese officials. He said that the Palestinian
let it be known that they wanted to administer the UNWRA Program "their way for their people." I mentioned the raid
by the PLO on the warehouse last summer-he said they prevented UNWFtA staff from entering it to check supplies.
I recommended that we continue to pay our share of contribution even if it meant that the PLO abets nonPalestinians mercenaries in the Refugee Camps. This decision would also ensure that the PLO do not attempt any coup
against Canadian Embassy staff in the Middle East, at least. Soon after, the PLO threatened the UNWRA staff in Beirut
and the latter moved to Vienna! Saving lives of its employees was more important than supervising its operations.
When I was Charge d'affaires I did not use my car since I was chauffeur-driven. Since I risked having it stolen
I sold it to a Palestinian. I watched him put his set of plates on the car!
The safety of the personnel was always uppermost on my mind when I was Charge d'affaires. As the tension
and fighting increased I asked GEA External Affairs Ottawa permission to end leases and regroup the personnel closer
to the Embassy, for security reasons. This would also facilitate their transportation to and from work. His was approved.
In my case, I terminated my lease and moved into the unoccupied temporary Residence. Within a week all the
personnel lived within a block of each other.
When there was a lull, some Heads of Missions, mostly Charge d'affaires, invited me for lunch. I felt that it
was now appropriate for me to reciprocate living in the temporary residence with servants Habib and the cook Jeanette.
The expenses for the official invitations would be paid out of the Head of Mission funds. However, when I checked,
there were no funds available. Moreover I discovered from the file that the annual representation budget granted to high
ranking officials of the Government serving abroad, such as Ambassadors, receive a yearly allowance which is
deposited to their bank account in Canada! I sent a telex to External Affairs asking for funds. My request was refused
at first with the answer "no funds available." I immediately sent another telex stating that I wanted out as Charge
d'affaires. The reply came from the Deputy Minister, Alan Gottlieb in a telex which stated "$3000. are available" for
representational functions.
Whenever tension increased as a result of more frequent clashes, I decided who se services were essential
and who should stay home. With Walkie Talkies, I could reach anyone at any time. I imposed a curfew on the staff after
hours because of clashes and some members of the staff failed to abide by my instruction. A few ended up in the hands
of the PLO overnight! Negotiations got them released and a repeat of such incident will result in return to Canada.
A NOTE TO THE SYRIAN MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS-Our Government was approached (most likely
by the JEWISH LOBBYjregarding Syria Jews facing a threatening situation in Syria. The Dept, of External Affairs
drafted a note sent to Beirut that I was to deliver to the Syrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Druze chauffeur drove
me to Damascus. When I walked into the Syrian MFA building and stated the purpose of my demarche, I was asked
to wait in a room for at least two hours before anyone came to attend to my request. When a junior official came to take
the note, I was made to wait one again. (Our Government had no Embassy in Damascus and letting the Charge
d'affaires wait was the usual practice of letting us know that they treated Canada with disregard no having an Embassy
in their country rather than Lebanon which they consider to be part of Greater Syria.) Eventually, some else came and
said that a reply would be provided at a later date. I returned to Beirut and informed GEA External Affairs of my
demarche. That is called "Diplomacy."
telexes. We relied
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It was unusually calm around Xmas and with my wife, we decided to invite the staff to a buffet at the
temporary official residence. Since Jeanette the cook and Habib the butler/waiter lived us, making life tolerable, we
wanted the staff to share our bounty. A driver picked up members living in East Beirut. The Christian driver picked up
the widow and two daughters of Ambassador's Couvrette personal guard who was shot dead by a sniper. She came
and it was an occasion to comfort her. I offered to hire one daughter but she refused, too scare of venturing from her
home. It was not as cheerful as we had hoped but the presence of so many well wishers showed we had not forgotten.
OFFICIAL VISIT BY THE HONORABLE J. CLARK, LEADER OF THE OFFICIAL OPPOSITION TO
THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAM-Accompanied by his wife Mrs. Maureen McTeer-JANUARY 1979The telex from External Affairs Ottawa outlined the details of Mr. Clark's visit to Jordan following his visit to Israel. He
will leave Israel walking across the Allenby bridge spanning the Jordan river.(shades of my days in Palestine in 1944
when I too walked over that bride.) I am to liaise with the Jordanian Director of Protocol about the visit. On December
15th 1978, accompanied by Toni Czernushenko we drove to Amman and stayed at the Hotel Intercontinental. Next
morning we called on the Director of Protocol to discuss the arrangement for Mr. Clark's visit to the Kingdom. In an
aside, he said that the King knew Prime Minister Trudeau and he asked if the coming federal election would change
the present political situation. I said one cannot discount the possibility of Mr. Clark winning the next election. (He did.)
On the third day, the Director of Protocol confirmed that the King agreed to all the arrangements in spite of
a high level appointment with the Syrin President Hafez El Assad. He also confirms arrangements for a visit to the
Palestinian Refugee Camp and the reception by the Mayor of Amman at the hotel Intercontinental. Toni and I returned
to Beirut on Xmas day and went to the office to send a telex to GEA and Tel Aviv appraising them of the arrangements.
On Sunday January 15,1979 my wife accompanied me Amman. Before arriving, we stopped to view the
Roman ruins at Jerash. When we arrived at the Intercontinental Hotel, there were several Canadian reporters. The next
morning, when I called on the Director of Protocol, he said the agenda is slightly changed. A visit to an irrigation project
was added soon after crossing the Allenby bridge. Being free for the rest of the day I asked the driver to drive us to

Ma'daba and Mount Nebo. We then went to the Dead Sea where
but

the Palestine side when I

we

walked barefooted. In 1944 I

swam

in that

sea

recovering from an airplane crash.
morning of February 16th we drove behind the Director of Protocol's car halfway over the Allenby
bridge and got out of the car. After the Jordanian Police stopped the flow of trucks heading for Israel, the Director of
Protocol and Aide-de-Camp asked my wife and I to accompany them to the middle of the bridge. We saw Mr. And Mrs.
Clark saying goodbye to their Israeli hosts and members of the Canadian Embassy. The Clarks stepped over the
demarcation line and into the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The Director of Protocol met them and I stepped forward
introducing myself and my wife. Back in our cars we stopped at the irrigation project as a Jordanian engineer stressed
the importance of water to growing citrus fruits for export. We slowly headed towards the Intercontinental Hotel. This
time, their luggage did not go astray as was the case when they arrived in Israel.
Next morning, the Director of Protocol drove them to the Palestinian Camp of Al Baklah, the largest on the
outskirt of Jordan. The Camp spokesperson recited his jeremiads aimed at Israel. "They occupy our land while we
languish in camps lacking sanitation etc." Mr. Clark listened patiently-his wife and mine visited the maternity ward.
Mr. Clark was scheduled to meet with the King that afternoon and later attend a reception by the mayor of
Amman for business people. The Director of Protocol and a motorcade arrived to take Mr. Clark and his wife to King's
palace. My wife and I followed in another car. At the Palace, Mrs. McTeer amd my wife were taken to meet the Queen
at at Baab el Salaam palace for a private conversation. Mr. Clark, followed by the members of the Press Corps were
led into a high ceiling audience hall where we were to meet the king. We were shown our respective places i.e. Mr.
Clark closest to where the King would come and I was seated nest to him. The press corps was kept at a distance.
It seemed that we we're waiting a long time and the Director of Protocol kept going behind a partition several
times to gets news about the King's arrival. Some member of the press corps were getting impatient and one of them.
Allan Fotheringham (McLane) came me and asked about the delay-l told him that the King was with the President of
Syria last night and those meeting can last hours. The King was tired and needs a rest. A few minutes later, the King
arrived and we all stood up. In his cavernous voice he bid us "Good Morning." A Court official nodded to the Director
of Protocol that it was the moment to invite Mr. Clark to meet his Majesty. After shaking hands Mr. Clark invited the
members of his entourage including myself. The photographers took several pictures and the Chief of Protocol invited
the members of the Press to leave the premises.
on
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King turned to Mr. Clark and said that senior Canadian officials are always welcome to Jordan, adding
this part of the Middle East and has shown a continued interest for a just solution
of the problem, (i.e., a homeland for the Palestinian people.) He went on to say ‘We need close tiesja hint that Canada
to open an Embassy.) And “he hoped the visit will be of great value to him and members of his delegation. ” The word
"Canada understands the problems in

“Israel”

was never

mentioned.

Mr. Clark

replied that the visit was very worthwhile and he looked forward to meeting Jordanian officials and
people at the evening reception. The meeting ended when the King stood up and left. We waited for the
Director of Protocol to indicate that we may now proceed out of the great hall. Once we were outside, Mrs. M. McTeer
and my wife were waiting and they joined us to return to the hotel. My wife told me what went on with Queen En Nur.
At the evening reception, prior to the dinner, the Mayor of Amman and officials greeted Mr. Clark's party who
were meeting with officials and businessmen. One hour later, we sat down to an epicurean meal. Mr. and Mrs. Clark
sat in the middle of the long table on a higher stage so that everyone below could look up at the dignitaries and
notables. In front of the guests, an arrangement of roses and carnations depicted the Canadian flag. It was very
impressive. The Mayor, speaking English, extolled ties between our countries and firms doing business in Jordan.
Mr. Clark's address impressed me. He spoke without notes for ten minutes, referring to yesterday's welcome
to the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the visit to the irrigation project. He touched on the visit to the Palestinian
camp, seeing and listening first hand about the plight of these people. He thanked the mayor for the reception and the
opportunity to meet Jordanians with common interests in developing closer ties.
Later that evening, with my wife, we called on Mr. Clark at his suite. He immediately excused his wife as she
had already retired from fatigue and invited us in. I asked if there was anything further that I could do for him before
returning to Beirut and he said no, adding “this part of the trip went flawlessly.” He thanked me for the arrangements
and we wished them good luck. We returned to Beirut January 18 and, after leaving my wife at the apartment, Fadi
drove me to the office. The secretary handed me two telexes. One said that my replacement, Gilles Durocher, was due
to arrive January 30. The other telex read "the new Ambassador will arrive February 10, 1979. After I reported to
External Affairs on Mr. Clark’s visit, I started to make arrangements for my departure for Belgrade.
I had a standing invitation for lunch at Ar Rabiyah, a town north east of Beirut, from the Maronite Bishop. He
came to the office on a few occasion for small talk always referring to Bishop Carter from Kingston, Ontario, whom he
knew well. Driver Fadi drove the black Chrysler on a road controlled by the Syrian Army. We slowed as we approached
the checkpoint, entering Phalangist territory. After lunch and pleasant conversation, it was time to leave. Approaching
the same checkpoint on our return, there was a long queue of cars. With diplomatic plates, Fadi did what we always
did i.e., slowly overtake the line of cars, slowing down near the check point. A young soldier with a machine gun and
ill-fitting uniform saw us approach thought we were queue jumping. He stood in front of the car and pointed his
machine-gun at the car, then at me, looking very angry and yelling. Fadi lowered his window to talk to him. But, he
stayed on my side, yelling and pointing the machine-gun at my face! The Syrian sergeant heard the commotion, saw
the diplomatic plate and told the soldier to back off. He apologized profusely in French. The incident could have had
tragic consequences. As we drove on, still shaken, Fadi said that the young soldier was a Palestinian with the ProSyrian Fath. I heard it said often, “life in these parts is worth the cost of a bullet.” And his magazine was loaded!
In Fahdi's absence, my Druze driver, Melhem took me to Achrafieh, in East Beirut, for a luncheon
appointment. Melhem never ventured into East Beirut before and was ill at ease. Ten minutes after meeting my hosts,
I went to check on Melhem-he was surrounded by threatening young men. I went quickly back inside the restaurant
to tell my hosts about Melhem' s predicament. The host and others went out aiming their pistols at the threatening young
men who fled. Melhelm had refused to show his ID card-if he had they would have seen that he was a Druze, unwanted
in East Beirut. The young men disregarded a tradition in these parts-a guest must never be harmed. The owner wished
to show his gratitude and gave him a free meal in the kitchen.
Miss Pam Whelan came on Temporary Duty to help with the workload. I never asked if she volunteered.
Hearing about local strife and car bombs, she needed assurances. She, like other Canada-based staff was driven to
and from the Embassy. Cyprus Air operated out of Beirut when it was “calm.” Some members of the staff took
advantage of a one-week paid trip to Cyprus.
business
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When Melher^BTBi^^ifjlr^f^tHffi^as leaving, he invited my wife and I as well as our Military Attache
Colonel G.W. Duguid and two US Military Attaches for lunch to his father's house at Deir el Kamar, in the Chouf, the
Druze fief headed by Walid Jumblat. Though abstainers, they offered us whisky and wine. The Druze women stayed
in the kitchen to prepared a “mezze.” However, Melhem's sister, a student at the co-educational American University
of Beirut and his brother's wife sat with the guests at the table, a sign of changing times. The father was dressed in
traditional clothes, i.e., baggy trousers, braided vest and tarboosh. Whenever he spoke, Melhelm translated. After a
tasteful and long lunch we all got up and went to the kitchen doorway to thank his mother and the other women who
helped her. During lunch I learned that the Druzes have no temple to pray but they gather with other Druze from nearby
countries at Galilee to honor their prophet Sabalam in September of each year.
It was somewhat memorable because, many times during the lunch, when looking at Melhem's father, my
thoughts drifted back to April 1944, when the French, who held the Mandate over Lebanon, asked the RAF in Plestine,
for two Hurricane Pilots to assist them in preventing the Druze from coming down from the Chouf hills to interfere with
the celebrations on the Independence of Lebanon. The Druze had threatened to march on Beirut claiming to lack
sufficient representation in the proposed new National Assembly formation. I and Albert Lavallee, stationed at Lydda
(LUDD)Airport, Palestine, flew our Hawker Hurricane fighter planes on a landing strip along the coast, south of Beirut.
When ordered, we flew low sorties over the Chouf firing our machine guns to scare and prevent the Druze from coming
down the mountains. I wondered if Melhem's father remembered that incident that was unique at the time.
On January SO*11979,1 met Gilles Durocher on his arrival at the Airport. On the way to Beirut I told him that
I made arrangements to leave February 5th for Belgrade. He noticed the destruction especially nearing the city center.
I booked a room for him at the Cavalier hotel and pointed to the Embassy before reaching the hotel. When he came
down from his room we walked to the Embassy and to his office for a short briefing.
I invited Gilles, the Collinges, Miss Pam Whelan, Ian Thomson and the Quebec Immigration Officer, Jean
Cogne for dinner at the temporary residence. After dinner, Gilles mentioned that he was anxious to have his companion
join him at Beirut, the widow of Immigration Officer Paul Kelner whom I met years ago. I said that her company would
help as it can be very lonely especially when one’s movements are restricted. When he mentioned her children, I said
that it would be unwise to bring them to Beirut at this time if he is thinking of them attending school. I knew of no
diplomatic personnel with children attended school in Beirut as it was not safe. Most families with children were
expressions

evacuated.

The Firm Debbas,

packed and shipped our few personal effects to Belgrade by bribing intermediaries with
Tony and Luana Czemushenko hosted our farewell dinner and we received a plaque inscribed with my
name and years of service at Beirut on the escutcheon. Considering what wives go through, Marija's name should
have been on it as well. There were many “ma1 es salaam” and “es salaam 'alekum.” It was painful to say goodbye to
the staff and friends we knew for so many years. But, that is the way with the Foreign Service, as we seem to be
forever on the move. The Lebanese hoped for peace and a “new pact.” President Sarkis mentioned this would occur
in nine years when I met him in September 1977 but, it looks as if it would take twice as long. Gilles Durocher
accompanied us to the airport. Along the way I showed Gilles the Palestinian machine-gun emplacements patrolled
by Lebanese soldiers in armored track carriers. The controls were stricter and it was not a good omen. Before boarding
the aircraft, we identify our luggage on the cart by the plane's rear entrance before it could be loaded. Once seated,
a flight attendant called a name over the intercom, describing an unclaimed piece of baggage left unclaimed. When
no one responded, the unidentified
baggage was towed to the outer limits of the airport. We now relaxed as the plane
took off as we were on our way to Belgrade and a spell of leave in Slovenia, before taking up my new Belgrade
assignment.
POSTSCRIPT-lt was demanding to be Charge for seven months, managing the Immigration Program and
being Charge. Some local staff emigrate to Canada, e.g., Fadel Bathish joined his father in Toronto and Miss Shitilian
did the same. Roger Daou went to Montreal in November 79 preceded by Michel Kabbas. Our Lebanese secretaries
married Immigration Officers, e g. Mona el Kadi, Miss Thome etc. M. Kabbas passed away in Montreal in 1980.
During the turmoil, their “nightingale" Feyrouz sang hoping for lasting peace. But, in the face of so much
destruction, her voice went silent. The opulent visitors from the Gulf went elsewhere. It had been the only country to
offer cool weather in the hills and services. The Lebanese have the will to rebuild but, that will not happen soon. One
has to remember that their forefathers always looked outside their land for trade and profits.
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Military Attache dated 6/01/77-5/02/79

Regretfully
the article below is in very small print but, if interested, it can be blown up....peacefully!
It is from the
newspaper

“La Presse’, Montreal, dated

October 1978. It refers to incidents while

reporter Robert Pouliot visited our Beirut Embassy after the evacuation of part of the personnel which
followed
as

he

increasing clashes and car bombs explosions. Mr. Pouliot did not remain very long
personally experienced some of the heightened risks of life in Beirut.
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Beirut

Lebanon-July ‘77-Feb. 79-Photo Album

Beirut, Aug. ‘77-At the Official Residence, Ashrafieh, East Beirut-The farewell reception given by the Charge
d’affaires, Howard Singleton, who was returning to Ottawa.
1- Mrs. Judd, *Miss

Assily, ‘Roger Daou, ‘Michel Kabbas, 2 members of the Cdn. Army Provost Corps, ‘Georges
Singleton with a look of satisfaction or anticipation that he is moving on. 2- Howard Singleton
seemingly inviting Miss Therese Daigneault for the next dance to the delight of ‘Mona El Kadi and Roger ‘Zahlan. 3-A
view of the residence penthouse with the enclosed balcony and ‘Roger Daou. 4-Lining up at the bar: drivers Fadi and
Jean with next *Fadl Battish, ‘Knarig Shitilian, Therese Daigneault with Murray Dent (RCMP) served by the residence
“barman” ‘Habib. 5-Jean Cogne, Quebec Immigration Officer, *M. Kabbas waiting for Habib to refill his plate one more
time! 6-The balcony once again with the recent arrival and replacement for Therese Daigneault(whose name escapes
me) and Miss ‘Knarig Shitilian Habib and ‘Roger Daou. (* denotes Locally-engaged personnel, Lebanese,
Palestinian etc.)
Menassa and Howard

,
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Beirut, Lebanon-July '77-Feb. “79-Photo Album

Below: The ceremonial of formal accreditation. Sept.77, Baabda, Presidential Palace-the Lebanese band
plays “0
Canada"-The Ambassador-to-be, Chief of Protocol, I stand behind with M. Pelletier and Miss Vezina next to Vice
Director Protocol-below left: meeting President Elias Sarkis; next, exchange of words about future relations
President and Ambassador A. Couvrette.

Journeys and...
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Photo Album-Beirut, Lebanon

Below-left,

Jul ‘77/Feb. '79

September 77, at the Official Residence in Ashrafieh, East Beirut-Marija St. Vincent, Ambassador-to-be

A. Couvrette, Marc Pelletier, before going to the Presidential Palace. -#2,3„4-After the Residence received a direct
hit and the Ambassador left, a temporary official residence was located in West Beirut- at great risk, the furniture and
the Steinway piano, draperies etc were transported from East Beirut to West Beirut across the GREEN LINEMenassa and John Finch with porters paid “both sides” to do this- #4 is a view of the English College that operated
for Lebanese Girls. Sep.78,farewell to Ambassador Couvrette’s at Marc Pelletier’s apartment with Marija on his right,

Knarig Shitilian and Quebec Immigration Officer, Olivier Tremblay; on the right, Tony Czernuschenko and Marija(?).
South of Beirut with the “guzzler” and the Summerland Complex that I refer to in this chapter.
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Photo Album-Beirut Lebanon Jul.’77/Feb.’79

Red Cross ambulance, a gift to the
official residence in West Beirut-XMAS BUFFET for the Staff: The
followed by a well stock table-on the right, speaking with the Collinqes and
St-Vincent with Knarig Shitilian and her friend-Again Marija Ian
Thomson with widow and daughter of the Ambassador’s security guard who was shot by snipers-the last photo reflects
our satisfaction for having organized the Xmas party for the Embassy personnel.

Beirut, Lebanon-August ‘77-As

Charge d’affaires, I gave the keys to a Canadian

Lebanese Red Cross. Xmas 78 at the temporary
Xmas tree-Mrs St-Vincent greeting guests
Mrs. Boutin wife of RCMP JL Boutin; next Marija

Beirut, Lebanon-July '77-Feb.

OFFICIAL VISIT OF MR. J. CLARK, LEADER OF THE OFFICIAL
HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN-JANUARY 16-18 1979-

“79-Photo Album

OPPOSITION, AND HIS WIFE, MAUREEN Me TEER, TO THE

As Charge d’affaires of the Embassy of Canada, I traveled to Amman, Jordan with my wife to meet Mr. Joe Clark and
his wife Maureen McTeer upon their entry into the Kingdom of Jordan from the Stae of Israel, over the Allenby bridge,

spanning the Jordan river. Mr. Joe Clark with the red tie, the first stop in Jordan after crossing over the Allenby Bridge,
shown irrigation project and use of water resources-on his left l-otherinqhan trom McLane-next, Mrs. Me leer, Mrs.
Lit. Vincent and a lady from the Jordanian Protocol office and the next photo shows I was present for this event.
It was an occasion for a short stopover at the Roman ruins of Jerash, on the way to Amman. The next
visited to biblical Mount Nebo and a dip in the Dead Sea(l was here in ‘43 recovering from a crash.)
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morning, we
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Beirut, Lebanon-July '77-Feb. “79-Photo Album

Deirel Kamar, in the Chouf mountains, Druze fief of the Jumblatt-driver Melhem (middle) invited us, the Canadian
Military Attache, on Melhelm’s left-the father sits in traditional garb and Marija and I sit to his left. Our Christianver
Fadi stands next to Melhelm. Right- farewell to our friends in Ashrafieh, East Beirut where we lived Aug. 70 to Feb.
73.

ife;

1

replaced me in February 1979-Above, left
the Residence in his honor with Jean
Immigration Officer, Mrs. Collinge,
Domique’s wife Pam Whelan, Gilles Durocher; next, Mrs
Collinqe Jean Cogne, Marija St. Vincent, Ian Thomson;
Gilles in'a happy mood with Pam and Marija; far right, the
Collinges, Jean Cogne and Gilles Durocher.
Then came time for our farewell party-l had my camera
ready -this is the only photo of that get together-, Marija and
her best friend, Luana Czernushenko, wife of Tony who
helped me with the Clark s visit.
Gilles Durocher

to riaht Dinner at
Coone Quebec

Journeys and...
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Extract from

Death of

a

Nation'

by Sandra Mackey-

"The Sabra-Shatila Palestinian Camps near the Beirut airport functioned as a state within Lebanon, out of reach of the Lebanese
Government. In 1975-1976 both camps were caught up in the fighting between theMaronites and the Muslim front. In 1982 both
camps achieved notoriety after the Israeli Forces reached Beirut and the
resistance from the Israelis Army and murdered thousands of its occupants.
A year

Christian Maronites entered the

camps

without

later, another Palestinian group armed by the Syrians, Amal, drove Arafat out of Tripoli into exile to Lybia. In 1985,
began the siege of Sabra and Shatila refugee camps with a view to enforcing Syrian control over all Palestinians. Amal
sealed the camps as well as camps around Sidon and the Palestinians were trapped in a living hell-the latter fought the blockade
from sheer despair. Food was smuggled in from the sea and relying on children to smuggle small quantities of food. Their
starving plight came to international attention when they asked permission to eat their dead! It was a situation that repeated itself
with more camp refugees being killed in the conflict for ending the Palestinian control of the refugee camps.
Shamed by international condemnation, Amal called a truce and the refugees crawled out of their shelters, haggard but relieved
that they were still alive."
Amal

Beirut, Lebanon-July ‘77-Feb. “79-Photo Album

Deir el Kamar, in the Chouf mountains, Druze fief of the Jumblatt-driver Melhem

(middle) invited

us,

the Canadian

Military Attache, on Melhelm’s left-the father sits in traditional garb and Marija and I sit to his left. Our “Christiariver

Fadi sfands next to Melhelm.

Right- farewell to our friends in Ashrafieh, East Beirut where we lived Aug. 70 to Feb.

to

right: Dinner at tne Kesiaence in his honor with Jean

Cogne, Quebec Immigration Officer, Mrs. Collinge,
Domique’s wife, Pam Whelan, Gilles Durocher; next, Mrs
Collinge, Jean Cogne, Marija St. Vincent, Ian Thomson'
Gilles in a happy mood with Pam and Marija; far right, the
Collinges, Jean Cogne and Gilles Durocher.
Then came time for our farewell party-1 had my camera
ready -this is the only photo of that get together-, Marija and
her best friend, Luana Czernushenko, wife of Tony who
helped me with the Clark’s visit.
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IEF HISTORY OF LEBANON, PART OF THE FERTILE CRESCENT COUNTRIEShe earliest settlements date back earlier than 5000 BC such as
Byblos where the Phoenicians
letter alphabet and discovered coloring from sea shell one oif their prime export. It came

first used the 24
under the rule of
Assyrians, Babylonians, Armenians, Persians, Greeks, Romans, Arabs, Ottomans and French. Its proximity
to the sea ensured a trading role beginning with the Phoenicians who created the 24 letter alphabet. They

5589--TPHreEsidnt

colonize Cadiz in

Spain

ana

Cathage in Tunis.

AC-ln 332 ac Alexander conquered Tyre. Christianity came to Phoenicia fromGallilea after Christ’s death and Islam
followed after the death of Prophet Mohammed inthe S"1 century.
LE AGES-Lebanon was
heavily involved in the crusades. A leader,Bashir II disarmed the Druzes allying himself
with France and the Maronites.ln 1841 the Grand Vizir of Damascus imposed his control on Lebanon. There
followed a massacre of Christians by Druzes at Deir el Kamar. The Ottomans gave Mt Lebanon to Christians
and established a Druze District which led to more strife-4000 Christians were killed and 4,000 died of
destitution.The British backed the Druze increasing tensions as the latter backed by the Ottomans began an
offensive against Maronite,
burning their villages. The Maronites were saved by the Congress of Europe and
the French forces came to maintain order.

19-After the

collapse of the Ottoman Empire after WWI the League of Nations mandated Lebanon to France’s control.
Although the Anti Lebanon and the Beqaa had belonged to the province of Damascus the new territory was
assigned to Beirut.
43-Lebanon gained its Independence while Germany occupied France. The Vichy France Government administered
Syria and Lebanon.The British, fearing the Germans would use Syria to send arms to Iraq sent its army to

Syrya and Lebanon.On November 1943 the Government of Lebanon unilaterally ended the French mandate-

the French threw the members of the government in
the last French troop withdrew in 1946.

prison.The French/British kept the Region until 1945 and

48 ARAB-ISFtAELI WAR-ln ther aftermath of the Arab-lsraeli war Lebanon received 110,000 Palestinians expelled
from Israel.
Camille Chamoun invited 5,000 US Marines on July 15,1958 to quench an insurrection. There
followed a period of calm, growth in tourism and building mostly by Gulf rich Arabs.
57-After the 1967 Arab-lsraeli war more Palestinians came to Lebanon.The Lebanese moslems sided with the
Palestinians whereas the Maronites sought to extend the Government’s control over them without success.
Israeli commercial aircraft were highjacked. Israel’s Mossad destroyed 13 civilian aircraft at Beirut’s airport
to force the Lebanese to reign in tne PLO.
CAIRO AGREEMENT-While Forces under the Maronite sparred with Palestinian fighters in the south, the

Egyptian Leader Gamal Abd Nasser negotiated the 1969 “Cairo Agreemenfthat granted the PLO autonomy
Palestinian Refugees and access routes to Northern Israel in return for recognition of Lebanese

over

Sovereignty! The Maronites refused to recognize the agreement and increased the size of their militia, the

Phalangist led by the Gemayel family. The CAIRO AGREEMENT gave the PLO carte blanche to establish mini¬
against Northern Israel. At this time the failure of the PLO to gain

state in southern Lebanon to launch attacks

political advantages in Jordan and their defeat called “Black September" resulted in them leaving Jordan for
Lebanon.

5-1990-THE LEBANESE CIVIL WAR- It

arose

because of Lebanon’s colonial

period, its changing demographic

trends, inter-religious strife and proximity to Syria, the PLO and Israel clashes. By 1975 there were 300,000

Palestinians in Lebanon. What contributed to Lebenon's violent implosion include the emergence of Arab
Socialism in ther context of the Arab-lsraeli conflict, Palestinians Militants, “Black September" in Jordan, and
the Iran-lraq war. I would add the quest by Palestinian for a politically accepted accepted base to kkep their
offensive against Israel. During the civil war it is estimated that 100,000 were killed and 250,000 emigrated.
5-1976-The Syrian intervention-1975-1976-The National Movement of 1969 called for a new census that would be
reflected in a new government. It’s failure to take place brought about political tensions that became military
conflicts with full scale civil war in April 1975. The Maronite leadership called for Syrian intervention in
1976 and Syrian troops in 1976-An Arab summit followed to stop the crisis.

i-1982-PLO/ISRAELI CLASHES-ISRAEL’S INVASION OF LEBANONThe increasing number rockets
launched agaisntlsrael by the PLO led to Israel open support of Lebanese Army Major Saad Haddad’s
Army

(SLA). When the PLO’s rocket attacks increased the IDF invaded Lebanon in March 1978
south of the Litani river. This Israeli incursion forced the evacuation of some 100,000 south

occupying areas

Lebanese and 2,000 deaths. UNCSR 425 called for the Israelis to withdraw and ceated the UN Interim Force
(UNIFIL) to maintain peace. The Israeli forces withdrew in late 78 leaving the SLA to as a buffer against PLO
border attacks.

Concurrently tension increased between the Syria and Phalange increased support from Israel leading to direct
Israeli-Syrian exchanges in April 1981 The US despatched P. Habib who concluded a cease-fire agreement
with the PLO and Israel to cease hostilities in Lebanon and the south border areas.
UNE 6 1982-After more rockets fell on Israel the IDF invaded Lebanon June 6 1982. By June 15 the IDF reached the
outskirt of Beirut. Arafat negociated the evacuation of the PLO. Some 30,000 were killed in this foray.A force
of US Marines, French and Italians came to Beirut to ensure the departure of 15,000 PLO militants by
September 1 President Bashir Gemayel sent his Phalange militia to the to clear out 2,000 PLO fighters.
’
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On September 14 the President was assassinated and his Phalangist entered the PLO refugee camps of
Shabra and Shatila on September 16 and massacred 700-800 civilian Palestinians. Amine Gemayel
succeeded his assassinated brother and concentrated on the withdrawal of Israeli and Syrian Forces from
Lebanon. Under the Agreement of May 171983 drawn by the US, Lebanon and Israeli saw the withdrawal of
the Israeli who withdrew to a border zone where they remained until 2000-the Syrians remained in Lebanon.
1993/4 A truck bombings against the US Embassy in 1983 and 1984 and the attack against the Marines barracks near
the airport and French parachute regiment on October 23,1983 lead to a US withdrawal and the near collapse
of the Lebanese Army in February 1984. The May 17 Agreement was cancelled with the departure of the
Marines.
1982
SEPTEMBER 14, 1982-ASSASSINATION OF President Bashir Gemayel-his overt ties with Israel alienated
Lebanese Moslems. Nine days before taking office he was assassinated on September 14,1982.
1985-1989 -WORSENING CONFLICT and POLITICAL CRISIS-The “War of the Camps"-As the Shi’a Muslim Amal

sought to expel Palestinians from Lebanese strongholds, fighting returned in 1387 as Palestinians, leftists and
Druzes fighters allied against Amal brought Syrian intervention. More flareups occured in 1988 between Amal
and Hezbollah. Prime Minister R ashid Karami was assassinated June 1,1987. At the end of Amin Gemayel’s
term in September 1988, he appointed General Michel Aoun as acting Prime Minister-a move reproved by all
other Parties, There were tense moments as Muslims supported Selim el Hoss, a Sunni in West Beirut and
a Christian government in East Beirut with no President!
1989 FEB-General Aoun launched the “Flarb el Tahir,” a war against the Syrian Armed Forces in Lebanon. In Oct. 1990
the Syrian Air Force backed by the US (sic) and pro-Syrian Lebanese groups including Harari, Jumblatt, Bern,
Geagea and Lahoud attacked the Presidential Palace at B’abda forcing Aoun to seek refuge in the Beirut
French Embassy and exile to Paris.
1990 OCT 13,1990 -END OF THE CIVIL WAR. Syria played a major role in this achievement. In August 1990 under the

divided

Taif agreement Parliament expanded to 128 seats
equally between Christians and Moslems. Also in
1991 the Militias were abolished except Hizbollah. The Lebanese Army rebuilt itself.
1992-2006-POSTWAR RECONSTRUCTION- November 1992 saw a new Prime Minister, Rafiq Hariri, a billionaire
businessman, intent on rebuilding the core of Beirut. Emile Lahoud Commander of the Armed Forces was
elected PRESIDENT in 1998. In late 1990 the Government took action against Sunni extremists in the north
who attacked soldiers. Asbat al Ansar was accused of being with Osama Bin Laden’s al Qaida.
SYRIAN MILITARY PRESENCE-Their presence was legitimized by the Taif Agreement supported by the Arab League.

They justified

Syria’s military presence on Lebanon’s Army weakness, internal and external security threats.

Under Taif, Hezbollah was to be dismantled as Syria guaranteed stability. The US and France rejected Syria’s
claim they were in Lebanon at the Lebanon’srequest. Up to 2005 there were 15,000 Syrian troops (down from

35,000.) The Taif agreement called for the Syrian troops're-deployment to the Bekaa valley. The Maronites,
Druzes and Sunnis wanted the troops out of Lebanon whereas the Shiites and Hezbollah wanted them to stay.
On September 2004, the UN SCR 1559 called for the withdrawal of the Syrian troops and disarmning of militias.

Hezbollah did not dsisarm claiming to
fight for the South.
2004 SEPETEMBER 3-The National
voted
to allow the pro-Syrian President Emile Lahoud three more years
in office under pressure by Syria. The Maronite Patriarch and the leader of the Druze Walid Jumblatt were
againt the extension and so was Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri.
2005 FEB-PM Rafiq HARIRI was assassinated on February 14, 2005 in a car bomb. Syria was accused of his murder
and pressured to pull its
troops out of Lebanon. On October 1, 2004 Druze ex Minister Marwan Hamadeh
survived a car bomb attack. On October 7 UN Sec Gen Kofi Annan reported Syria’s failure to withdraw from
Lebanon and the UNSC called on Syria to withdraw as per UNSCR 1559. Demonstrations to
get Syria to pull
its troops out was formed of Christians and Sunnis. On February 28 2005
pro-Syrian Omar
resigned
calling for new elections. Syria’s Bashar Assad announced “his troops will leave Beirut.”
HEZBOLLAH leader Naserallah renwed his pledge that Hezbollah will not disarm and 70,000 people gathered at
Martyr’s
square to ask for Syria’s departure. In reponse, Hezbollah rallied 400,000 to 500,000 people at Riad Solh

assembly

Karami

that

only Hezbollah can face Israel’s might. One month after Hariri’s death, 800.000 to 1 million Christians Druse

and Sunni gathered at Martyr’s square to get the Syrians to leave asap.
2005 APRIL-WITHDRAWAL OF SYRIAN TROOPS-the last 250 Syrian troops left Lebanon. There followed
assassinations of Lebanese politiciand and journalists in the anti-Syrian camp as well as bombings. Some
5000 Syrian Intelligence officers were in Lebanon at the height of Syria’s
occupation.
BORDER TENSION-The action of Hezbollah against Israeli border villages was bouno to invite retaliation from the
IDF.The UN pressure Lebanese President FUAD Saniora to send troops along to the border.
EVENTS AFTER THE 2006 LEBANESE CONFLICT- In
May 2007 militants in the Palestinian Refugee camps outside

Tripoli, said to be allied of Al Qaeda fought againt Lebanese forces. The vilonence was felt throughout the
country. It ended in Seeptember 2007 with the Army control of the refugee camp.
IDF=lsrael Defense Forces//LDF=Lebanese Defense Forces//SDF=Syrian Defence Forces
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The

Belgrade Area Visa Office processed immigrant and visitor applications from its six Republics and two

autonomous regions of the SFRY, i.e., Vojvodine, where Hungarians are in the majority and Kosovo where
Albanians account for 90% of the population-both administered by Serbia. Macedonia also has a large ethnic
Albanian population. The area countries under the responsibility of the Belgrade Visa Office for Immigrant and

Visitors visas were Turkey, Romania and Bulgaria. The Visa Office was in the basement of the Embassy on
Proleterski Brigada until it moved across the street at # 69. After I left in 1981 plans were under way to move both
the Chancery and Visa Section to 75 Kneza Milosa, where Canada owned a piece of prime property to build it-l
do not know if that second “marriage” worked better
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Before leaving Beirut, I sent a telex to John Land on February 5,1979,askinghim to meet me at Surcin

Airport, during our stopover in Belgrade on our way to Slovenia. John was easily identified wearing
an Australian bushman’s hat. On the way to his house, he said that he was anxious to leave for
London and would be gone when I report to Belgrade. On the way he pointed to the extensive beehive housing
complex in New Belgrade. We drove past the Intercontinental Hotel, the Sava Congress Centre and the bridge over
the Sava river. Fifteen minutes later we reached the house in Dedinje.
It was the same house where Viggi Ring lived when I visited her on September 2,1974, with fruit trees in
bloom. The lack of a garage was the only drawback. They wanted to sell their pots, flowers and roses and we bought
them. We also wished to keep the services of the maid. After lunch, John drove us to the airport to catch our onward
flight to Slovenia. Marija’s sister and her husband met us at Ljubljana’s Brnik airport, incredulous about our assignment
to Belgrade. We welcomed the sereneness of the small hamlet with its lazy creek meandering where we held nearby
picnics.
After our leave, we flew to Belgrade airport taking a taxi to the Metropol Hotel. As I handed our Canadian
diplomatic passports to the receptionist, he wondered why a Canadian spoke to him in Slovene-he asked in English
“are you from Slovenia?” Marija replied that she was born there. He remarked“Slovenians, the rich people!” Like all
hotel personnel, he would report our presence to the Ministries of the Interior and Foreign Affairs to install “bugs” in
our room if they were not already installed. I knew my way to the Visa Office, on Proleterskih Brigada 69.
I met my assistant, Bill Bowden who introduced me to Officers Jean-Paul Delisle and Gary MacDonald. The
Immigration Program Officer, a local employee was Vuka Antic, The others were Svetlana Markovic, Zoja Milosevic,
Gordana Repic, Rely Beric, Mirjana Popovic and Svetlana Gacesa. There were no male employees. The phone rang
and Bill said Ambassador McLellan wishes to see me. We crossed the street to the Chancery and his secretary
asked that I go in alone. We went through preliminaries but, never mentioned previous exchange of telexes regarding
my assignment. He invited me to attend weekly meetings at his office with other Section Heads. He asked John Legg,
the Senior Counsellor to introduce me to the staff, Edward A. Witcomb, Dan Gagnier and Don Wismer, the Head of
the T&C Section. When I left the Chancery, I told Bill him that although I visited the Chancery before, I never realized
how cramped they were for space compared to our ample premises. SomeExternal Affairs Officers worked in the
basement.
The

Belgrade Visa Office was an Area Office. Our primary responsibility was to Yugoslavs immigrants and
Republics, Serbia, Slovenia, Croatia, Macedonia, Bosnia & Hercegovina plus the two autonomous
Provinces of Kosovo and Vojvodina. We had to offer a similar services to applicants for Immigrant Visas from Turkey,
Romania and Bulgaria. The Belgrade Visa Office inherited the responsibility for applicants from Turkey after our Beirut
Embassy closed in June 1976 following a civil war on an unprecedented scale and much destruction. The Immigration
Operations were moved temporarily to Limassol, Cyprus and, the Immigration Foreign Branch Headquarters, Ottawa,
acknowledged that the additional area responsibilities for Turkey warranted the posting of an additional officer to
Belgrade.
John Land did not have or did not want a secretary, preferring to call on the services of any secretaries that
was available. I spoke in turn with each secretary-interpreter and decided to select Mrs. Reli Beric as my personal
secretary. She spoke four languages including French and Romanian. I always addressed her in French which
pleased her. Her talents were ignored in the past. I needed her to write to the Quebec Immigration Officer in Rome.
As she spoke Roumanian, I told her that I would take over the responsibility for the Romanian files on Family
Reunification and keep those files in my office for better control. I informed Bill Bowden and Jean Paul Delisle about
this change that would take place after Delisle’s return from his planned trip to Romania. It never occurred to Land
that Mrs. Beric was best suited, as a dual Romanian-Yugoslav citizen as best qualified for this responsibility.
THE LONDON CONFERENCE-MARCH 1970- Once again, someone made certain that the surplus funds
in the “kitty” at the end if the fiscal year should be spent rather than returned to the Treasury or tax-payers(it never
is!). Senior Hdqrs staff gets fidgety before the end March, catching the “freeloading” virus. My wife and I were still at
the Metropol hotel when the invitation came for London-the painters were still in the house. Therefore, new appliances,
furniture, carpets etc. could not be brought to the house until they finished. My wife had the flu and stayed at the hotel
rather than come with me to London. I reminded her of the three basic precepts: never criticize President Josip
BrozTito, the Communist Party or the Self-Management System.
visitors from its six
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March 9,79,1 noticed the overhead signs streaming incoming passengers,

i.e., "British Subjects," "Visitors with Visas," etc. How logical and effective it was for the Immigration Officers. The
Head Facilitation Section, Immigration Hdqrs, Ottawa refused to recognise the benefits of streaming passengers at our

Airports, being content to let the people queue for long periods and swear at our ineptness.
registering at the Cumberland hotel, I met Roger Martineau, his wife Herta and Bud Monette working
for the Ontario Gov't. As it was the week end, I decided to take a sightseeing tour of London aboard the “Big Bus.” (the
best part of the Conference.) The tour brought back memories of war time London. The Conference dragged on for a
week, too long considering there was little of substance or urgency on the agenda except the discussions on the “SelfExiled Categories.” The Chairperson prevented anyone from speaking or rebutting the views expressed by some
speakers. To fill the voids, Mr. Ramphal, Chairperson of the Commonwealth Office was invited to speak-he had nothing
interesting to say. Immigration Officer from the London office could attend whenever they had time which seemed
always. Between breaks, I went to see the Office which was empty of clients. I saw an old friend, Luis Mach, who said
March was a slow month and the few interviews they had were rescheduled after the conference!
High Commissioner, Paul Martin, hosted a reception for us. I spoke with him briefly bringing up his Rome visit
after Moscow. He remembered and I added his remarks “the working Section!” He just laughed.
I returned to Belgrade Saturday, March 17 and headed for the Metropol Hotel. My wife was slowly recovering
from the flu. In my absence, she was told we could move into the house as our effects would soon arrive from Beirut.
We would be pleased to leave the seedy Metropol Hotel. Bill Bowden visited her and brought reading material. At the
office, I told the officers what I thought about the London meeting and left the agenda with them. I took the opportunity
to mention a change of office hours. With a crowd problem waiting to come into the office very early each morning, I
wanted to start earlier by consulting with the local staff. Without exception, every locally-engaged person wanted to work
a continuous shift. Most were married, got up early to feed their children and send them off to school. We unanimously
agreed to a change of working hours from 7:00 to 14:30, with short coffee breaks. As far as Visa Officers were
concerned, their schedule was flexible. I insisted that officers will alternate to open the office, early in order to allow the
staff and public on the premises by 07:00. The advantages were underlined in a telex to Immigration Hdqrs.
I next tackled my basement office. It was suitable for meetings but inconvenient as Bowden kept walking past
my desk to his office with an interpreter whenever he interviewed a client. I couldn’t imagine how John Land put up with
it unless he kept different hours or went elsewhere. Moreover, Land did not interview and did not see the need or benefits
of allocating a secretary-interpreter to each Visa Officer. I watched the confusion each time a Visa Officer needed an
interpreter. One was busy and another was in the loo or having coffee, etc. I assigned each Visa Officer a secretaryinterpreter. I also allocated them their area responsibilities. Gary McDonald was responsible for Turkey while Jacques
Delisle looked after Yugoslav immigrants and visitors. Both Gary and Bill would help Jean-Paul with the daily non¬
immigrant workload. The secretaries welcomed the new arrangements as it improved their efficiency. Whenever “their”
Visa Officer was absent or away on area trips, they could reply to routine enquiries. If in doubt, they consulted another
International

While

Visa Officer

or came

to

see me.

It ended the “confusion.”

We started to take the maid
in Slovene and no

one

on a shopping outing at a nearby grocery store. Marija spoke to the salesperson
understood her. The maid translated from English to Serbo-Croat. The meat was of poor quality,

the vegetables were of such poor quality as well that they would be thrown away at a Slovenian market-it was the same
for the bashed fruit. The maid said that the Lands went to the open market and we also went there. We saw fresh farm

produce, more expensive but of quality. She suggested a butcher on Bulevar Revolucija who had choice meat, for a stiff
price and the maid warned us about brining a bottle of whisky and some American cigarettes to get the best meat.
Nearing our house, she pointed to the Canadian Military Attache’s large house with a garage and outside parking for
two cars. She said that all the houses in the area are for senior Yugoslav Armed Forces officers. The nearby Australian
Ambassador’s residence had a pool and a tennis court, where the Lands were often invited guests.
I went to and from the office by tram while Canada-based members got lifts. The trams were bought by the
City of Belgrade from the City of Hamilton. Every morning, while going to work, I got used to the lady conductors shouting
“do vuko! do vuko!” i.e., meaning that this particular tramway went to the Vuk Karadzic monument, the end of the line.
I decided to order my third car through Mo Benoit, at Detroit, before leaving Beirut. It arrived at the Croatian Port of
Rijeka. I was given a lift by the embassy driver all the way to Rijeka. When I picked up the car, I drove it first to Marija’s
relatives at the hamlet of Kozarisce, Slovenia. It was a sensation. Next day I drove it to Belgrade.

Challenass
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I paid a visit to the Australian Embassy and met Harold Grant, the Chief Migration Officer. He was an old
acquaintance from my 1948/51 years dealing with IRO and refugees. I also knew his wife who worked for the IRO.
They were leaving and his replacement was George Bartley, whom I also knew well in Beirut from 70/72.
When I paid a visit to our registry ,the “heart” of any office operations, I saw piles of files lying on a table. I
asked why and Mrs. Gacesa reply was "we are behind in filing the Non-Immigrant Application forms in alphabetical
order-they did not type index cards for the completed non-immigrant IMM1296 forms. I suggested that she files the
visaed application forms in numerical sequence using the Non Immigrant Visa number as the file #. It will take minutes
to put away the day's output. She said that would save them a lot of time. I said further that if a Canadian Immigration
Office enquires about a case they will have to get use to give us the Visa Number#. It ended that problem and when
Mrs. Gacesa told Bill Bowden, he came to me and said “ I should have thought of it.”
On a Sunday, while eating dinner in the kitchen, on the lower level of the house, the upstairs fire detector
started ti signal. When it didn’t stop I went to look. On reaching the upper level, black smoke came from the den
followed by flames. The TV set and drapes were on fire. I rushed downstairs shouting to Marija about the fire in the den
and grabbed the fire extinguisher on my way back upstairs. I sprayed foam on the TV and drapes, putting out the fire.
The smoke and soot from the TV plastic covered the walls, ceiling and the carpets in the den and living room. We

ventilated the

area

but the acrid smelled remained. I called the Admin. Assistant at his home to tell him about the

incident. He asked if

alright and I said yes. He then said quite casually, “this makes the third Grundig to
implode spontaneously! I will come over in the morning to assess the damages!” I could hardly believed his words! I
was never warned about imploding Grundigs. Why do we keep buying these *!! • Grundigs TVs? The painters will have
to come again and the house will, once more, smell of paint for a week. Furthermore, we will require new curtains and
carpets! This meant avoidable expenses by taxpayers and that did not seem to worry the Administrator.
On Monday, I learned a guard had a similar experience with an imploded Grundig while he was showering.
Apparently the neighbours saw the smoke coming out of his apartment and banged on his door-when he did not
answer, they banged harder and he showed up at the door with a towel wrapped around him looking at them. He spoke
only English and they rushed past him pointing to the smoke in the living room. They put out the fire with the
extinguisher! At the next weekly meeting of the Heads of Sections, I asked why I inherited someone's else’s old Grundig
(his was replaced by a Blaupunkt.) He could not answer though he knew why. It confirmed that “Immigration” rated last
when it came to new appliances. This was nothing new to me when dealing with External Affairs.
In April 79, I received a telex requesting that Bill Bowden return to Ottawa. No mention was made of a
replacement. When no further reply came, I asked why there was no replacement the reply came that I would have to
get along with two officers. Bill was assigned to Belgrade specifically because of the workload resulting from applicants
from Turkey when that responsibility was transferred from Beirut to Belgrade in 1976. Hdqrs luminaries expected me
to cope with one less Visa Officer although this was not done while J. Land was in charge. This was dirty pool and I
had to make adjustments, naming JP. Delisle my Assistant. I told the Visa Officers procedures will be streamlined to
cope with the workload that was previously handled by Officer Bowden who left us..
Adding to our strained resources, Imm. Hdqrs “luminaries” selected Belgrade to hold qualifying medical
examinations for medical students from Eastern Europe to write the tests for the “Entry Certificate for Foreign Medical
Graduates” The Canadian Medical Association payed $25. to J.P. Delisle, who supervise the examinations on
Saturdays. None of the candidates were ever successful.
I went to the Metropol Hotel for a haircut as there were no queues there because it was more expensive. On
my first visit, I saw our Ambassador in the barber's chair. He was happy to tell me that he received permission from
the MFA that he may take up flying lessons. However, he could never have his first lesson. In early July 1979, at a
meeting of the heads of Section, he announced that he was returning Canada to campaign in the Federal election on
behalf of the Progressive Conservative Party. They chose him as their candidate in the riding of Ville LaSalle. He had
to resign his appointment as Ambassador. That required an Order-in-Council(OiC) to free him from that appointment.
This dragged on for a while and he used the time to write a short speech which he would deliver/read on arrival at the
Montreal airport. In a rare visit, he came to our Visa Office across from the Embassy to seek my opinion. He sat in my
office and read the speech aloud. I thought I was hearing Diefenbacher. It was laughable and I just said that it needed
refining. He said, “if you understood it, the others will also.” The Liberal candidate defeated him, but, the PCP won the
elections. Mr.Joe Clark became Prime Minister and Keith McMillan was promptly re-instated.
we were
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Upon the Ambassador’s departure, John Legg was named Charge d’affaires. I did not schedule area trips
during July and August so that officers could take leave. I traded “special leave” for two return air fares to Canada.
Before leaving on July 17,1 told my brother that I wanted to erect a fence around our property in Chambly, Quebec.
A day after our arrival, with the help of my brother and his son-in-law, I rented a mechanical hole digger and
proceeded to drill 22 holes, inserting 8 inch corrugated cardboard tubes to be filled with cement up to the ground level,
carefully inserting 4x4 cedar posts at twelve feet-intervals. I first primed the 4X4cedar posts with four coat of sealer.
Then, Marija and I painted 720 boards, six-foot long by six-inch wide four times, i.e., two base coats and two final coats!
This went on daily, past sunset.
On the third week of leave, I received a call from Ottawa ordering me back to Belgrade to be Charge
d’affaires. I left Marija to her chores and returned to Belgrade August 5th 1979. Two weeks after my arrival at Belgrade,
I was told that Mr. J. Harris, the next Ambassador would arrive in six weeks’ time. A few days after my appointment,
the Yugoslav MFA asked that I appear at their Ministry. With Charles Svoboda, accompanying me, we met a Senior
Official greeing us in a very friendly manner because of the cordial relations between our two countries. Then, he said:
“The government of the Federal Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia protests in the strongest terms the acts
by Croatian nationalists who set a Yugoslav flag on Tire in front of the Yugoslav Consulate in Toronto.
Moreover, this act was allowed to take place without interference by the police authorities."
That was it. He handed me the note and said the Yugoslav Government expects Canada to take strong action
against those responsible for such acts. I passed the note to C.Svoboda and said “I will refer the letter to my
Government through the appropriate channels.” We shook hands and left. That was my second contact dealing with
exchange of Diplomatic Notes.
As Charge d'affaires, I read all incoming and outgoing telexes. It kept me abreast of what went on with the
Heads of Sections including the Military Attache. I signed withdrawals from the bank to pay the local staffs and all other
operational and maintenance expenses. I sought clarifications from the Administrative Officer about contentious
expenditures involving repairs. That surprised him because disbursements were made without competitive estimates.
In most countries where the language of work is neither French nor English, our Missions rely on locally-engaged staff
for repairs and works that are usually done by friends of the locally-engaged assistant. I suggested to the Administrative
Asst to contact his Brits and US counterparts to find out how they go about getting local services. I questioned the fact
that the 20-litre butane gaz tanks were empty after two weeks! Without a pressure gauge one couldn’t tell if the tank
was full when delivered! When I asked for pressure gauges, they realized the "locals'' knew what I meant but the
Administrative officer did not agree with my suspicion.
In September 1979, the social secretary told me that the Yugoslav Director of Protocol extended an invitation
from the President of the Republic of Slovenia, Viktor Avbelj, for an official visit to the Republic of Slovenia. She said
the Republics take turns to invite Heads of Missions for official visits to each Republic, yearly. At 09:30, my wife and
I arrived at the Belgrade’s Surcin airport in the Mission car. The Police directed us to the Jugoslav Air Transport (JAT)
aircraft on the tarmac. I greeted Ambassadors I met at receptions. Thirty minutes later, we landed at Zagreb Airport,
and were met by members of the Protocol of the Republic of Slovenia. We all boarded new air-conditioned Mercedes
buses and drove towards the border of Slovenia led by an escort of Federal Policemen driving BMW motorbikes
flashing blue lights. On the way, the Slovenian guide from the MFA, speaking English, outlined the day’s program.
Our first stop was Kostanjevica, a Cistercian monastery used by Slovene artists exhibiting their art. While
sizing up the artists’ work, we were offered canapes. We drove on to Novo Mesto and visited a cosmetics factory
exporting the bulk of their products. We resumed our tour stopping at Dolenska Toplica, a Health Resort, for lunch.
Before arriving, Marija spoke to the guide in our bus in Slovene. He was stunned, never expecting a Diplomats to have
a Slovene-born wife. As we got off the bus, I gave him and the bus driver two different Canada maple leaf
lapel pins.
They were overjoyed. It was the rage to collect pins or “zvecke.” Immediately, the escorting policemen asked for pins.
Entering the dining room, I gave two pins to the head waiter and soon, the waitresses and kitchen staff came for pins.
It was embarrassing because as we sat down, they served us first while the other Ambassadors and their wives waited.
After lunch we drove to Bled, the pearl of Slovenia’s subalpine lakes. We registered at the Park Hotel. That
evening, we were bussed to a reception by the President of Slovenia, Viktor Avbelj, at the previous former residence
of King Paul of Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia. The splendour of the place gave us an insight into the life style of the
upper members of the Slovene Communist Party.
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Next morning, we

all walked a short distance to a kiosk near Lake Bled where we stepped aboard long boats
manned by a single oarsman to get us first to the Island in the middle of
the lake first and then to the castle on shore, where we climbed on foot.
The Avsenik folklore group entertained us. On our return to shore, we had
lunch and went visit the firm “Elan” at Begunje, famous for making skis and
sports equipment. We left the hotel for the Holiday Inn, Ljubljana. We
were free to visit the city for the remainder of the afternoon while the ladies
went to a fashion show. The Albanian Ambassador approached me to ask
if I knew the city and I said I did. I offered to guide him and show him those
famous two dragons at each end of on of the bridges. We spoke French
and he asked for some Canada pins.
A dinner reception was held at the Union hotel. We looked
for our name card and I ended up across the table from my wife while the
guest on my left was the Palestinian Liaison Officer in Belgrade. I did not
see him before as he kept company with Arab Diplomats on the second
bus. I estimated that he was about 30-35 years old and, after
introductions, I asked where he was born. He replied casually Petah
Tiqfah, as if I would not know where it was. It surprised him when I said I
knew it well as I was stationed there in 1944 with the RAF. Casually, I
mentioned Jaffah,Petah Tikvah, Ramleh, Ras el A’ajn and, because I
spoke the names with the Arabic guttural intonation, he knew I was telling the truth. He lived in Beirut before his
assignment to Belgrade and we had something in common to talk about. When referring to events that took place
at that time in his country, I used the word “Palestine”-that pleased him.
We listened to our host, the Slovenian Minister for Foreign Affairs who stood beneath a large photo of
President Josip Broz Tito. During dinner, the PLO representative asked me where Canada stood on the question
of the rights of Palestinians to a homeland and self-determination. I was ready for that question because our
Ambassador to the UN made

a

statement that

was

sent to all Posts abroad and I memorized most of it. When I

answered him, I

suspected he was familiar with Canada\s statement at the UN concerning Palestinians. On the
morning of our third and last day of the tour, we drove to Lipica, the stud farm rearing horses for the Vienna Spanish
Riding School. The last part of the tour consisted of a sumptuous lunch the Metropol hotel, Porto Roz, on the shores
of the Adriatic. The Dean of the Diplomatic Corps thanked our hosts and we were bused to Ljubljana’s Brnik airport
and flown back to Belgrade in a specially chartered aircraft of the Jugoslav Airlines and again treated to champagne.
Every working day, before going to the Chancery, I first went to the Visa Office to see if there were any
problems. I was at the Chancery one morning when the social secretary told me that the Yugoslav Director of
Protocol expected my presence at the Surcin Airport for the return to Belgrade of President Josip Broz Tito. He had
been attending a meeting of the non-aligned countries in Havana, Cuba. When I arrived at the Airport, most
Ambassadors and Charge d"Affairs were already there. A Protocol Official showed me to the end of the long line of
Diplomats. Someone said the ceremony will be short as President Tito will be tired after the long trip. When the
plane came to a stop, Tito came down the gangway unassisted. His personal guards dressed in blue uniforms, stood
at the bottom of the ramp, saluted him. His Aide-de-Camp steered him towards his waiting limousine but he turned
and walked toward the Dean of the Diplomatic Corps. He kept walking down the line shaking hands with everyone.
I felt a great honour and privilege to shake his hand, a firm grip. He was the only surviving WW II leader. I told my
wife who phoned her sister to tell her about it. She said that her sister saw me shaking hands with President Tito!
In late September 1979, Belgrade hosted a meeting of the Board of Governors of the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund. The event placed additional burden on the Embassy staff. The hotels were fully booked
and, at the request of External Affairs, Ottawa, I offered lodgings to M. Amedee Assier de Pompignan, Vice
President and European Representative in Paris of A.E. Ames & Company Ltd. I loaned him my car and a driver from
the Embassy. At the end of the three-day meeting, he was grateful for our hospitality and especially Marija’s cooking
every evening with Chateauneuf du Pape. We made him feel quite at home during his short stay.
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Canada’s Minister of Finance, John Crosby and his retinue did not overburden the Embassy with trite
requests. The Ambassador’s car and driver were at their disposition. They stayed at the Intercontinental, next to the
Sava Congress Centre where the meetings were held. I attended the opening listening to President Tito deliver his
,

welcoming speech. When Mr. Crosby spoke, Ministers of Finance from developing countries were shocked by his
frankness when he said “charity starts at home-it is the intention of my Government to reassess our commitments to
developing countries...” stressing Canada’s growing deficit. Next day, his Secretary asked me to get visas for the
Minister of Finance from Trinidad and Tobago and his wife for the Soviet Union where they were flying after the
meeting. At the Russian Embassy I received their visas in fifteen minutes.
On the last night of the delegation’s stay, I hosted a reception for the Minister, his wife and their retinue at
the Official Residence. The Social Secretary prepared the list of guests but many failed to come because there were
at least three other receptions held that evening, close to the official residence. When the guest left, Mr and Mrs,
Crosby and Gerald Bouey, Governor of the Bank of Canada were in no hurry to leave. We relaxed and Mr. Bouey
asked that I call him Gerry. It provided needed detente for Minister J. Crosby and his party. “All good things come in
threes.” A three-day tour of Slovenia, meeting Marshall Josip Broz Tito and helping the Canadian Minister of Finance.
In the latter case, much credit went to Dan Gagnier, C. Svoboda and Ian Court. It was more than I expected when
I came to Belgrade.
While Charge d’affaires, I learned that the Embassy authorized a chauffeur driven station wagon to go to
the Canadian Armed Forces Base at Lahr, Germany. Members of the Embassy went there to buy duty-free purchases
or have dental services performed. This perk was not mentioned to me as if it was deemed a privilege for the External
Affairs Staff only! My wife and I decided to drive to Lahr, staying at a nearby Gasthaus. Some duty-free items were
worthwhile while most were not. For me, it was a strange feeling being back on an Army base.
In October 1979, Svoboda, Gagnier and I went to Surcin airport to meet Mr. J. Harris and his wife. We drove
them to the residence where they met the cook, maid and gardener. Mr. Harris remained a non-person for ten days.
I attended the accreditation ceremony at the Presidential Palace where he presented his Letters of Credence. Few
words were exchanged and it was a drab affair compared to the one I attended at Beirut’s Baabda Palace, Lebanon.
Unencumbered with Chancery responsibilities, I tackled the complex “Non-Immigrant Visa procedure.”
Incredibly, Yugoslav nationals were NOT allowed to apply for visitor’s visa at the Belgrade Visa Office. Their relatives
or sponsors in Canada had to apply at the nearest Immigration Office for them. At the Toronto office, it took weeks
to get an appointment to apply for a relative in Yugoslavia to get a “visitor’s visa.” It was the first step in a series of
bureaucratic delays aimed at satisfying RCMP requirements. After the interview at the Canadian Immigration Office,
(CIC) the sponsor was told to write to the visitor in Yugoslavia and tell the visitor that the application for his visitor's
is on its wav to Belgrade. The CIC then sent two copies of the authorization forms to Belgrade. This procedure applied
to Hungarians, Czechs, Poles, etc. An incredible bureaucratic procedure that had no equal.
When the authorizations arrived at Belgrade, we mailed two forms IMM 1296 (Application for a N.l. Visa)
to the visitor with a covering letter, in his language,(Slovene, Serb or Croatian) requested that he complete and return
both forms with two photos. When we received them, we issued visitors' visas if “otherwise satisfied.” I noted that
some Visa Officers were interviewing visitors for visas. I asked why? They said that there was "something"they
wished to clear up and called that person to come in for an interview In each case, they issued the visa. I said it may
not be inconvenient for visitors from Belgrade or most parts of Serbia to come to our office but, it isn’t so for those
from Slovenia, Croatia. From now on, I will decide who must come in for an interview. The procedure was all the more
complex because we had to send a “Varlet” telex to the RCMP Hdars, Ottawa for each visitor who received a visa.
The telex repeated part of the data that was on the form sent to us from the Immigration Office in Canada,1 a copy
of which the RCMP received. Moreover, they wanted copies of each visaed application with a photo. All this was sent
bv Diplomatic Mail each week. This was incredibly bureaucratic and time consumina. Only the RCMP could think of
such a complex procedure, uncaring what it involved, creating nothing but confusion.
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changed after the RCMP realized its connotation to the
pejorative and offensive.
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I met the British Consul at a cocktail Dartv and asked him about Yuaoslav visitors to the United Kingdom.
He said "Yugoslav citizens do not require visitors’ visas to enter the United Kingdom!” They entered the
“Mother of the Commonwealth" without visas and were not a “threat,"2 This prompted me to write to the Immigration

Enforcement Section, Ottawa and asked if any
answer was

“rarely so,” which meant

never.

Immigration office ever reported problems with Yugoslav visitors. The

I wrote to the “B” Section, RCMP, Ottawa, quoting verbatim the answer

from Enforcement Section. I questioned the need for

a telex on each visaed visitor and to mail a copy of the visaed
application form with a photo-how useful are photos of people over sixty years old. They answered relenting on photos
for the “over 60" admitting they had a backlog of “unscreened” forms IMM 1296 from Belgrade, Bucharest, Prague
and Warsaw. In fact, they admitted they couldn’t keep up the screening of East European Visitors. The procedure was
too complex because, on receipt of the authorization from the Immigration Office(CIC) our receptionist typed the name
and address of the visitor on an envelope, inserted two Non-Immigrant forms (IMM 1296) and franked the envelopes.
At day’s end, a driver took the envelopes to the post office. When the completed forms with photos and passport/s
were received, we usually issued the visas without interviews. Near the end of each day, one or more Visa Officers
issued the visas on both the passport and the completed Non-Immigrant application form (IMM 1296s.) On the
average, we handled eighty applications daily. The receptionist typed the name and address of the visitor on an
envelope, containing the passport. Before sealing it, she inserted information leaflets about the conditions of entry to
stay in Canada, Customs restrictions and Blue Cross coverage. She called the Chancery driver who took the
envelopes to the main Post Office.
The receptionist was not yet through. One copy of the visaed Non-Immigrant application form (IMM 1296)
with a photo, i.e., eighty or more forms, were placed in envelopes marked “Diplomatic Courier” addressed to the "B"
Section, RCMP, Ottawa and had to type, at the end of each working day, a telex with the names and details of the

visas issued that dav. The telex was delivered to our Chancery ComCentre. I am familiar with bureaucratic red tape

and duplication but,

never,

in

mv career,

have I

seen so

much of it at the instiaation of the RCMP. It surprised me that

predecessors tolerated it or, as is often the case, did not want or care to question, improve or “rocka da boat!".
The RCMP “B” Section admitted they couldn’t keep up with screening the IMM 1296 received. I deduced
the same situation must prevail with the telexes pouring in daily from all the other Iron Curtain Visa Offices. There
remained the vexing question: “why does the “B” Section need a copy of the N.l. form (IMM 1296) when the same
information is repeated in the telexes?” Some people can be resentful when someone “rocks the boat.” I held a survey
for 20 days to find out where the applicants for visitors' visas resided and noted the names of Travel Agencies. The
majority came from Croatia and Slovenia. Based on those findings, I ordered thousands of envelopes in three different
sizes from Supply and Services Canada. I wanted the Travel Agents to facilitate this procedure and reduce our
workload since they were making booking the visitor's flights to Canada.
This new procedure required the use of three different size envelopes. When the larger envelope was sent
to the visitor it contained two Non-Immigrant Application forms (IMM 1296), a letter explained the purpose of the other
two smaller enclosed envelopes. One of the smaller envelopes had our Visa Office address pre-stamped in large
letters, front centre. We asked the visitor to complete the Non-Immigrant Application Forms (IMM 1296), insert them
in the envelope with our Visa Office address. We asked him to write his name and address on the blank envelope and
place the same amount of postage as was placed on the envelope addressed to the Visa Office. It seemed complex
but it worked well since Travel Agents cooperated. It was to their advantaqe since the envelopes couldn't go astray.
It saved time, money and our receptionist spent one third less time at this task.
The “Diplomatic Bazaar,” held in December, involved wives of Heads of Embassies and staff. It raised
money for orphanages and old people's home, it was an occasion for Serbs to buy duty-free booze and cigarettes.
Mrs. Eagleburger, wife of the US Ambassador was the Bazaar Chairperson. My wife took over from Mrs.MacLellan.
my

2

If they thought Yugoslavs were all Communists, it was not so. One became a member to advance in the
“self management system.” There were probably more members of the Communist Party in Italy than in
the entire Yugoslav Federation. Of course, that fact was known not only by our RCMP Security Services
but to Canadians but, it was not publicized. Otherwise, Italians may have needed non-immigrant visas
to

come

into Canada..
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Imperial Tobacco, MacDonald’s Tobacco and Walker's Distilleries for donations in kind. They
responded generously. The venue was the Belgrade Fair grounds. On Saturday morning, as a Security person, I
assisted to keep the main doors closed and the mob at bay. At 09:00, they came in and headed toward the US, British
and Canada kiosks, buying cigarettes and booze. I joined other guards to protect volunteers at the Canada kiosk from
being crushed. Ten minutes later, the kiosk was out of whisky and cigarettes.
Since neither Delisle nor McDonald took leave during the holiday period, my wife and I drove to her sister's
hamlet of Kozarisce, Slovenia. As usual, the brother-in-law took our passports to the nearest Police Station. This time
we had an unusual visit by an official of the Ministry of the Interior who questioned the presence of a Canadian Diplomat
in the hamlet of Kozarisce! Her brother-in-law was the one to speak and tell him not only of the relationship but of the
help we have provided them in the past ten years. He wished us Happy New Year and left!
Delisle or McDonald took turns to go to Turkey every three months to interview graduates from the two
Universities in Istanbul turning out engineers with an English curriculum. Those accepted were subject to an
assessment of their qualifications by the Canadian Professional Engineering Association(CPPEA) for a CAN $25. fee.
The CPEA returned one copy of the application marked “equivalence accepted, subject to interview and further
assessment, once the applicant arrives in Canada.” The assessment was done in a lackadaisical way. For instance,
they refused one or more graduate candidates who had the same marks as others who were accepted. We mailed the
forms back to CEPA and they returned them with the /mark in the appropriate □ to show “accepted.”
In February 1980, each Section Head submitted his Program goals for the next fiscal year with supporting
data. The submission went to the Interdepartmental Committee on External Relations(ICER ) I provided data supporting
our Program goals based on the number of Non-Immigrant and Immigrants we processed in past years. I estimated
the travel costs for each area visits and other expenditures. I “quantified” our targets, underlining I had one Visa Officer
less than last year yet, yet I increased our output by streamlining procedures. As for the Consular Section, they kept
repeating year after year the same refrain “to achieve a Consular Agreement with the FSRY for the protection...” Yet,
they knew it could not be achieved.
ROMANIA-THE FAMILY REUNIFICATION PROGRAM(FRP)-After Delisle's trip to Romania in September
1979,1 assumed the responsibility for the ongoing correspondence between the Bucharest Embassy and the ConSec
(Consular Section) External Affairs, Ottawa. The latter kept a duplicate list of the one I had on the FRP and updated
theirs from data we fed them. ConSec also dealt with Romanian technicians going to Canada to repair Romanian
tractors sold to Canada and/or carry repairs at their Embassy and Consular Offices. Mrs. Marisa Teakle of the Montreal
Immigration office was the contact for Romanians going to Pointe Claire, PQ. Our visits to Romania dealt with “family
class” persons, i.e., wives, children and parents sponsored by Romanians who left illegally. Prior to each visit, my
secretary typed a list of the immigrant’s particulars and the sponsor's address. The list was sent by safe mail to our
Bucharest Embassy who delivered the list to the Romanian MFA to facilitate the issuance of passports and exit permits.
Our Embassy mailed appointments I prepared for the clients to appear at the Embassy.
I left Sunday March 5, 1980 with Air France arriving at Bucharest's Otopeni airport forty-minutes later. My
diplomatic passport let me through the formalities quickly and to a waiting taxi. I said “Ambasiata Kanada.” I showed
my passport to the Embassy guard leaving my attache case. At the Intercontinental Hotel, I watched the activities at
the duty-free shop on the first floor, doing a thriving business with foreign students from the Middle-East and Africa
buying cartons of cigarettes which they re-sold to Romanians at a profit. The “securitate" agents did not interfere.
On Monday, the Consul escorted me to the basement to meet the Romanian secretary-interpreter looking
after Romanian Immigrants. Several times throughout my interviews she left to look after other matters which proved
annoying, While she was away, I saw a telex on her desk marked “confidential.” It was from Immigration, Belgrade
I mentioned it to the Consul who thought nothing of the incident because she was a “trusted member” of the Embassy.
He cared little that his “trusted” Romanian employee held a decoded “confidential” message.
I did not expect spontaneous applicants to show up wanting to go to Canada. Their passports had an exit
visa showing their residence as “Canada” although they had never been to Canada. The entries were placed in
the passport by the Ministry of the Interior. They had a one-way airline ticket to Montreal!. It placed me in an awkward
situation. I knew that Canada endorsed the Helsinki CSCE accord (Council on Security and Cooperation in Europe.)
“Basket Three” of that accord contained clauses meant to allow more freedom of travel to people from Eastern Europe.
They were jobless, thrown out of their flat for their outspoken opinions against the regime and now destitute.
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They fell four square within the definition of the Self-Exiled Regulations. I issued Minister Permits in each case. One
was a Rabbi whose passport showed that he had four days to get out of Romania. He wanted to go to Toronto where
he had a contact who was ready to help him. The Consul said the same prevailed with the US and Germany, since
arriving at Belgrade, I wanted to learn basic Serbo-Croat for interviews and social events. I couldn’t attend day
courses because of the office workload. But, the Ambassador and a Consul, unburdened by work, had a teacher
come to the office for lessons. I bought a self-taught Serbo-Croat book which was difficult because of the Cyrillic
alphabet.
We heard of President Tito's death on May 4th 1980 while on leave in Canada from April 18 to May 24.
Before returning to Belgrade, we stopped at Marija's sister in Slovenia and learned that “Tito” decreed, before his
death, that no one would succeed him. Instead, there would be a one year rotating Presidency consisting of the
Presidents of the six Republics, i.e., Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Macedonia and Montenegro.
We heard nothing but sombre music for weeks on the TV and radio and his photos, draped in black were everywhere.
On our arrival at Belgrade, we saw dignitaries who came mostly from non-aligned countries to pay their respect. His
body was exposed at his residence, a short distance from our Ambassador’s residence. Hundreds of buses came daily
from all parts of Yugoslavia carrying workers to pay homage.
I wrote to ImmHdqrs about the plight of Romanian refugees reaching Yugoslavia by swimming across the
Danube. Their presence embarrassed the Yugoslav authorities because of the friendly relations between both
countries. The Yugoslavs did not wish to repatriate them and asked the UNHCR in Belgrade to move them out as of
yesterday. I assigned JP. Delisle to the task of interviewing them and he issued Minister's Permits in all cases. When
the first group was ready, we both went to the Airport to meet with the Chief of the Airport Police to facilitate their
departure with only the Minister's Permits, explaining that it is sufficient to enter Canada.
Leo Verboven replaced JP. Delisle and moved into the latter’s house with his family. Delisle was one of the
most helpful and considerate officer I ever met, going the extra mile for deserving cases. He never complained about
working late to assist someone. He kept a tidy shop and carried out his duties in a professional manner. Those
qualities paid off as he was promoted. His track record would be hard to follow.
Ambassador Jim Harris wanted everyone to attend the Canada day reception at the Residence on that
Tuesday July 1st. I stood in line with Charles Svoboda and the CAF Attache greeting the guests, Yugoslav Armed
Forces top brass that came en force to the delight of our CFA. I started to enjoy the canapes when a call came from
the Chancery. The guard on duty said that callers came all day for visas, unaware that we were closed. One showed
him an urgent telegram from relatives that read “they expected that his brother will die as the result of a car accident.”
I left immediately and at the Chancery, took the visitor across to our office. He came from Slovenia and had his airline
ticket. He was flying from Belgrade today for Toronto. He got his visa and was very thankful that he did not have to
stay in Belgrade till next day and re-book his flight. I left the question of informing the RCMP Section “B" Ottawa until
next morning.
The Ambassador invited my wife and I for lunch at the residence to mark the visit of Minister Monique Begin,
(Health & Welfare.) In an aside she said to me “on me dit que vous allez faire long chemin!" I had no idea how she
came to that conclusion and simply thanked her. Everyone relaxed, though I felt some high ranking military officers
may not have understood English well-they quietly enjoyed the Canadian salmon flown in for the occasion.
I walked into the Australian Embassy on a “happy Hour” Friday afternoon and ran into Canada's Minister
Jean Luc Pepin! It was his first trip to the “Balkan and he was enjoying his “Foster.” He didn't want to talk politics, at
least, not while standing at the bar. Officer Ken Hoslev and his wife transited through Belgrade in August, on their way
to Beirut. He was asked by ImmHdqrs to stopover at Belgrade and talk to me about the situation at Beirut on his way
to Lebanon. As I was flying via and I was also flying there, we flew together on August 3,1980.1 briefed him in detail
as best as I could recall about the situation before I left.
They felt somewhat reassured when they flew on to Beirut.
All the Turish applicants in Istanbul were civil engineers who spoke English. Some were aircraft engineers for which
there was a strong demand in Canada. When they asked for the names of firms I suggested that they consult
Canadian newspapers at our Embassy for Companies interested in their skills and write to them or phone
Roy McGrath was the Immigration member of the Intergovernmental Committee on External Relations
(ICER) team's that came to Belgrade. We had non-stop discussions over lunches and in his room at the Metropol
hotel, long after office hours. I never gave in to his request to reduce the locally engaged staff by one employee.
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If I had, he would have scored high with his buddies. He saw how busy we were yet, he was selectively blind, persisting
one “local employee,” while so many “locals” were idle at the Chancery. I kept reminding him that John Lang
had three Visa Officers to help him and that one was recalled to Ottawa a month after I arrived. I made my contribution
that I loose

by streamlining and cutting corners. He kept on until I gave him an option. If Immigration Hdqrs posts an Officer to
Ankara, I will give up one local staff. He turned it down. On the last day, the Head of the Tearn met with the Ambassador
who heard the team’s conclusion. Months later, the Ambassador circulated the ICER findings. There would be no
changes to the Immigration Program of Operations for next year. The funds I requested to achieve the aims of the
Belgrade Immigration Program were approved. All smoke, no fire!
In September, a memo from our Immiqration Hdars reported an important Cabinet decision. The Dept of
External Affairs(EA) would be responsible for the delivery of all Programs abroad (A backward decision without proof
that this would be

more

effective in deliverinq

our

Proqram. In fact it would unmask the ineffectiveness of the External

Affairs.) As a result, Immigration Foreign Service(FSO) rotational staff had the option to serve with External Affairs or
return to Ottawa and become non-rotational. I studied hard to qualify as a rotational FSO. Serving abroad presented a
challenging experience and the Foreign Service Directives perks were very generous. I wasn't anxious to accept a
transfer to EA as I was so often critical of the way they mismanaged administration at Posts. When it came to the bottom
line, they produced very little. I had no choice but join EA, wondering how long this “marriage” would last.
In October 1980,1 traded my last special leave credits for two fares to Canada because of my wife's health.
Prior to our departure, I took her to the Belgrade “Poliklinik.” In the emergency waiting room, all the doctors and nurses
were smoking. One examined her and concluded she suffered from rheumatism. A few days after arriving in Montreal,
her visits to doctors and specialists did not prove encouraging as they could not determine the cause of her pains nor
prescribe medication. We seriously discussed returning to Canada sooner from Belgrade.
Before returning to Belgrade from my Canadian leave, I was asked to stop at Vienna to attend a meeting of
Officers-in-Charge from Eastern Europe. Mr. J.B. Bissett, Director General, was to address the meeting. Our room wase
booked at the Ambassador Hotel for two nights. Mr. Bissett gave an eloquent speech about refugees, quotas and the
Self-Exiled Regulation. For a change, we could express our views. He told me that he was coming to Belgrade and I
said I'd meet him on arrival. On the last evening, Roger Martineau, Officer-in-Charge of the Vienna Visa Office, hosted
a reception at their apartment where I met John Klassen, my assistant from Salzburg in 1951!
Mr. Bissett wished to familiarize himself with our Belgrade operations. It was an occasion to broach the
problems of Pre-Application Questionnaires (PAQs) from Turkey. We wasted valuable time and resources assessing
thousands of PAQs only to refuse 99.9%3. I pointed to the map of Turkey and villages where itinerant swindlers sold
photocopies of our PAQs. He looked at the piles of PAQs and said “ignore them when mailed in bunches.” That made
his visit worthwhile. He would remember his stay for two reasons. Hotel rooms were at a premium and I got him a room
at the seedy Slavia Hotel We had a pleasant soiree at a restaurant at Kalamegdan, in old Belgrade. He enjoyed Serbian
music, songs and ate hot peppers! I mentioned my wife's condition, not apparent and that I would ask to return to
Canada sooner than expected if her condition persists. It was hard for me to say so, especially since he backed my
posting to Belgrade over External Affairs’s objections.
SECOND DIPLOMATIC BAZAAR-I volunteered again as Chief Security Officer assisted by a Japanese
diplomat (a karate expert) for the second Diplomatic Bazaar. On this occasion I was unable to obtain whisky. But, I had
more luck with cigarettes and maple syrup bottles. When the doors at 9 am, the crowd rushed to our Canadian kiosks
hoping to buy whisky and bought maple syrup bottles instead. They thought it was liqueur and when they had one taste
they left for to the US and British kiosks! My wife’s illness prevented her from attending.

3

After WWII, when the economies of France, Germany, Holland. Belgium, Luxembourg and
Holland started to boom, a shortage of manpower followed. They sought manpower from

Portugal and also from Eastern Europe. Germany sent their Arbeitsamt
Representatives to Turkey to recruit workers for German companies or to fill needs from public

Spain, Italy

institutions. This went on tor years as Germany until there were close to two millions Turks in
that country. The recruitment halted after the re-unification of East and West Germany. The
fact that the Turks who went to Canada as “refugees” and were not immediately sent back

encouraged Turkish Agents to spread rumors that Canada was in need of workers
Challenges.

.
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Rely Beric to Bucarest, Romania as my interpreter because she was familiar with each case. We
Friday December 5. On arrival, she spoke to the Passport and Customs Officials who waived us on.
The taxi driver stopped at our Embassy. I rang the gate bell and an annoyed guard answered. I showed my passport
and he took my attache case for safekeeping till Monday. Mrs. Beric stayed with her mother who lived in Bucharest.
During the weekend, I walked around Bucharest, admiring the palatial buildings, fountains and wide tree-lined
boulevards. I noticed that no one dared to ventured close to the well guarded President's palace. Everywhere there
were huge posters of President Nicolae Ceaucescu, exploiting the personality cult. I watched long queues of people
at stores. There was no queue at the craft store. They accepted only foreign currency.
After the first interviews, I was confused by the different surnames used by married couples. Mrs. Beric said
it was common for a man to use his wife's surname while children could have other names than their parents if they
were born from another marriage or out of wedlock. I took ample notes to sort things out. So did Mrs. Beric. I
interviewed a sponsored Moravian girl, She was of solid peasant stock with strong Slavic features. She was destined
to her fiancee. Mrs. Beric had problems understanding her as she spoke a Slavic dialect. She reminded me of the DPs
I processed in German and Austrian refugee camps between 1948/1951.1 accepted all the Romanians who showed
up and were through by Wednesday, thanks to the efficiency of Mrs. Rely Beric.
I had to return to Belgrade by Monday as Gary McDonald would be on leave and Leo Verboven would be
left alone at the office. On our way to the airport, the taxi driver drove through thick fog and, near the airport, a heavier
fog set in. The Air France agent said the flight to Belgrade was delayed, he did not know for how long. The Bulgarian
Airlines had a flight to Sofia leaving in fifteen minutes and I bought two tickets. We flew to Sofia's airport telling the
police examining our passports that we were in direct transit to Belgrade. We asked a taxi driver to take us to the border
but, he dropped us a kilometre from it. A Bulgarian Army Officer stopped to ask for identity and we showed our
passports and telling him that we wanted to go to Belgrade. He stopped the first car whose driver eyed us suspiciously
and dropped us 500 metres from the border. I had two suitcases and Mrs. Beric had one suitcase and a large shoulder
bag. We dragged them toward the Romanian border where we saw a border guard looking at us through binoculars.
They may have thought we were refugees! A guard came to stop us and I gave him our passports and my diplomatic
accreditation card. A senior officer spoke to us in French and asked why we didn’t contact the British Embassy in Sofia
I took Mrs.

flew Air France

to look after

us

-touche! As

we

left, he said “au revoir.” It

never

occurred to

me

to ask where he learned French.

One

guard then grabbed two suitcases and Mrs. Beric spoke to him in Romanian. He said the bus to Nis
is due shortly and took us to the nearby coffee house where we could rest. I ordered two coffees and brandy. The
border guard returned to give us our passports and my accreditation card. Then, the building shook and the few people
inside rushed out as broken glass hit the floor followed by the noise of broken bottles. We also rushed outside. It was
a medium size tremor! What else could happen to us? When the bus arrived, the Border Guard gave us a hand with
the suitcases and spoke to the driver. We thanked him one last time. The bus went only went as far as Nis where we
booked at a hotel near the terminal. After dinner, we turned in early. We had enough excitement for one day.
We caught the early train for Belgrade and a taxi home. As I arrived at the office, it was full of clients and Leo
Verboven was pleased to see me. I told him what happened. Mrs. Beric learned that Air France did not take off that
day and we got a refund of our return tickets. I thought the episode was worthy of a citation “beyond the call of duty,”
in the Monthly Highlights Report to ImmHdqrs. but their silence told me that our dedication did not rate high by
“Headquarterians" "svivel servants” on 9to4 flexible hours!
“EYES ONLY”-4The “eyes only” telex from ImmHdqrs Ottawa, copied to EA and Ankara read-”go immediately
to Ankara and facilitate the admission to Canada of two Iranian pilots held in safe custody by the Turkish authorities.”
I left in February 1981 via Istanbul with four Minister's Permits and IMM OS8s. I met the Ambassador who called the
CFA. Colonel LC. Friesen who said the pilots landed their planes near Lake Van and asked for asylum. Only Canada
offered to take them. He called his contact at the Turkish Military Hdqrs for me to interview them. The CFA introduced
me to the Turkish Liaison Officer. I was escorted where the two pilots waited.

4-The highest level of confidential message-it’s contents had to be read
and memorized in the ComCentre.
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decided to give its approval to build our Fmbassy on that piece of
when we rented a totally unsuitably small building for
Embassies on Kneza Milosha, including the Yugoslav Ministry of
Canada was finally going to build its Embassy. The end of the
lot were about to be cleaned up afterso many years of
sign on the property that read “Property of he Government of
Dept, of External Affairs sent their architect to Belgrade. He
for lack of space and, a few days later, Ambassador
reorganize my shop to accommodate the Junior Consul, Mrs. L.
office and provide space for the architect. I partitioned the large
on the same level as the Visa Officers while Mrs. Svoboda
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Belgrade Visa Office

packed up and took a taxi to Schiphol Airport where we saw plenty of policemen.
were ‘cleared’ to board the plane and, as we reached our seats, a steward
brought our “sausage dog” in his kennel. We placed him in front of our seats, facing
the bulkhead. Still shaken by the morning's episode, we didn't refused the offer of a
drink. Amsterdam was now a haven for dug addicts and the enforcement agents were
known to be tolerant, Hence its attraction for drug addicts. It is a different city to the
one I knew while with the RCAF from December ‘45-May ‘47.
POSTSCRIPT-I never forgave whomever (It was Joe Bissett, Dir. Gen)
recalled Bill Bowden after I took charge of the Immigration Program Operations. It was
done without the decency of an explanation. It showed how Hdqrs luminaries lack
managerial finesse. When I reported to Foreign Branch Headquarters, Ottawa, in
September 1981, Bill was “bag man” for the Director General. My Belgrade assignment
was nevertheless an eventful assignment-meeting President Josip Broz Tito, Minister
John Crosby and the Governor of the Bank of Canada, Gerald Bouey. The map refers
to the episode related on page 315, for which there were no kudos. The “beyond the
call of duty trip” to Bucarest as related on page 313.
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Dedinje, where Viggi Rina and John Land resided before me. It was a

comfortable villa, situated close to where the last King of Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia lived-and now, near Tito’s
residence. At the back, there was a
sharp drop of 150 feet, necessitating a strong fence. It had fruit trees and lent itself
to open air receptions in Summer. Our dog enjoyed the expanse at the back chasing the lizards all day up and down
the garden steps to the point of utter exhaustion. The next two photos may not prove of much interest to the present
day reader but, this was April 1975 when the Yugoslav (Croat) Port of Rjeka workers seldom saw an “American” car-

They waited for opening of the container and rushed for a close look at this rarity. Our first visitors, sister and brother-inlaw, had to see the monument At Avala to the “Unknown" soldier-a must for all tourist to Belgrade. My request to take
paid Serbo-Croat lessons was turned down so I decided to get a “self-teaching” book-wearing a Serbian hat helpedl-

Right:-The second bazaar at which no
whisky was sold-these are bottles of
maple syrup that Serbs mistook for whisky-they
left our kiosk to invade the US and British
Canadian

Kiosks-our volunteer wives had little to do.
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disappointing assignment- ending one’s

career

After

having spent so many productive years abroad,
starting with my first assignment lasting four years with
the Canadian Government Immigration Mission at
Karlsruhe, Germany, it was followed by a four-year
posting to Rome, Italy. I was assigned to Paris two
years later and transferred, a year later to the Rome
visa Office for the second time for three years. It was
time for a
promotion and be in charge of an Immigration
Office at Kingston, Jamaica. A more challenging and
dangerous assignment then followed by a three year
assignment to Beirut in Augustl 970. While there, I was
selected for the Special Assignment for three months
to Kampala, Uganda in August 1972, the highlight of
my career the Exodus Of South Asians. I returned
abroad at the end of 1976 to Cyprus awaiting the
reopening of the Beirut office in August 1977-again
conditions were less than peaceful-during my next
assignment to Belgrade, Yugoslavia in February 1979
I was privileged to shake hands with TITO. Were it not
for
my wife’s health, I would have continued serving at
,

that Post and abroad.
Because of my

wife’s health, I requested a re¬
assigned to the Montreal District as Foreign Service
Liaison Officer .I was surprised when my request was

denied, considering that I was fully suitable and
competent for that job. Instead, the Director General
insisted that I go to Immigration Headquarters, Ottawa
to take up an

assignment as Director of Immigration
Operations, Europe. It was the start of the first
disappointing assignment of my career. On all previous
assignments abroad I dealt with people and not
nebulous matters. In my new position I felt
unproductive, just another cog in the nebulous duties of
functionaries, useless. Hence, faced with

challenging options, I tended
The next
decision.

my

no

other more

resignation.

chapter tells of events leading to that
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DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, OTTAWA
SOCIAL AFFAIRS STREAM

DIRECTOR, IMMIGRATION OPERATIONS, WESTERN EUROPE
SEPTEMBER 1981-JULY 1982
Notes

on

Montreal

Headquarters Drudgery Faced by “Svivel Servants"-

p.

320

Hiatus-Reporting to DirGen-Appointed Dir. Western Europe-Resignation-Allocation Person-Years

p.

321

Bilingual Test-Chairman Promotional Board-Rome Meeting-Madrid
“The Place Next
Ministers of

re

“Arab Visitors”-Paris

Door”-Medal-Long Service Certificate-List of Names-Passport Entries

Immigration-Mandarin Syndrome

Ottawa-no other place in Canada can boast to its claim

...

p.
p.
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the

City with the most
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numerous “svivel servants.”

These

are

during

my

my personal comments based on observations
short stay at Ottawa Hdqrs- If the hat fits

“Meetings, meetings and more meetings,” in small or larger
groups, are essential and part and parcel of what is
referred to as “Headquarters’ experience." They are
welcomed by everyone as a relief from boredom. They are

quite often called at a moment’s notice since there is no
“public” or clientele to cater to, interfere with or interrupt
gatherings. The “chairpersons” often use such occasions to assert their importance, as a senior ranking person. At
times, that position can have negative repercussions when it becomes clear to the attending members that the “Chair”
is not conversant with the subject under discussion. It may have been called to seek opinions and confirm his views.
Then everyone heads for the cafeteria. The chairperson reports the “findings” to his superior reporting that he
“consulted with his “experts.”

Meetings seem to be an occupational disease of aliGovernment Departments at Ottawa-

without them, it would indeed be very boring. If this
meetings on crucial decisions, the tax payers would

phenomenon were to end or at least be reduced to worthwhile
get their money’s worth.

The Immigration Conferences that I attended were not dissimilar in inasmuch as they did not produce
anticipated
changes. For me, it was first and foremost, an opportunity to meet colleagues, lodged in a first class hotel with
expenses paid. At such meetings or conferences, one listens to persons who like to hear themselves talk and delve
into subjects that have little if any relevance to the agenda. When a Meeting or Conference ends, one is left wondering
why the meeting it was called in the first place. Of course, we all know that leftover funds in the Budget at the end of
the fiscal year causes a tremendous stir among senior management. That’s when plans are hatched for Meeting and
Conferences, usually abroad, of course. The Immigration Service was not the first to instigate this pattern. We copied
External and T&C. (I remember the Minister of T&C, Georges Hees, when he brought all his Trade Commissioners from
Posts abroad to Ottawa for a meeting. It was meant spending Canadian
taxpayers’ money in Canada. The crux of
Minister Hees message referred bluntly “to forget their diplomatic passports and get bacK overseas as Agents for
Canada to sell, sell, sell and assist Canadian Businessmen in every way possible
)
Anyone at Hdqrs claiming never to have read newspapers, reviews, even read a book or discuss the previous day’s
sport event or any other activities on “company time, ’ would be less than candid. “Headquarters” were created for
“hazards” as long coffee breaks, endless telephone calls with friends near or far. The institution of flexible hours nearly
caused some dangerous situations such as never let yourself caught near an elevator when it’s time for “swivel

servants” to leave.

One can be forgiven
Affairs” Hdqrs with little

considering the excessive number of staff at “Social
to do. Its not different with other Ottawa based
Departments. I doubted if the situation would ever improve. The patterns
become too entrenched for anyone at the top of the ladder to impose changes
that would improve efficiency and effectiveness. Keeping the base of the
pyramid as broad as possible meant that people at the top could expect and
aspire to new titles and salary ranges never previously known in the
Immigration Division. It does not result in more efficiency, instead it becomes
a labyrinth for the less efficiency at all echelons. The sad part about some officers seconded to senior management
at
Headquarters including the Assistant Deputy Minister is that they soon acquire that “ratified air syndrome” from which
they seldom recover! They adopt a different attitude towards the very colleagues they associated with prior to their aloof
assignment.
I remember when working at the Montreal office how we couldn’t reach someone at Immigration Hdqrs on a Friday
during Summer because that person was in Montreal for a baseball match in company of others from Hdqrs. The lesson
learned: do your business with Hdqrs
early in the week. The Hdqrs staff are seldom innovative or anticipate, preferring
to react to events in the field. They try to look busy while waiting for something to happen! Finally, one will never find
a supervisor or someone in charge of a Section feeling distraught if he cannot reach someone who may have wandered
off for whatever reason. It is always acceptable that employees have other
things to do, even if they have nothing to
do at their job by going somewhere to pass the time. There is an old but true adage about “idle hands....”

one

The "Department of Foreign Affairs” publishes an Information bulletin “Bout de Papier.” It’s appropriate
should never be caught wandering around with that bored look without a “bout de papier” in nis hand!

P.hallpnnPQ
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We arrived at MirabelAirport on August 16th 1981. After going throughthe Primary Inspection Line

(PIL)I told Marija to drape her coat over the small kennel with our tranquilized dachshund. I
our declaration slips to the Customs Officer and he waived us on. I felt no guilt doing so
since he had his annual shots. My brother-in-law met us with our car and I drove to Chambly, where we lived
temporarily in the finished basement bungalow.
On September 14tn 1981,1 drove to Ottawa, accepting the invitation of our friends, Jim
and June Hackett to stay with them. I reported to the Dept of External Affairs, Lester B.
Pearson Bldg and received a temporary ID Card before proceeding to the first floor. I saw
Bill Bowden in his small office next to the Director General, Mr. JB Bissett. We exchanged
greetings and I couldn’t help noticing the files piled up on the floor, all around his desk, no
different a situation than when he worked at the Belgrade Visa office! He was the “Special
Assistant” to the DirGen. In the vernacular, the “errand boy.” Mr. Bissett welcomed me and
reconfirmed that I would not be posted to Montreal. Instead, I was appointed Director of
Immigration Operations, Western Europe. He led me to meet Gavin Stewart, Director of
Operations and then proudly showed me my “corner office," the envy of other colleagues.
I presumed he expected me to be thankful for that gesture. I met my assistants, Al Campbell, who recently came back
from a posting in London and Miss Andre Bazinet, a recent recruit.
My assignment at Hdqrs did not change my plans to keep my property in Chambly since I had no intention
of moving to Ottawa. Nearing the end of my career, I never intended to bring my ailing wife to live in Ottawa. I had told
her that I would rent a small flat near the office. For the first few weeks, I stayed with Jim and June Hackett, traveling
to work with Jim every day of the week. One morning, scanning the Notice Board at the Cafeteria I saw “furnished
apartment available on a temporary basis.” I called and the person who answered was a secretary leaving shortly for
Europe for a few months with the Delegation to the Madrid CSCE (Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe).
I rented it especially since it was within a short walk to the office.
I arrived early at the office and had breakfast at the cafeteria. When I walked into the office, I was alone
as the employees chose to work on a “flexible hours” schedule There was too little to do and I was not used to idleness.
When my assistants came in, there were circulars to read or memos to answer. I had the ample opportunity to assess
the importance or unimportance of my position, responsibilities and lofty rank which looked more like an excuse to fill
slots to build the pyramid with “titles.” Being part of External Affairs, they were used to pretentious titles with little to do.
I often called my wife in Chambly to enquire about her health-she was always with pain. I left Fridays to go
home and comfort her. I mentioned to her that I was not doing anything worthwhile compared to previous jobs abroad.
I mentioned retiring though she did not wish me do so on her account. I repeated that I did not wish sell the house and
move to Ottawa as I wish to end my career. In Ottawa, I broached the question of retiring with the Personnel Section.
They calculated the cost of my paying back the few months short of my thirty-five-year service which would amount to
$69.37 a month over a period of 20 years! I called my wife to say that I wanted to resign as of December 31st 1981.
showed

She

was

non-committal.
When I handed my

letter of resignation to Mr. J. Bissett, he sympathized with the circumstances but asked
job until Jacques Denault arrives to replace me. I agreed with one caveat, that the Treasury Board
grant me the full inflationary index rate for 1981, even if I retire in 1982. The Treasury Board agreed. I took leave every
Fridays to go to Montreal and be with my wife. My absence made little difference to the office operations as nothing
of importance happened at European Posts. I thought of applying for extended sick leave because of high blood
pressure caused buy anxiety about my wife. The External Affairs nurse on the ground floor clinic could confirm it that
I had high blood pressure. I could be “off’ duty for over a year and a half. However, I abhorred the thought of doing what
others did on retirement. When In Montreal, I took my wife to specialists, hoping they could diagnose her ailment but
the X-rays never showed what she had.
There was some excitement for our shop when, in the Spring, Treasury Board approved a “plea” from Social
Affairs Upper Management for additional person-years for oversea offices to meet new quotas. Treasury Board
swallowed'' the undeniable request that without those additional person-years, the Government of Canada would not
meet its goals as agreed with the Provinces, to admit many thousands more immigrants. With additional person-years,
went additional funds for training and travel.
that I remain in the
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assign the additional person-years insofar as the Immigration offices in Europe
Campbell, whose last post was London and often spoke with the Officer-in-Charge of that office,
wanted the London office to get four additional Immigration Officers and two more Locally-engaged Immigration
Program Officers(IPO). I disagreed with him saying the workload was heavier at Cologne and Paris. I told him that in
February 1979, while attending the London Conference, I saw no queues of applicants and the stats prove it. Even if
we “intend to increase” our intake of migrants, the selection criterion governed our ability to process applicants. London
had enough IPOs. One more will mean that the senior IPO will become a “supervisor” rather than perform any useful
task. I also knew that the Officer-in-Charge of the London Visa Office dealt only with administrative matters, leaving
his Assistant to “run” the everyday operations with an assistant. Some officers were often assigned other duties, not
always relevant to the selection of immigrants like going on trips to show films on Canada and counsel interested
persons. I agreed to two more officers for London and one for Glasgow. The Cologne Visa Office, with its influx of Polish
applicants, will get one officer and Boris Stipac will be thankful for that help. The same situation prevailed at Paris. With
one additional officer it will deflect criticism from the Gov't of Quebec that we concentrate on London for immigration,
neglecting France as a source of French speaking migrants. When an office is “overstaffed,” it produces “more
supervisors” and it takes eons before it can recover from its torpor and increase its output.
I received a note to the effect that Mr. Gignac, a senior External Affairs Director, was to chair a meeting
of Heads of Posts in Europe. I was asked for input re our Immigration Program. I asked Andre Bazinet to expand on
some possible topics. When it was edited and polished up, I gave it to Gavin Stuart who sent it on. When Mr. J. Gignac
returned from the meeting, the subject of Immigration was never mentioned!
The Supervisor from the B&B Commission called me to say they had no record of me having qualified
as a bilingual employee. The job I occupied was a bilingual in position. The lady insisted that I write a test in order to
hold that position and made arrangements. I was certified as “bilingual.” I couldn’t help but think about Ottawa-based
Immigration Officers in the Bourque Bldg, who were on French courses held in Hull, PQ. When they spoke to me in
French, I could not make out what they were saying. It was shameful to force people to learn the "other” language to
retain their “bilingual” position. Some didn’t mind. They picked up their pay checks though not working.
Mr. Joe Bissett asked that I chair the Promotion Board for those eligible for promotion to the FSO Level
2.1 suggested that J. Denault should be the Chairman since I was retiring. He said “ Denault will not arrive for weeks,”
adding “the Director of Personnel was told that I am to chair the Board.” Another “fait accompli.” With the other three
Board members, we locked ourselves in a first floor office two weeks. It was an arduous task, discussing and reviewing
decisions over and over as so many candidates seemed equally qualified. Our “markings” went up or down a few
numbers after each review. We were exhausted by the time we handed the final list to the Personnel Director. When
the promotion list came out, one officer whose name was not on it, came to my office asking to discuss his case. He
was a close friend of Al Campbell and I was peeved at his impertinence. I told him to follow the appeal process. He left
saying “we’ll meet in “court.” All appeals were rejected.
Attending meetings is a must for a “Director” and there were plenty. One meeting, held after the June ‘82
Israeli invasion of Lebanon, was chaired by the Head of GEA (Middle East Desk) and the topics covered the exemption
of Israeli citizens from the Visitor’s Visa requirements. Should Israel Arabs also benefit from such an exemption? Few
among those attending saw any reason for a change since there had not been any complaints. Such a move would
have incensed other Arab countries and it was it was suggested by an officer favoring Israelis. As the discussions went
on, someone mentioned the evacuation of personnel from Beirut in 1978, after the partial invasion of Lebanon. The
Head of GEA(Middle East Desk) asked “who was in charge of the Beirut Embassy et the time?” I was the only one who
could answer that question sine I was the Charge d’affaires at the Beirut Embassy at the time. But, as I was
“Immigration Stream" they could not recall “any of theirs being in-Charge at Beirut at the time!”
In February 1982, Gavin Stewart asked me to make arrangements, in liaison with Bill Walton at the Rome
Visa Office, for a three-day conference at Rome. The Officers-in-Charge of European Visa Offices will be asked to
attend. The Chairman of the Employment & Insurance Commission, Maurice Lafontaine and an economist would attend
the meeting. Bill Walton made reservations at the Gran Britannia Hotel, above Piazza di Spagna, Rome. The agenda
was a hodge podge affair but looked impressive. At the end of April, I had the flu and told Gavin that I wanted to stay
home and cure myself. He insisted that I go as Director of Western Europe and ex-Rome “expert.” I agreed, but not
without him agreeing to my visiting Madrid to discuss the increasing number of Arabs from the Maghreb and other Arab
countries applying for visitor’s visas at Madrid I also wanted to spend one day with Pierre Giguere at Paris.
were

concerned. Al

.

Challenges...
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Airport on the morning of May 4 and took a taxi to the Gran Britannia. I bought
prepared for the high tips. At the reception desk, I met several officers milling around who
arrived earlier, Peter Current, Elsa Amadio and of course, Bill Walton. I could not resist the urge to go to the Oreste
Trattoria, patronized from ‘57-’61 and 64-’67. Unfortunately, it was a disappointment as the owners had changed and
I arrived at Rome’s Fiumicino

liras in Montreal and

it

was now a

rather

was

run

down establishment.

On my return to the hotel, some officers asked that as a connoisseur of Roman restaurants, they asked that
I take them to an Italian restaurant for dinner. I agreed to do so and asked them to be in the lobby at 7pm. When I came

down, I saw more officers than I had expected, Gavin Stewart, Maurice Lafontaine, his advisor and another eleven who
wanted to

come along. We all walked to Piazza Barberini. It was early by Roman eating habits and the restaurants that
passed were empty. I came to one that advertized “cozze fresche,”( fresh clams) and I told them to wait outside, away
from the entrance, while I go in to ask a few questions. The head waiter was surprised to see me, alone, and I told him
that I had friends. Could I see the kitchen? He was pleased to show me a spotless place and the neatly dressed waiters.
He just received the clams. He was surprised when I told him to prepare tables for fourteen persons.
As they came in and sat down, three carafes of cool golden Frascati wine were already on the table. The
head waiter heard Jack Vinette and I speaking Italian and asked what he should serve. We told him to bring all the clams
he had and he did so in three bowls. I told him to bring spaghetti followed by meat and vegetables, dessert, etc.
We ate very well, topped at the end of the repast with coffee and the Roman Sambuca liqueur with three coffee beans.
I got the bill, worked out how much per person, including the tip. Considering the quality and quantity of food and wine,
it was less than the evening meal allowance. There were no complaints as we walked back to the Hotel Gran Britannia.
I was more anxious than the others to go to bed because of my cold and rest before morning.
We shared taxis to the office at Via Zara taking the elevator to the top floor. We gathered in the same
conference room that I arranged for such purpose in 1965/66 when I located the present office site. Jack Vinette, Stan
Peryer attended whenever that was possible. I sat near the Chairperson and Gavin Stewart and kept blowing my nose,
wishing I were somewhere else. Gavin introduced Maurice Lafontaine, Chairman of E&l as our first speaker. I am not
very good at listening to people who talk in riddles and use buzz words. Mr. Lafontaine emphasized a point using cliches
as “seven-foot-tall” and “walks on water,” mentioning Ul programs acronyms. Few knew what they stood for.
At one point he had the gall to say that most of us were overpaid for our responsibilities. He said that some
of his UIC Office Managers supervising one hundred employees are paid a much lesser salary! (It’s a good thing he did
not know about External and T&C Officers!) he would have a fit. No one interrupted him nor could we ask questions. As
he finished, Gavin called for a coffee break. The economist who accompanied Chairman Maurice Lafontaine was the
next speaker. When he spoke, he said that “we live in a world of rapidly expanding technology. No one denied that
assertion. “It is imperative that the new work force be trained to meet the challenges of these changes.” He said we
should prepare for some drastic changes in the selection of migrants. He never once referred to the contribution of
people with brawn who helped build complexes, supermarkets, apartment buildings, restaurants etc., to keep the
economy going and create jobs. After the break before lunch I asked our “economist” if he truly envisaged that there
would be no need for laborers, bricklayers, carpenters, waiters and waitresses, office cleaners, street cleaners, pavers,
bakers, butchers etc, etc. etc. Will they need a University degree to perform those jobs? “ He said "well, there will be
exceptions!” He should have added many exceptions including “economists!”
we
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Saturday morning, still bothered by the flu, Mr Lafontaine and his “economist” begged me to take them to the
a half a day visit would only provide a limited view of the marvels the museum contains.
They walked past masterpieces without appreciation as I provided explanations. On Sunday, I flew to Madrid and
stayed in bed most of the day until Monday morning when I met Consul ME Martel. He introduced me to Laurent
Foisy, the Immigration Program Officer (he came through Rome as a trainee in 1966, resigned while in Spain,
accepting to be Immigration Program Officer.) He assisted Visa Officers from the Lisbon Visa office whenever they
came to Madrid to interview immigrants. I said I was concerned about the influx of Arabs applying for visitors’ visas
at Madrid rather than in their own countries. I wanted to know how strict he was when interviewing them and did they
have valid grounds to apply at Madrid. I told him to check with other sources first and let the applicants wait. I was not
hopeful that this would happen. I would press our Dir Gen to post an Immigration Officer to Madrid.1
When I met Ambassador C. Hardy, I raised the question of appointing an Immigration Foreign Service
Officer and he was receptive. There was a spare office but, as expected, he would have to refer the matter to Ext Aff
Hdqrs. The Consul, took me to the Corrida. It was packed with afficionados. Between the shouting of “oles " I
witnessed how the bull gets the short end of everything. A slaughterhouse is more humane.
Next morning, I flew to Paris staying at a hotel near the Arc de Triomphe. It was a twenty-minute-walk
to the Visa Office, which was now part of the Embassy of Canada on Avenue Montaigne. I met Pierre Giguere who
had been at the Rome Conference. In the quiet of his office, we discussed the workload and the staff adequacy. The
Paris office needs as much attention as our London office-both are subject to criticism or complaints by our political
masters. It is always for the same reasons, e g., not enough immigrants from the UK or from France. Pierre agreed
that with the additional person-year he would be able to reduce the backlog and keep abreast of current applications.
I met his assistant Brien O’Connor and the members of local staff, most of whom I knew. I spoke separately with Visa
Officer H. Cowan who told me of his disappointment at not being promoted to FS2.1 told him that the limited number
of openings prevented him getting to the FS2 level. He would have to be patient.
The taxi driver that took me to the Charles de Gaulle airport was a Slovenian who said he escaped from
his country after the war. I mentioned my visits there but his relatives told him he was still “wanted.” I queued up at
the Air Canada “other class” counter, still sniffling while presenting my economy class ticket. The Agent grinned and
told me to go to the “first class” counter. I said I have a tourist class ticket and she said “tous nos sieges en classe
touriste sont occupes. ” At the first class counter the lady Agent made no reference to my tourist class ticket and gave
me a First Class Boarding Card. I knew that Paul was responsible for this unexpected perk that I greatly appreciated.
After returning to my Ottawa office, I handed in my report about posting an Officer to Madrid to the Director
of Overseas Operations. Nothing came out of it-it was the same about my report to post an officer to Ankara. I did
my job and those after me will answer for future problems. The yearly posting exercise had stirred the doldrums. My
assistant, Al Campbell, told me that his mortgage rate went through the roof. In order to offset this crisis, he was all
smiles as he was posted to Bridgetown, Barbados.
Retiring at the end of July 1982, meant that I was 106 days short of my 35-year service. I “bought” those
106 days back at the rate of $67. monthly until 2002.1 had 200 days of sick leave to my credit. I could have “sought”
an extended sick leave certificate for “high blood" pressure but I felt it was unethical. One gets no medal for such
actions even if many do so. I was leaving Ottawa without regrets. It was an assignment that offered no challenges.
One waited, nearly desperately, for field offices to submit real problems and none ever came. I was never previously
assigned to Ottawa, except during the period of the “Olympics” but I went back to Montreal every week. It was now
too late to change my attitude towards work ethics and become a “headquarters type.” When I thought about possible
future assignments, I feared I the fate of some Immigration Foreign Officers by being offered assignments as
Ambassador or High Commissioner to Foreign Posts that career External Affairs (Political Stream) Officers turned
down, e.g., Dacca, Yaounde or Ouagadougou. I preferred not to give Mandarins the satisfaction of “rewarding” me.
Vatican Museum. I said that

-The suggestion was ignored. Arabs from the Maghreb came to Canada and disappeared into
anonymity-some became undesirable extremists. Years later Madrid experienced terrorists
attacks that could well have been carried out in Canada through this inaction.
r.hallpnnps
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Below-The “Roast” at the restaurants “The Place Next Door” on Rideau Street, much frequented by Immigration StaffMy wife and I were both surprised that so many people would attend my farewell. They got their money’s worth when
they listened to John Zawisza's humorist highlights of my career. I was unable to reply with similar wit being
overcome with emotion. The applause from those
present made me feel good about my decision to retire. I thanked
John and all those present for a very pleasant time among so many thoughtful friends.
John, his “nib” and Marija

Photo of

a

contented lot: John

Zawisza, “his nib” and Marija St. Vincent.
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unexpected award for one’s career and contribution to the Immigration Service.
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PART Ill-Names of some persons

from Federal Departments, United Nations, Foreign Officials, Heads of States etc.

Heads of State:

Prime Ministers:

■..

.n.

n

*

COLLINGE Dominique Imm Officer FS Beirut
286/293
COLLINS Dalt Regional Director Toronto
261
COLVILLE Percy rcmpftemp) Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe 73
CONGDON GGCommissioner for Overseas
62/3
COOMBS Leslie Imm Officer Rome
139/43
CORBEIL J Imm Officer
94
CORMIER Odillon O-i-C Paris-Laison CGIM
66/69/82
COTE Robert Montreal Police Explosive Expert
2 67
COTTSWORTH FB Asst Commissioner London England
71
COULPIER Rene rcmp Beirut Lebanon
185
COUILLARD Louis Dep. Min Immigration
147/168
COURT Ian External Affairs Belgrade Yugoslavia
308
COURTOIS Benoit Imm Officer Montreal
94
COUSINEAU JA External Affairs Addis Abeba, Ethiopia
183
COUTU Cyrus Imm Officer T.D. Rome from Ottawa . 99/116/148
COUVRETTE Andre Ambassador
282/3/246
COWAN H Imm Officer FS Paris
324
CRANE Ian Imm Officer Rome
142
CREAN Gordon Ambassador Rome Italy
147
CROSBY John Minister Finance
368
CUMMING LG Officer-in-Charge London England
71
CUNLIFFE Harry Imm Officer Geneva Region “C”.. 147/149/165
CUNNINGHAM W (Bill) Imm Officer Montreal94
CUPPLES Colleen Imm Officer FS Nairobi, Beirut TD
284
CURRENT Peter Officer-in-Charge Attended Rome Meeting 323
CURRY Bud Hdqrts Ottawa-Facifatation Officer 97/127/261/268/9
CURRY R. Byrnes Director Immigration
147/157
CZERNUSCHENKO Tony EA Beirut Lebanon
286/289
DAGG Charles Hdqrts Ottawa Enforcement Division
261
DAIGNEAULT Therese Admin Asst ExAff Amman,
276/283/286
DANBY J Pfficer-in-Charge Birmingham
146
DAVIS Brian Imm Officer FS Beirut Lebanon
148
DEAN John rcmp Rome
145
DELANEY Quentin Imm Officer -in-Charge Lacolle
61
DELANEY Terry Imm Officer Toronto Adm Office
255/257
DELISLE JP Imm Officer FS Belgrade, Yugoslavia . 304/310/311
DEMERS Henry District Inspector Montreal
99
DENAULT Jacques Imm O-i-C Paris, Rome 128/34/141/144/321
DEPATIE Albert Imm Officer Montreal
94
DERRICK Norman Imm Officer-in-Charge Vienna, Austria ..126
DESCHAMPS Therese Placement Officer, Montreal
94
DILLON Raymond Special Inquiry Officer, Montreal
126
DIVENS Jim Imm Officer Liverpool, England
93
DRAPEAU Jean Mayor of the City of Montreal
135
DRUSIOTIS D. Dr. Roster Doctor, Cyprus
293
DUBE PC Doctor Athens
133
DUBOIS Lucien(ROLO) for Quebec
263
DUGUAYE Ambassador to Turkey
185
DUGUID GW CAF Beirut Lebanon
283/286/288
DUPLAIN Andre Imm Officer Quebec City-on loan to Paris .. 133
DUPLESSIS Robert Imm Officer Montreal
100
DUPONT Louis Imm Officer Quebec City TD Paris
131
DUPUIS Pierre Ambassador Rome
109
DUPUIS Yvano Dr Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe
79/87
DUROCHER Gilles Imm Officer FS Paris, Beirut Lebanon 131/293
EBERTS CC Ambassador to Iran
,183
EDMONDS Jean Asst Dep..Minister Imm Ottawa
263/4
FAIKCLOUGH Ellen Louks Ministe, Immigrat
114
FAT Ho Imm Officer and Translator Montreal
94
FENWICK-WILSON Royd Imm Officer Rome, Milan
140/1/149
FINCH John Ext Affairs Adm Asst Beimt, Lebanon
286/7
FINDLAY Allan Asst Dist Super.Montreal-P of Spain 1991/125/165
FISET Louise Secretary Rome
149
FOISY Laurent Imm Program Officer Lisbon
174/323
FOISY M Central Processing Office Ott
156
FORGET Sylvain Imm Officer Montreal
60/98/127
FOUCHER Jules Imm Officer Montreal
96/98/127
FORSSANDER CAE Dr Rome
139
FORTIER Yves, Ambassador
278
FORTIER Laval Commissioner
134

ABEAR Peter Dr Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe-Rome
76/139
ABBOTT Kim Hdqrs Ottawa
113
ALLARD Laurentlmm Officer FS Paris
132
AMADIO Elsa Imm Officer FS Athens
133/189/277/323
ANDRAS Robert Minister of Immigration
254/6/7
ANFOSSI Charles Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe
67/74
ANFOSSI Leo Officer-in-Charge Rome
82
ANTHONY Robert Imm Officer Rome
106/115
ARMSTRONG Jack Imm Officer Rome
139/149
AVBELJ Viktor Pres. Of Slovenia
306
BAILLARGEON Larry Imm Officer Kingston Jamaica .... 155/165
BAKER Robert L CanGovtlmm Mission Karlsruhe72/125
BARTLEY George “Aussie” Beimt,-Belgrade Yugoslavia . 181/305
BARTON W. Can. UN Ambassador
279
BAZINET Andre Imm Officer FS Asst Ops-Hdqrs Ottawa
321
BEAULNE Jacques Imm Officer FS Vienna
338
BEATTY Kingsley Imm Officer Montreal
126
BEAUPRE Gaston Imm Officer Paris France
100/134/6
BEGIN Monique Minister. H&W
311
BELLEAU Noel Imm Officer Quebec City
106/126
BELZILE L. Settlement Officer Hdqrs Ottawa
132
BENNETT J. rcmp Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe
73/79
BENOIT “Ben" Imm Officer Lacolle PQ
61
BENOIT “Mo” Imm Officer FS O-i-C Detroit
131/145/169/303
BENOIT George Dir of Operations Imm Hdqrs Ottawa
71/81
BERGBUSCH Ernest Imm Officer Kingston Jam-Vienna .. 171/338
BEST Cal Executive Director, Imm Hdqrs Ottawa
256
BIENVENUE Jean Minister of Immigration for Quebec
148
BIRD PW Head of CGIM Karlsruhe, Germany
69/73/77/81
BISSETT JB Dir Gen Imm Hdqrs Ottawa 168/182/270/312/315/321
BLIGH Dave H Regial Director Area “A"
165/168
BOILY Stephane Head of Settlement Section Montreal
95
BONAVIA George Information Officer, Rome
145/149
BONNEAU Jean Marc Imm Officer Montreal Special Inquiries 126
BOUCHARD John Imm Officer Montreal
92
BOUEY G. Gov. Bank of Canada,Belgrade, Yugo
308
BOULAIS Joe Immigration Officer Can Govt Imm Mission Karisruffd
.

...

BOUTIN Ray Immigration Officer Montreal
94
BOWDEN W.lmm Officer FS Belgrade, Yugoslavia-Hdqrts Ott36a/4
BROWN Douglas Imm Office Can Govt Imm Mission KarisruheMontreal
78
BRUNET Ray Imm Officer, Montreal
94
BUCKLEY Bryan External Affairs, Beirut Lebanon
180/188
BUCKLEY Terry Imm Officer Beimt, Lebanon
180
BULLMER WR Dr Munich, Karlsruhe Can Govt Imm Missio7i2/77/83
BURKMAR TrcmpFallingbostel Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe 73
BURNETT W. RAF see reference
72
BURROWS J Dr temp. Rome-from the London UK Office
110
BUTTON Ron Imm Officer FS Beirut, Lebanon
187
BYE Ted temp rcmp Munich Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe
72
CALDATO Remo Imm Officer FS Rome
118
CALLAS Maria see reference
114
CAMPBELL Don Foreign Affairs-Kingston Jamaica
168
CAMPBELL D.I. Trade & Commerce Rome Italy
170
CAMPBELLL John(AI) Imm Officer FS Hdqrts Ottawa
321
CANA VAN Ross Immigration Officer Special Inquiries Montreal 126
CARELLI Anthony Immigration Officer Rome
106
CARR Barbara Imm Officer FS Trainee
156
CARRIERE Jean External Affairs Admin Officer Beirut Lebanon180
CARROLL Larry Immigration Officer FS Beirut Lebanon .. 180/188
CARTER Keith Immigration Officer FS Beirut, Lebanon
180/188
CARTER Leonard Imm Officer Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe 77
CASEY Brian Imm Officer FS Belgrade, Yugoslavia
338
CAZES Joe Imm Officer Paris-Mintreal
94
CHAPUT Robert rcmp Paris
131
CHATILLON Claude EA Olympic Laison
263/6/269
CHAUVIN Roger Imm Officer Montreal
94
CHEVALIER Paul Dr CGIM Karlsruhe-Rome
83/106/115
CHEVRIER Leslie Asst Super Montreal-O-i-C Paris
99/131
CLARK Bud Director General Foreign Service Hdqrs Ottawa . 127
CLARKE Joe Leader Opposition
291
CLEMENT Simon (Obonsawin) rcmp Paris
131/3
COBB Don rcmp Rome
112
COE Earl Imm Officer Montreal
105
COGNE Jean Quebec Immig Overseas Service . 275/283/293/315

.

.

..

...
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291

FOX Harry Montreal Immigration Shipping
FOX Terry Cyprus and Lebanon
FRIESENJ. CAF Attache Ankara
FRY Harold Officer-in-Charge Rome

96
277

Section

314

106/118/119/120/121

FULFORD DW EA Mexico
GAGNIER Daniel EA Belgrade
GAGNON Laurent Rome and Milan

LEFEBVRE Rolland rcmp Paris
133
LEFEBVRE Simone Secretary Rome Office
141/6
LEFRANCOIS George Imm Supervisor Montreal; Imm Office . 96
LEGER L. Cardinal (in Rome for the Ecumenical Meeting
142
LEGG John EA Senior Counsellor Belgrade
305/7
LESAGE Jean Quebec Prime Minister
143
LEVESQUE Gerry Imm Montreal
96
LIGHTHALL W. (Bill) Security Officer-CGIM Karlsruhe .... 79/85
LILIUS Peter Imm Officer Cypms-Beimt
277/280/6/8
LOLLABRIGIDA Gina (Rome)
115
LOLATO Dino rcmp Rome
114
LUKIE Alex Imm Officer 1st Imm Off-in-Charge, Nairobi Kenya 192
LYNCH GM Dr attached Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe
85
LYGO Don Imm Imm Officer Rome, Vienna
151/167
MACH Luis (Ludwig) Imm Officer Paris, Vienna
136/167
MACKASEY Bruce Stuart Minister of Immigration
192
MADORE G Central Processing Office Ottawa
158
MAILLOUX P. Dr Attached to CGIM Karlsruhe
80/9
MALETIC Stan ROLO Toronto
257/65
MALINOWSKI Mike rcmp Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe .. 75
MANION Jack Imm Hdqtrs Ottawa
135
MARCHAND Diane Sec Olympic Coordinator
264/271
MARCOUX Guy Supt. Rcmp Ottawa
299
MARKS William “Bill” ROLO Halifax
265
MARLEAU Rene Imm Officer Paris
133/6
MARTEL ME EA Consul Madrid
326
MARTIN John rcmp Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe-Brussels 75

161/166

303
149

GALLUP Art C&E Ottawa Olympic Liaison
285
GALPIN ET EA Ankara Turkey
315
GARNIER Henriette Montreal Office
140
GAUVIN Roger Imm Montreal
94/98/127/158
GAUVREAU Leon Imm Quebec
97
GAYOVSKI Nestor Asst. Officer-in-Charge Rome
118
GENEREUX Lucien rcmp Berut
180
GERTSON Fred Imm. Can Govt Imm Mission Karisruhe
78

GIBSON "Gibby" “Trainees and Cairo
145/287
GIGNAC Jacques Ambassagor Beirut Lebanon
194/322
GIGUERRE Pierre Officer-in-Charge Paris
322/4
GIRARD Raphael Officer-in-Charge Belgrade
164
GORDON “Bert"
159
GOTLIEB Allan Deputy Minister External Affairs
290
GRANGER Pierre EA on loan to Imm Beirut
203
GRANT George Asst Officer-in-Charge Paris
131
GRANT Harold Australian Migration Salzburg-Belgrade
76/305
GREAVES Wilfred Imm Cairo
202/277
GREVATT AH Imm Salzburg
79
GRODDE Eva Admin Sec Cyprus, Beimt
275/283/4
GRONCHI Giovanni President of Italy
114
GRUER Daniel Officer-in-Charge Tel Aviv
275
GUENET Andre Imm Administrator Montreal 127/131/256/262/270
GUNN GAW Montreal and Ottawa
125/262/70
HACKETT Jim Visa Offi Rome 105/10/17/140/4/1491/167/179/321

...

...

MARTIN Paul Min.E.A/HighCom
148
MARTINEAU F63/76/78/97/99/102/108/115/129/141/173/181/266/
306/314
MARTINELLI John Imm Officer Montreal
96
MATHIEU Hughes Imm Officer Beirut, Cyprus
280
MATTE Louislmm Officer, Quebec City
128
MAYRAND Leon Amb. Rome/ Cuba
113/168
McCORDICK D Ambassador Vienna
167
McCOY S. Australian Liaison Officer Geneva
78/89
McRae R Dr in Charge-NH&W Rome
206
McCRUM Hugh Distyrict Superintendent Ottawa
64
McDIVITT Stan Enforcement Hdqtrs Ottawa Asst Olympic . 264/8
McDONALD Ken rcmp Rome
141
MCDONALD Gary Belgrade
306/312/315
McDOUGALL Ron Imm Hdqrts Ottawa
129
McDOWALL Stew Trade & Commerce Rome
182
McFAUL WD District Superintendent Montreal
63/5/100/127
McGRATH Roy Imm Hdqrts Fiance Ottawa 129/142/170/173/314
McLAUGHLIN John Trainee
158
McLELLAND Keith Ambassador Belgrade
305
McLEOD Jack ROLO Western District
265
McWILLIAMS Dudley Director Region “B"
148/150/1
McPHEE D. Dr Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe
78
MILLARD SJ Trainee Director Region “A"
146/7
MILLER Jim Imm Officer CGIM Karklsruhe
69/73/77/83
MINTOFF Dorn Prime Minister of Malta
119
MITCHELL GM O-in-Rome Charge Rome, . 84/120/121/141/191
MITCHENER Rolland Governor General of Canada
182
MOISAN G. “INQUISITOR” Montreal Imm Office
100
MOLLOY Michael Visa Officer Beimt Lebanon
189
MONETTE “Bud" Ontario Representative London, UK
306
MONTY Lomer Dr Rome
141
MOORE Victor High Com to Jamaica
157/317
MORIN Albert Immigration Officer Paris
136
MORRISSON Alec Hdqurts Ottawa-Bonn
147/184
MUISE Bud Financial adminitration Hdqrts Ottawa
188/280
MURPHY Edward Imm Officer Montreal
102
MURRAY Pete Immigration Officer Regional Office Toronto 257/9
NASSER Abdel Gamal President of Egypt
183
NAYLOR Allan Foreign Service Laison Officer, Toronto — 316
NEMETZ Placement Officer Montreal
98
NEWLAND A. Min. Of Labor Jam
158
NORFOLK Robert rcmp Inspector CGIM Karlsruhe
75
O'CONNOR Brian Imm Officer Paris
326
OTKE H Dr Rome
117
OUELLETTE Charles Imm Officer Rome
118/123/128
PAGE Marcel Imm Officer Montreal, Paris
98/136
PAHLAVI Mohammed Reza Shah of Iran
267
PAPWORTH John rcmp (temp) CGIM Karlsruhe
75/7/82
PARKER Herbert Imm. Rome, Kingston Jamaica 145/6/7/150/171
PATTON Arnold Imm Officer Montreal-Ottawa
128/258
PAYNE Bud Placement Officer Montreal
98

HALSTEAD JG EA (Paris) Senior Officer Paris Embassy — 135
HAMEL Gaston Imm Officer Montreal-Olympic TD Longueuil . 269
HARDER John Immigration Officer Salzburg
80/89
HARDY Christian Ambassador Madrid
324
HARRIS Jim EA Ambassador Belgrade
306/308
HAWKINS Frieda Writer visit to Rome
117
HAWKINS Lyall Officer-in-Charge Rome
105
HELIE Roger Imm Officer Montreal
94
HELOU Charles President of Lebanon
182
HOFFENMAIER H Austrian Min. Labour
80
HORWOOD Ken rcmp Athens
113
HOSLEY Ken Imm Officer Beimt Lebanon
312
HUNTER Stan Imm Officer Rome-Tel Aviv
139/40
HUSHION Ruby Imm Officer Montreal
94
HUSSEIN I King, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan King
182/291
JANITOS Peter Dr Athens
275
JEFFS Georae Imm Officer Toronto HDQRTS
255
JOHNSON Don Imm Ottawa Hdqrts
256
JOHNSON Irene Chairperson Public Service Commission ... 257
JUMBLATT Walid Head of Druze Community, Lebanon
289
KAARSBERB Andrew Visa Officer, CGIM Karlsruhe
75
KEENLEYSIDE Hugh Deputy Minister Immigration
76
KENT Tom Asst. Deputy Minister Immigration
140
KENYATTAJoma President of Kenya
185
KEVAN Jack Imm Officer, Shipping Section Montreal
96
KHALED Leila “False Visa” Beimt Lebanon
203
KING W.L. McKinzie, Prime Minister of Canada
69/73
KLASSEN John Imm Officer Salsburg and Vienna . 80/89/164/312
KNOWLES John Imm Officer Can Govt Imm. Mission Karlsruhe 74

KORANSK Gerry Lacolle, CGIM Karlsruhe
LAFONTANE Maurice Chairman UIC
LALONDE Duncan Regional Imm Director

61/67/81
323

255

LAMARRE Tony Dept Labour Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe 79
LAMBERT Gerald Imm Officer Montreal, Ottawa
126
LAMOUREUX Albert Imm Officer Montreal
96
LAND John Officer-in-Charge Belgrade, Yugoslavia
303
LANDRY Maurice Officer in-Charge Quebec City Office
126
LANGLAIS Maurice Officer-in-Charge Montreal Office
94/98/126
LAPIERRE Benoit Imm Officer Montreal-in Charge at Beebee 126
LAPIERRE Jacques Imm Officer Montreal, Rome
127/131/145
LAPORTE Robert rcmp Beimt
180
LATOUR M Dr Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe
75
LATOUR Val Finance Finance Hdqrts Ottawa
261
LAUZIERE Conrad Officer-in-Charge Bmssels, Belgium
78
LAVALLEE Albert RCAF Colleague WWII
179
LAVERDURE Rollande Sec Rome Office
112
LAZORKA Douglas EA Consul Kingston Jamaica
169
LEBLANC Larry Imm Officer Relief Kingston Jamaica
184
LEFAIVE Lou Director Quebec Regionlmm
147
LEFEBVRE Marcelle Secretary Beimt Lebanon
182
LEFEBVRE Robert Imm Montreal
129/271
.

...
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PEARSON Don Imm Officer Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe 80/5
PELLETIER Frank Imm Officer Lacolle
64
PELLETIER MarcIT&C Beirut
285/6/7/290
PEPIN Jean Luc Minister Ottawa
313
PERKINS Ken rcmp Beirut
285/288
PERYER Stan Imm Officer Trainee
325
PETERSEN 0 A Imm Officer Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe 77
PICHE Marcel Dr Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe-Austria82/9/135
PICKERSGILL Jack Minister of Immigration Minister of ImmigratitflO
PILON Evelyn Secretary to District Superintendent W. Me Faul 107
POIRIER Marcel Imm Officer Montreal
96
POIRIER Maurice Imm Officer Rome
146/151
POLLARD Gordon Olympic CoOrd. Asst
263/268/272
POTVIN A. Charge d affaires Port-au-Prince Haiti
161
PRIEN Allan Beirut
182/7
PROULX Paul Principal Clerk Eastern District Montreal
101
PURCHASE Max Imm Officer from Halifax
99
QUENNEVILLE Guy Immigration Officer Montreal, Dorval ... 102
QUINTAL Ray Supt Rcmp Ottawa
264/270
QUINTAL Robert Immigration Officer Montreal
96
RAE Saul Ambassador to Mexico
163
REID JDA CHIEF OPS Imm Hdqrts Ottawa
129
REINTAMAino Placement Officer Montreal
98
REYNOLDS George Imm Officer Hdqtrs Ottawa
69
RICHER Jacques Imm Officer Rome
113/122/123
RING Viggi Placement Officer, Imm Off-in-Charge Belgrade 98/267
ROBERTSP M AMB. Bucarest Romania
317
ROBERTSON J ROLO Vancouver BC
265
ROBILLARD Richard “Dick” Imm Officer Berne Switzerland
266
ROBILLARD JFRR CGIM/Ops Ottawai70/77/80/1/6/102/130/6/258/9
ROGERS “Buck” Imm Officer Athens
115
ROGERS Charles Imm Off in C of Port of Sp-Ottawa Hdqrs157/290
ROUND Harry Dept. Labour
81
ROUSSEAU JJ Ambassador to COJO(1976 Olympics)... 264/271
ROY Marcel Imm Officer Quebec City
97/128
ST. ONGE John lumm Officer SIO Montreal, Ottawa
128/258
ST. PIERRE Claude Trade & Coomerce on Loan to Rome 113/123
ST MARTIN P Doctor Quebec City
99
SARKIS Elias President of Lebanon
287
SAUNDERS Chris Imm Officer Rome
141
SAVARD M Secretary Rome
151
SCHELLENBERGER Milton Imm Officer-in-Charge Belgrade . 317
SCHRAMEK Edward Can Govt Imm Mission Karferune
77
SCHROH Gary Imm Off-in-C Beirut, Limassol Cyprus 267/277/280
SEGUIN Andre External Affairs Admin Beirut
182
SERNASIE Carmine Imm Officer Sudbury relief at Rome
142/5
SHAUGHNESSY Frank COJO
264/5
SHEEHAN Terence Director Immigration Service ... 263/268/271
SHERWOOD David Imm Officer Rome
147/151
SICOTTE Marcel Intelligence Office Montreal
96
SIMARD Paul Imm Officer Beirut
190
SINGLETON Howard EA Charge d’affaires
278/9/280/285
SKRABEC Edward External Affairs Olympic Liaison Officer
272
SMITH Phyllis Personnel Soper. Ottawa
281
SOMMERVILLE H Finance Montreal
99
SPENARD George EA Consul Ext Affairs Haiti
161
STEARNS Ron rcmp Beirut
187
STEWART GavinChief of Operations FS Ottawa
323/4/5
STIPAC Boris Officer-n-Charge Cologne Germany
324
STONE Martin Officer-in-Charge Vienna Austria
267
STUART Leslie Special Inquiry Officer, Toronto Regional Office 257
SUCKLING Art District Inspector
136
SUIDAN P. Dr Beirut, Lebanon
291
SURPRENANT O Imm Officer Montreal
96
SVOBODA Charles External Affairs Belgrade
308/310
TAILLEFER M “Bat” Immigration Officer, Chicoutimi
129

TRUSCOTT N Australian Ambassador
197
TURBULL Phyllis Dir of Personnel Hdqrs Ottawa
281
VACHON Jean Marie Sttlement Montreal
128
VACHON Leo District Superintendent Montreal
127
VALLIERES Gaston Imm Officer Montreal
96
VALLEE Archibald Imm Officer Montreal96
VAN DER STOEL William Imm Officer FS Kingston Jamaica 170
VAUGHN Mark Imm Officer Rome-Montreal
108/113/127/167
VERBOVEN Leo Imm Officer FS Belgrade Yugoslavia
313/315
VEZEAUM Imm Officer Montreal
96
VEZINA Rollande External Affairs Ammman/Beirut 278280/5/6/7
..

..

VINETTE Jacques Imm Officer Rome, Italy
119/325
VORIAS Gerry Imm Officer, Montreal,
135/158
WALTON William Imm Officer-in-Charge Rome Italy
324/5
WESLEY C Central Processing Office Ottawa
158
WEST Dick Imm Officer Can Govt Imm Mission Karlsruhe
86
WHELAN Pamela Imm Officer FS Beirut, Lebanon
294
WHITCOMB Edward External Affairs Belgrade, Yugoslavia . 305
WHITEHEAD Gordon Officer-in-Charge Cairo, Egypt
191
WISMER Don Trade & Commerce Belgrade Yugoslavia .... 305
WOODSWORTH C Ambassador to Ethiopia
186
WOOLHAM Robert Trade & Commerce, Kingston, Jamaica . 187
WOO Daisy Clerk Finance/Interpreter Montreal
102/107
WOOD Ian Trade & Commerce Beirut Lebanon
182
YOUNG Arthur Imm Officer Montreal
96
YOUNG Eve Admin Asst to PW Bird, Chief CGIM Karlsruhe
73
YUEN Sam Imm Officer/Interpreter Montreal
96
ZADRAVEC M Imm Officer FS Vienna, Austria
340
ZAWISZA John Imm Officer FS in Charge Vienna Austria Offic466
ZIEGLER Ed Special Projects Manager Hdqrs Ottawa
161

Athens

...

..

..

FS refers to Officers who are Foreign Service Officers, serving
rotational basis.
Canadian Government Immgration Mission Karlsruhe, GermanyCGIM-Imm Officers, Doctors, Security Officers and Labour Officers
worked in IRO Camps in the Allied Occupation Zones of Germany
and Austria.
overseas on a

...

..

TAIT RM Asst Deputy Minister Imm Hdqrs Ottawa
TEAKLE Marisa Placement Officer Montreal
TITO JosipBroz President of Yugoslavia

273
98

72/306/09

THERIAULT Roger Quebec Immigration Officer
189
THOUIN “TDQ" RCMP Beirut Lebanon
188
THOMSON Ian Imm Officer FS Beirut Lebanon
288/295
TIVENDELL J Imm Officer Quebec City
128
TOUPIN Roger Mtl Police Security Olympics
282
TREGASKES SG Trade & Commerce Guatemala City
165
TREMBLAY Ginette Imm Off Belgrade-Montreal Olympics 166/271
TREMBLAY Olivier Quebec Imm Representative Abroad . 277/285
TREPANIER Charles Imm Officer Montreal
98
TRUDEAU Pierre Elliot Prime Minister
259/281

Challenges

.

.
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The

following data refers to entries in cancelled passports, substantiating dates mentioned in the reminiscences, i.e., to
MAY 06 Dep Slov. border Femetici p. 25
JUN 22 Ar. Slove. border Femetici p. 27
JUN 24 Dep Slov. border Femetici
JULY 19 DEPART FOR CANADA

1951
SP-0432 issued Can. Consul Frankfurt
21/09/‘51 renewed EA Ottawa 19/09757 to
21/09/‘61OCT 15 Depart Germany
OCT 15 Amve Belgium
OCT 19 Depart Belgium
OCT 19 Amve Holland
OCT 19 Depart Holland
OCT 19 Amve Belgium
OCT 21 Depart Belgium
OCT 21 Amve Germany
Karlsruhe to Naples Refugees Interview
NOV 19 Depart via Kufstem
NOV 19 Brenner Pass

I Y 26 ARRIVF HALIFAX

I turned in my “filled”passport at the
Rome Embassy a new one:D-7014 issued
Rome 03 Feb ‘66 valid 02 Feb ‘61. the

canceled Passport could not find iL
Much data was inetrievably lost
1966
AUG 13 Arr Slovenia-Femetici
AUG 23 Dep Slovenia Femetici
OCT 15 Amve Malta
none shown when I left
1967
JAN 06 Arrive Geneva-Conference

P-7
P-7
P-9
P-9
-0-2

NOV 28 Brenner Pass fto Karlsruhe

1952
JAN 02 Arrive Salzburg Rail. Station
JAN 05 Depart Salzburg RR Station
FEB 24 Depart Germany
FEB 24 Arrive Switzerland
FEB 26 Arrive Germany
FEB 26 Depart Germany
FEB 28 Amve Switzerland
FEB 28 Arrive Germany
FEB 29 Depart Germany
FEB 29 Depart Germany ?
FEB 29 Switzerland
MAR 02 Arrive Germany
MAR 11 Depart Germany
MAR 11 Arrive Holland
MAR 12 Arrive Germany
DEPART Karlsruhe-rail via Holland-

POSTED TO KINGSTON, JAMAICA
PASSPORT D-9498-25/8767-25/8/72
SEP 27 Amve at Kingston, Jamaica ..
1968
FEB 04 Kingston/Miami/Bah/Ber
FEB 15 Arrivefretum to
Kingston ....
MAR 05 KingstontwifeJSan Dorn
MAR 07 Dep. S. Dom/Haiti""
MAR 10 Dep. Haiti/Kingston

..

..

■

.

AUG 28 Slovenia/Italia
1960
Short Leave to Slovenia by car
APR 16 Italia/Slovenia
APR 21 Slovenia/ltalia
SEP 10 Arr.Slovene border Femetic
SEP 12 Dep Sloven.border Femetic
1961
2nd TRIP NAPLES-ATHENS, SS OlympiaMAR 26 Naples/An Pireus Mar 29
APR 03 Pireus?Naples Apr 05
2
trips to Slovenia before leaving for Canada:
APR 29 Ar. Slovenia border Femetici

p.9
P-9
11

P-11
p.?

P-9
p.

09/09

p.
p.
p.

09/11
11/08
08/09

p.

09/11
P 11

d.

..

09

Trip to Cuba via Nassau and Mexico
p.
p.
p.
p.

MAY 09 D. Kingston/Nassau/Cuba ...
MAY 22 Return to Kingston Jamaica .

10
10
10
10

AREA TRIP to C.A AND MEXICO
JUN 03 Dep Kingston/Panama ....
JUN 05 Dep. Panama/arr San Jose
JUN 06 D. Costa Rica/Nicaragua ..
JUN 07 Dep Managua/Honduras ..

1957

AUG 28 Italia/Slovenia

P

Trip to Ottawa re the “Point System"
JAfl 19 transit Orly from Rome
JAN 26 transit Orly for Rome
JUL 04 by ship SS Olympia from Naples
J^gJ^gmrrivinn
-IIII Y 1 ? n 15

••

05 Amve Holland
05 Depart Holland
15 Amve Quebec

POSTED TO ROME, ITALY
OCT 16 Depart from New York
OCT 26 Amve at Naples/Rome
MAY 04 Depart Rome(Ciampino)
MAY 04 Amve Valette, Malta
MAY 19 Arrive Rome (Ciampino)
Leave by car Rome to Slovenia
JUL 19 Femetti Italy/Slovenia
JUL26 Femetid Slovenia/ltaly
AUG 26 Femetti Italy/Slovenia
OCT 11 Femetti Italy
OCT 11 Femetici Slovenia
OCT 18 Depart Femetici Slovenia
OCT 18 Depart Femetti Italy
1959
Easter Holiday SS Olympia Naples-Athens:
MAR 20 Naples/Arthens Mar 22
MAR 28 Pireus/Naples Mar 30
ONE DAY car trip Rome-Slovenia-Rome
AUG 15 An. Italian/Slovene
AUG 15 Dep Slove/ltalia
Again one-aay Rome-Slovenia-Rome
to pick up wife left there previously

■

missing

p.8
P-9
P-7
-P-9
p. 7/8
P-7
p 8
■■P-6
••P-9
p.7
..p.8
■■P-6
p.9
P-6
p. 10
.

■

London-Liverpool-MontrealfEmp. Of Cda
05 Depart Germany

APR
APR
APR
APR

P-27
p. 14

13
P-12
p. 10
p. 10
p.

JUN
JUN
JUN
JUN

P-12
P- 12
p. 15
P-12
p. 16
p. 16
P-12
p.
p.
.

08 Dep Honduras/Belize
12 Dep. Belize/Guatemala
14 Dep Guatemala/Mexico
24 Return to Kingston

...
...

...

p.
.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
...

Leave to Slovenia via Luxembourg
JUL 23 Dep Kingston
JUL 25 Arr Luxembourg
JUL 26 Arr/Enter Slovenia
AUG 01 Enter Slov. Lazaret/Trst

AUG 09 Dep Slov. Via Maribor
AUG 27 Cross border Skofje/Marija
SEP 09 Jesenice
TO VIENNA-helping to process Czech/
Slovak Refugees for two weeks-not leave:
SEP 08 Vienna via Maribor
SEP 22 from Vienna/Slovenia
SEP 30 from Luxembourg
SEP 30 Arrive Kingston

11/17
18/18

p. 6/19
p. 19/06

Tnp to Nassau to Interview jailed Haitians
p.
p.

18/21
21/12

p.
p.

12/23
23/12
p. 24
p. 24

...

p.
p.
..

14/22
22/14
p.

25
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p.
p.
p.
Pp.
p.
P-

19
20
20
21
30
15
??

p.

32

p.
p.

08
20

99

21
P-21
P-21
p. 20
p. 20
P- 22

NOV 19 Dep Kingston
NOV 25 Return to Kingston
DEC 01 Dep Kingston
DEC 01 Arr Port of Spain
DEC 04 Dep Port of Spain
Dec 04 Arr Kingston Jamaica

1969
JAN 14 Dep Kingston/Nassau
JAN 31 Return to/An Kingston
FEB 06 D. Kingston/Costa Rica
FEB 08 D.Cosfa Rica/Guatemala
FEB 13 D.Guatem./Brit. Hondu
FEB 15 D. Brit. Hondu./Kingston
APR 08 Dep Kingston/Haiti

11/16
p 15
15/18
18/14
14/20
20/17
17/??
p. 20

P-

p.
...

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

11/21
p. 24
24/26
26/26
26/27
27/27
27/21

Journeys and...

17 Dep Port-au-Prince Haiti
24 Dep Kingston
24 Arr Santo Domingo
26 Dep Santo Domingo
26 Arr Kingston
02 Dep Kingston
02 Arr Hamilton Bermuda no stamp
Inserted in passport
MAY 12 Dep Bermuda no stamp
MAY 12 Arr Kingston
MAY 27 Dep Kingston for Trinidad
MAY 27 Arr Port of Spain Trinidad
MAY 29 Dep Post of Spain
MAY 29 Arr Kingston

APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
MAY
MAY

May 30 Dep Kingston/Miami
May 30 Arr Nassau Bahamas stamp ?
JUN 08 Return to Kingston

p.

20

p.
p.

26
26

Greek northern coast, into Turkey
and back to Beirut via Syria. One month.
PASSPORT D-22282-VALID 11/76-81

????

1976
Leave to Slovenia via London
DEC 19 Dep Montreal Dorval
DEC 20 Am Heathrow
Dec 20 London Zagreb
Dec. 20 to Jan 06 leave in Slovenia

28
28
14
14

Aug 2 Lamaca/Beirut
Aug 22 Beirut/Amman
Aug 24 Amman-Beirut

p.

28

Aug 30 Dep. Beirut
Sep 02 Am Athens/Dep. Sep. 03
Sep. 07 Border stamp Slov/Skofje
Sep. 16 Athens/Sep. 17 Beirut

..

..

p.

22/13
p.

27

31/??

p

???

27

P

p.
..

■

-

..

.

.

::

Leave, Transit, Canada, Slovenia, Athens

Aug 05 Slovenia/Skofje (Makedonia)

':

....

Aug 23 Arrived Beirut

..

1971
Feb. 11 Dep. Beirut/am Teheran
Feb. 28 Dep. Teheran no stamp
Feb. 28 Am. Beirut
TRIP TO EAST AFRICA

Apr 03 Dep Beirut/Cairo
Apr. 03 Dep. Cairo for Khartoum
Apr. 04 Am Addis Abeba
Apr. 07 Dep Addis Abeba
Apr. 07 Am. Nairobi
Apr. 13 Dep. Nairobi
Apr. 13 Am. Kampala, Uganda
Apr. 13 Dep. Kampala

APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR
APR

14
15
15
19
19
21
21
22
22

Am Nairobi

Dep Nairobi

...

p.

31

p.
p.

36
35

32

.

..

..

.

..

..

Am Dar es Salaam

Dep. Dares Salaam

.

Dep Lusaka Zambia
Am Dar

.

Salam Tanzania
Dep Dar es Salaam
Am Mauritius
es

April 26 Dep Mauritius

APR 26 Am Nairobi
APR 30 Dep Nairobi for Cyprus
MAY 01 Am Nicosia Airport Cyprus
MAY 01 Dep Nicosia for Beirut
MAY 01 Am Beirut Lebanon

..

.

..

..

..

..

p 47
p 38
p. 38
p 38
p 38
p. 43
p. 43
p. 43
p. 43
p. 42
p. 42
p. 35
.

DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

Syrian coast, into Turkey, to Ankara,
on to

-

.

..

...

...

p.

P-22
p. 26
p 24
p. 24
.

p.

13

16/26

15 car-Beirut/Syria/Jordan
22/3 transit Syna
25 Draa border
26 Syria/Lebanon

p.

30/30/30
p. 28
p. 30
p. 30

1979

Plovdiv,

AS CHARGE D'AFFAIRES I WENT WITH MY WIFE TO MEET

Bulgaria Ljubljana/retum by Sarajevo,
Challenges...

.

Trips to Amman re Mr. J. Clark’s visit

JULY/AUG-trip by car from Beirut,
Istambul,

22/22
p.22/22
p. 8/25
p. 25/??
p. 26
p. 26
p. 26/20
p. 26/15

1977
POSTED TO LEBANON-FIRST AT THE TEMP. LIMASSOL
CYPRUS OFFICEJAN 06 Transit Athens
p. 09
JAN 06 Am Lamaca for Limassol
p. 09
MAR 01 Lamaca/Beirut
p. 09/17
MAR 06 Beirut/Lamaca
p. 17/09
APR 06 Lamaca/Beirut
p. 09/17
APR 07 Beirut/Lamaca
p. 17/09
APR 11 Lamaca/Beirut
p. 12/?
APR 16 Beirut/Lamaca
p. ?/13
MAY 02 Deep Beirut ???????
p. 15
MAY 04 Lamaca/Beirut
p. 13/16
MAY 07 Beirut/Lamaca
p. 16/10
MAY 18 Lamaca/Amman
p. 10/10
MAY 25 Amman,lamaca
p. 16/13
MAY 26 Lamaca/Beirut
p. 13/17
MAY 28 Beirut/Lamaca
p. 16/13
JUN 07 Lamaca/Beirut
p. 13/16
JUN 10 Beirut/Lamaca
p. 16/10
JUN 27 Lamaca/Beirut
p. 12/16
JUN 30 Beirut/Lamaca
p. 16/12
JUL 06 Lamaca /move to Beirut
p. 12
JUL 29 Beirut/Lamaca/
p. 18/12
AUG 02 Lamaca/Beirut
p. ??/15
SEP 07 Slovenia/ltalia(cancelled)
p. 19
SEP 08 Am Lamaca
p. 08
SEP 11 Lamaca/Beirut
p. 8/26
OCT 27 Beirut/Lamaca
p. 26/21
OCT 30 Lamaca/Beirut
p. 21/30

p.77/45
p. 35
p. 52
p. 52
p. 32
p. 32
p. 46
p. 32
p. 36
p. 36

Am Lusaka Zambia

23

...

Ljubljana/Athens

..

.

18

p.

.

Jul 19 Athens/Beirut

35/5
p.

.

p.

...

Leave to Canada/Slovenia
Jun 12 Beirut
Jun 14 Mtl Mirabel
Jul 09 Dep Mtl/Zagreb
Jul 13 Slovenia/Skofje

'

p.

p.

18/18
p. 19
p. 12/12
p.21/21
p 18/18
p. 18/9
p. 9/22
p. ??/21
p.21/??

Apr. 06 Amman/Beirut
May 08 Beirut ???
May 11 ???? Beirut
May 15 Beirut/Cairo
May 16 Cairo/Beirut

28/31
p. 31
p. 31
P-21
P-11
P-21
p. 31
p. 31
p 07
p. 30

.

..

Apr. 04 Beirut/Amman

1970
On this trip I went to St. Thomas, US Virgin
island-no stamps appear in my passport:
JAN 04 D. Kingston/Puerto Rica
JAN 10 British Virgin Isl. Tortola
JAN 11 Back to San Juan
JAN 12 Dep San Juan for Haiti
JAN 14 Arr Haiti (Marija joined me)
JAN 17 Dep Haiti (Marija)
JAN 17 Return to Kingston (Marija
JAN 18 Dep Kingston
JAN 22 Am Miami
JAN 23 Am Kingston
Posted to Beirut, Lebanon
Jun 06 Dep. Jamaica

.

p.

Nov. 12 Beirut/Amman
Nov. 13 Amman/Beirut
Nov. 18 Beirut/Lamaca
Nov. 22 Lamaca/Beirut
Dec 12 Beirut/Amman
Dec. 13 Amman/Beirut
Leave to Slovenia for XmasNew Year
Dec. 17 Femetici
1978
Feb. 14 Beirut/Damascus(car
Feb. 15 Damascus/Beirut

???/28
p 09
p. 28
p. 30
p. 30
p. 30
p. 10
d. 15

.

p.
p.

Leave for Slovenia via Athens

....

Leave to Slovenia
JUN 13 Dep Kingston/Nassau
JUN 15 Arr Luxembourg
JUN 15 Enter Slovenia Femetici
JUN 20 Enter/Exit Skofije Slov/ltal
AUG 09 "Maribor” Slovenia
AUG 25 Dep Luxembourg Airport
AUG 25 ArT Nassau Bahamas
AUG 26 Arr Kingston
SEP 27 Arr Miami/Nassau
OCT 01 Dep Kingston
OCT 09 Return to Kingston

09
21

??/15
20/20
p.20/18

p.
p.
p.
p.

..

p.
P
...
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MR. J. CLARK'S ON OFFICIAL VISIT (with his wife) to JordanJAN 15 Mission car to Amman
p. 14/31
JAN 18 Amman/Beirut
p. 31/31
POSTED TO BELGRADE YUGOSLAVIA and to Slovenia for leave
Feb. 17/27
FEB 17 Athens/Belgrade/Ljubljana
p. 28
FEB 27 Belgrade
p.
London Conference
MAR 09 Dep Belgrade/Londonp 32/32
MAR 17 London/Belgrade
p. 32/??
JUL 09 Bel/Slo/ltal Femetici by car
p. 35
JUL 13 Slo/ltal Femetici by car
p. 35
Leave Canada:recalled as Charge d’affaires
JUL 17 Arr Montreal
p. 23
AUG 04/05 Montreal/UK/Ljubljana
p. 35
wife returned to Belgrade 2 weeks later
;: p 35
OCT 09 short leave Slovenia/Austria
NOV 08 short leave Slovenia/Italia
p. 35
i a m

4 c

ti:

:

a

4

.

....

.

.

..

..

1980
MAR 02 Belgrade/BucharestfAir
MAR 09 Bucharest/BelgradefAir
LEAVE TO CANADA"
APR 18 Belgra./London/Montrea
MAY 24/25 Montr/Paris/Ljub/Belg
JUN ? Drove to Budapest, Lygos
MartineausOcar service

AUG 03 Belgrade/lstanbul
AUG 06 Istanbul/Belgrade
SEP 03 Belgrade/Bucharest
SEP 09 Bucnarest/Belgrade

LEAVE TO CANADA
OCT 15 Belgr/Montreal via UK
NOV 13/14 Montreal/Belgrade
DEC 05 Belgrade/Bucharest
DEC 10 Bucnarest/Belgrade

p.

35/38

p.

38/??

p.

32/11

p. 16/39
and on to Vienna, the

??/29

Pp.
p.
p.

??/41
40/39

p.
p,

??/07
??/39

p.
p.

??/49

29/39

41/39

1981
DIPLOMATIC PASSPORT D-25184
FEB 08 Belgrade/Ankara
p. ??/12
FEB 10 Ankara/Belgrade
D. 12/11
MAR 30/APR 01/Slovenia
p. 13/13
TRIP TO ROMANIA BY CAR WITH MARIJa! MRS.' R BERIC SEC/INT
AND J COGNE QUEBEC IMMIGRATION
MAY 22 Belgrade/Motel Lepenski Vir
p.
MAY 23 Arr Bucharest
P- 09
MAY 30 Bucharest/Bulgaria
p. 09/07
MAY 30 Bulgaria/Yugoslavia
p. 07/11
JUL 10 Belgrade/lstamb/Ankara
p. ??/17
JUL 24 Ankara/lstam/Belgrade
p. 17/11
JUL 28 Short Holiday Slovenia bycarto Ljubljana, deliver carto Koper

for shipment to Canada
RE-ASSIGNED TO SOCIAL AFFAIRS AT EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
OTTAWA
AUG 15 Ljubljana/Amsterdam
p. 17/??
AUG 16 Amsterdam/Montreal
p. 13

1982
ROME CONFERENCE OF OFFICERS-IN-CHARGE, EUROPEAN
VISA OFFICES
MAY 03
MAY 04
MAY 09
MAY 11
MAY 12

Dep Montreal/04 Arr Paris
Paris/Rome
Rome/Madrid
Madrid/Paris
Paris/Montreal

P-15
??
??

PP-

f).,??

p.??/13
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Journeys and...

NAMES OF

(some) MINISTERS OF IMMIGRATION
1945/06- 48

MINES & RESOURCES: HON. James Allison GLEN

MINES & RESOURCES: HON. James

11 -06-48/31 -03-’49

MINES &

01-04-'49/17-01-’50

Angus MacKINNON
RESOURCES: HON. Colin William George GIBSON

CITIZENSHIP & IMMIGRATION: HON. Ellen Louks FAIRCLOUGH

12-05-’58/08-08-’62

CITIZENSHIP & IMMIGRATION: HON.

22-04-'63/02-02-’64

Guy FAVREAU

CITIZENSHIP & IMMIGRATION: HON. Rene TREMBLAY

03-02- 64/14-02- 65

CITIZENSHIP & IMMIGRATION: HON. John Robert NICHOLSON

15-02-65/17-12-’65
18-02-’66/30-09-’66
01-10-’66/20-04/’68

CITIZENSHIP & IMMIGRATION: HON. Jean MARCHAND
MANPOWER & IMMIGRATION: HON. Jean MARCHAND
MANPOWER & IMMIGRATION: HON.

Jean MARCHAND

20-04-’68/05-07-’68
MANPOWER & IMMIGRATION: HON. Allan J. MacEACHERN

06-07-’68/23-09-’70

MANPOWER & IMMIGRATION: HON. Otto Emil LANG

24-09-70/27-01-72

MANPOWER & IMMIGRATION: HON.

28-01-72/26-11-72
27-11-72/13-09-76

MANPOWER & IMMIGRATION: HON.

Bryce S. MACKASEY
Robert Knight ANDRAS

EMPLOYMENT & IMMIGRATION: HON. Jack S G CULLEN

14-09-76/14-08-77

EMPLOYMENT & IMMIGRATION: HON. Ron

George ATKEY
04-06-79/02-03-80
Lloyd AXWORTHY 03-03-’80
Ministers Harris and Bell were in those positions between 1950 and 1958 though I could be wrongCitizenship and Immigration-Hon. Bernard Valcourt
1992
A must reading for “svivel servants” and other interested in the kafkaesk behavior of our overpaid and under worked
Mandarins-they are easily identified at any Departmental Hdqrs because of the retinue of subservient sycophants or
minions close to them forever catering to their every needs.
EMPLOYMENT & IMMIGRATION: HON.

The Mandarin Syndrome breaks silence
Book tells a humorous tale ofpettiness and desires in civil service
zmfQMimss

Bat the fanner university profes¬
who has worked in senior posi¬
tions for five federal departments,
said he has no Rands about the
sor,

book, originally published last

year

in French and due out next month
in English.
Discouraged by the poor conduct
of government managers, Henrie
said be wrote The Mandarin Syn¬
drome because the public deserves
to know what goes on within the

bureaucracy they finance.
“The book does not

come out

of

anger," explained the father offour,
who once handled Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau's first-ministers

correspondence.
The Mandarin Syndrome, how¬
isn't a tell-all scandal romp.
It's a collection of witty phrases
and observations that describe how
senior public servants think.
And what Henrie writes isn’t flat¬
ever.

..Challenges...

tering.
Some examples:
"Competence in a senior bu¬
reaucrat is not so much a measure
of what he can do as of what he can
avoid.”
■ "The senior public servant is
like that spare part left over when
■

you’ve finished repairinga machine

and it's working weU.”
■ "The mandarin is always right.
When he is obviously wrong, refer
to the previous sentence.”
■ "To err is human, certainly. But
to err on a monumental scale re¬
quires either a computer or a sen¬
ior bureaucrat”
■ “According to the merit prin¬
ciple. all public servants have an

equal opportunity of rising to the
top of the bureaucratic pyramid.
It's just that some are quietly invit¬
ed to step into the elevator, while
the rest are noisily herded onto the

334

staircase."
■ “A successful senior bureaucrat
it often the one who has found a
subordinate competent enough to
do his week for him, and diplomatic
or discreet or servile enough not to
daim credit for it.”
Henrie is the first to gdait he hes
only looked at the negative side of
the public service
And be also acknowledges the
book w3 be qpen to criticism be¬
came be doesn't detail specifics to
back up bis observations.
But Henrie says bis writing is
purposely vague because be didn't
want to hurt people. He also wanted
to avoid legal problems that go with
spilling too much dirt
“Whet I wrote will be denied at
the highest levels.” said Henrie.
who won

bterary praise for

an ear¬

lier collection of short stories. “But
I was there. I saw these tbmfp."
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Post-Retirement

Chapter 17

Luck was with me when I served with the RCAF during VVWII, i.e. 1940-47.1 returned home with minor

injuries (see 40a). I was privileged to see part of England, West Africa, to serve in Egypt, Palestine and
North Africa-unforgettable events in my early life. That same lucky streak never left me throughout my
35-year career with the Immigration Service. When it came to promotions, I was often in the right place at the right
time, e g., I was appointed Officer-in-Charge of our Visa office at Salzburg, Austria in January 1951 and Head of
Canada’s Mission to Uganda in 1972 while serving at Beirut, Lebanon. That last assignment brought me awards, a
promotion and the Queens Golden Jubilee Medal. The six-month spent at Limassol, Cyprus, from January to July 1977
was a unique “perk.” The trips on official duty to many countries was an opportunity to meet people of diverse
backgrounds and, on occasion, to meet a King, Presidents, Prime Ministers, Ambassadors and Canadian Ministers.
Meeting President Tito of Yugoslavia was a great honor. My wife and I acquired some fluency in foreign languages.
Other highlights, e.g., while Asst. Officer-in-Charge of the Rome Visa office, 100,000 Italian migrants were admitted
to Canada between 1964 and 1967. As Head of the Mission re the Asian Exodus from Uganda, I refused and tore a
cheque for 1,000,000 Ugandan pounds handed to me by the Head of the departing Ismaili Community! I was acting
Head of Post (Charge d'affaires) for seven months at Beirut during escalation of strife while also supervising the day
to day immigration operations-l also supervised the arrangements for the visit of Mr. Clark to Jordan and assisted
Minister John Crosby and his delegation at the World Bank and IMF meeting at Belgrade. I went through a tense
moment when a machine gun was pointed at me by a border guard on return to Beirut from a visit to a Lebanese
Bishop. And, I must mention extra curriculur activities- planning and building two homes-see pages 340,1,2!
After so many challenging assignments overseas, my appointment as Director, European Operations, Social
Affairs Stream, with the Department of External Affair in September 1981 was a disappointment because it lacked
challenges. Either abroad or with Field Canada, I felt satisfaction in doing something positive and worthwhile, nearly
every day up to that moment. In my new responsibilities, shielded from the public, the job offered no challenges.
After I retired on July 31st 1982,1 expected my first Unemployment Insurance benefits which was refused.
I was asked to appear at an UIC Board to show cause for claiming benefits as I had retired voluntarily. The Board
Members were told why I asked to return to Canada from Belgrade in 1981, because of my wife’s health and that I was
refused an assignment to Montreal to be with her during her illness. Instead I was offered the job Director of Immigration
Operations for Europe, at Ottawa. As my wife's condition did not improved, I opted to retire-my wife’s health was more
important. My retirement created a vacancy which, by coincidence, was filled by a University graduate, who was the
son-in-law an Immigration Officer, my Immigration neighbor in Chambly. The members smiled at this coincidence. The
Chairman said I would hear from them. I received UIC benefits and even looked for a job at the local Manpower Center.
A senior Counselor was frank and said "my age and the salary range precluded offers."
In September ‘82,1 took my wife the radiologist for the nth time as she was experienced excruciating pains
in the kidney area. The X-ray showed the cause was a nearly transparent stone in her right kidney. She entered the
hospital and the stone was removed. She was the last patient to be operated “the old way.” A German method was now
used to “blast” kidney stones to powder rather than operate. It did not assuage her that they removed part of a rib to
reach her kidney. A question resurfaced. What “if the operation had taken place before December 1981 or July
1982? Would I have resigned? I opted to be with my wife to comfort her-that decision was final. The prospects for
challenging postings were not promising. I also did not wish to apply for sick leave for a few months.
I rented our bungalow to my married sister and, we never stopped improving the property while living
comfortably in the four and a half room flat above the garage. After a year, my sister and brother-in-law grew tired of
“country” living, adverse to chores such as mowing the lawn and clear the snow in winter, tasks unfamiliar to a city
slicker. They moved back to Montreal. The married daughter of the lady owning the convenience store across the street
begged us to rent our bungalow as she had two children-she was close to her mother.
It turned out that the husband of the new lessee was also anti grass mower and we did that chore for our
large 12,000 square foot lot. They left after four years and, with the bungalow vacant, we undertook renovations that
never seemed to end. The wiring in the bungalow, from 1956 was not grounded. The electrician had to re-wire the entire
house. To add to our woes, in the winter of ‘87, our dachshund became paralyzed. He underwent an operation and
recovered after we gave him intensive therapy for months, twice a day at home. Soon after that, he started chasing
squirrels, hares and skunks. Marija never stopped caring for her vegetable garden that provided fresh “veggies” every
day of the summer as well as growing flowers.
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especially after we had put
bungalow. We made a decision that we never thought was
possible- we decided to sell. We knew what the property was worth and stuck to our price. We got a serious buyer
who bought it in October 1988. The new owner let us rent the garsoniere until June 1989. After that, we made
arrangements to move into an apartment building in Montreal that accepted pets. I had an ex RCAF friend living there
with a pet. It seemed hard to believe that since 1955, after working so hard to build our "nest" and continually
investing so many years of sweat and money building, enlarging and improving our property, we had no remorse about
selling it. We had to be realistic in that owning a large piece of property required daily maintenance, winter and
summer. It kept draining our resources and prevented us from enjoying our retirement years.
In my spare time, as a two finger typist, I prepared a draft of “The Asian Exodus from Uganda.” (Chapter
10). It was frustrating to continuously erase mistakes. That is when I decided to take a computer course. It was the
best thing I ever did. I bought a computer, a monitor, a printer and learned by myself. It was easy to correct mistakes.
We decided to fly to Slovenia to visit my wife’s relatives. On this trip, Marija’s married niece, living in the
capital city of Ljubljana, showed us the empty house next to theirs. They were slowly rebuilding and modernizing her
husband’s parent house from the foundation up. They offered us the top floor, consisting of three bedrooms and two
bathrooms for free as long as we pay the electricity, water, heating etc. We accepted as this would allow my wife to
be close to her ailing sister and her relatives. She went to the Yugoslav (Slovenia)Passport office to enquire about
a Yugoslav Passport. The Slovenian Passport Office was receptive as she had left Yugoslavia(Slovenia) for “valid
reasons,” when a youth. They told her to apply at the Yugoslav Embassy, Ottawa. When we returned to Montreal we
drove to Ottawa and, at the Yugoslav Embassy, filled forms that she left we them. Weeks later, the Yugoslav Embassy
wrote to tell her that she was not entitled to a Yugoslav passport as she was registered as an “Italian” citizen.”
Undeterred, she again flew to Slovenia in February 1991 and showed the Slovenian official at the Ministry
of the Interior in Ljubljana, the refusal letter from the Ottawa Yugoslav Embassy. The Slovenian Official was offended
by the latter’s refusal to issue a passport to a Slovenia born person and requested her file from Belgrade. She was
asked to file an application form for a passport and received her Yugoslav Passport on March 19, 1991, serial #
SR308060 (SR stands for Slovenian Republic.)
On her return, we planned our move to Slovenia, getting estimates from movers. On June 21, three days
before the packers came, we watched on the television the war-like
skirmishes between the Yugoslav Armed Forces and the Slovenian
Territorial Defense Forces. The Slovenian politicians openly
advocated independence for Slovenia and demanded the withdrawal
of all the Federal Forces from the territory of Slovenia. For days, we
watched the news and fighting on television and the intensified
bombings of Ljubljana’s airport and radar installations. The Yugoslav
Armed Forces tanks rampaged throughout the country in an attempt
Because of problems with

in

so

past tenants we were leery to whom we would rent

much work and effort for months to renovate the

to crush the resistance and retain

control of borders with

neighboring countries. The Federal Forces faced increasing
resistance from Slovenian Territorial units and destructions of

Yugoslav tanks. Notwithstanding the Yugoslav’s superiority in tanks, planes and land forces, they failed to retain
control

as

the Slovenian Territorial forces ambushed their tanks in

mountain passes.

The Federal Forces asked for a truce,
eventually withdrawing from Slovenia.
We tried unsuccessfully to call Marija’s relatives in
SEA
MONTREAL TO YUGOSLAVIA
Slovenia. The packers came from June 24-27. On their last day, we
could hardly move because of the 220 cartons piled up in every
221800
JUNE 1991
available space in the apartment. I bought a 1991 Pontiac TranSport
at the end of May and, when the 40-foot container arrived at the
back of the apartment building, the Pontiac went in last after the 220
cartons went in. The container left July 9th and was due to arrive at the Port of Koper, Slovenia, July 29th,1991. For
once in my assignments overseas, the move took place without interference from External Affairs!

ST.VINCENT

narrow
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For the next

Slovenia

were over

days, we moved in our friend's apartment in the same building. We heard that the hostilities in
and reached her sister by phone giving details of our arrival at Trieste, Italy. A few days before

leaving, our pet got very sick. I took him to the Vet who said he had two months to live! My wife and I were mortified
about putting him down but we agreed it was the best thing to do. I returned to the Vet to discuss the arrangements
but he was away. On my return to the apartment my wife said Amor (out pet) sensed the worse and, as he went into
his kennel the door closed on him! That settled it we thought-he wants to “die in his country!” He flew with us to Toronto
and we sedated him before handing his kennel to the ticket agent for the trip to Rome. At Rome’s airport, I saw that
his kennel was left in full sun with other baggage. I complained but they ignored my pleas saying he will be soon on
his way to Trieste. When we picked him up at Trieste's Monfalcone airport, he was dehydrated and in poor shape.
Marija’s sister, brother-in-law and niece arrived in two cars. We loaded the luggage in the niece’s car with
Marija while I rode in the brother-in-law’s Volkswagen car with the dog in the back seat. I kept looking at our pet and
he seemed to be on his last moment. Once over the border into Slovenia, we stopped at the first roadside restaurant
and he woke up. I took him out and gave him water. He was a gutsy dog and was not about to give up the ghost. We
stayed at my wife’s niece in Ljubljana and, next morning, we took him to the chief veterinarian of the Animal Hospital
who said he needs an operation. A few days after his operation, Amor recovered miraculously, living four more years.
It did not speak well for the Montreal Vet who said he was dying!
On previous trips to Slovenia to get her Yugoslav passport, my wife had furnished one of three bedrooms.
We moved in but ate our meals at her niece’s house, awaiting the arrival of the container. By European standards, the
house was bare and we purchased basic kitchen appliances, washing machine, deep freeze, TV, etc, duty-free as a
“returning Slovenian.” When the container arrived at the Customs Depot in Ljubljana, the Moving Agent opened it on
orders from the Customs Officer. The latter saw the car and asked that I drive it out to examine the rest of the goods.
I put the key in the ignition and it started. The Customs Officer poked here and there to see if he could find something
unusual. The Moving Agent kept saying that Marija is a returning Slovenian, “one of ours,” as they like to say. He finally
signed the clearance documents. When the container arrived at our house, the Agent, his boss, Marija’s niece, the
latter’s husband and two children unloaded and carried the 220 cartons and furniture to the first floor apartment. Once
the items were upstairs, we could hardly move. We slept soundly that night, with our the pet nearby.
There was no rush to unpack as the carpenter had to put up the kitchen wall units, counter top, assemble
the stove plate, connect the dishwasher, put up the larder and an enclosure for the two superimposed refrigerators etc.
To enliven our beginnings, unexpected visitors from Australia arrived. Tatiana, our ex-ward and her husband Carl. We
had no room for them and they stayed with Tatiana’s sister next door. Since It was time enjoy a deserved rest, I took
them on a trip to the Island of Krk, off the Adriatic coast, for a week. For Slovenians, the cost was SCAN. 100. each for
seven days, i.e., a double bedroom including two meals a day. For “foreigners" i.e., myself, Carl and Tatiana, it was
SCAN 135, discrimination with two meals a day! Those prices are a thing of the past.
We bought a satellite dish to get Sky News from London and CNN. We also viewed Italian, Austrian and
German Channels. Every morning at 8 am, the Paris French station TV5 transmitted news in French from Radio
Canada International, Montreal. We shed a tear, at the declining value of our “looney” and fewer dinars for our SCAN.
Slovenia changed a great deal since our first trip by car from Rome in June 1958. Bicycles were replaced by
Mercedes, Audis, BMW, Volvos, Jaguars, Opels and a mix of Japanese, French and Czech cars. Renaults and Citroens
are assembled here. Slovenians are more affluent than nationals of the other Republics and rely on “guest workers”
from Bosnia to perform labor intensive tasks. Their Hospitals standards are high. There are some pleasant anomalies
like delivery of mail on Saturdays, no strikes. However, only pharmacies sell aspirin, bandages etc.
A few months after my arrival, Immigration Officer Brian Casey came from Belgrade to interview refugees
at the Hotel Lev(Lion). Because of the interview workload, he asked me to assist him with the Visitor’s visas. When
the responsibility for Slovenia was transferred to Vienna, I also assisted Ernie Burgbusch and Ms. Zadravec. In all, I
issued close to 1000 visas. The Slovenian names give rise to some odd interpretation when pronounced with an English
accent. A priest wanted a visitor’s visa and while he waited I took the next client called “GOD." I couldn’t resist the
temptation of introducing her to the priest, "may I present you to " By August 1995, Slovenians were exempted from
the non-immigrant visa requirement. Subsequently, Jacques Beaulne came from Vienna to interview immigrants. I
provided the services of interpreters through my connections with the Slovenian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. We enjoyed
each others company on every visit.
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Our stay

in Slovenia was to be temporary but, the proximity of the sunny Dalmatian coast and its islands,
proximity of Italy, Austria and Hungary meant we could visit those places at a moment’s notice. With only thirty
seven kilometers of
coastline, Slovenia cannot compete with Croatia and its Dalmatian coast that has a rich historical
past, a flourishing hotel industry and hundreds of islands offering tourists a vast choice. Tourists from Austria,
Hungary, Switzerland vie with those from Scandinavia, Poland and Germany heading to the Adriatic each summer.
THUMBNAIL VIGNETTE OF SLOVENIA-lf one were flying in a Concorde over Slovenia, he or she would
have to be quick to get a glimpse of it. With 20,000
square kilometers, half the size of Switzerland, it is mountainous,
with the Alps to the north and an abundance of forests and
farming in the pains and valleys. It shares borders with
Austria, Italy, Hungary and Croatia. The industrial revolution took off after the end of WWII with the “Self Management
System” put in place under the Tito regime by a Slovenian industrialist. The wineries flourish producing every variety
of wine in great quantities. Its capital is the ancient Roman town of Emona. The Romans established
spas wherever
they found warm springs and planted grapevines. In winter, the lower Alps offer a long skiing season.
When I first drove to Slovenia from Rome in June 1958, there were few cars on the roads.
Bicycles had the
right of way. After independence in 1991, riding a bicycle was a death defying feat as affluent Slovenes in ever
increasing number took to driving cars. For lack of parking space in a city used to trams, “caleches,” and bicycles they
parked on sidewalks. There were no crimes when we first came and if someone was jailed it was because he criticized
the Communist Party, the Self-Management System or worse, President Tito. Since
independence in June 1991 and
affluence, crimes increased. It is no longer a crime to disparage about the defunct self-management system, the
Communist Party nor Tito as they disappeared after 1991. Compared to other Republics, Slovenia fares best and will
be part of the European Community(EU) as of May 2007. After that date, Slovenians can elect to work,
buy property
and reside anywhere within the European
community. Likewise, other members of the
qOpoJc
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Community can do the same in Slovenia. The fear
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limited coastline, other members of
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Community, those living in “landlocked"
countries will seek to buy property on the “sunny
side of the
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Croatia

Alps.” On the other hand, should
eventually become part of the EU,

Slovenia will have
coast is

islands

no more

fear

as

the Dalmatian

by far most attractive with hundreds of
and easily accessible by Austrians,

Germans, Italians etc.
I did not want to

keep asking my wife to
English for me and I
bought a dictionary to learn the basic Slovenian
language, I took up a new hobby, solving
Slovenian crossword puzzles(it seems that every
Slovenian is fond of crossword puzzles) thereby
increasing my vocabulary. I used my computer to
start my own dictionary or “recnik" consisting of a
few pages which, after a few years was quite
translate from Slovenian into
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voluminous. I

am

often asked to solve other

people’s puzzles and some even asked for a copy
vocabulary. I continue to improve my
knowledge of the language. It is basically a Slav
language and has words without vowels such as
my

strd, cmrl, brsc, vdrl etc. The national airline is
called “Adria

Airways.” It has purchased all its
short-range aircraft from Canadair and its pilots were trained in Canada. It has an Honorary Consul although countries
with a similar population and no trade have an Embassy. Only our “luminaries” at
Foreign Affairs can explain such
a discrepancy.
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Upon my return to Montreal in 1948, I decided to build Ol'r hiinnalnw with accictanro from the \/ofaranc
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“ovtrg curriculum" activities that were a challenge to my wife and I during the span
retirement. The accomplishments are inseparable from the rest of the reminiscences.

of my career and into

Building Pioneers-1956-Immigration Officer Jules Foucher’s wife and myself-we lived in a shack next to Foucher’s
inside of the bungalow ‘57-below, from April 157 with heating, work was done inside in
winter. Returning from a posting to Rome from October '67 to June 61,1 planned to build a patio and a garage to
the right of the bungalow- the photos show the progress of this next project with the last photo on the right showing
the finished project, just in time to start shovelling snow! There was seldom a moment when Montreal(Chambly) that
I did not improve the project.
lot, roughing it. Next, the

When I

Immigration Division Coordinator, Olympics 76 at Montreal, I had the opportunity, between 1974 and
house that I enlarged in ‘82 where we spent nearly all our Summer
evenings. Marija and our pet Amor loved it and so did I all summer long.
was

1976, to undertake ambitious projects, a garden
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1975-new windows and a patio door. In the Spring and Summer 1976. the biggest project thus far: building a 4 'A room
apartment above the garage and patio, while renting the bungalow. We had to remove the roof of the garage and patio,

built brick walls and arches at the front and back-l built

a

larger side entrance to the bungalow.

We went

on annual leave to Montreal in
July 79 to erect a fence around our property-this required 760 planks, 4"x6"'
by 6 130 2"x4" and 40 cedar posts 4"x4"-all were primed twice and given two coats of finishing paint-a task that took
a week as we had to wait for the paint or sealer to
dry before giving it another coat. Before it could be finished I was
recalled to Belgrade to be Charge d’affaires when the Ambassador resigned to run the Federal elections. Marija
stayed behind to finish the painting job with my brother and two relatives. The finished fence attracted Sunday drivers
in summers and winters! The flag bottom left is from the first bus that carried Asians to the Kampala Entebbe airport.
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Once retired, we had more time to keep improving the property-shown here, the low stone walls along the front and side
of the property-this was done in 1984. Two years later, we set about winterizing the patio, adding windows and doors.
I made all the window frames and had the glass cut to my specifications.

Surrounded with flowers, rose bushes and a
basket of freshly picked

vegetable garden; providing fresh vegetables in season-to wit-Marija’s

itemsJ-Marija with our second companion who gave us so much joy for seventeen years-he

put to rest in Slovenia. The photo, third row left, shows the flag pole I erected flying the Canadian flag that I
brought back from Uganda-it was draped over the cowling of the lead bus of the first convoy of Asians leaving for

was

Canada, September 27,1972. On the right, reflects what retirement is all about, “reaping the “fruit of one’s labor.” And
below, left trie front of the house and right a view of part of the “garsoniere.” This pnoto was taken before many

improvements took place that are not shown on this photo. Quite quite an accomplishment for “pen pusher”!
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Vignettes: Maurice and Hettie Mitchell's 50m Weddinq Anniversary at the Montreal Armory and colleagues: Maurice opens the ball
dancing with Hettie-Maurice and son, standing, Mrs. Cunliffe, Chuck Morrow, Dave Bullock,ex Mrs. Durocher-Hal Gunn and wife,
Jeannine Mitchell and Bud Muise-a great pair, Jacqwues and Roxanne Vinette with Nestor Gayowski in background-Charles
Cunliffe, Bud Muise, Jacques Vinet-Roxanne and Mariia St.V-Mrs. Morrow, Nestor Gayowski, wife-Mrs. Harry Cunliffe and the
Morrows.

Potpourri of photos relevant to the pos t-retirement: right: 1997, with Andy
worned for the CGIM Karlsruhe, Germany, 1949-50;
below left.Chambly. 1988,with retired Immigration Officers Jules Foucher

and
Duplessismext, Vienna, Schoenbrunn, 1984. Jules Foucher rendez-vous at the Visa Section
Vienna with help from Milton SchellenbergerJan.’89 Somers (Melbourne) Australia, meeting
with the Bartleys, Australian Immigration in Beirut and Belgrade where I was; bottom left, July
1992, Ljubljana, Slovenia, at the Holiday Inn Hotel, after the ceremony-the Ambassador-tobe Rodney Irvin and his wife Pamefa-he invited me
as a courtesy, to the official
,

presentation of his lletters of accreditation;Oct.2001, Hotel de Gouvemeurs, MontrealReunion of retired Immigration Officers:Roger St. Vincent, Bernard Marceau, Robert

Lefebvre, Armand Boudreau, Jacques Lapierre, Andre Guenet.
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assignment as an Immioration Officer to the Canadian Government
Immigration Mission, at Karlsruhe Germany from June 1948 until April 1952. At that time I traveled throughout the
Allied Occupied Zones of Germany and Austria, driving a Ford Sedan supplied by the Government to the CGIM to
facilitate travel to International Refugee Camps with a doctor and a Security Officer. We interviewed and processed
Refugees and Displaced Persons for Canada. It was not inevitable that out of over 40,000 refugees accepted on behalf
of Canada some misrepresent their identity and past activities, possibly abetted by IRO Officials and slipping through
our selection process in spite of stringent interviews and precautions.
The events listed below stemmed from my

At the end of

August 1997,1 received a telephone call at my residence in Ljubljana, Republic of Slovenia, from the

secretary to the Head of the Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes Regional Office of the Justice Department in
Toronto. I was asked to proceed to Toronto as a witness to give evidence concerning the selection and processing
of Refugees from International Refugee Organization Camps in Germany
invitation as a witness was followed by several more similar requests.

and Austria from 1948 to 1952. This first

The

following is a list of places and dates when I was asked by the Department of Justice to travel from my home in
Ljubljana, Republic of Slovenia, to proceed to Canada to give evidence as witness for the Crown in Federal Courts,
in trials held under the “Crimes Against Humanity” and “War Crimes Act.” Based on my age and flying time, I was
provided with business class tickets and all expenses paid. This also applied to my wife as she was the person who
watched over my prescription and dietary requirements. The witness fees that I received were based on my salary
equivalent for the grade I held when I resigned from the Department of External Affairs in July 1982.1 never expected,
at such late date in my life, to receive such a generous compensation.
1) September 1997

2) January 1998
3) May 1998
4) July 1998
5) August 1998

6) October 1998
7) November 1998
8) February 1999

BOGUTIN Vasili Vasilin, at the Toronto Federal Court-September 15 to 21 in private
accommodationRadisson Hotel (harbour) September 22nd to 24th-VITOLS Peteris (Peter) Arvids, at the Federal Court, Toronto
Radisson Hotel from January 30th to February 3rd -KATRIUK Serge, at the Montreal Federal Court-( wife accompanied me) We stayed

at Le
Richebourg, Montreal from May 12 to 20th
-KISLUK Serge, at the Toronto Federal Court- Hotel Delta Chelsea, July 8th to July 17*1
-OBERLANDER Helmut, at the Supreme Court of Canada. Ottawa-Hotel Radisson, August 22nd
to SO^-he was stripped of his Canadian Citizenship in 2007 as a Nazi collaborat and ordered
deported.
-DUYCK Johanjiat the Supreme Court of Canada, Ottawa
Hotel Chimo, October 17 to 27th (my wife accompanied me)
-BAUMGARTNER Michael, Windsor Federal Court

Quality Suite Hotel, November 30th to December 9tf'(with my wife)
-ODYNSKI Wasil, at the Federal Court, Toronto-Private accommodation February

6th to 1 l^-we

stayed in private accommodation until March 19*^ and returned to Slovenia via Paris.
The

following

are

lawyers involved in the above cases that I personally dealt with: Peter HAYACEK, David

LITTLE, John LONCAR, Robert E. MacKINNON, Terry BITTNER, Peter A. VITA, Robert GOLDSTEIN, Graham
REYNOLDS, Harley KNOTT (and his dog Tonka), Timothy MORIN, Madeleine J. SCHWARZ, Chris AMERASINGH,
Martine VALOIS, S. PARENT, A. BRUCKNER and P. WILTON. The latter three came to see me September 4th 2002
about the same case individual that was previously discussed with Madeleine SCHWARZ when she came to see me
the previous year. The total amount received in witness fees will not be mentioned here
wishes to approach the Justice Department under the Access to Information Act.
The

but is available to anyone who

following Immigration Officers were called to testify: Roger Martineau, Jacques Lapierre, Andy Kaarlsberg, Al

Gunn, Ron Dube, etc. Many could not appear because of illness. At least three retired RCMP officers were contacted
to give evidence. Apart from receiving full navment for hotel meals and incidentals for my wife as well, I was paid
witness fees based on my rank when I resigned-l received a total of $22,407.22, tax free as I lived in Slovenia. This
the icing on the cake for the hard work, no promotion for four years and weekend travels nearly continuously from
refugee camp to another from June 1948 to April 1952. Those who testified on behalf of the Dept, of Justice also
benefitted in the same manner but to a lesser monetary degree if they lived in Canada.

was
one
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Concerning Selection of Immigrant-15 April 1947-Annex"A"

(Refers to Part II Ch.2)

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND RESOURCES
Immigration Branch

ANNEX “A”

INSTRUCTION NO. 1 (For

(APR 15 1947)

3452)AFloiern

Official Use only)

Procedure in Handling Alien Immigration

In view of the complications that have arisen due to conditions in Europe, and the changing of the regulations under P.C. 695,
has become necessary to
adjust certain existing procedures to facilitate the handling of applications. Therefore, all previous instructions

concerning procedure in dealing with applications
Procedure

Applications to be submitted

on

are

it

hereby canneiiprf anH rpniar-ed by the following:

ALIEN IMMIGRATION
Form 55, original and four copies required.

Care must be taken to see that the full date, place

and date of birth and the full address of the proposed Immigrant is given in the space provided for this purpose. Separate Form
55 to be submitted for each adult except in the case of husband and wife or parent with minor children coming forward together.
If coming forward
separately, separate Form 55 required.
Form 55 (a), a guarantee of maintenance, to be obtained in the case of alien immigrants, except those coming within subsection 4(c)

and

(d) of P.C. 695 as amended.
The following interpretation is to be used in connection with question of relationship under PC 695 as amended.
A step-parent when accompanying a blood relative is considered admissible as a father or mother as the case may be. A step¬
parent (widow or widower) is not considered admissible under the Order-in-Council.
Half-brothers and half-sisters are considered admissible under the regulations (step-brothers step-sisters not admissible.) Divorced
persons as not classed as “unmarried.”
Persons who served with the enemy in any capacity are not eligible for admission.

FIANCEES
:ln all cases of

applications for alien fiancees an

undertaking in affidavit form should be secured from the applicant giving

guarantee that marriage will take place within thirty days alter the fiancee's arrival in Canada. The fiancee overseas will sign Imm

Form 243 to the effect that she fully understands the condition under which she is being admitted to Canada.
As verification of marriage is necessary, officers at ports of entry are being instructed to notify the District Superintendents of the
landing of fiancees giving the fiancee’s name, the full address to which sne is destined and the name and address of the man
she is coming to marry. District Superintendents will follow up each case and report to Ottawa whether marriage has taken place.
In cases where the
applicant and the woman concerned have never met or have not seen one another since they were children,
the bona-fides of such cases will be left to the judgment of the Investigating Officer and no general ruling can be given but in such
cases special care will have to be taken by the Investigating Officer to determine whether or not the case is genuine.

Il-Procedure Particular
It is necessary to vary

follows:

the procedure according to country in which proposed immigrant is situated and they can be grouped as

countries in Europe where Visa Officer is located.
countries in Europe where there is no Visa Officer.
countries outside Europe:(a) where there is a Canadian Mission; (b) where no Mission.

1 ) Those in Germany, Austria and Italy fal within two groups:(a) Displaced Persons, (b) All others.
enemies wherever they are located.

The

following subsections deal separately with each of these groups:
(A) Displaced Persons in Germany, Austria and Italy.
copies of Form 55 to be sent to the Commissioner at Ottawa immediately application is filed. The Commissioner to sent
two copies to the R.C.M.P. and retain one copy on file. When the investigation is completed, the original Form 55 is to be to the
Commissioner, Ottawa, stamped “Approved” if settlement are satisfactory; if unsatisfactory, form to indicate accordingly.
At the same time approved Form 55 is sent to the Commissioner, tne District Superintendent is to advise applicant as per letter
(a), sample attached.
When approved form is received by the Commissioner, it is sent to Mr. 0. Cormier Immigration
Officer-in-Charge of Inspection
Teams, c/o Canadian Military Mission, Berlin via External Affairs, the envelope to be marked “Form 55“ via air bag
Three

The Inter-Governmental Committee

on

Refugees have agreed to assemble Displaced Persons coming within the mandate for examination by

Immigration
Teams that are being sent to the Occupied Countries for this purpose to arrange for the transportation of those granted visas. The
mandate of the I.G.C.R. does not cover nationals of
enemy

countries (Germans, Austrians, Italians, Romanians, Hungarians, Finnish,

(Volksdeutsch), prisoners of war in allied hands regardless ofnationality, war criminals, quislings ortraitors or any persons who have assisted
enemy forces or those who have fled from Germany or into Germany from their places of residence in order to avoid falling into the hands of allied
armies, etc.

Investigating officers to ascertain if applicant is willing and able to prepay transportation or portion thereof. The Officer to indicate which on Form

55 and comment as to whether he considers applicant able to fulfil obligation he is willing to undertake in connection with cost of transportation
without
unduly straining his resources. The Inter-Government Committee on Refugees have asked us to obtain the above information. The matter
of refund will be dealt with by the I.G.C.R. It is not always possible to determine whether or not the proposed immigrant is a Displaced Person
coming within the I.G.C.R. mandate and in doubtful cases application is to be dealt with as DP.

(B) All Others in Germany, Austria, Italy
In cases of those who are not Displaced Persons within the mandate of the I.G.C.R., three copies of Form 55 to be sent to the
Commissioner, Ottawa, immediately application is filed. When investigation completed and settlement found satisfactory, District
Superintendent is to advise applicant as per letter (b), sample attached and old original Form 55 until further advised. The use of letter
(b) will involve the District Superintendent in keeping a list with names and file numbers or an extra copy of letter (b) on a separate
rile so that when examination facilities are established, the applicant can be notified and instructed to have the immigrant
appear in
person for examination. When this occurs, letter (c), as per sample attached to be used. In keeping this record, wives, minor children
and fiancees of Canadian Servicemen should be kept together and apart from records referring to “all others.”

(C) For Countries in Europe Where Visa Officers is Located. We now have facilities for grant of visa in the following countries of
Europe: Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, France, Portugal, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Great Britain and after May
15th 1947, Poland.
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proposed immigrant other than an enemy alien is in any of these countries immediately application is filled, the District
Superintendent is to forward two copies of Form 55 direct to “The Commissioner, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Ottawa", the
envelope to be marked in lower left-hand comer “Attention Inspector A.W. Parsons" “Form 55". When settlement is investigated and
found satisfactory, the District Superintendent is to allow fourteen days to elapse from the date of mailing the two copies to the R.C.M.P.
before dispatching Approved Form 55 to the Visa Officer concerned overseas. See also Section (V). Atthe same time approved Form
Where the

applicant in Canada is to be sent letter© sample attached. This procedure is also to be followed in cases coming within

55 is mailed,
sub-section (D)

and (E) hereunder.

When application for visa will be made at Copenhagen a postscript to be added to letter © to the effect that immigrant
communicate with Canadian Minister, Canadian Legation, Oslo, Norway, and arrange appointment at Copenhagen.

should

(D) For Countries in Europe Where There is no Visa Officer.

Where the proposed immigrant, not an enemy alien, is in a country in Europe other than those mentioned in (A)(i.e. Germany, Austria,
Italy) and (C)(i.e. Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, France, Portugal, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Great Britain, Poland),
be sent letter (d) as per sample.
list with names and file numbers oran extra copy of form letter
(d) to be kept on separate files by countries wnere the immigrant is located so that as examination facilities are established in these
countries the anniirant nan ho notified and instructed to appear in person for examination. When this occurs letter (c)is used.
(E) Countries Outside Europe.
Where the proposed immigrant is outside Europe in a country where the Canadian Mission authorized to grant Immigration Visas,
(Appendix A), procedure will be as under (C). In a country where there is no Canadian Mission, procedure is the same as under (Cj
except approved Form 55 will be sent to the Commissioner, Ottawa.
where there are no inspection facilities at present, the applicant is to
The use of letter (d) will involve the District Superintendent keeping a

(F) Enemy Aliens

Applications for the admission of persons of Alien Enemy Citizenship will be refused
to one of the

(1)
(2)

(3)

as

they are inadmissible

unless they belong

following classes:

The wife and unmarried child of a legal resident of Canada.
The fiancee of a Canadian Serviceman in position to maintain his wife(sic).
A person who by race or other known circumstances is considered to come within the exception provided for in PC 1373 of April
9th, 1946.

The procedure to follow in these cases(1,2,3.) is the same as outlined in Section (B)when the proposed immigrant is in Germany,
Austria or
Italy. If outside these countries, the wives and children under 18 years of age are to be dealt with as other persons as they
are not considered prohibited under P.C. 1373. If son or daughter over 18 years of age, security clearance necessary before approved
Form 55 is despatched This is also necessary for fiancees of Servicemen and those in class (3) above. The procedure is given in
Section (V), sub-section (B)

SUMMARY LETTERS TO APPLICANTS
“A” Letter-Where proposed immigrants are Displaced Persons in Germany, Austria, Italy.
“B” Letter-Where proposed immigrant is otherthen Displaced Person including wife and minor child orfiancee of Servicemen
Austria or Italy.
“C” Letter-Where proposed immigrant is in a country where facilities exist to grant visa.
“D" Letter-Where proposed immigrant is in a country with no facilities for examination or grant of visa.

in Germany,

Ill Despatch of Approved Forms 55-Overseas
District Superintendent will place

Approved Forms in one envelope addressed to office where proposed
immigrant will apply for via and marked “Form 55" and “Via Diplomatic Bag”.-this envelope to be place inside
another envelope addressed to “Under Secretary of State for External Affairs, Ottawa”, the addresses of the
Visa Officers abroad are given in Appendix A. The street address is not required when despatching via External
Affairs.

Approved Form 55 despatched overseas by District Superintendent at Winnipeg and Vancouver will not have
Ottawa file number Visa Office will quote District file number in these cases, so in order to distinguish the
District, District Superintendent will place the letter W or P. (for Western or Pacific) as the case may be after
his file number and this will be quoted by Visa Officer in endorsing visa. Atlantic and Eastern District will give
Ottawa
IV P.C. 695
Section 4

a

file number

Procedure in

dealing with those coming within

4(a)

AGRICULTURISTS
ALIENS IN THE UNITED KINGDOMCommissioner of European Emigration to grant visa if satisfied with the bona-fides and that sufficient capital can
be transferred
Suggest to applicants to contact the Colonization Department of one of he Canadian Railway
Companies on arrival in Canada for assistance in finding suitable land.
ALIENS IN EUROPE-to come forward under arrangements with the Canadian Railways
ALIENS OUTSIDE EUROPECanadian Diplomatic Mission to furnish particulars to Director of Immigration, Ottawa, in each case.

4(b) To be dealt with on individual application made in Canada on Form 55.
4(c) Applications on Form 55 are to be accepted from individual farmers for the admission of farm labourers,
married with or without a family, or single The applicant must indicate his willingness to employ the proposed
immigrant at current wages and furnish suitable housing Careful investigation of the applicant must De made
Any bulk movements to be handled in conjunction with the Department of Labour, details still to be arranged.
4(d) Individual applications to be accepted on Form 55. Any bulk movement will be dealt with in the Department
of Labour.
For Security

Screening of all those coming under Section 4 of
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Screening

(A) All prospective immigrants in Russia, Germany, Austria and Italy require security clearance before they are
granted visas with the exception of wives and minor children and Servicemen's fiancees when the latter are not
enemy aliens Displaced Persons are screened in occupied territory by special arrangements with the R C M P
and the I.G.C.R.

(B) All persons of enemy alien nationality, except wives and minor children, no matter where they are, must have
security clearance before grant of visa. If such persons are in countries where visa facilities are available (other
than occupied
territory), the individual case with triplicate Form 55 should be referred to the Commissioner,
Ottawa, to arrange witn the R.C.M.P. for screening. District Superintendents will not approve Form 55 until
advised case is cleared for security and P C. 1373 waived. In the case of wives and children under 18 years of
age of enemy nationality, they are not to be considered as prohibited under P C. 1373.
In the

((13))TAoptallicatons
of

persons who are not of enemy alien nationality, we will continue to file Forms 55 with the
s.C M P. The applicant
in each
will be checked from records with the R.C.M.P. in Ottawa. If the applicant
case

case

immediately notified and will then decide the action to be taken and advise District
Superintendents. Procedure as outlined in Section II sub-section (C) to be followed.
The R.C.M.P. will continue to transmit cases overseas for screening and if an unsatisfactory record is
established, we will be immediately informed so that officers abroad can be instructed to refuse visa if time
is undesirable

we

will be

permits this action to be taken.

Agriculturists and Group Movements, such as Industrial Labour, recruited overseas with no Canadian
differently. The transportation company or organization recruiting the prospective
immigrants will be required to furnish the Immigration Officers at Paris, Brussels and The Hague, lists in
triplicate, containing the following particulars for each person:
(11 Full name, place of birth, date of birth.
(D)

connection will be dealt with

(2)

(3)

Citizenship

Present address in full, including street and number.

The

Immigration Officer is to deliver two copies to Special Security Officer at Embassy and retain one copy. If no Special
Security Officer there, the list in triplicate is to be forwarded to the Commissioner of European Emigration, London, who
copies to the Special Security Officer there and retain one copy. In the cases of aliens in the United
Kingdom, the Commissioner of European Emigration will complete such lists of those to whom he issues visas and
Special Officer.
is to deliver two

deliver two copies to the

Vl-Monthly
Report to be made on one foolscap sheet if possible, under following heading:Report from
District Report for the month of.
District Superintendents
applications awaiting completion at end of month:
Investigations completed awaiting
Application still
Inspection Facilities
Under Investigation
(No. of Persons)
(No. of Persons)
(2)

Applications Approved and Sent to Visa Officer
VISA OFFICE
No of Persons

(Example)

Athens

30

Paris

10

Brussels, etc

21
Approved for DP in Occupied Territory and sent to Commissioner Ottawa

Number of Persons in:

For address of Visa Officers

Superintendent

see

see

Germany

Italy

Appendix B

Ottawa, March 29, 194/
APPENDIX “A”

Austria

Appendix A. For territory included in each District and name of District
(Director’s Signature) A.L. Jollife

Offices Issuing Canadian Immigration Visas

In Europe:

Cable Address

Immigration Officer-in-Charge, do Canadian Embassy, 72 Avenue Foch, Paris France
Immigration
Immigration

(When

Officer-in-Charge, do Canadian Embassy, 34 Avenue des Arts, Brussels

Officer-in-Charge, do Canadian Legation, Sophialaan 1A, The Hague, Holland

Stadacona Paris tor Emigration
Domcam Brussels for Emigration

Domcan The Hague for Emigration

Canadian Minister to Norway, Canadian Legation, Fridtjof Nansen Plasz 5, Oslo, Norway
Canadian Minister to Denmark, Canadian Legation, Fridtjof Nansen Plasz 5, Oslo, Norway

an application for visa will be made at Copenhagen Form 55
his effect and applicant in Canada told to advise proposed

to be endorsed to
immigrant to communicate

with Canadian Minister, Canadian Legation, Oslo, Norway, appointment at Copenhagen.)
The Charge d’Affaires, Canadian Legation, Stockholm, Sweden.
Canadian Consulate General in Portugal, Rua Rodrigo Fonseca, 103-40, Lisbon, Portugal.
Canadian Ambassador to Greece, Canadian Embassy, 35 Queen Sofia Boulebard, Athens,
The Charge d'Affaires. Canadian Legation, Prague, Czechoslovakia.
The Charge d’Affaires, Canadian Legation, Warsaw, Poland (to be opened May 15/47).
Canadian Embassy, Moscow, USSR (23 Starokonjushny Pereulok)
Canadian High Commissioner, 92 Merrian Square West, Dublin, Ireland.
Commissioner of European Emigration for Canada, Sackville House, 40 Piccadilly, London,
AfricarCanadian High Commissioner, Pretoria, South Africa SA Mutual Bldg., 21 Parliament Street)
In Australia:
Canadian High Commissioner, Canberra, Australia.
New Zealarid:Canadian High Commissioner,Wellington,
In China:Canadian Ambassador, Canadian

Greece.

W.1.

New Zealand *Gov.t Life Ins. Bldg., Customs Quay).

Embassy. Nanking, China//Canadian Consulate, Shanghai,

Japan:Head of Canadian Liaison Mission to Japan, Tokyo, Japan (16 Omoto-Machi, 3 Chomb, Akaska-Ku,
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South America:
Canadian Ambassador, Canadian Embassy, Buenos Aires, Argentina (Bartolome Mitro, 478)
Canadian Ambassador, Canadian Emb Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. (Avenida President Wilson, 165, 7th Floor).
Canadian Ambassador, Canadian Embassy, Santiago, Chili. (Bank of London and South America

Bldg.)

Canadian Ambassador, Canadian Embassy, Lima, Peru. (Edificio Boza, Plaza San Martin).
In West lndies:Canadian Minister, Canadian Legation, Havana, Cuba (Avenida de Las Misiones No. 17).
In North America:Canadian Ambassador, Canadian Embassy, Mexico City. (Edificio Internacional, Paseo
de la Reforma, No. 1).
Canadian High Commissioner, St. John's, Newfoundland. (Circular Road).
APPENDIX “B”
Atlantic

Territory Included in each District and Name of District Superintendent
District Superintendent of Immigration-H.U. McCrum, Ottawa, Ontario

Provinces of Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Quebec.
District Superintendent of Immigration-J.D McFarlane, Ottawa, Ontario.
Provinces of Ontario from Quebec boundary to 87th Meridian
Western District Superintendent of Immigration-R N Munroe, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Comprises that portion
of Ontario west of the 87th Meridian, the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, and that portion of British
Columbia east of the 166th Meridian and the Peace River block in British Columbia.
Pacific
District Superintendent of Immigration-F.W Taylor, Vancouver, B.C.
Eastern

Comprises the remainder of British Columbia and the Yukon.
Letter “A”

FORM LETTERS
When proposed immigrant is Displaced Person in Germany, Austria,
Dear Sir:
With reference to your application for the admission to Canada of

Italy.
now

thought to be a Displaced Person in
I wish to inform you the name(s) of the
proposed immigrant(s) have been included in the list furnished to our officers overseas where
arrangements for their examination will be made as soon as possible.
Letter “B”

Where proposed immigrant is other than Displaced Person including wife and minor
child or fiancee of Servicemen in Germany, Austria or Italy:
Dear Sir,
With reference to your application for the admission to Canada of
at present
residing in
this is to inform you that while settlement arrangements for their
reception by you have been found satisfactory, the fact that they are in Military Occupied Territory
makes it very uncertain as to when they will be able to travel ana what arrangements can be made
for their examination.
Your application will be retained on file at this office, and you will be advised as soon as inspectional
facilities are available

Letter “C”

Where proposed immigrant is in a country where we have inspectional facilities:
Dear Sir(or Madam):
With reference to you application for the admission to Canada of(name)
address
this is to advise that the settlement arrangements for
the reception of the above named are considered satisfactory and it will be in order for him(her or
,

them) to make an application in person to the Canadian Visa Officer at
Provided the proposed immigrant(s) is/are of good character, in possession of (valid passport)(travel
document establishing identity) can pass medical examination and otherwise comply with

Immigration requirements, visa for Canada will be granted.

This letter should be sent to your above named relative(s) for presentation to the Canadian
Immigration Visa Officer for purposes of identification. The necessary advise is going forward to the
Visa Officer overseas

by surface mail which takes from three to four weeks to arrive and the
proposed
immigrant should therefore refrain from getting in touch with said officer, until sufficient time
has

Note, delete

Letter “D”

elapsed for our advice to reach him.
inapplicable term regarding the travel document to conform to P C. 3016 of May 28, 1946.
Where immigrant is in
Dear Sir:
With reference to your

Europe in a country where we have no inspection facilities:
application for the admission to Canada of

at present residing in
, I am sorry to have to inform you that to date
there are no facilities for the examination of proposed
immigrant in that country. Under present
circumstances in Europe a traveller is required to have tne necessary documents and visa

authorizing entry to the country

of final destination before leaving his own country and obtaining

permission to pass through other countries. Travel documents for Canada cannot be validated
without examination of the person concerned. It is regretted that we are unable to arrange for the
examination of the above named at the present time
Your application will be retained on file at this office and you will be advised as soon as inspectional
facilities are available
END OF INSTRUCTION NO.1 DATED MAR 27 1947

DEPARTMENT OF CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION BRANCH
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aecdb))NABClraiittzsveshen-born

(14 February 1950)

SECURITY SCREENING
This instruction dated 14th February, 1950, is effective as otthis date and replaces that of
of which should be destroyed
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
The following categories of immigrants are exempt from security screening:1.

17th October 1949, all copies

i

subjects, citizens of Ireland and citizens of the Union of South Africa.
of France born in France and residing in France.
of the United States of America.
legally in the United States of America for permanent residence and residing therein.
citizens of Central and South American countries residing therein.

All other immigrants are subject to security screening.
When an application for the admission of an immigrant or an application for visa is refused on security grounds,
the reason for such refusal must not under any circumstances be disclosed. The only information to be given
out should be a simple statement saying that the application cannot be approved under the Immigration Act

2.
3.

and

Regulations.

PROCEDURE IN CANADA

4.

Every application of Form 55 for the admission of immigrants who are subject to security screening will be
by the appropriate Immigration Officer.
Except as provided in paragraph 9, application on Form 55 for the admission of immigrants may be approved
and forwarded to the appropriate Visa Officer abroad without waiting for a security report if the proposed
immigrant is a citizen of a country other than those mentioned in the following paragraph:
Applications on Form 55 for the admission of immigrants, citizens of or who reside in or who have recently
submitted to the R.CMP.,Ottawa,

5.

6

(A)

come

(B)

(C)

To

(D)

(E)

(F)

7.

from:

i) Albania ii)Bulgaria ^(Czechoslovakia iv)Estonia v)Hungary vi)lsrael vii) Latvia
viii)Lithuania
ix)Poland
x)Roumania
xi)USSR
xii)Yugoslavia will not be processed
or forwarded to the Visa Officer until a report is received from the R C M P stating that the applicant is clear
for security or that security has been waved.
When the security report shows that the applicant has been cleared for security or that security has been
waived, also that security is being
waived for the proposed immigrant, the application on Form 55 with
the security report will be transmitted immediately to the Visa Officer in the country where the proposed
immigrant resides if such application is approved. (See sub-paragraph D for the proposed immigrant who
requires screening overseas )
Security screening will generally be waived if the proposed immigrants are:
I. Wives (with or without children under 18 years of age) or widows (with children under 218 years
of age) not accompanied by an adult male immigrant.(sic)
II. Children 16 years of age or under, not accompanied by an adult.
Ill Men over 65 years of age; IV. Women over 60 years of age; V. Duly ordained Ministers of religion and
persons whose normal and full-time vocation is devoted to the service of a recognized religion.
ensure

rapid handling, the applications will be tagged “URGENT’ and sent to the RCMP separately.

If the applicant is clear for security or if security has been waived, but security screening has not been waived
for the proposed immigrant, the applicant will then be advised in accordance with form letter “B” attached that
it will be necessary for the proposed immigrant to apply at one of the following offices for visa: Brussels-

Karlsruhe-London-Paris-Rome-Salzburg-Stockholm-The Hague.
On receipt of advise where the proposed immigrant will appear for examination, the attached form letter “D”
will be sent to applicant in Canada with a copy to the R.C.M.P.; the approved application on Form 55 with the
security report will be transmitted by airmail to the appropriate Visa Officer, together with copy of form “D”.
The procedure provided in sub-paragraph (D) and (E) above will not apply to citizens of the countries named
in sub-paragraph (A) if the proposed immigrants are bona-fide refugees or displaced persons who have resided
outside these countries since the first January, 1949. In these cases the proposed immigrants may apply for
visa in the country of actual residence. To expedite
handling of these cases abroad, when possible, the following information should be given on Form 55:
i

Date of the

proposed immigrant’s arrival in the country of actual residence and status

therein;

Date the proposed immigrant left his country;
Country or countries, naming the places and giving the length of time, in which he has resided since he
left his country.
Citizens and residents of Finland wishing permanent entry to Canada are required to proceed to Stockholm,

Sweden, for immigration examination and visa.

8.

9.

As examination are not available in China, application for the admission of immigrants from that country (other
than wives of Canadian citizens, their children under 18 years of age, and persons exempt from screening as
defined in paragraph 1) will not be accepted. Form 55 (b) are not to be sent to the R.C.M P

Application of Form 55 for the admission of immigrant will not be approved or forwarded abroad until both the
applicant and the proposed immigrant have been cleared for security in the following cases:
I. immigrants residing in Central and South American countries other than native-born citizens thereof;
II. immigrant citizens of countries outside Europe except those mentioned in paragraph 1 above.
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Applications for the landing of aliens in Canada (other than those exempt from screening as in paragraph
will be referred to the RCMP, Ottawa. Landing will be deferred until the R.C.M P. clearance is received.

1)

PROCEDURE ABROAD
11.

There will be

printed or attached to each application forwarded abroad

an

indication of one of the

following:
“The

proposed immigrant has been cleared for security;”
proposed immigrant has NOT been cleared for security;”
“Security screening has been waived on behalf of the proposed immigrant.”
When the proposed immigrant has not been screened for security and screening has not been waived it will
responsibility of the Visa Officer to see that screening is properly carried out and that the application is
“The

12.

be the
referred to the Security Officer or security contact as soon as possible after reception.

13.
At Immigration offices where representatives of the R.C.M.P are attached, prospective immigrants who are
subject to security screening should be interviewed by these representatives before being examined by the Visa Officer.
14.
In all cases visas will be granted only if the prospective immigrant is CLEARED FOR SECURITY
15.
Visa Officers are warned that the granting of visas is their responsibility and therefore, the fact that an
immigrant has been cleared for security does not relieve them of this responsibility, nor does it exempt them
from conducting a thorough examination under the Immigration Act and Regulations. The security reports are
obtained to assist the Visa Officer, and should, under no circumstances, be considered as final.
16.
Where representatives of the R.C.M.P. are attached to an Immigration office, the Visa Officer should
not hesitate to consult them and discuss their cases wit them.
17.

Applications now in the hands of Visa Officers abroad, which were forwarded to them before the 17th October,
1949, that have not yet been dealt with by the Visa Officer as in the past or in accordance with the present

18.

Applications received by the Visa Officers after the 17th October, 1949, that have not been dealt with will be
subject to the present instructions.

instructions.

OTTAWA, Canada
14th February,
A.86537

1950

Signed by Acting Director CE Smith
*******************************

STRICTLY PERSONAL COMMENTS- REFLECTIONS CONCERNING REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONSWith reference to Instruction to the IRO in Section “A” on Displaced Persons and Refugees, the latter would have

been hard
pressed to find many people who did not, in one way or another, “assist the enemy.” I have no problems concerning action to be
taken concerning quislings, traitors, those who served with the enemy and those bearing false witness against persons or group of
persons for personal gain, leniency or a reward. Flowever, there were tens of thousands of persons who cheered and welcomed
the German Army as “protector” against a possibly worst enemy or occupying force. I need not named that force. As the Germans
started to retreat those same persons no longer felt secure as they had truck with the "enemy” by providing services as bakers,
butchers, carpenters, cleaners, name any number of tradespeople, interpreters, and more. They would have been exposed to the
“new liberator” by their own kind or others as having “collaborated.” Would “helping the enemy” apply as well to those who were
“forcibly” brought to Germany to work in factories replacing Germans who were sent to the front. A great number of displaced persons
accepted by Canada, Australia and most countries for resettlement fell within that category. One might say that the ones that were
forced to come to Germany were the only ones eligible-had we applied the interpretation to the letter, we would have had to fold up
much earlier. I believe that our Government’s generous interpretation disregarded its strict meaning. This was rendered more evident
when, in early 1951,it lifted limits as to the number of refugees and displaced persons we could accept, including those with physical
disabilities. That pleased the International Refugee Organization as well as the International Committee on European Migration
because it meant that their jobs were assured for at least to the end of 1951 .There were those in occupied and Vichy France who
collaborated in all aspect of every day life, “to survive,” they will say and we never for one moment hesitated to accept applications
from such persons to emigrate to Canada.
-

*****************************************
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horror that gripped the Ugandan Asians,
happen. The civilized world Tailed to unite in
stopping this madness. However, Canada was outstanding in its condemnation and hurriedly
sent a team to Kampala to take as many
Ugandan Asians as could be selected, offering them
the possibility of an escape from an otherwise gruesome end.
These newspaper clippings cannot describe the
incredulous that such an aberration could actually
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CANADIAN IMMIGRATION OFFICIALS DISTRIBUTED APPLICATION FORMS
FOR MORE THAN 6.000 ASIANS TO APPLY TO SETTLE IN CANADA DURING
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WANT TO

MORE than 20,000 Uganda Asians have applied to
settle in
last night. Of those processed so far, more than 50 |>er cent

total of 6.135 per-

He said the first 80 families
.

20,000 UGANDA ASIANS

the

Reuter

’

about

have

with

300

of

already

visas.

those
been

Sonic

6IM1

U.

—

KAMPALA,

are
stateless and have been
given emergency travel docu¬
ments on which to fly out to
Canada.

Thursday

th-d in Biilain. Home
y Ruben C.qt sai«l y.-te
had h

Anolhci 500 stateless Asians
have been granted cmeigoncy
travel
documents
to
go
to

between

India, and JJZfiQ.more have re¬
gisters! with the Intcr-Govci n-

Bi itain before
accepted I
Ugandan 1 \pulsion dcadlin*

mculnl Committee for

F-inopyanj

Migi ation.i
ICKM could act as an execut¬
agency
to
(ly stateless

ing

Asians from Uganda to staging

jO.PtlP

an«!

Ugandan Asian: luddim
i L
7T7T7T hale

To

Novi'iiiImt 7.
But Can told MPs in Pailia
menl the final miml>cr aiiivmi

beie

would
be
“well
undei
half” the original hood count

Carr said that by last week
points in Km oik?. but to do so
it requires authority cither from
end non 11 y 15 POU
the UN High Commission for
Uganda
h.u’.^ijky^u
Refugees or from the Interna-- milted to P.iilain
The llntisli
lionnl Committee of the Red
High Coumii- ion in Kampala
Cross.
Diplomatic smirccs saiu
has issued onti> rei lifieafes to
this had not yet been forth¬
about 2.1.500 p-rsons and about
5.0110 of the:.-* will go duecl to
coming.
Officials at the British High
other count ties, he said.
Commission said
He
irpealed
the
Govmentry
M»t s
peimils had been issued by I
last night. Of them. 1.179 have | / .VtVp! ic “
gone to the British nass-vort-made
si.i:
J5 HEjit
holding wives and children of
fdi Amin's
am
lover nments
Ugandan citizen
Carr said 29
'Asians.
1
to take in
had already agu
In addition. 250 British pass¬
ol
ed
Uganda
ports have been issued sinceCanada li >1 oil el
I2h«Monday to Asians deprived otj;’i; quo arm :rr _ ~ had
Ihcii
India and an
Ugandan citizcushiu foi
opted to g.
late renunciation of the Biitish
othci t.Oild to Pakistan
Other countries which had
citizenship they held before,
Indian High Commission otliollciod
to
help included the
cials said they had issued visas
United Stall's. West Get many.
to 3.4HH Biitish Asians to settle
Malawi. Australia. New Zea¬
in India.
land. Sweden and Austria.
In London, the Biitish GovCarr said thcie had been
cihmeni lias cut by moie than
helpful otter s from l-aim Ame¬
Jp»ll i\s estinT ate of the number rican nations
of Asians bei
AUcIU d uHL
T
lda who will need to be
"

,
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SLATES

AJVilN

UgandaViews Final Plans
ST A/?.- AuSrq
To Expel British .Asians

I

_

UGANDAN ASIANS !

KAMPALA, Aug.

I

Kampala, Thursday.
MAJOK GKNKitAl. Kli Amin announced here yesterday |
he was cancelling applications (or Ugandan citizenship !
from an estimated 12.000 Asians, most of them British
passport-holders.
.£.
New exi r r TIT e
Some of the applications lad
.

outstanding for seven or
years, tic told tltc closing
session of a nationwide A sun

cies)

for

I

conference here.

A si

“My government does not con¬
sular
itself tn any way bour.d

in's

i

as

weeks

In addition

sufficient

shown

j

conference, which was being at¬
tended by 10 Aslan representa¬
tives
from each of Ugpnia’tf
20 dlslt lets.

to the mechanics of

about

required

register

during the census or
losing their residential sta¬

.

al Amin said

Monday night that

all

community here asaprelinunary
to
the
formulation of policies

ionalities who were "sabotaging
the economy" would also h;

sucli questions as citizenship.

non-citizens

of other nat¬

Ugandun Asians meet
their future

Departing residents here arc
allowed to take with them only

50,000 shillings when they lea¬
ve, and 20,000 shillings (about
1,130 sterling) a year there¬
General Amin noted that Bri¬
problems besides

tain lad other

and

representatives attending a special government-sponsored con- its Asian passport-holders,
ferenee here tonight dLc^xxod details of memoranda they will present suggested that it should sort ouw
Major-General Idi Amin bcZarc he announces his government's new
situation in Northern Ireland before It became "ever,
Asian policy tomorrow.
bigger than Vietnam."
When
the
conference
He announced that Uganda’s
opened'
this
morning, the delegates were
S’js) /ST>
bcc£/7/ security forces had been put on
warned by Uganda’s Defence Mi¬
nister. Mr. Charles Oboth-Ofumbi
that the future of the 80.000-strong
Asian community in Uganda dc- 1
pended on (he outcome of (heir
___

ASIANS

IN UGANDA

deliberations

ATTEND

General Amin last week to enable
Asian to identify their problems •
and
discuss them with a cabinet

tomorrow

afternoon.

of

should prepare a set of memoran¬
setting out problems at district

da

The decision to hold the

and in

addiuion. a sing!*
setting out the prob¬
facing the Asian community

ference

memorandum

lems
as

a

whole.

Most of
ken

ur>

a

was

ta¬

discussion of riii-

follows

of bitter attacks

several

"Most

con¬

weeks

made
.

against the Asian

{ community here by Idi Amin.
1

Ugandan Asians
Africans, engaging-

He has accused

!

today's session

with

Asian

Thursday

girls

in

contracting “quicmarriages'* with British
are

passport holders in a last-ditch
Kampala, Saturday, cllorl to gain entry to Uus
Asians from each of Uganda’s, country, it was*claimed here
20 districts have been directed;
cstndny.
■’There have been a
attend a
large
three-day confcrenc<
here next week to discuss Uic number of quirk marriages.”
problems facing this country’s :i 2 4-year-old Asian father who
.ulived with a group of expel¬
Aslan community Kadlo Ugond.
lees
from
Kampala (old re¬
announced.
pot ters
at London Airport.

Uganda's 20 districts
is represented
at the conference
by a delegation of 10 Asians Mr
Oboth-Ofumbi
said
today
they
level,

-kie
'

The General will issue his policy
when he closes the con¬

Each

LONDON,
('panda

MEETING

statement

ference

I

| STATELESS

representative.

of

cheating

•

border crossings, appar¬
ently in a move to stop Aslans
awaiting expulsion from smugg¬
ling out their possessions.
Gen. Amin said his decision
to expel a 11 British Asians here
had been taken for the good of
Uganda, because
the country
could no longer tolerate ec¬
onomic sabotage.
He had made up his mind,
ho said, and It would "n*»ver
be clanged. "He added however,
that Uganda would go through
"one of the most difficult per¬

people must be pre¬
Inconvenlen-

iods, and

pared to bear any

‘QUICKIE WEDDINGS’

TOLD TO

by

And Gen-

that troops
being sent to reinforce
(Continued or. pa go 2)

eral Amin has said

are

the alert and ordered to guard

ASIAN

conference was called

Lag large withdrawals.

all

to prevent
smuggling out their po¬

to

1 he

^

UgaiTdd^s^ borders

after.

Kampala, \\ t-duesday.

a)

Z

Aslans

ssessions.

over

Prime

_

The census was designed to
provide statistical information on

on

correspond¬

claiming that the British
Minister, Edward licaii.

ent

threat

at

me eim.mmjBO.oao-.s.,-

faith In.

citizenship*1 la iold live

U^ulaa

running

tus.

j

decision, but the independ"Uganda Argus" Tuesday
page report

carried
a
front
from Its London

economic aid to

surrendering his

were

which to

had personally ordered a halt
to review its
to the "shuttlecocklag” of Bri¬
Uganda — now
tish Asians.
4.5 million
r
In recent weeks numbers of
sterling annually -- If the As¬
British Aslans from East Af¬
lans are ordered out.
rica have been refused entry
General Amin has already
said that he Is not worried by ^ to Britain for lack of an entry
the possibility of economic ties O voucher.
Many of them have
found that no other country
being cut.
would allow them entry either.
The president Is expected to
make a definitive policy state¬ ^
According to the Argus rement on the Aslans after hos¬
.1 port,
Heath felt that this pol¬
icy was "needlessly provoca¬
ting a luncheon here Wednes¬
tive".
day for the British and Ind¬
-0
British Asians here now appian high
commissioners, the
Pakistani
ambassadors, and t ear resigned to waiting until
leaders of Uganda’s Asian co¬
Wednesday to learn the true
facts of their position here,
mmunity.
According to the president j Few, however, are optimistic
about 80,000 British Asians will
p of a change of heart by Gen¬
eral Amin.
be affected by
his directive
»
All banks here are closed
that they be repatriated to Bri¬
tain within three months.
until Wednesday In an appareni move to stop Aslans makIn addition to tliese, Gener¬
Britain’s

receipt to another per¬
would "suffer the consequen¬

face

j

Aslans
Lz.it

garni a
a ns

All Asians here
to

ago.

end

expulsion process, they ex¬
pected the ministers to cover

ces*, the announcement added.

Ceu Amin made clear la was
far
from satisfied with tlio way
hero regarded Ugandan
citizenship. 'Many of you lave

Asian

ion

said that,

the

census
son

President Adi Am¬

sources

they

Like the Aslans,

have three months In

g<A
There has been no editorial
comment here or. the expuls¬

plans to expel the thous¬
living here who

Diplomatic

Asians left the country.

Any

on

leave.

to

(Agen¬

hold British passports.

Asians

Indicationwlat these

He gave uj

o,

The Ugandan cabinet
Tuesday for final

discussions

side

qualifications would be, or when
they would bo publislied, but la
said they were being drawn up
based
on
the results
of a
special Aslan census hold six

here

ands of Aslans

Kampala, Sunday.
wishing to travel out¬
Uganda must produce evi¬
dence of having registered during
last
month's
special Asian
census here, M-ij. Gen. Ainln’s
Ministry of Internal Affairs an¬
nounced yesterday.
It said that “ Ur the time being*
census
receipts were being
checked by immigration officers

sucli applications and
regards them as laving boon auto¬
matically cancelled by lapse of
time", be said.
He went ou: 'All those inter¬
ested lu obtaining Ugandan citi¬
zenship will have to uiaho fresh
applications. Tliese will be pro¬
cessed
lu accordance with new
qualifications niy governing ui Is
now drawing up.*
to process

--

met

boon

elicit

2

p.
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on

of

them have been
the
strict
undcr-

stuudmg

that

contract

the

not

is

other

words.

break

up

marnag<

binding.
couples
they have

Die

once

Ii
<;u

got
wh«

into
I In tan.”
the
man
declined to be identified, said

A

woman

arriving

flight said one
friends had contracted
kie marriage."

on

tine

of

hci

same

“lie

was

holding

’-quic¬

a

British

a

passport.
She
hardly
him." she added.
"At

knew

one

stage people woulc
do anything t,, make
sure
oi
getting out of Uganda I think

there may be lots of
young
couples who were married re-

eonflv
>’Wii

and

wav

in

who

will

Itriu.- ••

Cn

their
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TWAIN MLiLiT
/</■
Ahlnm^li
f ederal

u.n-...1.l..,...ic.n

election

OCT~ /</ ?JL

Il.y Cyi.-..!.....
wImch (dc^tVimg Minister. Mr. Trudeau,is

111

"^lilIu}TTrTcc|»

Lev

^

a

.s'.ic

Asian

ITPPEK, in Ottav^irTpoWs on
welcoming (lie Asians and limv i(

I
I..
in'which Canada iv

I

b

Annex B

Iiis majority, the acceptance of thousands of
immigrants
from
JLJgauda 1 h.'iv ‘ tiu^ct^ few raiscJ

(lie

sees

(heir prospects for (lie future.

Canada sees immigrant
Asians as an asset
In Canada’s federal election

But cf all the regions of the
Iworld where Asians have sc.tlcd.

campaign, political argument 'Uganda is the last
over unemployment now run¬
to for a
reservoir
ning above six per cent of the lahour. Migration
force,* is central. Vet
Uganda’s Asian refugee popu¬
lation is being made welcome

'

voluntary,

and ilieir admittance is not a
visible election issue.
Canada’s traditional anti-immi¬
gration circles arc quiet: organ¬
ised ‘labour has not protested,
Quebec has remained silent des¬
pite the addition o'f more English
speakers to its .population, and
thcro is little outcry on the basis
of

of

indentured

now

there
was
communities in
South As a that bred pioneering
entrepreneurs and craftsmen who
diversified into professional and
managerial
occupations in the
favourable economic climate they,

work

1

They are a specialised branch
of South Asia’s social organisa¬
tion. spun c*:f to East Afr ca, and

place to turn

jhclpcd

[Canada’s
'similar

i

n

the 56.000

or

so

other

more

have

3,500,000
immigrants) who have migrated to
1945.

colour

adopted homeland.

or race.
They
will
reinforce
recent
small Ri-ght-<wing group
trends away fro.n a conccnlral on
in Toronto has been vocal, and •in British Columbia, and away

Only

a

;instincts and will -profit from it.
Prudent,

enlightened self-interest
once
again provides a positive
cxamplo on
the world scene,
demonstrating the Canadian style
of

Canada

•

(his helped to consolidate support
for tho Asians. The contrast with
U ri la in is striking.
CAnnda
has -followed its best

international diplomacy.
At the same timo, by being

that

from the preponderance of Sikhs,
which marked Asian immigrants
a
few years ago.
Many,

of

half,

the

is preparing to ensure.'
adoption process will be
as possible. Government

Kampala <o •
and
provide
transport,
immediate
lodging.
ho!p with job placement, welfare

Uganda

Asians
will
indeed
be
S khs,
known as the besi craftsmen in
East Africa. They will join rela¬
tives and friends already settled
iin
the
highly
organised
and
successful Sikh communties in

went

the

services

voluntary

relief

groups
agencies

this
cJTorl.
‘in Canada

Jibe ’Far Wes'..

to

move

and

necessary.
Church

-

first

the

as
easy
officials
initiate

until

perhaps

.

•

away from the jubcomincnl. It will be fascinating to.
watch the process of adaptation!
to their
new.
and more d s**anl,

living farther

,

Asians (out of a total of

Canada since

susta.ncd

inner
cohe'» veness and
links :o South Asia than
other overseas communities

greater

immigrants will he.

new

to

historic

Their

Canadian cnvuonmc.'".
They
have
ah a

,

Uganda.
| Thus, in the jobs they seek,
to create

Canada.

to

pattern
has * cen to ticonic
educated and do well, ant there
is every reason to belies . they
1 will continue
o do
sc*»
he

bv

Asian
arc

benefits

and
arc

if

other
joining'

organ isa lions
expecting to play

But many will come also from
.in line, the country'-will get the.
; a major role in helping their
pick of tho immigrant crop. It is '•'Gujarat — Muslims. Jains and
brethren.
exacted that about 6,000 will ii Hindus. They will settle in the .J
All of these activities will no:
settle.
;
eliminate
major
problems
of
cities of the cast and in small
Iho Uganda Asians arc seen
resettlement.
'

—

here

as

a

high-quality

resource.

Any country would benefit from
the
professionals and managers
being forced out by President
Amin.
And for a
country like

Canada with a slack
economy,
the Asians will be a
timely shot,
in the arm. Within a
year, they
will
be
creating and investing
capital anti pulling sonic Cana¬
dians to work.
When
Britain’*

responded to~
for aid. Canada
probably had 1 tile idea of wltal
it
was
getting into. The Prime
Minister.
3

lust

it

plea

Trudeau, followed
tradition ol humittfi-

Mr.

Canadian

tarian response jo crisis. cspec allyin ('ommonwealih ccv.ccms.
lie has made passing rciercncc
to the in..nigranis taking on jobs'
“that Canadians arc unwilling to

special thesis of Iv s own
cause
of unemployment
C.anadaL

du~.
on

in

a

towns

from

coast

They will

to

coast.

in this

Especially important

ease

is the

recurrent

issue

add further to
of obtaining recognition of pro-'
Asian
farming papulation,
fcssional credentials by Canadian
that
little noticed
phenomenon
professional
associations.
Howquic.ly appearing now in the I ever, the
machinery is now in
Canadian
countryside.
Instead,
gear for ensuring a warm rooopthey will even provide some badly
for
Uganda's
fonxd
they will adJ to the richness and | tion
expatriates.
diversity of Canada’s ethnic urban
mosaic. Perhaps (hey will even
provide
some
badly
needed
culinary
d vcisity
to
the
not

the

‘

restaurant

The
what

scene

Uganda Asians arc
dillcrcnt front other

immigrants.

Canada*;

policy, based

on

some-'
Asian

selective

UXtipoint tcs.,
guarantees that only the skilled,
and
preferably
professional,
a

representatives

of South
As a's
get
cho.;cn.
The
Uganda Asian* fall predominantly
into such categories.

communities

the
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U.S.Ho admit 1,000
‘stateless5 Aslans^L
U S. Govcimnc it has de¬
rided lo waive its sfriu immigra¬
I be

not

from

Asians

Uganda,

disclosed

In

being

1,(XX)
expelled

informed sources
Washington at the

weekend
I he
list of

more

than

a

joins

dozen

a

of

some

0 tyui

or¬

leave Uganda by Presi¬

2.UHJO. them they

dent

Amin.
I he dicision. approved by Pre¬
sident Nixon to admit up to 1.000

Ugandan tcfugccs. will be fotiual*
i> announced by tire State Depart¬
today.
State Department ollicials have
nor >ci
decided how they will

•

select ibo imnugraots.
Several
thousand
Ugandan
Asians. orJered to leave Uganda
an

or

who

be

no

oilier

ted’

an

c'lMiu

arc

Ugandan^

ii.v.ioo.iliiv,

>u

staielevs when foiccd id
Uganda li is from amom-j
that tip to 1.000 will be'

aetcpied by the United State*.
Meanwhile.
a
i. present a :i\ e
of the IJrilMi' Uganda
Iteseitlemem Hoard. Mi. J
1) llciiuingv
hav arrived in Uganda to hiief
Asians

hound

receive iliem
These included

already applied lor visas,
passports,

will

the

8, have expressed
Interest in settling in the U S.
have

Indian

have

(or

through ihen leader v
prcpJi.iiiuiw ‘are be.iig

November

tbc sources said.
Dui these arc believed to la*
cludo holders of British. I'atis'anI
or

and

have
these

ment

by

have

p.isSpot.S'I lie
remainder,

the Ugandan Asians

to

55.UOO hold Ur.tisl
ami between j.uou am
Pakistani or Indi

pa\sp«»ns

coun¬

liiitahi.

what

on

made

temporary

to
ac-

ciiiiiiiind.ititin on arrival, help tu
lind jobs and the provision of

hospital

would

faCrl.iie-*

ckiwooms

for

and emergency
the children.

CANADA
ANNOUNCEMENT
Kesicdeirofls
voEtso
cara

o2

capapDacenfloorj 2©f p»er-

nracaraeraB

resicleinice

GdimcacJcii

earned

reJereince
Eutcave
s&nedl

SCnes r

.

•

iresB

moB

be

scientists
stateless.

or

will be conducted at the Amciican
Embassy, (Embassy Mouse, Patliament St. Kam¬
pala,) beginning today. Fiiday, October G, at C
a.m.
Only those incinbeis of the ptofessions,
acienlints or artists who have picviously submitted
an application to the Embassy and who still desire
to emigrate to the United Slates should come to
the Embassy to determine if they still qualify.
Inlet views

for

those

irade-

picviously

ber is icached.
The .following must be stiiclly adlicicd to:
(1) Only loose who can comply with tbc
qualifications listed should apply at this lime.
(2) Only the principal applicant (not depend¬
ents) should come lo the Embassy to file an applic¬
ation.
Me should biingstippoi ting documents with
him, such as educational coitificales. documenta¬
tion of professional skills ami any other docu¬
ments lie may wish to submit as pail of his
application.

<$>

Os'

i

f

iv.oc
rrK)U!N>
wi IU
HAVE
VIEWED AND ACCEPI ED PRIOR
TO MONDAY
SEPT 18 SHOULD CONTACT
THE

IMMIC.RAIION

SEELlLEfiQM

(Fitment

CANADIAN

OrFICE

IN PERSON

reeaclra

.

TUESDAY.:!....

B..TCL1Q.JL0Q FOR AN APPO

wnh

reference
MEDICAL EXAMINATION

to

C-BdejCh <C©inraimSss5oni,

—

IP. O.

Bon

3O«.0S,
Cleraj/o toir

•WcaBrolbi

1X3ovenraGoer

23rdl

.JJO&
KU.LKARWl

REFERENCE NO.
FAMILY

NAME

FIRST NAME

UGANDA
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;

'
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VISAS AND TRANSPORTATION TO
CAN \t>A
:PERSONS ISSUED VISAS WILL BE EXPECTED
TO
'SIGNIFY THEIR READINESS TO DEPART
FOR
.CANADA ABOARD CHARTERED FLIGHTS
WHEN
THE RELEVAN(‘“GOVERNMENT
FORM
ARE COMPLETED.
'
-

f “'.ALlTIES

■

their

APPLICANTS WHO WOULD BE
PREPARED TO
'I EAVE FOR CANADA BY
SUNDAY SEPT
WILL BE GIVEN PRIORITY FOR
THE MEDICA'C
.EXAMINATION
!F MARRIED
THE WIFE
i'ANO CHILDREN IF RESIOING IN

Olfte ©Slice ofl CEnes Gcnraca-'
caoa?u

not

APPOINTMENTS

below.

nrsusfl

have

C-C
TRANSPORTATION ARRANGEMENTS
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS OF PERSONS
AC
^EPIEO FOR CANADA WILL START
MONDAY
SEPT 18
FOR
THOSE PERSONS INVITED ON
■THAT DAY AND
SUBSEQUENT DAYS

pnatoOi-

coinrjpBefiiing/
caeflcucCuijirieg oiracO nrucaalingj

Coupons

who

applied will begin at 8.a.m. Satiiiday, October 7,.
and will continue daily until the maximum num¬

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
ISSUE OF IMMIGRANT
VISAS

emruii<graiflii<niirt Bo

coupon!

dependants wno ate

CANADIAN HIGH COMMISSION
IMMIGRATION SERVICE

©©raSac-inni

inracrj/

artists and their

Interviews

Sirs

(Ccaraeadlca £dj/

QCne

OF STATELESS ASIAN

vrolraose

toeen

NUMBER

The United States of America will admit a
limited number o( stateless Asians to emtfi,nlc to
tlie United Stales.
First to bo processed will

EJBtunnmtoers

comOii rained]
aim

TO ADMIT UMiTED

CANADA j

(LAga radio

stu)lbriniD33edl

Ihucavca

UNITED STATES 0i: AMERICA

term

tials estimate

United Stales thus

tries who have agiccd to absorb
dered

under the

of the special entry visas to tx
ksuod by tho US. GovcraiDcat.
'I tic U.S. Government estimate
that rhetc arc slightly over HO ,00
Asinni in Uganda Of these, olli

tion iuIci and admit up to

Slatclm

covered

oo

4

,
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It
published in the Kampala
that person could consult
they
to appear as the mail

The last list inviting Ugandan Asian to appear for interview over a period of ten days. was
Argus newspaper and copies were plastered over the windows of our temporary offices so
it and know when to appear for interviews. It was the only way to let Asians know that
were
or

other form of communication

was

impossible.
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INTERVIEWS
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cjrcful null! u( tin; following:
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Facilities

for processing

available
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cants

(.1)

may

most

parts

aro

appli¬

lie interested to know that Immigration
available at the Canadian High Commis¬

Services

are

sions in

London, New Delhi, Islamabad, Nairobi, Uar*

or residents of lliosu countries
rccpicstcd to upply at the appropriate office.

es-Sulaain. Nationals
are

Those

accepted

laboratory

tests

after interview will have to undergo
such as urine, stool, b/opd and X-

the same day; married persons with dependants
(nife, children) must bring their dependants with them
if they reside in Uganda.
ray

for iutcivicvv may not
nce.essarih be accepted for emigration. Persons not
accepted are informed.
Persons

FR'OA 1

Canada

imiled

be

processed expeditiously.
(b|

applicants for

of tIre world. Some

persons

whose numbers are not shown will
.is
Kiev were not deemed to meet
the applii-.dile selection criteria. In some cases one
member of a family will be interviewed in (he lmpo
Dial, if accepted fur Canada, that person could then
nominate ur sponsor close relatives who could be
llioM1

not

invited

to

JO OCt 1972

appear

FRIDAY.

TUESDAY. 14 OCT. 1971.

27 OCT. 1972.

1:13
Isa
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SATURDAY. 28 OCT. 1972.

WEDNESDAY. 25 OCT. 1972

i._

MONDAY. 1J OCf

1971

TMURSOAY. 26 OCT

5

1972.

MONO AY, 30 OCT. 1972
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Epilogue
No Kudos.... Please!
While working abroad, I knew or heard little about former Immigration Officers who performed their
duties under hardships prior to WW II. Hence, it was enlightening to read Immigration Officer Maurice
Mitchell's Memoirs, “A Man of Big Heart,” published in October 1998 by the Canadian Immigration Historical

Society.” Maurice wrote of the accomplishments of his father, an Immigration Officer who, prior to WWII
assigned to Antwerp and Danzig. I am unaware of the work performed by officers in the UK and others
such as 0. Cormier and 0. Petersen who worked on the European continent. Yet, they and their
contemporaries were major contributors to the demographic growth of Canada in the pre-WWII years, even
if is said that some 28,000 immigrants were forcibly repatriated to Europe during the Depression years
1929-1939. The Canadian Immigration Historical Society has now published articles about them.
was

In more recent times, the Senior Management of the Immigration Service never seemed inclined
praise or reward its “super achievers,” considering that it was part and parcel of their assignment abroad.
However, the Department of Foreign Affairs has no such qualms in praising their “superachievers” and
issues certificates of commendation for their achievement. And even grants this recognition to immigration
Officers serving abroad. The Certificate reads “Consul of the Year.” This practice would be anathema to
Senior Immigration Management unless, of course, the media i.e. the press or even television reports these
achievements. An example is the “Teheran Caper” in 1970. Immigration Attache Don Sheardown and
Ambassador Ken Taylor both covertly harbored US Embassy employees in their homes after the US
Embassy was invaded by a mob of angry Iranians. When the “caper” by Ambassador Taylor and
Sheardown was revealed in the Canadian Press, they received the highest awards from the Governor
General, because of the media splash of the caper. The Ugandan Asian Exodus provided another example
of the media “forcing” the Department of Immigration to recognise the importance of this highly successful
operation.
to

Whenever Immigration officers and staff abroad
sometimes on a daily basis, these facts are often ignored
media highlights these facts. Belfast and Beirut are prime

face dangerous and life threatening situations,
by Immigration Hdqrs’ Senior staff unless, the
examples.

THESE COMMENTS REFER TO A DIFFERENT SUBJECT BUT OF RELEVANT INTERESTIn

1981, the “Foreign Operations” of the Department of Manpower and Immigration were transferred to the
Foreign Affairs and International Trade, to my distraught. Because of my many years of employment abroad
having been Charge d’affaires on two occasions, I knew first hand, how External Affairs operates in the
“field." I knew that transferring "Immigration Affairs"was a backward step. I was proven right when the
Immigration Foreign Service returned to the Department of Citizenship and Immigration soon after. The
reason for the change may have come after I wrote a letter to our Minister following a monumental
gaffe.
It happened after a Visa Officer at the Vienna office granted an immigrant visa to the ex Iraqi Ambassador
at the United Nations who applied for emigration to Canada. The application was fraught with political
overtones and correspondence on this matter was exchanged strictly between the Vienna Office and the
Dept, of Foreign Affairs, leaving our Minister of Immigration in the dark. We were then part of the Foreign
Affairs Dept. This infuriated the Minister of Immigration and, in short, the responsibility for Immigration
reverted to Citizenship and Immigration.
I am hopeful that one day, the Immigration Service will be a “stand alone” Department without
affinity to Citizenship, Manpower, Employment or Social Affairs, and that all Ports of Entry will be staffed
by dedicated Immigration Officers as a separate part of the Border Control Staff, as is the case in nearly
all foreign and friendly countries. Only then could we expect proper enforcement of admission controls. We
would also require a Government that is prepared to change its policy with regard to non bona fide
claimants and expedite their deportation. (As I re-write these notes I somehow feel mitigated by Immigration
Minister J. Kenny who is truly striving, for the first time, to run his Dept, with a "hands on" attitude.)
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JANUARY 2011-GEORGE

BARTLEY(SEE PAGE 192)-

WE KEPT IN TOUCH YEARLY-THIS PHOTO WAS TAKEN
WHEN WE MET AT THE IMMIGRATION MUSEUM, MELBOURNE-

(Pier 21 can never compare to the expense to make this a museum
daily by scores of immigrants to recall their humble beginnings)

visited

EVA VON GENCSY-CHAPTER 2-SALZBURG, AUSTRIA-REFUGEE APPLIED AS 'DOMESTIC”
Eva von Gencsy received her visa at the Salzburg Visa Office in 1948 when I selecting single girls as''Domestic
Workers” presented to out Team at the International Refugee Organization Processing Centre in the Lehener

Kazerne, Salzburg. Other Hungarian girls also applying to go to Canada. Their reason for applying to emigrate was

their fear of Hungary being occupied by the Russians. When I returned to Montreal in April l95l I read that Eva had
joined the Winnjpea Ballet and become on of their Prima Ballerina-Most of the girls selected as ''domestics” came

from well to do families and achieved great success in Canada-1 know of another that became a foreign byer for
Morgan's in Montreal. I never forgot the name of Eva von Gencsy as she achieved success after success making
headlines in the Canadian press for her achievements and renommee as Prima Ballerina Eva Von Gencsy.
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given Minister's pen

JULY 1933At the time of his flight to the USA
via Longueuil, Quebec in July 1933, he has been Minister for Aviation in Dictator's
Mussolini's Government since 1929. To his credit, he had already crossed the Atlantic
in 1930 to Rio de Janeiro, Brasil with fewer hydroplanes. This intended trip is meant
o be a more
spectacular voyage with 25 planes and a complement of a hundred
crewmen. The next undertaking present
risks inasmuch as they will face many

^LBO'S FEAT FLYING FROM ITALY TO CANADA
Italo Balbo (1896-1940) is a known Italian Fascist.

unknown factors on the northern route. But the occasion in not to be missed to
celebrate 10 years of Fascism. The final destination will be Chicago where the
Universal Exposition is being held. The aim of the undertaking is to show the
"Americans" that Italy is not the same country they knew during WWI-it is now a

country. It is also a fact that Montreal, Chicago and New York
strong and important minority of Italians. Italo Balbo counts on their support.

modern and strong
a

have

It took two years for Italo Balbo to prepare his trip. His expertise as a pilot did not
qualify him to fly a hydroplane. He lacked the minimal nautical experience because
once his hydroplane lands on water it becomes a boat. He selects his crew among
veterans from the previous famed trip to Brasil, as well as younger strongly motivated
flyers. The crews will have more than 500 hours of training before getting ready for the
North Atlantic crossing. The training includes flying under the most rigorous winter
conditions and dismisses those trainees who transgress his strict orders.

plane is a SM 55, a truly flying catamaran, a monoplane with two motors, Isotta Fraschini Asso 11R,
developing 750 HP. The plane designed by Alessandro Marchetti, has a range of 4000 km and a cruising
speed of 233 km/h. Each hydroplane carries 2,272 liters of fuel. The planes are schedules to depart from
lake Orbetello, 65 kilometers north west of Rome, July 1s1, at 16:37. The crews fly in groups of three planes
in V shape. There are eight squadrons(3 planes to a squadron). Each fly at a distance of 500 meters from
each other. Balbo's plane can be identified by the letters l-Balb under one wing.

The

They crossed the Alps and after a seven-hour flight set down in Amsterdam. One of the 25 planes, identified
as l-Dini, turned over upon touching water causing the death by drowning of one member of its crew. A a
result, Balbo orders all festivities to cease out of respect for the dead member. He nevertheless meets the
German hero Wolfgang von Gronau who flew across the Atlantic the previous year in a hydroplane.

Ireland

On Sunday July 2nd, the Group leaves Amsterdam with one less plane for Londonderry, Northern
which he reaches in five and a half hours touching down at Lough Foyle. Bad weather keeps the Group

from

flying until July 5th when he departs for Reykjavick, Iceland, 1,528 km distant. The change of weather i.e. cold
is a factor to contend with as it is 5 degree Celsius. Ice formed on the wings as they flew through dense fog.
kept the
in Iceland until July 12lh The
next leg is the most challenging as
they have to fly more than 2400 kms
to reach Cartwright, Greenland. As
is always the case, Balbo orders his
planes to take off at 6am-they arrive
without incidents. On the morning of
the 13th the group heads for
Shediac, New Brunswick. They
make the trip in 5hrs. and 45 mins
again without problems. A crowd
estimated at 30,000 greet their

The inclement weather

group

.

arrival.
The Prime Minister of New Brunswick, L.P.D.
Italo Balbo and members of his Group.

Tilley and the Mayor of Shediac, Alphose Normany greeted

July 14th, the group takes off in threes at 9h51 heading for Longueuil. It takes them 5 hours, flying over
Canterbury NB and Rockwood, Mount Kineo, Jackman and Moose river (Maine.) At 12h40 the squadron is
seen above Lake Megantic. When Italo Balbo arrives at Longueuil at 13:20 he appears nervous because
other hydroplanes and boats are on hand around the arrival site. Not without some difficulties he obtains his
wish to to evacuate the curious who are making it difficult for his squadron to maneuver. He is also annoyed
at the crowd of journalists aboard his hydroplane wishes to gather his first impressions. He finally docks at
the Fairchild Aircraft quay. Once on the jetty he is greeted by a small group of girls sporting fascist insignia.
The Longueuil beach was filled to capacity-many Montrealers came with the bus service available from the
On

corner

of Ontario and Bordeaux for the occasion.

Canada, L.A. Tascherau wrote a welcome lettter in Italian "Je suis heureux devous
souhaiter, aisi qu a vos valeureux aviateurs, la bienvenue la plus cordiale dans la province de Quebec. Nous

The Prime Minister of
avons

suivi

avec

le plus

vifinteret toutes les etapes de votre heroique envolee. Elle rapproche nos deux

pays deja unis par tant de liens.'' Italo Balbo replied
Je vous remercie, ainsi que le population de la province
'

aux

de Quebec, du fratemel interet que

vous portez

exploits des ailes iitaliennes.

He went on to

Chicago where

Universal Exposition was being held. After this feat, Mussolini promoted him
Lybia where he died in an airplane crash in 1940.

a

Air Marshall and Governor of

My comments re this unique undertaking "although the Savoia-Marchetti were the same type of hydroplane
used on the previous trip to Rio de Janeiro, Brasil in 1930, they were nevertheless overweight for the power
developed by its engines-hence the need for a long take off on a smooth watery surface-they were also
difficult to manoeuver and required assistance such as towing. During WWII the United States built the
Marauder, which was surnamed the "flying prostitute" because it was under powered and therefore said to
have "no visible means of support." This expression could have applied to the Savoia-Marchetti and it was
lucky that Balbo only lost one of his hydroplane throughout the undertakings abroad."
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□round,
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centuryafollnv^0ntreai s ^ount Royal, is also home to the largest cemetery dating back to the 17"'
observe the
i'tS *ounciaLion-it is a place to enjoy serenity with the nearby point where one can
It also reflects
k°W as vveP as t^e distant towns and mountains. As is the case in all three cities.
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hnm
e jCntage
of its volunteer
French culture
in the North
American continent and multicultural,
and
18 left
'40 to
abroad in the RCAF. (See PART 2).
ih

was

The next

nere

at

to

in

serve

picture holds a special place in my heart. That City is Salzburg, Austria. Its hilltop castle, a

church and the Salzach river below. It is a very' loveh' and romantic city where I met my wife
in August 1949. It is easy to fall in love in Salzburg, a city where the music of Its famous son Mozart
is heard everywhere and it holds open air opera in summer on the steps of its cathedral. A walk m the
aplendid Mirabel gardens will never be forgotten. This city is where I spent the happiest days of my
early love life before leaving for Canada in April 1952.

roccoco

Ljubljana, Slovenia, represented by a very descriptive photo. It too has a castle on
of its hill overlooking a river. The attraction and beauty of Ljubljana has some similarity with the
city of Salzburg in that it was part of the Austrian Empire. It too offers a touch of the romantic with
its three part bridge spanning the Ljubljanica river. Nearby is the monument to their revered poet,
Least but not last,

top

Franc Preseren.

Following my first visit to Ljubljana on July

19th 1958, when my wife and I move to

Slovenia from Rome to visit her married sister living in the hamlet of Kozarisce, we were attracted to
the country-even if my wife left it under painful circumstances. From
on, we
several places such as Canada, Beirut, Jamaica until we went in July 1990 for an undetermined period.

then

kept returning from

[he entry

and exit stamps in my passport pages are witnessed to travels needed to interview and recruit
This aspect was never taken into consideration

jesirable immigrants during periods of my career abroad.
?tthe annual performance assessment.

hence the footer in PART III

"Journeys, and
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Sequel to tne ivussmg Letter" from P M. P.E.Trudeau

In June 1977, while still in Limassol, Cyprus where we had a temporary office since the closure
of the Beirut
Embassy in June 1976, and before returning to re-open the Canadian Embassy at Beirut,

Lebanon

in

Trudeau

at

July 1977, I feared for the safety of the precious letter I received from Prime Minister P.E.
on November 16th 1972, thanking me and the Kampala Team members for the

Ottawa,

success of the

I

Asian Exodus Mission while in

Kampala, Uganda to facilitate the admission to Canada
Ugandan Asians. That letter was the most valuable document of my career and
felt that the letter would be safer if kept by the Director of Personnel, at Immigration Hdqrs. Ottawa

of

more

than 6,000

in the event of renewed strife in Beirut.
The letter remained with the Director of Personnel until

September 1981, when

was re¬

assigned to the Immigration Foreign Service Hdqrs Ottawa from Belgrade, Yugoslavia where I was
assigned after terminating my Beirut posting. Shortly after my arrival, I went to the Personnel Section
asking for the letter. Very casually, I was told that “it was loaned to a senior officer who never returned
it.” I sought to know to whom the letter was loaned and my request remained unanswered. Before I
retired in July 1982, I went to the National Archives seeking to obtain a copy of the letter without
success. I was told that this type of document was kept with the PMO’s archives, which are not
accessible by the general public.
Nearing my 95th birthday, as a last resort to find someone who could access the PMO’s
archives, I wrote to the President of the Canadian Immigration Historical Society, Mr. Michael Molloy
in September 2016, offering a reward of $500. To whomever could locate a cpoy of the letter from the
PMO’s archives. Mike Molloy mentioned it to the Treasurer of the CIHS, Ralphael Girard who was on
friendly terms with Mr. David McGuinty, member of Parliament for Ottawa South and discussed the
possiblities of locating the copy in the PMO’s archives.
Lo and behold! On November 17th 2016, at 3 pm

I received a call from a Mr. David McGuinty
(who identified himself) though I could not, at first, understand why he was calling me. He went on
talking about the missing letter-he was successful in finding a copy and read it over the phone! I was
shocked-it seemed so unreal after all these years and I was at a loss for words to thank him for solving
this riddle. I spoke with Mike Molloz who was overjoyed since he was my assistant at Kampala during
the operations “Asiann Exodus.”
On Friday, December 16lh Mr. McGinty phoned me again, anxiously asking if I had received the
envelope that he sent me by special delivery. I received it on the December 19th and, when I opened
it, I realized why Mr. McGinty was anxious to know if I received it.
When I

opened the envelope, it contained a embossed green folder with the Canadian crest and
Commons, Chambre des Communes, Canada.’ But the unexpected surprise was
yet to come. As I opened the folder, on the left was a copy of the letter I had received on November
16lh 1972, 44 years earlier. On the right side of the folder was another letter which I never expected-it
was from Prime Minister Justin Trudeau,
echoing his father's sentiments for what took place 44 years
ago in Kampala, Uganda!

the words ‘House of

I could not avoid using trite words such as as “icing on the cream, double whammy.” Neither
could I find words to express my gratitude to Mr. McGinty toiling so diligently on a matter that had little
to do with his responsibilities as a Member of Parliament.

David McGuinty
Member

ofParliament / Depute

Ottaw a South / Ottawa-Sud

David McGuinty
Member

of Parliament /Depute

Ottawa South / Ottawa-Sud

Ottawa

tiovereber

bear

Mr*

st.

KlA OA2,
16
1972.
,

Vincent:

On

Canada I would

behalf of the go Vermont of
like to express my sincere

appreciation for your management of the
immigration operations for the refugees
from Uganda*
The assistance which you and
your staff provided to these people enabled
them

to make

an

easier transition betvean

Uganda and Canada# and gave them the oppor¬
tunity to start a new life unencumbered by
tdie complexities of official procedures *
of your

I congratulate you and members
staff for your fine work.

Sincerely#
Original signs par.

Original signed hy;

E, TRUDEAU,

/

{<rl ^ v }

Jloger st- Vincent,
Attach^r
Visa Office, Canadian Embassy,
SFAH Building,
Cnr, Kantari and Mgr. Chobli Streets,
-

Box 6864,
Beirut„ Lebanon.

P.O.

j5

V-

Ottawa, Ontario
kl.\ 0A2

NOV 2 2 2016

Dear

Mr.JitrYincent:
I wish

to

Canada
could

never

echo the sentiments of

is a

country

a

letter

sent to you more

than 44 years ago by my father.

that proudly derives great strength from our

diversity, a diversity' that

yourself who have dedicated
home for many, including the world’s most vulnerable.

have been achieved without the actions of Canadians like

their lives towards

making Canada

a new

As a Canadian official in Kampala, Uganda, in 1972, you and your staff established our
country’s first refugee settlement program outside of Europe, which ensured die safety of many
thousands of Ugandan Asians who escaped from the brutal dictatorship of Idi Amin to new
opportunities in Canada. Today, many of those refugees and their families remain proud Canadians
and are a testament to Canada’s welcoming attitude to newcomers, a Canadian value that we see
repeated in our recent resetdement of Syrian refugees that echoes vour efforts manv years ago.
Mr. St. Vincent

Uganda and for

-

diank you once

many years

again for vour

service to our country

following.

Please accept my warmest

regards.

Sincerely,

Mr.

Roger St. Vincent

during your posting in

NTSC

This DVD refers to page 198, para 4
two events that occurred in 1994

Ottawa. The first one was a
a

last line and

and 2002 at
"Journey into Hope,"

symposium held April 29th at the University of
by a remembrance dinner April

Ottawa followed

29th held at the Museum of Civilization,

Hull in the

presence of the Minister of Immigration and the
President of the Ismaili Council for Canada and
several

dignitaries.

The second event,

held

on

October 2nd 2002 and

sponsored by the Pearson-Shoyama Institute
marked the 30th Anniversary of the Exodus of
South Asians from Uganda was held in the left
Wing of the Parliament Buildings-lt was attended
by Ministers, Diplomats, ex-members of Canada's
Mission to Uganda, etc.
Both events were a great success-l have no part
in in the contents of these two events but

arranged for both events to be placed
DVD.

on one

